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Editor's Pages

On Wednesday, 9 August 1 854, Henry David Thoreau wrote in his journal:

"To Boston. 'Walden' published. Elder-berries. Waxwork yellowing." This

exercise in understatement might have fooled Thoreau himself into thinking that

the publication of the book on which he had been laboring for over seven years

was no more important than the sighting of berries. However, he apparently could

not fool his friends for long. Later that month (28 August) Ralph Waldo Emerson

wrote to a British friend that "We account Henry the undoubted king of all American

lions. He is walking up & down Concord, firm-looking, but in a tremble of great

expectation."

Neither Thoreau nor Emerson, however, could have predicted the impact

that Walden would eventually have on America and on the world 150 years later.

At first the book received mostly favorable reviews and enjoyed modestly good

sales, 1744 copies out of a first printing of 2000 selling in the first year. But it

would take another five years to sell the remaining 256 copies. By the early twentieth

century, especially with the multivolume publication of his published writings and

journal by Houghton Mifflin in 1906, Thoreau had achieved a reputation mostly as

a nature writer. During the Depression some looked to Walden as a guide to

simplifying life in hard times. World War II caused others to see him, because of

his essay "Resistance to Civil Government," as a disloyal pacifist; but ironically in

1941 F. O. Matthiessen in his book The American Renaissance discussed Thoreau

as a serious literary artist and Walden as his masterpiece. Walden s place in the

American literary canon has been secure ever since. Indeed, a survey of the Modern

Language Association in the 1990s found it to be the one book most often taught in

college American literature courses. Most recently it has become the seminal text

of American environmentalism, and Thoreau has become the "green" Thoreau.

Interest in Thoreau as environmentalist has brought renewed emphasis

on the connection between Walden and Walden Pond. One would be hard pressed

to think of another book so closely tied to a particular place. Readers of Walden

often feel the urge to visit the place that inspired it; and when they do make the

"Thoreauvian pilgrimage" (as Lawrence Buell has dubbed it), they are likely to

find that knowing the place opens up new insight to the meaning of the book. For

this special sesquicentennial issue, therefore, we will focus on both Walden Pond

the place and Walden the book.

Before approaching these two integrally linked topics, however, we begin

with a sampling of brief comments by American scholars and writers about why
Thoreau and Walden continue to be important to us in the twenty-first century.

These are followed by a series of brief essays and translations by Thoreauvians
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from around the world which highlight the impact of Walden on the global

community. Just as Thoreau believed that the waters of Walden Pond eventually

make their way around the world to places as distant as the Ganges River, so the

ripples of Walden and his other writings have spread around the world. Today,

while Thoreau is more well known in some parts of the world than in others, there

are (according to the 2004 membership directory) members ofThe Thoreau Society

in twenty-two countries throughout the world, including especially strong interest

in Walden in Japan.

Returning to Walden Pond, we focus on "Walden the Place" and its

importance to our understanding of Thoreau. We begin with some groundbreaking

essays that clarify definitively why Thoreau built his cabin at the pond precisely

where he did, where his famous bean-field is located, and where one can find some

of the sites that were among Thoreau's favorite sauntering destinations.

W. Barksdale Maynard emphasizes for us the importance of understanding how
the precise location and boundaries of Emerson's "Wyman lot" determined where

Thoreau built his cabin and of understanding how that location provides a crucial

context for Thoreau's purposes in going to live by the pond. Bradley P. Dean then

solves once and for all the long controversy over exactly where Thoreau's bean-

field is located and suggests why it is important to know such sites. J. Walter Brain

follows with descriptions of three sauntering destinations in the Walden Woods
often mentioned by Thoreau, thus suggesting that the persistent and observant

visitor to Thoreau's world can still see at least some of what Thoreau himself saw.

The next two essays explore the historical significance of Walden Pond.

Randall Conrad recounts an antislavery rally that was held at Thoreau's cabin in

August of his second year at the pond, a rally which, occurring only one week

after his famous night in jail, might have affected Thoreau's decision to write about

his jail experience. Joseph C. Wheeler then brings us forward in time to the twentieth

century to remind us ofThe Thoreau Society's significant role in helping to preserve

Walden Pond in the 1950s, a role which it continues to take seriously today. We
then conclude our explorations of Walden the place with a fine essay by Lucinda

Damon-Bach describing the impact that a visit to Walden Pond can have on students

seeing it for the first time.

We next shift our emphasis to "Walden the Book," beginning with Henrik

Otterberg's thorough analysis of the enigmatic "hound, bay horse, and turtle-dove"

passage in Walden. Otterberg both chronicles the history of interpretations of the

passage and offers his own context for considering a passage which might never

be definitively understood.

The next several essays suggest a recent shift in Thoreau studies toward

the philosophical and ethical dimensions of Thoreau's writing. Daniel S. Malachuk



offers an intriguing solution to the problem of how to take Thoreau's version of

Emerson's Transcendentalism seriously in a postmodern age which seems not to

believe in absolutes or in "Spirit." He also suggests how Thoreau attempts to

reconcile a human-centered view of nature with a more biocentric view of nature

as valuable in its own right. Malachuk's essay has ethical dimensions as well, but

Antonio Casado da Rocha's essay focuses even more explicitly on the ethical

dimensions of Thoreau's writing, especially the use of storytelling (narrative) to

establish guidelines for "virtue ethics," the use of model behaviors to guide our

own behavior. Casado da Rocha pays particular attention to Thoreau's emphasis

on authenticity and sincerity in writing and in living.

Ken Hiltner uses the ideas of twentieth-century philosophers Hannah

Arendt and Martin Heidegger to suggest how Thoreau offers an antidote to the

modern world's reliance on technology. Thoreau's emphasis on attending to the

seasons of nature and to the moment of ripeness for each individual fruit such as

the huckleberry calls our attention to the importance of the present moment in a

way which questions technology's continual emphasis on storing nature's resources

against the insecurities of the future. Steven Hartman also emphasizes how Thoreau

continually keeps the reader focused on the eternal present moment through ever-

changing personae, shifting faces, in all of his works but especially in Walden.

Thoreau's "life excited" is finally embodied in the book that Thoreau writes and in

the moment when the reader encounters one of Thoreau's different and often

contradictory faces in that book.

Reader responses to Walden are also addressed in Laura Dassow Walls'

feminist critique. Unlike many feminist writers who tend to see Walden as a

prototypically masculine book unlikely to be of interest to women, Walls sees

Walden as a text that can be liberating for women. It is a book which simplifies life

in a way that would make most of the female duties of housecleaning unnecessary,

it blurs rather than solidifies gender roles, and it posits a feminine concept of nature

as the precondition for culture.

We conclude with three essays that reflect the impact of Walden on various

twentieth-century art forms. Robert Root connects Walden both to the writings of

E. B. White and to Root's own personal experiences in seeking spiritual kinship

with both Thoreau and White. Mark Sullivan explores how the famous illustrator

N. C. Wyeth was influenced by Thoreau. Finally, we are reminded (as Ron Hoag

suggested to me) of what Thoreau did on his summer vacation while living at

Walden: in the late summer of 1 846 he went to Maine and climbed Mt. Katahdin.

More recently, documentary filmmaker Huey has made a film which examines the

history and meaning of Mt. Katahdin, a film which suggests why the mountain had

such a powerful impact on Thoreau and why it continues to affect powerfully those

who have climbed it since Thoreau. Huey's film "Wilderness and Spirit, A Mountain
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Called Katahdin" was screened at The Thoreau Society's 2004 Annual Gathering

m Concord in July.

This special sesquicentennial issue is made possible by the remarkable

cooperation of its many contributors, of our board of advisors, and of Thoreau

Society staff and board members. Thanks especially to Jayne Gordon, Karen

Kashian, Steven Bentley, and Robert Hudspeth for their assistance with finances

and advertising.

This issue is only one small part of what has been a year-long celebration

of Walden. Below is a sampling of the events occurring in Concord, at Walden

Pond, and elsewhere. Below is a sampling of special events scheduled throughout

America at various times of the year. And perhaps this sesquicentennial year would

be a good time to read Walden again if you haven't visited it for a while.

RJS

Walden 2004 Observances Celebrating the 150th Anniversary of the

Publication of Walden

January through May: 2004 Thoreau Community Lecture Series "Walden at 150

(1854-2004)," Sponsored by The Concord Museum, Thoreau Society, and Walden

Woods Project.

January 15: "Emerson, Thoreau and Walden," Ronald A. Bosco

February 24: "Lecturing and the Lyceum," Richard Higgins

March 25: "The Genesis of Walden," Robert D. Sattelmeyer

April 29: "Spreading the Gospel of Walden," Lawrence Buell

May 27: "Walden in Context," Jeffrey Cramer and Kent Curtis

March through June: The spring season of "The Seasons of Walden: A Year-

Round Program of Activities Linking Walden, the Pond, and Walden, the Book,"

Sponsored by The Friends of Walden Pond (an activity of The Thoreau Society)

and the Department of Conservation and Recreation/Walden Pond State Reservation.

March 27: "Walking and Writing at Walden" (Adult workshop),

Tammis Coffin

April 24: Walden Pond, A History (Author talk),W Barksdale

Maynard

May 15: "Plants and Animals of Walden, 1850-2000" (Hike)

Peter Alden

June 19: "On This Spot" (Family program), Christen Lekorenos

Beginning in March: " 'Earth's Eye': Sesquicentennial On-line Exhibition."



Fifty images from the Special Collections of the Concord Free Public Library

relating to Walden Pond. Curated by Leslie Wilson, with an introductory essay by

W. Barksdale Maynard, author of Walden Pond: A History. To see this online exhibit,

go to www.concordnet.org/library, then click to Special Collections, then to Walden

Exhibit.

May 21-September 19: "Visiting Thoreau's Walden." This Concord Museum
exhibit explored the generations of visitors for whom Walden Pond has been home,

workplace, playground, and sacred ground. The museum's unparalleled collection

of Thoreau artifacts includes the desk on which Thoreau wrote the first draft of

Walden. The Concord Museum also offers a Summer Lecture Series (co-sponsored

by Thoreau Society) in conjunction with the exhibit:

June 9: "Henry David Thoreau and the Four Seasons in American

Culture," Michael Kammen
June 15: "Keeping a Nature Journal," Clare Walker Leslie

June 22: "The Place of Pilgrimage: Alternative Geographies of Walden,"

Joy Ackerman

May 27-30: The Thoreau Society will sponsored two sessions at the American

Literature Association annual conference in San Francisco, one on the topic "On

Not Teaching Walden" and the other on "The Contexts of Walden"

July 8-11: The Thoreau Society Annual Gathering had as its theme Walden: Of its

Time, For our Time. On July 8 there was a dawn-to-dark reading of Walden at

Walden Pond. The keynote speaker was Leo Marx speaking on The Meanings of

Walden: 2004 at the Dana Brigham Memorial Lecture on Saturday, 10 July, at the

First Parish Church in Concord. Thoreau Society members received by mail a

detailed schedule of the many panel discussions and events. Non-members can

find details of the program at the society's web site www.thoreausociety.org.

December 27-30: Each December the Thoreau Society sponsors two sessions at

the Modern Language Association convention. Both Society sessions this year

will address the topic "The Emerson's Parlor and Mrs. Thoreau's Dinner Table:

Transcendental Conversations."

Finally, the Walden 2004 Project: Thoreau Society members planned

special programs and observances in over twenty states, as well as overseas.



Thoreau in 1854

Crayon portrait by Samuel Rowse, 1854.

Courtesy of Concord Free Public Library



Thoreau 's Walden in the Twenty-first

Century

Editor 's Note: The following brief essays were written by Thoreau scholars,

environmental writers, and Thoreau Society members in response to the question

"Why should we read Walden in the twenty-first century?"

SueEllen Campbell, Colorado State University:

Why read Walden? Because it challenges us to live with passion, curiosity,

mindfulness. It says to us: Make every hour count. Press your head against the

heavens, your feet into the ground, and walk. Eyes wide open! Pay attention!

Wake up!

Walden exhorts us to know where we live and what we live for, to front

the essential facts of life, to conduct ourselves so that when we come to die, we

will not discover that we have not lived. It coaxes us to simplify, to cull what

matters from what doesn't, truth from pretense. It calls us at once to the things of

the spirit and to the things of this world.

After all these years, this book still offers to us—and to our heavy hearts

—

a map beyond desperation.

Bradley P. Dean, Editor of Thoreau's Wild Fruits and Faith in a Seed:

As Walden enters its third half century, it strikes me as more relevant than

ever. Here, in some of the mostdazzlingly beautiful prose in the English language,

Thoreau goads and inspires and provokes and encourages us to improve our

"outward condition or circumstances in this world" so that we can concentrate on

improving our inward condition, which is where each of us most truly lives. The

book is a delightful celebration of the virtues of simplicity (plain living) and

deliberation (high thinking)—virtues most needful today, in a world that daily,

hourly bellows in our ears, befuddles our senses, scrambles our minds, becomes

inexorably more complex and troubled. Now more than ever we need the tonic of

Walden.

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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But more than a bracing tonic, Thoreau's wonderful book is a celebration

oi' the Grand Fact that each of us is free to journey on life now. Put the tumult

aside, read the book, read it carefully, read it again, be refreshed and made whole

again beyond confusion. Be reminded of what is really, despite the fuss and fumes

and flying feathers of our workaday lives, most important. How many of us, when

we come to die—for be it remembered, each of us will surely die—how many of

us on that day will discover that we had not truly lived?

Thoreau teaches in Walden that the universe will always be wider than

our conceptions of it, that the world lies all before us as in a dream—and that, to

the awakening soul, the dream is real. Such good news is always and forever

relevant, is it not?

Bill McKibben, Author of The End of Nature and other books and essays on

environmental topics:

We should read Thoreau in the twenty-first century because that's the

century he was writing for. Look—the man had exquisitely sensitive antennae. He
could pick things up a long way off. As a result, most of his contemporaries thought

he was nuts. Consider his whining about all the signs hanging above the stores on

Concord's Main Street—they so oppressed him with their demand for getting-

and-spending that he stuck to back streets, which is pretty comical when you

consider we'd stick them in colonial Williamsburg to depict a bygone era of quaint

gentility.

This prescience was the intellectual equivalent of joining the Lincoln

Brigades—forget premature anti-fascism, he was a premature anti-infoglut crusader.

(Among many other things.) Only those of us who live with the 24/7 assault of

spam and C-Span and Fox News and Clear Channel and ipod and perfumed

magazines can really understand intuitively what he was talking about, sense the

complete inability to hear one's own heart amidst the ceaseless chatter. Like a

time-delayed explosive, his depth-charge of common sense reverberates in our

moment. And all the more important since so few in our own time can really confront

our predicament. Thank heaven for old Henry, new again in our moment.

John Hanson Mitchell, author of Walking to Walden: A Pilgrimage in Search of

Place and other books about nature.

Whatever subject I happen upon in the course ofmy various researches

—

Eastern mysticism, botany, Native American studies, politics, philosophy, travel,

thoughts on wilderness, on local natural history, on technology, on religion, and
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most especially, on the quintessential study of what it means to be associated with

a singular place—I never cease to be amazed by the fact that Henry Thoreau has

already thought the subject through and summed up whatever it is I am trying to

learn about in a few pithy phrases.

Joel Myerson, University of South Carolina (Professor Emeritus):

We should read Thoreau in the twenty-first century because he asks us to

continually re-evaluate our lives and the demands of contemporary (at any time)

society. My favorite quote from Thoreau, in the "Economy" chapter of Walden, is

"the cost of a thing is the amount of what I will call life which is required to be

exchanged for it, immediately or in the long run." Throughout his writings, Thoreau

asks us to try and balance our material and spiritual lives, and as we enter an even

more materialistic century than the one we just left, such challenges to us are even

more important.

Mary E. Pitts, freelance writer and Thoreau Society member:

I know of no more encouraging fact than the unquestionable

ability of man to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor.

It is something to be able to paint a particular picture, or to

carve a statue, and so to make a few objects beautiful; but

it is far more glorious to carve and paint the very atmosphere

and medium through which we look, which morally we can

do...Every man is tasked to make his life, even in its details,

worthy of the contemplation of his most elevated and critical

hour. (Thoreau, Walden, 90)

In his two years at Walden Pond, Henry David Thoreau conducted

his investigation into the proper way and the true meaning of life. The

product of those two years, Walden, is Thoreau's immortal, living testament

to the success of his experiment as well as an exemplary do-it-yourself guide

to the simple life.

Walden begins on a pessimistic note, evidenced by Thoreau's

almost audible cry in the first chapter, "Economy":

Talk of a divinity in man! Look at the teamster on the

highway, wending to market by day or night; does any

divinity stir within him? His highest duty to fodder and

water his horses! What is his destiny to him compared with

the shipping interests?...How godlike, how immortal, is he?

(7)
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But it ends on an optimistic one, when he says, in

'Conclusion":

Love your life, poor as it is. You may perhaps have some

pleasant, thrilling, glorious hours, even in a poor-house. . . .

I do not see but a quiet mind may live as contentedly there,

and have as cheering thoughts, as in a palace. (328)

What Thoreau learned about life while he lived at Walden and what

he tried to impart to his neighbors in Walden, by bragging "as lustily as

chanticleer in the morning, standing on his roost" (84), was that a quiet life,

a life of simplicity, solitude, and contemplation, brings spiritual rewards and

the quiet mind of which he writes.

Thoreau 's immediate audience in Walden was his townsmen, especially

those whose misfortune it was "to have inherited farms, houses, barns, cattle,

and farming tools" (5). His distant audience was those of us living in future

generations whose misfortune he would have said it was to have inherited

condominiums, automobiles, swimming pools, television sets, and stereos.

But his real audience was all of mankind, in any prospective age, whose

misfortune he foresaw it would be to inherit the industrial improvements that

he would say, as he did regarding the railroad, ride upon us.

Thoreau felt very strongly that,

To be a philosopher is ... so to love wisdom as to live

according to its dictates, a life of simplicity, independence,

magnanimity, and trust. It is to solve some of the problems

of life, not only theoretically, but practically (14-15)

and he tried to live that type of practical life, particularly in the two years

he spent at Walden. In fact, he went there thinking,

It would be some advantage to live a primitive and frontier

life, though in the midst of an outward civilization, if only

to learn what are the gross necessaries of life and what

methods have been taken to obtain them...For the

improvements of ages have had but little influence on the

essential laws of man's existence; as our skeletons, probably,

are not to be distinguished from those of our ancestors.

(11-12)
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He's telling us here that the myriad improvements in living that have

occurred throughout the entire existence of man have, for the most part, been

outward improvements, meant to indulge the body only, and have had little

or no effect upon the soul. Thus, at Walden, he hoped to learn and, in

Walden, to communicate to his neighbors, all of us, just what a man needs

to know and to do in order to live the most fulfilling life possible.

In his desire "to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of

life" (90), Thoreau often went to extremes, the most obvious of which was

his move to Walden. Others included his staunch refusal to acquiesce to

societal norms by taking a regular job; his long daily walks through the fields

and woods of Concord; and most important of all, his lifelong study of his

own inner life. It was in that constant perusal of his soul, the habitual

questioning of himself instead of looking to and depending upon others, that

he found the essential facts of life, that he discovered that such things as

fancy clothes detract from rather than add to, the quality of a man's life; that

no matter how far a man travels, physical travel alone cannot ensure him

peace of mind; and that even the richest man in the world cannot buy "one

necessary of the soul" (329).

Using the life of the familiar farmer as an example, he tips us off

to the dangers of materialism and the complications it can bring to our lives.

For instance, when he talks about the farmer and his house, as in, "when the

farmer has got his house, he may not be the richer but the poorer for it, and

it be the house that has got him" (33), he's trying to awaken us to the idea

that the acquisition of a house, as well as other material items, takes more

of a man's life in terms of time and toil than it's worth, and that it keeps

a man from pursuing the real business of life, self-cultivation.

To the same effect, he writes, "The better part of the man is soon

ploughed into the soil for compost" (5), and "the cost of a thing is the

amount of what I will call life which is required to be exchanged for it,

immediately or in the long run" (31).

Near the end of Walden Thoreau writes,

I learned this, at least, by my experiment; that if one

advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and

endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will

meet with a success unexpected in common hours (323).

Here he urges us, once we've found ourselves and our own individual ways, to

travel along those ways conscientiously, with faith that by doing so we'll also

meet with "a success unexpected in common hours."
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Thoreau advises us to do all these things. What he does not advise

us to do is to go out into the woods or to a pond, as he did, or to desert

our families or shirk our responsibilities, as some readers think he did.

Rather, he states, "Let every one mind his own business, and endeavor to be

what he was made" (326), and

I would not have any one adopt my mode of living on any

account . . . but I would have each one be very careful to

find out and pursue his own way. (71)

Thoreau believed that to live meant infinitely more than to get up

every morning, go to work, come home each evening, have dinner and go

to bed. He believed that the material things for which we work our lives

away are worthless next to the living we trade off in order to do so. He saw

that we grow from within, meet our potentials only through such inner growth,

and live fruitless and miserable lives if we don't allow ourselves that growth.

And he saw that, if we waste our lives being "employed . . . laying up treasures

which moth and rust will corrupt and thieves break through and steal" (5), we'll

find, when our lives are over, if not before, that we've lived the lives of

fools. He did not intend to live such a life.

He lamented that we "honestly think there is no choice left" (8) and

plod our way through life. But he, himself, through his daily, intense self

examination and evaluation of the world around him, had learned that we
have many choices in life. Using this knowledge, Thoreau chose his life of

simplicity and solitude, though it grated the senses of his townsmen, for the

reason that he "did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear" (90).

He knew he could not go the way of the common man, as he

considered that way as not living. And when he writes, "It is the luxurious

and dissipated who set the fashions which the herd so diligently follow" (36),

he's proposing that, if we live as everyone else does, particularly if we live

a materially-oriented life, we are not living at all, we're just following the

leader, living someone else's life.

One of his favorite sayings, especially to his young students, was,

"have some one thing to do, and do it perfectly" (Channing 66). The one

thing in his life Thoreau was bent on doing perfectly was living. And that

living did not include purely mundane activities. He illustrates this graphically

when he writes:

I had three pieces of limestone on my desk, but I was

terrified to find that they required to be dusted daily, when

the furniture of my mind was all undusted still. (36)
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He saw that such chores are not only a waste of time and energy,

but also that they have no relation to the true purpose of life, spiritual

growth, and he was determined not to squander his life performing them.

Indeed, one of his best-known advices is, "Our life is frittered away by

detail Simplify, simplify" (91).

Thoreau had a very exalted idea of what we are created for and

what we are capable of doing. When he says, "man's capacities have never

been measured; nor are we to judge of what he can do by any precedents,

so little has been tried" (10), he's both commenting on our failure to be what

we are meant to be and daring us to take his advice, break out of our self-

imposed limits, and see what we can actually accomplish by so doing. He's

challenging the very finiteness of human life, suggesting that if we use all our

powers, we, like our Creator, could be Infinite. Thoreau here urges us to take

a giant step toward immortality. And he gives us a charming example of what

he means in his parable of the artist of Kouroo in "Conclusion."

This story, which depicts a young man whittling a staff, parallels

Thoreau's own life. Just as the artist chose the finest material for his staff, so

Thoreau chose what he considered the finest material for the subject of his

book, nature. Just as the artist concentrated on creating his product, disregarding

all other aspects of life around him, so Thoreau spent his two years at

Walden alone, apart from the town, disregarding the society of Concord for

the most part. And just as the artist of Kouroo paid no attention to the passing

of time in favor of making a perfect product, so Thoreau took no heed of

the years flying by and lived the best life and wrote the finest book about

that life he could.

As the artist of Kouroo tried to make a perfect product of his staff,

so Thoreau tried to make perfect products of both his life and his book. That

is what Walden is all about, the conscientious and purposeful methods Henry

David Thoreau used to conduct his life of simplicity and quality, and to write

his book about it.

But nowhere in Walden does Thoreau tell us to live our lives as

he did his. Rather he tells us to think for ourselves, choose high goals and

pursue them tirelessly, simplify our needs, and recognize no limitations,

especially that of time. He's trying to wake us up to the infinite possibilities of

a life of thoughtful deliberation. As he loved a broad margin to his life, he's

encouraging us to widen our horizons. And he's hoping to alert us to the fact

that, just as "Birds do not sing in caves" (28), neither do men.
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Robert Sattelmeyer, Georgia State University:

"How many a man has dated a new era in his lifefrom the reading ofa book.
"

Audacious as he was, Henry Thoreau probably hoped that his own book

might cause future readers to date a new era in their lives from reading it, but even

he might be surprised at the extent to which well-thumbed and dog-eared copies of

Walden are carried through life by devoted readers a hundred and fifty years after

its publication. I still have mine, a Signet paperback edition, price fifty cents new,

purchased in 1962 from the bookstore in my high school in a small town in Indiana.

The extent to which it marked an era in my life might be suggested by the fact that,

a few years later, when I was in college and writing a senior thesis on Walden, I

lived alone, in the woods, a mile from any neighbor, in a small house which I

rented myself, on the shore of a small lake. And I doubt if a year has gone by

during the intervening forty when I have not reread at least parts of it.

But I would not urge this course on anyone else, having long passed the

age when my advice could be trusted. To read Walden the way one should, that is

as deliberately and reservedly as it was written, is finally an intensely personal

experience that depends on having the great good fortune to come across it at the

right time. Except on very rare occasions, I find, one's attempts to make devotees

out of friends or students are liable to disappointment. That we should read Walden

in the twenty-first century I have no doubt, for, as Thoreau says, it may still do

good service to him (or her) whom it fits. And on the score of cultural literacy, of

course, it remains one of a dozen or so works of American literature that any

educated person should know, if only to hold one's own in the cocktail party of life

and to understand the occasional cartoon in the New Yorker.

Walden is an easier book to love than to like. Students assigned to read it

often find its language bafflingly complex and allusive, its tone preachy, its concerns

apparently remote from theirs; they give up, disappointed not to find in it what

they expected, a warm and fuzzy, vaguely environmental encomium on doing one's

own thing. The only promise that they seem to agree that Thoreau delivers is his

demand to "give me a sentence that no intelligence can understand." Good teachers

can overcome much of this initial resistance, of course, but to really read Walden

according to the standards that matter, the ones Thoreau outlines in "Reading,"

requires a commitment that goes beyond what it takes to get an A.

Because it is at its highest pitch a book about changing one's life, Walden

ought to be read chiefly by those who need it, and there is no telling, really, who
makes up that audience. It depends on when the egg is ready to hatch from the

table. We might try leaving copies in youth hostels, airports, dentists' waiting rooms,

the back seats of taxis, or wherever people might be leading lives of quiet
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desperation. But finally, as Thoreau knew, only that day dawns to which we are

awake.

Jay Vogelsong, writer and Thoreau Society member:

I enjoy reading Henry Thoreau' s writings not just because I am interested

in his politics and philosophy, his love of nature or even the beauty of his language.

I like Thoreau primarily because of his honesty and straightforwardness. And I

love him as a dear friend because reading his works has encouraged me, over and

over, to be honest myself.

In Walden, Thoreau turns to the theme of honesty and truthfulness again

and again. He writes about himself and his neighbors because that's what he knows.

He encourages his readers to examine their assumptions and give up their prejudices.

He tells us not to trust what we've been told. He warns us we shouldn't judge by

appearances because the truth is stranger than fiction. He claims simplifying our

material lives is the result of being truthful, and the means by which we can set out

on the search for truth ourselves. He challenges us to stay awake and be observant.

He shares with us how rich his honest and observant life was. And he maintains

that there's always more to learn, and that learning, especially learning about

yourself, is the greatest adventure.

Thoreau lived in a time of "industrial progress" at the expense of the

poor, of "manifest destiny" at the expense of the Indians, of "white supremacy" at

the expense of the blacks and of "cultural development" at the expense of the

natural world. In other words, he lived in an age of any number of lies, half-truths

and rationalizations, and had the courage to challenge their assumed foundations

one after another. Even if our century had a completely different set of problems,

Henry Thoreau's life would be a model for what people can and should do, if they

want to be honest themselves.

Laura Dassow Walls, Lafayette College:

Why should we read Thoreau in the twenty-first century?

I can think of three reasons. First, at the dawn of the twenty-first century

we have inherited the "two cultures" divide that separates science from the arts

and humanities. Students are tracked into one side or the other of this division,

which has the effect of severing the arts and humanities from the particulars of

natural, physical reality and the sciences from shared human meaning. Today voices

from all sides are seeking ways of rebuilding a rich network of connections between

art and science, science and values, nature and culture. Thoreau wrote at a time

when the divide was taking its modern shape, and he tried to develop a convincing
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alternative, a literature that grew out of a deeply informed study of nature, and a

science that produced plausible, practical results and yet could be expressed as a

form of poetry. Thoreau's writings-all of them, but particularly the less-well-known

writings that followed Walden-offer to the twenty-first century a vision in which

science and literature reinforce each other, each leading to and becoming the other.

Second, Thoreau offers an ecological view of humanity and nature together

that is still fresh, novel, and untried. Twentieth-century institutions assumed that

nature was most valuable in its purest forms, and sadly devalued the environments

in which ordinary human beings live and work. Thoreau, by contrast, sought ways

to integrate humanity as a part of nature, and nature as inseparable from human

experience. He lived not in a pristine wilderness but on the outskirts of Boston, on

land that had been cut over, farmed, and abused for generations. His ability to see

beauty in that land-to make it stand, symbolically, for the principle of wild nature-

can help twenty-first-century generations to recover the desperately abused land

they will inherit from us, and to see in it beauty, hope, regeneration.

Third and finally, by seeing beauty in the everyday environment of a

Boston suburb, Thoreau shows readers of the twenty-first century that beauty is

not merely an escape from pain and ugliness but a call to social justice. Thoreau

could see the sublime in the advanced technology of his day, the railroad, but he

also saw that sublimity spoiled by the injustice of the social arrangements it created

and enforced. When the ugliness of slavery spoiled his walks in the woods, he

experienced that not as a call to escape more deeply but as a call to face the injustice

that so ruined the face of nature: he took to the lecture platform and became an

anti-slavery activist. Thoreau's very aliveness to the sensual, material beauty of

the world sharpened his outrage when he saw its splendor violated, physically or

morally. The twenty-first century will need Thoreau's outrage, Thoreau's passion

for justice, for as our already limited resources give out and force a restructuring

of society, it will be a time of deep inequity across the nation and the globe.

Thoreau warned that the "evil days" were approaching. Indeed, we are,

alas, approaching a dark time, and we will need someone who shows us how to see

beauty where it is not obvious, and to model beauty's call to justice. Thoreau can

tell the twenty-first century that all peoples have the right to blue sky and singing

or soaring birds, to toads that dream, trees that hide gems in their crowns, and clear

waters that reflect another world than the one that sizzles and boils inside our

sophisticated, superheated, and overmediated twenty-first century brains.

Edward O. Wilson

Henry David Thoreau was thought by many in his own time, and many in

our own, to be an eccentric who escaped from the mainstream of real life in order

to dream. He was the opposite of that. He understood intuitively what we now
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know in more concrete and objective terms, that humanity is a biological species

and thus exquisitely adapted to the natural world that cradled us. Thoreau was the

scientific observer and lyrical expositor who hit upon the power of this conjunction

between science and the humanities. He was the first great nature writer, whose

knowledge of the living world, based on experience, was refined and projected as

poetry. Nature writing is one of the major innovations of American literature. Its

pantheon also includes John Muir, Aldo Leopold, and Rachel Carson.

Together they say to us that humanity co-evolved with the rest of life on

this particular planet; other worlds are not in our genes. It is a delusion that people

can flourish apart from the living world. We might do so physically, like animals in

a feed lot, but not spiritually, not to the full extent for which our brains are designed.

I believe in his nineteenth-century way that is what Thoreau meant when he said:

in wildness is the preservation of the world.

Into nature people travel in search ofnew life and wonder, and from nature

they return to the parts of the earth that have been humanized and made physically

secure. Nature, and especially that part saved as wilderness, settles peace on the

soul because it needs no help; it is beyond human contrivance. Millions of years

old, it is incorruptible by itself but can be destroyed. It is also a metaphor of unlimited

opportunity, rising from the tribal memory of a time when humanity spread across

the world, valley to valley, island to island, godstruck, firm in the belief that virgin

land went on forever beyond the horizon. That is very much an American dream,

to which Thoreau significantly contributed, and one we will be wise to keep alive

by the preservation of our wild heritage, not just for the garter snakes, salamanders

and wildflowers that share our planet, but for ourselves.

Editor 's Note: The above comments by Edward O. Wilsonfirst appeared in slightly

differentform as theforeward to Material Faith: Henry David Thoreau on Science,

edited by Laura Dassow Walls and published by The Thoreau Society (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1999). They are reprinted here by the author's permission.
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Thoreau 's Walden in the

Global Community

Editor's Note: The following brief essays were written by international Thoreau

scholars in response to the question "Why do people read Thoreau 's Walden in

your part of the world?" The variety of responses includes personal testimony,

cultural critique, comparisons with other world authors, updated bibliographic

material, and translations. The translations from the German introductions to

Walden in Patrick Labriola 's essay are by Labriola.

Albena Bakratcheva, New Bulgarian University, Sofia, Bulgaria

"I go and come with a strange liberty in Nature, a part of herself," Thoreau

writes in "Solitude." This is how I go and come in Walden, a part of itself throughout

the years.

Time passes and I change; Walden changes with me too; the nature of our

walking together remains the same, though—the touch of strange liberty gradually

unfolds itself, deepening into a sense of self-knowledge with realms immense,

unexpected, rewarding. So I go on—provoked, enlightened, enriched beyond

measure. And I know I need the concentration of this walking; I know distractions

would always hurt me.

I was eighteen when I first found out about Walden. The year was 1979,

and I was in the very beginning of my English studies at the university. What I had

at the time was a split reality: the one at home with my father's huge library and

the other one outside home. A complete whole of a reality was unthinkable.

Moreover, it was dangerous. Totalitarianism seemed to have produced an everlasting

world—faceless, motionless, timeless. My young body moved through space and

forms of living created by the regime; my young mind painfully twisted, unable

and unwilling to keep up with the physical move. The split reality I was experiencing

threatened to split my identity too. What is for home and what is for outside home?

What should I say and what should I not say? These questions did not long trouble

me, though. I was fast enough to know the answers. But that did by no means
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Hatter my intelligence; it only confused my self-respect. Each and every situation

I got into presented itself before me in a dimension "forbidden" and a dimension

"allowed": the second one gave me freedom, the first one blocked me completely.

It was never a matter of choice to be made; things were so unrelievedly obvious. I

had to survive, but I wouldn't want only to survive. I wanted a life, not a survival.

The snobbish pleasure of having a "nonconvenient" family background was not

for me; such "outsiders" usually ended up in a cynical servility to the regime.

Studying at the university was of no help either, the courses in literature going

together with ones in Marxism-Leninism. I had to find my own way and thus

preserve my self-respect. In my hell I desperately needed my Virgil.

"I should not talk so much about myself if there were anybody else whom
I knew as well," a voice suddenly calmed me down. So you do that, focus on your

own self, create yourself and your life. I was already holding Walden in my hands.

"However mean your life is, meet it and live it," the voice persisted, and I could

not but trust it. Finally it assured me that "if one advances confidently in the direction

of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life he has imagined, he will meet with a

success unexpected in common hours." This was all that I needed. No, it was a lot

more than that; it was a vision beyond the split, the unifying vision I was yearning

for. Walden became my bible; Thoreau gave me to myself.

Of course, I was reading Walden at home, in that kind of "Solitude" that

becomes one's best companion. But the frozen eternity outside home started melting

in my eyes, turning into a crazy slash of a moment, only temporal, not everlasting

at all. The danger of this awareness was nothing compared to the hope it gave me,

compared to the "I" shaped out ofmy previous personality. I was entering maturity

and moreover, in a most rewarding way. With the years I learned (in this same

context) what Thoreau in his time could-fortunately-not predict; Walden has been

a revelation to others too, a source of self-reliance and respect, a possibility to see

beyond the visible—and to have trust.

By the time of the grand political change of 1989 I was in the middle of

translating Walden into Bulgarian. "Civil Disobedience," which I also did in these

months of tremendous changes, was already the slogan of our "velvet revolution."

When Walden came out, the overall climate couldn't have been more adequate to

it; hardly could the pulse of the ongoing process of political and spiritual

emancipation be measured better than by Thoreau 's different drummer. A novel

significance was added to Thoreau 's work.

A lot has happened since. The time of exaltation is far away and, happy as

I was then to meet Walden with the insatiable hunger for freedom in my country, I

am now back to my very own walking with it. Outside circumstances provoke me
no more; it is only the circumstances of my own life that would always keep me
awake for the morning star of the sun, for Walden. I need the sheer self-awareness

it always endows me with; I treasure the "strange liberty" of walking it always

anew.
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Antonio Casado da Rocha, University of the Basque Country, San Sebastian,

Spain

Why read Walden in Spain? Certainly not because we are required to in

school! With some honorary exceptions, Thoreau's works are not compulsory

reading here, even for many of those who study English in college. However, and

surprisingly enough for an author who is so difficult to translate into other languages,

Thoreau is well known in Spain. This is especially true of certain circles:

environmental and animal rights activists, pacifists and civil disobedients, political

activists, philosophers with a taste for heterodoxy. The philosophically sophisticated

would have heard about Stanley Cavell's book The Senses of Walden; but when

most young Thoreauvians read from the book, they remember better the scene in

the film Dead Poets Society.

A few words about the history of its translations might be of help to

understand the Spanish reception of Walden. In 1970, Justo Garate published the

bibliography Thoreau in the Spanish Language (Thoreau Society Booklet no. 24).

He was a Basque exile who translated Walden in 1949 and found the first recorded

mention of Thoreau in the writings of the philosopher Miguel de Unamuno, who
shared with Thoreau contempt for the news that "a ready wit might write a

twelvemonth or twelve years beforehand with sufficient accuracy" {Walden 94-5;

and do not miss the following humorous allusion to the state of affairs in nineteenth-

century Spain).

The earliest Spanish translation of Walden that I have been able to find is

from 1907. In a review of this edition, the poet Antonio Machado wrote that "every

Spanish intellectual should read this book, and even learn it by heart, for Thoreau

was an intellectual who dreamed as a Latin man does, but turned his dreams into

reality as an Anglo-Saxon. " Other great poets of twentieth century Spain such as

Gabriel Celaya or Juan Ramon Jimenez read Thoreau, but I think that the general

interest in his life and writings has been greater in Latin America than in Europe.

After all, the next translations of Walden were published in Argentina (1945-49),

and only after the end of the Franco regime did new ones appear in Spain (1976).

One of those translations, published in Barcelona in 1983, is today the

most widely available Spanish translation of Walden. It features a preface in which

Henry Miller portrays Thoreau as an anarchist; Miller was fashionable in the 1 970s

and 80s, and architects, travelers and bohemians claim to have read this version of

Walden, which is also mentioned as an example in guides for people who wish to

leave the city and go back to the countryside. Still, Thoreau is more known as the

author of "Civil Disobedience" than as the guy who wrote Walden, perhaps because

of the massive movement of civil disobedience against military conscription in

Spain during the 1980s and 90s.

However, Thoreau's political activity has been more invoked than studied,

while his travel and nature writing remains virtually unknown and untranslated

amongst us. Walden is actually read more as a critique of society than as a celebration

of Nature. Why? On the one hand, Thoreau's nature writing is difficult to translate
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into languages whose flora and fauna are not similar to those of New England.

Woods and ponds do not travel well, and for this reason I prefer the worst English

edition of Walden to the best translation into any other language. On the other

hand, the kinds of things that Thoreau did not like about democracy in America

have, indeed, traveled very well all around the world. Therefore, Thoreau's political

criticism is still of use in many places. Today, in a time of much resentment against

the foreign policy of the US government, many Europeans still think that Thoreau

remains "a nice American," as I heard once.

In sum, people in Spain read Thoreau's Walden because Spaniards

(including many Basques, of course) find in the book a message of individualism

and romanticism—two doctrines still present amongst us—and because, as Machado

suggested, Thoreau knew about building castles in the air and then putting the

foundations under them. That is a lesson we still have to remember, even in Castile,

the land of castles.

Aimin Cheng, Nanjing Normal University, China

Because of Thoreau's absorption of Chinese ancient philosophy, Walden

and its author have a special appeal to Chinese readers, and Walden Pond has

become a kind of sacred place tinted with a mythical story of a modern literary

giant. Since the first publication of the Chinese translation of Walden in China in

1949, especially since the 1980s and 1990s, Walden has become known not only to

critics but also to a large number of college students and ordinary readers in this

country. Today Walden is often among the different lists ofWestern or world classics

recommended by China's educational or publishing institutions.

Publication of Walden in China:

A) Chinese translations

Chenguang Press in Shanghai published the first Chinese translation of

Walden in 1949. The translation was done by Xu Chi, well-known Chinese scholar

and translator of foreign literature. In 1982, Shanghai Yiwen Press republished Xu
Chi's translation and printed 13,000 copies. This version, now the most popular

one in China, was reprinted in 1993, 1997 and 2003 and was included in the Green

Classics Library published by Jilin People's Publishing House in 1997. The version

was also chosen as one of "the hundred books influencing the world" by Shenyang

Press and published in 1999. There are three other Chinese versions published in

mainland China:

Chen Kai (trans.), Walden or Life in the Woods. Beijing: Sanlian Bookstore,

1996.
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Liu Fei (trans.), Walden. Shijiazhuang: Huashan Wenyi Press, 1996.

Wang Guanglin (trans.), Walden. Beijing: Zuojia Press, 1998.

So far as our research goes, Walden also has a Chinese version in Hong
Kong, translated by Wu Mingshi and published by Today's World Press (eighth

ed., 1977). In Taiwan, Kong Fanyun did her translation and published it by Zhiwen

Press in 1984.

Moreover, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, The Maine Woods,

and Cape Cod were also translated into Chinese by Chen Kai and published by

Sanlian Bookstore in 1996. There are two other books on Thoreau that were

translated into Chinese and published respectively in 2001 and 2002.

B) English editions

With the growing enthusiasm for learning English in China, many Western

classics in English have been published, among which is Walden:

Walden. Beijing: Chinese Translation Publishing Company, 2000.

Walden. Haikou: Hainan Press, 2001.

Walden. Huhehaote: Inner Mongolian People's Publishing House, 2001

.

In addition, over thirty book series, anthologies or books on American

literary history or philosophy have included either different adapted versions,

English-Chinese versions or excerpts of Walden or an introduction to Thoreau.

The most frequently selected section of Walden is "Where I Lived, and What I

Lived for." The following are some books that include Walden:

Life in the Woods, adapted by Ralph Andrist, with notes by Wei Xiaolong

and Huo Jianqiang. Beijing: Beijing Normal UP, 1994.

Walden. English-Chinese edition. Trans. Yuan Wenling. Beijing: Foreign

Language Press, 2000. (Selected reading series of world classics)

Cheng Aimin, ed. Reading American Literature. Nanjing: Nanjing Normal

UP, 1996.

Li Gongzhao, ed. New Selected Readings in American Literture. Xi'an:

Xi'an Jiaotong UP, 2000.

Wu Dingbo, ed. Appreciating American Literature. Shanghai: Shanghai

Foreign Language Education Press, 2002.

Wu Weiren, ed. History and Anthology ofAmerican Literature. Beijing:

Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press, 1990.
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Criticism and Research:

In our recent research, we have found about fifty articles in Chinese

journals, newspapers or books discussing Walden and Thoreau. The first criticism

we have had on Walden appeared in Literature, History and Philosophy (third

issue, 1983), entitled "Thoreau's Walden: the Great Production of Nineteenth-

Century American Romanticism" by Cheng Xing. (Because of historical reasons,

articles published in China before the 1980s are difficult to locate.)The article is in

fact a brief introduction to Walden, which helps introduce the book to Chinese

readers after the republication of Xu Chi's translation. Most criticism focuses on

two areas: the relation between Thoreau and ancient Chinese philosophy and

Thoreau's contact with nature and its significance. The first is an everlastingly

interesting topic for Chinese scholars and critics. On reading Walden, Chinese

readers can hardly ignore the citations from the works of Confucianism. Words

like "To know that we know what we know, and that we do not know what we do

not know, that is true knowledge" or "Virtue does not remain as an abandoned

orphan; it must of necessity have neighbors" do attract Chinese readers' attention

at first sight. Hu Yamin analyzes Thoreau's interest in and interpretation of The

Four Books in her "Thoreau's Walden and the Confucian Classical Four Books"

(Journal ofPLA Institute ofForeign Languages, 1997). In "Confucianism in H.D.

Thoreau's Experiment," a chapter inA Rainbow over the Pacific: American Writers

and Chinese Culture (Yinchuan: Ningxia People's Publishing House, 2002), Zhang

Hong analyzes all the ten citations in Walden 1 and gives a comprehensive view of

Thoreau's unique understanding of Confucianism and its influence on his philosophy

and lifestyle. Chen Changfang, in Thoreau and China (Taipei: Sanmin Press, 1991),

concentrates on Thoreau's relation with both Confucianism and Taoism by giving

detailed discussion of the similarities and differences between Thoreau's ideas and

ancient Chinese philosophy.

Regarding Thoreau's ideas of nature and the Taoist philosophy of nature,

especially the concept of "Oneness between humans and nature," Cheng Aimin

has made a resourceful and inspiring interpretation and comparison in his doctoral

dissertation (Nature in Thoreau, Nanjing University) as well as in his "Humans as

a 'Part and Parcel of Nature' : A Comparative Study ofThoreau's and Taoist Concepts

of Nature" (Thoreau's Sense ofPlace, U of Iowa P, 2000). Besides Cheng's study,

Cui Changqing's "On Lao Tzu and Thoreau" (Journal of Nanjing International

Studies Institute, 1994), Yan Xiaochuan's and Fu Ling's "Taoist Elements in

Thoreau's Writings" (Journal ofDongbei University, 2003) also discuss Thoreau's

affinity with Taoism rather than Confucianism, even though there is hardly any

evidence of Thoreau's reading of Tao Te Ching or Chuang Tzu.

Thoreau's contact with nature—his life at Walden—fascinates present-

day urban readers in China as it does in the West. We think that Walden Pond

occupied a special position in Thoreau's life and career. It was at Walden that

Thoreau wrote one of his major works, A'Week on the Concord and Merrimack
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Rivers, and the essential part of Walden; it was at Walden that his philosophy of

nature matured; and it was at Walden that he lived the highlight of his life. In short,

Walden is monumental for Thoreau, just as Henry S. Canby summarized long ago

in his biographical study of Thoreau: "The name of Henry Thoreau will always be

associated with Walden Pond because he carried out successfully there one of those

experiments in living which have caught the imagination andThoreau's sojourn

there in his cabin by a cove, if less than St. Francis' retirement among the birds and

beasts, or Christ's retreat to the wilderness, is nevertheless, one of the memorable

gestures of the spirit of man." 2

However, there is much more about Walden to be discovered. To present-

day readers of Thoreau as well as to Thoreau himself, Walden is not just a concrete

place to live, write and meditate, but a symbol, a symbol of a mode of living, a

defense of a principle, a pursuit of an ideal, a romance and a union of humans with

nature as well as a revelation and reification of a concept of nature. It is all these,

we assume, that make Walden a monument and Thoreau 's sojourn there a modern
myth. Therefore, Thoreau 's stay at Walden suggests significantly to us that if we
succeed in keeping this relationship with nature, we will at last develop the capacity

of better adjusting ourselves to the natural surroundings in which we are born and

grow up, better fitting ourselves into the ways of nature and the universe, and

better fulfilling our potentialities in life. We will become at least partially

"naturalized" or "universalized." Many Chinese critics expressed their ideas about

Thoreau 's contact with nature and life at Walden. Liu Haiyan advocates a simple

life in her "Life in the Open Air: Thoreau and his Walden" (Journalism Lover,

1999). Li Zhihong depicts a beautiful picture of "Walking in Shrine of Soul: Reading

Thoreau 's Walden" (Forest and Humankind, 2000). Chen Yinghong considers

Walden as a modern legend of the harmony between humans and nature in "Myth
of Walden" (Reading, 1996). Wang Yuehua interprets Walden in "Two Waldens"

(Reading, 1996) as one in reality and the other in the mind and marvels at the

power of nature in sublimating one's spirit and simplifying one's life style. Zhu
Guoliang admires the beauty of solitude in his namesake article in People's Daily

(Overseas ed., 18 July 2001).

The significance of Walden lies in humans' increasing ecological

consciousness caused by the deterioration of the environment. In fact, the

relationship between humankind and nature has always been a central issue in the

human history of culture and civilization. As the world enters the twenty-first

century, the call to reconsider the human relation with nature has become stronger

and stronger in the West as well as in China. Many people hold that the relationship

between humans and nature will be a fundamental problem that mankind has to

resolve in the twenty-first century and that a return to nature will be a central issue

in human life and culture in the new century. Since the mid 1980s, many Chinese

scholars and scientists have also showed deep concern for the deterioration of the

environment and a strong desire for the reestablishment of the harmony between

humans and nature. Books dealing with ecology and the environment have been

continually appearing in China, and there has even emerged an "environmental

literature" headed by such writers as Huang Zhongying, Wang Meng, Giang Zilong

and others. Since the 1990s, Chinese scholars and critics have begun to study
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Thoreau's ecological ideas. Cheng Aimin and Wei Qingqi explored Thoreau's view

of ecology and his contribution to the development of modern ecological culture

(Shanghai Foreign Language Education Press, 2001). Li Xiaozhong studied

Thoreau's ideas of environmental protection (Journal ofDistant Learning in Higher

Education. 2001.5). Su Xiangui investigated Thoreau's thought on nature and its

implications for ecological ethics and finds the transcendental idealist influence in

the development of his ecological theories (Journal ofBeijing University, 2002.2).

Especially noteworthy is that in 1996 the Chinese Central Television Station and

Northeast Forestry University Press jointly published a book series entitled Man
and Nature, which is a conscious and typical effort in this trend in present-day

China.

Thoreau and Walden first became topics for doctoral dissertations or

masters theses in mainland China in 1994. In recent years a group of postgraduates

wrote about Thoreau's views on nature and natural protection, of which the

following are some examples: Huang Shan, Returning to Nature (masters thesis,

Guangxi Normal University, 2001); Li Xiaozhong, In Wilderness Is the Preservation

ofthe World: on Thoreau s Environmental Consciousness (masters thesis, Huazhong

Normal University, 2001); and Zhang Bojing, Back to Nature (masters thesis, Shanxi

Normal University, 2003).

Reading Walden for Chinese readers today is both a rewarding experience

and a challenge. In the preface to his Chinese version of Walden, Xu Chi asks his

readers to calm down to read the book. He assumes that the reader needs a quiet

place to read the book alone if s/he is to read it deeply. Yan Hao believes that

Walden has its effect on at least two generations in China. He introduces several

ways of reading the book in "The Ways to Read Walden " (Monthly Reading and

Writing, 2002) and emphasizes the importance of reading the book as a manual to

lead a simple life and as a holy book to improve oneself. In "Incompact Reading

Notes of Walden" (Network ofNew Literature, E-Journal, 44th
issue, 2001), Lei

Ligang retells his experience of reading Walden in the jokul of Sichuan Province

without finishing it because of his return to the city. Many anonymous writers

on-line share their experience of picking up Walden and quitting halfway on account

of their unsettled mind. Many agree that it is no easy thing to read Walden unless

one is with a "deep heart."

Today Thoreau's closeness to nature and his mode of life at Walden, his

speculative writings on nature and his sharing of the Chinese concept of nature in

Walden not only magnetize us Chinese readers and critics, but they also lead us to

reevaluate his contribution to an American philosophy of nature. Our belief is that

Thoreau's concept of nature marks a significant chapter in American thought. It

had its roots deep in the scientific, philosophical and cultural movements of the

modern world. It did not run its course without effect. And the nostalgic delight

with which we reread Walden today not only rationalizes the myth of Walden, but

also gives evidence of the attraction to nature which Thoreau felt and which we all

have and will never entirely outgrow.
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According to Lyman V. Cady, there are altogether nine quotations from

the Confucian Books in Walden. ("Thoreau's Quotations from the Confucian Books

in Walden" American Literature 33 [1961]: 20-32.
2Henry S. Canby, Thoreau (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939)

p. 204.

Michel Granger, Universite Lumiere-Lyon 2, France

Toward the end of the nineteenth century and in the early decades of the

twentieth, Walden attracted the attention of a few major French writers who
expressed their impassioned admiration for this masterpiece when they first read

it: Marcel Proust (who even thought of translating it), Andre Gide (see Maurice

Gonnaud & Micheline Flak, "Thoreau in France," in Thoreau Abroad, ed. Eugene

F Timpe, 197 1 ) . For quite a while only a handful ofFrench men of letters appreciated

Thoreau. Moreover, even when his fame extended beyond this literary elite, his

unclassifiable book never obtained the recognition announced by these writers'

enthusiastic praise. In the twentieth century, three translations into French were

published (1922, re-issued 1990; 1967; 1985) and most major bookstores now
have in stock a copy or two of these French editions for a limited circle of readers.

A surge of interest occurred in the late 1960s when Walden seemed to

speak to the dissenting mood of the 1968 generation, but that spark of interest soon

faded, leaving the book to academic criticism. Approximately every ten years,

Walden appears on the reading list for the national competitive exam of teachers of

English, which mercifully keeps the book from slipping into oblivion, but its

reputation is restricted to university circles, resulting in only a few articles, theses

and dissertations. It is revealing that a major anthology of critical essays on Thoreau

by a dozen professors, together with the translation of a few of his essays and

poems (Cahier de l'Herne, 1994) hardly attracted any notice from literary journals.

Today, Thoreau may occasionally be referred to by a journalist mentioning the

notion of civil disobedience or be remembered by fringe groups of libertarians and

advocates of non-violence.

Why is Thoreau absent from the French cultural scene? Why did his

multifaceted masterpiece fail to enjoy the reputation some of the works by Poe,

Melville, Hemingway, Fitzgerald or Faulkner have achieved in France? Answering

these questions tentatively requires taking into account the probable expectations

of French readers and pointing out a few relevant aspects of the cultural context

that determine the reception of a book in France. Obviously, the following remarks

are based on bold and sketchy generalizations that deserve qualification. They

were often derived from the reactions of classes of students in the past three decades.

Walden was conceived as a provocative dissenting book meant to wake

up the Johns and Jonathans of New England who were slumbering in tradition; it

offered them a new art of life based on the appreciation and contemplation of
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nature rather than on the acquisition of worldly goods. Thoreau's eccentric model

of regeneration was imagined in reaction to predominant conformity, to the tyranny

of public opinion described by A. de Tocqueville in the late 1 830s; it was predicated

on the absolute freedom of the individual and the right to ignore the goals of society.

It seems to me that French society hardly places as much emphasis on

individualism; it gives the priority to what it considers the general interest and is

therefore concerned about equity. Solving societal problems is considered to require

a political approach, which involves the predominant role of the State. By and

large, there is little systematic opposition to the government, but rather a firm

reliance on its capacity to solve part of the diverse problems of society. Thus

probably the skeptical distrust toward this arrogant sermonizer who hopefully

believes that individual regeneration will carry sufficient weight to improve society.

To the French, his antagonistic secessionist attitude does not make political sense.

Similarly, his exaggerated disparagement of work, the reversal of the usual

proportion of work and leisure, must be viewed as an aggressive answer to the

prevailing protestant work ethic which did not tolerate idlers: outside of this

ideological context, Thoreau's attitude sounds strange and not meaningful.

His persona gives the impression of being too intolerant, too sure of the

value of his rejections; there is too great a state of tension in his uncompromising

search for the absolute. Undoubtedly, it alienates those readers who are not aware

of the cultural context to which he reacted and which is so unlike the one that they

know today. They are, therefore, less willing to listen to his wisdom and to his

advice to remain forever on the alert, so as to see through illusions. It is unfortunate

that few French readers are able to overcome this negative first impression, for

they would benefit from his discordant voice which would help them, a century

and a half later, to perceive the world differently and escape the dull conformity of

modern society.

With regard to his relation to nature, taking to the woods and building a

cheap cabin sounds like an impracticable childish dream to French ears: one cannot

imagine "a proliferation of homesteading experiments . . . that claim Thoreau as

inspiration, directly or obliquely" (Lawrence Buell, The Environmental

Imagination) in France. At the very most, in the 1960s and 70s some dissenters left

urban life to become farmers or shepherds, but there is no similar intense belief in

the regenerative qualities of nature and little desire for the wildness Thoreau speaks

highly of. Nature is thought of as only a pleasant recreational leisure for weekends

and vacations, without any relevance to the improvement of society or even the

bettering of one's conduct of life. The French are less concerned about the

preservation of wild nature, though by and large they accept the idea of not damaging

the environment. A different attitude toward nature, which is obviously more often

rural countryside than uninhabited wilderness, an awareness of nature without much

idealization, account for the fact that Thoreau's temporary settling in the woods is

not taken seriously: French identity makes apparently little use of nature, except
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perhaps for a regional identity which relies on a sense of place, the terroir, a word

that has much to do with rural life.

The absence in French literature of anything like the genre of nature

writing—with its blend of detailed factual information, scientific knowledge, sensual

observations, and militant defense of nature—is indicative of the lesser relevance

of French natural environment: in the United States where it is essential, this literary

tradition superbly represented by Thoreau but going back to Bartram, Jefferson, or

Audubon, is viewed as a "cultural type" (Peter Fritzell, Nature Writing andAmerica:

Essays upon a Cultural Type), and related to "the formation ofAmerican culture"

(Buell). One must realize that literary taste is shaped by the cultural context. It is a

question of the extent of one's exposure to literature, the result of numerous

comparisons and confrontations.

For French readers, Walden, with its description of New England nature

and of Thoreau 's moments of sensuous ecstasy, remains an unidentified literary

object that can only be vaguely related to Rousseau. Leaving aside the chapters

devoted to his art of life, one may suppose that French readers are not prepared to

read the nature chapters because they cannot relate them to previous literary

experiences. An additional prosaic obstacle to the enjoyment of some passages of

Walden comes from the French readers' lack ofknowledge ofNew England nature,

making it difficult to visualize what Thoreau refers to: what do hickories, life-

everlastings, johnsworts, sand-cherries or ground-nuts look like? How can one

find any interest in such descriptions when one has no idea what Thoreau is talking

about?

It seems today that the majority of French readers mostly prefer

contemporary novels which are well advertised by literary journals or the book

review section of national dailies like he Monde: there is less interest in non-fiction,

unless it is topical, and no desire to return to "unknown" nineteenth-century foreign

classics. To this should be added the fact that, until recently when Cape Cod and

The Maine Woods were translated, there were no other works that had been translated

which would help Thoreau acquire the stature of a great author: a literary reputation

requires the support of more than just one book.

The last major obstacle to Walden's fame in France undoubtedly lies in

what constitutes its greatest literary asset—its finely wrought language, its tense,

knotty, aphoristic style, its essential wordplay that breaks stereotypes and crosses

over usual borders, the "extra-vagance" that acts out Thoreau's desire for

emancipation from societal constraints and inherited traditional ways of thinking.

Most of these precious qualities unfortunately do not survive translation: much is

lost of the cultural parodic allusions and of the dense connotations, of the meaningful

idiosyncracies and of the subtle distortions or puns, of the conciseness and of the

musicality. All three attempts to translate Walden are unsatisfactory at some point

and fail to convey Thoreau's superb mastery of language: the weaknesses of

translations leave out too much of the artistic achievement, thus reducing the

pleasure of reading Walden.
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In spite of Thoreau's non-conformity, together with his loud opposition

to the government and his many criticisms of mid-nineteenth-century society,

Walden may well also be paradoxically—puzzlingly—too American to obtain a

wide readership in France beyond the small circle of aficionados who highly value

it: to understand this blend of optimistic idealism, of stubborn individualistic

resistance, of romantic secession from society, of puritanical rejections would

require too great an effort to overcome one's cultural moorings. Thoreau's persona

in Walden remains disconcerting: the odd mixture of a well-read man of letters

with a parochial outlook meant to have a universal significance and a backwoodsman

who is a sensual lover of nature. That this dissenter, this eccentric patriot, finally

became a "cultural icon" (Buell), a saint who attracts pilgrim-readers, reveals the

extent to which Thoreau is indissolubly linked to American culture.

Patrick Labriola, Bonn, Germany

The positive reception of Walden in Germany has remained constant

throughout the years because of Thoreau's truthfulness in depicting his life and

American society. Walden was first published in Germany in 1897 by the Johann

Palm publishing house in Munich and translated into German by Emma Emmerich,

who also provided the 18-page introduction. In her portrayal of Thoreau's life,

Emmerich applauds the American author's moral principles, his loyalty to friends,

his responsibly to his family, and his courage in encountering death. Emmerich's

description of Thoreau's life reflects ideals that were essential to German society

at the end of the 19th century. In 1905 Wilhelm Nobbe provided the second

translation of Walden into German, which was printed by the Eugen Diederichs

publishing house in Jena and Leipzig. In his 23-page introduction, the translator

praises Thoreau for his courage in criticizing American materialism and in pursuing

his own vision of the world. In 1949 Anneliese Dangel provided a further translation

of Walden into German for the Dieterich's publishing house. The twelve-page

introduction accompanying the translation was written by Walther Fischer and

outlines the history ofNew England Transcendentalism. Fischer stresses Thoreau's

international importance by claiming that the American author provided the world

with moral cosmopolitanism and that the topic of Walden is living one's life.

Fischer's introduction is significant because it shows the need to find moral

leadership in the aftermath of World War II.

Walden, German introduction by Emma Emmerich, 1897:

He was not a misanthrope, although he avoided society. The manners and

conversations of so-called educated people made no impression on him. He was

the personified reaction to the semi-educated and over-educated upper classes. His

company was limited to a few selected friends such as Alcott, Emerson, and
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Channing. His disinclination to associate with society was due in part to his desire

to follow his inner life and to avoid everything that was frivolous. "Emerson said

that his life was often so useless and shallow," Thoreau wrote in 1854, "that he had

to find refuge in everything possible including people. I told him that we differ

from one another only in our choice of methods; mine involves getting away from

people. They interest me little as being tall or beautiful; but I know that every day

there is a sunrise and a sunset. Recently I came together with more people than

usual. I met one person, but I was again surprised to see what kind of mean
companions they make."

"The high moral impulse that was lit during his childhood," Channing

said, "burned bright and never deserted him throughout his life. As a young man
he resolved not to read any book, to carry out any action, nor to do anything for

which he himself could not assume responsibility." Truth was of the utmost

importance for him. With each thought, with each breath, he strived for the noblest

purity, the strictest fulfillment of his inner laws. He remained loyal to his friends

just as he trusted them and steadfastly followed the path which he believed to be

correct with an iron will.

Thoreau 's relationship with his family was the most wonderful thing

imaginable. He always extended the most attentive chivalrous politeness and the

sincerest affection to all his family members, who in turn shrouded him in love and

care. At home he was what one would call a genuine treasure because he was

always there with a trained eye and a skilled hand ready to help out as a handyman.

He provided his sister with flowers, picked the most wonderful melons and the

finest fruit for her, and when he built a new house for his father, Thoreau took on

most of the work and completed his task with calm patient diligence and outstanding

skill as a craftsman.

Even during his last severe illness which confined him to his home for

nearly two years, he never ceased to be the homespun philosopher that he had

always been. "I am now happier than ever about my life" he wrote to Sanborn at

that time, and after his death his sister told Sanborn: "It was impossible to be sad in

his company. No dark cloud obscured any memory of my dear brother. Henry's

entire life speaks out to my soul like a miracle."

He confronted his approaching death calmly and collectedly. He responded

to an acquaintance who believed he should comfort him: "When I was a small

child someone told me that I had to die. I remembered this so now I am not

disappointed." Concerning the question of whether he made his peace with God,

he replied that he had never quarreled with him. And any attempt to call his attention

to an afterworld, he dismissed with the words: "Oh, one world at a time!"

"The hermit of Walden Pond," said Ende, "had one mission on Earth and

he fulfilled it. No American author has ever lashed out more severely at the utterly

senseless chase of the almighty dollar than he did in Walden. No one has depicted

nature in a warmer and livelier manner than he has. No one has ever preached a

nobler or wiser vision of the world. The pages of his book carry the scent of prairie

grass when the spring wind gently blows over them. His work contains oxygen for
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the soul. It was not necessarily the French nor the Norman blood that brought his

ancestors from Jersey because there was always something of a Nordic hero in this

Yankee. The noblest and most powerful individuality that the American literary

world has ever brought forth died along with Thoreau."

He is now buried in the small village cemetery of Concord surrounded by

his family and friends. On the spot where his hut once stood at Walden Pond there

is now a simple monument, plain and natural, like the man whom it honored. There

is a pile of white pebble stones carried together by his friends which is growing

year by year since each friend of his writings, who makes a pilgrimage to the site,

adds a stone from the clear water which he so much loved.

Walden, German introduction by Wilhelm Nobbe, 1905:

The pyramids of stones which mark the spot where Henry Thoreau's hut

once stood on Walden Pond are growing from year to year. They are a symbol not

only of the increasing recognition that his countrymen and grateful people from all

over the world pay to him, but they are also a symbol of the progress that ideal

goods are making in materialist America. Whoever knows the sensitivity that

Americans show towards any criticism of their country and "culture," and, on the

other hand, whoever reads how courageously and directly, how clearly and

accurately Thoreau-inspired by the warm love of his homeland-tells his fellow

countrymen the truth, and reveals to them their mistakes and weaknesses, and their

vices and follies, this person will enjoy this poet and thinker with twice the amount

of appreciation. Thoreau in his time was considered by some to be foolish and idle,

and by most to be strange. For only a few-and these in fact included the best of his

age: Emerson, Alcott and Channing-he was a prodigy, a poet, and a visionary. His

life did not seem misspent to them because it was passed in solitude and did not

strive for money. They realized that he could read from the sacred book of nature

like no other and that he created a temple from his body for his pure soul. They

knew or felt that an exceptional person, a special being, walked among them

incomparable to any other in the world. According to them, he did not hate people,

but rather brought them joy; he did not flee from the world, but rather explored it;

and he was not a confused dreamer, but rather a philosopher who lived his own
philosophy.

Walden, German introduction by Walther Fischer, 1949:

It is justifiable to ask what this reclusive person from a remote corner of

New England has to say to contemporary Europeans with his travel descriptions

and nature observations. Emerson spoke highly of Thoreau's patriotism which

occasionally grew into a paradoxical local patriotism for the small village ofConcord

and he boasted that "New England did not build its houses on the ashes of earlier
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civilizations - like old England." But for us the other side ofThoreau which makes

up his innermost and truest being is more important, and it is not called nationalism,

but rather moral cosmopolitanism. It is not by chance that Walden, the American

classic, was recommended reading for the young British Labor Party because "living

one's life" is the actual topic of this culturally critical work. But its author does not

condemn us to a solemn sermon-Thoreau never cared for verbose "reformers"-

but it is rather the multifaceted depiction of a personal experiment. It is carried out

by the cleverness of a man who knows how to combine his own intellectual

experience with the worldly wisdom of earlier thinkers; it does not lack internal

suspense, and the relationship between personal intellectual growth and moral

development is one of its major topics. "How can we expect a harvest of thought if

we have not had a seed time of character?" he wrote in his journal.

Thoreau's seed time was his stay at Walden Pond which he presents to us

here in reflections and a loosely constructed narration. Like Montaigne, he also

dares "to speak only of himself ; like the French author, he is also "filled up with

himself and satiated."

But not in the sense that he is writing a strictly self-centered book, but

rather his experience is an example for all people to take part in. Since there is

nothing unhealthy about him-his Yankee intelligence also shines through brightly

here-he usually does not get carried away and avoids extremes. Occasionally his

paradoxical thinking seems contradictory to us, such as his exaggerated contempt

for the postal service and the press or his daring claim that youth cannot learn

anything at all from old age. He also did not mention in detail that his experiment,

as he carried it out, was in fact only possible because of the civilization around him

and for someone connected to society. How else would the breadwinner of a family

be able to solve the practical side of these problems! But for Thoreau only the

fundamentals were important, the general direction of his ideas, and he tried to

make this plausible to his indolent fellow citizens by poking fun at them through

paradoxes. This is why his manner of speech had to be so "extravagant," so

excessive, in order to transcend the limitations of daily life.

Thoreau's Walden continues to be regarded with high esteem in Germany

since it courageously shows how to live one's life deliberately and consciously in

the modern world. The American author provides his readers with moral guidance

in an age of technological advancement and economic growth. In a time of

diminishing personal values, Walden serves as a modern-day manifesto and offers

wisdom not only to Americans in their daily lives, but to the entire world as well.
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Shoko Itoh, Hiroshima University, Japan

Japanese literary culture has been composed by the synthesis of various

works of foreign language literature and their translation into native literary tradition

since the beginning of the Meiji Era (1868 to 1912) or even earlier. It has

incorporated tremendous volumes of western and oriental literature in translation,

most predominantly American literature in recent years. Walden has become one

of the standard and basic works in forming the ecological identity of modern
Japanese language culture, which reminds us of our own long tradition of Japanese

nature writing since the time of Mannyoushuu.

Mannyoushuu is the oldest grand collection of waka, a genre of short

verse using thirty-one syllables, a Japanese ode published toward the later Nara

Age (from 710 to 784); Mannyou means "million leaves," expressing the

omnipresence of natural sensitivity in all Japanese literature, which is also the

precondition of the seventeen-syllable haiku. A word in Japanese is a leaf falling

from a tree, being a primary expression of life and partly identical with Thoreau's

idea of a leaf in "Spring," where "[e]ven ice begins with delicate crystal leaves, as

if it had flowed into moulds which the fronds of water plants have impressed on

the watery mirror. The whole tree itself is but one leaf, and rivers are still vaster

leaves whose pulp is intervening earth, and towns and cities are the ova of insects

in their axils" (Walden 307).

Japanese language culture always diligently publishes trendy work almost

simultaneously with each native country, or even faster, then absorbs it and makes

it popular via nation-wide media. Traditionally, the translation ofAmerican literature

in Japan has never been exceptional, but we have made exceptions in favor of

Thoreau's works. In addition to translations of his major works, we have translated

relatively minor texts, including Faith in a Seed (Tokyo: Takarajimasha, 1995)

and Wild Fruits (Tokyo: Shohakusha, 2002). Needless to say a translation has to

be supported by its study, and in Japan the study of Thoreau began in the 1870s,

about 20 years after Matthew C. Perry came to Uraga to urge Japan to open the

country in 1853.

We have now twenty-seven quite different Japanese translations of Walden

by various translators since the first one published in 1911 by Kouichirou

Mizushima, a student at Tokyo University (see the essays by Nagashima and

Kamioka in this issue) until the most recent annotated one by Haruyosi Imaizuma

in 2004. Each translation of Walden reflects its contemporary Japanese intellectual

demands and the accumulation of voluminous study of Walden on both sides of the
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Pacific Ocean. We have no other foreign language literary works that have been

translated as often as Walden.

One example of the Japanese special interest in Walden can be seen through

a comparative reading with Hojoki (1212) by Kamo no Chomei, one of the classical

works of Japanese pastoral or hermit literature. It is also regarded as the first Japanese

nature writing prose work because of its biocentric proto-ecological philosophy

and search for a lifestyle of simplicity. Therefore Chomei has been called "the

Japanese Thoreau" since an English translation of Hojoki titledA Japanese Thoreau

of Twelfth Century was published in 1905 by a representative Japanese natural

historian, Kumagusu Minakata. Leon Edel also points out Chomei as "the Japanese

sage" who lived in his "ten-foot square hut" for thirteen years (Edel 10). Kamo no

Chomei was a son of the highest priest ofKamo Shrine in Kyoto, but he experienced

adverse circumstances after his father died when he was nineteen years old. He
secluded himself from public life when he was fifty and lived in a hermitage called

Hojo until his death at age sixty-three.

Despite the sharp contrast in their motives and the period of time spent in

the woods, special similarity between Thoreau and Chomei has long attracted our

notice. One surprising commonality in their works involves Thoreau's cabin and

Chomei's Hojo. Named by the author himself to denote its smallness and simplicity

compared with his luxurious and large palace-like mansion of inner Kyoto, Hojo

means a small shelter or hut often feet by ten. Chomei's Hojo is situated at Mount

Hino, Southwest of Kyoto—a liminal place between Kyoto and the wilderness,

just as Walden pond was to Concord. According to the translation (into modern

Japanese) by Natsume Soseki, the hut is "ten feet by ten; its height was less than

seven. It occupied no permanent site, because I had no mind to settle in a definite

place. A clay-built floor, a thatched roof, and planks linked together with hooks, so

that they might be removed easily if necessary, constituted my abode . . . Two carts

were enough to carry the house itself." Thus, as Thoreau does, Chomei insists on

the concept of necessity in building a house; but unlike Thoreau, Chomei insists

on the mutability of the house like the incessant change of water in life as it flows:

Incessant is the change of water where the stream glides on

calmly: the spray appears over a cataract, yet vanishes without a

moment's delay. Such is the fate of men in the world and of the

houses in which they live. Walls standing side by side, tilings

vying with one another in loftiness, these are from generations

past the abodes of high and low in a mighty town. But none of

them has resisted the destructive work of time. Some stand in

ruins; others are replaced by new structures. Their possessors

too share the same fate with them. Let the place be the same, the

people as numerous as before, yet we can scarcely meet one out

of every ten, with whom we had long ago a chance of coming

across. We see our first light in the morning and return to our
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long home next evening. Our destiny is like bubbles of water.

Whence do we come? Whither do we tend? What ails us, what

delights us in this unreal world? It is impossible to say. (Hojoki,

353)

Under the influence of Buddhism, the impermanence or ephemerality of a

house (like that of the master himself) is a central idea of this work, while at Walden

Pond Thoreau searches for a solid base and construction to build an ideal dwelling

and tries to find that "eternity remains" under a "shallow" and "thin current"(Walden

98). But the austerity of each dwelling leads both Chomei and Thoreau to attain

spiritual richness of heavenly and higher law through their meditation and their

asceticism. Both Thoreau and Chomei play musical instruments (the flute and four-

string Japanese lute), and they are transcendental masters of their shelters and their

surroundings in searching for spiritual salvation by forming a soundscape full of

natural sound in harmony with flute and lute respectively.

From an ecocritical point of view another similarity of the two works is the

special cultural status of their houses. Hojoki is situated at the origin of social

criticism based on Chomei's ecological principle of life and philosophy, and the

special style of Hojo (an unworldly simple life) made the criticism possible. It

stood on neutral ground between the secular world and the wilderness, or at the

edge of culture and nature, quite similar to the location of Walden.

Additionally, Hojo became one archetype for the chashitsu, tearoom, a

movable room designed for meditation and negotiation while enjoying the Japanese

Tea ceremony, an activity which originated in the middle period of the Japanese

Civil Strife. Chashitsu functioned crucially as a neutral space, where commanders

of both sides could meet to discuss truces or settlements. It is a space of high

tension disguised in aestheticism, or rather, an aestheticized space of conflict. As

Don Sheese comments, in the neutral or liminal character of Thoreau's hut at the

edge of Concord town and Walden Woods, the cabin at Walden "reconciles the

tensions between wilderness and civilization through a middle landscape of farming"

(Scheese 46).

As a type of a political hermit, the name Kamo no Chomei in kanji literally

means "loon's long song" and reminds us of the diving and laughing loon in Walden

Pond, one of the most distinguished personae of the narrator in Walden. Thoreau's

intentional use of it as a trickster arguably demonstrates his deep acquaintance

with the Native American's pantheistic mythology involving the loon. Thoreau is

attracted and lured by the loon's elusive "laughing" voice to imitate its sound to

understand the loon's mystery in The Maine Woods. Although Chomei is one of

the common names to give an eldest son in Japan, the Japanese animistic structure

in language and culture has conceivably originated from the same spring as the

Native American's basic cosmic imagination. Chomei's criticism on the "Mammon-
worshipping, pleasure-hunting ugly world" (Soseki 349) sometimes echoes

Thoreau's Jeremiad on the "lives of quiet desperation" (Walden 8).
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Katsumi Kamioka, Kochi University, Japan

As Thoreau 's acceptance in Japan up to the 1960's has already been

discussed in Katsuhiko Takeda's "Thoreau in Japan" in Thoreau Abroad (1971), it

is my purpose here to explore Thoreau's acceptance after the 1970's in an attempt

to determine what has both delayed and accelerated recognition of Thoreau in

contemporary Japan. Until recently Thoreau's readers in Japan have been largely

limited to American literature professors, their students and some members of

intellectual elites. Despite the facts that more than a dozen translations of Walden

have come out (the first one dates back to 1911), and that studies on Thoreau have

gradually increased in number, he has not still been fully appreciated in Japan. The

situation has, however, changed for the better recently.

The obstacles most Japanese face in reading Walden are not only in regard

to the quality of translations, but are related to Thoreau's vast knowledge and his

broad perspectives on time, place and thought. Thoreau's interests range "without

bounds" from ancient Egypt to slavery, from Tierra del Fuego to the North Pole,

and from Homer and Plato to Darwin. In addition we Japanese are often confused

by the variety of his rhetorical expressions. Practically speaking, we are fascinated

by the title (in most cases Walden is translated into Japanese as Life in the Woods:

Walden), which reminds us of a kind of ideal way of life, but we soon find out that

the subject of the book is elusive. As a result, Thoreau has remained little known

to us.

Looking back on the three decades since the 1970's, we find that things in

Japan gradually changed in the 1970's, when rapid economic growth resulted in

several outbreaks of pollution-related diseases. In 1972 Michiko Ishimure, one of

Japan's important nature writers today, published Kugai Jodo {Paradise in the Sea

ofSorrow: Our Minamata Disease) and warned us about the danger and tragedies

of mercury poisoning. It was followed by Sawako Ariyoshi's Fukugo Osen

(Compound Pollution,\915), obviously influenced by Silent Spring. Then we came
to recognize that our civilization has been made possible at the expense of the

natural environment. Clearly these books must have served to prepare us for a

wider acceptance of Thoreau's writing and ideas.
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It seems that our major change of attitude toward Thoreau was brought

about, in large part, by a bestselling book, Seihin no Shiso {The Idea of the Poor

and Pure Life, 1992) by Koji Nakano. He discussed the Japanese classic writers

who have looked to nature as the primary source of spiritual insight and articulated

the idea of "the poverty that enjoys true wealth," our traditional theme of "plain

living and high thinking" in Japan. This became a guidebook to the higher life for

those in Japan who were leading "lives of quiet desperation."

It was not until the 1990's that Thoreau received his now-increasing

attention in Japan. With Nakano's book a number of other books on Thoreau as

well as TV broadcasts have appeared. A distinctive feature of the publications in

the 1990's was that the authors were not academicians, but a popularjournalist and

nature writers. First of all, Shigeyuki Okajima, a journalist at the newspaper The

Yomiuri Shinbun, and the author of "Thoreau & Qomolangma" in Heaven Is Under

Our Feet (1991) published Amerika no Kankyohogoundo {The American

Environmental Movement, 1990). He encouraged us to pay attention to Thoreau,

regarding him as a pioneer of the American conservation movement and even

referring to "The Walden Woods Project."

Secondly, in 1994 two nature writers, Hiroshi Takada and Kazuhiro

Ashizawa, wrote books on nature writing and told us that there was a poet named

Hajime Nozawa who, inspired by Walden, built a hut near a lake in the woods in

1929 and lived a secluded life there for five years. He wrote his experience into a

collection of poems, Koppadoji Shinkyo {The Book of Songs by Foliage Child,

1934). The most widespread interest in Thoreau was brought about by TV
broadcasts. In 1994 Thoreau was featured on NHK (the nationwide public

broadcasting corporation). In a 45-minute program, Amerika Walden Shisaku no

Tabi {A Meditative Journey to Walden in the United States), C. W. Nicol, a Wales-

born famous nature writer living in Japan for more than thirty years, showed viewers

around Concord and Walden Pond. He encouraged them to read Walden and to call

for the protection of their own loved places just as Thoreau did. Probably this

provided a suitable introduction to Thoreau for most of the Japanese people.

Recently, the writer Tadashi Inamoto has played a crucial role in promoting

Thoreau 's popularity, adding to the influence of the TV program. Also inspired by

Walden, he has pursued a Thoreauvian way of life in the country. As a nature

writer he has written many books on nature and the environment. His book Thoreau

to Soseki no Mori {The Woods of Thoreau and Soseki: A Viewfrom Environmental

Literature, 1999), deals with Soseki, the most well-known novelist in Japan.

According to Inamoto, both Thoreau and Soseki were writers who questioned

Western civilization and criticized its materialistic and homocentric thought. His

book's subtitle, "Environmental Literature," provided the first wide-spread public

exposure in Japan to this term. It is expected that the book will strengthen the

study of environmental literature in Japan ( ASLE-Japan was founded in 1994 and

has helped to strengthen the recognition of the genre). What is most remarkable

about Inamoto's activity is his forming an organization named Oak Village.
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Originated as a place for producing superior quality wooden furniture, it is also

used as a place for environmental education, where he tries to develop children's

environmental awareness through sharing nature with them.

Two more facts should be taken into consideration in terms of Thoreau's

recognition. The popularity of Kenji Miyazawa( 1896- 1933), a natural scientist,

poet, children's story writer and naturalist, renowned as a pioneer of modern

Japanese ecology, seems to be related to the current popularity of Thoreau's work,

though Miyazawa did not know Thoreau. Miyazawa "travelled a great deal" in his

native country and wrote about his ties to the land. In his writings (most of them

have been translated into English) his unique views of sharing the world with

other creatures and of stressing humans' ethical responsibility for the land are

expressed. Miyazawa and Thoreau seem to have a lot in common. Unfortunately,

our tradition of nature writing has mostly discontinued with Miyazawa, but it is

expected that the recognition of Miyazawa among Japanese readers today will

strengthen the acceptance of Thoreau.

The other important fact in developing our knowledge about Thoreau and

Walden is the appearance of the recent translations of interdisciplinary studies:

Donald Worster's Nature 's Economy, Roderick Frazier Nash's The Rights ofNature,

and William Cronon's Changes in the Land. And Thoreau's posthumous works

Faith in a Seed and Wild Fruits, which were recently translated, also have

contributed to his reputation.

As more Japanese people are awakened to the environmental crises

occurring on a global scale, they are beginning to acknowledge the green tradition

of their own. We have a long tradition of living in harmony with nature and

incorporating nature into daily lives, as shown by our involvement in the arts of

bonsai, haiku and flower arrangement. Though Japanese response to Walden during

these thirty years has shifted from attention to his hermitage to his environmentalism,

interest in Walden as a book of plain living and high thinking has not changed at

all.

We are rediscovering in Thoreau's philosophy a way of thinking close to

our own. The thoughts and words of Thoreau seem to have found more and more

pertinence in our society, because traditionally we have cultivated a fertile soil for

Thoreau as a nature lover and as a spiritual seeker. Some people who have heard

of, but not read Walden, have begun to be interested in his work. Also, we are

moved to read the familiar quotations from The Confucian Analects. "Renew thyself

completely each day," in The Great Learning, for example, is still very much part

of our vocabulary. The wealth of wisdom in Walden may open a whole new world

before us and "save the universe from annihilation." I hope many people will date

a new era from the reading of Walden in Japan.
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Andy Nagashima, independent scholar, Japan

After his seven-week lecture tour to Japan, Walter Harding wrote, "many

in my audiences expressed the conviction that Thoreau's philosophy was more

closely akin to that of the Japanese than any other American author." 1 In fact,

Walden is probably one of the most read American literary works in Japan today.

Since the first translation appeared in 1909, a dozen translations have followed. 2

In what ways, then, is Thoreau's philosophy akin to that of Japanese

thinking, and why does Walden remain so popular in this far-off country? My
purpose in this paper is to show how the cosmology of Walden, specifically its

ethos of symbiosis, echoes with that of Japanese thinking. My definition of this

phrase "ethos of symbiosis" is that people should live in harmony with one another

and with nature.

The Japanese Ethos of Symbiosis

Mountains, seas, insects and animals have been essential subjects in

Japanese culture since the time of "MannyoushuhT 2,

(the oldest Japanese anthologies

of poetry, compiled in the eighth century), and they have remained essential right

through the present day, as evinced by such movies as "Princess Mononoke"4 (an

animated 1997 film by Hayao Miyazaki). For example, my eighteen-month-old

son's favorite animated film is "My Neighbor Totoro"5 (another work by Miyazaki,

produced in 1988). Its opening song marvelously depicts the ethos of symbiosis

with the simple words: "Foxes and badgers too, come out! Let's go exploring deep

into the woods./ 1 have lots of friends, I'm so happy."6

The eminent British historian, Arnold Toynbee, has compared the

monotheism of Christianity with Japanese popular religious thinking, noting that,

"Their [Japanese] ancestral religions, Shinto and Buddhism, both stand for man's

ethical obligation to cooperate with nonhuman nature This is in contrast to the

Judaic tradition of the West, which stands for man's alleged license to coerce and

dominate nonhuman nature."
7 Indeed, the Japanese ethos of symbiosis, in its deepest

sense, is derived from such religious sentiment. For example, Daisaku Ikeda, a

leading contemporary Buddhist philosopher who was recently made an Honorary

Lifetime member of the Thoreau Society, offers an explanation of the Japanese

ethos of symbiosis with a Buddhist term of "dependent origination" (engi, in

Japanese): "Nothing and nobody exists in isolation. Each individual being functions

to create the environment that sustains all other existences. All things are mutually

supporting and interrelated, forming a living cosmos, what modern philosophy

might term a semantic whole." 8
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Walden: Man as part of Nature

In Walden, Thoreau wrote that humans are "part of Nature" 9 and

"neighbors] to the birds" (85). Thus "any creature . . . holds its life by the same

tenure"(212) that humans do. He also wrote, "I once had a sparrow alight upon my
shoulder for a moment while I was hoeing in a village garden, and I felt that I was

more distinguished by that circumstance than I should have been by any epaulet I

could have worn"(276). Likewise, the Japanese Haiku poet, Kobayashi Issa (1763-

1827), wrote the following song that expresses his love for the small and humble

things: "Come to see me—with each other/let's play—little sparrow/without any

mother." 10

Having been aware of the "presence of something kindred"(132) even in

"wild and dreary" scenes (132), Thoreau writes that "There is nothing

inorganic"(308). For him, the ice in Walden pond was a "great bed-fellow"(272).

Similarly, he noted that he found a "kindredship"(159) with the night-hawk, with

the ripples of the pond, and with leaves raised by the wind. He also recognizes

something "intimately related" 11 between the melody of birds and men's ears. He
wrote the following journal entry: "If I were to discover that a certain kind of stone

by the pond-shore was affected, say partially disintegrated, by a particular natural

sound, as of a bird or insect, I see that one could not be completely described

without describing the other. I am that rock by the pond-side"(HTJ 265-266).

Similarly, Matsuo Basho (1644-1694), the most popular Japanese poet of all time,

sang, "Such stillness— / The cries of the cicadas / Sink into the rocks"(A/L 371).

Walden 's Cosmology

Thoreau was amazingly well acquainted with Oriental religious works,

especially given the scarcity of such writings in nineteenth-century America. He
had "an abiding interest in making both Hindu and Buddhist works more

available."
12 The Dial introduced a section of The Lotus Sutra for the first time in

America, and in the English language. 13 This chapter of The Lotus Sutra that was

published in The Dial is called "The Parable of the Medicinal Herbs." It depicts

images of a "merciful rain" falling equally on all things, moistening the vast expanse

of the land, and bringing forth new life from all the trees and grasses, regardless

each plant's size or shape. The passage is used in The Lotus Sutra as a symbol of

the enlightenment of all people (the plants) as touched by the Buddha's Law (the

rain). Moreover, in celebrating the great variety of the plant kingdom, it also serves,

according to Ikeda, as "a magnificent tribute to the rich diversity of human and all

other forms of sentient and non-sentient life" (Ikeda 160).

The Lotus Sutra is a central text for the most wide spread form of Buddhism

covering northern India, Nepal, Mongolia, Tibet, China, Korea, and Japan. In Japan,

The Lotus Sutra was widely popularized by the efforts of Nichiren, a monk in the

thirteenth century.
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David Norton states, "in Japan it is the Nichiren school that has done most to

democratize the idea of Buddha nature by following the Lotus Sutra." 14 Norton

pointed out the "close correspondence of three profound philosophies—Greek

eudaimonism, Nichiren Buddhism, and the pantheism of Emerson and

Thoreau"(Norton 31).

Nichiren (1222-1282) wrote, "ultimately, all phenomena are contained

within one's life, down to the last particle of dust. The nine mountains and the

eight seas are encompassed in one's body, and the sun, moon, and myriad stars are

found in one's life."
15 Likewise, in Walden, human beings are depicted as

"microcosms"(77), each with his "own sun and moon and stars" (130) but also his

"own streams and oceans" (321). Thus, Thoreau encouraged us by writing, "Explore

your own higher latitudes" (321) and "Be a Columbus to whole new continents

and worlds within you"(321).

Walden 's cosmology also echoes with that of the Japanese and with their

tendency to view the universal in light of the particular. Emerson wrote in his

eulogy to Thoreau, "I know not any genius who so swiftly inferred universal law

from the single fact."
16 Like Thoreau, Yamaguchi Sodo (1642-1716) must have

seen the universal in the "now and here"(97) when he sang: "My hut, in spring:/

true, there is nothing in it—/ there is Everything !"(A7L385).
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G. Madhusoodanan, literary critic, India

Max Oelschlaeger aptly remembers Henry David Thoreau as the

"philosopher of the wilderness." Indian and Eastern philosophy in general have a

rich wilderness tradition. India's pre-Christian Hindu religion and the later

manifestations of it in Buddhism and Jainism emphasized compassion for all living

beings and saw man as part of nature. They did not envision wilderness as evil or

man as having 'dominion' over all he surveyed. As Roderick Nash says, "Wilderness,

in eastern thought, did not have an unholy or evil connotation, but was venerated

as the symbol and even the very essence of Society." Then the logical question

would be, whether Thoreau has anything to offer to India. The answer to this question

lies in India's philosophical and economic history.
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The guiding spirit of the Indian independence movement-Mahatma

Gandhi, who is venerated as the Father of the Nation-was deeply influenced by

Thoreau. Gandhi's attitudes towards the materialistic, consumerist western culture

were not just shaped by eastern philosophy; Gandhi, with his western education,

was the ideal product of an east-west symbiosis. Writings of Tolstoy, John Ruskin

and Thoreau played a crucial role in shaping Gandhi's philosophy and strategy.

Thoreau's essay "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience" was a major political influence

on Gandhi in shaping his vision of Satyagraha-the form of non-violent political

resistance. Gandhi's economic vision of a decentralized village-oriented and nature-

friendly development was also compatible with Thoreau's three famous maxims

of life: "Simplicity, Simplicity, Simplicity." In a resurgent, post-independent India,

Gandhi's economic vision was relegated to the marginal alternative movements.

Thoreau's idea of civil disobedience lived on through Gandhi's Satyagraha. Thus,

the political and economic impact of Thoreau's writings in post-independent India

has been minimal. However, Thoreau has a presence in the cultural sphere-and its

extension to environmental awareness.

The resurgence of environmental consciousness in the Indian psyche

happened after a quarter century of planned economic development. Madhav Gadgil,

the pioneering environmental writer, says, "The origins of Indian environmentalism

lie in the early 1970s, when a number of events heralded a new awareness." Details

of those events are not our subject matter here. The philosophical moorings of

early Indian environmentalism were largely Gandhian. In the wake of the revival

of Hindu nationalist and fascist political and cultural movements, it was dangerous

to espouse Indian philosophy in a religious way. Thoreau and Gandhi with their

secular credentials were ideal apostles. Thoreau, though inspired by Emerson,

moved away from Emersonian Christian transcendentalism. As Oelschlaeger says,

"Emerson and the other transcendentalists unquestionably left their mark on

Thoreau, but transcendentalism is a poor framework for understanding Thoreau's

idea of wilderness." Thoreau rejects the Cartesian-Newtonian paradigm, which

has its origin in Christian ethics, when he writes, "The true man of science will

know nature better by his finer organization; he will smell, taste, see, hear, feel,

better than other men. His will be a deeper and finer experience. We do not learn

by inference and deduction and the application of mathematics to philosophy, but

by direct intercourse and sympathy. It is with science as with ethics-we cannot

know truth by contrivance and method; the Baconian is as false as any other."

Two ofThoreau's works-the essay titled "Walking" and his book Walden—
became popular in the Indian environmental and cultural sphere after the 1970s.

His famous saying in "Walking"- "In Wildness is the Preservation of the World"-

became the byline for wilderness enthusiasts and cultural anarchists. Perhaps

Thoreau is best known in India through this saying in eight words and by his triple

elegy of "Simplicity. .
." in Walden. The name of this Concord pond has come to

symbolize peace and serenity. I know of many friends who have given the name
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"Walden" to their homes. You will also find this name being given to tourist and

commercial outlets. Walden has also been translated into a few regional languages.

In India, Thoreau mainly lives in the cultural and literary sphere. And
rightly so, because Thoreau is as much an artist as a naturalist. Thoreau's

observations about what is relevant in literature-"in literature it is only the wild

that attracts us"-rings a strong chord in the Indian literary mind rooted in the epics

of the Ramayana and Mahabharata. Thoreau continues, "It is the uncivilized free

and wild thinking in Hamlet and the Iliad, in all the scriptures and mythologies,

not learned in the schools, that delights us. As the wild duck is more swift and

beautiful than the tame, so is the wild-the mallard-thought. ... A truly good book

is something as natural, and as unexpectedly and unaccountably fair and perfect,

as a wild-flower discovered on the prairies of the West or in the jungles of the

East" ("Walking" in Natural History Essays).

In the fledgling discipline of ecological literary criticism in India, Thoreau

exerts a benign influence. In America, Thoreau's first resurgence was as the beacon

of the wilderness movement in the initial decades of the twentieth century. However,

in the last decade of the twentieth century, Thoreau was rediscovered again as the

inspiration for the deep ecological and the eco-critical movement. In fact, American

eco-critics such as Lawrence Buell emphasize Thoreau's literary significance. Buell

attributes Thoreau's canonization in America as a hero of high culture to his

contemporary literary relevance. Buell says, "To read Thoreau in the light of this

expanded conception of the environmental intertext is at once to redefine his cultural

significance and to help revise our understanding of what counts as the American

environmental imagination." If Thoreau is thus not canonized in Indian cultural

history, it is because of the strong ancient Indian philosophical tradition of thinking

about man and nature. Thoreau's relevance to India is that he articulated an

alternative to the industrial era. Gandhi, who was inspired by Thoreau, did this for

India in the political and economic sphere. In the realm of culture, India has many
literary and philosophical stalwarts like Rabindranath Tagore, Sisirkumar Ghose,

and Aurobindo who pioneered such an alternative aesthetic vision. Thus, Thoreau's

place in Indian cultural tradition, though not canonical, has become more relevant

in the wake of skepticism about modernism and the depredations of globalization.
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Henrik Otterberg, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

"Will you accept this invitation?" Thus Isaac Hecker, in a letter of 3 1 July

1 844, prompted Thoreau to join him in a walking tour of Europe. Although outlined

as a sauntering excursion beyond the Atlantic crossing, with wide margins for

spontaneous forays, the proposed itinerary was still a pilgrimage at heart with a set

goal in Rome. Hecker longed for an institutional anchor to suit his own recent

spiritual awakening and hoped to find it in the Eternal City. Thoreau was
unimpressed. "What's the use of your joining the Catholic Church?" he scoffed.

"Can't you get along without hanging to her skirts?" Still, Hecker's tour proposal

beckoned. Thoreau confessed to being "strongly tempted" by the "method of

travelling especially-to live along the road -citizens of the world, without haste or

petty plans." Yet ultimately he had his mind set on something different. He declined

the offer, explaining that "I cannot so decidedly postpone exploring the Farther

Indies, which are to be reached you know by other rout[e]s and other methods of

travel."
1

While Hecker soon left for Europe on his own, Thoreau stood by his

choice of travelling a good deal in Concord. Other friends, notably Waldo Emerson

and Thomas Cholmondeley, would later suggest to Thoreau the idea of a European

trip. But it was not to be. During the years ensuing upon Hecker's initial query,

Thoreau built his house by Walden Pond and eventually published an account of

his time there in Walden. His responsibilities toward his immediate family grew

steadily during the 1850's, and while Thoreau was a skillful jack-of-all-trades

beyond his literary vocation, money was seldom if ever plentiful in the family

household. This paterfamilias condition, more than any inherent aversion to far-

off travel or the Old World as such, probably held him back in later years.

As a citizen of Northern Europe appreciative of Thoreau, I have often

wondered what he would have made of our tracts in his day. In southwestern Sweden

he would have found a landscape remarkably similar to that of Concord, the

discrepancy in latitude being counterweighed by the warmth of the passing Gulf

Stream. Disembarking in Gothenburg, he would face a bustling harbor replete with

foreign ships and merchants. Apart from the thriving export trade in iron, wood,

and salted fish, all carried by sea or canal, there would however be little to see save

farmland, lakes, and forests by the roads of the flat or gently undulating southern

interior. Industry would hardly be apparent: few factories, no railroads, and

everywhere struggling small landholders and tenant farmers. Many were squirreling

away meagre savings to board ship to America in search of a better future. Over a

million Swedes eventually did make the journey.

The Swedish naturalists we know Thoreau to have read-Linnaeus and his

disciple Pehr Kalm-would no longer be alive to greet him, nor would for that

matter Emanuel Swedenborg. Apart from a ready passenger seat on an eastbound

coach or riverboat headed for Stockholm or Uppsala on the opposite coast (which

would take about a week), other transportation and routes would be tricky and

require a good guide. The Gothenburg-Stockholm railroad track, about 300 U.S.

miles long, was completed only in 1862. Thoreau would then perhaps have recalled
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his own journal anecdote of 21 January 1838, later grafted into "A Walk to

Wachusett," involving the reputed inscription upon the wall of a wayside Swedish

inn: "You will find at Trolhate [Trollhattan] excellent bread, meat, and wine,

provided you bring them with you!"

In the mid nineteenth-century, the vast regions of Sweden to the north of

the two large lakes and the main coastal cities were very sparsely populated. Even

today the expression is that they are essentially "tassemarker," literally "pawland"

or wilderness, despite covering a good two thirds of Sweden's total land area.

Thoreau would have had a hard time reaching these wilds on his own but might

have teamed up with a legendary Scottish bear hunter and sports fisherman like

Llewellyn Lloyd (1792-1876), who settled down north of Lake Vanern in 1823 to

guide compatriots in search of big game or fish, or a man like C.J.L. Almqvist

(1793-1866), Sweden's foremost writer of the generation preceding Strindberg.

Almqvist, an ordained minister who opted to become a philosopher in a vein similar

to Emerson's, also successfully urged school reform akin to Bronson Alcott's,

women's rights resembling those argued by Margaret Fuller, and even (for a short

time) idealistic communal farming recalling that of Fruitlands and Brook Farm.

Almqvist fell from grace in 1851, however, accused of having defrauded and

poisoned a creditor. He fled to America and remained there for some fourteen

years, in time claiming to have witnessed major battles of the Civil War as a

correspondent for various U.S. newspapers (a claim unverified to this day).

To the north, should Thoreau have chosen such a destination, he would

have recognized a landscape similar to Maine's, with dense, old-growth forests

interspersed by lakes, wetlands and streams. Eventually, toward the far north, he

would have come upon a truly senescent land-severely eroded hills, ancient

riverbeds and systems of arctic foxholes dating back tens of thousands of years.

Lacking mountain ranges striking for their height, or indeed anything akin to

Katahdin's tableland and cloud-immersed peak, what sublimity strikes in the visitor

to these areas was and is one of personal transience. The mossy, shrubby

surroundings of the small reflecting tarns would arguably, then as now, be suggestive

of extreme age, of an ecosystem extended intact from well-nigh time immemorial.

If it were summer, Thoreau would be assailed by the silent enemies always

present also in The Maine Woods, perhaps more formidable than the Kathadin

summit itself: the hordes of persistent no-see-ums, ever anxious for blood. Well

into the seventeenth century, this region of Sweden was known in common lore as

Bjarmaland, a land of magic powers entered by strangers only at their considerable

peril. Here is also where the mythic Vaner, or demi-gods, are said to have roamed

in human guise-among them the thundermaker Thor, whom Thoreau playfully

counted as an ancestor. Barring a gentleman hunter or fervent writer-reformer,

Thoreau may have found a native Sami to guide him on his way, the Sami having

longstanding knowledge of, and rightful claims to, the territory as nomadic reindeer

keepers.
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But we are without A Yankee in Scandinavia, and perhaps this is just as

well, Walden and other later writings might then be lacking on our shelves and in

our backpacks. Depending upon the season, the Swedish climate could well have

been harsh on Thoreau's lungs; various contagious fevers also ravaged the Swedish

countryside during the mid-nineteenth century. Even in royal circumstances there

was risk. Rene Descartes, summoned by our queen Christina to Stockholm in 1649

to act as her tutor in philosophy, promptly contracted pneumonia in the cold and

draught-prone castle and died within a few months. The Atlantic crossing could

also be difficult and dangerous. Thoreau readers familiar with John Muir may
recall Muir's last, lengthy botanical journey to South America, Africa and

Mediterranean Europe in 1911-12. Finally chugging home on a steamer from

Gibraltar headed for New York on 18 March 1912, it is chilling to consider what

may have happened had he chosen to visit his native Scotland before returning to

America. Just a few weeks later a ship called Titanic left from Southampton for

New York.

If Thoreau never reached our shores, Walden certainly did. The book's

impact upon Swedish readers is continuing and reverberant. It was translated in

1924 by a young poet and essayist, Frans G. Bengtsson, who later reached fame as

a writer ofViking epics and royal biographies. The first issue of Skogsliv vid Walden

(literally Forest Life at Walden) was small and made hardly a stir in the papers.

Bengtsson had recently written his masters thesis on Thoreau, and this served as

an informative if somewhat derivative introduction to the book. 2 Some twenty-

three years later, however, a new issue appeared, this time with lavish illustrations

by Stig Asberg. Critics were now enthusiastic, and Walden sold well. The 1947

plates have since been the standard for all subsequent issues, which appear fairly

regularly every three or four years.

While there is much to commend Bengtsson's Swedish translation of

Walden, there are also a few drawbacks. Bengtsson was pressed for space, as the

publisher wished to fit the book into a standard format, and so four chapters were

silently excised from its middle sections. Further, though Bengtsson was awake to

some of the double entendre and humor of Walden, his notes are few and

occasionally misleading. Bengtsson was also conservative regarding his language,

and Walden has unfortunately not been updated to modern spelling and verb forms

since his effort, despite a countrywide reform during the early twentieth century.

Coupled with Asberg's often striking but also sombre illustrations, the effect upon

today's readers can be one of distancing: Thoreau's character seems more of a

remote saint than a man wishing to speak to his contemporaries and later generations.

This effect is compounded by Bengtsson's translation of Thoreau's living "a mile

from any neighbor" to an implicitly metric mile-more than six times the real

distance.
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These various factors notwithstanding, the Swedish reception of Walden

has been vibrant and largely appreciative. When Thoreau 's book came out in

translation in 1924, Sweden was predominantly an agricultural and rural nation.

The bulk of the population was poor, and the state famously received foreign aid

from Uruguay. Only in the coming decades did industrialization truly make a

difference for the common man. The ruling Social-Democratic government came

to embrace capitalism while vigorously pursuing programs involving pensions,

free schooling and healthcare, all financed by taxation. People moved from country

to town, headed for factories and administrations. During these decades ofeconomic

expansion, helped along by Sweden's problematic neutrality policy during the two

World Wars-which left our infrastructure and workforce intact-, Walden had little

impact. Save as a quaint gentleman's guide to countryside otium along the lines of

Izaak Walton's The Compleat Angler (issued in the same Swedish publisher series

as Walden) or Gilbert White's The Natural History ofSelborne, it did not receive

much attention.

During the late 1950's and on into the 1960's, however, Thoreau's

economic and political radicalism was gradually recognized, in particular as

"Resistance to Civil Government" was translated in 1960 (and it has been again in

1977 and 2001). Attitudes toward the writer consequently changed: radicals came

to embrace Thoreau, while conservative critics-his early champions- increasingly

shunned him. Negative effects of industrialization began to be exposed in various

media, while legislation was passed that gave Swedes several weeks of vacation

each year (roughly, time off went from nearly none save religious holidays and

Sunday sabbaths during the turn of the century to five weeks of paid leave in the

1980's). The newly affluent middle class could afford a family car and a small

summer house in the countryside and often enjoyed the whole month of July in a

more or less rural setting. While this obviously had many positive effects, and still

has, many vacationers also came to realize and criticize what they recognized as

the Swedish market economy's stranglehold on nature.

Our largest lake, Vanern, was found to be stocked with mercury from the

slag water spewed out from the waterfront paper mills. On my native island of

Kallandso, all fishermen save one went out of business. Ospreys, rather than

responding to the lessened competition, virtually disappeared. Out boating as a

youngster one autumn in the late 1 970's, I found an adult bird's carcass bobbing in

the water below its nesting tree without visible injury. Eventually moving west to

Gothenburg, I came to marvel at the clarity of the local lakes there. It turned out

they were deathly pale, however, killed off by acid rain primarily from the Ruhr

industries in Germany. My parents read Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. There was

outrage at the state of things. What we now call the Green Movement had its

tentative start in Sweden during this time. Walden became a cult text for people

gathering under its banner.
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While it is difficult to assess its tangible effects in each quarter, Thoreau's

book helped galvanize a counter movement in Sweden that was not all hip counter-

culture. During the 1980's thorough cleanup efforts were made of toxic deposits in

landfills and water systems; sweeping environmental protection legislation passed;

and a Green Party assembled in 1981, reaching parliament in 1988. Historian Carl

Holmberg, an expert on the Green movement in Sweden, describes Thoreau as an

important influence throughout this gradual awakening of the nation to

environmental consciousness. 3

Today Walden is read for myriad reasons in Sweden, ranging from pure

aesthetic pleasure to searches for blueprints of a more authentic and sustainable

form of life. Vegetarians, vegans, animal rights activists, university Literature

majors, Greens, Anarchists, Ayn Rand followers, nudist bathers-all seem to find

laudable qualities in Thoreau's book. In a fine twist of fate, Walden has recently

also become a touchstone for the influential Swedish publicist, poet and essayist

Goran Greider, in many ways akin to the American Wendell Berry.4 In his latest

book, Greider draws richly from Walden to argue the merits of remaining in the

northern regions of Sweden rather than joining the lemming-trains to the urbanized

south. While he did not find opportunity to travel the Scandinavian interior himself,

Thoreau's Walden made the trip in his stead.

Notes

thoreau's remark on church affiliation as reported by Walter Harding in

The Days ofHenry Thoreau: A Biography. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965. 164.

Harding's source is given as Walter Elliot's The Life ofFather Hecker (New York,

1891). Regarding the other quotes, see The Correspondence of Henry David

Thoreau, ed. Walter Harding & Carl Bode, New York: New York UP, 1958. 155ff.

2This introduction has in turn been translated into English by Thorsten

and Rosemary Sjolin for the Concord Saunterer of 1998, pp. 65-96. For more

details on Frans G. Bengtsson's translation of Walden, see also Henrik Gustafsson,

"Notes on F. G. Bengtsson and the Swedish translation of Walden " in The Thoreau

Society Bulletin 3 (1999): 4-6.

3Carl Holmberg, a senior research fellow of the Department of History at

the University of Gothenburg, is currently at work on a new study of the intellectual

roots of the Swedish Green movement, including a chapter (in proof stage) on

Thoreau, kindly made available to me in compiling the present survey. Notification

in the Thoreau Society Bulletin bibliography will follow upon the study's

completion.
4Greider's book bears the blunt title F***ing Sverige: Byn, Bruket, Skogen-

en Modern Dalaresa (Stockholm: Ordfront, 2001), or, in English translation,

F***ing Sweden: The Village, Mill, and Forest-A Modern Dala Journey. The

expletive in the title is an allusion to a film by the young Swedish director Lukas
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Moodyson, whose F***ing Amal (ca. 2000) chronicled the fate of two young girls

stifled by a backward wood-mill town and seeking to escape.

Nikita Pokrovsky, State University—Higher School of Economics, Moscow,

Russia

Today I, feeling weak, read Thoreau and was spiritually uplifted.—Leo Tolstoy

Before Leo Tolstoy in the 1890s, one can hardly find any documented

trace of Thoreau's influence on Russian culture. Even his name evidently was not

present among the names known to the public in Russia.

Highly interesting and important is the fact that Thoreau's work was noticed

by Leo Tolstoy. With characteristic keenness of mind, Tolstoy constantly kept up

with the latest achievements ofWestern culture. Early in the 1 890s he read Thoreau's

essay "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience" and told his friend and publisher

Vladimir Chertkov that a translation of that work into Russian was desirable 1

; the

essay was duly translated.
2

Tolstoy's interest in Thoreau's works deepened with time. Leo Tolstoy

saw the American thinker as his philosophical ally. This is also demonstrated by

frequent references to Thoreau in Tolstoy's correspondence and numerous

quotations from his works included by Tolstoy in collections of great men's

aphorisms, such as The Circle ofReading, The Path ofLife, Thoughtsfor Everyday.

The affinity of the ideas ofTolstoy and Thoreau is the subject of a separate

and far-reaching study, so far not tackled by anyone. On becoming acquainted

with Thoreau's ideas, Tolstoy undoubtedly paid the greatest attention to the theory

of non-violent resistance, largely, if not fully, coinciding with his own doctrine

rejecting violent resistance to social and moral evil. For this reason, Tolstoy

especially marked out Thoreau's "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience." Thoreau's

Romantic naturalism apparently left Tolstoy quite indifferent. Aymler Maude, the

English Tolstoyan who had several personal conversations with the Russian writer,

thus expressed Tolstoy's assessment of Thoreau: "Thoreau's Essay on Civil

Disobedience he selects as the best of all Thoreau's writings. Its great merit lies in

its clear statement of man's right to repudiate and refuse in any way to support, a

Government which acts immorally. . . . Thoreau was disinclined to devote himself

to politics, but was also disinclined to support the Government of which he

disapproved Civil Disobedience . . . may yet prove to be the source from which

a telling protest against war, or other evils enforced by the Government, will spring." 3

Traditionally, scholars limit the affinity between Thoreau and Tolstoy

exclusively to the idea of nonviolence. But the fact is that that idea followed from

more general philosophical premises of the two thinkers. To what extent
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did these premises coincide? The problem has yet to be investigated. Although a

certain similarity between the views of Thoreau and Tolstoy on morality, religion

and science can be said to have been already established, this statement can only

be made with reservations and qualifications. Thus Tolstoy's secretary, V.Bulgakov,

noted in his journal: "In the evening, [Tolstoy] said that he had reread Thoreau's

Walden, and that he had liked this book this time round no more than before.

'Affecting originality, challenging, restive,' said Lev Nikolayevitch about Thoreau."4

In the same year 1910, however, Tolstoy's publishing house Posrednik produced

the most complete edition of Walden in Russian.

At Tolstoy's Yasnaya Polyana estate (near Tula), now a prosperous

museum, visitors can see in his study the 1904 London edition of Walden among

the books in Tolstoy's daily use. According to some accounts, Thoreau and his

moral doctrine were the subject of constant discussions among the people close to

Tolstoy. A secluded little building on the estate, the so-called "Apple Orchard

Pavilion," which was used as a home hospital for the sick peasants to whom Tolstoy

attended, was renamed in Tolstoy's family "Villa Thoreau," partly due to its

resemblance to Thoreau's Walden cabin.

A study of Leo Tolstoy's attitude to Thoreau's philosophy contributes

equally to a deeper understanding of the work of both thinkers. A great deal in this

respect can be gained from the study of Tolstoy's archives and well-preserved

library of Yasnaya Polyana, in which many books in foreign languages have not

yet been adequately described—and there are great numbers of books by the

nineteenth-century American philosophers and writers among them.

After the October Revolution of 1917 the name of Thoreau vanished for

decades from the scene in the Soviet Union. After the Revolution Thoreau turned

out to be an uncomfortable figure for the state authorities in Russia/Soviet Union

—

no matter what orientation the state had. Only in 1960 did the first modern edition

of Walden come out in the Academy Press. However, all Soviet scholars (not many

of them) who attempted to write about Thoreau confronted a serious moral dilemma.

Ideologically they could (actually were allowed to) express some positive attitudes

towards Thoreau's concept of nature but not toward his view on the state. True,

rather often Thoreau was portrayed in Russia during those years as a severe critic

of the American government but not of any other government. His nonviolence

looked dangerous or at least suspicious for any authority, including the Soviet one.

In other words, the Soviet reader could compromise with Thoreau's nature writings

at most but not with his political philosophy.

However, the paradox of the situation was that many people in educated

circles in Soviet society were quite familiar not only with the name of Thoreau but

with all of his ideas as well. Sociologically it produced one of many paradoxes of

that totalitarian time: nothing of the opposition writings was published but almost

everything was read or at least known. In addition there was a huge interest in non-

traditional and oppositional writers such as Thoreau. From my personal experience

I can conclude that in 1974 when I proposed to write the first Ph.D. dissertation on
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Thoreau in Russia, there were those at Moscow State University and beyond those

who energetically supported my decision as well as those who criticized it, but

everyone knew perfectly well who Thoreau was.

It was also indicative of those gloomy times in the Soviet Union known

today as "Brezhnev's dream of reason" that people used historical figures like

Thoreau for maintaining a free and not so free dialogue on up-to-date issues, i.e,

personal independence (from the authorities), free thinking, freedom of expression.

This was a vital part of symbolic dual thinking and acting typical of that period of

time—the use of an Aesopian language of indirect hints. In this sense, Thoreau

was our "language," and his heritage demonstrated its unprecedented potential for

the inspiration of positive and constructive radicalism regardless of time and

circumstances. In the same line it was illustrative of that time that my dissertation

(very positive about Thoreau) successfully passed the committee, and all its

opponents overnight became its sincere advocates.

The years of Perestroika of the 1990s with its almost unlimited freedom

and chaos in social structures brought into being another paradox related to Thoreau.

Against all possible anticipations, Thoreau did not win the struggle for Russia as

one could expect. His ideas rather soon lost their oppositional and rebellious charm.

Life in Russia itself became more radical and rebellious than what Thoreau could,

figuratively speaking, convey through centuries and generations to people of Russia.

On the surface, as one can see, almost no new dissertations, courses of study, and

publications by or on Thoreau have appeared in Russia over the last years. He is

not under any ban, of course, but perhaps he is no longer of any substantial interest

for younger men and women.

One may assume that there is no niche for him on the scene in this country.

As a moral writer and a fighter against property rights Thoreau demonstrated in his

time everything opposite to what the contemporary Russian society, with its futile

race for luxury and almost Freudian cult of wealth, is about. As a proponent of

high morality, individual freedom of choice and self-reliance, Thoreau again does

not match the current public mood in Russia. The burden of freedom seems to be

too heavy for people. They prefer to delegate their freedoms and rights to higher

authorities in order to be left alone with their daily problems of material survival.

Furthermore, Russians today, being too tired of the unmanageable freedom of the

press, express their willingness to re-install censorship of any kind. In this sense

the public opinion in Russia today, I may guess, would definitely and almost

unanimously approve Thoreau's arrest if it would have occurred again (especially

in the condition when there is the corrupt war going on at Russia's southern borders

these days—almost a carbon replica of the war with Mexico in Thoreau's days).

All in all, Thoreau is a hero without an audience in today's Russia exactly

the same way as he was in his country in his own days. But countries grow and

resurrect from within. And the popularity of the heroes grows simultaneously. And
what has been Thoreau's public loneliness in America in his time turned out to be
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his wide fame today. The same phenomenon hopefully will take place in Russia

some day.

After I finalized my paper and sent it off, by pure chance and on the same

day I got access to a personal letter written by Professor Tatiana Venediktova of

Moscow State University, a long-term friend and colleague of mine. She writes to

her correspondent in Concord, MA, "I teach Walden every year to third or fourth

year students of the two major universities of Moscow: Moscow State University

and Russian State Humanities' University. Most of them major in literature, some

in history, some others yet (this year) in philosophy. Usually after discussions in

class I invite them to write papers— to reflect as best they can on their response to

the text as readers— and thus combine whatever textual analysis they can produce

with some soul-searching as contemporary citizens socialized in the Russian cultural

tradition. I treasure some of these papers, wonderfully personal and original, always

stimulating further discussion. I take it as proof enough of the fact that Thoreau

has something to say to the present generation of young Russians—he teaches

them through intellectual provocation and active questioning rather than 'professing'

(which would have been his own preference, no doubt)."

I thought it would be interesting to people outside Russia to learn about

both perspectives on the subject in question. Professor Tatiana Venediktova

definitely develops a much more positive and happier perspective on Thoreau in

Russia today, which must evidently be closer to the foundations of the American

spirit. I see it differently due to my present social analysis stance. For example, I

have had an occasion to read some of the students' papers mentioned above. I

found in them almost nothing but a juggling of post-modern reflections of the

empty self having nothing to do with Thoreau. But of course tastes differ.

In any event the truth must or might be somewhere half-way between our

opposite views.

Notes

'Gudziy, N.K. Tolstoy I Thoreau. Russko-yevropeyskiye literturnye svyazi

(Tolstoy and Thoreau. Russian-European Literary Links). Moscow-Leningrad,

1966.
2The Russian translation was published in England at Leo Tolstoy's

expense. Only a small number of copies got into Russia, as the print-run was

confiscated by the customs. For this reason, the work was not well known in Russia.

Before that, in 1887, part of Walden was translated into Russian and published in

Novoye Vremiya (New Times) under the title V lesu (In the Woods).
3Baturinsky, "V. P. Aymler Maude on Leo Tolstoy," Minuvshie Gody

(L'Annees Passes), 1908, issue no. 9, p. 104. (In Russian).
4Bulgakov, V. L. L. N. Tolstoy v poslediy god yego zhizni (Leo Tolstoy in

the Last Year ofHis Life). Moscow, 1957. 261

.
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Barry Tharaud, Universite Abdelmalek Essaadi, Tetouan, Morocco

What to expect of Turkey? And what to expect of Turks at university

reading Thoreau's Walden? In some respects the equation is perfect: the land that

nourished Diogenes the Cynic is one of many layers. As recognized by one of his

early reviewers, 1 Thoreau had a strong vein of philosophical cynicism2-sturdy

common sense, representative actions that speak for themselves, aphoristic

expression that finds things to be the opposite of what they appear, a call for

simplicity, and even a partially submerged excremental vision as when, in the

opening pages of Walden, he metaphorically describes the human animal as dung

beetle, pushing his bolus of possessions, including a 75-foot barn, ahead of him

down the road of life. Indeed, "the better part of a man is plowed into the soil for

compost." There's even a match of curmudgeonliness between the two thinkers

(Emerson once remarked that he would as soon take Henry by the arm as take an

elm tree by the branch).

And as for "layers," Thoreau's polyvalent universe at least seems to have

met its match in Turkey: the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara goes

back to the oldest human settlements and counts some two dozen distinct

civilizations, while the Istanbul Archaeological Museum goes back further still,

well into the stone age. Add to this cultural richness an interplay between and

within the layers, as events and institutions shade into and metamorphose into

each other-Byzantine priests becoming imams during the Ottoman transition, or

the developing mix of orthodox Sunni traditions with heterodox Shi' a traditions

(many with connections to earlier Christian shrines and beliefs). And then there is

Rumi, the thirteenth-century sufi whose poetry has become increasingly recognized

in modern Western popular culture. Surely Thoreau, like Emerson, was aware of

Rumi and felt an affinity for his Neoplatonic thought. 3 So one might expect that

Thoreau's Walden might be a good "fit" for Turkey. There are even some heterodox

shi'a traditions, especially those held by the large Alevi minority in Turkey, that

have some affinity with the antinomianism that was so familiar to Emerson and

Thoreau.

During a two-year stint as a Fulbright Professor in the mid-1980s in

Ankara, and an additional year in the mid-1990s in Istanbul, I taught Walden, among

a good many other things, to Turkish university students-from undergraduate survey

courses through doctoral seminars, and from teacher-training institutes to Bosphorus

University, where only the top l/10th of 1% of the students who pass the Turkish

university entrance exams are admitted. 4 With rare exceptions, my students were

quite at home with Thoreau, as were the general public when, in the fall of 1985,

1

participated in a panel discussion on Walden at the American Library in Ankara

that was attended by students and academics as well as the public at large. The

discussion was lively and enjoyable, and there was no sense that Thoreau's ideas

were exotic or unusual. And during the spring of 1996 I gave a couple of guest

lectures at Hacettepe University-one on Thoreau's use of stylistic modulation as a

consciousness-raising device, and the other.on some similarities between Thoreau's
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portrayal of Being in Walden and Heidegger's portrayal of Being in some of his

early works. In the latter lecture, I suspect there was more interest in Heidegger

than in Thoreau, but my audiences were not only comfortable with Thoreau but

were well conversant with his work and thought. Perhaps some of this easy

familiarity reflects an adaptability bred of centuries of nomadism and migration-

1

believe the Turks are more open to other traditions, including American traditions,

than are any of their continental European neighbors.

So Thoreau is alive and well on both sides of the Bosphorus-in both

Anatolian and European Turkey. At the present time I am embarking on another

adventure, this time teaching as a senior Fulbright Professor in a Moroccan

University during the 2003-2004 academic year. Like Turkey, Moroccan culture is

a complex mixture with its own kinds of historical "layers," including languages

and races-a true multicultural society where Berber, Arab, Negro, Andalusian,

French, and Jewish traditions exist in harmony. The Sunni tradition of Islam is

more institutionalized here than in Turkey (despite Shi 'a roots in the early Idrissid

dynasty), and the society is on the whole less secular than Turkish society-the

King, who is a sharif or descendent of the Prophet, is generally careful to

accommodate religious leaders and maintains a balance between religious and

secular attitudes. I am looking forward to experiencing the reactions and attitudes

of my Moroccan university students as they encounter Thoreau's radical and

individualistic version of being and identity as expressed in Walden.

Notes

'See Charles Frederick Briggs, "AYankee Diogenes" in the Norton Critical

Edition ofThoreau's Walden and Resistance to Civil Government (Second Edition)

edited by William Rossi (New York: W. W. Norton, 1992), pp. 314-17.
2What's missing in the cynicism of Diogenes, of course, is an aesthetic

vision that is used to express a quality of being; and what's missing in Thoreau is

the unadulterated primitivism of Diogenes-Thoreau didn't want to live like the

natives of Tierra del Fuego, he merely wanted to combine their hardihood with his

own intellectual, aesthetic, and spiritual values.

3Although a specialist colleague insists that calling Rumi "Neoplatonic"

is an egregious "Orientalism," the term nevertheless has some usefulness as a generic

term of classification. I doubt Thoreau would have a problem with such usage in

any case.

4One can't get special dispensation because one's daddy is rich and the

president or the head of a 'security' agency as in the United States. My niece

matriculated at Johns Hopkins and was astonished to find that Johns Hopkins was

the 'fall back' school for a Turkish classmate who couldn't get into Bosphorus

[Bogazici] University. Also of interest, in Turkey the university entrance

requirements for teacher training programs are higher than the entrance requirements

for regular literature majors.
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Title pages from international editions of Walden

From Milton Metzger and Walter Harding, A Thoreau Profile, published by The

Thoreau Society, 1962 (Reprinted 1998)



Walden

the Place

The Walden Pond Area in 1845

From a map of Concord, Massachusetts, compiled

by Herbert W. Gleason in 1906
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Aerial view of Walden Pond on 19 June 2000 looking southwest

The intersection of Route 2 and Walden Street (Route 126) is in the center

foreground. Emerson's Wyman Lot extends from Thoreau's Cove (center of photo)

to Walden Street across from the old Concord landfill, prominent in the left

foreground. Photo courtesy ofBradley P. Dean



Emerson's "Wyman Lot":

Forgotten Contextfor Thoreau 's

House at Walden

W. Barksdale Maynard

The location of Thoreau's housesite at Walden Pond was pinpointed by

Roland W. Robbins in his famous archaeological investigations of 1945-46. Less

familiar are his tentative efforts, later in life, to understand the larger context of

the house—its positioning within Emerson's lot, its vegetative surroundings, the

location of the celebrated beanfield. In June 1964 he took the new park

superintendent on a tour around Emerson's bounds, proposed clearing out the road

behind the housesite, pointed out stumps of white pines he thought Thoreau had

planted, and suggested making an historical map (see Robbins, Field notebooks

and Discovery). In later years he plotted the location of the stumps and organized

the planting of young trees to replace them. These efforts indicate his awareness

of the importance of context in understanding Thoreau's experiment and suggest

questions fully as significant as the location of Thoreau's hearthstones. What was

Emerson's whole lot like? Why did Thoreau build where he did? To what extent

was the position of his house determined by choice, and what by necessity?

Behind these pragmatic issues lie larger ones regarding Thoreau's entire

Walden experience. He subtitled his book Life in the Woods and emphasized the

wildness around him, but was he actually dwelling in a dark, lonely forest? It was

more like a clearcut, recent scholars have stressed, including Robert Sattelmeyer

in an essay provocatively titled "Depopulation, Deforestation, and the Actual

Walden Pond." And how solitary was Thoreau? This is crucial to a question I

have previously explored, namely, his relationship to contemporary society and

the role that a growing culture of suburban retreats played in his architectural

decision-making. A detailed investigation of Emerson's lot as the context for

Thoreau's Walden experiment—one that makes use of rare photographs, some

never published before—is long overdue (see Maynard, "Thoreau's House").

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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In 1958, Truman Nelson noted that Walden Pond "germinated not one,

but two of the world's masterworks . . . Emerson's Essays and Thoreau's Walden"

(6). One can narrow the location down even further and point to Emerson's "Wyman
lot" as the essential locus of much of this intellectual activity, for it was here that

"Emerson walked through miles of his own woods" and meditated beside Walden,

and Thoreau came to live (Bartlett 72). It is fortunate that the lot is today protected

within Walden Pond State Reservation, created in 1922 when Emerson's daughter

Edith Forbes and other landowners donated property to the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. Its exact location is known to few, however. If we face the front of

the granite posts that commemorate Thoreau's housesite, Emerson's land ran only

a few dozen yards to the left, but on the right, all the way up to the Walden Road

(Route 126). The visitor can climb the unpaved "Wyman Road," as the reservation

map labels it, through the middle of Emerson's lot. This is "the wood road which

leads from the highway to the pond," as Herbert W. Gleason wrote in a 1937 letter

to Francis Allen that aimed to clarify the location of "Mr. Emerson's 'Wyman

lot.'"
1 The presence of a cellarhole at the road's extreme upper end suggests that

the route is a colonial one. As Walter Harding supposed, the hole is likely Zilpha's,

"by the very corner of my [bean]field" (see Harding, Videotape; W251). Arriving

at the metal gate on 1 26, one stands halfway between the north and south bounds

of Emerson's property. Another woodroad parallels "Wyman Road" on the left

and marks Emerson's northern boundary. A path that intersects it on its western

end, misleadingly called "Bean Field Road" on the park map, formed the northwest

edge of Emerson's land.

Emerson's Purchase

This property would become the scene of Thoreau's two-year "woodland

cruise at Walden," as his friend Ellery Channing called it (243). Emerson's purchase

of land, however, had been unexpected and almost capricious. In a 4 October 1 844

letter to his brother William, Emerson explained, "I have lately added an absurdity

or two to my usual ones, which I am impatient to tell you of. In one of my solitary

wood-walks by Walden Pond, I met two or three men who told me they had come

thither to sell & to buy a field, on which they wished me to bid as purchaser. As it

was on the shore of the pond, & now for years I had a sort of daily occupancy in it,

I bid on it, & bought it, eleven acres for $8. 10 per acre." The total cost, then, was

$89.10, the sale taking place on 21 September 1844 {Letters 3:262J.
2 Thoreau

would write, "The whole lot contains eleven acres, mostly growing up to pines and

hickories, and was sold ... for 8 dollars and 8 cents an acre. The farmer said it was

good for nothing but to raise chipping squirrels on" (WFV 128)—and, indeed,

chipmunks are abundant there today. The eleven-acre tally lasted only briefly, as

Emerson almost immediately expanded the area to more than thirteen: "The next
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Fig. 1: Wyman's Meadow, 8:30 a.m., 7 November 1899

Looking northwest, toward the site of Thoreau's house; the Cove is a little ways

off, around the corner to the left. Emerson's property line descended the hill at far

right, crossed the meadow right-to-left across the center of the picture, and just

touched the finger of land that projects into the water at left. The foreground area

was owned by John Richardson. Photo by Herbert W. Gleason, "Thoreau 's Cove,

Walden (reflection), " Robbins-Mills Collection, II. 1899.49. Courtesy ofConcord

Free Public Library
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day I carried some of my well beloved gossips to the same place & they deciding

that the field was not good for anything, if Heartwell Bigelow should cut down his

pine-grove, I bought, for 125 dollars more, his pretty wood lot of 3 or 4 acres."

The value of the standing timber is immediately apparent: the woodlot cost thirty

or forty dollars per acre, versus eight for the cutover field. "And so [I] am landlord

& waterlord of 14 acres, more or less, on the shore of Walden & can raise my own
blackberries" {Letters 3:262-63).

The entire acreage would be depicted by Thoreau in 1857 as "R. W. E.'s

Wyman Lot" (FN/TC 2: 524). In 1859, Emerson referred to "the Wyman field" as

the place where Thoreau, at a salary of $7.50, spent 2 1/2 days setting out white

pines (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's Account Books" 3). Emerson's reference

to "daily occupancy" is key—the lot embraced the main public driveway to the

pond, "Wyman Road" of the modern map, and was intimately familiar to

Concordians. Actually, near the middle of the lot two woodroads joined, one from

Walden Road via the gate ("new bars" on a Thoreau survey, CFPL 35d) and another

from the north, a shortcut that came up Laurel Glen along the modern "Brister's

Hill Road," now a suburban street beyond Route 2. Both were popular approaches

to Walden Pond (see Blanding). Thoreau himself descended "Wyman Road" of the

map on his first visit in 1821 at age four (W 155): "24 years ago I was brought

from the city to this very pond—through this very [bean]field" (WFV 111). As
Brad Dean shows in his article that is a companion to this one, the road runs

alongside the field where Thoreau later hoed beans.

Thoreau, it seems, called Wyman Road "the carriage road from Brister's

Hill"; it was also "the path which I used from the highway to my house, about half

a mile long" (W 265-67). It descended "the ridge north" of what is still called

"Wyman's Meadow," a pondhole connected to the lake in times of high water

(J 13:31) (fig. 1 ). The importance of this road to Emerson (and others) approaching

Walden is demonstrated by his agreement with gardener Hugh Whelan in September

1 847 that Whelan could rent the old beanfield area, but Emerson retained the lower

part of the lot by the pond "& a road through the field from the Lincoln [i.e.,

Walden] road & along the ridge" (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's Account

Books, 3). Wyman Road would be one of Thoreau's chief routes to and from the

pond for years to come; returning to town from the Cove in 1851, "I climbed the

hill again toward my old beanfield" (PJ 3: 263). Another time he visited Brister's

Spring, and then "approaching the pond . . . through my beanfield, I saw where

some fishermen had come away" (J 8: 133).

This and nearby roads allowed Concordians to drive right down to the

pondshore at the Cove, until complaints by the Thoreau Society in 1949 brought

an end to the practice. Having toured Walden together in 1 863, Channing escorted

a Thoreau pilgrim "from the Pond and house-plot . . . through the deserted beanfield,

to the Lincoln Road." In 1878, Bronson Alcott, then living in the old Thoreau

house on Main Street, took a visitor on a pony-and-carriage ride to see Walden:

"We drove down near to the edge of the pond before we left the carriage, and in a

moment were standing on THE SPOT WHERE THOREAU BUILT HIS HUT."



Fig. 2. "Canoe birch near Walden Pond" (Gleason 's caption),

24 April 1918

Probably taken on the Richardson lot adjacent to Emerson's, in the vicinity of Bare

Peak, looking north (cf. to Gleason 11.1918.105 and the birches in 11.1918.22, both

at CFPL). The pines in the distance may be those on Emerson's lot. This view

offers a nice approximation of the cleared conditions that Thoreau knew here and

on Emerson's land in 1845, hard to imagine in today's heavy-wooded reservation.

Gleason photograph, Robbins Collection, 1918.75. Courtesy of Concord Free

Public Library
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An English tourist of 1895 expected Walden to be "surrounded by a well-nigh

impenetrable forest. But, instead of this, I found a well-beaten path leading out of

the high road, which, after traversing some short extent of undulating ground not

at all thickly covered with medium sized pine trees letting in plenty of sunlight

[i.e. Thoreau's beanfield pines], brings one down to the edge of the 'Pond.'" A
tourist tramping out the Walden Road on a Thoreau "pilgrimage" in 1912 wrote,

"When one sees on the right a footpath leading through the brush to the dark pine

woods beyond [i.e. Bigelow's], that is the way to Walden." 3

The eleven acres that Emerson initially bought had previously been

acquired in two parcels in 1823 (from James Barrett) and 1834 (from Joseph G.

Cole and others) by Thomas ("Tommy") Wyman (ca. 1774-1843). Still earlier,

according to the 1797 deed by which the adjoining lots on the east and south were

sold by Duncan Ingraham to John Richardson, the future beanfield belonged to

Deacon George Minott (CFPL survey 35a; J10:219). Thomas Wyman was son of

John Wyman (ca. 1730-1800), whom Thoreau recorded as "Wyeman the potter

who furnished his towns men earthen ware—the squatter" (PJ 2:212), back "before

the Revolution" (W 191, Troy 6).
4 John Wyman's house stood "where the road

approaches nearest to the pond" on the east end (W, 261), and nearby was,

presumably, what Emerson called "Wyman's cottage landing" on the lakeshore

(18 April 1862, JMN 15: 250). The house was, from the time of Thomas's death

until a few weeks after Thoreau moved to the pond, home to drunkard Hugh Quoil

—

correctly Coyle—a character colorfully described in Walden. Thomas seems to

have sold off his father's equipment, as a man once stopped at Thoreau's beanfield

to say "that he long ago bought a potter's wheel of him—and he wished to know

what had become of him" (WFV 196).
5

Walden Woods was filled with small lots similar to Wyman's from which

firewood or more merchantable timber were harvested by townsfolk and farmers.

In an account of his large lot south of Walden Pond, Emerson recorded what was

no doubt typical practice—its pines were felled, "marked E," and "hauled ... to

Britton's steam mill" near Flint's Pond, after which the remaining "tops were hauled

home to my wood pile from the woods" as firewood (17 June 1857, JMN 12:21 1).

Wyman cleared his lot about 1830 (W 156). John Richardson's lot immediately

east of Wyman's (and similar to it in size) was cleared about 1840-41, producing

the "Bare Peak" shown on Thoreau's map in Walden, and it would be newly bare

again when Herbert Gleason photographed its vicinity in 1918 (fig. 2). There were

about a dozen small lots in the northern section of today's Walden Pond State

Reservation, all subject to this kind of intensive, recurrent cutting (FN/TC 2:538).

After Thomas Wyman's death, his lot was sold to Emerson by Cyrus Stow,

administrator of the estate. The deed of sale describes it as "containing eleven

acres more or less, bounded northerly on the County Road: Easterly on land of

John H. Richardson, Southerly on Walden Pond and land of Cyrus Hubbard, and

Westerly on land of Hartwell Bigelow and John Potter (Middlesex County Court).

Thoreau wrote to Emerson in England on 14 November 1 847 about a fire on "John
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Richardson's young wood, on the southeast of your field. It was burnt nearly all

over, and up to the [fence] rails and the [Walden] road. It was set on fire, no doubt,

by the same Lucifer that lighted Brooks's lot before. So you see that your small lot

is comparatively safe for this season, the back fire having been already set for

you" (Con: 192). Thoreau's 1857 survey of "RWE Lot by Walden" (CFPL no.

31a), copied from one by Hubbard in 1848, shows the enlarged property of 13

acres 80 rods, bounded by John Richardson, Abel Brooks, and John Potter.

The importance ofWalden Pond to Emerson is amply attested; his devotion

to it was lifelong, and it was in honor of this enthusiasm that his daughter Edith

organized the creation of the modern reservation. Emerson balanced long hours of

work in his study with frequent walks to the pond, Walden being, he told his friend

Thomas Carlyle, "a place to which my feet have for years been accustomed to

bring me once or twice in a week at all seasons."6 Journal entries between May
and August 1836 show him visiting Walden often to gain inspiration for Nature. In

October 1837 he wrote, "A lovely afternoon and I went to Walden Water & read

Goethe on the bank" (16 October 1837, JMN 5:399). His entire family was made

familiar with the Wyman lot and the road through it by regular Sunday afternoon

walks. Daughter Ellen wrote of a snowy outing in December 1858, "We turned

into the unbroken Walden Path . . . and we went into the woods. . . . We went down

to the Cove." Another day, "At four we went to walk and coursed up the Walden

Road and Wood-path to our Cove." It was likely here that Eddy and friends "camped

out in Walden Woods," the hired man carrying the boat and provisions in a

hayrigging. 7 The Cove was a prime place for swimming; Emerson said in July

185 1, "Eddy & Edie going with me to bathe in Walden, Eddy was very brave with

a sharp bulrush" (22 July 1 85 1 , JMN 1 1 :399)—certainly plucked from what Thoreau

called the "high grass or rushes by [Wyman] meadowside" (/ 8:412).

Thoreau himself loved swimming here, and not just during his two-year

stay; it was a customary "bathing-place" (J 6:344) where he might cross the entrance

to Wyman's Meadow "on a stick" before "going in to bathe" and later "wading

into the shallow entrance of the meadow" (J 8:412). Another time he searched

Wyman's Meadow for bullfrogs before "bathing in Walden [where] I find the water

considerably colder at the bottom while I stand up to my chin, but the sandy bottom

much warmer to my feet" (J 8:424). He had, it will be recalled, first visited the

Cove as a child in the 1820s, boiling chowder on the sandbar and fishing in the

then-overflowed meadow (P75:316; see also W 180-81). Alcott too loved to "sally

through the field to Walden wave, / Plunging within the cove," and he stood on the

Cove shore below the old housesite in 1878 "calling up memories of days when

Emerson, Thoreau and himself used to come here to swim." 8

The upper and lower portions of Emerson's property were of distinctly

different character. The former was what Emerson intended to rent to Whelan as

"the cultivable part of the lot," whereas the lower, more undulating section was

"the land growing up to woods near the pond" (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's

Account Books," 3). On the southwesterly edge was Bigelow's pine grove that
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Emerson had purchased in order to save it. As we shall see, in a letter to Carlyle he

writes of "a pretty pasture & woodlot," descriptive of the dual nature of the place

(Emerson to Carlyle, 30 September 1844, in Slater 369). His journal and letters of

the time record his dismay at the slicing of the railroad through Walden Woods
(1843-44) and the accelerated destruction of timber, and so his purchase marked a

deliberate act of conservation, fifteen years before Thoreau pleaded in his journal

that "every town should have a park, or rather a primitive forest, of five hundred or

a thousand acres, where a stick should never be cut for fuel, a common possession

forever, for instruction and recreation. . . . All Walden Wood might have been

preserved for our park forever, with Walden in its midst" (J 12:387).
9 Emerson

thought of the Wyman lot as primarily for recreation, not profit—his "Pleasaunce

at Walden" (Corr. 195)—although Ellen recalled his "having tried sending the

cows to our pasture at Walden, and found that so distant as to be most inconvenient"

(Ellen Tucker Emerson, The Life ofLidian Jackson Emerson 114).

As Emerson foresaw, the next decade (1844-54) brought the felling of

most of the trees around the pond, because "the price ofwood rises almost steadily"

(W 25 1 ). During Thoreau's stay, a stranger paid a visit in search of a lost dog, and

Thoreau told him, "Yes they are chopping right up here behind me—how far is

it—only a few steps—hark a moment—there dont you hear the sound of their

axes" (PJ 2:190). A severe campaign of cutting came in winter 1851-52, when
George Heywood harvested off his entire eastern end of the lakeshore. From "the

hill with the sawed pine stump on the north side" Thoreau surveyed the pond,

relieved to find that "Walden plainly can never be spoiled by the wood-chopper

—

for do what you will to the shore there will still remain this crystal well"

(PJ 4: 1 1 1). Viewed from a treetop on Fair Haven Hill in August 1852, Walden's

"shores are laid bare," but there are "some stately pines near the RR" (PJ 5:283).

It was, he explained in Walden, the railroad "that has browsed off all the woods on

Walden shore" (W 192); the oldest trees were gone, but young ones were fast

growing to take their place.

Of greater practical utility to Emerson than the Wyman lot were the 4

1

acres he purchased in November 1845, "on the further side of the water, not so

familiar to me as the nearer shore." 10 These embraced the rocky hilltop still called

"Emerson's Cliff (from which fig. 3 was taken) and proved a valuable woodlot.

Much could be said about this tract, as Emerson, Thoreau, and others of their circle

often visited it, but we should avoid doing so here in order to deny any confusion

with the Wyman lot. Wyman, Emerson's frivolous "absurdity," was intended for

dreamier uses, as he told Carlyle: "And when shall I show you a pretty pasture &
woodlot which I bought last week on the borders of a lake which is the chief

ornament of this town called Walden Pond? One of these days, if I should have

any money, I may build me a cabin or a turret there as high as the treetops and

spend my nights as well as days in the midst of a beauty which never fades for

me." 11 The "cabin or a turret" idea intended for the Wyman lot would later be

transposed to Emerson's Cliff, but it amounted to nothing there either (See Emerson

to Carlyle, 14 May 1846, in Slater, Correspondence, 399). In the meantime, however,

his boarder Thoreau had built a cabin of his own on the Wyman acreage near the

Cove.



Looking north-northwest. Bigelow's pine grove is an unmistakable landmark on

the far edge of Emerson's lot, behind Thoreau's Cove. More pines (just visible)

extend to the right across the lot toward the beanfield and Walden Road. Detail,

Alfred Winslow Hosmer photograph, "Walden from the Ledge, "from Hosmer's

extra-illustrated copy ofthe second edition ofSalt, Life of Henry David Thoreau,

in Concord Free Public Library Special Collections, reproduced with permission.
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Thoreau at Wyman's Lot

Thoreau's motivations in moving to Walden have been extensively

analyzed. It need only be added here that he, like Emerson, had a longstanding

affection for the Wyman lot.
12 As early as December 1841 he had declared, "I

want to go soon and live away by the pond where I shall hear only the wind

whispering among the reeds" (PJ 1 :347)—again, the reeds being those in Wyman's
Meadow, which in Walden he refers to as "the sedge . . . bending under the weight

of the reed-birds" in "the marsh before my door" (WFV 158). So already he had

eyed the singularly beautiful environs of the Cove as a potential housesite. Thoreau

and Channing in their daily walks discussed many such housesites, including Well

Meadow Head Field, an isolated location a half-mile southwest of Walden Pond.

Channing picturesquely called it "Weird Dell" and, Thoreau said, liked to muse

about what he would do "if he lived in Weird Dell—which I talked of buying"

(J 1 1:356). Elsewhere Thoreau called it "that field in the woods near Well Meadow,

where I once thought of squatting" (7 5:392). It was "a certain retired dell ... far

from the village and affording a glimpse only through an opening of the mountains

in the horizon—how my life might pass there, simple and true and natural"

(PJ 2:90). Nearby Pleasant Meadow on Baker Farm was another option (W 203),

and he nearly took possession of the Hollowell Farm. Channing summarized

Thoreau's options: "Henry did buy the Hallowell place, and thought to buy Weird

Dell, and one side of Fairhaven Hill, that of the orchard. He also thought of the

Cliff Hill, and the Baker Farm." 13

But with Emerson's 1844 purchase of land, the Wyman lot won out as a

place to live. Channing wrote Thoreau from New York on 5 March 1845 with

encouragement: "I see nothing for you in this earth but that field which I once

christened 'Briars'; go out upon that, build yourself a hut, & there begin the grand

process of devouring yourself alive" (Corr. 161). In a sense it was a homecoming;

because of his 1 82 1 visit, the Wyman lot (then entirely wooded) and the pond were

"one of the oldest scenes stamped on my memory. . . that fabulous landscape ofmy
infant dreams" (W 155-56).

"Briars" was an apt description of the Wyman lot: Emerson had already

noted the prevalence of this plant there ("raise my own blackberries"); a later visitor

would remark, "Thoreau lives in the berry-pastures upon a bank over Walden Pond"

{Homes 3:241), and at his house Thoreau was plagued with "blackberry vines

breaking through into [his] cellar" (W 128). He reported "a blackberry field

—

where your repast awaited you" adjoining, and probably just west of, his beanfield,

and this seems to have long been a favorite spot for Emerson and family (PJ 2: 129).

Emerson wrote in August 1837, "After raffling all day in Plutarch's Morals ... I

sallied out this fine afternoon through the woods to Walden Water I came to the

blackberry vines ... the pond was all blue & beautiful in the bosom of the woods"

(4 August 1837, JMN 5:352). On 15 August 1842, Hawthorne reported being led

to the lake by Emerson for the first time: "We proceeded through wood-paths to

Walden Pond, picking blackberries of enormous size along the way. The pond

itself was beautiful and refreshing to my soul" (336).



Supposed "cellar at site of Thoreau's cabin at Walden"

(Gleason's caption), 24 March 1920

This cutaway bank lies a few feet behind where Robbins later showed the house to

have stood; the little oaks seen here appear as saplings in his photographs of 1945

and are mature trees today (some were cut in 2001). This view, taken from the

cairn and looking toward the western edge of Emerson's lot, shows that Bigelow's

pine grove still partly survived. But eighteen years later the hurricane would come.

Gleason photograph, Robbins-Mills Collection, II. 1920.8. Courtesy of Concord

Free Public Library
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It is essential to realize that Thoreau's house at Walden was located

according to the constraints imposed by the topography of Emerson's lot. The

upper end of the property was a poor choice for a retreat, being close to the busy

road. The middle was dominated by the ridge and a deep glacial kettlehole, of the

kind Thoreau called a "frosty hollow," and was unbuildable. The lower end, with

its scenic view of the pond, was the obvious choice; here, between the hollow and

Emerson's southern boundary, was a gently sloping clearing that became Thoreau's

home. On this "side of a hill sloping to the south" (VK44) was "a small open field

in the woods" (W41), "my clearing" (PJ 2:151), "my field" (PJ 2:162); when he

visited it again during his forest survey in 1860 it was "my field at Walden, pitch

pine" (J 14:160). It will be recalled that Emerson referred to his entire Wyman
acreage as a "field," but its lower end had a quality of separateness that made
Thoreau think of it as a distinct, smaller field in itself.

In period accounts there is no mistaking the open, sunny character of

most of Emerson's purchase, far different from the deep-woods environs one might

assume from Walden's subtitle. It comes as a real surprise to know that Thoreau

lived on a cleared tract larger than eight football fields. The level upland near the

Walden Road (later the beanfield) was a "dry pasture" (PJ 2:131) that grew only

"wormwood & piper & millett grass" (PJ 2:129), "blackberries & Johnswort—

&

cinqfoil—sweet wild fruits & pleasant flowers" (PJ 2:158); it was full of rotten

stumps and strewn with little stones. In 1845, it was "about 15 years since the land

was cleared" (WFV 178), and in fact the whole lot had been cut over at least that

early, Thoreau estimating in his 1 860 forest study that the area around his housesite

was open by 1 825 (J 14: 176). His dwelling was surrounded by young trees: "There

are scores of pitch pine in my field—from one to three inches in diameter"—and

stumps stood around (PJ 2:162, 138). He took interest in the plants that grew

about his house, kinds that favor sunny, disturbed sites. There were many hickories,

but when he undertook his 1860 study he was puzzled by their disappearance: "I

remember that there were a great many hickories with R.W.E.'s pitch pines when

I lived there, but now there are but few comparatively . . . perhaps the fires have

done part of it" (J 14: 176). He took special interest in "my sumack grove": "The

sumacks grew luxuriantly about my house—pushing up through the embankment

I had made, and growing 5 or 6 feet the first season. Its broad pinnate tropical leaf

was pleasant though strange to look upon" (WFV 152, 157).

He recorded other plants: grass, "pine cones & chestnut burrs, and

strawberry leaves" (WFV 153-54). His catalogue looks ahead to his coming

preoccupation with botany: "In my front-yard grow the black-berry and strawberry

& the life-everlasting—Johnswort & golden rod—& shruboak and sandcherry &
blue-berry and ground-nut" (WFV 157). He sent some sand cherries to

correspondent Benjamin Marston Watson on 5 August 1 845, "half a dozen cherries

(Sand Cherries, Bigelow?) [that] grew within a rod of my lodge. I plucked them

all today" (Letter to Watson reprinted in Angelo). As his interest in botany grew

strong in 1 850, he filled out this account of his dooryard plants: "The sand cherry

(Prunus depressa. Pursh. Cerasus pumila. Mx.) grew about my door and near the



Fig. 5. Cairn at Thoreau's Housesite, ca. 1900

Among the many historical photographs of the cairn, this one is somewhat unusual

in looking uphill, away from the pond, and so gives a good view of what had been

"Bigelow's pine grove." Ellery Channing (in his copy of Walden) noted that Thoreau

lived "in the pathway to the pond," as can be seen here. Cyanotype photograph,

Walden Pond photo file. Courtesy of Concord Free Public Library
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end of May enlivened my yard with its umbels arranged cylindrically about its

short branches" (Pi 3:68). This addition demonstrates how Thoreau's post-Walden

study of natural history (referring in this case to the botanical writings of Frederick

Pursh and F. A. Michaux) was brought to bear upon the final Walden manuscript

(W 1 13-14), producing a book in which he appears to know more about the subject

than he in fact did when living at the pond. In the published text, his list of plants

around his Walden house is expanded to include sweet-fern and sweet-briars

(W223).

But not all of Emerson's lot was a clearing—it included, as we have seen,

Bigelow's pine grove. Thoreau writes, "My best room . . . was the pine wood
behind my house" (WFV 175); "My house was on the side of a hill, immediately

on the edge of the larger wood" (W 113); and here on this "pleasant hillside . . .

covered with pine woods" (W41) he famously "cut down some tall arrowy pines

still in their youth for timber" in building the Walden residence (WFV 123).

Bigelow's pines provided the "shelter" that Thoreau stresses in describing the

location of his house. The level area cut into the bank behind the housesite has

long been mysterious—for a time prior to Robbins's dig, it was marked as the

housesite itself—but perhaps it should be regarded as a staging area between pine

grove and cellar, a flat place where Thoreau could hew his timbers and mortise the

frame (fig. 4). The need for this kind of separate pre-assembly on a level site was

demonstrated when a replica of the house was raised at the Thoreau Institute,

Lincoln, Massachusetts, in June 2001 (See Maynard, "Thoreau's Walden House

Revisited").

There were also chestnut trees "behind my house, and one large tree which

almost overshadowed it" (W 238); "The chestnut behind my old house site is fully

out" (PJ 6:250). In February 1 855, however, Thoreau "found Therien cutting down
the two largest chestnuts in the wood-lot behind where my house was. On the butt

of one about two feet in diameter I counted seventy-five rings," an early instance

of what would be many ringcounts taken by Thoreau in Walden Woods (77: 172).

The indefatigable choppings of Therien notwithstanding, Bigelow's pine

grove survived for decades longer, guarded by Emerson and heirs (fig. 5). A visitor

of 1877 wrote, "The simple hut is gone now; paternal trees, fellows of the 'tall,

arrowy pines,' shelter the place; the opening is not overgrown; the path is still

distinct." This "grove of white pines on the shore of Walden" had been precious to

his father, Edward Emerson affirmed in 1 889 (see Harris 296-97 and E. W. Emerson

58). It is apparent in the background of the earliest photographs of the cairn. What

F. B. Sanborn in 1896 called "the fine large pines around Thoreau's cove and

cairn" loom prominently in period photographs (fig. 3) as a long, narrow stand

hugging Emerson's western property line, with clearings behind (see Sanborn,

"Thoreau and the Walden Woods"). (The northwest corner of today's Walden Pond

State Reservation remained cleared until becoming park property in the 1950s.) A
tourist guide of Sanborn's era pointed out "the tall pines back ofThoreau's [beanfield

pine] grove. These trees are in plain sight from the main road" (Bartlett, 16th
ed.,

2 1 ). Alfred Hosmer photographed them as "Pines in rear of Site ofThoreau's Shanty"
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(CFPL). In 1912 the housesite lay in "a circular depression, rimmed and arched

with pine trees" (W.J.C. 192). Edward Emerson wrote in 1920 that "age and disease

have destroyed nearly all of the pines which made a screen, in their prime, to the

house." and photographs suggest that cutting had recently taken place (Letter to

Harry A. McGraw, 1920). But some pines nonetheless survived (fig. 4).

The hurricane of 1938 seems to have flattened most of them, however,

leaving only the "few tall skinny pines, bare of lower limbs" that E. B. White saw

in June 1939 (White 86). When Robbins undertook his 1945 excavations, the lower

end of Emerson's lot was overgrown with saplings, the pond barely visible. These

trees form today's mature forest, in which one can still find the stumps that Robbins

mapped—not "beanfield" pines, but the much older "pine wood behind my house."

Near the bottom of the east side of the deep hollow in the middle of Emerson's lot,

sheltered from the wind, at least one giant white pine was still alive and healthy in

2003, about the last survivor of those Thoreau and Emerson knew. 14 Along the

hillside to the west still stand the mouldering stumps of Bigelow's pine grove, the

very trees that shaded Thoreau's house—and in the branches of which he saw

passenger pigeons alight.

"A Very Public Hermit"

What does the history and topography of Emerson's Wyman lot tell us

about Thoreau's experiences in Walderf! It reminds us, first of all, that his intention

was not to inhabit a wilderness, but to find wildness in a suburban setting less than

thirty minutes' walk from Concord village in a landscape heavily used for human

purposes
—

"to live a primitive and frontier life, though in the midst of an outward

civilization" (W 11). Weird Dell (or even Pleasant Meadow) would have been a

much less-frequented, more primeval location for a housesite, had these concerns

been preeminent. Thoreau's adventure was chiefly one of "imagination and fancy,"

as he suggests years later after having been hired to survey the Walden Woods

extensively:

I now see it mapped in my mind's eye ... as so many men's

wood-lots; and am aware when I walk there that I am at a given

moment passing from such a one's wood-lot to to such another's.

I fear this particular dry knowledge may affect my imagination

and fancy, that it will not be easy to see so much wildness and

native vigor there as formerly. No thicket will seem so

unexplored now that I know that a stake and stones may be found

in it. In these respects those Maine woods differed essentially

from ours. There you are never reminded that the wilderness

which you are treading is, after all, some villager's familiar wood-

lot from which his ancestors have sledded their fuel for

generations (J 10: 233-34).
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Understanding the Wyman lot also helps resolve the old question of

Thoreau's relative degree of isolation. Following many others, I have argued

previously that Thoreau must be understood as a social creature with close personal

and intellectual ties to the larger citizenry. He was no hermit, and the charges of

hypocrisy that have long sullied his reputation
—

"let it be known that Nature Boy
went home on weekends to raid the family cookie jar," one writer crowed in 2001

—

are baseless. It is a remarkable fact, however, that a hundred years of scholarship

emphasizing Thoreau's sociability has made not the slightest dent in public

perceptions, and the "pies" and "doughnuts" of past generations have become

"cookies" today—or the variant myth that Thoreau "stole pies" from kitchen

windowsills. 15 But to say it yet again, Thoreau never intended complete isolation,

nor did he pretend to it; he freely admits that "every day or two I strolled to the

village" (W 167), and Channing went so far as to say that "he bivouacked there [at

the pond], and really lived at home, where he went every day" (Channing, Thoreau

18). Standing at the door of his house, "the highway sixty rods off was apparent

across the cleared land, close enough that he can smell the scent of a traveler's

pipe (W 130), see by "a distant view ... the fence which skirts the woodland road"

(WFV 164), watch how "the silent hunter emerges into the carriage road with ruffled

feathers at his belt—from the dark [Goose] pond side" (PJ 2:214), and hear "the

faint rattle or tinkle which marked the passage of a carriage or team along the

distant highway" (PJ 2: 139). He was aware of morning traffic "bound westward

through Lincoln & Wayland to nobody knows where" (WFV 178-79), "farmers

starting for Boston in the twilight, or woodchoppers going to their work" (W 17).

"The forenoon that I moved to my house" a beggar "hobbled off the road—came

& stood before my door with one hand on each door post looking into the house &
asked for a drink of water" (PJ 3:213), first of "many a traveller" to visit him at his

Walden house (W, 150). Prudence Ward wrote on 20 January 1846—a season

during which one might think Thoreau would have been entirely alone—that "Henry

T has built him a house of one room a little distance from Walden pond & in view

of the public road. There he lives—cooks, eats, studies & sleeps & is quite happy.

He has many visitors, whom he receives with pleasure & does his best to entertain.

We talk of passing the day with him soon" (Ward in Canby, Thoreau 216).

Not only was the highway apparent, but Thoreau's house occupied

Emerson's lot in the most visited section of the pond, where the ridge road made
its approach to the Cove: "Many people of every class came this way to the pond"

(W 172). As the modern visitor will notice, for the purposes of privacy Thoreau's

house was separated from this road by a low rise, but it was nonetheless near it and

inevitably affected by it. He wanted his house to be exactly like the Walden-area

"woodman's hut" he had eulogized in "A Winter Walk": "Here man has lived

under this south hillside, and it seems a civilized and public spot" (60). It follows

that Thoreau gives an entire chapter in Walden to "Visitors" (and another, in part,

to "Winter Visitors"): "I had more visitors while I lived in the woods than at any

other period ofmy life" (W 143-44). There were "children come a-berrying, railroad

men taking a Sunday morning walk in clean shirts, fishermen and hunters, poets
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and philosophers"; "men of business" and farmers (W 153-54); the "innoffensive

simple minded pauper from the almshouse" who charmed Thoreau with his honesty

(PJ 4: 261); the "land lord or housekeeper from the village [come] to get ice . . .

and cut and saw the cream of the pond—unroof the house of fishes" (PJ 2:215);

and even a runaway slave (W 152). How suburban the pond seems when Thoreau

writes, "Now I see gentlemen and ladies sitting at anchor in boats ... in the calm

afternoons, under parasols" (/ 6: 322).

The road was much used by hunters who came "in gigs on foot two by

two three with patent rifles" (PJ 2: 213-14). Fishermen arrived in early morning

"with fishing reels, and slender lunch" to plumb through the ice for pickerel and

perch and "sit and eat their luncheon in stout fear-noughts on the dry oak-leaves on

the shore of the pond" {WFV 198). "For more than two centuries men have fished

here" in Wyman's Meadow (7 11: 358), and Horace Hosmer would recall in 1891

that "the shoemakers of Bedford (5 miles distant) used to fish for pouts and stay

nearly all night while Henry was in College"; no wonder Thoreau could write that

one man "look[ed] upon my house as a building erected for the convenience of

fishermen" and "sat in my doorway to arrange his lines" (W 173). Many before

him had spent evenings beside Wyman's Meadow, the popular fishing hole that

Thoreau often called "Pout's Nest." In fact, to Edward Emerson it seemed that

there had been a class of villagers with "no interest in Walden but horn-pout in one

weedy bay." 16

Like many before and since, Hosmer tried to correct the false idea that

Thoreau was a hermit at Walden. He intended as well, in reply to a query by

Samuel A. Jones, to refute the notion that an unfrequented Walden Pond had afforded

a regular "station" for the Underground Railroad when Thoreau lived there: "For

one hundred years, certain, Walden has been visited at all seasons of the year by

hunters, sportsmen, boys, wood choppers, and land owners. Before I was born,

men would leave the tavern in the village, and go for a swim across the pond on a

bet, even at midnight. . . . The Fitchburg R. R. was built . . . and the country

swarmed with wood choppers and teamsters, then ice was cut and stacked beside

the Pond, in short it was the worst place for a 'Station' in the town. Thoreau had no

privacy" (40).
17

Of course this overstates things a bit. We should not exaggerate the number

of visitors Thoreau had: he tells us, "for the most part it is as solitary where I live

as on the prairies"; no one ever came at night except pout fishermen in the spring

(WFV 164); "when the snow lay deepest no wanderer ventured near my house for

a week or fortnight at a time" (W 264). But with considerable daytime foot traffic

coming by from early spring on, he was less isolated than the modern suburbanite

who lives on a wooded lot up a long driveway. H. S. Canby properly observed in

1939 that Thoreau "was never a hermit, except when snows shut him in, or heavy

rain, or his own absorption in work. To go and see Henry Thoreau was a Concord

recreation." More recently, Nina Baym has seen Walden as "a profoundly social

book," and Robert Sattelmeyer has argued that "Thoreau's isolation was a virtual

and an imaginative rather than an actual one . . . Walden Pond was not, in short,
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either a retired or a pristine place; in fact, one could hardly have chosen a more

visible and public spot to retire to." He sees this as part of a deliberate strategy by

Thoreau, as it "highlights the publicness if not the publicity of the gesture of moving

there." This ratifies the earlier observations of scholar Raymond Adams, "The

'hermit of Walden' was a very public hermit"—made so in part by the very public

character of Emerson's Wyman lot.
18

Today Walden Pond State Reservation is designated a National Historic

Landmark and is cherished as the cradle of the American conservation movement.

Certainly the Wyman lot ought be viewed as the most important section, a place

where the visitor can discover the beauty that helped inspire Emerson's Nature

and the lay of the land that shaped the experiences of Thoreau in Walden.

Thoreauvians have flocked to the Cove and housesite for generations, but few

have had a clear idea of where Emerson's land was located or of the practical

constraints that governed the placing ofThoreau's house. Roland Robbins's desire

to research and publicize this topic was a sound one, for we cannot protect a thing

until we first fully understand it. And Emerson's Wyman lot does need protection

—

its steep and fragile glacial slopes are trampled by many of the 750,000 visitors

who come to the reservation annually. Protection means preventing any non-

preservation use of the Wyman Lot, such as the Tourist Information Center and

parking lots that were proposed to go here in 1973—a disaster thankfully averted

(Albohn). Park managers, the community, and latter-day descendants of Thoreau's

"many a traveller" need regularly to be reminded of the unique importance, both to

ecology and literature, of this special 13-acre place.

Notes

For their helpful assistance, the author wishes to thank Brad Dean, Kenneth

Walter Cameron, the staff of the Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods (TI), Leslie

Wilson at Concord Free Public Library (CFPL) Special Collections, and the staff

of Walden Pond State Reservation.

The following abbreviations are used in text and notes: Corr.: Walter

Harding and Carl Bode, eds., The Correspondence ofHenry David Thoreau (New
York: New York UP, 1958). FN/TC: "Field Notes of Surveys made by Henry D.

Thoreau since November 1849," CFPL, reproduced in Kenneth Walter Cameron,

Transcendental Climate (Hartford: Transcendental Books, 1963), 2:413-549.

J: The Writings ofHenry David Thoreau: Journal, ed. Bradford Torrey and Francis

H. Allen, 14 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1906). JMN: William H. Gilman et

al., eds., The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo Emerson

(Cambridge and London: Harvard UP, 1960-82). PJ: H. D. Thoreau, Journal, ed.

JohnC. Brodericketal., 7 vols. (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1981-2002). W: H. D.

Thoreau, Walden, ed. J. Lyndon Shanley (1854; reprint, Princeton: Princeton UP,

1971). TSB: Thoreau Society Bulletin. WFV: H. D. Thoreau, Walden, first version,
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1 846-47. in J. Lyndon Shanley, The Making of "Walden, " with the Text ofthe First

Version (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1957).

'On a search for nineteenth-century roads and paths in Walden Woods,

see W. Barksdale Maynard, '"Down this Long Hill."

2For the purchase from Cyrus Stow, see Middlesex South District Deeds,

Book 449, 515.
3Anon, diary, September 1863, in Jones, Some Unpublished Letters 76

(identified as Calvin Greene in Blanding, "Historic Walden Woods" 49). "A Day
in Concord" 315-16. Waylen, 228-29. W J. C, "A New England Pilgrimage"

191.

4See also Watkins, Early New England Potters.

Tommy Wyman sometimes cut wood for Emerson; JMN 7:284 n. 57.

"Coyle" in Blanding, "Historic Walden Woods" 8.

6Emerson to Carlyle, 14 May 1846, in Slater 399. On Emerson in Walden

Woods, see Blanding, "Historic Walden Woods" 21-26.
7Ellen Emerson to Edith Emerson, 6 December 1858, in The Letters of

Ellen Tucker Emerson 1:155. Ellen Emerson to Edith Emerson, 24 January 1859,

in ibid. 165. Ellen Emerson to Addy, 31 May 1858, in ibid. 1:143.

8
Alcott, in Rusk 506. "A Day in Concord" Boston Herald, 9 June 1878, in

Cameron, Transcendental Log 315-16. On Thoreau at Walden's five coves, seeW
Barksdale Maynard, "The Cove Names of Walden."

9On land use around Walden, see Foster 210-11.
10Emerson to Carlyle, 14 May 1846, in Slater 399. For purchase from

Abel Moore and John Hosmer, 29 November 1845, see Middlesex South District

Deeds, Book 473, p. 351. This "Walden Woodlot" cost $1239.56; see 17 June

1857, JMN 12:210.
nEmerson to Carlyle, 30 September 1844, in Slater 369. See Kenneth

Walter Cameron, "Emerson's Fight for His Walden Woodlots," Emerson Society

Quarterly 22 (1st quarter 1961): 90-95.
12See McGregor, 60-64; and Maynard, "Thoreau's House at Walden." See

also Schneider 92-93.
13Channing, notes in his copy of Walden, in Sanborn 2:392.
14In a 10 July 1984 videotape (TI), Walter Harding points out to students

a lone dead pine rising above Thoreau's Cove as seen from the south shore of

Walden, and he encourages them to undertake the difficult challenge of finding

this tree in the forest. In 2001 this tree still stood, though its top had broken out,

and another, more truncated dead giant rose nearby. Both were on the west side of

the deep hollow near Thoreau's housesite, not far from the single living tree

mentioned in the text.

l5Zacks 72; derived from Harding, Days 184. "Pies" in Edward Waldo

Emerson, Henry Thoreau as Remembered by a Young Friend 10; "doughnuts" in

Canby, Thoreau 216.
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16Horace Hosmer to S. A. Jones, 6 October 1891, in Remembrances 40.

Edward Emerson to Edwin Hill, 23 August 1917, in Blanding, "Historic Walden

Woods" 18.

17Horace Hosmer to S. A. Jones, 6 October 1891, in Remembrances
40-41. See also Oehlschlaeger and Hendrick 30-32.

18Canby, Thoreau 218; Baym 169; Sattelmeyer 242-43; and Adams.
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Rediscovery at Walden:

The History ofThoreau's Bean-Field

Bradley P. Dean

Thoreau points out in the second chapter of Walden that his house at the

pond was located "about two miles south of that our only field known to fame,

Concord Battle Ground" (86). The fame that eventually accrued to his second

book, and the many hundreds of hours' labor he put into clearing and cultivating a

small tract of land during his sojourn at the pond, should qualify that location as

his hometown's other "field known to fame." I refer, of course, to the location that

is the subject of Walden 's seventh chapter, "The Bean-Field." There, on two and a

half acres of upland belonging to his friend Ralph Waldo Emerson, Thoreau during

the first week of June 1 845 planted seven miles of "the common white bush bean

... in straight rows, three feet by eighteen inches apart," one end of the rows

"terminating in a shrub oak copse where [he] could rest in the shade, the other in a

blackberry field" {Walden 163, 156). Almost fourteen years later Thoreau and two

assistants spent two and a half days, from 19 to 21 April 1859, replanting this field

with "some four hundred" white-pine seedlings "at fifteen feet apart diamondwise"

{Writings 18: 152).

Throughout the remaining decades of the nineteenth century and for the

first four decades of the twentieth century, Thoreauvian pilgrims occasionally

included the bean-field in their itineraries—along with the principal object of their

visits, the Walden housesite, which, beginning in July 1872, was marked by the

famous cairn (Dawson 3). The bean-field was not similarly marked, however, so

some pilgrims had a difficult time locating the field. The well-known early

photographer of Thoreau country, Herbert Wendell Gleason, for instance, was not

able to locate the bean-field based on descriptions provided by Thoreau in Walden;

he only learned the location when Thoreau's friends Franklin B. Sanborn and Dr.

Edward Waldo Emerson pointed it out to him. To Gleason's surprise, not even so

eminent a student of Thoreau as Allen French, a long-time resident of Concord,

knew the location of the bean-field. 1 Gleason set French right on the matter by

passing along the information he had acquired from Sanborn and Dr. Emerson,

and less than two years later French used his new-found knowledge to good purpose

by attracting considerable public attention to an ominous development that

threatened the aesthetic and ecological integrity of the bean-field.
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For reasons that are not entirely clear, a lapse of intergenerational memory
about the location of Thoreau's bean-field occurred during the war years of the

early 1940s. Well-known, highly respected Thoreau scholars and aficionados who
came of age during those years, and who flourished during the remainder of that

decade and well beyond, identified the bean-field as having occupied part of the

tableland a couple of dozen yards up the hill north and northwest of Thoreau's

Walden housesite. 2 A few of these scholars pointed out during the Thoreau quiz

held at several annual meetings of the Thoreau Society during the 1980s, for

instance, that a lone survivor of the white pines which Thoreau planted in the

bean-field, as well as quite a few stumps and a few remaining dead but standing

trunks, could still be seen in that area.
3 As a consequence of such testimonies, this

tableland uphill from the Walden housesite was identified as the bean-field to

inquisitive Concordians and out-of-town visitors alike. This "putative bean-field,"

as I will occasionally refer to it, was also identified as the bean-field to students

taking the Concord History course for certification as town guides, who over the

years led many tours to that site (Gordon, Fenn 4). Directed either by these certified

town guides or, probably more often, by general word of mouth, thousands of

pilgrims have since the mid- 1940s trekked to the putative bean-field, many of

them, doubtless, in order to worship there after their fashion. The most dramatic

development relating to this site occurred in the spring of 1996, when a sophisticated

archaeobiological study was conducted there, a scientific—and no doubt very

expensive—effort to determine "the exact location and boundaries of Thoreau's

bean-field" ("Notes & Queries," No. 215, 7).

Actually, Thoreau's bean-field is about two hundred yards east-northeast

of the putative bean-field. The northernmost corner of the actual bean-field is in

fact just a few yards south of the intersection of present-day Route 2 (the four-lane

"turnpike" built in the early 1930s) and Route 126 (called at various times Sudbury

Road, Lincoln Road, Wayland Road, High Road, County Road, and, more recently,

Walden Street). More specifically, the bean-field is situated almost entirely within

the two-and-a-half-acre area south-southwest of the aforementioned intersection,

and now completely wooded and bound by three ten-foot-wide woodland roads

and, on its eastern side, by Route 126. This area is the extreme northeast corner of

Ralph Waldo Emerson's thirteen-acre "Wyman" lot (see Fig. 1).

The evidence that Thoreau's bean-field abuts the west side of Route 126

just south of the intersection with Route 2 is overwhelming, as we will shortly see,

but three facts briefly and conclusively establish the matter: the known dimensions

of the bean-field, the ownership during Thoreau's time of the two locations in

question, and the topography of Emerson's "Wyman" lot. Once again, Thoreau

tells us that he planted seven miles of bean-rows, each row fifteen rods in length,

and the rows spaced three feet apart. Assuming his description is precisely accurate,

the dimension of his bean-field would have been 247.5 by 447 feet or 110,632.5
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square feet—that is to say, 2.534 acres or slightly over one hectare (a hectare is

2.47105 acres), which squares nicely with his statement in Walden's "The Bean-

Field" chapter that he "planted about two acres and a half of upland. .
." (156).

4 As

for ownership of the property, Thoreau's copy of Cyrus Hubbard's December 1848

survey of Emerson's "Wyman" lot shows clearly that the tableland behind the

Walden housesite, the putative bean-field, belonged to Abel Brooks, not Emerson

(Thoreau "31a"). 5 Finally, and most conclusively, the only portion of Emerson's

"Wyman" lot level enough to accommodate a bean-field anywhere near the size

Thoreau describes is the one in the northeast corner of the lot abutting what is now
Route 126—the portion Emerson himself referred to on 28 September 1847 as

"the cultivable part of the lot" (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's Account Books" 3).

Figure 1: Map showing areas around Thoreau's bean-field.

Note: Base map courtesy of Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management. Scale

and placement of numbered items, and boundaries of bean-field are approximate.

1 Thoreau's Housesite

2 HughWhelan'sCellarhole

3 Zilpha White's Cellarhole

4 Cato Ingraham's Cellarhole

5 Intersection Routes 2 & 1 26

6 Wyman 's Meadow
7 Thoreau's Cove

8 John Dunn's Filling Station (proposed)

9 Putative Bean-Field

10 Wooded Peak (map in Walden)
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ThoreaiTs Tenancy, 1845-47

The history of Thoreau's bean-field at Walden could begin with a

description of its geological background, telling how the colossal glacier many
thousands of years ago was instrumental in forming that particular portion of the

New England land mass, the account extending through the four-year-old Thoreau's

first visit to the site in 1821. Because those earlier parts of the story have been

well told elsewhere,6 however, I will begin this history with Emerson's purchase

of two lots north of Walden Pond in the fall of 1 844 and will generally focus on

those elements of the story relating to the bean-field's location.

Emerson had settled at Concord in 1834 (McAleer xvi) and had by the

fall of 1 844 gotten into the habit of walking almost daily to "the borders of a lake

which is the chief ornament of this town, called Walden Pond" (Emerson,

Correspondence 2: 77-78). During one such excursion, on 21 September 1844, he

"met two or three men who told [him] they had come thither to sell and buy a field,

on which they wished [him] to bid as a purchaser":

As it was on the shore of the pond, and now for years I had a sort

of daily occupancy of it, I bid on it and bought it, eleven acres,

for $8.10 per acre. The next day I carried some of my well-

beloved gossips to the place, and they deciding that the field

was not worth anything if Heartwell [sic] Bigelow should cut

down his pine grove, I bought, for $125 more, his pretty wood-

lot of three or four acres, and am now landlord and water-lord of

fourteen acres, more or less, on the shore of Walden, and can

raise my own blackberries. (Cabot 1: 492-93)

Thoreau was almost certainly one of Emerson's "well-beloved gossips,"

and very likely another was the farmer Thoreau mentions in Walden
9

s "Economy"

chapter (probably Edmund Hosmer, whose farm was less than half a mile northeast

of the field), who pointed out that the original eleven-acre lot was " 'good for

nothing but to raise cheeping squirrels on' " (54). Significantly, the original eleven-

acre lot was described in the deed as being "bounded northerly on the County

Road: Easterly on land of John H. Richardson, Southerly on Walden Pond and

land of Cyrus Hubbard, and Westerly on land of Hartwell Bigelow and John

Potter..." (Harding, "Emerson's First Purchase" 5). These directions are

dramatically askew, however, because the "northerly" line of the property, the side

that "bounded ... on the County Road," actually faces east-northeast—a conundrum

we shall look at more closely below. The land had been owned by Thomas Wyman,

who had died intestate; Emerson actually purchased the land from Cyrus Stow, the

executor of Wyman's estate (Harding, "Emerson's First Purchase" 5). The deed

mentions that Wyman had purchased the land in two lots, from James Barrett in

the summer of 1 823 and from "Joseph G. Cole and others" in April 1 834 (Harding,
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Emerson's First Purchase" 5).
7 The three-acre Hartwell Bigelow lot, as the Wyman

deed suggests, abutted the west-southwest boundary of the Wyman lot and consisted

of pines growing along a ridgeline west of a large kettlehole that is visible on the

map (Fig. 1) between the actual bean-field and the putative bean-field. 8

Emerson told Carlyle that he dreamed, once he had enough money, of

building "a cabin or a turret" on his newly acquired land at Walden Pond

{Correspondence 2: 77-78). What he did instead was get Thoreau to build the

cabin for him in exchange for squatter's privileges. But the arrangement he made

with his gardener after Thoreau left the pond, which arrangement I will relate in

the next section of this history, indicates that Emerson was not particularly earnest

about putting a foundation under his dream, for he eventually sold the cabin Thoreau

built.

Thoreau had begun casting about as early as 1841 for a rural site in or

around Concord on which to build himself a small writer's retreat. But based on

Ellery Channing's letter of 5 March 1845, Thoreau had even at that late date not

yet settled on a location for his retreat: "I see nothing for you in this earth but that

field which I once christened 'Briars'; go out upon that, build yourself a hut, &
there begin the grand process of devouring yourself alive. I see no alternative, no

other hope for you. Eat yourself up; you will eat nobody else, nor anything else"

(Thoreau, Correspondence 161). The field Channing speaks of here is the portion

of Emerson's newly acquired lot that became the bean-field, which Thoreau suggests

in Walden had been predominantly covered with blackberry bushes (155, 156) and

thereby "christened 'Briars' " by Channing.

Sometime later that month Thoreau apparently negotiated with Emerson

for the right to squat on the Wyman lot and there conduct his "experiment of living"

{Walden 51). Emerson's permission was apparently attended with two provisos:

that the small house Thoreau planned to build would become Emerson's after

Thoreau's tenancy, and that Thoreau would clear and plant the cultivable portion

of the lot. In addition to blackberries, the "dry pasture" that became the bean-field

{PJ 2:131), when Thoreau first looked upon it as a prospective tenant-farmer in

March of 1845, was strewn with small stones, and studded here and there with

stumps from a cutting fifteen years before, in 1 830 (Shanley 128). Thoreau reports

that he was able to harvest two or three cords of wood from the stumps, which

went some way toward keeping him warm during his first winter at the pond

(Shanley 178). Interspersed throughout the field were "scores of pitch pines ...

from one to three inches in diameter," as well as "wormwood & piper & millett

grass" {PJ 2:129) and "Johnswort—& cinqfoil—sweet wild fruits & pleasant

flowers" {PJ 2: 158).

His first order of business after securing Emerson's permission to squat

upon the land, then, was to clear the briars and other vegetation, and to remove the

stumps, both of which tasks he accomplished well before the first week of June

1845, for he tells us in Walden that this was when he planted his beans in rows

fifteen rods long (156), each row traversing the width of the field on a north-
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northwesterly line—and he first had to plow the field. He hired a team of oxen

from a local farmer (he was careful to point out in Walden that he "held the plough"

himself); and later, while readying and then tending his bean-rows with a hoe, he

turned up shards of pottery, bits of glass, and even a few arrowheads—tell-tale

signs of previous occupants {Walden 55, 156;Shanley 180). The blackberry bushes

continued on the other side of a woodland path running along the northern terminus

of the newly planted bean rows, on land owned by Jonas Potter (Thoreau "31a").

A path extending from present-day Route 126 and running back toward the housesite

formed the southern terminus of the rows, and an oak copse grew along the ridge

that dropped off beyond the road, toward the south.9

Much of Thoreau's work in the bean-field that first summer was

accomplished in the early mornings, the coolest part of the day, "before ... the sun

had got above the shrub oaks" (Shanley 178) along the ridge. But seven miles of

beans, not to mention the other non-cash-crops he planted that first summer

(potatoes, sweet corn, yellow corn, peas, and turnips), required that he work

throughout the mornings and into the afternoons, leaving very little time for writing,

reading, or any other pursuits (Shanley 178, Walden 54). As he put it in Walden,

"This was my curious labor all summer,—to make this portion of the earth's surface,

which had yielded only cinquefoil, blackberries, Johnswort, and the like, before,

sweet wild fruits and pleasant flowers, produce instead this pulse.... I cherish

them, I hoe them, early and late I have an eye to them; and this is my day's work"

(155). Periodically, as the sun swung high across the southern sky, he rested in the

shade on the slope of the ridge along the field's south border. "It was my amusement

when I rested in the shrub oaks," he recalled in his journal, "to watch a pair of hen-

hawks circling high in the sky" (PJ 2:373). On at least one occasion his work kept

him so late in the bean-field that he resorted to gathering some purslane which had

sprung up among his corn plants, boiling and salting the leaves and shoots for

dinner when he got back to his house (Walden 61).

Both the journal he kept while at the pond and the version of Walden he

wrote while at the pond—as well as the final, published version of the book

—

contain a great deal of evidence indicating that the bean-field abutted present-day

Route 126. Thoreau describes himself as "a very agricola laboriosus to the

travellers bound westward through Wayland" (PJ 2: 129). He went to work in the

bean-field "before yet any woodchuck or squirrel has run across the road"

(PJ 2: 130). Travelers passing by on the road "sitting at their ease in gigs" see him

at work in the bean-field, which "was the only open & cultivated field for some

distance on either side" (Shanley 179). Because the bean-field abuts the road, he

can hear these travelers' conversations: "Sometimes the man in the field heard

more than was meant for his ear, of travellers' gossip and comment—'Beans so

late!—peas so late!' " (Shanley 179). On one occasion "the hard featured farmer

reins up his grateful dobbin—to know what [Thoreau] is doing where he sees no

manure in the furrow, and recommends a little chip-dirt" (Shanley 179); on another

occasion a "man who was carrying a load of pottery to market—stopped his horse
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against my field and inquired concerning Wyman" (Shanley 196); and on other

occasions "[f]ellow-travellers as they rattled by compared it aloud with the fields

which they had passed, so that I came to know how I stood in the agricultural

world" (Walden 158). Clearly these incidents could not have happened had Thoreau

been working in the putative bean-field, which is more than a thousand feet from

the road.

Thoreau identifies the residences of two "Former Inhabitants" in Walden

by locating their cellarholes in relation to his bean-field. "East of my bean-field,

across the road, lived Cato Ingraham," begins one paragraph (257). The next

paragraph begins, "Here, by the very corner ofmy field, still nearer to town, Zilpha,

a colored woman, held her little house. .

." (257). Both of these locations as Thoreau

describes them are problematic, as a quick glance at a map of the area will show

(see Fig. 1). First, the road east of the bean-field, present-day Route 126, runs

southeasterly, so Cato Ingraham's cellarhole, since it is on the far side of the bean-

field from Concord Center, would have to be southeast of the bean-field, not east.

And since the length of the bean-field is canted toward the east-northeast, it is not

immediately clear which of the two eastern-most or road-side corners of the bean-

field adjoined Zilpha White's cellarhole.
10

Resolving these difficulties involves a little detective work and raises

interesting questions relating to Thoreau's sense of the terrain around Walden Pond.

Fortunately, we know precisely where Cato's cellarhole was located because we
have the testimony of Ellery Channing supplemented by a Thoreau survey. In the

margin next to the Ingraham paragraph in his personal copy of Walden, Channing

wrote that Cato's cellarhole was "at the opening of the path from the Walden Road

to Goose Pond" (Thoreau, Walden: An Annotated Edition 250n 1 ). This path appears

in one ofThoreau's surveys of the Goose Pond area (Thoreau "35d"); n it intersected

present-day Route 126 immediately across the road from the junction of

Richardson's and Heywood's property lines, and it proceeded from the road in a

northeasterly direction. Clearly, then, Cato's cellarhole actually was southeast of

the bean-field, not east, as Thoreau stated in Walden.

Locating Zilpha White's cellarhole is a bit thornier. Obviously, it was by

one of the road-side corners of the bean-field, but which one? In the journal

source of these two cellarhole passages in Walden we learn that Zilpha's cellarhole

is "on the N E corner" of the bean-field (PJ 2: 212). Okay, fine, but which of the

two corners in question is "the N E corner"? Depending upon how one looks at a

map of the area, an equally convincing case could be made for either one of the

two corners. How to resolve this apparent impasse?

I assert that the southernmost of the two corners—the corner furthest

from Concord Center—is what I will call Zilpha's Corner. We saw earlier that

Emerson's deed for the Wyman lot refers to the roadside bound as "northerly,"

which suggests that Thoreau could creditably have regarded that as the northern

side of the lot—and could therefore have regarded Zilpha's Corner as being "on

the N E corner" of the bean-field. Also, we know Thoreau regarded Cato's
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cellarhole as being east of the bean-field when it is in fact forty-four degrees south

of true east. If we cant a map of the area counter-clockwise forty-four degrees,

thereby making Cato's cellarhole appear to be directly east of the bean-field (and

the roadside bound directly north, as described in Emerson's deed), then Zilpha's

Corner would very obviously appear to be in "the N E corner."

If this evidence seems not compelling enough, consider also that Thoreau

ends the paragraph about Zilpha White in Walden by noting that he had "seen

bricks amid the oak copse there" (257). As I point out above, Thoreau informs us

that one end of his bean-rows "terminat[ed] in a shrub oak copse where [he] could

rest in the shade," and the shade he rested in would have been along the southern

border of his field, the sun of course traversing the southern sky throughout the

day. Also, the slope along the southern terminus of his bean-rows would provide

an additional enticement to rest there. What's more, on 9 November 1 899 Herbert

Gleason did us the great favor of taking a photograph of Zilpha's Corner from

across Walden Road, and right there in the center of the image is a vigorous oak

that to my wholly untutored eyes looks to be old enough to have been there since

Thoreau's time and perhaps was there as he hoed his beans that summer in 1845.

I am pleased to report that, if I am correct in my assertion about Zilpha's Corner,

that very same oak presides to this day over the cellarhole of Zilpha White on one

side (immediately to the southeast) and the bean-field of Henry David Thoreau on

the other (to the north of Zilpha's cellarhole, just across the ten-foot-wide woodland

path now called Wyman Road). Regrettably but inevitably, the tree has of late

experienced a decline. A windstorm in the fall of 2000 claimed the top portion of

a large, distinctively twisted branch that has all these many years been a prominent

feature on the tree's eastern side. The entire branch is clearly discernible in

Gleason's photograph and what is left of the branch is visible in the photograph

taken from approximately the same location on 10 July 2003.

Finally, if the oak copse and canted map are together not quite compelling

enough, consider that Zilpha's Corner today boasts a significant depression that

certainly appears to qualify as an old cellarhole, whereas the other corner in question

appears to have remained relatively undisturbed for millenia (barring the expansion

of Route 126 in the early 1930s, which I admit could possibly have resulted in a

cellarhole at that location being filled in or otherwise obliterated). What is needed

to clinch the matter, I submit, is for some modern-day Roland Robbins, a historical

archaeologist, to go out to that depression at Zilpha's Corner and see if he or she

cannot turn up one or more of those bricks which Thoreau saw "amid the oak

copse there" (257). I strongly suspect such a person would at least find evidence

of a past fire there, for during the War of 1812 Zilpha White's house was torched

by "English soldiers, prisoners on parole..." (Thoreau, Walden 257). Although I

am somewhat reluctant to suggest this, that venerable oak might also be cored to

determine precisely how old it is. And since any one of these procedures would

require reams of applications, certifications, and other forms to be submitted to

the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management, 12
as well (probably)

as other state agencies, the historical archaeologist might also seek permission to

conduct soil-profile and perhaps other, even more sophisticated tests in and around

the bean-field.
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Before leaving Zilpha's Corner, two other bits of evidence can be assessed

that, like Zilpha's Corner and Cato's cellarhole, indicate Thoreau had an incongruous

conception of the geographical orientation of his bean-field and, indeed, ofWalden

Pond and Walden Woods. On the afternoon of 22 January 1856 he walked to

Walden from Concord Center, observing along the way that "[t]he Walden road is

nearly full of snow still, to the top of the wall on the north side..." (Writings 14:

127). The problem here is that Walden Road extends from Main Street in Concord

in a south-southeasterly direction past Walden Pond. Nowhere along the road is

there what could accurately be called a "north side" of the road—unless, of course,

one's conception of the landscape was somehow skewed, as all the evidence suggests

Thoreau's was. True, Thoreau was a surveyor with a well-deserved reputation for

accuracy and attention to detail. It is likewise true that many of Thoreau's surveys

of Walden Pond and various lots around the pond are extant and that most of those

surveys indicate magnetic north very clearly. But there is no escaping the fact, it

seems to me, that Thoreau conceived of the bean-field as being oriented with Walden

Road on the northern side when in fact Walden Road runs in a generally north-

south line, as indicated in Figure 1.

During his second growing season while residing at Walden, Thoreau

simply spaded "about a third of an acre," presumably deciding to spend more time

at his desk and less in the bean-field (Walden 55). From both years he learned that

"if one would live simply and eat only the crop which he raised, and raise no more

than he ate, and not exchange it for an insufficient quantity of more luxurious and

expensive things, he would need to cultivate only a few rods of ground, and that it

would be cheaper to spade up that than to use oxen to plough it, and to select a

fresh spot from time to time than to manure the old, and he could do all his necessary

farm work as it were with his left hand at odd hours in the summer; and thus he

would not be tied to an ox, or horse, or cow, or pig, as at present" (Walden 55-56).

He left his house at the pond on 6 September 1847.

Hugh Whelan Episode, 1847-48

During the four months after Thoreau vacated his house at Walden, both

that house and the bean-field were the scene of a comically pathetic episode that

forms an interesting counterpoint to the unorthodox but nonetheless successful

domestic arrangements reported in the "Economy" chapter of Walden. On 28

September 1847, three weeks after Thoreau moved to Emerson's house in

anticipation of serving as handyman while Emerson lectured in England, Emerson

concluded a memorandum of agreement with his Scotch-Irish gardener, Hugh
Whelan, a married man who had been working for the Emerson family since at

least 1843 (Thoreau, Correspondence 104). The terms of the agreement stipulated

that Emerson would rent the Walden house and bean-field to Whelan, who would

at an unspecified time provide "some addition" to the house, Emerson allowing "a

sum not exceeding $50.00 for the removal & enlargement of the cottage, and $20.00

worth of manure in the Spring" for the field (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's

Account Books" 3). The generosity of this agreement was typical of Emerson,
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who before leaving for England also paid the perpetually strapped Amos Bronson

Alcott $50 to build a "summer house" on Emerson's property in town (Harding,

"Thoreau in Emerson's Account Books" 3).

Under the terms of this agreement, Whelan obliged himself "to plant

apples, pears, peaches, & grapes" in the "cultivable portion of the lot" (Harding,

"Thoreau in Emerson's Account Books" 3). Thus, Emerson planned to have Whelan

transform what had been Thoreau 's bean-field into a two-and-a-half-acre lot with

a cottage surrounded by an orchard and vineyard. To help carry this plan into

effect during his absence, Emerson left in trust with Thoreau a check for $30,

noting the fact in his Account Book on 4 October (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's

Account Books" 3). Whelan also agreed to cut no trees from the larger Wyman lot,

and Emerson was careful to stipulate that he would retain for his own use "the land

growing up to woods near the pond, & a road through the field from the Lincoln

road & along the ridge" (Harding, "Thoreau in Emerson's Account Books" 3).

This "road through the field . . . along the ridge" is now called Wyman Road, which

begins at Route 126 (Emerson's "Lincoln road"), runs 420 feet along the top of a

ridge through the center of the eastern portion of Emerson's lot, and then descends

to a sort of land-bridge between Wyman's Meadow to the south and the large

glacial kettlehole to the north before ascending slightly and heading in a more

westerly direction toward the Walden housesite. That first 420 feet of Wyman
Road, from the intersection of Route 126 to the end of the ridge Emerson mentioned,

was the southern border of Thoreau's bean-field. As I pointed out above, the ridge

during Thoreau's day, or at least the eastern extremity of the ridge, sported an oak

copse—the very oak copse under which Thoreau says in Walden he rested during

the mornings he hoed his beans.

On 14 November 1847, just over a month after Emerson departed for

England, Thoreau wrote his first letter reporting on Whelan's progress—or, rather,

lack thereof:

Hugh still has his eyes on the Walden agellum [Latin:

"small field"], and orchards are waving there in the windy future

for him. ["]That's-the-where-I'll-go-next[,"] thinks he—but no

important steps are yet taken. He reminds me occasionally of

this open secret of his with which the very season seems to labor,

and affirms sincerely that as to his wants [—]wood, stone, or

timber—I know better than he. That is a clincher which I shall

have to consider how to avoid to some extent, but I fear that it is

a wrought nail and will not break. Unfortunately the day after

Cattle-show—the day after small beer, he was among the missing,

but not long this time. The Ethiopian cannot change his skin,

nor the leopard his spots—nor indeed Hugh his—Hugh.

{Correspondence 191-92)
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During the four weeks following this inauspieious report, Thoreau in two

transactions paid out on Whelan's behalf sixteen of the thirty dollars Emerson had

left in trust. Ten dollars paid to have the Walden house moved to the location in the

bean-field where Whelan planned to build. The house was unceremoniously placed

more than two hundred feet into the field from the main road, present-day Route

1 26. and about fifty feet north of present-day Wyman Road, the ten-foot-wide

woodland path that defines the southern border of the bean-field. At this juncture

the house had no foundation under it, although it is possible that Whelan removed

some stones from Thoreau's housesite, using them simply to keep the house off

the ground, where it would otherwise absorb moisture. In his copy of Walden,

Ellery Channing wrote, "The stones that were brought up from the pond for the

chimney were carried away, I think, by the Scotch gardener, Hugh Whelan, for his

intended house on the Bean-field" (Sanborn, Recollections 2: 392). But Roland

Robbins, during his excavation of the housesite in 1945, found that only the "top

section" of "Thoreau's chimney foundation" was missing (Discovery at Walden

48). In any case, in addition to the ten dollars to have the house moved, Thoreau

paid six dollars for foundation stones to Sol Wetherbee, who owned the old Le

Grosse place on Walden Road (Thoreau, Correspondence 196-97; PJ 6: 269).

Because Whelan had not yet dug the cellar, however, Thoreau did not at this time

pay the four-dollar fee to have the stones delivered. He jocularly reported these

latest developments to Emerson in a letter of 15 December:

Hugh's plot begins to thicken. He stands thus. 80

dollars on one side—Walden field & house on the other. How to

bring these together so as to make a garden & a palace.

$80 field house

1st let 10 go over to unite the two last

70

_6 for Wetherbee 's rocks to found your palace on.

64

64 so far indeed we have already got.

_4 to bring the rocks to the field.

60

save 20 by all means to manure the field, and you have

left 40 to complete the palace—build cellar—& dig well.

Build the cellar yourself—& let well alone—& now how does it

stand?

$40 to complete the palace, somewhat like this

-for when one asks—What do you want?

izr
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["JTwice as much room more,["] the reply. Parlor kitchen &
bedroom—these make the palace.— Well, Hugh, what will you

do? Here are forty dollars to buy a new house 12 feet by 25 and

add it to the old.— ["]Well, Mr[.] Thoreau, as I tell you, I know

no more than a child about it. It shall be just as you say.["]

—

Then build it yourself—get it roofed & get in. Commence at

one end & leave it half done, and let time finish what money's

begun.

So you see we have forty dollars for a nest egg—sitting

on which, Hugh & I, alternately & simultaneously, there may in

course of long time be hatched a house, that will stand, and

perchance even lay fresh eggs one day for its owner, that is, if

when [he] returns he gives the young chick 20 dollars or more in

addition by way of "swichin'["] to give it a start in the world.

(Correspondence 196-97)

As if these antics were not ridiculous enough, the very day he wrote this

letter Thoreau learned of another portentous development. He had cashed Emerson's

thirty-dollar check with Mr. Cheney, the local banker, who had sent it to Emerson's

Boston bank for remittance, but the bank in Boston returned it, citing insufficient

funds. Thoreau immediately understood that a mistake had occurred, told Cheney

he would pay back the thirty dollars, included this development in his letter to

Emerson, and told Emerson he would await instructions on how to resolve the

difficulty (Correspondence 197).

It could not have been very many days later that Whelan on his own
contracted with Cyrus Warren to plough "the upland and the orchard and a part of

the meadow" for a promised payment of eight dollars (Correspondence 204). At

about the same time Whelan went out to the bean-field to dig the cellar for his

planned house. Thoreau warned him not to dig the cellar too near the existing

house (Correspondence 204), for the weight of the house might cause the side of

the cellar to cave. One can imagine poor hapless Hugh Whelan out in the field

measuring off his cellar before digging, giving Thoreau's Walden house an

occasional glance by way of keeping that warning in mind. As Thoreau had reported

to Emerson, Whelan planned "to buy a new house 12 feet by 25 and add it to"

Thoreau's Walden house, so we should not be at all surprised that there is today a

cellarhole in the bean-field measuring slightly larger than that size (twenty-six by

fourteen feet, the fourteen-foot sides facing east and west)—time and erosion having

slightly expanded the four sides of the hole. Actually, though, Thoreau's Walden

house prematurely expanded the southern side of the cellarhole, for despite

Thoreau's admonition, Whelan did indeed dig too near the house, the back side of

which fell into the erstwhile cellarhole,
13 leaving what would become the world-

famous structure ignominiously tilted into the hole just south of the center of the

bean-field (Correspondence 204).
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Based on Thoreau's report to Emerson on 12 January 1848, Whelan
appears to have been mightily depressed by the caving of one side of his planned

cellar. He had good reason to be depressed because winter had set in with good

earnest, and his whole plan probably seemed to be going the way of Thoreau's

Walden house. In any case, rather than extricate the house from the cellar, Whelan

ceased his labor and returned to town—but possibly not to his home in town. His

wife suspected that he sought illicit solace from another woman. Heated words

were exchanged and strong beer was consumed by the depressed, hapless, and

now completely penniless husband, who was seen crying on his way out of town.

Whelan had decided to abandon wife, Emerson, Cyrus Warren, Concord, house,

and the bean-field altogether. He sent word from Sterling, Massachusetts, just

north of Worcester, that he would depart for warmer climes after spending the

remainder of the winter in Sterling employed as a woodchopper (Correspondence

203). The last we hear of Hugh Whelan is a brief sentence in Thoreau's letter to

Emerson dated 23 February 1 848: "Hugh by the last accounts was still in Worcester

County" {Correspondence 209). Six months later Emerson sold Thoreau's Walden

house to the Clark family. They carted it from the bean-field on 3 September 1848

and used it as a corn-storage shed on their farm in the north part of Concord

(Channing241).

Pitch Pines and White Pines, 1848-62

Between the spring of 1848 and the spring of 1859 the bean-field, like

many other cultivated fields in New England left fallow for a period of years,

began to revert to pitch-pine forest. Thoreau had a name for these sorts of locations,

as he mentions in The Dispersion of Seeds, where he discussed six categories of

woodlands in New England: "In my classification of our woodlands, I call those

new woods which have sprung up on land which has been cultivated or cleared

long enough to kill all the roots in it, though the present growth may be different

from that which came up soon after the clearing was abandoned. It happens that

almost all the new woods that I remember are pine or birch" (154-55). In his

journal entry of 20 October 1 860 he included his "field at Walden" in a long list of

"the new woods [he] remembered," following his notation with "pitch pine," which

identifies the trees that grew on the field during those interim years (Writings 20:

159).

Thoreau and Emerson were walking with one another on the afternoon of

30 May 1857 when the topic of the Wyman lot came up. Emerson recorded the

discussion in his journal: "Henry thinks, that planting acres of barren land by running

a furrow every four feet across the field, with a plough, & following it with a

planter, supplied with pine seed, would be lucrative. He proposes to plant my
Wyman lot so. Go in September, & gather white-pine cones" (JMN 14: 144).

Nothing came of these plans until the afternoon of 19 April 1859, when Thoreau

"[b]egan to set white pines in R. W. E.'s Wyman lot" (Writings 18: 152). Using a

horse and cart, he and two assistants dug up four hundred "bushy pines only one
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foot high which grow in open or pasture land, yellow-looking trees which are used

to the sun, instead of the spindling dark-green ones from the shade of the woods.

Our trees will not average much more than two feet in height, and we take a thick

sod with them fifteen to eighteen inches in diameter" (Writings 18: 152). All but

about 120 of the trees they got from the nearby Blister lot and from elsewhere on

the Wyman lot, the 120 or so others coming "from George Heywood's land"

(Writings 18: 153). Emerson had purchased "a quarter of a pound of white pine

seed at $4.00 per pound," but Thoreau does not state what, if anything, he or his

assistants might have done with the seed (Writings 18: 153).

Thoreau mentions that he and his assistants spent the afternoon of the

nineteenth and both of the next two days setting pines in a two-acre area—almost

certainly the entire two acres falling within the two-and-a-half-acre field that had

been his bean-field (Writings 18: 152). In addition to pitch pines, the field sported

patches of sweet-ferns, for Thoreau mentioned in his journal entry of 18 March

1 860, eleven months after setting the pines, "The sweet-fern grows in large, dense,

more or less rounded or oval patches in dry land. You will see three or four such

patches in a single old field. It is now quite perfect in my old bean-field" (Writings

19: 203).

While in residence at Walden in August 1 846, Thoreau had read in Alcott's

copy of The Three Books of M. Terentius Varro concerning Agriculture Varro's

advice that one should "plant in Quincunx order in order not to 'obstruct the

beneficial effects of the sun and moon and air. .
.' " (Thoreau, PJ2: 269; Varro 49).

"Quincunx" is an "arrangement of five objects with one at each corner of a rectangle

or square and one at the center" (American Heritage 940)—or, to use Thoreau 's

description: "We have set some four hundred trees at fifteen feet apart diamondwise,

covering some two acres" (Writings 18: 152). Thoreau indicated to one of his

assistants where to dig the hole, and Thoreau himself set each of the four hundred

or so trees (Writings 18: 152). While they planted a song sparrow serenaded them

(Writings 18: 154), and on at least one occasion a carriage passed on the road

adjoining the field, an event which prompted the following meditation in Thoreau's

journal entry of 22 April:

As I planted there, wandering thoughts visited me,

which I have now forgotten. My senses were busily suggesting

them, though I was unconscious of their origin. E. g., I first

consciously found myself entertaining the thought of a carriage

on the road, and directly after I was aware that I heard it. No
doubt I had heard it before, or rather my ears had, but I was quite

unconscious of it,—it was not a fact ofmy then state of existence;

yet such was the force of habit, it affected my thoughts

nevertheless, so double, if not treble, even, are we. Sometimes

the senses bring us information quicker than we can receive it.

Perhaps these thoughts which run in ruts by themselves while

we are engaged in some routine may be called automatic. I
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distinctly entertained the idea of a carriage, without the slightest

suspicion how it had originated or been suggested to my mind. I

have no doubt at all that my ears had heard it, but my mind, just

then preoccupied, had refused to attend to it. This suggests that

most, if not all, indeed, of our ideas may be due to some sort of

sensuous impression of which we may or may not be conscious.

(Writings 18: 155-56)

Later that year, on 17 December, he was walking to Walden after a snowfall and

noticed the pines he had set out. "The snow being some three or four inches deep,

I see rising above it, generally, at my old bean-field, only my little white pines set

last spring in the midst of an immense field of Solidago nemoralis, with a little

sweet-fern (i. e. a large patch of it on the north side). What a change there will be

in a few years, this little forest of goldenrod giving place to a forest of pines!"

(Writings 19: 30).

Pilgrims, Fires, and a Hurricane, 1863-1938

The first recorded instance of a pilgrim visiting the bean-field took place

almost nineteen months after Thoreau's death, on 2 September 1863, when Calvin

Greene of Rochester, Michigan, strolled from Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in Concord

out "the old Lincoln road" to "the Pond, Bean-field, & housesite" (Maynard, "A
Pilgrim . . . Part I," 1). He remarked in his journal that day, "The 'beanfield' is now
growing trees—pine, b[i]rch &c in rows—quincux order—A fine sight..."

(Maynard, "A Pilgrim ... Part I," 1). The following day he visited the housesite

again and, on the way back to town, he walked "through the quandam [sic, i.e.

"quodam" or former] Beanfield to the Lincoln road where following north through

a hollow" that Channing had pointed out to him, he drank from Brister's Spring

(Maynard, "A Pilgrim . . . Part I," 2).

Greene returned to the bean-field eleven years later, on 3 1 August 1 874,

and noticed the effects of a fire that had occurred two years before: "Left the pond

passing out by the 'beanfield.' The grove of trees that T[horeau] subsequently

planted it to, looked quite sorry from a heartless fire that had run through there a

short time ago" (Maynard, "A Pilgrim . . . Part II," 2). Channing had noted in his

personal copy of Walden that the bean-field was "Burnt over in [18]72" (Sanborn,

Recollections 2: 392), a fire Emerson also reported in a letter of 31 May 1872

(Letters 10: 79). Indeed, in 1866 Emerson had mentioned in a letter to Thoreau's

disciple Harrison G. O. Blake that two fires had swept through the woods around

Walden Pond that year, although apparently neither damaged the bean-field pines

(Letters 5: 463). Such fires were to become all too frequent, being caused primarily

by sparks from the locomotives running along the nearby tracks, but also by one or

another of the increasing number of visitors to the Lake Walden Picnic Grounds,

which the Fitchburg Railroad built at Ice Fort Cove in 1866, the year of the two

fires Emerson mentioned to Blake.
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In 1880 Concord resident George Bartlett published the first edition of

his The Concord Guide Book, which went into its 16th revised edition in 1895

under the title Concord: Historic, Literary and Picturesque. Bartlett knew precisely

where the bean-field was located and gave pilgrims specific directions on how to

get there:

On returning to the village, the first road turning to the

left above Mr. Emerson's house leads, behind his famous garden,

past the Poor Farm, to Walden Pond. Ascending the steep hill

[Blister's], the first road to the right leads directly to the [Lake

Walden] Picnic ground, and the second, which turns to the right

at the telegraph-pole, takes one to the tall pines back ofThoreau's

grove. These trees are in plain sight from the main road; and

under them is a well-worn path which turns to the left, directly

to the site of Thoreau's hut, now marked by a pile of stones.

The Pond, which he loved and immortalized, is in front

of this cairn, to which every visitor adds a stone, before walking

down to the edge of the Pond to enjoy the unbroken solitude, if

fortunate enough to escape a picnic. If a student of Thoreau, on

his return to the main road he can keep to the right twenty rods

[330 feet] along it, to see the orchard which Thoreau planted

with pine-cones [sic] in straight lines; and the ancient cellars of

which he writes may still be distinguished. (Concord: Historic

21)

Climbing up its [Fairyland's] steep path by the spring

[Brister's], the visitor soon enters Walden woods, and threading

his way through the straight lines of pine-trees which compose

Thoreau's orchard, he can cross the patch which was cultivated

with six [sic] miles of beans by the Walden hermit. (Concord:

Historic 169)

Almost certainly, the first road that Bartlett mentions diverged from Walden Street,

or present-day Route 126, near the bottom of Brister's Hill; this is Laurel Glen

wood road, a favorite, frequently used approach to Walden Pond (Maynard, Walden

Pond 26), which was also Emerson's favorite approach to the pond (Sanborn,

"Thoreau and the Walden Woods"). Happily, around 1890 Alfred Hosmer took a

photograph looking down Brister's Hill, and the telegraph pole Bartlett mentions

at the head of the second road appears plainly near the top of the hill.
14

Bartlett's

instruction for those wishing to see Thoreau's bean-field "orchard" to turn right

once they return along that woodland road to the main road (Walden Street) and

proceed 330 feet or so (southward) along Walden Street makes perfect sense only

if the bean-field is located where I have asserted it in fact is located—just southeast
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oi~ the intersection of present-day Routes 2 and 126, which is indeed a little over

one hundred yards south of the top of Brister's Hill.

Theodore Wolfe's Literary Shrines was published in 1895, the same year

Bartlett's sixteenth edition appeared. Wolfe had visited the Walden area and

mentioned that the bean-field "is covered by a growth of pines and dwarf oaks, in

places so dense as to be almost impassable" (69). Photographs of the bean-field

by Alfred Hosmer, taken in 1891 at the behest of Dr. Samuel A. Jones of Michigan

(Oehlschlaeger 102), support Wolfe's observation that the bean-field pines had

generally escaped the frequent fires in Walden Woods and flourished during the

thirty-six years since Thoreau had planted them. But that changed dramatically

the following year.

The spring of 1 896 was unusually dry. The weekly Concord Enterprise

ran bold headlines bemoaning the drought on 14 May: "TOO HOT AND DRY.
Farming In New England Impeded by Lack of Rain. . . . Heavy Rain Is Badly Needed

In All Sections" ("Too Hot and Dry"). Under these ominous headlines appeared a

dire "weather-crop bulletin issued [on 12 May] by the New England section of the

United States agricultural department, J. Warren Smith, director." A correspondent

to the Boston Evening Transcript described the situation clearly:

The total rainfall in the month of April was 1.72 inches, or less

than half the average for the month. The last rain occurred on

April 21-22, and it amounted to 0.32 inch. On May 3 and May
9 small showers fell of 0. 10 and 0.03 inch respectively fell [sic].

As both of these rains amounted practically to nothing, we have

had no rain in Boston since April 22, making twenty-seven days

without rain, and if none occurs today or tomorrow, four weeks

will have passed without rain, which is a remarkable drought for

any season, but particularly for this time of the year. The flow

of the streams has fallen off to about 175,000 gallons daily per

square mile of water shed, which is a very small flow for May,

the average being 1 ,174,000, or more than seven times the present

yield. The clouds of dust which fill the air testify to the dryness

of the soil ("The Present Drought").

These grim facts portended no good at all for the densely grown pines on

Thoreau's bean-field. Disaster struck an hour before noon on 18 May, as reported

in the Boston Evening Transcript of that night: "A fierce forest fire is raging in

Walden woods. It started about eleven o'clock near the picnic grounds, and has

burned about two miles of territory, destroying a large amount of standing woods.

All available help here is fighting the flames" ("Fire Raging"). Because Lake

Walden Picnic Grounds was such a popular summer destination for sweltering

Bostonians, the city's newspapers covered the fire and its aftermath very closely.

They painted a bleak assessment of the disaster, as did the weekly Concord

Enterprise on 21 May:
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Heavy Fire Losses.

The fire that started Monday noon in the woods
surrounding Lake Walden was one of the fiercest ever known
here, and it has burned more than 1000 acres of woodland and

destroyed hundreds of cords of wood. The stately pines that

sheltered the site of Thoreau's hermitage on the shore of Lake
Walden were destroyed, and the beautiful park way owned by

Mrs. W. H. Forbes was burned over.

The extreme drought of the month and the high wind

made it impossible to do much more than protect buildings

that were located near the wood, many of which were in

danger, while some out-buildings were consumed.

Five separate alarms were rung at Concord, and help

came from Concord Junction. Lincoln and roadmaster

McNamara of the Fitchburg railroad sent a special train with

50 men from Waltham.

The fire crossed Walden street, Sandy Pond road and

the old Cambridge turnpike, and burned through Lincoln to

the Lexington line. Some of the principal losses in Concord

are the estate of the late Ralph Walden Emerson, Hon. George

Derby and R. F. Wood.
Another alarm Tuesday called the fire department again

to the same district but the fire was soon under control.

The mention of "the estate of the late Ralph Walden Emerson" tells the tale here

for the bean-field pines, which were all but decimated by the fire. One gets the

impression from reading the Boston newspaper reports that the damage caused by

the fire was so extensive that no woodland at all was left around Walden Pond.

This impression apparently concerned Concordians, many of whose livelihoods

probably depended on summer tourists from Boston. Thoreau's friend Franklin B.

Sanborn was keenly aware of this problem and on 25 May wrote the following

letter to the editor of Boston's most popular newspaper, the Herald, the letter

appearing the following day:

THOREAU AND THE WALDEN WOODS.
The Damage by the Recent Fire Not as Great as Was Reported.

The Editor of The Herald:

The notice in your widely-circulated journal concerning

the recent fire in the Walden woods will convey a wrong

impression to many readers, the facts about that fire having

naturally been exaggerated while it was going on, and before

any one could say where it would stop. I examined the localities

yesterday, and can qualify to some extent your remarks.

The term "Walden woods" covers a great tract, on both

sides of the Fitchburg railroad, and on all sides of the pond, which

it is now the fashion to call a "lake." This tract might be so
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measured as to be two miles long by half a mile, or even a mile

in width, and of this area, probably less that half a square mile

was burnt over in the last fire, which did not reach the fine large

pines around Thoreau's cove and cairn, nor, indeed, any of the

woods immediately encircling the water. It did run through a

large plantation of white pines, made by Thoreau some 20 rods

[330 feet] from his hut, eastward, on land belonging to his friend,

Emerson; and the hillsides covered with great oaks, chestnuts,

and pines, once called "Hubbard's wood," and named by

Emerson, "The Park." Fortunately, this park, now the property

of Emerson's daughter, Mrs. W. H. Forbes, was hardly touched

at all, so that the regions more especially associated with the

two friends, Emerson and Thoreau, were not greatly injured by

the fire.

Through this park ran the path by which Alcott, while

Thoreau was living by Walden (1845-'47), used to visit his young

friend—walking across from the Edmund Hosmer farm, or from

what soon became Hawthorne's "Wayside," then owned and

occupied by the Alcotts. Emerson's own way to Walden was

only for a few rods through the fields; he then followed the wide

Lincoln road, over "Brister's hill," or diverged to the right, at

the hill's foot, into a woodpath [Laurel Glen wood road]. Both

sides of this woodpath have been devastated, either by the axe

or by fire; but nature is quick to repair such ravages in our woods,

and before 10 years, if the railroad engines set no more fires,

nobody could see where the late fire has run in this part of the

tract. Probably the pines planted by Thoreau's hand are mostly

killed, and this is a serious loss. But the woodland associations

of Thoreau and Walden are only slightly injured, otherwise, by

what seemed so disastrous a combustion.

Edwin Bacon's Appalachian Mountain Club guidebook of 1900 sums up the results

of the fire and, in so doing, adds yet another bit of evidence confirming the location

of Thoreau's bean-field: "From the main road, a few rods before the turn toward

the pines back of Thoreau's grove, is seen the remnant of Thoreau's 'orchard'
"

(188). Annie Russell Marble added her testimony in 1902 by pointing out that

Thoreau's bean-field was "near the highway" (124), and in his popular Country

Homes of Famous Americans, Oliver Bronson Capen mentioned that Thoreau's

bean-field pines had been killed by fire (87).

Unquestionably, the bean-field was southwest of the intersection of Routes

2 and 1 26, but the single most compelling bit of evidence proving this assertion

was written by Dr. Edward Waldo Emerson on 22 October 1920 for Harry A.

McGraw, Esq. This document shows conclusively that the bean-field abutted "High
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Road" or present-day Route 126 on one side and was surrounded (in 1920) by

three woodland paths or roads. Dr. Emerson traced the pond from a copy of Walden

(the size of his drawing matches the size of the map in first editions of Walden),

and used that tracing as the basis for his map, which shows "Pines" on both sides

of Thoreau's "shanty" or housesite and has the following sentences written in a

cramped hand within the space indicated by the bean-field: "Bean Field[.] About

1 856 HDT planted this field with white pines for RWE. A fire in the woods killed

them in 1896." Emerson added the following sentences to the bottom of the

document: "The bean-field where Thoreau had, in self defense, to 'effect the

transmigration' of the wood chuck was in the square between the Lincoln Road

and the wood roads, as in the plan. When the pines perished in a wood-fire it grew

up to birches and scrub oaks, as now seen. Age and disease have destroyed nearly

all of the pines which made a screen, in their prime, to the house."

Over the years some have suggested that some few remnants of Thoreau's

bean-field pines escaped the fire of 1896. This suggestion was probably based on

the large white pines that grew along the ridge behind Thoreau's Walden housesite,

which is to say on the putative bean-field. If any of Thoreau's pines did escape the

fire of 1896, however, those survivors almost certainly did not escape the Great

New England Hurricane of 1938, sometimes called the Long Island Express because

it made landfall at Long Island at a record-breaking forward speed of 70 m.p.h.

—

a record that still stands. This hurricane plowed across central Massachusetts on

21 September with sustained winds of 121 m.p.h. and a peak gust, recorded at

Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory just south of Boston, of 186 m.p.h. An
incredibly catastrophic storm, rendered all the more catastrophic because the official

forecast from the U.S. Weather Service called for cloudy skies and gusty winds,

the Great New England Hurricane of 1938 caused 600 deaths in New England, left

63,000 people homeless, caused an estimated US$6.2 million (1998 adjusted: US$15

billion) damage, and destroyed an estimated two billion trees—very likely including

any bean-field white pines that might have survived the fire of 1 896 ("Remembering

the 1938 Hurricane"; "The Hurricane of '38"; "September in the Northeast").

According to reliable scientific studies, white pines can live about 130 years

(Yanosky), which suggests that Thoreau's pines of 1859 would have died of age

before 1990. The bean-field today features a few large white pines near the

northeastern corner, but there are no stumps or standing dead white pines anywhere

within the bean-field.
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Filling-Station Controversy, 1938-39

The 1920s saw a dramatic increase of suburbanization in what is now
called Boston's MetroWest region. 15 To handle the automobile traffic resulting

from this increase, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation in the early

1930s built a four-lane "turnpike" or bypass through the Town of Concord, routing

it south of Concord Center and directly across the lot owned during Thoreau's time

by Jonas Potter. By 1938 four local landowners had built filling stations along the

turnpike to serve the needs of motorists; but John Dunn of Watertown,

Massachusetts, the owner of the Jonas Potter lot just north of Thoreau's bean-field,

determined that motorists' needs were not sufficiently met by those four

establishments and sought permission to develop a filling station on his property.

Probably he did not have the slightest idea that the southern line of his property

was just a few feet away from Thoreau's bean-field.

Dunn did certainly know, however, that his property was zoned residential,

so he submitted the paperwork necessary for a variance to the Town Planning

Board, asking that he be allowed to exercise his rights as a property owner and

"install underground storage tanks at the corner of Walden Street and Concord

Turnpike, where he will erect and maintain a filling station" ("Board of Selectmen").

Part of the required paperwork was an advertisement in the local paper and

notification letters sent to surrounding landowners ("Board of Selectmen").

Although I have not been able to determine why, the Planning Board denied Dunn's

request, so "Mr. Dunn carried his petition to the board of appeals which granted it"

("Board of Selectmen"). One additional hurdle remained, however, before Dunn

could begin construction: he had to appear before the Town Board of Selectmen

and prove that his underground tanks would be safe from fire or explosion ("Board

of Selectmen"). This final meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, 20 December 1938.

As required by law, the hearing would be open to the public ("Spirit of Thoreau").

Based on contemporary newspaper reports, these ominous developments

attracted virtually no public interest. Regrettably, that situation did not change a

great deal in the days leading up to the 20 December hearing, even though by then

two formidable local Thoreauvians had been alerted. The venerable Allen French,

who had just learned the location of the bean-field from Herbert Gleason less than

two years before, was clearly alarmed when he learned of Dunn's plans, seeing

them as "generally detrimental to the welfare of the town and not in keeping with

its traditions and standards of beauty" ("Board of Selectmen"). Somewhat less

venerable than French, perhaps, but at least as formidable, was the legendary Gladys

Eleanor Holman Hosmer. When she learned that Dunn's petition had been approved,

she sat herself down, wrote the following witheringly satirical "Open Letter To

The Board Of Appeals," and fired the missive off to the local newspaper:
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Concord, Dec. 18, 1938

Gentlemen:

—

Like a good many other citizens of Concord, I was

"asleep at the switch" when the recent hearing took place on the

matter of the location of a gasoline filling station on Thoreau's

beanfield.

In consequence I missed the successful arguments in

favor of this improvement, by which I might profit when and if

I petition your honorable body to allow me to convert my property

on Elm Street into a business enterprise.

Of course I may strike a few snags in proving that my
contemplated plan will not be detrimental to the neighborhood,

for, unlike the more fortunate owner of the land at the junction

of Walden Street and the new road, I have resident neighbors,

and they may possibly harbor illiberal and unprogressive

prejudices. Luckily for the aforesaid owner, the "former

inhabitants" of Thoreau's domain are no longer extant, and,

according to his own account, they were a worthless lot anyway.

His own hut is an untenanted site, and the trees in the Town

Forest are not even ratable polls.

As to my own enterprise, I shall cite my individual and

economic right to do what I please with my own property on

which I have paid taxes for nearly twenty years. I have even,

despite the precedent established by my distinguished

predecessor, connected it with the sewer. Incidentally, I am taxed

on one acre of land which I defy the assessors to find without

taking deep-water soundings at the usual season of their annual

visitation.

I shall propose to convert my establishment into a

recreational center, for which there appears to be a crying need,

for a moderate remuneration from the users. There are

exceptional opportunities for boating, bathing and fishing, and,

in the proper season, ice-boating and skating. The area will be

floodlighted by night at commercial rates from the Municipal

Light Department, and a loud speaker will bring you your favorite

band. Ifwe may even stretch a point and relegate town ordinances

to the scrap-of-paper limbo of the zoning laws, we might provide

duck blinds and target shooting.

The users of these facilities will be accommodated by

the sale of refreshing tonic, hot dogs and ice cream (28 flavors).

A line of staple groceries, gasoline and oil, small-wares and five-

and-dime commodities will be added for the convenience of the
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neighborhood, situated as we are at some distance from the

shopping centers.

I am contemplating no architectural changes that will

be out of keeping with the town's high standards, though a few

rustic arbors along the lines of Mr. Alcott's classic design might

be appropriate. I plan to do some landscaping with suitable

aquatic plants near enough to the public highway to enable me
to be eligible to compete for the Garden Club prizes.

On festal days, such as Memorial and Patriots' Days,

the town might co-operate with profit to itself by letting out

concessions on the nearby three-arch bridge, and thereby help to

divert some of the traffic now unfortunately rolling past us on

the new road.

I believe that these plans offer a really constructive effort

to boost Concord into a bigger, better, busier place. Interest in

its historic and literary attractions is distinctly on the wane, as

any guide will tell you. Tourists are dwindling to mere handfuls

of school children reluctantly shepherded by teachers. Surely

something should be done about it.

I infer from your recent action that the Board will be in

complete accord with my views.

Respectfully yours,

G. E. H. H.

Although written two days before the public hearing at the Selectman's office,

Hosmer's letter was not actually published until the weekly Concord Journal

appeared—two days after the hearing, which may help to explain why only four

citizens showed up at the meeting. Hosmer and French were, of course, two of

those citizens, and it saddens me to say that the other two were newspaper reporters,

one from the Concord Journal, the other from the Boston Evening Transcript. The

presence of the local reporter is easily understood; one might suspect that the other

reporter was present at the meeting because he or she had been invited by either

French or Hosmer or both.

In any case, the reports of the meeting in those two newspapers suggest

that the meeting was dominated by French and Mr. Brown, Chairman of the Concord

Board of Selectman ("Spirit of Thoreau," "Board of Selectmen"). French appears

to have spoken first, expressing himself "in no uncertain terms as opposed to the

establishment of new business enterprises in districts zoned as residential," and

stating his opinion that the filling station was both detrimental to the welfare of the

town and contrary to the town's traditions ("Board of Selectmen").

In response, Chairman Brown officiously quoted state statute about safety

being the only grounds for refusing a permit to Dunn and then "made his position

clear to those present that he had from the outset opposed 'spot zoning,' citing
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statements made by him during a discussion at a town meeting on the question of

permitting the erection of a restaurant on the turnpike. . . . [He] warned of too much

regimentation . . . and he stressed the need for preserving what he considered to be

the rights of the individual to do what he wished, under the law, with his own

property" ("Board of Selectmen").

At this point French spoke up again and said he wanted "to know why the

question of granting a permit for the erection of another filling station had not been

advertised, so that the people could have had some voice in the matter" ("Board of

Selectmen"). After Chairman Brown told him that the meeting, presumably the

Planning Board meeting, had been advertised in the local papers, French "stated

that he hoped to see the subject of zoning taken up at the next town meeting"

("Board of Selectmen"). The Selectmen then voted their approval of Dunn's permit,

something of a formality, as Chairman Brown all but pointed out in his remarks,

and the meeting adjourned.

The reporter from the Boston Evening Transcript appears to have sought

statements from various parties after the meeting adjourned, and one of those happy

to oblige was "Elizabeth F. Brennan, secretary of the trustees," who opined first

that "the projected filling station will be a great asset to the town," perhaps in part

because it would be "a Colonial-type frame house with a central chimney, and

dormer windows," as well as "attractively landscaped and surrounded by a picket

fence" ("Spirit of Thoreau"). But Brennan also told the reporter, somewhat

ungraciously, that "the opponents might be better employed in clearing away the

ruins of Thoreau's pencil factory near the railway station," which had "burned

down last year" ("Spirit of Thoreau"). Interestingly, the loquacious Brennan also

remarked that "the site of the projected station is nowhere near the surroundings

dedicated to the memory of Thoreau. The service station will be at the junction of

Walden street and the new by-path [sic, i.e., by-pass], an eighth of a mile away"

("Spirit of Thoreau"). This statement suggests that even at this relatively early

date a rumor of the bean-field being behind Thoreau's housesite (which is actually

about a fifth of a mile from the intersection) had either taken hold in the community

or—most interestingly—may have been perpetrated at this time to help Dunn's

development efforts. In either case, this is certainly the earliest indication I have

encountered that the bean-field had become lost.

The first published accounts of the sparsely attended but highly contentious

meeting of the Concord Board of Selectmen appeared the following day, 21

December 1938. The Boston Evening Transcript ran the story on page two under

the provocative headlines "Spirit of Thoreau Stirs Concord Gas Station Fight" and
' 'Stimulating Contrariness' Rife Over Site For Projected Building in Author's

Old Bean Field." The report opened with the following observation, after which

the more-or-less unvarnished facts were presented: "Henry David Thoreau was

said to have a 'stimulating contrariness,' a characteristic that is rampant today in

his home town, Concord, where sides are being taken on whether or not a filling

station shall be erected on the site of the author-naturalist's bean field" ("Spirit of
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Thoreaif ). The Evening Transcript was a member of the Associated Press (AP),

and the AP datelines indicate that the unnamed Evening Transcript reporter who
attended the meeting filed his or her story on the AP wires sometime during the

day of the meeting. The story was immediately broadcast to hundreds of newspapers

across the country, of course, and many of them probably ran one or another version

of the story the following morning, most of the stories probably about as informative

as this one in the Oklahoma City Times of 21 December 1938:

Thoreau's 'Bean Field' To Get Filling Station

CONCORD, Mass., Dec: 20—(AP)—Over protests of

several prominent residents, the Concord selectmen Tuesday

night granted permits for oil and gas storage to John Dunn of

Watertown who would erect a filling station on the site of Henry

D. Thoreau's "bean field."

Allen French, Concord writer and historian, and Mrs.

Gladys Hosmer, clubwoman, said the field, often mentioned in

the writer's books, was being desecrated and threatened to appeal

their case to the town meeting.

Thus, for a brief time Thoreau's bean-field garnered national attention as the locus

of a controversy that had most if not all the earmarks of the one in our own time

between developer Mortimer Zuckerman and the formidable local Thoreauvians

who founded the Thoreau Country Conservation Alliance.

Meanwhile, back in Concord, folks were able to read about the bean-field

flap over their evening milk—but only if they were high-brows and subscribed to

the Evening Transcript. No offense intended, but probably most Concordians did

not learn of the controversy till their coffee the following morning, 22 December,

when the presumably low-brow Concord Journal came out with Gladys Hosmer's

letter and the factual account of the meeting from which I quoted extensively

above—as well as with the following last-minute and highly indignant article,

which waffles on the newspaper's position in the controversy and straddles the

fence on whether the "hallowed ground" of Thoreau's bean-field is located near

the intersection of Walden Street and the new turnpike or back behind Thoreau's

housesite:

CONTRARY MINDED!
Last night's Boston Transcript says, "Miss Elizabeth F.

Brennan, secretary of the trustees, thinks the projected filling

station will be a great asset to the town. In her opinion, the

opponents might be better employed in clearing away the ruins

ofThoreau's pencil factory near the railway station." In the same

piece this highbrow daily refers to Thoreau's '"stimulating

contrariness', a characteristic that is rampant today in his home

town." It gives Mr. French's opinion or alleged opinion and
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states that the filling station will be attractively landscaped, but

the piece doesn't say one word about what Mrs. Herbert B.

Hosmer thinks of the turnpike's fifth gas station on or within

musket shot of Concord's hallowed ground. We've always

respected Miss Brennan's opinions though we've seldom had

occasion to hear them. It is only natural, therefore, for us to

respect her ALLEGED opinions especially when they actually

appear in the Boston Transcript, noted for its record for accuracy.

In fact we rather hope she said that about the pencil factory

because we had tentatively broached the same subject to Mrs.

Hosmer. Now it seems there are a number of Thoreau houses

but only one bean field. Somehow imagination fails us in any

attempt to visualize either Mrs. Hosmer or Mr. French as building

wreckers despite the renowned versatility of each.

What with fomenting a controversy of national proportions and causing

Concordians to sound like a bunch of curmudgeons in both the Boston and the

national press, John Dunn probably suffered through a pretty lousy holiday season

at the end of 1938. Nor did the holiday lull result in a diminishment of attention.

The local paper ran a folksy article on 5 January 1938 under the headline (apparently

alluding to a remark Gladys Hosmer made in her letter of 1 8 December) "CRYING
NEED DEPT." The article, which could not have been a comfort to Dunn, began,

"They're still worrying about that bean field gas station. Well, we don't see how it

concerns the bulk of 'em who can get all the gas they want without they run clean

to the hard road for it."

Although the newspapers were quiet on the bean-field story for four weeks,

Dunn was not out of the woods. In late January the influential Concord Woman's

Club, almost certainly spurred on by one of its most formidable members, Gladys

Hosmer, "accepted the following resolutions, which were sent to the Concord Board

of Selectmen, the Planning Board, the Board of Appeals and the newspaper":

Resolved that, inasmuch as the planning board opposed

individually and collectively the granting of a permit for a fifth

gasoline filling station on the Concord Turnpike, the Concord,

Mass. Woman's Club, hereby expresses its aproval [sic] of the

action of said Board.

Resolved that, inasmuch as the Board of Appeals has

the sole power to make rulings which will permit additional

gasoline stations in Concord, the Woman's Club regrets the recent

decision of the Board of Appeals and is opposed to any further

rulings of this board which will permit any more gasoline filling

stations on the Concord Turnpike or in the vicinity of the Town
Forest. ("Women's Club")
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These resolutions either preceded or followed hard on the heels of an unusual joint

meeting of the Concord Planning Board and the Board of Appeals on Monday
night. 30 January, "to discuss possible amendments to the zoning laws" ("Planning

Board"). The first suggestion discussed at this meeting may have been offered by

Allen French, but more likely it was offered by someone acting on his behalf: "that

the laws be changed so approval at a town meeting be made a prerequisite to the

granting by the Board ofAppeals of permits for filling stations" ("Planning Board").

One or both of the Boards voted to let this matter stand for a reason that sounds

obfuscatory: "as the Board of Appeals can impose restrictions which could not be

enforced otherwise" ("Planning Board"). The joint Boards also "agreed that the

Board of Appeals shall definitely have powers to impose restrictions, limitations

and conditions when it grants any permit" ("Planning Board").

The late-January resolutions of the Concord Women's Club, and the joint

meeting of the Concord Planning Board and Board of Appeals may have been

more than John Dunn of Watertown, Massachusetts, could bear. After the reports

of those two developments, all newspaper chatter of a filling station adjoining the

site of Thoreau's bean-field stops. Nothing was heard from Dunn again, at least

not that I have been able to find, and there most certainly was never a filling station

built at the southwest corner of Walden Street and the turnpike. For that we have

the venerable Allen French and the indominable Gladys Eleanor Holman Hosmer

to thank.

Intergenerational Memory Lapse, 1940-95

It is difficult to explain how the memory of the bean-field's true location

became lost, but lost it surely became, gradually, as the generation that flourished

between the two world wars in the first half of the twentieth century passed away.

Surely many Concordians during the 1930s knew where it was, perhaps in large

part because of the filling-station ruckus. Simon Willard was no great fan of

Thoreau, for instance, and was happy to poke holes in the myth of Thoreau's

seclusion in Walden Woods by pointing out that, in fact, the famous writer's "bean

field on a highway was but a mile from Emerson's" house. Clearly, many other

Concordians and Thoreauvians of that generation knew where the bean-field was

located, but I will mention only two: Gladys Hosmer and the well-known, well-

beloved naturalist and author Edwin Way Teale. I mention these two because, in

addition to belonging to the pre-WWII generation, they demonstrably knew the

true location of Thoreau's bean-field, and they were both extremely active in the

Thoreau studies community for many years beyond World War II. Yet both passed

from the scene—Hosmer in February 1970, Teale in October 1980—and took their

knowledge of the bean-field's true location with them (Harding, "In Memoriam";

Harding, "Edwin Way Teale").
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We have seen that Allen French learned the location of the bean-field

from Herbert Gleason and Edward Emerson. Although I have not been able to

discover how either Hosmer or Teale learned of the bean-field's true location,

Hosmer obviously knew of it because she fought the good fight with French against

Dunn's proposed filling station. The dean of Thoreau studies, Walter Harding,

pointed out in his obituary-tribute of Hosmer that she was "one of the most active"

members of the Thoreau Society for the first twenty-nine years of the Society's

existence, until her death in February 1970 ("In Memoriam"). She served as vice-

president from 1955 to 1965, as president in 1965-1966, on the Executive

Committee from 1955 until her death, and hosted at her house each year the night

before the annual meeting legendary dinner parties for the Thoreau Society's

Executive Committee, upon which sat the most prominent Thoreau scholars of

that fifteen-year period (Harding, "In Memoriam"). Yet, strange to relate, none of

those scholars in after years knew the true location of the bean-field; each thought

the bean-field was on the tableland behind Thoreau 's Walden housesite.

The only evidence I have discovered that Teale knew the bean-field's true

location is a caption in an illustrated edition of Walden that he edited in 1946,

which caption accurately states that Walden Road went by the bean-field on its

way to Lincoln, Massachusetts (187). Teale was almost as active in the Thoreau

studies community as Gladys Hosmer. Harding pointed out in his obituary-tribute

of Teale that his good friend and colleague "joined the New York group [of the

Thoreau Society] in the early 1940s" and had remained an active member since

that time ("Edwin Way Teale"). Teale "was president of the Society in 1958,"

Harding continued, "and a member of the Executive Committee from then to the

time of his death" ("Edwin Way Teale"), which of course means that Teale

participated in upwards of twelve of Glady Hosmer's annual dinner parties, from

1958 until 1969. According to Harding, Teale was "a frequent visitor to Concord"

and "a regular attendant at the annual meetings of the Thoreau Society," at which

"[h]undreds of [Society] members looked forward" to seeing him and at which "he

was . . . always willing ... to answer a question. .
." ("Edwin Way Teale"). But here

again, despite all those years of regular contacts with the Thoreau community,

Teale's knowledge of the true location of the bean-field was not passed along to

the younger members of that community.

No one belonging to the generation that flourished during and after World

War II was more active in Thoreau studies than Walter Harding. He edited the

quarterly Thoreau Society Bulletin for fifty years, from the first number in October

1 94 1 to Number 1 95, published in the Spring of 1 99 1 . He attended virtually every

annual meeting of the Thoreau Society, from the first one in 1941 to the one in

1995, and as his obituary-tributes of both Hosmer and Teale indicate, he spent

untold hours with those two very good friends and colleagues. Yet, incredibly,

Hosmer and Teale never conveyed their knowledge of the bean-field's true location

to Harding, that most insatiably inquisitive of Thoreau scholars, who even as late
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as 1995 believed that Thoreau's bean-field was "a hundred feet or so north of

IThoreau's] cabin site" at Walden Pond (Walclen: An Annotated Edition 51n2).

One could speculate at some length and probably to little purpose about

how this incredible intergenerational memory lapse could possibly have occurred.

Doubtless many factors contributed to the lapse, but I will confine my remarks to

what I regard as the three likeliest reasons, two of which I can discuss very briefly.

The most obvious reason is World War II, with its massive dislocations,

restrictions, and shortages. In the July 1943 Thoreau Society Bulletin, for example,

Harding reported, "The gasoline situation in the New England area was so very

critical that Allen French and [Society] Secretary Longstreth wrote that a meeting

was out of the question" that summer ("No Formal Meeting"). But even this

example is unnecessary because the sheer magnitude and seriousness of World

War II would understandably have put out of mind all notions of or concern for

where a bean-field had been located some one hundred years before.

The second of the three reasons I will discuss is related to the amazing

"Battle ofRed Cross Beach" thatW Barksdale Maynard has recently done such an

exquisite job of chronicling in Walden Pond: A History (255-60). This momentous

battle took place during 1958-60 between the Thoreau Society and the Middlesex

County Commissioners, the latter of whom had violated their trust by bulldozing

and otherwise desecrating part of the eastern or business end of the pond. Although

nowhere near as momentous as World War II, of course, the Battle of Red Cross

Beach had the same general effect in terms of the bean-field: it diverted the attention

of Thoreauvians and the larger public alike away from the issue of the bean-field's

location. Another difference, of course, is that in the late 1950s fewer members of

the pre-WWII generation remained alive to pass along their knowledge of the bean-

field's location.

Probably the most important reason that memory of the bean-field's

location was lost is the phenomenal attention focused throughout the immediate

post-WWII period on the "Discovery at Walden" that took place in the fall of

1945. The story is familiar to most Thoreauvians even today—which fact in itself

is indicative of how completely locating the housesite captivated the minds of the

generation which began to flourish in the immediate post-WWII era.

"For years," Walter Harding noted in the July 1945 Thoreau Society

Bulletin, "Thoreau scholars have discussed the cairn at Walden Pond marking the

supposed site of Thoreau's hut" ("Cairn Controversy"). Harding goes on to report

that the centennial celebrations of Thoreau's move to Walden caused the cairn

controversy to break "out into the open and become a public discussion" ("Cairn

Controversy"). A good part of that discussion actually took place around the cairn

during the annual Society meeting that July. The scene, surely, ranks among the

most hilarious in the annals of Thoreau studies. Imagine in your mind's eye the

assembled Ph.D.s standing around the cairn with their educations straining their

hatbands, one good professor taking a crack. at reciting the passage from Walden

about Thoreau being able to see the railroad from his doorstep, another recalling
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aloud the various details ofAlcott's testimony about starting the cairn in 1872 with

a woman from Iowa, still another chiming in that the cairn is most certainly much

further back from the pond than Thoreau's description in Walden allows, and yet

another dispassionately suggesting that the cross marking the housesite on Thoreau's

map in Walden seems to be approximately the same distance from the pond as the

cairn ("Cairn Controversy"). Over there, silently standing among these sage, world-

class scholars is the young, relatively untutored Roland Robbins, a new member of

the Thoreau Society that year, enjoying his first annual meeting, but now fairly

bursting with bemused exasperation—wondering to himself why in the
world one of these highly educated wags does not simply take up a shovel and

dig to find the foundation stones

!

As is well known, Robbins nominated himself for this entirely

commonsensical task, and after a fair amount of probing—with his mind among a

few historical sources, it is true, but more importantly with steel rods in the ground

around where those sources indicated the housesite should be—uncovered the

foundation of Thoreau's chimney on 11 November 1945. This "Great Discovery

at Walden Pond," as Harding trumpeted it in the Thoreau Society Bulletin, enchanted

members of the Thoreau Society and a great number of people outside the Society

for a considerable period of time, an enchantment assiduously cultivated by Robbins,

who was eager to speak to any group wanting to listen about the process by which

he discovered the site and who, it quickly became clear, had as much talent for

self-promotion as for amateur archaeology.

The general enthusiasm excited by Robbins 's discovery was renewed in

October 1946. At that time he completed his excavation of the site, a process that

was accomplished in front of many witnesses who had the pleasure of watching

him uncover a very significant number of artifacts, both from Thoreau's house and

from the early cairn. The following summer the site was solemnly dedicated at the

annual meeting of the Thoreau Society, the ceremony being widely reported in the

media. Then, a little later that year, Robbins's Discovery at Walden was published.

It too garnered considerable attention. Those three years, 1945-1948, were heady

ones for Robbins, who won for himself the acclaim that provided a foundation

upon which he built an impressive career as an amateur archaeologist.

Robbins deserves our gratitude for his accomplishments, of course, but

his discovery at Walden did have two regrettable consequences for the bean-field,

both completely unintended. For one, his activities were something of a cynosure

during a critical time. Had attention not been focused so exclusively on the

housesite, the approximate location of which had always been known, French

(before his death in the fall of 1 946) or Hosmer or Teale might have communicated

their knowledge of the bean-field's location to young Thoreauvian ears better fitted

to listen. As it turned out, however, that did not happen, probably in part because

those ears were so filled with the din attending Robbins's great discovery.
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Young ears were not the only thing unfitted by the housesite hubbub of

the post-WWII period. Robbins's scrupulous research notes indicate both that he

assumed the bean-field was located on the tableland behind the housesite and that

his attention was wholly consumed by what he had tasked himself with: locating

the housesite. While undivided attention is certainly an admirable characteristic

for a researcher to possess, attention too exclusively focused can result in

overlooking or disregarding what would otherwise be obvious. In Robbins's case,

the combination of highly focused attention and a firmly embedded assumption

proved blinding.

Robbins knew from Thoreau's letter of 15 December 1847 to Emerson

that Hugh Whelan had dug a cellarhole in the bean-field that was sized to

accommodate a cottage measuring "12 feet by 25" (Correspondence 197). In

studying the landscape around Walden Pond, Robbins had "found a depression in

the ground which is of about the size Hugh's cellar hole would have been . . . located

about three hundred feet from Walden Street, perhaps one hundred fifty feet

northerly from the fire road which leads to the hutsite."
16 Although the distances

are exaggerated, the two critical facts are here, and the implication should have

been perfectly obvious. Robbins was on the cusp of a second "discovery at Walden,"

but because he could not see that the two facts were related, he never considered

adding them together. He continued to believe, like virtually all other Thoreauvians

of the post-WWII era, that Thoreau's bean-field was located on the tableland behind

the housesite.

"Intensive Archaeological Survey," 1996

In the spring of 1996 James B. Stark and Alison Dwyer, both graduate

students at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, walked up the hill behind

Thoreau's housesite to the tableland beyond. Stark was pursuing a Master's degree

in biology under the tutelage, in part, of Professor Lawrence Kaplan, a well-known

archaeobotanist; Dwyer was pursuing her Master's degree in archaeological history

but was also working for Timelines, Inc., a cultural-resources management firm

based in nearby Littleton, Massachusetts. Timelines had contracted with the

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management (DEM) to conduct a

three-part project. Dwyer, the project leader, had brought Stark in to oversee one

of the three parts of her project.

The previous year DEM had formulated a plan "to reconstruct, stabilize

and restore the paths, slopes and banks along the north and south shores" ofWalden

Pond (Dwyer iii). Prior to implementing this plan, however, DEM and the

Massachusetts Historical Commission had requested and received appropriations

to enable Timelines to conduct an "intensive archaeological survey" of three discrete

locations near Thoreau's housesite (Dwyer iii). The purpose of surveying one of

these locations, designated "Area 'B' " in the final project report, was "more
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precisely to identify the location of the bean field Henry Thoreau tended while

living at Walden and to identify the trees he planted after he left" (Dwyer iii). Area

"B" had been identified in personal communications earlier in the year between

Dwyer and local Thoreau expert Thomas Blanding, who along with Marcia Moss,

the Curator of Special Collections at the Concord Free Public Library, had also

supplied Dwyer with historical information relating to Thoreau's bean-field (Dwyer

31, iv).

mum

Figure 2: Map from Timelines Inc. report (Dwyer 3) showing the three areas

around Thoreau's Walden housesite to be studied. "Area 'B'" is the putative

bean-field.

As Dwyer walked with Stark around Area "B," she pointed out the large

decaying stumps scattered throughout the area. At the conclusion of their meeting
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she gave him "the phone number of someone described as a knowledgeable local

resident, as a possible contact for further information concerning the past use of

the site," but Stark never contacted the person. He simply assumed "that surely

the location of the bean field was a matter of historical record," although he admits

that he "wondered more than once during the course of the project exactly how it

had come to pass that such elaborate methods were being deployed simply to confirm

what was (I imagined) already well established."

Stark had been trained in the archaeobiological techniques of

dendrochronology and soil-analysis by Kaplan and other professors of the UMass
Boston's Department of Biology, whose laboratory facilities he would use to conduct

his study for Timelines. Having examined Area "B" and studied the historical

information that Dwyer had received from Blanding and Moss, Stark decided to

pursue two lines of investigation. First, he would "search for evidence of trees

planted on the site by Thoreau in 1859," and then he would analyze soil samples

collected at the site to determine if they contained "opal phytoliths, microscopic

silica bodies which might have entered the soil upon decomposition of Thoreau's

bean plants" (Dwyer 22).

Stark pursued his first line of investigation in two ways. He first compared

the present vegetation of Area "B" with surrounding vegetation to see if perhaps

an "abrupt demarcation between forest types or tree-species assemblages might

correspond to the former boundaries of Thoreau's pine grove" (Dwyer 22). The

final report indicates that this method was unfruitful: "The vegetation ofArea 'B'

and the additional level terrain to its west cannot at present be distinguished from

that of the area surrounding it" (Dwyer 27).

The other method Stark used to carry out his first line of investigation

involved "a standard 5 mm. bore screw-feed coring tool" to collect samples "from

some of the numerous extant tree stumps" within Area "B" (Dwyer 24, 22). Stark

analyzed these samples in order to distinguish eastern white pine {Pinus strobus,

L.), the species Thoreau planted in 1859, from other tree species common to the

area. This distinction being made and the individual white pines mapped, Stark

hoped to detect within Area "B" evidence of the distinctive fifteen-foot

"diamondwise" pattern Thoreau used to plant his four hundred white pines in the

bean-field. Of the thirty-five stumps cored and mapped within Area "B," Stark

determined that twenty-two were eastern white pines (Dwyer 22). Unfortunately,

however, the distinctive "diamondwise" pattern Thoreau described "did not hold

for many of the stumps located" (Dwyer 26). But rather than conclude from these

findings that Area "B" might not actually be the bean-field, Dwyer in her final

report suggests that Thoreau's plantings may not have been quite as precise as his

journal description indicates:

While sets of three or four stumps could be found which

approximately matched this geometry, the pattern could not be

extended beyond these small groupings. It is unclear, however,
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whether Thoreau carried out his tree planting with the precision

of the surveyor that he was, or whether, as one who embraced

wildness, he simply approximated the 15-ft. dimension as a

distance adequate to ensure space and sunlight for each seedling,

but without lining the trees up in perfect rows. The fact that he

and two helpers set out 400 or so seedlings in two and a half

days, and had obtained them by digging them up elsewhere, might

suggest that the operation was carried out at a pace too rapid to

permit adherence to a strict geometry. (26)

Stark had also hoped to date the white pines that he had cored, but "Unfortunately,

none of the stumps from which wood samples were taken were sound enough to

permit coring for dendrochronology" (Dwyer 26).

In short, Stark's first line of investigation came up empty on all counts.

The techniques Stark used to pursue his second line of investigation seem

to a layman considerably more sophisticated than the first. The section in the final

report describing the "Collection and Processing of Soil Samples" contains 598

words; the following 28 1 -word extract will perhaps be sufficient to give the reader

a sense of the whole:

Soil samples were taken at 12 locations in and around the area in

which the stumps were found. . . . Four of the resulting soil cores

... were extruded onto a clean surface.... Each sample was

disaggregated by soaking in a solution of 0.25 g. sodium dodecyl

sulfate in 100 ml. of de-ionized water. . . . Three to 4 ml. of wet

soil from each sample was passed through fine copper screening,

and placed in a pointed-bottomed 15 ml. centrifuge tube. After

centrifuging, each soil pellet was about 1.5 ml. in volume. The

supernatants were decanted, and the pellets resuspended in 10%
hydrochloric acid (HCl)and left at 60° C. overnight to effect

digestion of organics. The samples were then centrifuged to

concentrate the soil pellets, the HC 1 poured off, and three rinses

in de-ionized water, followed by three in 100% ethanol, were

carried out by vortexing to resuspend, then centrifugation and

decantation. The samples were dried in covered watch glasses

in a 50° C[.] oven.

A heavy liquid procedure using a bromoform/ethanol

mixture of specific gravity 2.4-2.5 was then employed to float

the opal phytoliths out from the denser quartz and other minerals.

The phytolith-containing pellets thus obtained were dehydrated

with three rinses in 100% ethanol and subsequently dried.
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Slides for microscopy were prepared by mounting a

small quantity of this material in dilute Canada balsam in 100%
ethanol.

A minimum of 200 phytoliths were counted for each

extracted sample, and further scanning for bean phytoliths was

carried out beyond this without counting, probably covering in

most cases an equal or greater number of phytoliths. A compound

microscope equipped with crossed polarizing filters was utilized,

in order to distinguish the isotropic opals from birefringent quartz.

(Dwyer 24-25)

The results of these (to a layman) dazzlingly sophisticated techniques are

communicated in a section of the final report containing just forty-eight words:

"Phytoliths were found in abundance in the heavy liquid extracted portion of each

of the processed soil samples. No phytoliths of the bean hooked trichome type

were located, however. This negative result does not, of course, mean that the site

was not the location of the bean field" (Dwyer 27).

Having found no evidence at all to indicate that Area "B" was in fact

Thoreau's bean-field, the concluding section of the Timelines report surprisingly

recommends "that a plaque, perhaps located near the remains of Thoreau's cabin,

be used to interpret the bean field" (Dwyer 29). The report continues, "The plaque

should depict the location of the bean field in relation to the cabin, and using

quotes from Thoreau's journal, describe the planting of the beans, working in the

bean field, and the eventual planting of the white pines" (Dwyer 29). The report

did not recommend identifying particular stumps in the bean-field, however, for

fear they might fall "prey to vandalism" (Dwyer 29).

Although I have not been able to determine if DEM ever seriously

considered the report's recommendation, I am pleased to report that DEM did not

follow it.

Bean-Field Rediscovered, 1998

The bean-field was one of the many locations I wanted to visit when I

first visited Concord in the summer of 1983, but like many pilgrims before me, I

did not know exactly where it was. I had scheduled a meeting with the Founding

Secretary of the Thoreau Society and dean of Thoreau studies, Walter Harding, to

discuss a research project I was working on at the time, so I took advantage of my
opportunity and put the question to him: Where is Thoreau's bean-field? He
informed me, as I have since learned he informed many others, that the bean-field

was on the tableland behind Thoreau's housesite. He would have been mortified

to learn that he was spreading misinformation, of course, for few scholars in the

history of Thoreau studies have been more concerned with getting their facts right.

He was simply a victim of that regrettable lapse that occurred just at the time he

was beginning his career.
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By March 1998 1 had visited the putative bean-field many dozens of times

and, in fact, during that period walked on an almost daily basis along a woodland

path beside what Harding had told me was the bean-field. So it is something of an

understatement to say I was amazed by a small sheet of paper that my colleague at

the time, Susan Glover Godlewski, showed me one day.

The previous month she had received the Raymond Adams Collection,

which had been donated to the Thoreau Society by Adams's widow, Charlotte, and

his niece, Shirley Van Clay. Godlewski had been going through the materials in

the collection and had come across this sheet of paper, which turned out to be Dr.

Edward Waldo Emerson's letter to Harry A. McGraw, Esq., dated 22 October 1920,

the one featuring a map indicating the location of Thoreau 's bean-field. I was at

first very puzzled because the location on the map in no way conformed to what

Harding had told me almost fifteen years before. Far from being behind the

housesite, as I had been told, the bean-field in Dr. Emerson's map abutted "High

Road," which for one who walked there almost daily was obviously present-day

Route 126 or Walden Street. Clearly this matter warranted looking into, and thus

began my quest to affirm the location of the actual bean-field and to learn the story

of how the bean-field became "lost."

It did not take a great deal of time to determine that, in fact, Dr. Emerson

was right—the bean-field does indeed abut Route 126. But researching the history

of the bean-field proved to be so enjoyable that I stayed at it for quite a while and,

in a sense, am still at it—and may well be at it for the remainder of my days.

Research never ends, really, not if one has a good subject, a subject that retains

one's interest. In any case, I learned during the research process that three savvy

Thoreau aficionados had in one way or another concluded on their own that the

bean-field must be where I began learning from Dr. Emerson it in fact is.

Professor Brian Donahue, a landscape historian at Brandeis University in

Waltham, Massachusetts, is the first person I came across in my research who
knew where the actual bean-field is located. I had asked Donahue to examine the

bean-field with me in the hope that he might see something there which I may
have missed, he having such differently educated eyes than my own. I also wished

to discuss with him how I might go about getting permission to perform a simple

soil-profile test to determine if the land in and around the bean-field had ever been

plowed.

While on the phone setting up the meeting, I informed Donahue of where

the bean-field actually is, as opposed to where I assumed he may have heard it

was. Upon my divulging this information, he vocalized the telephonic equivalent

of a shrug and said he had already known where the bean-field was and would

meet me there the following morning. In response to my inquiry, he simply stated

that the bean-field had to be near the intersections of Routes 2 and 126 because

Thoreau mentioned overhearing conversations from passersby in carriages while

working in the field, which he could not possibly have done were the field located

where everyone seemed to think it was, behind Thoreau's housesite, more than



Thoreau's bean-field along Walden Street (Route 126) with "Zilpha's

Corner" at the far left, 10 July 2003

Courtesy of the author
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three hundred yards back into the woods from the road. In response to further

questions, Donahue told me that he simply assumed folks sited the bean-field that

far off the road because they wanted to imagine Thoreau laboring deep in the

woods, not right next to one of Concord's main thoroughfares.

The high point of our examination of the bean-field the following morning

was Donahue's observation that huckleberry bushes had grown into a good portion

of the western side of the bean-field. Huckleberries, he explained, are an "indicator

species," indicator because they migrate at a known rate into fields that have lain

fallow for long periods of time and therefore indicate, by the distance into the field

they have grown, how long the field has lain fallow. The portion of the bean-field

covered by huckleberry bushes, of course, indicated to Donahue's experienced

eyes that this field had last been cultivated sometime in the mid-nineteenth century.

The only other person I have met who knew where the actual bean-field

is located was landscape architect Walter Brain, one of the five founders of the

Thoreau Country Conservation Alliance, which several years ago published a fairly

detailed wall-poster map that seems to show the bean-field between the putative

tableland location behind the Walden housesite and the actual location near the

intersections of Routes 2 and 126. Walter may or may not have had a hand in what

may or may not have been this compromise placement, which as it happens puts

the bean-field in the deep glacial kettlehole between the putative and the actual

bean-field. In any event, while talking with Brain before setting out on the second

of two Thoreau Society excursions that I have led to sites in and around the bean-

field, he insisted that he has always known the location of the actual bean-field but

has simply kept the information to himself, which those who know how self-effacing

he is would not be at all surprised to hear.

My friend and colleagueW Barksdale Maynard informed me of the only

other contemporary Thoreauvian I know of who clearly knows where the actual

bean-field is located, an environmental historian whom I have not yet had the

pleasure of meeting, Robert Kuhn McGregor. In his excellent book, A Wider View

ofthe Universe: Henry Thoreau 's Study ofNature, MacGregor mentions in passing

that Thoreau planted his beans "in an old field some two hundred yards northeast

of his house" (63). This brief description precisely matches the location of the

actual bean-field and indicates that McGregor is as insightful or incisive as Donahue

and Brain. I tip my hat to these three gentlemen and take this opportunity to point

out what I feel confident is something more than simply an interesting coincidence

—

that all three have expertise in landscape or place-based fields, not literary or book-

based ones.
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So What?

During the seventh annual meeting of the Thoreau Society at Concord in

July 1 948. early Thoreau scholar and Founding Thoreau Society president Raymond
Adams addressed the assembled members on "Emerson's House at Walden." He
spoke at some length on the topic indicated by his title. But it is difficult to read

his speech now without getting the impression that what he really wanted to talk

about was the "great discovery" that had so completely enchanted Thoreau Society

members thirty-three months before and that continued to absorb their attention.

The preceding March nine stone posts were placed to mark Thoreau's Walden

housesite, and the assembled members of the Thoreau Society had just returned

from a ceremony celebrating the new markers. Not Emerson's, but Thoreau's

house at Walden—or at least the site of that house and the tremendous ruckus

created in the aftermath of its October 1945 discovery—had been much on Adams's

mind:

There is a danger that attaches to shrines and holy sepulchres. It

is the danger that Emerson felt when he said, "Love of the hero

corrupts into worship of his statue." Walden is not significant

because of a few square feet of sandy hillside north of its little

cove nor because of what once was a briarpatch and then a

beanfield. Walden is not significant as a place at all.... It is

significant because the word Walden suggests some thoughts a

man had once. Where he had them doesn't really matter. What
matters is that they found lodging—and have continued to find

lodging in other minds. (Adams 7)

When I first read these words in 1980, 1 assented to them with wholehearted

enthusiasm. I think that I now have some idea why that was. I was born at Clark

Air Force Base in the Republic of the Philippines. My father's regularjob (munitions

maintenance, or caring for bombs and loading them onto jet fighters and strategic

bombers) and his incredible skill as a marksman resulted in his being reassigned

every time there was a major national or international rifle or pistol match. These

repeated reassignments resulted in my family's moving very regularly—so often,

in fact, that I attended thirty-six different schools before high school. Because it

takes me several minutes to answer what for most is the simple question, "Where

are you from?" I usually dodge the issue by saying something evasively inane,

such as "Oh, here and there." Probably because I had no attachments to any

particular location during my youth, place had never been especially important to

me.

Nor were ideas all that important, frankly. Because I knew that for me
high school would end in a fairly menial job (college never once crossed my
benighted young mind), and because I attended high school in Honolulu, I did

little more than enough to scrape by in school, spending most ofmy time on beaches

and surfboards. When my senior English teacher assigned Walden, I half-heartedly
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plowed into the first chapter, but the boredom or intimidation resulting from the

collision sent me careening with some desperation to the far more accommodating

Cliff Notes, by which means I was able, once again, to scrape by. Then there was

the draft, a hasty enlistment into the U.S. Navy to avoid the Army and possibly

Vietnam, sporadic reading in the Krutch edition of Thoreau's selected writings, a

reaction against military authority, deeper reading in Thoreau's writings, a court-

martial, some brig time, a learning of the ropes well enough to get myself an

administrative discharge with benefits, marriage, a stint in hotel management, a

son, and then, beginning in 1978, college on the G.I. Bill. Thoreau became my
constant during those tumultuous years, later and ably joined by my wonderful

wife. I quoted Thoreau extensively at my court-martial; I read him for hours on

end in my cells at the Long Beach and San Diego brigs. As I entered my junior

year in college, in 1980, the world of ideas had become my world, the place where

I wanted to live. I owe that transformation almost solely to Thoreau.

So, again, I agreed wholeheartedly with Adams's assertion that Walden

as a place does not matter, is not important. Thoreau's ideas, those alone were

important. My study of Thoreau has continued and deepened since 1980. I have

attended every annual meeting of the Thoreau Society since 1983, 1 visited Concord

several times each year through the early 1990s, and since 1997 I have lived in

New England—indeed, lived five of those six years less than half a mile from

Walden Pond. Gradually during those five years, as I walked through Thoreau's

woods, located sites Thoreau mentioned in his writings, meditated on the landscape

and the man who invested so much in that landscape—gradually and perhaps

ineluctably, Thoreau country became my country. Concord is not my home, nor

will it ever be, but many parts of it I know and know well. And knowing them well

has prompted me to care deeply about them, which in turn prompts me now to

demur from Adams's assertion.

Places are important, critically important, as important as ideas. There is

a reason, an important reason, for pilgrimages. A pilgrimage is an outward

manifestation of a deep-seated impulse. Many have visited Old North Bridge, I

suspect, and perhaps for the first time were truly inspired by the idea associated

with that location because they were there. Here, they could say with Emerson,

here once embattled farmers did indeed stand, here those farmers fired actual shots,

here real blood spilled out onto this now hallowed ground. The far-fabled shot still

being heard round the world first emanated from that special place.

A place can be as important as an idea or a complex of ideas because

some sacred event enacted at or associated with that location links the idea

inextricably to the place, the place to the idea. Such an enactment or association

may so thoroughly imbue the one with the essence of the other that neither can be

distinguished from the other without some violence being done both. Diminish

the one, you diminish the other. Some places, surely—and Thoreau teaches that

all places, rightly seen—are important, sacred; and it diminishes ideas not a whit

that places can be, should be, and indeed are equally as valuable. In an almost

visceral but deeply mysterious, magical sense, a place can become an idea, its
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embodiment or manifestation. Places and ideas do both matter. We would do well

to regard the places under our feet as highly as we regard the ideas in our heads.

While the truths of Walden would not be the less true were the bean-field

or the housesite or even all Walden Pond and Woods entirely lost or obliterated,

the same deep-seated impulse that causes us to conduct pilgrimages to "idea-places"

would prompt us to locate those truths elsewhere, literally to ground those truths

in some other physical location, which would thenceforth become sacred to us

because of that grounding. The word not made flesh is a disembodied, intangible

thing, substantively unreal to us-an "airy nothing," to borrow Shakespeare's phrase,

because without "a local habitation." Both are vitally, inextricably necessary. In

like manner, an ungrounded idea is one at risk of being easily ignored and forgotten,

just as a place not suffused with an idea risks being neglected and abused.

But, of course, we need not trouble ourselves about such a transference.

We have been fortunate to know that these, our important Walden shrines, have

been largely preserved, remain fairly well protected, and can be visited by us

whenever we choose. We are twice blessed because the ideas Thoreau passed on

to us are grounded in sacred places. A knowing pilgrim makes the best use of a

place. We are the more fortunate to know precisely where all our Walden "idea-

places" are located, Thoreau's bean-field not now excepted. 17

Notes

!In his 1937 letter to Thoreau-editor Francis H. Allen, Gleason wrote of

his surprise that Allen French "did not seem to know where [the bean-field] was....

On one ofmy early voyages to Concord I happened to visit the site of the beanfield

with Mr. Sanborn, and he told me he distinctly remembered when Thoreau planted

the pines for Mr. Emerson, and he also said that he had seen the tract (a portion of

it) twice burned over in fires set by the railroad. These were white pines, and quite

a number are still standing in that portion of the tract on the left of the road which

goes down to the pond." It is not entirely clear if this "road which goes down to

the pond" is present-dayWyman Road or Boundary Road, the latter of which defines

the northern border of Thoreau's bean-field. If the former, as I suspect, Gleason

believed that the bean-field extended south ofWyman's Road—a highly problematic

belief when we consider Thoreau's description of his bean rows as fifteen rods in

length, which is the distance between Wyman Road and Boundary Road. Also,

Wyman Road runs along a ridge that drops off ten feet or so into a low area that

gets swampy after rainy periods, which suggests that Thoreau would not have

planted crops in that low area. Moreover, Dr. Edward Waldo Emerson's map of

1 920 clearly shows the bean-field between present-day Wyman Road and Boundary

Road. Gleason did not clarify matters when he also informed Allen in his 1937

letter, "The fact that this ["a tract of ground between the highway and Thoreau's

Cove, adjoining the wood road which leads from the highway to the Pond"] was
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Thoreau's beanfield has long been a current tradition in Concord.... Dr. Edward

Emerson drove me there one day and identified the locality." I am grateful to W.

Barksdale Maynard for bringing Gleason's letter to my attention.

2Walter Harding, for instance, states in Walden: An Annotated Edition,

"In 1859 T[horeau] replanted his old garden to trees, chiefly pines, for Emerson.

Although the last of these trees has long since died, most of them having burned or

blown down, their stumps can still easily be discerned a hundred feet or so north of

his cabin site" (51n2).

3
I base this observation on my own recollections of the Thoreau quizzes

at the annual gatherings of the Thoreau Society throughout the 1980s and how
various members of the audience during those quizzes reported that remnants of

the white pines could still be seen on the tableland behind Thoreau's housesite at

the pond.
4The woodland roads defining the southern and northern borders of the

bean-field are now called Wyman Road and Boundary Road, respectively. The

easternmost one hundred and fifty feet of the old road defining the northern border

of the bean-field was truncated, probably while Route 2 was being built in the

early 1930s, to route foot-traffic in a more southerly direction, away from the

intersection of Routes 2 and 126. Although now growing up to pines, the indentation

of the old roadbed is still plainly visible. The unnamed western road connecting

Wyman Road and Boundary Road did not exist during Thoreau's time, but Dr.

Edward Waldo Emerson sketched it on his map of 1920. I conjecture that it was

built sometime after 1866, when many existing paths in the Walden area were

widened and new roadbeds were built, apparently to accommodate the wide

crinoline dresses worn by women of the era. Thoreau almost certainly used the

portion of the field now occupied by that western road as the westernmost portion

of his bean-field. A deep glacial depression or kettlehole begins just a few yards

west of that road (see Fig. 1), and Thoreau probably planted up to the point where

that kettlehole begins. Incidentally, because Thoreau also points out that he planted

each bean plant eighteen inches apart (PJ 2: 134), his bean-field contained some

25,000 white-bush bean plants, the exact figure (again, assuming his description is

precisely accurate) being 24,750 plants. He tells us as well that he planted, in

addition to beans, "a small patch of potatoes and corn, and a few turnips beside"

(Shanley 128), although he does not indicate precisely where that small patch was

located. Presumably the patch abutted his bean-field.
5An image of this survey is accessible at <http://www.concordnet.org/

library/scollect/Thoreau_surveys/3 la.htmx The two cut stones marking each end

of the boundary line between Emerson's and Brooks's properties are still in place.

The line between them runs along the top of the hillside behind or west and north

of Thoreau's housesite. Generally, Emerson's land begins where the tableland

begins to drop off toward Thoreau's Cove. I assume, of course, that Thoreau would

not have planted his bean-field on Brooks's land.
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6Koteff; Goldthwait, "Appendix A"; Goldthwait, "Sand Plains"; Skehan

and Puddingstone, Drumlins; Skehan and Puddingstone, "Walden Pond"; Skehan

and Puddingstone, "Walden Woods"; Maynard, Walden Pond 15, 338nl.
7Thoreau reported on the earlier ownership of the bean-field lot in his

journal of 2 December 1857, which contains suggestions about how the famous

pond may have acquired its name: "I find that, according to the deed of Duncan

Ingraham to John Richardson in 1797, my old bean-field on Walden Pond then

belonged to George Minott. (Minott thinks he bought it of an Allen.) This was

Deacon George Minott, who lived in the house next below the East Quarter

schoolhouse, and was a brother of my grandfather-in-law. He was directly

descended from Thomas Minott, who, according to Shattuck, was secretary of the

Abbot of Walden (!) in Essex, and whose son George was born at Saffron Walden

(!) and afterwards was one of the early settlers of Dorchester" (Writings 10: 219).
8Clearly the western bound of the three-acre Bigelow lot stretched between

the two boundary stones mentioned in note 5 above, but I have not been able to

locate the other bounds. It is certainly possible that Thoreau's housesite occupies

part of the Bigelow lot rather than the Wyman lot, as has long been assumed.
9As his journal entry of 30 January 1853 suggests (Writings 10: 486), and

as botanist Ray Angelo also suggests (194n214), Thoreau referred to all small

oaks prior to 30 January 1853 as "shrub oaks," so the "shrub oak copse" that he

mentions in "The Bean-Field" chapter of Walden as being at one of the ends of his

bean rows (156) was actually a copse of small oaks of one or another species and

not a copse of shrub oak proper (Quercus ilcifolia, Wang.; also called Bear Oak,

Black Oak, Scrub Oak, and Black Scrub Oak).
10Edward Jarvis provides a fairly specific description of the location of

Zilpha White's house: "Just at the bottom of the hill [where Brister Freeman lived],

on the south side and west of the junction of the Watertown road and the lane

leading to what is now the picnic grounds, was a hut where an old colored woman,

Zilpah [sic] White lived. This, too, with its poor occupant has long since

disappeared." There is no question, however, that this identification is incorrect

because it places Zilpha' s hut at the bottom of Brister 's Hill rather than at one of

the two roadside corners of Thoreau's bean-field. I am grateful to Leslie Perrin

Wilson for bringing Jarvis's manuscript to my attention.

11An image of this survey is accessible at <http://www.concordnet.org/

library/scollect/Thoreau_surveys/35d.htm>.
12The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management (DEM)

has recently changed its name to the Massachusetts Department of Conservation

and Recreation (DCR).
13My claims that the southern side of Whelan's cellarhole caved and that

the back side of Thoreau's Walden house tipped into the hole are based on three

facts and four assumptions. First, Whelan planned to build a twelve-by-twenty-

five-foot house over the still extant cellarhole, which cellarhole indicates that the

twenty-five-foot sides form the north and south sides of the planned house. Second,
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Thoreau's rudimentary drawing of the finished house in his letter to Emerson

indicates that Whelan planned to add Thoreau's Walden house to one of the two

twenty-five-foot sides of the newly built house. Third, the nearest means of egress

to the cellarhole or Whelan's planned house is Wyman Road or the southern border

of Thoreau's bean-field, which is sixty feet from the cellarhole. I assume (1) that

Whelan planned to use Thoreau's Walden house with its door as his completed

house's front door and front parlor, (2) that Whelan would have faced his front

door toward Wyman Road as the nearest means of egress, (3) that Whelan would

therefore have dug his cellarhole directly north of where Thoreau's Walden house

was placed in the bean-field, and (4) that Whelan would have had the foresight to

place Thoreau's Walden house with its front door facing south, toward Wyman
Road. The latter assumption is given some weight by Thoreau's testimony that

"one end of the house" tipped into the hole. Had one of the two sides or the front

of the house tipped into the hole, Thoreau would likely not have used the word end

in describing the unfortunate event.

14This photograph appears in Maynard, Walden Pond, p. 26.

15
I am grateful to Leslie Perrin Wilson, Curator of Special Collections at

the Concord Free Public Library in Concord, Massachusetts, for bringing to my
attention the newspaper clippings used as the basis for this section.

l6Quoted in Zimmer (139n3) from an "unpublished research paper" titled

"After Walden: A Biography of Thoreau's Hut" by William Griswold, 24 March

1954, p. 24. A copy of the paper was at the time (1972) at the Thoreau Lyceum in

Concord, Mass. The collection of the Thoreau Lyceum now belongs to the Thoreau

Society, so Griswold's paper is now presumably in the Thoreau Society Collections,

Lincoln, Mass.
I7
I am enormously grateful to W. Barksdale Maynard for generously

sharing with me the copious notes on the bean-field that he had gathered while

researching his excellent recent volume, Walden Pond: A History.
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Thoreau Haunts at Walden Woods
By J. Walter Brain (2004)



THREE THOREAU HAUNTS
AT WALDEN WOODS

J. Walter Brain

The wild haunts of Henry D. Thoreau in Walden Woods and elsewhere in

the Concord region—Thoreau Country—have indeed "haunted" the imagination

and wanderlust of his followers and nature lovers at large in Concord and beyond.

As one of them, I have for some years not only sauntered and rambled over

Thoreau's well known tracts and haunts, but endeavored to trace and locate on the

ground, through field work and the scrutiny ofjournals, deeds, surveys, maps, and

other documents, some of his unknown and intractable sites.

Except for a scroll-like map of the Sudbury and Concord Rivers, a plain

survey of Walden Pond proper, or a sketch of the Andromeda Ponds area, Thoreau

did not draft maps for the hundreds of places that he named and celebrated in his

writings. Generations of Concordians and Thoreauvians have been familiar with

some of these sites, such as the Cliffs at Fair Haven Hill, or the Great Meadows at

Concord River. We have become acquainted with many other sites thanks to the

maps of Thoreau localities compiled by H. G. O. Blake in 1884 and Herbert W.

Gleason in 1906, even though both maps contain many errors that modern maps

have perpetuated. "Blake's Map" of 1884 is the earliest map of what we know

today as "Thoreau Country."

Many other Thoreau haunts not included in the above early maps and for

which Thoreau left few or no clues on their exact, or even approximate, location,

make up a riddle that only painstaking research and familiarity with the country

have helped elucidate and locate in the field. The stories of the re-discovery and

exploration—geographical, natural history, and literary—of three such Thoreau

haunts in Walden Woods constitute the subject of this article: the elusive Epigaea

Springs on Fair Haven Hill, Grape Cliff by the Sudbury River on the western
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fringe o( Walden Woods, and a corridor of thrush song that Thoreau called his

"Thrush Alley" across much of the eastern half of the same woods.

1: Thoreau, the Arbutus, a Hermit Thrush, and the Epigaea

Springs

Thoreau, the trailing arbutus, a hermit thrush, and the Epigaea Springs—
what rustic and sylvan images and preoccupations do these words conjure up!

They weave the story of how I came to discover, some years ago, Henry Thoreau's

"Epigaea Springs" in Walden Woods after years of fruitless quest. Neither the

springs nor a key related site, the Epigaea Wood, had ever been mapped or otherwise

reported since Thoreau left a record of their existence on the pages of his Journal—
their existence, though not their precise location, for which Thoreau left but a few

inadvertent clues.

This is all too true of scores of remote haunts that Thoreau himself had

named and frequented in his walks. Some of these sites were probably unknown

to even his most intimate companions, and, often no record of them appears in

letters, journals, title deeds, or other documents outside of Thoreau's own Journal.

In Search of the Epigaea Springs

The Epigaea Springs rise as a small chain of springs linked by a rill,

down what Thoreau described in a late winter journal entry as a "shallow gully

through the woods" (10: 306), a description no less exact a century and a half later.

An open copse farther up the springs, Thoreau's Epigaea Wood, no longer extant,

harbored a large colony of the trailing arbutus or Mayflower, whose botanical

name, Epigaea repens, inspired Thoreau in the naming of the wood and, by casual

reference, the springs below. Incidentally, Thoreau admired this native wildflower

for its inner vitality
—

"These plants blossom by main strength," he senses in an

early April journal entry, "or the virtue that is in them, not growing by water, as

most early flowers,—in dry copses" (12: 114).

In my field search for the Epigaea Springs, I had followed for years the

general routes that Thoreau often took to reach the bank of trailing arbutus "in the

sunny epigaea wood" (7 10: 325), a necessary reference in locating the springs, for

the wood lay directly above them on Thoreau's route up the eastern flank of Fair

Haven Hill. This arbutus bank, according to Thoreau, extended "a rod or so"

(J 10: 276), that is, some five and a half yards, a large colony. If a remnant of

Thoreau's arbutus station has survived, I have yet to come upon it myself.

The Mayflower, like other popular native species of plants—holly,

Labrador tea, or the wild calla—was much in demand in the old days for festive

events, and people collected it from the wild. Collecting, plus alterations to the

land by encroaching suburbanization and development, led to the extirpation of
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these and other wild plants from many local sites. Botanist Richard J. Eaton in A
Flora ofConcord classifies Epigaea repens as "rare" in Concord, and notes that it

is "Now known from a single station where threatened by road improvements;

formerly on Fairhaven Hill" (155). Since the publication of Eaton's book in 1974,

we have gained acquaintance, thanks largely to botanist Ray Angelo's fieldwork,

of several small colonies of trailing arbutus in the wild in the Concord region,

though none at Fair Haven Hill.

In my quest, I still had to locate on the ground the approximate site of the

extinct Epigaea Wood in order to find the Epigaea Springs. Thoreau's journal

entries do establish the location of the Epigaea Wood and the springs "on Fair

Haven Hill" (10: 306), and clues in the journal texts locate it somewhere on the

hill's eastern flank, between the top of the hill at Wheeler's Hilltop Pasture, the

Back Road along the foot of the hill's eastern slopes, and the Boiling Spring.

Wheeler's Pasture—that is, Abiel Wheeler's pasture back of the Cliffs

—

I knew well in the field; in fact a section of that pasture remains open to this day at

the top of the hill. The Back Road and the Boiling Spring are locally familiar

geographical references, both included in Herbert W. Gleason's 1906 "Map of

Concord, Mass., Showing Localities mentioned by Thoreau in his Journals.
"

The Back Road, a narrow dirt lane running the length of the woods north

to south, parallel with the Fitchburg Railroad, is one of the oldest roads in Concord,

known in colonial times as the Sudbury Way. The East Sudbury minutemen

probably marched upon this road on their way to Concord that fateful morning of

April 19, 1775.

The Boiling Spring, source of Hubbard's Brook, rises at the head of a

wooded dale on the lap of Bear Garden Hill, a spur of Fair Haven Hill at its northern

bound. This spring, long a popular destination for country walkers, proved a useful

geographical reference point in my search for the elusive Epigaea Springs.

Thoreau's Routes on Fair Haven Hill

Thoreau frequently followed three routes to or from the top of the Cliffs

passing by or near enough the Epigaea Wood. One route led from the Boiling

Spring up the broad spine of Fair Haven Hill to Wheeler's Hilltop Pasture. This

route, along which Thoreau does not refer to the Epigaea Wood, suggests that the

Epigaea site lay below the spine of the hill.

A second, more habitual route, led from the Deep Cut at the Fitchburg

Railroad up the eastern flank of Fair Haven, and, past the Epigaea site, on to

"Wheeler's plowed field on top of Fair Haven Hill" (J 10: 326) and to the Cliffs.

On one excursion to the Cliffs along this route, Thoreau enters in his Journal: "To

Cliffs ... I go down the railroad, turning off in the cut ... I go by the springs

towards the epigaea ... In the sunny epigaea wood" (10: 325)—a crucial lead in

my quest.

Thoreau's third route looped back home to the village, past the Epigaea

Wood and the springs, after having reached the Cliffs from the west by way of the
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Sudbury River corridor or the Bear Garden. This route led from the top of the

Cliffs back across Wheeler's Pasture to the Epigaea Wood. Thoreau drops clues in

one journal entry as he relates his trek back from the Cliffs: "Going by Epigaea on

Fair Haven Hill, I thought I would follow down the shallow gully through the

woods from it, that I might find more or something else" (10: 306). The "shallow

gully" that Thoreau treks down hill from the "epigaea" must be, needs be, has to

be, I concluded, a swale eroded and aggraded by water issuing from the springs.

I had traced Thoreau's routes on a USGS topographical map linking as

best I could well-known reference points from Thoreau's journal entries and clues.

The tracing on the map revealed a large target area extending over much of Fair

Haven Hill's eastern slopes. Equipped with map and clues and with the confidence

gained from past success in re-discovering intractable Thoreau haunts, I ranged

over the woods in search of the springs, repeatedly without luck. Thoreau's "shallow

gully," which I had associated with the springs, proved stubborn to detect in the

field.

New Clues and Bearings

Enthusiasm my best asset, I resolved I needed new clues and bearings. In

one of his journal entries, Thoreau places the Epigaea "on this hill, at the northwest

corner of C. Hubbard's (?) lot, i.e. the large wood" (10: 276). Thoreau's question

mark appears indeed puzzling. It probably indicated that he was not sure the Epigaea

site lay there or that the lot indeed belonged to Cyrus Hubbard. Yet, the tag end

phrase "the large wood" leads one to believe that Thoreau indeed knew the lot was

Hubbard's, who owned several woodlots in that section of Walden Woods, and

that the Epigaea site did lie in Hubbard's "large wood."

What I needed to do then was to trace registry deeds on a number of

properties on the hill in order to establish the location of Cyrus Hubbard's large

lot. To my good fortune, Richard O'Connor, a Walden scholar, compiled then for

me early in the spring of 1989 a sketch map showing "Land Ownership from

Railroad to Eairhaven Bay in 1852. " The sketch map, not drawn to scale, included

all key physiographic features and ways together with property lots defined with

approximate boundaries, acreage, and landowners' names.

Dick O'Connor had compiled this map expressly to help me locate a

number of sites in Walden Woods at a time when our grassroots organization, the

Thoreau Country Conservation Alliance (TCCA), had taken a stand to save

Thoreau's woods from imminent development on two historic Walden sites. There

had risen an urgent need to define the historic and ecological boundaries ofWalden

Woods and to locate and map accurately sites of historic and literary relevance

within those woods. Thoreau's Epigaea Wood and Epigaea Springs were among

such sites. At the time, I was absorbed in early drafts of a comprehensive approach

to Thoreau's poetic vision on the Concord landscape. A shortened version of a

working draft on the subject appeared later in Thoreau's World and Ours.
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Thomas Blanding, local Thoreau scholar, then president of our organization,

published in 1989 a monograph on "Historic Walden Woods " purporting "to restore

to Concord's consciousness the term and concept of Walden Woods." At the same

time, Dr. Edmund A. Schofield, a trustee of the same organization, had prepared

an in-depth study on "The Walden Woods Ecosystem"—both works proving

indispensable scholarly tools in the fight to save Walden. Concurrently, Dr.

Schofield and I worked together at TCCA on a series of maps of Historic Walden

Woods, reproduced at the time, and in the following years, in various newspaper

ads, articles, and books.

With Map, Compass, and Thoreau 's Clues

Armed then with Richard O'Connor's Fair Haven Hill's land ownership

map, my own map of Thoreau's routes, a compass, and Thoreau's journal leads

and clues, I set out into the woods on a late April day in 1989, confident that finally

I would find the Epigaea Springs. O'Connor's map showed several small wood

lots owned by Cyrus Hubbard, ranging from four to ten acres, and one lot of twenty

acres —the "large wood." Its location on the map confirmed prior general

assumptions: below the spine of the hill on its eastern flank. Despite new lot lines

and bounds, and changes in the configuration of old lots, I was able to establish in

the field with map and compass the approximate location of the lot's northwestern

corner—near which Thoreau had reported the Epigaea Wood—about half way

between the Boiling Spring and the top of the hill. Before long I fell upon an old

granite bound that proved to mark the northwestern corner of Hubbard's "large

wood" parcel in the 1850's—a key reference point.

The lot's corner pinned down, I thought I would soon hear water from a

spring purling down a rill. I searched and searched, to south and east of the granite

bound, up and down and across the slope, round every tree, without luck. The

woods would not yield any trace of a spring or shallow gully. My quest appeared

to have come to naught.

The sun had begun to ride low on a cloudless spring sky, the light turning

a little eerie amidst the wood. About to cease in my search, I stood still for a

moment, collecting my thoughts, ruminating on what false step might have led me
astray. Rather impulsively, breaking out of the morass in my mind, I invoked

Henry Thoreau's help. "I've exhausted all the leads I had, Henry, and you must

come to my aid," I entreated. "After all, you did not drop enough clues," I nudged.

The wood fell silent and still. Not a sprig of pine swayed, all animation held in

suspense. "Henry," I proposed, "I am going to spin on my heels, eyes closed, and

when I finally come to a stop you had better lead me straight thereon to the springs."
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A Hermit Thrush

I turned on my heels until, a bit dizzy, I stopped. I opened my eyes, my
bearings lost for the moment. I looked straight on and saw a hermit thrush perched

on a low branch. The thrush hopped to the ground and thrashed about the leaf

litter, only to flit to another low perch farther on. It preened itself, let its wings

drop, and flicked its tail in characteristic slow motion, occasionally turning its

head back as if beckoning me to follow. Unquestioningly, I followed the thrush as

it continued to flit from branch to branch through low coverts and sprouting

fiddleheads down a narrow, barely perceptible deer trail. The hermit thrush went

on rather demurely, though deliberately, pausing often on a perch or on the ground,

not making a sound, flicking often its rusty-hued tail, and, as often, looking back

to check on my progress.

I had trod softly behind the thrush for some two rods, as Thoreau would

reckon—that is, a bit over thirty feet—when I made out a sunlit opening at the end

of the deer path. Presently, the thrush disappeared into the sparkle of light. I came

into the sunlit spot, and a short distance over a bed of lowbush blueberry in unfolding

leaf I beheld the sky among treetops reflected on a small pool of water, the basin of

a spring. The thrush had vanished having led me to the Epigaea Springs. I knelt

by the mossy edge of the spring basin for a brief ablution and noticed water oozing

from the source under the uphill bank, the bottom of the basin lined with oaken

leaves fallen over many autumns. Shoots of bristly dewberry in green leaf decked

the ground round the spring.

A little rill issued from the spring basin and ran some forty or fifty feet

down a very shallow swale hidden under low coverts to a second, smaller spring

basin also filled to the brim. The rill continued down a similar distance to a third

and yet smaller spring basin, the source oozing from under a shallow boulder. The

rill disappeared into the ground below the third and lowest of the springs. Looking

up the stepped-down springs and the hidden swale running from one basin down

the other, I realized that one could easily cross the spot and altogether fail to see

Thoreau's "shallow gully."

I climbed back up to the headspring, noticing much seepage all along the

springy ground, and a few, probably seasonal, springlets feeding the rill. On reaching

the fountainhead, I met again with the little hermit thrush, as it sipped at the source

from a mossy stone.

I thought then of Thoreau's enraptured encounters with this bird and its

ethereal song, which spoke to him of "the liquid coolness of things that are just

drawn from the bottom of springs" (74: 190). I looked on and whispered, "Thank

you, Henry," as the thrush continued to sip at the spring.
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Epigaea Springs: Head Spring, Walden Woods, 22 March 1992

Photo by J. Walter Brain

These were not only Thoreau's, but also my Epigaea Springs, I felt. Thoreau

had never called them by that exact name, referring to them simply as the springs

by the Epigaea Wood. What sweet tranquility reigned over this remote haunt! Let

this be my Holy Well.

2: The Allure of Grape Cliff

Rambling across Walden Woods on a sunny winter day three decades

ago, I strayed upon a rocky path at the western extremity of the tract, the path

perched along the top of a cliff that tumbled down a wooded slope into the narrow

meadows of the Sudbury River. At one short stretch the steep ledges dropped

almost precipitously to the river. Cliff and path followed the course of the Sudbury

and afforded novel views of the stream below, of the Conantum tract across the

water, and, upriver, a distant view of Fair Haven Bay.

At the Conantum Reach, the Sudbury River flows down a gap it has carved

from Fair Haven Bay to the proximity of Hubbard's or Heath Bridge, a scenic

stretch of river, hills, cliffs, and woods. The Conantum tract rises on the left margin

of the stream, with Bittern Cliff or Tupelo Cliff—a low, rocky promontory by the

water's edge— , the pool and marsh at Conant's Close, and the tall pinewood at

Echo Wood farther downriver. The high ledge that I would later identify as

Thoreau's Grape Cliff rises on the stream's right margin, the bulge of Fair Haven

Hill rising farther down, its famous Cliffs not visible from that reach of the river.

Bear Garden Hill, a spur of Fair Haven, prolongs the riparian gap, the spur receding

behind a widening river meadow—scenes and places all at the heart of Thoreau

Country.
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Grape Cliff

I lay by the rocky path perched on the cliff above the river for a repast and

basked in the sunshine that flooded the spot through the leafless trees on that winter

afternoon. The prospect from my high rocky vantage, with the sun beating against

the ledge, turned a little blinding, the river below glistening like molten silver. I

had brought with me a USGS topographical chart to help me navigate through the

woods and Herbert W. Gleason's 1906 map of Thoreau country, neither of which

showed or identified the cliff I had made my seat. By studying the surface features

and contours on the topographical chart, I determined that the cliff proper begins

some eight hundred feet from the mouth of Fair Haven Bay, and just to the north of

a swampy wooded close adjacent to the river meadow. The cliff and rocky slopes

run for some fifteen hundred feet to their descent into a dell that I would soon

explore.

Later on that winter day, after surveying the woods along the river and

ascending to the summit of Fair Haven Hill, I concluded that the high ledge I had

lain by above the river was none other than Thoreau 's Grape Cliff. No other ledge

rose in the intervening woods or from the river meadows along that reach of the

Sudbury. Upon my return home that day, I was elated to confirm the location of

Grape Cliff, which appeared correctly placed on the then new map of Thoreau

s

Rivers by Mary Gail Fenn. Indeed, this is the only map I know, even today, that

shows Grape Cliff, which Miss Fenn must have been first to identify in the field

and locate on a map. Ever since Thoreau and Channing celebrated the beauty of

this cliff and path, Grape Cliff has fallen into oblivion. It has not appeared in the

published literature on Concord or on Thoreau, save for Miss Fenn's map, published

in 1973, and now this account, an early version of which was featured in the Winter

2003 issue of the Concord Land Conservation Trust's Newsletter.

Grape Cliff consists of an extensive rampart of broken ledge steeply

scarped in places, falling into a fringe of wood and meadow along the Sudbury

River. At its highest, the cliff rises to over sixty feet above the riparian meadow.

At its most precipitous, the cliff drops twenty or thirty feet in bare rock at a steep

slant, to continue tumbling down the wooded slope. In places the ledge crops out

above the path, the rock clad with lichens and mosses. The marginal woodfern,

Dryopteris marginalis, springs from crevices in the rock, each clump an evergreen

bouquet of dark, leathery fronds.
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Grape Cliff Path, Walden Woods, 28 April 2001

Photo by J. Walter Brain

The Lure of Sunshine and Warmth

Over the years I have returned to Grape Cliff at all seasons and in all

weathers, the lure of the place particularly unremitting in the late autumn, in winter,

and in the early spring when we seek sunshine and warmth and vivifying scenery

in our walks. William Ellery Channing deemed the spot inviting enough, when he

reports of a late winter day in his Pocket Diaries, "First time I have sat in the sun

this season" (13 March 1853). The cliff walk above the river downstream from the

bay must count as one of our most scenic and charming woodland paths. Prospects

of bay and river open up at every turn beyond the trees perched on the rocky

slopes. Past midday, as the sun rides on its descending southwestern arc, shafts of

sunlight search the wood at the cliff while the surface of the river scintillates.

Oaks, hickory, sweet birch, and white pine prevail in the wood canopy

along the height of the cliff walk. Most of our native oak species grow together

along this stretch—red oaks and scarlet oaks with sharply lobed leaves, black oaks

with variable broad leaf shapes, thickets of scrub oak or shrub oak, and, mostly,

white oaks with their bluish-green leaves with sinuous lobes. Swamp white oaks

thrive below in the wooded fringe by the river meadow. All along the cliff walk

slender specimens and saplings of sassafras trees grow rank, seldom attaining mature

size in our woods. Thickets of common witch-hazel also fill the underwood, their

branches often spreading over, suggesting a bower. Grape Cliff Walk descends

towards the dell of a hidden spring, up rill, which for lack of a name I have called

Viola Spring for years, after violets growing by the source. One should not confuse
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this secluded and unfrequented spring with Thoreau's West Fair Haven Spring,

which rises on the west flank of the hill. As the cliff path descends, the wood
canopy changes gradually from oak and hickory to red maple, tupelo, and hemlock,

with sweet birch and white pine thriving all along.

On an October Afternoon

On a recent splendid October afternoon, I set out from Staples's Camp, at

the mouth of Fair Haven Bay, down a narrow path along the river meadow to

Grape Cliff. Thickets and fallen branches and trees encroached and encumbered

the path, which soon petered out into intractable swamp. I had to whack my way

from there on through thick alder and summersweet brush tangled with greenbriers

and grapevines that more than once ensnared me head to foot. At this same spot,

Thoreau observed on an early September day, as reported in his Journal, the "grape-

vines overrunning and bending down the maples," just as one may observe today,

and forming "little arching bowers over the meadow, five or six feet in diameter,

like parasols held over the ladies of the harem" (2: 490). Except that bent trees,

brush, and vines lash, trip, and ensnare the intruder, lad or lady, in this riparian

close.

I thus made my way across the shallow close between Staples's Camp
and Grape Cliff and clambered up the rocks to the cliff walk above the close and

the river meadow. A charm of chickadees, cheerful seraphs, had crossed my path

early on and appeared to insist on accompanying me all along my trek. Myrtle

warblers in fall migration mingled with the tits high on the ledge, the warblers'

yellow dabs on sides and rump not blurred in the least by the myriad sassafras and

witch-hazel bright yellow leaves among which they fluttered. A red-bellied

woodpecker, the handsome male with the scarlet cap on crown and nape, called

from the same thickset woods. The loud, wild racket from a muster of crows burst

suddenly above the wood as the pewter black birds mobbed a red-tailed hawk,

whose "asthmatic" cry sounded rather pitiful. I felt drawn back to the wild myself

listening to the crows "fill the landscape," as Thoreau once put it, "with a savage

sound" (Channing, Thoreau 167). Earlier a rabble of blue jays had harassed the

same raptor.

"Desmodium Ticks"

I had picked up along the way on my trek up the cliff my share of tick-

trefoil seeds borne in little loments, jointed pods that cling to clothing and skin by

means of tiny hooks—the annoyingly famous sticktights. Thoreau complained

once of this nuisance while climbing up the ledge at that very spot. "I can hardly

clamber along the grape cliff now," he grumbles in a late September journal entry,

"without getting my clothes covered with desmodium ticks" (9: 92) from the same

panicled tick-trefoil species, Desmodium paniculatum, whose pods had also hitched
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a free ride with me, and the prostrate tick-trefoil, Desmodium rotundifolium.

Thoreau continues in that same entry, "Though you were running for your life,

they would have time to catch and cling to your clothes,—often the whole row of

pods . . . like a piece of a saw blade with three teeth . . . They will even cling to your

hand as you go by." The passage concludes, "How surely the desmodium, growing

on some rough cliffside, or the bidens, on the edge of a pool, prophesy the coming

of the traveller, brute or human, that will transport their seeds on his coat!"

(9: 92-93).

Tupelo trees, early to turn color in the fall, appeared at peak of their

autumnal glory down in the close and all along the foot of Grape Cliff, the leaves

turned to embers, the groves all aglow. Red maples along the same low tract held

on to a fading summer green, few trees showing vivid red and yellow tints among

the green. The abundance of grapevines in the close and at the foot of the tumbling

ledge amply justifies the name Thoreau gave to this cliff. Thoreau reports the

summer grape, Vitis aestivalis, with fruit "dark-purple, about seven sixteenths in

diameter, very acid and commonly hard," observing that "Grapes are singularly

various for a wild fruit, like many cultivated ones" (9: 93). The vine leaves had

turned pale yellow, besmirched brown, although a few of them had put on a beautiful

clear and clean yellow hue that contrasted softly with the cream-colored bloom

beneath. However, like Thoreau on that same outing, I was "late for grapes"

(9: 93). Much as Thoreau fancied the taste of wild grapes, he rather took to the

ethereal aspect of the fruit. On a September river foray, he would reflect, as reported

in the Journal, "Now you can scent the ripe grapes far off on the banks as you row

along. Their fragrance is finer than their flavor" (2: 71).

The "Edge Walk" at Cardinal Shore

The cliff path continues north beyond the spring dell along the foot of

Fair Haven Hill's rocky and steeply wooded western flank, and, on the river side,

above a very narrow strip of meadow and wood. "Here is a good path on the

edge," William Ellery Channing wrote once in his Pocket Diaries, a "fine walk on

the edge of the river, in front of Cliffs" (13 March 1853). Henry Thoreau had

earlier called the riparian bank along this "edge walk" the Cardinal Shore. "I

name," Thoreau decrees rather solemnly in his Journal, "the shore under Fair Haven

Hill the Cardinal Shore from the abundance of cardinal-flowers there" (4: 305).

Rather common along Musketaquid's banks, cardinal-flowers in bloom impart the

impression of being astonished at the intensity of their own scarlet hue. This species

responds to botanists to the name of Lobelia cardinalis. Thoreau also reports the

common dodder, Cuscuta gronovii, at Grape Cliff, the parasitic twining vine with

leafless orange stems that smothers host plants, "dodder in blossom still" towards

mid September (2: 490).
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On a trek all along this "edge walk," besides cardinal-flowers, dodder,

and a wealth of ferns by the meadows' edge, one may chance, depending on the

time of year, upon singular vines of our flora. They include the mikania vine or

climbing hempweed, Mikania scandens, in pale pink flower; balsam-apple or

wild cucumber, Echinocystis lobata, in fruit in the form of single, wild cucumbers;

bur-cucumber, Sicyos angulatus, whose bur-like fruits develop in tight clusters.

Also to be found there are virgin's-bower, Clematis viginiana, also a streambank

vine, so named when in attractive white blossom, changing its name to "Old Man's

Beard" when in hoary-plumed seed; and our enchanting native hibiscus, the swamp
rose-mallow, Hibiscus palustris, abloom and shy in a hidden bight or undetected

riparian close.

Ospreys appear often in migration on this reach of the river and at Fair

Haven Bay, although luck must be on one's side to watch this great fish hawk
plunge feet first after a meal. The belted kingfisher almost never fails to show up

from spring to late fall along this stretch, often as late as December, true halcyon

bird, as long as there remains some open water. There is little need to make offerings

to golden-winged Tyche to watch this kingfisher hover, plunge dagger-first into

the water, and emerge with a silvered trophy. Warblers, tits, phoebes, kinglets,

thrushes, and other songbirds drift along the cliff path in proper season, often

flickering across a glancing beam of sunlight searching the wood. The miracle of

the incidence reawakens in us our sense of wonder.

From the Cardinal Shore, the walker may continue on the same path as it

winds along the foot of Bear Garden Hill away from the river as the meadow
widens at Potter's Swamp Meadow and find his way to Old Sudbury Road. The

walker may also follow the trail that winds easterly past the foot of the Cliffs at

Fair Haven Hill; or, via Grape Cliff Walk, return through paths unknown to the

Back Road. If blest, may the true saunterer become lost in this favored fringe of

Walden Woods

!

3: Thoreau's Thrush Alley or That Sweet Wild World

of Thrush Song

"There is a sweet wild world which lies along the strain of the wood

thrush" appears to be the earliest intimation of what Henry Thoreau would later

call his "Thrush Alley," "the rich intervales which border the stream of its song

—

more thoroughly genial to my nature than any other." This lyrical passage from

his early Journal, jotted down for 31 May 1850 (2: 19), foreshadows the lyricism

in the new name and bespeaks the poetic gift that William Ellery Channing glimpsed

in his walking companion, when in his biography of Thoreau, he celebrates: "If

the poet's faculty be naming, he can find applications for it in the country. Thoreau

had his Thrush Alley and Stachys Shore" (24).

In November of the same year, Thoreau visits a section of the woods that

he would later identify as part of his Thrush Alley, "the old pigeon-place field by
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the Deep Cut," which he remembers as an open grassy field, "It is now one of our

most pleasant woodland paths" (7 2: 90). Thoreau would use this early journal

entry as source for a passage in The Dispersion of Seeds manuscript, a draft he

worked on towards the end of his life and that would remain unpublished for over

one hundred and thirty years after his death, to appear in print in 1993 in Faith in

a Seed. In that passage, Thoreau not only identifies the site as "Thrush Alley," a

reference that locates that section of the alley to the north of Walden Pond and to

the east of the Deep Cut, but describes the general aspect of much of the alley.

"Nor would I forget the dense pitch-pine wood east of the Deep Cut," the passage

reads, "which I remember as an open grassy field with a pigeon place in it, where

also I used to gather blackberries," a stretch of woods that encompassed what

Thoreau calls elsewhere Wheeler's Pigeon-Place and Wheeler's Blackberry Field.

The construction of the Fitchburg Railroad had split the Pigeon-Place to the west

and east of the Deep Cut, with the Blackberry Field lying on the east side, contiguous

with the Pigeon-Place there. The Dispersion passage renders that stretch as "one

of our pleasantest wood paths, which we call Thrush Alley, because the wood

thrush sings there in the shade of the pines in the heat of the day." The passage

concludes, "I have heard this bird sing in several of these groves where I remembered

a bare pasture. It is an era when the wood thrush first sings in a new pine wood"

(Faith in a Seed 34).

The "new" pine wood that Thoreau associates with Thrush Alley was

primarily a pitch pine ecological succession that had taken place not only to the

east of the Deep Cut, on the north side of Walden Pond, but also over a large tract

between Goose Pond and Flint's Pond. In a journal entry in late 1860 Thoreau

relates that George Minott remembers "when Peter Wheeler, sixty or more years

ago, cut off all at once over a hundred acres of wood stretching from Flint's Pond

to Goose Pond,—since cut again in part by Britton, and owned now partly by the

Stows" (14: 260-1). Much of Thrush Alley ran then through those open pitch pine

woods between Goose Pond and Flint's Pond by way of Britton's Hollow and

Britton's Camp, habitat for hermit and wood thrushes and a haven for the poet in

the heat of inspiration.

The Name "Thrush Alley"

The apparent earliest explicit record for "Thrush Alley" appears in

Thoreau 's journal entry for 30 July 1852 (4: 267-8). Thoreau introduces the new

toponym rather abruptly and without explanation, "Nighthawks squeak and fly

low over Thrush Alley at 4 p.m.," associating the place name with Flint's Pond in

Lincoln and with the veery, or Wilson's thrush, the least common of our summer
resident thrushes, whose singing he misses

—"How long is it since I heard a veery?"

Yet, the precise what and where of Thrush Alley are but implied in that journal

entry, as though he had already dwelt on it in a previous passage; probably, in the
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pages torn from an earlier journal book. Incidentally, veeries have not stopped

singing from low-lying woodland habitat around Flint's Pond.

Subsequent journal entries place the long, winding Thrush Alley corridor

repeatedly, but separately, explicitly or tacitly, along the north shore of Flint's Pond,

by Goose Pond, and in the woods along the north side of Walden Pond to the Deep

Cut; that is, along the route that Thoreau often took from the railroad causeway or

from his house at Walden, during his two-year sojourn there, to Flint's Pond. "A
walk through the woods thither"—that is, from Walden Pond to Flint's Pond

—

"was often my recreation," Thoreau writes in Walden, in the chapter on "The Ponds,"

without mentioning Thrush Alley (194). Through the woods "on such paths as the

Indians used," a sentence that Thoreau jotted down on earlier manuscript drafts of

Walden, did not appear in the final, published text, as observed by Philip van Doren

Stern in The Annotated Walden (Note 58, 325). The deleted sentence suggests a

remote possibility that at least some of the paths in Thoreau 's Thrush Alley were,

like the narrow path around the pond itself, "as old probably as the race of man
here" (Walden 180). Thrush Alley stretched from the north shore of Flint's Pond

to the Deep Cut, across much of Walden Woods.

At the time of writing the earliest Walden drafts, Thoreau had not yet

turned to his "poet's faculty" to come up with the felicitous "Thrush Alley" for the

band of woodland where thrushes were seen or heard more frequently than in

other tracts. By the time Walden appeared in print, on 9 August 1854, the toponym

Thrush Alley was already in current use in the Journal, yet Thoreau did not

incorporate the new place name in the final text of Walden, on which he had worked

until sometime earlier that year. The omission was probably due to the source for

much of the early Walden drafts in the early journal books, before Thoreau had

come up with the place name Thrush Alley.

A Sylvan Stream of Thrush Song

Thoreau fancied his Thrush Alley more as a woodland corridor or alley in

the woods than just a path—indeed a sylvan "stream" of thrush song, that "sweet

wild world" within the hearing ambit of the saunterer (J 2: 19). Thus, transcending

wood and song, one understands Thrush Alley as a poetic corridor, as metaphor to

a loftier plane in the life of man. The stream of thrush melody along Thoreau's

lyrical alley came mostly from hermit and wood thrushes and veeries, as reported

in the poet-philosopher's Journal, although our two other nesting thrushes, the

American robin and the Eastern bluebird, were certainly common around Walden.

A spring jaunt today along what remains of Thrush Alley will yield the songs of all

the summer resident thrushes in whose voices Thoreau would exult. The Swainson's

thrush, also known as the olive-backed thrush, never reported by Thoreau at Walden,

may appear furtively along Thrush Alley during the fall migration in late September

or early October.
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Today, as formerly, the thrush corridor runs variously across pine and

mixed pine and deciduous woods on high ground, preferred habitat for the hermit

thrush and the wood thrush. In the field, Thoreau often referred to either species

under the general term of "wood thrush," although he was aware that they were

distinct thrush species. The hermit thrush is "the genius of the wood"
(72: 10), whose voice "expresses the immortal beauty and wildness of the woods"

(73: 486). Perhaps under the influence of Thoreau's usage, Channing also applies

the term "wood thrush" to both species. In a late April entry in his Pocket Diaries,

Channing speaks of "Several wood thrushes singing (in) Thrush Alley. This bird

is indelibly associated with thick woods and stately mountain regions, and recalls

them instantly. This song contains the liquid breath of summer, prefigures July

sunsets and gives over winter quite to the past. There is no other song like it for its

associative effect, and besides it is rich, mellow, graceful, continued, and comes

out of the depth of the wood, the singer being concealed" {Pocket Diaries,

29 April 1853). Both the date, early for the wood thrush, and the tenor of praise for

the bird's song hint at the hermit thrush.The true wood thrush, "that beautiful singer

inviting the day once more to enter his pine woods," was no less common along

the alley; its song Thoreau hears "even now long before sunrise as in the heat of

the day" (7 2: 388). The songs of both the wood and hermit thrushes remind

Thoreau of "cool mountain springs and morning walks" (7 4: 10). Springs that

take us back, in turn, to Aganippe and Hippocrene, the springs at the foot ofMount
Helicon in Greece, sacred to Apollo and the Nine Muses, fountainheads that the

race has not forgotten, and that continue to inspire those who drink at their source.

Thrush Alley Woods, Walden Woods, 18 October 1994

Photo by 7. Walter Brain
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Thrush Alley also runs across damp, forested lowlands, where the veery

builds its nest and intones its "silver clarion" (7 1: 70). Channing also reports the

voices of the veery and the Maryland yellow-throat by Flint's Pond, most likely

the low-lying woods right along the alley: "yorick, one of the notes of Wilson's

thrush" {Pocket Diaries, 25 May 1852). In the same low wood, Thoreau reports,

in the Journal for 19 June 1853, the nest of a Wilson's thrush, "in the middle of the

path to Wharf Rock at Flint's Pond," that is, in the heart of Thrush Alley (5: 282).

Thoreau 's thrush corridor also skirts open glades where the bluebird warbles "from

a throat overflowing with azure and serene hopes" (3: 409). The robin, less particular

on habitat, may pop up anywhere along Thrush Alley, "singing now on all hands,"

Thoreau enters in the Journal on an April day, "while the sun is setting" (3: 404).

Paeans all, inspired by thrush song heard along his alley and elsewhere in his

home woods.

The Original Thrush Alley Route

Thoreau 's original route for Thrush Alley had never appeared on a map
under that name or in its entire length until a sketch map of the alley illustrating an

early version of this article was set in print in The Concord Journal for 8 July

1 999. I have since revised part of the route shown on that map. HerbertW Gleason's

1906 sketch map of Thoreau country in the Concord region does show a section of

the route under the name "Wood Thrush Path" (locality no. 132 on Gleason's map)

on the trail that runs along the north side of Flint's or Sandy Pond. Other sections

of Thrush Alley, in fact much of the entire length of the path, appear on Gleason's

map without any name reference, the route on his sketch map difficult to follow

because of the faulty layout of topographical features and the lack of a scale.

Recently, the westernmost segment of the path, labeled correctly as "Thrush Alley,"

appears on two of the Walden maps included inW Barksdale Maynard's history of

Walden Pond (44-45 and 150).

For our study purposes, let us divide Thrush Alley into three sections:

one, an easterly section to the east of Sandy Pond Road or, formerly, Lincoln Road,

entirely within the boundaries of the town of Lincoln; two, a central section

stretching between Sandy Pond Road and the old Walden Road (Route 126), the

alley running across the Lincoln-Concord boundary line; and, three, a western

section extending from the Walden Road to the Deep Cut, entirely within the limits

of Concord.

Gleason's numbered reference above and passages in Thoreau's Journal

that locate both path and thrush song, particularly the singing of veeries, in the

low-lying woods along the north side of Flint's Pond, identify clearly this easterly

section of Thrush Alley. Walking east to west, Thrush Alley begins at its trail

junction with the Old Brooks Road (a cart path) to the northeast of Flint's Pond.

The alley heads west on the old path that runs all along the former Sumner Smith

land on the north side of Flint's Pond, past Wharf Rock by the shore of the pond,
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and past the head of Saw Mill Brook. By the northwestern cove of Flint's Pond,

the Thrush Alley path veers northwesterly at a fork in the woods. Originally, Thrush

Alley ran along this northwesterly fork to the Lincoln Road. Today, due to suburban

development along that road, only a short spur of that fork remains, the wood path

ending abruptly at a suburban lawn. From this point on, except for a short stretch

around Goose Pond, the Thrush Alley path no longer exists until we meet it again

on the north side of Walden Pond, almost the entire central section of the original

alley route obliterated by subdivision development, the old Walden Breezes trailer

park, and the former Concord Landfill.

Following Thoreau's original route, the path crossed the Lincoln Road

(Sandy Pond Road) into the central section of the alley, continuing northwesterly

towards Britton's Fox Hollow (no longer existing, the spot razed over as part of

the Autumn Lane suburban tract). The original alley route continued northwesterly

from Britton's Fox Hollow, along the land bridge between Goose Pond and the

small, but long "Ripple Lake" to the northeast of Goose Pond. Thoreau used the

name "Ripple Lakes" (7 13: 360) for the little ponds to the north and northeast of

Goose Pond, encompassing the no longer existing Little Goose Pond or Ripple

Lake proper, north of Goose Pond; and, trending northeasterly from Goose Pond,

what I shall call descriptively the Long Ripple Lake, several smaller seasonal kettle

pools, and Gourgas Pond-Hole.

Thoreau frequented Goose Pond and the Ripple Lakes in spring and

summer with an ear for the minstrelsy of thrushes, to meet migrating waterfowl at

other seasons, and on windy days to watch, as he relates in the Journal, "the ripples

fall and dash across the surface of low-lying and small woodland lakes," for the

winds only touch "these sheltered lakelets by fine points and edges from time to

time" (/ 12: 128-9). Channing, he tells us in the same entry, called Little Goose

Pond "Ripple Lake or Pool" because of that effect produced by the wind when it

"stoops from a considerable height to dally with this fair pool which it discerns

beneath."

Above the northeast cove of Goose Pond, the original alley route turned

westerly on the cart path that led from the Hosmer Farm to the Walden Road. Only

a short section of this cart path remains, completely effaced at its easterly end by

Route 2, and at its western run by the former Concord Landfill. The Hosmer Farm
cart path headed westerly between Goose Pond and the former Little Goose Pond,

the latter obliterated by the former landfill together with Thoreau's "Cold Hollows,"

a chain of small kettle holes trending west of Little Goose Pond. The cart path

continued west and came into the Walden Road about freed slave Cato Ingraham's

house cellar hole site (no longer extant). This central section of the route appears

consistent with the path as shown on Gleason's map and on Thoreau's own survey

plan of the area (See Thoreau, H. D. : Surveys: "Goose Pond Lots R.T.S.,"

undated, Plan no. 35d), although the name Thrush Alley does not appear on either

map or plan. The route also accords with one key journal entry for 8 June 1855

(7: 410-1 1), in which Thoreau approaches Goose Pond from the west by way of
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"Thrush Alley" and by "the Ingraham cellar." Again, the original path along this

central section of Thrush Alley no longer exists, except for a remnant of the Hosmer
Farm cart path and the trail along the land bridge between Goose Pond and Long

Ripple Lake, the latter erroneously called Little Goose Pond on modern maps.

In its western section, Thrush Alley extends across the woods north of

Walden Pond, from the Walden Road west to the Deep Cut at the Fitchburg Railroad.

It appears difficult to determine the precise path of the alley immediately to the

west of the Walden Road given the gap in the path shown on Gleason's map, and

the few precise pointers in Thoreau's Journal; although Thoreau's above survey

does show the cart path continuing directly across the Walden Road. One pointer

indicates that the path ran along the north side of Heywood's Ridge, which rises

steeply from Walden's south-facing shore. On one summer walk to "Walden, Saw
Mill Brook, Flint's Pond," Thoreau reports in the Journal, as he heads south towards

Walden, observing "In Thrush Alley a lespedeza out of bloom," to report next

"two similar desmodiums" on Heywood's Peak (J 5: 374), a sequence that places

Thrush Alley to the north of Heywood's Ridge.

Another lead locates Thrush Alley by Abel Brooks's Deep Hollow, that

is, the large kettle hole to the northwest of Thoreau's house site. On an Indian

Summer day in 1856, Thoreau reports "so thick a blue haze that, when, going

along in Thrush Alley Path, I look through the trees into Abel Brooks's deep hollow,

I cannot see across it to the woods beyond," the hollow taking on the appearance

of "a deep blue lake at first glance" (J 9: 129). In the spring of the following year,

Thoreau again associates Thrush Alley with the same hollow, reporting, first, hearing

the wood thrush at "Abel Brooks's (or Black Snake, or Red Cherry, or Rye) Hollow"

to follow immediately with "In Thrush Alley, see one of those large ant-hills" (J 9:

381).

Another pointer in the Journal and elaborated in Faith in a Seed, as already

quoted above, places Thrush Alley across the "old pigeon-place" to the east of the

Deep Cut (7 2: 90; Thoreau, Faith in a Seed 34). In another journal entry, for 4

January 1859 (711: 387-88), we meet Thoreau on his way to Walden in a driving

snowstorm "very hard to face" along the railroad causeway, from which he turns

into the woods, observing that "the pitch pines near Thrush Alley are the most

interesting objects, for they hold much more snow." Gleason's map also shows

the path heading to the Deep Cut and continuing across it to its junction with the

Back Road, although I have not come across any evidence that Thrush Alley also

extended to the west of the Deep Cut.

Thus, westerly from the Walden Road the Thrush Alley corridor (probably

consisting of more than just one path in the maze of trails north of Walden Pond)

trended northwesterly, away from the pond. The alley ran from the cart path in the

Richardson "Walden Pond Lot" (across the Walden Road from Cato Ingraham's

cellar hole site, as shown on Thoreau's survey), to Abel Brooks's Hollow's north

rim. From that hollow it continued to a point in the Deep Cut to the north of
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Warren's Crossing by the Old Pigeon Place, that is, on the north side of today's

Route 2. It appears difficult to establish the precise route from the Richardson Lot

to Brooks's Hollow. Several old paths across thrush habitat on a westerly or

northwesterly direction could have served the purpose. Thoreau's survey of the

"Goose Pond Lots" visited above, and his survey of the Richardson "Walden Pond

Lot" (see Thoreau, H. D., Surveys, "Goose Pond Lots R.T.S.," undated, Plan no.

35d, and "J. Richardson Heirs Walden Pond Lot," dated 2 & 3 December 1857,

Plan no. 104) barely hint at an "old path" crossing from the Richardson "Walden

Pond Lot" north into Emerson's "Wyman Lot." The path probably ran from the

old cart path in the "Walden Pond Lot" and linked up with the path along the

westerly side of Thoreau's Bean Field. It is only probable that this connection

carried the path north towards the cart path known today as "Old County Road."

The alley route veered west on the cart path, went past the south rim of

John Potter's Hollow by the "elbow" at Emerson's Wyman Lot, and headed

northwesterly past the north rim of Abel Brooks's Hollow. Although the route

appears conjectural from Cato Ingraham's cellar hole site to the double trail junction

by the "elbow" at Emerson's Wyman Lot, we meet the original Thrush Alley again

on the run from about that spot to Brooks's Hollow and into Route 2. The original

path continued west-northwesterly along and across Route 2 to the Deep Cut, a

stretch obliterated in its entire length by the highway and its berms and banks.

A Thrush Alley for Our Times

While much of the eastern and western extremities of the original Thrush

Alley route remains fairly intact—about one half of the route as Thoreau knew

it—the central section of the alley, the span from the old Lincoln Road or Sandy

Pond Road to the Walden Road, has been obliterated by development and rendered

unrecoverable. A thrush corridor for our own times would have to seek an alternative

route for the missing Goose Pond section, near enough to the original route and

still within the stream of thrush song.

The new route could follow the loop trail over the top of Lincoln's Pine

Hill, a summit Thoreau frequented in his rambles over Walden Woods. This

alternative route, walking east to west, takes off from the original alley path at the

trail fork by the northwestern cove of Flint's Pond via the left or southward fork,

which, a short distance over, swings west into a nearly straight run for Sandy Pond

Road. The trailhead across the road, called today Black Gum Trail, is set off by

some fifty feet south on that road. The trail heads west, leading shortly to the Pine

Hill Loop Trail, which climbs up the easterly flank of Pine Hill to the ethereal

pinnacle of a hermit thrush's voice at the open summit atop the Concord reservoir.

The forested slopes of Pine Hill are home to nesting hermit and wood
thrushes, while the open top also harbors bluebirds whose "innocent and celestial"

warble Thoreau likens to their ethereal hue (J 3: 344). The summit remains one of

the few spots in the Concord region where the bluebird's heavenly cousin, the
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indigo hunting—a finch, not a thrush—still nests. Once, on a November day,

viewing from this hilltop the white mist on the lap of the mountains on the horizon,

Thoreau observes, "so the mountains too have a bloom on them," and he fuses the

earthly and the heavenly into one simile: "and is not the bloom on fruits equivalent

to that blue veil of air . . .
?" (J 10: 162).

From the height of Pine Hill the loop trail climbs down the westerly slope

in short switchbacks down to a path spur that leads northerly to the high and steep

western wooded bank of Goose Pond. A short trek across the Walden Pond State

Reservation's northernmost parking lot leads to the Walden Road, or Route 126. A
short, offset walk north on 126 will link up to Thrush Alley paths by Thoreau's

Bean Field and Old County Road at the "elbow" on Emerson's Wyman Lot. From

this junction, one meets again with the original Thrush Alley path in its westernmost

stretch, ending abruptly at the berm of Route 2.

A stream of thrush song lures us today deep into Walden Woods to the

west of the railroad tracks, as though the spirit of Thoreau himself beckoned. The

alley of thrush song continues along the high ground on the westerly side of the

Andromeda Ponds, where wood and hermit thrushes sing most profusely at all

hours. The thrush corridor reaches, via the hill path that zigzags up the rocky face

of Fair Haven, to the top of Thoreau's Tahatawan Cliffs. I clamber thither but for

a ration of bliss as the voice of the hermit thrush ascends to the cope of heaven.

Of a June Evening

"As I come over the hill," Thoreau enters in his Journal on his approach

to Walden of a June evening by way of Brister's Hill, "I hear the wood thrush

singing his evening lay." An ode follows in praise of the poetry in life and on

thought, in which the poet avows the "flow and tenor ofmy thought, my fancy and

imagination" affected by the thrush's music. "It changes all hours to an eternal

morning. It banishes all trivialness," he says, continuing with the often-quoted

passage, "I long for wildness, a nature which I cannot put my foot through, woods

where the wood thrush forever sings, where the hours are early morning ones, and

there is dew on the grass, and the day is forever unproved ... I would go after the

cows, I would watch the flocks of Admetus there forever, only for my board and

clothes." The entry continues with what one may interpret as a summary for Thrush

Alley: "All that was ripest and fairest in the wilderness and the wild man is preserved

and transmitted to us in the strains of the wood thrush. It is the mediator between

barbarism and civilization. It is unrepentant as Greece" (5: 292-93).

Reminiscing on his sojourn at Walden, on the verge of thrush country,

Thoreau entered in his Journal on a July day: "Never yet did I chance to sit in a

house, except my own house in the woods, and hear a wood thrush sing. Would it

not be well to sit in such a chamber within sound of the finest songster of the

grove?" (7 2: 331).
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Coda: The Meaning of Walden

I had been working into the wee hours, when the light of dawn called at

my window. Soon after, the sky appeared lit with a limpid light ever new to my
eyes—each day creates the world anew, and comes to us ready to prove itself,

trying out our own temper. Heeding literally Thoreau's warning on "that morrow

which mere lapse of time can never make to dawn" (Walden 333), I set out for

Walden to greet the day on that June morning.

I arrived at the pond well before six, the sun already risen above the crest

of the woods, the light hurled with long spears tipped with gold and never missing

target, save where a shield of vapor rising from the surface of the pond blunted

their thrust. The morning mist drifted across the water masking the shoreline, but

the woods on the hillsides and the sky glittered in the new light even at so early an

hour.

Is there a better place than Walden in our midst to go sauntering! —

a

pilgrim's voyage to the Sainte-Terre, as Thoreau would have the etymology of the

word saunter. A wanderer's journey to Walden, as paradigm of place, a hallowed

land where the woods, the pond, the sky take on the same luminous patina that

gleams in the valleys of the mind; the terrene and the heavenward, the physical

and the spiritual, mirroring one another at the very source of being. The same light

that informs us informs the landscape and infuses it with life and meaning—what

are we, what is all that lives but transfigured light? What is, ultimately, everything

that exists, from the heavens above to the rocks along the path, but multitudinous

forms of an energy that may yet in some distant eon turn to the life of the spirit?

Walden unfolded placidly, inducing a reflective mood as the morning mist

lifted. "A lake is the landscape's most beautiful and expressive feature," Thoreau

observes in Walden, "It is earth's eye; looking into which the beholder measures

the depth of his own nature" (186). I sauntered along the Old Indian Path round

the rim of the pond, collecting reflections, watching lazy ripples lap the shore,

gazing at the hills that loom over the pond, the woods along the strand washed jade

green by the watery light.

The mist continuing to rise, the surface of the water scintillated and the

morning sun shone through maple, birch and alder leaves; bits of stained glass in

this temple of light. A scarlet tanager flashed into view, a live coal of a bird, and lit

on a high perch in the forest canopy to carol an aubade to the new day. A hermit

thrush, whose voice I had earlier distantly heard, had come down to the edge of the

pond to drink. The thrush soon returned to the wood on the hillside above me and

began to sing again in the solace of its wild haunt. The thrush's lyrical outpour

rose, as if on wings, aspiring to the light above, the pitch rising higher and higher

until the voice etherealized into a seamless sky. Walden's "patent of Heaven," as

Thoreau claimed, "to be the only Walden Pond in the world and distiller of celestial

dews" has not run out (Walden 179).
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I continued round the water, heading for Thoreau's Cove by way of

Walden's south-facing bank, past a row of white pines that rose like temple pillars

holding up the arches of heaven; past towering pitch pines up whose rungs of

branches one could ascend body and soul to the same ethereal world of the hermit

thrush's song. Farther on, I walked past a lone paper birch with the bark incised

with letters and signs no longer decipherable, yet prompting the passerby to divine

a heartfelt dispatch. I continued past swamp maples arching over the water; past

leaning red and white oaks with fully expanded leaves, green embers in the morning

sun. I knew every tree along the shore by its girth or bole, by the feel of its bark, by

its angle of rise or any peculiar poise; by any copious foliage spilling over the

bank; or by the reflection that a distant tree might impress upon the water where

the vapor had drifted off—all images, forms, and living things animating one's

stride.

Thoreau's Cove shimmered with green reflections—deep forest-green hues

cast by tall pinewoods, with moss-green and lime-green reverberations from wispy,

slender saplings—lush-leaved tupelos and sweet birches aslant the water over dense

thickets of alders and summersweet. Ripples thrummed across the cove's surface

striking an air one could hear only in the silence of the hour.

By the edge of Wyman's Meadow, a marshy expanse to the north of

Thoreau's Cove, I came across a large elderberry bush in full flower. Well-preened

cedar waxwings fluttered about the elderberry blossoms, lisping their praise of the

thicket's floral beauty. I searched the bush for the pretty longhorn borer beetle it

hosts and readily spotted one that I cautiously helped onto my palm.

What beauty of a beetle! Was that beetle on my hand once a jewel on

Cleopatra's bosom that Mark Antony set loose?—blue and green on the back in a

metallic sheen and with a yellow band across. The elderberry longhorn beetle

feeds on pollen and mates and shines in the light of day, gaining transcendence in

its moment in the sun by way of man's own metaphor. Human consciousness does

indeed come into bloom metaphorically as a moment in the sun for the whole of

creation, from the beetle on my palm to the light reaching us from the most distant

galaxies. For in the world of the mind, transcendence and meaning shine forth

more by way of metaphor, of poetic truth, than by way of scientific fact or

philosophical notion alone; even as perception, imagination, intuition, reason, and

reverie serve as common tools to poet, scientist and philosopher alike.

Wyman's Meadow had flooded to its brim, with flotillas of water boatmen,

water striders, whirligig beetles, backswimmers, and other aquatic bugs swimming

or striding on the surface, all intent on life's business and the glory of being.

Bullfrogs chanted odes to summer, half-buried in ooze. Gray treefrogs hollered

from their arboreal haunts. The sheep laurel by the water's edge had put forth its

deep rose-magenta bloom. Catbirds flitted half-hidden among blueberry coverts,

teasing the passerby with a string of mimicked song. Pine warblers, by obeying

instinct, transcended their lives in song. The intimate voice of a wood pewee, a

pensive sound, reached me from Thoreau's cabin site.
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The spiritual appears thus immanent to all that exists, a leaf, a pebble, a

molecule of air, rendered self-evident in the light that spills from heaven and in

every reflection of it, on water, on cloud, on a glossy leaf, on that Walden in the

mind. For the life of the spirit manifests itself in a reality of its own, imbued with

a preternatural dimension that man has had the power and capacity to intuit and

yearn for as conscious life evolved.

Humanity has always sought to transcend material circumstance, even at

the primitive level of animistic belief. Thoreau, Emerson, and the rest of that host

ofConcord Transcendentalists understood this in their own terms and made Walden

their temple, the Sainte-Terre it is. There is that light of dawn within our minds

calling ever at our window. Or, as Thoreau put it, "Only that day dawns to which

we are awake" {Walden 333).

Note: Early drafts or versions of the above scripts appeared in The Concord Journal,

in The Lincoln Journal, or in the Newsletter of the Concord Land Conservation

Trust, between 1998 and 2003.
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Walden Pond, Summer Morning, 1 July 1991

Photo by J. Walter Brain



Commemorative plaque at the Jail Site, Concord

. many ... are not aware that they have such an institution

as the jail in their village."

Photo by Richard Schneider



Realizing Resistance: Thoreau and the

First ofAugust, 1846, at Walden

Randall Conrad

The battle which I witnessed took place in the Presidency ofPolk, five years before

the passage ofWebster s Fugitive-Slave Bill.—Thoreau, Walden, "Brute Neighbors"

Everyone knows what Henry Thoreau made of his overnight incarceration

for tax refusal in July of 1846. Thoreau's sources in "Resistance to Civil

Government" have been well established by decades of research, while the essay's

immense influence upon legal, political and ethical thought and action continues

to generate scholarly comment. Thoreau's creative development of "Resistance to

Civil Government" from public lecture (1848) to print (1849) has been well

illuminated by painstaking scholarship. 1

Thoreau had complex motivations for issuing such an extended defense;

these too have been illuminated from the standpoints of psychology and social

history.
2 Even the essay's 18-month genesis from idea to public lecture has been

plausibly hypothesized by psychologically oriented biographers. 3

An event only one week after the night in jail very possibly acted as a

significant catalyst for Thoreau. This was Concord's antislavery celebration on the

first of August, 1846, held at Thoreau's very doorstep in Walden Woods. This

essay proposes several reasons why this gathering, small in attendance but highly

charged with philosophical and political current, could have played a focal role in

determining Thoreau to articulate his view of an individual's relation to government

and community in the essay commonly known as "Civil Disobedience."
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Assumed: ThoreaiTs Presence

Before we proceed, though, we must ask: Did Thoreau even attend this

"First of August"? There is no hard evidence that he did; neither is there any that

he did not. Alcott's and Emerson's journals between 23 July and 2 August definitely

locate Thoreau in residence at Walden Pond. One possible allusion in Walden (140)

is commonly cited as a strong clue in the affirmative and will duly make its

appearance in these pages, oblique as it is.

As the pages that follow testify, I for one believe that Thoreau attended

this event. True, he was fresh from the disgrace of jail and was surely not inclined

to be conspicuous among his townspeople. Yet of all public events, he would have

appeared more conspicuous by his absence from this one. After all, the influential

Cynthia Thoreau and her daughters Helen and Sophia were organizers and activists

in the antislavery society that had called this gathering.4 Emerson himself was

scheduled to speak, and Thoreau 's very doorway was serving as the podium.

Thoreau himself was a confirmed abolitionist already. Where else, common sense

asks, would he have been on this day?

In the course of this day-long happening, possibly several dozen people

trod through Thoreau's usually quiet grove, conversing, gossiping, disputing,

partaking of the food and drink provided, attending to featured discourses by

influential abolition speakers, and finally enjoying the harmonies of a choral concert

featuring a Miss Bacon that was "pronounced by judges to be excellent." 5

This essay will suggest that, far from being the incidental protest picnic

that it may seem when squeezed into a couple of lines in a life of Thoreau or a

history of Walden, the First ofAugust emancipation celebration in Walden Woods
in 1846 paraded a spectrum of personalities, philosophies and values which, taken

together, challenged Thoreau to state his own case publicly for all time.

Background, 1844: The First "First of August" in Concord

To appreciate the peculiar character of Concord's 1 846 gathering, we must

begin two years earlier in the same town, at a quite different historical juncture. On
Thursday, the first of August, 1844, Massachusetts antislavery organizations

culminated a consciousness-raising campaign by hosting lively rallies, fairs, and

celebrations in numerous towns, including Concord, to commemorate the tenth

anniversary of peaceful emancipation in the British West Indies, which had ended

slavery throughout the British empire. The message, of course, was that the United

States government was critically overdue in emancipating the South's slave

population.

The first "First of August" in Concord, organized like its sequels by the

town's highly active Female Anti-Slavery Society on behalf of the Massachusetts

Anti-Slavery Society, proved to be a milestone for New England activism and an

epochal success. Inside Concord's courtroom-churches having refused their

sanctuaries, and rain having ruled out the outdoor space "kindly offered us" by
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Nathaniel Hawthorne-Ralph Waldo Emerson delivered his historic address,

"Emancipation in the West Indies," to a substantial turnout. Publicly and forcefully

siding with the light after years of uncomfortable equivocation, the celebrated

philosopher was at last endorsing not only the cause of antislavery but also the

leading role played by abolition activists.
6

By all accounts, Emerson's effect upon the antislavery gathering was nearly

overwhelming. Listeners were so moved they could not even keep up an applause

at the end. "Silence alone seemed a fitting expression of our deep and absorbing

delight," reported Anna Maria Whiting, an active, independent-minded member of

the Female Anti-Slavery Society. "This was a sublime moment to us when we
realized that another great and true soul had devoted itself to our cause." So sublime

were Emerson's "personal appearance and delivery" on this occasion-apparently

overshadowing Frederick Douglass, who also spoke-that Whiting devoted a column

to the messianic impression he made:

You expect that he will look at his subject from an intellectual

point of view merely; that he will give an impartial judgment on

the merits & the faults of abolitionism, & stand on a clear

eminence above the dust and turmoil of the movement. But not

so,-Behold he has decended [sic] among us.-He grasps our hands

with warm and earnest pressure and says,-"Brothers, I have come

to enter with you into this holy war. My arm and my heart are

yours, and here do I pledge myself henceforth to do battle in

your cause, till you have gained the victory." 7

Henry Thoreau, Emerson's protege, went to great lengths to help publicize

the much-anticipated talk. The twenty-seven-year-old aspiring poet, who during

this period doubtless "exercised a significant influence in stimulating Emerson's

abolition activities" by sharing current events with him, invited townspeople by

going from door to door. As the hour drew near, Thoreau rang the Unitarian meeting-

house bell himself when no one else would. Afterward, Thoreau saw to it that

Emerson's inspiring address was printed for distribution. 8

In the same news report in which she apotheosized Emerson, Anna Whiting

devoted significant space to Thoreau's bell-ringing, an episode she modestly

professes not to have witnessed. Admiring Thoreau's confidence and "strong arm,"

Whiting spotlights the little-known Concord native as one whom the town should

be proud of. She refers to Thoreau as a "friend" (ally) of the newspaper's editor,

Nathaniel P. Rogers. Similarly she signs her submission "Your friend and sister in

the cause of freedom, A. M. W."

Perversely, in identifying Thoreau for Rogers's benefit, Whiting calls him

"David Henry," giving the names in the baptismal order which Henry by now had

stopped using. Whiting, as we shall see, delighted in belonging to an inner circle

and was fond of sowing a bit of confusion by planting in-jokes and private references

in her correspondence. 9
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Whiting even pictures herself in Thoreau's place-evidence perhaps of

her powerfully felt affinity with him: "If I had been there, woman as I am, I would

have tried to ring it, and do not doubt I should have succeeded."

Abolitionism's Heroes: The "Brawl of the Herald ofFreedom"

Currently, that affinity focused around Herald of Freedom, the organ of

the New Hampshire Anti-Slavery Society published by Rogers, who was still in

1 844 a friend and ally of William Lloyd Garrison, leader of the parent society. It

was Rogers's version of abolitionism that brought Whiting and Thoreau close in

spirit, although Rogers never knew either of them. As is well known, Thoreau had

published a laudatory review of Rogers and his newspaper in The Dial of April

1 844. In New Hampshire, Rogers immediately received the Dial article from an

unidentified correspondent-could this have been Whiting?-and printed it along

with a grateful commentary in his issue of 10 May 1844. Several months later, in

publishing her tale of Thoreau's bell-ringing, Whiting is obviously pleased to

introduce Thoreau and, as noted above, teases Rogers for not having heard of him

before.

The late Wendell Glick cogently established Rogers's cardinal importance

to Thoreau's (and we may add Whiting's) reform thinking. Concluding that

"Rogers's position toward society in 1844 was Thoreau's own," Glick traces key

aspects of Thoreau's fully formulated antislavery stance-its uncompromising

immediatism, its forthright presentation in a written style "native to New England,"

and above all its root in individual conscience, the channel of higher law-to

Thoreau's review of Rogers's newspaper. Thoreau, says Glick,

had established to his complete satisfaction the position on

antislavery and on reform in general which he felt he could take.

He was willing to lend his weight to any movement which would

have for its objective the complete moral reform of man and

which would prosecute that reform by appealing to the innate

propensities for the right which Thoreau believed existed in every

individual. (195)

As Glick further notes, Rogers is one of only three men (all abolitionists)

to receive unmixed, positive praise in Thoreau's lifelong writings -Wendell Phillips

and John Brown being the others (202-03). By 1844, then, Thoreau had become

active in support of reformers who matched his ideal through the publication of

positive profiles in the Dial (Rogers) and the Liberator (Phillips). Thoreau was

locally active as well: he would soon take part in a struggle over control of Concord's

Lyceum. (The upshot: conservative curators yielded in March 1845 to Thoreau

and other progressives who favored inviting speakers on controversial topics,

notably Phillips.
10

)
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For Thoreau, Rogers was the selfless vehicle of "public thought and

sentiment." He voiced what people were thinking and feeling (namely, "genuine

indignation," the conscientious basis for opposing injustice). Moreover, according

to Thoreau, Rogers affirmed "the largest liberty" in all matters. Most important,

Rogers's selfless expression of popular feeling was "unpremeditated" and

"ingenuous," presumably unlike the doctrinaire abolitionist typified (in the eyes of

Rogers's supporters) by Garrison (RP 56).

In December of 1844 Rogers's high-minded reign ended with his

ignominious dismissal by Garrison, amid public attacks in the latter's journal, The

Liberator. Historians who recount abolition's "most spectacular controversy of

the 1840s" have generally cast Garrison as the maneuvering villain who replaced

Rogers with loyalist Parker Pillsbury. The discord is also usually presented as

originating in an irreconcilable difference between two philosophies of reform-

roughly, the institutional versus the individual. In actuality, "neither man was

originally a party to it," and when the two became involved, personal

misunderstandings preceded ideological polarization. Garrison's biographer Henry

Mayer presents the controversy as a sequence of escalating miscommunications

between sensitive yet stubborn comrades who were parted by pride. 11

Partisans on either side bristled. Emerson exclaimed in his journal, "What

driveling is this, the examination of all the papers written on both sides in this

brawl of the Herald of Freedom to see whether Rogers or Pillsbury is right. Rogers

of course, & without or against any or all statements" (JMN9: 204.) The struggle

over Herald of Freedom, very soon followed by Rogers's death (October 1846),

similarly repelled Whiting and Thoreau. (Henry's sisters and mother remained

Garrison loyalists.)
12

As Lawrence Rosenwald reminds us, Thoreau early in "Resistance to

Civil Government" would dissociate himself from nonresistant Garrisonians, "those

who call themselves no-government men" (RP 64). Rosenwald's illuminating essay

measures Thoreau's distance from Garrisonian doctrine, notably discussing

Thoreau's choice of "resistance" metaphors in contradistinction to Garrisonian

"non-resistance" (Rosenwald 155), the significance of "action" in Thoreau's political

vocabulary (164), and Thoreau's "pervasive" ideological association between

conscience and manhood, or resistance and maleness (1 66-67).
13

The Rogers controversy might have proved galling to more antislavery

supporters had it not soon been upstaged by the divisive question of annexing

Texas. In any event, it proved to Emerson and Thoreau (if they wanted proof) that

organization politics were inimical to the call of a man's free conscience.

The Antislavery Movement Between 1844 and 1846—Alarm over Disunion

Following the triumphal First of August of 1 844, New England's August

antislavery gatherings became annual events. Emerson continued to speak boldly

at these and other abolition meetings. Concord did not sponsor a second First of
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August in 1845, but at least seven other communities in Massachusetts did. At the

large 1845 gathering in Waltham, Emerson condemned racism and sided morally

with slaves against their masters. 14

Despite his influential public appearances, as Len Gougeon has detailed,

Emerson was continually torn between the poet/scholar's imperative to remain

above politics-open, wise, and patiently trusting humanity's overall progressive

tendency to improve its imperfect society in good time-and the conscientious

imperative to take direct action against social evils, particularly when government

itself proved derelict. As Emerson complained only weeks after his visionary

emancipation address, "though I sometimes accept a popular call, & preach on

Temperance or the Abolition of slavery, as lately on the First of August [1844], I

am sure to feel, before I have done with it, what an intrusion it is into another

sphere & so much loss of virtue in my own." 15

Between Concord's heady 1844 gathering and its sequel in 1846, New
England abolition organizations struggled with factionalism and launched bold

new salvos in response to slaveholding interests' growing consolidation of power

and to escalating sectional hostilities.

Disunion had been the official line of the American Anti-Slavery Society

since the aftermath of a serious schism caused by breakaway "new organization"

conservatives who opposed Garrison's leadership. On 28 May 1844 Garrison

rekindled his "old org" followers by calling on them "to hoist the banner of repeal"

of the Constitution in opposition to Texas annexation. On that occasion-a turning

point-Garrison's followers literally presented him with a new red "standard" for

the antislavery movement. Pictures on one side and slogans on the other denounced

church and state for countenancing slaveholding; "No Union with Slaveholders"

was embroidered in golden letters. The same day Garrison received the banner,

disunion was endorsed by a landslide (250 to 24) at the New England Anti-Slavery

Convention. Three of the majority voters were Cynthia, Helen and Sophia Thoreau. 16

For Concordians in particular, anti-southern sentiment was well stoked

from the outset. In December 1844, sixty-six-year-old Samuel Hoar, Concord's

leading citizen and a neighbor of Emerson's, had traveled to Charleston to treat

officially with the governor of South Carolina regarding complaints that free black

sailors working on Massachusetts ships were being kidnapped as if they were

runaway slaves. Serious threats of violence against Hoar, covertly condoned by

the governor's office, had forced the dignified ambassador to retreat to Concord

with his mission unaccomplished, accompanied by his daughter Elizabeth Sherman

Hoar, a longtime friend and confidant of Emerson's. When a public protest meeting

was called in Concord the following month, Emerson sharply denounced the slave

state's barbarity toward Hoar. 17

By July 1845, with Texas annexed to the Union as a slave state and war

fever being stoked by proslavery powers, Garrison's anti-Constitution separatism

gained appeal. Fanned wide by Texas and wider still by Polk's expansionist invasion

of Mexico, the spark of "no union with slaveholders" became wildfire among
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committed abolitionists. Spearheaded in Boston and Concord, the abolitionists'

outspoken anti-Texas-annexation campaign provided the political backdrop for

Thoreau's experiment in individual secession at Walden. 18

As the crisis brewed, Emerson revolved in an elliptical orbit around

abolitionism. At the unsympathetic apogee, Emerson would view abolition agitators

as "monomaniacs," detrimental to overall progress, if not indeed "an altogether

odious set of people." At perigee (as in 1844), Emerson would hail abolitionists as

a vanguard in humanity's progress toward justice and civilized values (Gougeon

63).

By 1846, Emerson found himself disturbed by the calls for disunion. On
the one hand, this new radicalism, apparently a more dangerous outbreak of

abolitionist "monomania," loomed as a source of negativity in Emerson's scheme

of values. On the other hand, to Emerson as to many others, Texas and the war

were incontrovertible evils that now required resolute and active opposition. These

catastrophic developments repeatedly tugged Emerson back toward the camp of

solidarity with-or at least firmly voiced public support for-the "brave men and

brave women" who actively opposed the slave power.

At a Fourth of July abolitionist celebration in Dedham in 1846, Emerson

shared the platform with Garrison as well as top-ranking Garrisonians including

James Freeman Clarke and Wendell Phillips. In his speech Emerson first denounced

the self-serving attitudes and economic ties that bound northerners to southern

slaveholding powers and kept them from taking any more action than "a debating

society," then heaped praise upon the "abolition party," which he likened to a church

militant for the current generation. 19

The First of August in Concord, 1846

The following month, when Concord resumed its First of August

celebrations, Emerson was again the principal attraction in a lineup that included

several radical abolitionist ministers and featured an escaped slave who before

long would play a leading role in Boston's antislavery struggles.

Doubtless because today's event was organized by the Society in which

so many female Thoreau householders were influential, and because the grove

was the property of the most famous speaker on today's list, Thoreau now found

himself hosting Concord's First of August gathering at his Walden house. The

Thoreauvian "third chair for company" was no doubt pressed into service alongside

many others as Emerson and the other scheduled speakers, using Thoreau's threshold

as the proscenium, prepared to address the group.

For Thoreau, it was a stress-laden period. Without doubt, his incarceration

for refusal to pay the poll tax-a cardinal point in his life-would have deeply colored

his impression of today's goings-on. It had been only seven days since Thoreau

was released, "mad as the devil" because a scandal-shy relative had paid his debt

for him, cutting short his message to society.

Thoreau's jailing, he assures us in autobiographical mode, had brought

him to a state of solitary independence where "the State was nowhere to be seen"
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(and the attitudes of his "summer weather" friends and neighbors could not hurt).

In real life, however, it may have felt as if those fair-weather friends had traipsed

all the way to the shore of his pond.

"Lingering Feelings of Freedom"

For the better part of this sunny Saturday, the dwelling in the woods

occupied a historic crossroads in Massachusetts 's struggle against slavery as well

as in Thoreau's personal struggle. Reporting Walden's First of August in the

Liberator with strategic doses of irony, Anna Whiting identified the minority of

townspeople who assembled there as those "who had yet some lingering sentiments

of freedom in their bosoms" (in contrast to most of the town). She emphasized a

democratic diversity that compensated perhaps for the small size of the turnout:

among them was seen the daughter of a signer of the Declaration

of Independence, who by the irresistible law of sympathy is often

drawn to gatherings like these, and who is yet to be drawn more

and more. Then there were a very few farmers, who by the same

law were obliged to leave their hay, notwithstanding the bad

weather we had had for so long a time previous; then there were

about as many mechanics, one merchant, one lawyer, two

physicians; and the ministers, much as has been said against them,

on this occasion, God bless them! they did turn out well,

particularly the Unitarians and the Universalists. . . . After these

important ones, came a handsome sprinkling of women and

children. 20

We shall return to Thoreau and his concerns. But now the sun is rising

higher over the gathering in Walden Woods and the audience is sampling "plenty

to eat and a hogshead of good ice-water to drink" before today's facilitator, John

Murray Spear, introduces the first speakers. During this prelude, it is time to make

the acquaintance ofAnna Maria Whiting, the reporter responsible for our primary

source quoted above, for a close reading of her text will yield significant details of

today's event.

Anna, the spirited daughter of an established antislavery family in Concord,

had recently attended the New England Anti-Slavery Convention of May 1 846

"with a contingent of townswomen" including the Thoreau ladies. Reform letter-

writing and anonymous pamphleteering were practically Whiting family trades-

Anna's younger sister Louisa Jane would produce a powerful antislavery tract in

1855. Anna herself, two years older than Thoreau, was a witty occasional writer

with a brave and radical antislavery commitment that was not always confined to

"nonresistance," as when she would fight bodily to foil the arrest of abolitionist

Franklin Sanborn in 1860. Beyond question, Whiting was current and opinionated
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on the issues, options, and personalities of the moment-superior qualifications for

reporting the 1846 gathering at Walden. And, as we have already seen, Whiting

felt a strong philosophical affinity with Thoreau. 21

"The Frosty Resolutions"

Whiting's first-person account in The Liberator is valuable for its historical

data, but I wish also to consider what texture Whiting's ironic, saucy style lends to

the material presented. In relaying her ebullient delight at being part of a committed

and highly principled reform gathering ("what a privilege it is to be an Abolitionist"),

Whiting adopts a casual way with words which on the one hand allows her to

satirize the un- and under-committed, and on the other allows her to portray her

fellow radicals with a disarming self-deprecation. For example, Whiting apologizes

as follows after mentioning material details like food and drink: "The very etherial

[sic] would laugh at the latter enumerations, but never mind, we Abolitionists always

attend to every thing, though we are people of but one idea." (Emerson had

disparaged Garrisonians and other reformers as "faithful men of one idea.") Whiting

thus acknowledges the Emersonian objection while nevertheless portraying the

radical "monomaniacs" as realistic and practical - more earthly than the "ethereal"

philosophizers who criticize them. 22

In fact, for any Liberator subscriber who knew the players in Concord,

there is a good deal of extra information between the lines. Thus, for example,

readers could figure out that Concord's grande dame Sarah Sherman Hoar-

"daughter of a signer of the Declaration"-had come to listen to Emerson and the

others, doubtless in the company of her daughter, Emerson's friend Elizabeth. (For

the same readers, this allusion might place today's event under the patronage of

Sarah's husband Squire Samuel Hoar, who was even more an icon of honor since

the Charleston scandal.)23

Whiting's ironic salute to local Unitarian and Universalist clergy ("much

as has been said against them") could refer to an uncharacteristically outspoken

"no-union" stand recently taken by Concord-area ministers. Unitarian clergy were

more commonly castigated by abolition supporters for their conservatism,24 but

evidently they initiated Concord's January 1845 "meeting of indignation" to decry

South Carolina's affront to Massachusetts 's authority and to Squire Hoar's dignity.

The Concord meeting was called by the county association of Unitarian ministers,

prompting one participant to observe with Garrisonian sarcasm, "A portion of the

'bulwark of American slavery' has evidently caved in" (Curtis).

Not content with voicing indignation over the break with South Carolina,

some ordinarily cautious clergymen had even called for disunion. Concord's

theologically conservative Barzillai Frost caused a stir when he "wrote resolutions

so firey [sic], so fiercely redolent of disunion, independency, and Massachusetts

dignity, so sadly blood and thunderous, that the committee . . . would not report

them. More sober and discreet resolves were introduced. But Wm. White took the
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radical, abolition ground, had the Frosty resolutions (may the gods determine what

degree of Frost was there!) read and so opened a discussion."25

As the above wordplay hints, Reverend Frost, minister of Concord's First

Parish, was more often a butt of transcendentalists' and abolitionists' humor. Whiting

refers to Frost more typically (evidently ignoring his recent blood and thunder)

when she reports in her Liberator piece,

The orthodox minister, though invited, did not attend; perhaps

the same reason which made him desert last year, prevented his

coming this, though the formidable name of Garrison did not

once appear either in speech or on standard.

All told, the absent reverend was probably not missed by those attending, for Frost

was the same Concord preacher whom Emerson had portrayed (but not named) as

the cold epitome of lifeless, "formalist" religion in the "Divinity School Address"

of 1838.

Civil Duty and Civil Disobedience

Juicier yet is Whiting's wry observation that most Concordians have stayed

away from the celebration because they dutifully earn their livings even on Saturday

nowadays. And she tells us why: like all honest citizens of Massachusetts, they are

"willing to pay the last farthing, if that were possible," to support "the wants of

their new sister Texas, and her innumerable offspring." Such honest men, she adds,

do not intend "to repudiate any of their debts."

In contrast, Whiting implies, her sympathies would lie with any honest

citizen who would refuse to support the new slave state (or the Mexican war) with

his last farthing. Since the only exemplar present at the First ofAugust celebration

was the occupant of the house in the grove, it would seem certain that Whiting not

only knew of Thoreau's incarceration for tax refusal-nearly everyone in town did-

but also understood, better than most, that Thoreau's jailing was to be understood

as an integral part of his individual resistance.

"Garrison's Formidable Name"

With tongue firmly in cheek, Whiting assures the readers of Garrison's

journal that "Garrison's formidable name" never once appeared "in speech or on

standard" during the Walden event. Maybe no Garrisonian damnations of the

Pharisaical were uttered, but certainly the abolitionist cry for "no union with

slaveholders"-the very words on Garrison's red banner-was gravely raised by at

least one standard-bearer that day.

Sandwiching him between two other Unitarian ministers, Whiting wryly

mentions "Channing, with his deep, solemn earnestness, announcing the full

accomplishment of his last year's prophecies." Whiting had heard William Henry

Channing several weeks earlier when he decried "this prostrate Republic" and
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offered a "No Union" resolution before the May 1846 New England Anti-Slavery

Convention in Boston's Faneuil Hall. Whiting's familiar irony probably serves to

hint gently at the perceived humorlessness and doctrinaire doom-saying of the no-

union men. (Did she nevertheless vote with her friends in the majority in favor of

disunion?)26

Emerson's Nice Balance

Up to this point in our presentation, we have used Emerson's alternating

roles as supporter and critic of abolitionism to illustrate the movement's rapid

evolution during a period of crisis. As we now turn our attention to Emerson's

presence at Concord's First of August of 1846, we must not only consider his

performance as one of the day's abolition speakers, but also-more importantly-

discuss the interpersonal dynamic that is perceptible beneath the surface. The full

importance of this day's event originates in the unspoken tension and widening

divergence between the author of the Emancipation Address and the future author

of "Civil Disobedience."

Whiting's summary is our only historical documentation of Emerson's

speech at this particular event, and here is all she wrote: "Then there was the calm,

philosophical Emerson, closely scrutinizing, nicely adjusting the scales, so that

there should not be a hair too much in the one scale or the other, telling us the need

be of all things."

It was surely not journalistic limitations of space that made Whiting so

laconic in sketching Emerson, the "warm and earnest" savior of her earlier article.

Two years after depicting "this great and true soul" without the least irony as an

incarnation, Whiting devotes only the above words to the sage's appearance at

Walden. Perhaps she even seeks to draw a smirk from fellow radicals with a discreet

caricature of the reserved thinker, who prefers to weigh the merits of abstract

"things" instead of rallying reformers. To admirers such as Whiting (and Thoreau)

who had once taken heart from Emerson's public denunciations of the slave powers,

the great man apparently was beating a retreat on this third First ofAugust. (Perhaps

Whiting's earlier words about Emerson came back to her: "You expect that he will

look at his subject from an intellectual point of view merely; that he will give an

impartial judgment on the merits & the faults of abolitionism, & stand on a clear

eminence above the dust and turmoil of the movement.")

To be fair, perhaps Emerson simply hoped to open wider perspectives to

those he thought were blinkered by sectarianism, now that the times required a

diversity of reformers and leaders. In his delicate balance then, Emerson perhaps

weighed the (presently urgent) need-be of social action, as distinct from the

(timeless) need-be of a universal humanity that is naturally and slowly unfolding

toward the good-the poet/scholar's special province.

It is just conceivable, in fact, that Emerson chose this almost noncommittal

standpoint as much out of consideration for Thoreau as for the enlightenment of

separatists. If he wished to point up the necessity for different leaders to propose
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different philosophies as options in these "evil times," then perhaps Emerson was

implicitly making room for individualist provocations like Thoreau's, and Alcott's

before him. 27

Thoreau may not have known to what extent Emerson had struggled to

understand such a stubborn refusal to acquit a tax debt. In this process, Emerson

revised hisjudgment from positive to negative. Initially, Emerson grasped Thoreau's

principle and admired its superiority: "My friend Mr. Thoreau has gone to jail

rather than pay his tax. On him they [the "rabble at Washington"] could not calculate.

The abolitionists denounce the war & give much time to it, but they pay the tax."

(JMN9: 445) Emerson believed that abolitionists were "skeptical" (hypocritical)

because they did not withhold their purchasing power from the slavery-driven

economy.

But now the abolitionists seemed to be disruptive "partialists" who
threatened to tip the balance in a critical time. As a result, Emerson promptly

discovered negative aspects to his friend's individualist behavior. For one thing,

Thoreau's uncompromising idealism appeared out of all proportion to the trivial

matter of tax money. For another, Thoreau was a scholar/poet who had let himself

be distracted from his more universal calling; and finally, he had indulged a negative

philosophy that lacked faith in human potential (Gougeon 123-25). "But now I

have no sympathy," Emerson concluded in his journal (JMN 9: 446).

This statement was not entirely an outburst of personal pique. Emerson

believed that disunionists were taking an easy way out, abandoning their duty to

convert the South and ultimately bring about emancipation. In this light, Thoreau's

provocative tax refusal seemed another way of giving up on the South, in effect

abandoning slaves forever to their masters. As Gougeon notes, Emerson continued

to believe that slaveholders must be converted by moral suasion: "He felt that

simply separating the North from the South was not going to improve the moral

status of either society, and that such a measure was tantamount to giving up the

struggle against slavery and its attendant evils, which, in turn, was tantamount to

giving up on the effort to reform and redeem mankind."28

Thoreau and Emerson, Abolitionists in Conflict

Little of this reasoning would have impressed Thoreau on this day. By

now, he knew Emerson and his charisma too well.

It is a biographical commonplace that Thoreau in his thirtieth year was

outgrowing a prolonged adolescence as Emerson's protege. While he yet felt guilt

and conflict, Thoreau now faced his older benefactor as an equal and competitor.

Within two years, the rift between the friends would be abysmal, a thousand

accumulated frictions compounded by a growing divergence as to basic values

(typified by Emerson's new-found infatuation with England) and sparked by

Thoreau's feeling of betrayal at Emerson's inconsistent support of his literary work

in progress. 30
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Although these complications lay in the near future, the one immensely

painful rupture at their core - the drama's opening scene - had already been enacted

with devastating effect. Thoreau's arrest and imprisonment on 23 or 24 July had

"upset Emerson profoundly and contributed significantly to the growing ire,

confusion, and anxiety that he felt regarding his own proper role in reforming

American society" (Gougeon 121-22).

If Emerson was profoundly upset, Thoreau was gravely wounded. His

long-idealized friend and mentor had pronounced biting words of judgment (out

of Thoreau's hearing) to their mutual friend Alcott, who had sided with Thoreau in

reply. "Had an earnest talk with Emerson dealing with civil powers and institutions,

arising from Thoreau's going to jail for refusing to pay his tax," Alcott noted in a

famous journal entry of 25 July. "E. thought it mean and skulking, and in bad

taste" {Journals 183). When this condescending condemnation reached Thoreau's

ear, it can only have pained and shaken him deeply. In fact, as several biographers

suggest, the jail incident alone exposed such deep individual, generational and

class differences between Thoreau and Emerson that it was the prime catalyst of

their imminent split.
31

Thus the August gathering, coming on the heels of Thoreau's showdown
with the law and Emerson's disapproval, served as a panoramic background to

Thoreau's unfolding individual drama. The people in Walden's grove were no

faraway Rhine villagers, but a sampling of the Concord minority to which Thoreau

belonged-and a sounding board for his silent personal opinions. Here were

Garrisonians, "new" and "old org" abolitionists, Unitarians, no-government men,

female antislavery Thoreaus, "true Christians," grim prophets, father-figures, town

fathers, guilt-provokers, "the prisoner's friend," friends of the slave, and the slave

himself. 32

Emerson's anger and resentment were as deep-rooted as Thoreau's. As
Joel Porte suggests, Emerson increasingly sensed "the danger" in his truculent

friend at this time: "Thoreau represented the side of Emerson-rebellious, unsocial,

brooding, and in love with artistic 'idleness'-which the older man increasingly

came to dislike and wished to suppress" (Porte 35). Moreover Emerson must have

realized "that his crying up a young man with a reputation for atheism, idleness,

and angularity could hardly help his own career" (34). Emerson's alternating

acceptance and rejection of Thoreau's jailing suggest his mental effort to deny that

Thoreau had gained an edge in their competition.

For some at the time, Thoreau's being jailed for dissent may have thrown

Emerson's "decorous passivity" (Gougeon's nice phrase, 123) into stark relief.

Certainly in hindsight, this First of August in Concord seems a prime instance of

the commonplace contrast between Emerson and Thoreau. In Rosenwald's

expression, "the familiar notion that Thoreau did what Emerson talked about is on

the mark here" (Rosenwald 165).

But on that August Saturday, when the affair was fresh and had the town

abuzz, the contrast was not so clear. To the great majority who lived by conventional

standards, getting put in jail hardly seemed an "act" of any sort; it was instead the

demeaning social consequence of an irresponsible dereliction. If, incredibly,
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incarceration was the offender's deliberate choice, then it was a vulgar flirtation

with common criminality that could only alienate the respectable class. If Emerson

had made up his mind in this direction-or if he knew that some respectable persons

felt this way-then perhaps he was simply being circumspect in his First ofAugust

talk to protect the sensibilities of others in the audience.

These conservative sensibilities were embodied notably in Sarah Sherman

Hoar, daughter of the Declaration signer and spouse of the judge, who likely

entertained a low opinion of both Thoreau and Concord's other tax protester, Alcott.

As everyone knew, it was Judge Hoar who had paid Alcott's tax debt to get him out

of jail in 1843. In 1844, the judge was said to have paid personally, off the record,

to compensate angry landowners for some of the extensive property damage caused

by a 300-acre Walden Woods fire in April. Hoar thus preserved the family name

and managed to keep the matter quieter, since the blaze was the fault of his son

Edward Sherman Hoar as well as the latter's companion Henry Thoreau during an

outing. The negligent pair were chided but not named in the newspaper. Thoreau,

thereafter known to some as the "woods-burner," carried a burden of guilt and

denial for years (Harding 1 59-62). 33

Thoreau would evidently allude to Judge Hoar's bailout of Alcott while

discussing his and Alcott's incarcerations in his lyceum lecture of January 1848 on

"the Rights and Duties of the Individual in Relation to Government," the earliest

version of his essay on civil disobedience. For the sake of his "attentive" audience,

Thoreau was evidently careful to credit the revered Hoar for the intervention. 34

Further, Thoreau doubtless referred in his lecture to Hoar's misadventure

in South Carolina, since two such allusions survive in the published essay

"Resistance to Civil Government." On the one hand, mentioning Hoar serves as a

strategy to establish Thoreau as a fellow citizen in the view of his townsmen,

inviting them to associate his individual protest with that of "my esteemed neighbor,

the State's ambassador [to South Carolina]" (RP 75).

On the other hand, Thoreau's second mention of Hoar is backhanded,

emphasizing the social difference between them. Thoreau says that because he is

voluntarily poor, "the State renders comparatively small service" to him and has

only a minimal claim upon him and his property. "But the rich man-not to make

any invidious comparison-is always sold to the institution which makes him rich"

(RP 11) and thus owes the state his allegiance. By way of example, Thoreau proceeds

to distinguish himself very clearly from one such as Hoar, who is bound to the

state that benefits him:

No: until I want the protection of Massachusetts to be extended

to me in some distant southern port, where my liberty is

endangered, or until I am bent solely on building up an estate at

home by peaceful enterprise, I can afford to refuse my allegiance

to Massachusetts, and her right to my property and life. (RP 79)
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Matters Left Unspoken by Parties Not Present

There was one other tax-refuser-Alcott-who might have defended the

philosophy of "dignified non-compliance," as he called it in Thoreau's case, if

only he had shown up at Walden on the first ofAugust. Alcott, whose brief detention

in 1 843 for nonpayment had established a compelling model for Thoreau to follow,

had had an extended talk with Thoreau in the days preceding the abolition gathering

at Walden. 35

In fact, Alcott himself had been enthusiastically solicited to address the

First ofAugust as soon as word of Thoreau's jailing reached town, but he decided

not to. Alcott sent his wife and daughters on Saturday morning, but stayed at home
to attend to gardening chores that were his priority at the moment. As Alcott

persuaded himself in his journal that day, "I believe I celebrate the anniversary of

freedom in W. Indies, as truly in my field, as at the gathering of the people." (Of

course, Alcott may also have kept away in order to avoid calling attention to

Thoreau's case by his own presence at this sensitive juncture. For that matter,

Alcott may have wished to avoid calling attention to his own ongoing tax refusal,

since the tax-collector had threatened property seizure as recently as May.) Is there

a hint of disapproval in Anna Whiting's praise of certain farmers "obliged to leave

their hay" in order to attend today's gathering?36

The day after the First of August gathering, the philosophers' three-way

discussion of tax refusal would continue. One wishes that Whiting had been on

hand to record what was said. As it is, we have Alcott's journal entry as evidence

that Emerson had the topic on his mind: "E[merson] and I walked to Walden Water

after hearing some more of his Poems. Stopped a moment at Thoreau's. E. thinks

I missed a capital chance of speaking to people yesterday." Indeed. Alcott's

understated summary suggests that Emerson was still keeping some off-the-record

discussion of tax refusal alive-perhaps still striving to comprehend Thoreau's

jailing.
37

The Slave as Final Speaker

The words of the last speaker of note were not recorded any more than

Emerson's, even though he was a protege of The Liberator. "Then Hayden,

stammering out touchingly that which none has power fully to utter, what a glorious

thing liberty is."

Lewis Hayden, born about 1811 into slavery in the capital of Kentucky,

did not need to scrutinize the need-be of all things to arrive at an impassioned

abolitionism. Since childhood, the auction block had brought him continuing cruelty

and separation. His mother was taken away and driven insane by owners' cruelties.

As a man of eighteen, Hayden was helpless when his first wife and child were sold

away by their new owner Henry Clay, the future shaper of the Compromise and

Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. If Hayden had one defining experience of slavery, it

was traumatic and bone-chilling loss such as this.
38



Lewis Hayden (1811-1899)

Photo courtesy the Boston African-American National Historic Site
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Hayden was already quite used to speaking and working with white

abolitionists. In the two years since his escape from bondage, he had told his story

before numerous gatherings across Massachusetts, including an Anti-Slavery Bazaar

in Boston's Faneuil Hall, impressing Maria Weston Chapman among others. Hours

before this First of August, in fact, Hayden had addressed a nighttime antislavery

commemoration held in Boston.

At Walden, Hayden 's task as a speaker-and as the only man of color

amongst Euro-American complexions-was to bring the reality of slavery close to

home. This he clearly accomplished, though his delivery that day left different

impressions. Liberator subscribers were invited to picture Hayden "stammering

out touchingly" his praise of freedom. In contrast, readers of the Lowell Journal of

8 August learned that Hayden "spoke with a good deal of fluency and vigor."

Hayden's strength lay in speaking from the heart, and perhaps Whiting's use of the

word "stammering" is meant to convey that special power. 39

Hayden would often evoke "my scattered and chattelized relatives" during

his public appearances. The emotional appeal Hayden exercised as an antislavery

speaker resonates in a letter he would soon compose to the American Anti-Slavery

Society, which was read to the membership at its 1847 meeting and published in

the National Anti-Slavery Standard of 20 May:

when I dare to think or bring to mind one dreadful and terrifying

fact, that the wife ofmy youth, and my first born child, is dragging

out a life on some tyrant's plantation, I pray you just look at the

condition of my wife, driven all day under the lash, and then at

night to be at the will of any demon or deacon that has a white

face. How long shall these things be?

In the months following his appearance at Walden, Hayden would step

up his campaign to be named a traveling spokesman for the American Anti-Slavery

Society, like Frederick Douglass and William Wells Brown before him. Hayden's

rising star was backed by Garrison himself, who expressed confidence that Hayden

could be "made very serviceable to our cause. He needs to be more with us, fully

to understand the position that we occupy, in regard to Church and State; but he is

an apt scholar, and has made very good progress in a very short time."40

Maria Weston Chapman, the secretary of the Society who had heard

Hayden before, would finally appoint him an agent, or traveling speaker, in 1 847.

One year to the day after his First ofAugust appearance at Walden, Hayden would

commence a tour of nineteen communities in upstate New York. 41

In the person of the ex-slave, who had run enormous risks to be free

"because I am a man," Thoreau on the First ofAugust had the chance to contemplate

a compelling example of independence and heroism. 42 Here was Hayden, whose

dramatic break from bondage was already a vivid tale among abolitionists-the

man hunched in a rented carriage next to his second wife and her boy, all three

disguised in white makeup and heavy cloaks; their two white escorts detained and
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imprisoned by "Kentucky jurisprudence" even as the refugee family crossed to

freedom in Ohio. And here was Thoreau, who from multiple, murky motives had

just waged a symbolic protest that few understood or supported as yet, choosing

jail (as he would later declare) because it was "the true place for a just man"
\RP 76).

What might Thoreau have gathered from Hayden's example? Perhaps a

challenge to further action, or at least to additional clarification. Thoreau may
have realized that the best contribution he could make would be to speak, soon,

from his own experience.

Conscience in Concord

It is no wonder that Thoreau and his house are never once mentioned in

contemporaneous accounts of this First of August. In the eyes of many, even of

some who gathered around his very doorstep, their silent host was the personification

of irresponsibility. To the majority of townspeople who followed the newspaper

rather than The Dial, young man Thoreau' s only public achievement to date was

the destructive conflagration in Walden Woods in 1 844, over which he still refused

to show contrition. Even among some who knew Thoreau better, he may have

personified irresponsibility within the abolition movement. We have seen the extent

of Emerson's conflicted impressions.

At this point, Thoreau himself had not yet thought through all the

implications of his idiosyncratic passive resistance. As Rosenwald argues

persuasively (156-61), Thoreau's famous concept of conscientious opposition to

the social machine originated in a personal effort to clarify-regardless of political

issues-the boundary separating the individual from the body politic that claims his

allegiance. In Thoreau's initial understanding, refusing the poll tax was one further

element of his overall declaration of independence, which had begun in 1 840 with

his signing off the parish tax rolls. It was only upon further reflection, according to

Rosenwald, that Thoreau connected this position of principle with real-life resistance

to contemporary social evils.

It would be up to Thoreau alone to justify his extreme individualism,

ground it in the idea of conscience, and establish it as the sole foundation of any

relation between the individual and government, the spark of true action for any

real keeper of democracy's flame. In so doing, he would memorably replace, in the

public mind, the shameful fire at Walden Woods (and his obligation to the Hoars)

with the verbal and emotional fire of a conscientious opposition to evil.

As suggested, the First of August orators at the threshold of Thoreau's

Walden retreat clearly presented an abolitionist typology, personalizing for Thoreau

the range of philosophical and practical positions that were available, to say nothing

of the depth and passionate force of the antagonisms roused by different individuals'

allegiances. (We have considered fewer than half of those who spoke; all others

are identified in note 23.)
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Of course, the 1846 celebration also provided Thoreau with a rich

environment in which to comprehend his ill-understood gesture as a refusal to

support the war being waged upon Mexico to extend slaveholding. Was not his

stint in jail as honorable as Judge Hoar's expulsion from Charleston, as right as

Emerson's Emancipation Address, as selfless as the role of the white abolitionists

who were jailed and mistreated for spiriting the Hayden family out of Kentucky?

To be sure, the First ofAugust of 1 846 would not be the sole event to help

Thoreau focus on the societal evils that his incarceration had served to protest.

Notably, as Linck Johnson points out, Thoreau's reading of a posthumous collection

of N. P. Rogers's newspaper writings in 1847 surely reconfirmed "the congruity

between his own political positions and Rogers's comments on the military, on

moral versus political action, and on the individual's relation to the state'-Thoreau's

very topics in "Resistance to Civil Government."43

For Thoreau during the turbulent times ahead, it would be a seamless

evolution from discrediting the "wooden gun" of sham democracy in "Resistance

to Civil Government" to uttering fiery praise of outwardly "unsuccessful" heroes

led by Hayden in "Slavery in Massachusetts" (RP 105), and finally his famous

invocation of explosives in the same address:

I need not say what match I would touch, what system endeavor

to blow up,—but as I love my life, I would side with the light,

and let the dark earth roll from under me, calling my mother and

my brother to follow. (RP 102)

Nor would it be a far distance for Thoreau—ringing the town bell as once

before, this time announcing himself as speaker—to deliver "as if it burned him"

his "Plea for Captain John Brown" in Concord town hall in October 1859. Days

later, Thoreau would repeat his plea before an audience filling one of Boston's

largest halls, Tremont Temple, replacing scheduled speaker Frederick Douglass.

Within the abolition movement, he would stir controversy all over again. 44

Epilogue: Brute Neighbors

It is surprising how many great men and women a small house

will contain. I have had twenty-five or thirty souls, with their

bodies, at once under my roof, and yet we often parted without

being aware that we had come very near to one another.

This observation from the "Brute Neighbors" chapter of Walden (140) is

usually cited as the best evidence that Thoreau was actually present at the First of

August, 1846. If Thoreau did intend such a specific reference (somewhat disguising

it with "often"), is it not a particularly poignant image? It captures in bleak irony

the existential tensions that arise when individuals seek to combine for dialogue,
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common purpose, and action. Do those who reach a parting of ways-say Thoreau

and Emerson-come very near to one another without knowing it?
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Near the end of her list of speakers, Whiting writes: "Then there was the

'Prisoner's Friend,' a name I had almost said dearer than that of Abolitionist."

Whiting, we know, was a committed opponent of capital punishment (Petrulionis

414). Is there some reason she does not name Spear? She cheerily names the other

antislavery ministers present: William Henry Channing of Boston (a No-Union

man, as we shall see), George W. Stacy of Milford (a member of the Hopedale

Community in its socialist heyday), Caleb Stetson of Medford (an early Hedge

Club participant and friend of Emerson's), and Joseph O. Skinner (an abolitionist

newly appointed to Concord's Universalist pulpit).

There is no apparent reason why The Liberator or its reporter should

withhold John M. Spear's name. (The Concord Freeman of 7 August 1846 lists

Spear's name without ado, specifying that he served as "President" or chair of the

day's event.) Spear was a prominent traveling speaker with the Massachusetts Anti-

Slavery Society who had once been forced to resign a ministry for facilitating a

slave's bid for freedom, and another time suffered serious injury at the hands of a

mob in Maine. During the Fugitive Slave Law period, Spear went on to help organize

Boston's Vigilance Committee and supported the city's Underground Railroad

network. (John Buescher, "John Murray Spear," Dictionary of Unitarian and

Universalist Biography.)

Most likely Whiting simply indulged her irrepressible verbal play to assert

the equal importance of the two reform movements she held dear- antislavery and

opposition to capital punishment-at the risk of adding to public confusion between

John Murray Spear and his brother Charles Spear, an equally active Universalist

reformer who was sometimes mistaken for John.

It was Charles Spear, the older brother, who had recently begun editing

and publishing The Prisoner's Friend, a national journal devoted to reforming

prisons and ending the death penalty, and who had brought out in 1 844 an influential

collection of essays against execution. And while John M. Spear was in 1846 the

part-owner and co-editor of The Prisoner's Friend (as well as a prison reform

campaigner on his own), it was Charles who became nicknamed after his journal's

title {Dictionary of Unitarian and Universalist Biography).
24Moral suasion worked slowly even among enlightened Unitarian leaders.

While waiting for the light to dawn upon Theodore Parker, abolitionist Edmund
Quincy exclaimed in 1840, "Alas! how long & difficult is the route by which a

Unitarian Minister is transformed into a Man!" See Gougeon, 63-70, for this and

other examples.

As far as Garrisonian abolitionists were concerned, the situation had

scarcely improved since British abolitionist Harriet Martineau complained a decade

earlier, "the clergy, even the Unitarian clergy, are . . . leaving it to the laity to carry

out the first and pressing moral reform of the age. ... As a body they must, though

disapproving slavery, be ranked as the enemies of the abolitionists." {Society in

America, 1837, Part IV, Chapter 3).

Within a year, war against Mexico would begin to change the religious

situation, to some degree. "In 1846, religious opposition was restricted to only a
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few denominations, although during the following year dissent became widespread

within the churches [nationwide], mainly because the war then seemed clearly to

be one of conquest. . . . Only the Quakers, Unitarians, and Congregationalists

openly condemned the war from its inception" (John H. Schroeder, Mr. Polk's

War: American Opposition and Dissent, 1846-1848 [Madison: U Wisconsin P,

1973], 38).

25G. W. Curtis to C. P. Cranch, 25 Jan. 1845, in Francis B. Dedmond,

"George William Curtis to Christopher Pearse Cranch: Three Unpublished Letters

from Concord," Concord Saunterer 12:4 (1977) 6.

Barzillai Frost, Concord's minister of the First Parish Church from 1837

to 1857, is keenly characterized in Gordon V. Boudreau, The Roots o/Walden and

the Tree ofLife, Nashville: Vanderbilt UP, 1990, 25-27.
26On 28 May 1846-weeks after U.S. troops moved against Guadalajara

(and some weeks prior to the First of August at Walden)-Channing "offered a

resolution stating 'that the people of Massachusetts . . . deliberately assert, that

there is no longer a Union of these States, a National Constitution, [or] a National

Executive."' He proposed establishing a new Union "of Freemen only" (Gougeon

112).

Around this time Emerson, despite his rejection of disunion, dedicated a

powerful poem to Channing, whom he saw as "the evil times' sole patriot"

(Gougeon, 111-17, offers a close reading of the "Ode: Inscribed toW H. Channing").

Channing, a nephew of the recently deceased founding light of Unitarianism, was

a friend of Emerson's.

The editor of Concord's newspaper, summarily reporting this First of

August gathering, confirms that Channing restated his call for disunion: "Rev. Mr.

Channing, if we are correctly informed, went for the formation of a new Union and

a new Constitution, and a dissolution of all fellowship with slaveholding!" (Concord

Freeman, 1 August 1846; exclamation mark in original).

27On the other hand, ironically, Emerson was now more supportive of

Garrisonian polemics than formerly. Notably, he now approved of Parker Pillsbury,

who had replaced N. P. Rogers as Herald ofFreedom editor (Gougeon 118).

28Gougeon, "Emerson, Thoreau, and Antislavery," 207.

^Emerson's infatuation with England: Emerson's Anglophilia of 1847-

48 was really not so new-found. It originated in the same ideological assumption -

the instrumentality of the Anglo-American race-that had always underlain

Emerson's concept of universal progress and therefore of antislavery.

In a recent challenge to Gougeon's interpretation of Emerson's antislavery

alignment, Amy Earhart argues that in 1844 "Emerson's 'conversion' was not to

the abolition cause, but to a new understanding of the representative man," an idea

that was already taking shape in his mind. (Earhart, "Representative Men," 287.)

Earhart argues that giving the Emancipation Address was an instance of Emerson

trying out for himself the role of a representative man, and that the speech itself

was in great measure a specific product of the historical moment: in the spring of
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1844, whites' fear of slave revolts widened and intensified following news of

uprisings in Haiti and Cuba, and "[t]he material Emerson was reading that summer

[researching the Emancipation Address] reinforced the same message-every white

person slept more securely after emancipation than before" (295).
31
"If Emerson was indeed critical or condescending with regard to his act

of civil disobedience and he knew it, then Thoreau could no longer venerate him as

he once had," says Lebeaux (14).

Hourihan emphatically argues that "it was the 'mean and skulking, and in

bad taste' summary, made by his revered Friend, of a historic day in Thoreau's

young, idealistic life that would have hurt the most" (114).

In this essay I have stretched to give Emerson all benefit of the doubt,

supposing (on the basis of his continuing discussions with Thoreau and Alcott in

their homes) that he had not quite settled his opinion of Thoreau's jail choice as of

August first. At the same time, I concur with the thesis that Emerson's deeply

hurtful comment of 25 July ignited rebellious anger in Thoreau which smoldered

over time (even though he eventually read or heard the fuller reactions in Emerson's

journal). See in particular Hourihan's reconstruction of the genesis of Thoreau's

1848 lecture "On the Relationship of the Individual to Government" (Hourihan,

esp. 118-20).

32 "True Christians": One such, in Whiting's view, was Caleb Stetson,

who gets more copy than Emerson: "There was Stetson, with his clear appreciation

of the great truths of Christianity, which proves him a true Christian minister, and

no priest. His overflowing humor, his clear insight into the present state of things,

and his knowledge of the way of deliverance, made his speech intensely interesting."

33Robbins, esp. ch. 13-15, provides an insightful characterization of the

climate of respectable public opinion in Concord at the time-and the varieties of

antislavery opinions to be found among the conservative elite.

34
"Attentive": Alcott's description in Journals, ed. Shepard, 207. No text

of Thoreau's lecture survives.

35Rosenwald, 156-57, discusses Alcott's tax protest as a precursor to

Thoreau's, specifically in light of Charles Lane's letters in The Liberator linking

Alcott's "act of non-resistance" to the ideals of Christian pacifism (the "law of

love," 156) as well as Garrisonian non-resistance (non-cooperation with the "law

of force," below).

In a journal rumination on "Tax-Paying" (4 May 1846), Alcott shows the

influence of conversations with Emerson and Thoreau:

Staples, the town collector, called to assure me that he should

next week advertize my land to pay for the tax, unless it was

paid before that time. Land for land, man for man. I would, were

it possible, know nothing of this economy called "the State," but

it will force itself upon the freedom of the free-born and the

wisest bearing is to over-bear it, let it have its own way, the

private person never going out of his way to meet it. It shall put
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its hand into a person's pocket if it will, but I shall not put mine

there on its behalf. Free-born persons are citizens of a State where

the law of force is unknown. {Journals 179)
}bAlcott solicited to speak: "Miss Wood passed the evening with me

persuading me to speak at the anti-slavery celebration ofAug. 1 at Walden Water."

Alcott, Journals, microfilm, 25 July 1846.

The tax-collector in 1846: See note 35.

Alcott' s position certainly partakes of Emersonian self-reform. It was

Emerson who mused: "Does not he do more to abolish Slavery who works all day

steadily in his garden, than he who goes to the abolition meeting & makes a speech?"

(/MTV 9: 126)
37
Alcott, Journals, microfilm, 2 August 1846.

38Biographical details about Hayden in this essay are taken from Strangis.

For his early years and escape from Kentucky, see also Runyon.
39"While he does not attempt to be an orator, Mr. Hayden is, nevertheless,

a very effective speaker," William Wells Brown recalled (Runyon 116).

40To S. H. Gay, 31 March 1846, Garrison 3:334.

What Hayden had to understand fully, before he could represent the Society

officially on speaking tours, were of course the uncompromising tenets of

Garrisonian abolitionism. Absolute "nonresistance" required eschewing political

action-even supporting an antislavery candidate-since the Constitution was

considered a proslavery document, therefore null, and the ballot box a meaningless

diversion. Additionally, established Christianity was anathema. Writers in the

Society's journals condemned as cowardly sinners, giving names and particulars,

the numerous men of God who found no contradiction between slave-owning and

holy writ.

Hayden soon passed the Garrisonian tests. He excoriated preachers of

"slaveholding religion"-"claiming to be sent from God the Father of all just men
made perfect-with the Bible in one hand and the bill of sale for his brother in the

Lord, in the other." Hayden also urged moral persuasion as the only "war" to

overcome the oppressor:

Every day's news seems to be worse and worse as it regards

Mexico. If you were there, you might see a specimen of the

American religion, in that of ravishing and plundering that

country to extend slavery. Then while they are making war to

extend slavery, let all make war to extinguish it; not with sword,

but the power of truth, trusting in good for success. (National

Anti-Slavery Standard, 20 May 1847)
41Although Hayden would acquit himself with diligence and skill by all

accounts, Wendell Phillips saw fit to terminate his services in 1849 for being an

inadequate speaker. Hayden 's biographer speculates plausibly (and wryly) that the

real issue was Hayden's discomfort with' proselytizing Garrisonian doctrine, as

agents were expected to do when touring:
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While Hayden succeeded in telling his personal tale, the

uneducated former slave might have found it difficult to explain,

or even agree with, Garrison's complicated view of the

Constitution as a pro-slavery document. The leaders of the

Society may have mistakenly attributed Hayden's inability to

explain their views on the Constitution to a lack of ability in

Hayden, rather than to a flaw in a doctrine Frederick Douglass

would publicly reject in 1851. (Strangis 55)

This providential severance from Garrisonianism promptly freed Hayden

to discover his own strength and purpose in the struggle. Within a few years, Hayden

would emerge as a key strategist and activist in Boston's Underground Railroad,

"the one to whom everyone would look when Boston blacks were threatened" and

"the acknowledged leader of Boston's black community" (Collison 73, Strangis

61). As the lead rescuer of captured fugitive Shadrach Minkins in 185 1-an adventure

which brought him back to Concord-Hayden was to play a key part in the success

of Boston's initial defiance of the Fugitive Slave Law. (Collison, ch. 8 and

157-58.)

To conclude these biographical highlights:

Hayden took similar risks on behalf ofThomas Sims and Anthony Burns,

furnished Harriet Beecher Stowe with interview subjects and background

information for her influential antislavery novel Uncle Tom 's Cabin, and with his

wife gave shelter, food, money and clothing to waves of fugitives as a member of

Boston's Vigilance Committee. In 1859 Hayden raised funds and secured black

recruits for John Brown's warriors at Harper's Ferry. Hayden was such an active

supporter that (his biographer declares) the traditional name for Brown's clandestine

supporters, the Secret Six, should be changed to the Secret Seven.

An influential figure in the new Republican party during the Civil War,

Hayden successfully lobbied Governor John A. Andrew, his close friend from

abolitionist days, to facilitate federal authorization of the Union's first regiment of

black soldiers, the Fifty-fourth Massachusetts of historic fame, and recruited

tirelessly for this and other "colored" units. After the war's conclusion Hayden

served in the Massachusetts legislature, one of the first African Americans to do

so; at his death in 1 889 he was remembered as a fighter not only for emancipation

but also for integrated public schools, temperance, women's suffrage and acceptance

of blacks into Freemasonry.
42With characteristic paradox, Thoreau would laud Hayden (without

naming him) in print for a deed all the more heroic for being "unsuccessful," the

thwarted effort to rescue Anthony Burns in 1854 (RP 105).
43Johnson, Thoreau's Complex Weave, 117.
MAs if it burned him": Edward W. Emerson, quoted in Harding 417.

Controversy within the movement: Harding, 419, provides a sampling of Thoreau's

good and bad press on this occasion.
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Members of the Thoreau Society at their annual meeting in 1958 view press

clippings about the "Save Walden" Committee's battle

From left: Attorney Frederic Fisher; Mrs. Herbert (Gladys) Hosmer,

chairwoman; Truman Nelson, author; and Edwin Way Teale, author.

Photofrom The Concord Journal of 17 July 1958 courtesy the Concord Free

Public Library



Saving Walden

Joseph C. Wheeler

Walden Pond in Thoreau's day was a favorite place for walks and picnics

for the people of Concord and Lincoln. Emerson liked it enough to buy property

on its shores. In 1845 he gave Thoreau permission to build the rustic little cabin

subsequently made famous in Walden.

With the building of the railroad in the eighteen forties the Pond began to

attract people beyond Concord and Lincoln. By 1866-four years after Thoreau's

death-a railroad station was established at the western end of the pond, permitting

excursions from the city for picnicking and swimming (Thomas Blanding, The

Concord Saunterer, 17 March 1984, 45). We have pictures from the end of the

nineteenth century that are shocking to today's environmentalist-minded observer.

According to the editor of the Concord Journal, Sam Kent, writing in

1951 and 1952, a group of boys raised some $150 about 1900 to build a raft for

their swimming off what they called Sam Hoar's Point near Thoreau's Cove.

Swimming was a boys-only affair. About 1915, with the advent of the automobile,

the boys started to wear bathing suits (Concord Journal, 9 August 1951 and 24

July 1952).

The health ofWalden Pond and its surroundings has been a long-standing

concern. As one example, Fred Brady in the Boston Sunday Herald of 4 October

1959 recalled an 1 875 article in Harper 's Magazine printed under the title "Concord

Books" by Miss H.R. Hudson in which she discussed the many Concord authors

and then said:

Some of Concord's "true lovers" are now seriously afraid that it is losing

character, and fast becoming like a city suburb. They are distressed to

see trees cut away, corners religiously squared, picturesque streets

straightened, and railroads crossing quiet and formerly inviolate fields

and woods. They are outraged at the idea of picnickers daily reveling in

Thoreau's haunts at Walden, and bitterly complain that presently there

will not be an angle left to hang a fancy on. "Why not leave Concord,

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, NS. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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with its rural quiet and its memories, alone!" {Harper's New Monthly

Magazine , June 1875:32)

1 922 was a turning point for the pond. In that year the Emerson, Forbes

and Heywood families deeded land to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The

area was then assigned by the Commonwealth to Middlesex County for

administration. Fred Hart, a Concord policeman much appreciated by Concordians,

was made Superintendent, serving for more than three decades. "Sandy Beach" at

the eastern end of the pond was opened up, and by 1950 as many as thirty-five

thousand bathers a day were accommodated. Red Cross swimming lessons were

given to about 600 children.

The Thoreau Society, founded in 1941, paid special attention to the pond.

The Society quickly established a custom of electing a Concord person as Vice-

President. The position was held by my mother, Mrs. Caleb Wheeler (Ruth

Robinson Wheeler) from 1946 to 1955. Her place was taken by Mrs. Herbert

Buttrick Hosmer (Gladys Hosmer), who served from 1955 to 1966, when she was

elected President of the Society. These two women worked hard to "save Walden."

In 1949 Ruth Wheeler wrote to the Middlesex County Commissioners to

complain about the condition of the pond and offered the help of the Thoreau

Society. The Chairman wrote back that the problem was in the users: "Until the

public is more considerate and better educated regarding the disposition of rubbish

on public property, we fear that conditions cannot be improved greatly" {Thoreau

Society Bulletin, 29, 1949).

Eight years later, in June of 1957, something happened which caused the

Society to sound an alarm. The Middlesex County Commissioners embarked on

an expansion program to accommodate more swimmers. Existing bath houses

were to be replicated and a whole embankment of trees was bulldozed out of the

way. The Red Cross favored the expansion for their growing program. But

Thoreauvians were aghast.

The Concord Journal, where Ruth Wheeler was then working as News
Editor, was sharp and sarcastic in its 20 June 1957 editorial:

One can only suppose that the pond in its natural state did not

attract enough people. Possibly more people will come when

we have made it entirely artificial and synthetic. More people,

more jobs, to be handed out to deserving hangers on.

A week later the Journal reported that "the thin loam cover has been removed with

the tree stumps from the whole area. The high slopes left by the road building are

as steep as an ordinary gravel pit and will be difficult to conceal. They will be

subject to constant erosion."

The Thoreau Society held its annual meeting on 13 July 1957 and adopted

a resolution:
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The officers and members of the executive committee of the Thoreau

Society, convening for the Society's 1957 annual meeting have visited

Walden Pond and have noted with deep concern the drastic changes

recently made in the woodland shores of the Pond, and have also recalled

that in giving the land around Walden to the Commonwealth in 1922 the

members of the Forbes and Emerson families stated in their deeds that it

was "the sole and exclusive purpose of this conveyance to aid the

Commonwealth in preserving the Walden of Emerson and Thoreau, its

shores and nearby woodlands, for the public who wish to enjoy the pond,

the woods [and] nature...." [In the deed of gift this sentence went on to

say: "... including bathing, boating, fishing and picnicking"] (Concord

Journal, 18 July 1957).

Local members of the Thoreau Society were soon organized by President

Howard Zahniser into a Save Walden Committee headed by Vice President Gladys

Hosmer. To her embarrassment, Mrs. Hosmer was also a director of the Concord

Red Cross Chapter which had favored the expansion. The initial committee included

Ruth Wheeler, whose Journal position assured the group full and prompt local

coverage of their work. Another member was John E. Nichols, a young architect

living near the pond. Author Truman Nelson of Salem and Roland Robbins of

The effects of the bulldozer at Walden Pond

Photo by Keith Martin courtesy of the Concord Free Public Library
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Lincoln, discoverer of the foundations of Thoreau's cabin, were also members.

According to the Boston Herald: "Another shot to be heard around the world may
have been fired on [Mrs. Hosmer's] cool porch" where the first meeting took place

(30 June 1957).

The Committee quickly engaged attorney Frederic Fisher of the prominent

Boston firm of Hale and Dorr. Fisher's first task was to ask the County

Commissioners to stop any more "destruction and havoc to this international shrine"

and restore the area to the condition before the beach project was started {Boston

Globe, 13 July 1957).

A word about Gladys Hosmer. She was a formidable woman. A 1909

graduate of Radcliffe, she later studied education (M.A. 1924) and public heath at

Harvard and worked at the Harvard-Radcliffe Institute of History and Archival

Management. She served as President of the College Club of Boston and was a

member of the American Association of State and Local History. In Concord she

served as the first woman member of Concord's Board of Health, as Chairman of

the town's Records and Archives Committee and was the first Concord woman to

run for the Board of Selectmen. She was archivist for the Women's National Farm

and Garden Association. She worked with the League of Woman Voters, the

Emerson Hospital Auxiliary and Civil Defense and was honorary trustee of the

Concord Academy. She was elected President of the Thoreau Society in 1966.

When she died in 1970, after the bell tolled eighty-three times in accordance with

ancient tradition, her body was drawn to Concord's Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in

what was then a one-hundred-and-twenty-year-old horse-drawn hearse that had

also been used for Thoreau, Emerson, Hawthorne and Louisa May Alcott {Boston

Globe, 4 March 1970; Concord Free Press, 5 March 1970).

Ruth Wheeler, in a letter to the editor, extolled Gladys Hosmer's

management skills and response to emergencies and told an epitomizing story.

She recalled the flood of the rivers in Concord and Lowell when Concord's National

Guard Company was called up to help evacuate flooded-out people in Lowell.

Mrs. Hosmer's own house was located in Concord on Elm Street near the river. It

was flooded and her furnace under water and extinguished. In this situation, she lit

the fire in her fireplace, called in neighbors, made sandwiches for the Guard

members, went down town and got Frank Peterson at Concord Clothing Company

to donate socks and took them all over to Lowell for the Concord Guard. My
mother ended up simply saying: "It was a privilege to know her" {Concord Journal,

19 March 1970). No wonder Gladys made an effective chairman of the Save Walden

Committee

!

On 23 July 1957 the County Commissioners met with the Save Walden

Committee while New York and Boston newspapers listened in. In a heated

exchange, the proposed new building was referred to by Truman Nelson as a

"Maginot Line pillbox." The Concord Journal reported that after everybody calmed

down the Commissioners agreed to hear Save Walden experts before taking further

action {Concord Journal, 25 July 1957).
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Coverage of the crisis was extensive. For example, the Saturday Review

of Literature suggested that "The contrast of the provincial, narrow minds of the

present-day commissioners to the universal minds of Emerson and Thoreau is

strikingly evident" (Concord Journal, 15 August 1957). The article suggested that

concerned readers let Save Walden know of their support, and a flood of letters

and telegrams was received from all over the country. One writer from Holicong,

Pennsylvania, wrote "I can think of no greater blasphemy" {Concord Journal, 22

August 1957). The Chicago Tribune and the London Times wrote editorials (Concord

Journal, 5 September 1957).

Odell Shepard, author of Peddler 's Progress (a biography of Bronson

Alcott), weighed in:

Many thousands of people throughout the world are shocked

and angered by the desecration of Walden Pond. The
Commissioners of Middlesex County have shown themselves

ignorant, stupid and unfaithful to a sacred trust. They should be

restrained from future action and as soon as possible removed

from office.

Concord herself must now act, as she well knows how
to do, in repelling this gross invasion. (Concord Journal, 8 August

1957)

Van Wyck Brooks, author of The Flowering ofNew England, wrote that

he was "heart and soul with you." He then noted that three grandchildren of Ralph

Waldo Emerson had written to the New York Times of their dismay, expressing the

hope that the desecration might be stopped (Concord Journal, 29 August 1957).

A letter from London came from Elizabeth Foster Mann, daughter of

Thomas Mann. (Years later I met Elizabeth Mann Borghese as she played a key

role prior to the 1992 Earth Summit in developing global strategy for preserving

the oceans.) She wrote that perhaps the casual tripper might not have heard of

Thoreau, but there are "others from South London-Downing Street and Westminster

in particular-to whom Thoreau is more than a name and Walden more than a pond"

(Concord Journal, 29 September 1957).

The experts recruited by the Save Walden Committee included architect

Walter Gropius, who lived nearby in Lincoln; Professor Norman Newton of the

Harvard School of Landscape Architecture and President of the American Society

of Landscape Architects; and Alvin Whitney of Groton, a director of the Nature

Conservancy. Two of them went to the Pond for a meeting with County

Commissioner Brennan one Saturday, but Brennan sent word after the appointed

hour that he was not available (Concord Journal, 8 August 1957). The three experts

submitted a report anyway, calling for a stop to construction, the hiring of a

competent professional to guide a rehabilitation effort, the development of an overall

plan, and the implementation of emergency measures to stabilize the embankment
(Concord Journal, 29 August 1957).
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In 1957 the Save Walden Committee gave up on negotiating with the

County Commissioners and filed a suit to constrain the Commissioners from

building more roads or bathhouses. On 13 September the Save Walden Committee

won a hearing in the Middlesex Superior Court with Judge Edmund R. Dewing

{Concord Journal, 19 September 1957; Thoreau Society Bulletin 61, Fall 1957).

After hearing the arguments and visiting the site, the Judge issued a restraining

order on 24 September, prohibiting further work on the project and giving the

County Commissioners until 4 October to file pleas and demurrers. He wondered

if any of the Commissioners had ever read Emerson and Thoreau {Concord Journal,

26 September). On 7 October the Save Walden lawyers filed objections to a

demurrer of the Commissioners' {Thoreau Society Bulletin, ibid.). The case was

then referred to Judge Felix Forte of the Superior Court {Thoreau Society Bulletin

63, Spring 1958).

By October the Save Walden Committee had expanded to include Walter

Harding, Dorothea Harrison, Randolph Jackson, the Rev. Arthur Schoenfeldt, Edwin

Way Teale and Howard Zahniser. Endorsers included Brooks Atkinson, Van Wyck
Brooks, Kenneth Cameron, Henry Seidel Canby, Walter Gropius, John P. Marquand,

Samuel Eliot Morrison, Norman Newton, Odell Shepard and Alvin G. Whitney.

Support came through an article by Edwin Weeks in the Atlantic Monthly and

another article in Sports Illustrated. On 10 October the Thoreau Society issued a

call for contributions to cover the legal costs of the suit (Thoreau Society letter to

Friends of Walden).

At month's end Judge Forte held a new hearing and recommended that

the case go directly to the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. The Judge

requested that a hearing be held before a Master and an Auditor on the points of

law involved {Thoreau Society Bulletin 63, Spring 1958). Support at the Forte

hearing came from the Emerson Society, the Wilderness Society and other groups

{Concord Journal, 31 October 1957).

Parallel to the Save Walden Committee's efforts to change the behavior

of the County Commissioners, an effort was initiated to transfer management of

Walden to the State and to expand the area owned by the State. Ralph Waldo

Emerson's grandson, Raymond Emerson, gave fifty acres in 1955, and in 1956 the

State authorized the buying of additional acreage northeast of the Pond {Concord

Journal, 9 August 1956). In November of 1957, Senate Bill 280 sponsored by

Senator William Hays ofWaltham, similar to a House bill initiated by Representative

James DeNormandie of Lincoln and Representative John Eaton of Concord, was

filed to give control of Walden to the State's Department of Natural Resources

{Concord Journal, 21 November 1957). An eloquent letter supporting this Bill

was sent by the Save Walden Committee to each legislator on 19 February 1958.

The letter ends as follows:

Thus this controversy has uncovered for us in Massachusetts a

peculiar treasure which we are in duty bound to hold in trust for

future generations. And for our educators, who teach that Thoreau

and Emerson are among the greatest writers of the world, and
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for our conservationists and scientists, who unequivocally state

that "our whole conservation movement, including the

establishment of our national parks and monuments, traces its

beginning to that little bit of unspoiled water and its surrounding

woodlands."

But most of all, we must preserve it, selfishly, for

ourselves, for who among us does not need the tonic recreation

that comes only from contact with natural woodlands and

growing things, or the spiritual uplift and regeneration that comes

from solitary retreat and contemplation at a site identified with

noble men of high ideals? Is there any greater satisfaction for a

citizen or lawmaker than that springing from the knowledge that

they have helped preserve something priceless, unique and

irreplaceable as a legacy for their children and their children's

children?

At the hearing on the Senate Bill, Professor Edward W. Forbes represented the

Emerson family. Resolutions were presented and the protests from around the

world were described (Concord Journal, 20 February 1958). In spite of the effort

made, the bill was defeated in June by a vote of 21 to 17, with two Republicans

joining all the Democrats in opposing it. Save Walden Chairwoman Hosmer vowed

to return in another year (Concord Journal, 12 June 1958). Save Walden then

made a call on Governor Foster Furculo to gain his support for the legislation but,

according to the Christian Science Monitor, this "got nowhere" (Christian Science

Monitor, 9 January 1960).

In April 1958 Atty. Nelson B. Vanderhoof held a "Master's Hearing" on

the taxpayers' suit and writ of mandamus. This included a site visit by the Save

Walden Committee and lawyers on both sides (Thoreau Society Bulletin 63, Spring

1968). Among the questions asked by the defense was a series that the Concord

Journal described as follows:

Question: Thoreau was just a squatter on Emerson's land, was

he not? Answer: No, he was a friend of Emerson's and went

there with full permission.

Question: Thoreau was just a lazy man, going to Walden to escape

work and getting his living by handouts from townspeople, was

he not? Answer: No, he earned his living but reduced his

requirements to the bare essentials.

Then there was an exchange about the cutting over of wood lots by Thoreau and by

local farmers, suggesting that the embankment clearing was a comparable action

(Concord Journal, 10 April 1958).

A year later, in March of 1959 Superior Court Judge Sullivan, after

reviewing the Master's report, and without comment, vacated the temporary
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injunction against the County Commissioners. The Save Walden Committee

immediately announced its intention to appeal this adverse decision to the Supreme

Judicial Court of Massachusetts. The Committee sent out another appeal for

contributions to cover the legal costs (Concord Journal, 12 March 1959 and 7

January 1960; Christian Science Monitor, 9 January 1960).

Actually, two cases were in the Supreme Judicial Court together. First,

there was the equity case being appealed from the negative decision by Judge

Sullivan and, second, the mandamus proceeding that was referred to the Supreme

Judicial Court on 5 August 1959 where the judge had referred the case without

himself making a decision (Concord Journal, 13 August 1959).

These cases were heard in the Court on 11 March 1960 by Chief Justice

Raymond Wilkins and Associate Justices Whittemore, Cutter, Spaulding and

Williams. At the hearing the defense argued, according to the Concord Journal,

that "the Commissioners had done only what they were directed to by the legislature

and that the phrase 'the Walden of Emerson and Thoreau' was geographical and

not binding, that in Thoreau's day extensive woodcutting was done and that the

trees were injured by the chestnut blight and by the [1938] hurricane and that the

railroad land has no conditions attached and that Yankee overlords with Irish workers

formerly cut ice on the pond" (Concord Journal, 7 January 1960 and 17 March

1960).

On 5 May 1960 the Concord Journal announced with glee that the

"Supreme Court Saves Walden." The eighteen-page decision in the mandamus
suit was handed down by Justice R. Ammi Cutter, speaking for the full bench. The

Journal continued: "Judge Cutter declared that Walden Pond is an American literary

shrine because of Thoreau's WALDEN and Emerson's prose and poetry- a unique

piece of real estate in the history of Concord and of American letters. Replanting

of trees must be undertaken, no bathhouse can be built unless concealed by trees,

ramps must be removed or modified to a natural contour and the use of material

from the slopes to fill in the pond is improper" (See Landscape Architecture, Fall

1960, for a summary of the decision.) This was followed up with a mandamus

degree on 13 July 1960. The court did not decide on the taxpayers' equity suit

because the State's Attorney General was not a party to it.

After the decision there were still two jobs ahead for the Save Walden

Committee: to getjudgment in the separate equity suit to appropriately implement

the 13 July 1960 mandamus decree and then to take up again the legislative campaign

to get the management of the park transferred from the County Commissioners to

a State agency. The Save Walden Committee met with the Attorney General, who
agreed to support the equity case, swearing in the Committee's attorney, Frederick

Fisher, as a special assistant to the Attorney General. Two members of the

Committee, John Nichols and Dorothea Harrison, served as experts in drafting the

decree.

In March 1961 Judge David A. Rose of the Superior Court issued the

decree permanently enjoining the County Commissioners from violating the

purposes of the deeds of gift from the Forbes and Heywood families. The
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Commissioners were ordered to take action in orderly course as their funds permitted

to replant, landscape and prevent erosion in order to reduce the damage already

done and preserve the Walden of Emerson and Thoreau in its state of natural beauty

(Concord Journal 23 March 1961).

It was not until 1 January 1975 that the Thoreau Society saw the transfer

of park jurisdiction from Middlesex County to the State Department of Natural

Resources which later became the Department of Environmental Management.

(See the report of the Walden Pond State Reservation Committee published in the

Concord Journal on 18 January 1973 for background.) The decision to make the

transfer was celebrated in a Thoreau Society ceremony at the pond on 26 July

1974 (Thoreau Society Bulletin 128, Summer 1974).

Once the transfer took place the State immediately came under scrutiny

from the Society. While applauding work done to improve the hut site and to

manage the trails and woods, the Society did not at all approve the removal and

storage of the cairn. Walter Harding, the Society's Secretary, met with the Friends

of Walden Pond on 10 July 1976, where he expressed his appreciation of good

work done but deplored the cairn removal. He told of a busload ofJapanese students,

each carrying a stone from Japan for the cairn, who left disappointed. This was

followed by an appropriate cairn resolution by the Society (Thoreau Society Bulletin

137, Fall 1976.) The cairn was put back in place in 1978 (Thoreau Society Bulletin

144, Summer 1978).

Anew challenge appeared as Concord's Board ofZoning Appeals in 1976

granted permission for a 179-room Ramada Inn to be built across Route 2 from the

State Reservation on Brister's Hill-but that is another story capped by the

remarkable effort by Don Henley and the Walden Woods Project coming to the

rescue by buying the property (Thoreau Society Bulletin 137, Fall 1976).

Each generation is presented with a new challenge in the continuing effort

to preserve Walden Pond and its environs. The Save Walden Committee triumph

in winning that important suit in the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court is

certainly the Thoreau Society's most important victory in the continuing battle to

preserve Thoreau Country for future generations. In 2001 the Society reached an

agreement with the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management to

take on the role of the Friends of Walden Pond. This is now one of the Society's

most important activities. In fulfilling these new responsibilities the Society can

take pride in efforts a generation ago to obtain judicial endorsement of the Emerson

family intentions to preserve Walden as it was in the days of Emerson and Thoreau,

leading to the transfer of the Walden Pond State Reservation to the Department of

Environmental Management.

May the Thoreau Society remain ever vigilant!

Editor s note: Forfurther information about this and other campaigns to preserve

Walden Pond and the Walden Woods environs, see W. Barksdale Maynard, Walden

Pond: A History (New York: Oxford UP, 2004).
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Beyond the "Common Course":

Exploring and Teaching Walden

on Foot

Lucinda L. Damon-Bach

In 1839, two years after Henry David Thoreau graduated from college,

Ralph Waldo Emerson reflected in his journal about the problems with a purely

bookish education:

An education in things is not. . . . We are shut up in schools and

college recitation rooms for ten or fifteen years, and come out at

last with a bellyful of words and do not know a thing. We cannot

use our hands, or our legs, or our eyes, or our arms. We do not

know an edible root in the woods. We cannot tell our course by

the stars, nor the hour of day by the sun. It is well if we can swim

and skate. . . . Far better was the Roman rule to teach a boy

nothing that he could not learn standing. Now here are my wise

young neighbors [John and Henry Thoreau] who, instead of

getting, like the woodmen, into a railroad-car, where they have

not even the activity of holding the reins, have got into a boat

which they have built with their own hands, with sails which

they have contrived to serve as a tent by night, and gone up the

Merrimack to live by their wits on the fish of the stream and the

berries of the wood. My worthy neighbor Dr. Bartlett expressed

a true parental instinct when he desired to send his boy with

them to learn something. (136, emphasis added)
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Emerson's admiration of Thoreau's first experiment in living "by his wits" centers

on its elements of active learning—building a boat, inventing a sail that converts

to a tent, applying knowledge of the natural environment to supplement his diet.

The two brothers learn not only by "standing," but by sailing and eating, too. In his

second experiment at Walden Pond, Thoreau continues to learn using his hands,

legs, eyes, and arms, and in Walden, or Life in the Woods, he advocates such

experiential learning as a possible substitute for at least a complement to traditional

classroom-based learning. Like Emerson, Thoreau critiques the common "recitation

room" approach to education: "If I wished a boy to know something about the arts

and sciences, ... I would not pursue the common course, which is merely to send

him into the neighborhood of some professor, where any thing is professed and

practiced but the art of life;—to survey the world through a telescope or a

microscope, and never with his natural eye; to study chemistry, and not learn how
his bread is made" (51, emphasis added).

By the time undergraduates are assigned to read Walden in the American

literature survey course offered at my Massachusetts state college, most are in

their fifteenth year of being "shut up in schools." Most commute to campus and

hold jobs nights and/or weekends, which means that many spend the majority of

their time indoors or in cars, in their rooms studying (or watching TV) and otherwise,

by their own accounts, frequenting malls, movie theatres, and bars. In some ways,

my predominately working class undergraduates are Thoreau's ideal readers: those

"poor students" he addresses early on in Walden, who may just be beginning to

think about the trajectories of their lives (4).

Most of the students enrolled in my survey course are not English majors,

but are concentrating on early childhood or elementary education (66%); among

the rest are English majors (23%—a few of whom are minoring in secondary

education) and, this past fall, a sprinkling of music, biology, art, psychology, nursing,

physical education, business, and criminal justice majors. Despite the fact that so

many aspire to become educators themselves, a surprising number are resistant or

reluctant readers who find Walden daunting — nearly inaccessible in style and

"too critical" in tone. According to Richard Schneider's survey results, as reported

in his introduction to the Modern Language Association volume, Approaches to

Teaching Thoreau 's Walden and Other Works (1996), my students' initial negative

responses to Thoreau are fairly typical (2). Some indeed find him "arrogant"; one

initially thought that Thoreau was "just a very lazy person, and this writing is only

a justification of that laziness." Similarly, Richard Lebeaux has found that "recent

students— especially those who are not majoring in the liberal arts—are often put

off or threatened by such chapters of Walden as 'Economy.' Many see themselves

striving for the very economic security and material rewards that Thoreau criticizes

so sharply there" (67). Other students ofmine have claimed to find his text "boring."

But, as we all know, often "boring" is a code word for "couldn't understand the

reading," or "didn't finish it." How best to reach those students?
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In part, I suggest, by taking Thoreau's and Emerson's advice and making

the study of this text more active, by demanding that our students use their legs

and their "natural" eyes beyond the confines of the classroom. The hands-on, active

learning that both Emerson and Thoreau call for anticipates psychologist Jerome

Bruner's similar educational ideas by over 100 years. Bruner's early essays

describing "the act of discovery" as an essential step in the heuristics of learning

have now influenced several generations of teachers, yet we may (still) be in danger

of forgetting the importance of active learning, especially (perhaps) in college

literature classrooms. Walden challenges us to rethink how we teach in general,

including how we approach literature—at least this text, but perhaps others as

well. What can our students learn "standing"? How can we professors create

opportunities for students to discover connections between this book and their

own lives?

While an outdoor assignment seems an obvious way to supplement the

teaching of Walden, I suspect it is fairly rare at the college level. And, of course,

"active" learning does not necessarily mean "outdoor, walk-around" learning, but

refers to those assignments that ask students to construct meaning for themselves

in any number of ways. Using topographical maps (Howarth) or organic materials

(Lebeaux, Blair), and assigning interactive hypertext projects (Woodlief) or

interactive qualifying projects (Mott) are examples of successful active learning

strategies that have already been discussed in Approaches to Teaching Thoreau

s

Walden and Other Works. Other approaches in the volume advocate sustained

fieldwork experiences as enriching or essential to the reading of Walden, most

notably those described by Richard Schneider, in his nature writing course, and by

David Fuller, in his extraordinary canoe-based course in the boundary waters of

Minnesota. But perhaps we are overlooking the many advantages of a simple field

trip—whether a single hour spent wandering "beyond the narrow limits" (Walden

324) of the daily classroom or a whole day spent retracing Thoreau's steps at Walden

Pond and in Concord. This essay serves as a reminder to disrupt our usual classroom

experiences at least once in the term when studying Walden, to privilege the "first

person" (Walden 3) of our students' own experiences by asking them to compare

what they've read to what they see for themselves.

Such a progression—from reading and responding to experiencing first-

hand and comparing, evaluating, or constructing new meanings and

interpretations—not only engages students in the higher levels of thinking described

by Benjamin Bloom in his Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956), but sets

them up to be active learners or constructivists, as Jerome Bruner first put it a

century after Emerson and Thoreau extolled the virtues of "learning standing."

When students must try out what they think they've understood by reading—or by

listening to (being in the "neighborhood of) a professor—they are set up for what

Bruner calls an "act of discovery" ( 1 96 1 ). As he reminds us, at its most basic level,

an "act of discovery" does not mean that students are inventing something entirely

new but that they are experiencing something directly for the first time and then
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(naturally) sifting and sorting through previous experiences (both actual experiences

and vicarious experiences through books) to make sense of the new experience. It

involves students in learning, perhaps quite literally, how their "bread is made"

(51).

More recently, researchers such as Charles Bonwell and James Eison have

clarified the general characteristics of what is meant by "active learning":

^Students are involved in more than listening;

*Less emphasis is placed on transmitting information and more on

developing students' skills [in the case of a field trip, primarily

observing comparing]

;

*Students are involved in higher-order thinking (analysis, synthesis,

evaluation);

*Students are engaged in activities (e.g., reading, discussing, writing);

*Greater emphasis is placed on students' exploration of their own attitudes

and values. (2)

A field trip—whether or not to Walden Pond State Reservation—touches on each

of these learner-centered activities. In the case of studying Walden, the final point

is perhaps most relevant. While in Concord—whether at the pond, in Thoreau's

hut, or in one of the authors' homes nearby—students can't help but wonder: Could

I have lived like Thoreau? What does one's home or one's belongings reveal about

one's values, even about one's style of writing?

As Bruner has convincingly argued, at its best learning is an active process

in which students construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current or past

knowledge. In The Process ofEducation (1963), Bruner writes that "Ideally, interest

in the material to be learned is the best stimulus to learning, rather than such external

goals as grades" (14). Ironically, it was the pressure of a course requirement and

grade (5% of the course) that induced many in my most recent group of students to

meet me at the parking lot of the Walden Pond State Reservation one Saturday

morning this past fall, but once there, students' interest in the environment did in

fact become the stimulus for revisiting Thoreau's text mentally as we explored the

area physically. The benefits of the visit were multiple—both expected and

surprising. The most obvious link was the context our visit provided for the content

of Walden, but students also left with a better sense of Thoreau as a person and the

impact of his ideas on the world. Some students also left with a bit more clarity

about their own values and place (or potential place) in the world.

Like Richard Schneider, I see Walden as a book that "reveals a Thoreau

who is often less interested in stasis than in change, less interested in meditation

than in a journey of exploration" ("Walden" 92). With Emerson's challenge and

Thoreau's example in mind, I've made it a point in recent years to approach the

text as "a journey of exploration," in part by leading an actual journey to Walden

Pond each semester I've taught Thoreau's work. My goal has been to explore what

can be learned standing, using our hands, our legs, our arms, and even our mouths

as we encounter Thoreau's surroundings.
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Surprisingly, very few of my students, despite living in the region, have

ever been to Walden Pond or Concord (only one out of forty-two this past year,

three or four total over four years). Since my college is only thirty miles from

Concord, I am able to offer this Saturday field trip, which, until this year, has been

optional. Because only one undergraduate had attended in the past (the rest were

all graduate students), I decided last fall (even though I feared Thoreau might

disapprove) to require students' participation; those who absolutely could not attend

were required to complete an independent, alternate field trip that linked an historical

site to one of the texts from our survey course.

By requiring my students to meet me at the Walden Pond State Reservation

on Route 126 in Lincoln, I am setting up several "acts of discovery": first, that

such a beautiful pond and woods exist so near by (some have "always meant to

visit"; many say they plan to return on their own, afterward); and second, that

Henry David Thoreau's life and writings are important to a great number of people

(well beyond those who are required to read Walden for a college class). While

Thoreau would be pleased at the former, perhaps especially because the site is now
protected as a state park, he might be disappointed that his current reputation is at

least in part conveyed to my students by the sheer scope of the parking lots, the

existence of a high quality gift store (that is obviously thriving), and the surprising

number of not only American but foreign visitors (my students are always a bit

dazzled by the variety of foreign languages they overhear). Not only does the

experience of being at the pond immediately enlarge their sense of the current

context of Thoreau's work, it also helps them understand his life and ideas. The

meticulous, historical reconstruction of his hut helps them visually comprehend

his simple lifestyle; the stunning beauty of the woods and pond and the recent

conservation efforts (such as netting to help the shore stabilize itself) helps convey

the importance of experiencing and preserving nature. They quickly understand

that Walden Pond is a local, national, and international treasure.

A third "act of discovery" is more personal and varied: some students

discover that they missed quite a bit in their initial reading of Walden; others,

through hearing their peers' reactions to the site and to the text, either confirm or

usefully complicate their initial understanding. Through the "simulation" aspect

of the trip—literally standing inside the hut or walking along the shore—students

often tap (however briefly) into some of the key elements of who they are or want

to be: someone who loves nature (and deserves to spend more time outside);

someone who enjoys writing and is suddenly inspired to do so; someone who likes

fussing about in water or just being physically active.

Before we go, students have read and written individual responses to

excerpts from Walden. Like Nina Baym and others, due to the text-crowded nature

of my survey course, I focus on only five chapters: "Economy," "Where I Lived

and What I Lived For," "Solitude," "Spring," and "Conclusion." We've initiated,

but not completed, our discussion of these chapters; we've listened to a few tracks

from a CD ofThoreau's flute music. We've taken inventory (formally or informally)
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of how and where we spend our time in a typical day or week. (This last reflective

assignment can help students realize that they "deserve" to go on this field trip,

especially with Thoreau's beyond-the-classroom challenge in mind.)

By the time we leave, some students, like the one who initially thought

that Thoreau was merely defending his laziness in Walden, have already started to

deepen their understanding of the text by reflecting in their reading response

journals, sharing their responses during class discussion, and rereading the text.

After finishing "Economy," this student wrote in her journal:

Upon further reading, I find this [laziness] not to be the

case at all. Rather Thoreau, I believe, was very ahead of his time

in his writings Thoreau sees the wastefulness and selfishness

in the American way. . . .

The more I read Thoreau, the more I see how his ideas

could be applied to modern life. I see so many people who are

miserable, because they are trying to live up to the Joneses, and

in doing so have busted their tails and feel they have nothing to

show for it. Many could learn from Thoreau, since the Average

American is $6000 in debt.

While it is not really possible for everyone to give up

their worldly possessions and go live in a shack in the woods, it

is possible to simplify, get down to the basics, save money, live

closer to the earth. Drive hybrid gas/electric cars, not gas-guzzling

S.U.V.s. Thoreau was definitely a revolutionary thinker, and most

definitely not a hypocrite, as some say. (Jessica Tramontozzi)

While students such as this one, a communications major, are able to construct

meaning for themselves without a field trip by sifting through their understanding

of what they've just read, comparing it to what they've heard about Thoreau, and

considering the possible relevance ofThoreau's words to their own lives, for others

the trip is the forcing function.

The experience of seeing Walden Pond first-hand was the turning point

for one of my criminal justice majors, one of those who initially claimed to find

Thoreau "boring," that is until he was required to visit this historical site:

At first I hated the idea of this mandatory field trip. I was bored

with the reading, and didn't really have the urge to go see these

places. After the trip my thoughts have changed. I enjoyed these

places thoroughly. We had the chance to see the beautiful Walden

Pond. At the pond, the students got the chance to really appreciate

the beauty of nature. After we saw the pond we took a little walk

through the woods until we arrived at the [stone] cylinders where

Thoreau's house used to be. We also had the opportunity to

sample a type of bread' that Thoreau would eat frequently. I
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enjoyed the bread while some [compared] the taste to beer. This

trip helped [me], and possibly other students, understand and

appreciate nature and the author's significance. (Travis Pellerin)

This student's reaction to the trip raises several points. First, he would probably

not have visited this site if it had not been required, and once there he was glad he

had had the experience. (In the photos of the trip, despite his somewhat reserved

nature in class, he is always prominent and smiling broadly.) Others affirmed that

the group nature of the trip was also a plus, observing that they would never have

gone on their own and that they appreciated the chance to meet other students

(three sections of the survey course combined for this particular trip). This last

point confirms what many Salem State students have related in their course

evaluations and other forums about what works well in their college learning

experiences: despite the fact that so many of our students commute and work off

campus, many request group-work assignments, even if it means meeting after

class, because they have so few opportunities (or reasons) to interact with other

students. Despite their initial begrudging of the field trip assignment, many were

profuse in their gratitude for the experience.

During their visit to Walden Pond, students are struck by several features

of the environment (in addition to the size of the parking lots and overall number

of visitors). We congregate first at the historically reconstructed version ofThoreau's

cabin (near the parking lot), built according to the specifications in Walden by

Bensonwood Homes. The builders' website exhibits a series of photos of the hand-

hewn construction project (see resources listed at the end of this essay). Today, the

hut looks almost lived in: sheets and blankets on the simple bed, wood split and

stacked near the cast iron stove, the requisite three chairs and small desk. Students

remark that it is bigger than they first thought, that it might not be so claustrophobic

to live there after all, rethinking their initial responses to the idea of simplifying in

"Economy" and the possible pleasures of "Solitude" in such a peaceful place.

They are next impressed by the carved stone markers that delineate the

route along the pond and through the woods to what's now called "Thoreau's Cove,"

and by those that demarcate the original site of the hut; when we arrive at the latter

they are also surprised and impressed by the magnitude of the pile of rocks created

by visitors who have paid tribute to Thoreau by adding a stone. Students like

knowing that Walt Whitman added a rock in the 1 880s when he made the pilgrimage;

some add their own stone to the pile.

Most stunning, of course, especially during the fall, is the pond itself,

much larger than most students had imagined it, clear at the shoreline and in the

distance reflecting the orange, reds, yellows and greens of the trees that line its

banks. Students remark that they appreciate both Thoreau's eye for detail and the

original beauty that inspired him in the first place: the pond is indeed a remarkable

physical feature of the landscape. We pause here to sample "Indian meal and rye

bread" that I've made according to Thoreau's recipe in Walden:
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Bread I at first made of pure Indian meal and salt, genuine hoe-

cakes, which I baked before my fire out of doors on a shingle or

the end of a stick of timber sawed off in building my house; but

it was wont to get smoked and to have a piny flavor. I tried flour

also; but have at last found a mixture of rye and Indian meal

most convenient and agreeable. (62)

While I make no claims for my cooking prowess, students do identify this small

communion-like moment at Thoreau's Cove as one of the highlights of the trip

(recipe at end of essay). One hands-on way to get more students involved would

be to ask for a volunteer (or team of students) to experiment with the recipe (just as

Thoreau did) and make enough bread for the class.

As we walk along the shore back to our cars, some students inevitably

poke around in the water, catching frogs and picking up stones; some discuss

conservation issues raised by the netting they see in use to help restore the pond's

banks; others remark about park management and land-use issues as they observe

individuals fishing or swimming (even in October—long-distance swimmers

wearing wetsuits train here frequently) and tourists walking along the beach area.

Walden Pond State Reservation is still very much in use.

The field trip indeed provides first-hand experience of some of the issues

raised in Walden, but, I've now realized, at a fairly significant cost to my students.

Paradoxically, this day-long trip—unlike Thoreau's own hike to Fitchburg—actually

costs my students both time and money. While I can arrange to have the parking

fee at the state park waived for my students (I pay a very reasonable group fee),

they do have to pay modest fees for the other three sites that we visit on our day-

long trip, which include the Concord Museum, the R. W. Emerson Memorial House,

and one other site—the Wayside, The Old Manse, or Orchard House— totaling

$12.00 this year. (Once my students are off campus, I can't resist exposing them to

sites important to the other authors we're studying as well as Thoreau.) But many

of the students who come—perhaps most—also have to sacrifice a full day's wages

at work, and owe a favor to the substitute they find to cover for them. Those who
go are truly making an investment in their education. Because the trip is an all-day

affair, some are unable to attend. Interestingly, the students' end-of-course

evaluations this past fall revealed a pattern in their responses about the field trip

that seems to correlate to whether or not they were able to go. Nearly all the students

from one section had been able to attend; those students' evaluations were dominated

by responses to "do more field trips" or "keep field trip the same." In the other

section, in which only three out of twenty-one were able to attend, the majority

checked "omit field trip" on their final evaluation for the course. While it would be

impossible to "conduct the field trip during class time," as one student suggested,

perhaps I will return to making the trip optional in the future, or offer two dates in

order to accommodate as many students as possible.
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When we return, students share their responses to the actual site for the

benefit of those unable to go, and inevitably the question arises: but is this kind of

"experiment in living" possible—or relevant—today? During our discussion of

this question, we also address the audience for Walden, in particular the relevance

of Thoreau's experience to women. While constructing a cabin was likely not

possible for nineteenth-century women, it is interesting to consider contemporary

poet Mary Oliver's experience of building her own one-room house for even less

money than it cost Thoreau. My female students, in particular, love this detail,

described in WinterHours (1999). Pleased that she has been able to recycle discarded

materials (most of which she rescues from the Provincetown dump), Oliver reports

in her essay "Building the House" that "the entire house cost me $3.58" (6). But

what is most useful about Oliver's example is her emphasis on her deliberate process,

and her claim that what was (and still is) most important to her is not the owning of

her one-room hut, but the building of it.

Traveling to Walden Pond, then, often helps to change my students'

affective relationship to the text, though in the end I hope it is something more

than that. There is certainly some clarification of content through their physical

experiences of the site, though perhaps not enough to give them an entirely new
"reading." The integration of a field trip privileges those with kinesthetic and visual

learning styles (often rarely acknowledged in lecture-based courses), importantly

complementing traditional classroom-based approaches. And the effects of the trip

sometimes surprise and delight us all.

At the end of the day, many students have been impressed by the passion

of the guides as they share stories about Thoreau, Emerson, Hawthorne, and Alcott;

quite a few declare that they plan to return to one or more sites with family or

friends. Some of the prospective early education and elementary school teachers

elect to follow up the field trip by reading aloud one of D. B. Johnson's picture

books

—

Henry Hikes to Fitchburg or Henry Builds a Cabin—to young students in

their pre-practicum sites (see resources). While I've invited students to write their

own children's book based on a passage from Walden, none has yet taken up the

challenge. Others, however, have been inspired to express their responses to both

field trip and text in imaginative ways, such as the student who transformed his

book learning and first-hand impressions from Walden Pond into a poem in which

he "talks back" to Thoreau:

Henry, i wish you were here now,

to yell at me, slap the pen out of my hand,

shove the earth into my mouth,

scream breathe, and i will say i am.

"You're not breathing enough though.
"

Henry, you would erase your name,

telling me to capitalize "i". . . .

Henry, i'm trying, i really am,

. . . . i look at the way clouds are hands,
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painting the ground with small beams of sun,

and the earth absorbs the strokes like canvas.

Henry, you're a bastard,

for putting this inside of me.

Being cynical was easy,

then the world doesn't breathe;

you showed me the beauty in a grain of sand.

(Ricky Ilges)

If, as educators, two of our goals are to nurture students' desire to learn

—especially to encourage their future learning beyond the classroom and beyond

graduation— and to support them in disseminating what they know, then this trip

meets both objectives. And while most professors cannot take their students to

Concord, a combination of visual, auditory, and hands-on experiences instead of

this particular field trip will certainly make their understanding of Walden more

interesting and potent. A field trip to a local site can help students "find Walden" as

well, as The Walden Woods Project's two summer institutes for teachers both suggest

(see resource list at end of paper).

As Thoreau and Emerson instinctively knew, and as recent educational

research has repeatedly confirmed, "Active inquiry, not passive absorption, is what

engages students. It should pervade the curriculum" (Johnson et. al. 68). Numerous

studies show that "when students are actively involved in . . . learning . . ., they

learn more than when they are passive recipients of instruction" (Cross 4). And, as

Alexander Astin has noted, "involvement refers to the amount of physical and

psychological energy that the student devotes to the academic experience" (133-

34). Ultimately, the physical and psychological energy it takes students to get

themselves to Concord, around the pond, and around town leads to new insights

about Walden and themselves. And those of us teaching Walden "beyond the bounds"

of the college "recitation room" will find good company among advocates of learner-

centered education, both in our departments and across our campuses.

Recipe:

One Version of Henry David Thoreau's "Rye and Indian Meal Bread," as described

in Walden:

Bread I at first made of pure Indian meal and salt, genuine hoe-

cakes, which I baked before my fire out of doors on a shingle or

the end of a stick of timber sawed off in building my house; but

it was wont to get smoked and to have a piny flavor. I tried flour

also; but have at last found a mixture of rye and Indian meal

most convenient and agreeable. . . . Leaven ... I regularly and

faithfully procured from the village, till at length one morning I
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forgot the rules, and scalded my yeast; by which accident I

discovered that even this was not indispensable . . . and I have

gladly omitted it since, though most housewives earnestly assured

me that safe and wholesome bread without yeast might not be,

and elderly people prophesied a speedy decay of the vital forces.

Yet I find it not to be an essential ingredient, and after going

without it for a year am still in the land of the living. (62)

On the basis of Thoreau's description, I initially made one loaf of

unleavened bread, using just a mixture of rye flour, "Indian meal" (or yellow

cornmeal), and water (following a method for unyeasted bread described in the

Tassajara Bread Book). I must agree, however, with the Concord housewives and

elderly people that such loaves are not really "safe or wholesome"—the bread was

so dense I could barely saw through it with my sharpest serrated knife, and I worried

for the "vital force" and safety of our teeth!

My second experiment added the yeast back in, which lightened the loaf

a bit but still produced a very dense, chewy bread. I adapted the Tassajara Bread

Book sponge method for yeasted bread as my guide, though I stuck with Thoreau's

blend of grains:

Rye & Indian Meal Bread

I. 1 cup lukewarm water

1-2 package(s) dry yeast

a hint of honey

3 cups light rye flour

II. 2 teaspoons salt

hint of corn oil

1 cup light rye flour

1 cup corn meal (note: The Wayside Inn in Sudbury, MA, carries a

wonderful stone-ground "local" cornmeal)

more rye flour as needed for forming dough and kneading.

[Makes 1 loaf]

Dissolve the yeast in the water.

Stir in the sweetening (I think I dropped in about 1 teaspoonful, just to make sure

it would grow!)

Stir in the 3 cups of rye flour to make a thick batter.

Beat well with a spoon (100 strokes).

Let rise 45 minutes.

Fold in the salt and oil. Try not to "break" the spongey mass. Scoop and fold from

the edges of the bowl.

Fold in the additional flour and corn meal, until the dough comes away from the

sides of the bowl.

Knead on a floured board, using more flour (about 1 cup) as needed to keep the

dough from sticking to the board, about 10 minutes, until the dough is

smooth.
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Let rise 50-60 minutes until doubled in size. [My dough did rise, but did not double;

this dough is too heavy to double, I believe.]

Punch down.

Let rise another 40-50 minutes until doubled in size. [Or until it has swelled slightly!]

Shape into loaf and place in oiled pan, turning dough over in pan to coat lightly

with oil.

Let rise another 20-25 minutes.

Bake in a 350 degree oven for 1 hour, or until golden brown.

Remove from pan and let cool—or eat right away.

—Cindy Damon-Bach. Ingredients: Henry David Thoreau. Method:

Adapted from The Tassajara Bread Book: Twenty-fifth Anniversary

Edition, pp. 36-37 and 40, by Edward Espe Brown (Boston: Shambhala

Press, 1995).

Serving Thoreau-style bread at Walden Pond

Ann Larrabee (student, left) and Professors Peter Walker and Lucinda Damon-Bach
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Hound, Bay Horse, and Turtle-Dove:

Obscurity andAuthority in Thoreau's

Walden

Henrik Otterberg

Introductory Remarks on the Secondary Canon

In Walden 's first chapter Thoreau claims to have lost three animals: "a

hound, a bay horse, and a turtle-dove." The significance of this passage has been

debated for a century and a half, and the log of books and articles discussing it is

by now both vast and amorphous, staking wildly differing claims as to its exposition.

How did this come about? The suggestiveness of the writing itself might suffice to

explain Thoreau's contemporary readers' curiosity, but since then Walden's

canonicity has arguably come into play. The book has survived its author, and with

it a number of questions about its proper reading.

One of the common ancillary effects of literary canonization is the

perpetuation of a number of key textual passages, fictional or autobiographical in

tenor, as essential in defining a particular authorship. A secondary canon, so to

speak, is weaned from a parent corpus-and it is as a rule assiduously nurtured

among scholars, critics and interested laymen. Regardless of how we value this

practice, with Thoreau it is no different. There are a number of recognized nodes

that any biographer or monograph scholar of Thoreau will be hard put to ignore.

They have either to be discussed, or, as the case may be, demonstrably bypassed. 1

Critics may of course halt and turn onto new tracks, despite considerable inertia,

but such swerves are comparatively rare-the stuff of minor revolutions.

Consider one of the most prominently quoted of Thoreauvian passages:

the Katahdin epiphany of The Maine Woods, where Thoreau describes his ascent

of the famed mountain (71). Depending on the reader, Thoreau's literal peak

experience might be either one of electrified joy at finally achieving contact with

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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nature in the raw, or an expression of fright at being exposed to a menacing power

he had thought benign. While tasking to interpret in and of itself, the passage often

enough defines the critic. One generally sympathetic to Thoreau, and especially a

latter-day reader keen on seeing him as a staunch environmentalist and ombudsman
for wild nature, will probably opt to see it as profoundly joyful2

. Another, perhaps

reluctantly drawn to Thoreau and skeptical of his life and philosophy, might pounce

on the passage as an exposure of fraud, seeing as how the writer cringes when he

leaves his rural retreat to face true wilderness. 3

Granted these are only two of many opposite poles of a by now rather

eclectic scholarly debate on the Katahdin passage (involving, among other things,

the aesthetics at play: is Thoreau writing in romanticist-sublime mode, or perhaps

in realist-neoprimitivist? Or is he simply out to define an epiphany of

transcendentalist tangency with nature?), but they suffice to show the inherent

power of a particular quote to flush critics' colors into the open.4 The node has the

asset, then, of clarifying positions, while negatively harboring hazards of cliche

and reduction. To put it another way, there is a whole forest landscape surrounding

the Katahdin highland that risks being forgotten, both as content and context, when

Thoreau's climb is treated as an isolated event.

The Katahdin node is of course only one among a larger group of textual

junctures deemed defining, in greater or lesser degree, of Thoreau's person and

writings. A life-and-letters biographer or thematic critic covering the whole oeuvre

will find it well-nigh inevitable to treat of Thoreau's 'fact blossoming into a truth'

in "A Natural History of Massachusetts," his night-in-jail epiphany in "Civil

Disobedience," the flowing sand of the Deep Cut in Walden, and the symbolic role

of the apple tree in "Wild Apples." To these may be added nodes of more

immediately autobiographical tenor - conspicuous for their lack of, or their belated,

or yet again their mythologized treatment among Thoreau's pages. His abortive

youthful romance with Ellen Sewall, the traumatic death of his brother John, and

his role in kindling an unfortunate forest fire are examples of the latter.

My subject here, however, concerns a snippet that arguably ranks with

the Katahdin ascent as one of the most quoted and discussed of Thoreauvian

passages: the hound, bay horse, and turtle-dove enigma as presented in the

"Economy" chapter of Walden. The latest gauging of the scholarly debate, from

1995, accounts for roughly twenty contributions; the count here passes a hundred

(cf. Harding, Annotated Walden 327-329). Naturally a good portion of these many
interpolations are derivative, even admitted loans - especially when lodged within

studies of other, and often wider, aims than explicating the animal passage per se.

As such they are still, I would argue, interesting as indices of literary-critical history,

marking larger trends in scholarship and changing evaluations ofThoreau's textual

art.

What also makes Thoreau's animal enigma special is the fact that it has

become a favored motto or catch-phrase among a larger body of readers. In 1963 a

widely respected Thoreau biography for a juvenile audience was issued by James

Playsted Wood, entitled A Hound, a Bay Horse, and a Turtle-Dove: The Life of
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Thoreaufor the Young Reader. 5 Some years earlier the nature writer Sigurd Olson

drafted an introduction to a work eventually called The Singing Wilderness (1956),

summing up his mode of living as follows: "I have called this book The Search

because that is exactly what it is, a lifetime spent in trying to find the answers to

my particular type of longing, the longing for the wild, for naturalness, for cleanness,

and beauty. The search has gone on for half a century, is still going on, but I am
beginning to find some of the answers. In short, in the words of Thoreau. .

." and so

ensues the animal passage verbatim. 6

Closer to our present day Lance Morrow, a columnist of Time magazine,

chose to cite Thoreau's passage in a man-of-the-year article upon Clinton's election

to the U.S. presidency in 1992. Morrow describes Clinton as akin to Thoreau in

skillfully tapping into a "national atmosphere of recovery, repentance, and

confession," at once addressing baby-boomers' hopes for the future and increasing

nostalgia for the past.
7 A Vietnam veteran, T.E. Trask, has in turn quoted the hound,

bay horse, and turtle-dove paragraph as inspiring for the way it speaks of both

optimism and negativity, of hope in the face of a traumatic past that must be

overcome. 8 And so the list goes on; readers from all walks of life seem to find

Thoreau's passage useful as a token both of his and their own goals in life. While

no formal agreement exists on how the animals should be interpreted, the power of

their allotted paragraph is not in dispute. It is often seen as defining of Walden and

its author. How did this come about?

To better understand the canonicity of Thoreau's passage, I have found it

important to resist its allure to a degree; that is of treating it in isolation. And lest I

disappoint a prospective reader, let it be known that what follows is not a

hermeneutic study in the strict sense. I have no magic curtain to draw aside. Instead

I will outline three relevant contexts to more fully explain the role of the passage

in Walden: the long critical debate on its proper reading, relegating detailed

assessments of interpretations and their influence to the notes; further the placement

of the passage in the "Economy" chapter of Walden, touching on the role of this

chapter both in the book and in establishing its protagonist; and finally a

consideration ofThoreau's rhetorical schooling, which I see as offering an important

tool in establishing his prophetic Walden persona. 9

The Animal Enigma and Its Contemporary Explication

Man prefers to believe that which is shrouded in mystery.—Tacitus,

Historiarum Libri I: 22

Immediately following his famous list of self-styled vocations in

"Economy," Thoreau leaves the reader with an oblique but suggestive rationale for

his chosen mode of life:

In any weather, at any hour of the day or night, I have

been anxious to improve the nick of time, and notch it

on my stick too; to stand on the meeting of two eternities,
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the past and future, which is precisely the present

moment; to toe that line. You will pardon some
obscurities, for there are more secrets in my trade than

in most men's, and yet not voluntarily kept, but

inseparable from its very nature. I would gladly tell all

that I know about it, and never paint 'No Admittance'

on my gate.

I long ago lost a hound, a bay horse, and a turtle-

dove, and am still on their trail. Many are the travellers

I have spoken concerning them, describing their tracks

and what calls they answered to. I have met one or two

who had heard the hound, and the tramp of the horse,

and even seen the dove disappear behind a cloud, and

they seemed as anxious to recover them as if they had

lost them themselves.

To anticipate, not the sunrise and the dawn
merely, but, if possible, Nature herself! How many
mornings, summer and winter, before yet any neighbor

was stirring about his business, have I been about mine!

No doubt, many ofmy townsmen have met me returning

from this enterprise, farmers starting for Boston in the

twilight, or woodchoppers going to their work. It is true,

I never assisted the sun materially in his rising, but, doubt

not, it was of the last importance only to be present at it

(17).
10

What is the central paragraph to mean? 11 Are the creatures mentioned to

symbolize something? Love lost? Lost pets? Or perhaps lost farm capital? Such

questions were put to Thoreau himself fairly quickly. While on a hiking trip passing

through Plymouth soon after Walden 's publication, Edward Watson, a local farmer,

approached him and asked what he meant by his words. Thoreau replied, "Well,

Sir, I guess we have all had our losses," or, in an alternate record, "Have not you?"

(Watson 1; Sanborn, Recollections 39 1).
12

Later, in 1857, a friend of Thoreau's from Chicago named B.B. Wiley

received a lengthier written comment. Thoreau wrote:

How shall we account for our pursuits if they are

original? We get the language with which to describe

our various lives out of a common mint. If others have

their losses, which they are busy repairing, so I have

mine, & their hound & horse may perhaps be the symbols

of some of them. But also I have lost, or am in danger of

losing, a far finer & more ethereal treasure, which

commonly no loss of which they are conscious will
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symbolize - this I answer hastily & with some hesitation,

according as I now understand my words.

(Correspondence 474 , 478)
13

Another account comes from a boarder staying with the Thoreau family, Prudence

Ward. She had learned of Thoreau's unrequited love of Ellen Sewall, an

acquaintaince he made during early adulthood. Thoreau was to have commented

that his animal references in Walden alluded to Ellen's younger brother Edmund;

to his own deceased brother John; and to Ellen (Raysor l).
14 This testimony,

however, has been contested by many as spurious, lacking as it does any backing

among Thoreau's own writings.

Within eight years of Walden 's publication, in 1862, Thoreau had passed

away. At the funeral Emerson spoke of his friend's "mythical record of . . .

disappointments." Thoreau, he said, was a reserved man, who knew "how to throw

a poetic veil over his experience." Speaking of the animal paragraph as one familiar

to readers of Walden, Emerson opined that Thoreau's "riddles were worth reading"

and "if at any time I do not understand the expression, it is yet just"

(Lectures 443-44.). 15

The Establishment of a Critical Tradition: Idealistic Biography and Perception

Emerson's sweeping view of the matter set the stage for Thoreau's early

biographers and critics, and their opinions remained influential also in the twentieth

century. These commentators frequently describe the animal passage as a parable,

and equally often as a yearning for an unnamed ideal. This may be pursued as a

quest to find the true self, whether aspiratory or nostalgic (Snyder et ai), through

a honing of one's "finest instincts" (Page et ai); by a diligent march toward the

"unattainable things of life" beyond the bounds of the mundane (Allen etai); or as

a hunt for the "fine effluence" or "final Mystery of Things" to be found in nature

(Burroughs etal.).
]b

As the nineteenth century waned, however, another type of interpretation

divided the animals into distinct references or functions. To date, at least seven

such attempts have been issued by interested laymen or puzzle solvers.
17 A

homeopath and enthusiastic Thoreau promoter in 1903 proposed that "to this man
Thoreau every created thing was a divine message . . . [W]hat is the hound but the

divine scent that finds the trail: what the bay horse but sagacity and strength to

carry us in pursuit; what the turtle-dove but innocence to secure us the Divine

protection?" (Jones 19-20.). 18
In the later half of the century the so-called Eternal

Verities were suggested (Volkman)-truth, goodness, beauty-while yet another voice

(Davidson) emphasized the phrase "long ago," so finding a key in lost childhood

faculties-respectively a "wildness that keeps man in touch with nature, intellectual

stimulus, and purification of spirit."
19 Recently an echo of the latter opinion has

been heard, if with some nuance. The trio here comprises curiosity, playfulness,

and innocence (Lucas). 20
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A contrary analysis which chose to view the creatures as negations,

unnecessary to Thoreau's "divine selfhood," in turn took its cue from a passage in

A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, emphasizing the chimerical nature

of "being lost" (Pinker). To this opinion Thoreau wishes to convey that he "no

longer requires any kind of guide (hound), transportation (horse), or directions for

his transcendence (turtle-dove). . . .When he remarks that he is 'still on their trail,'

he simply indicates that the means of spiritual enlightenment has [sic] been

internalized" (13).
2I Another take on the brute trio as negations (Abbott) presents

them as "accoutrements to which the social-climbing gentleman aspired: a hunting

dog, a lover/mistress, and a show-horse for driving, racing, or the chase" (76).
22

Yet again the challenge-as with any interpretation of negative bent-of what to

make ofThoreau's rejoinder that he is "still on their trail"? Abbott reads the passage

as patently ironic. "We can be sure that Thoreau, given his contrariness, was not

going to hunt very seriously for the symbols, lost long ago, of [such] luxuries as he

despised."

A recent study of somewhat different vein, finally, proposes that each of

Thoreau's animals stands for a particular way of perceiving nature (Stewart). Taken

together these embodied modes of perception may work to repair fragmentation

and restore our sense of at-homeness in the natural world. Thus they form a ladder

of awareness for the budding naturalist, with Thoreau showing the steps. The hounds,

as depicted in the chapter "Winter Animals," are to Stewart impressively single-

minded and pragmatic in the pursuit of their quarry, regardless of the 'empirical'

and 'objective' character of their quest (6). The bay horse in turn is a wider roamer

than the canines, especially as rendered in "Walking," a lecture given several times

from the early 1850s and on, where Thoreau repeatedly praises the horse's range

and notes its ambiguous alignment to domesticity (9). Lastly, the dove should be

seen as a contrast against both the hound and horse in having shed all traces of

earth-bound utility and tameness: it may be likened, Stewart argues, to the circling

hawk in the "Beanfield" chapter, betokening a free-soaring imagination (10ff.).

Thus we may infer that Thoreau's "parable refers not only to what he sought in

nature and what he might have missed, but also the methods of his enterprise"

(3).
23

The Critical Tradition II: Seeking Literary Parallels

How have scholars seeking literary links fared? During the twentieth

century more attention was paid to possible textual parallels, at least as a prelude

to biographical speculation. In 1916 a Confucian saying was proposed as the

immediate source (van Doren 16ff.). It is first quoted in a Thoreau translation for

The Dial in 1 843, later incorporated into hisA Week of 1 849, and-or so the argument

runs-reappears as a veiled reference in Walden: "If one loses a fowl or a dog, he

knows well how to seek them again; if one loses the sentiments of his heart, he

does not know how to seek them again. . . . The duties of practical philosophy consist

only in seeking after those sentiments of the heart which we have lost; that is all"

(Week 264).
24 The 'lost heart' as posited by van Doren in the current context is one

of emotional distress, fueled by the loss of a valued friendship.
25
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Despite an eventual attack on van Doren's tendency to privatize the quote

(Girdler),
26 several later scholars have stuck to the Confucian context as valid in

essence. One of them in 1958 suggested it be interpreted in a larger sense, that

Thoreau "had lost reality" by becoming civilized, and now yearned for cleansing

in nature (Paul, Shores 32 1).
27 A more negative evaluation argued in 1970 that

Thoreau had selfishly lost devotion, drive, and tenderness as represented by the

animals, and had thus "to seek comfort in cold thought" (Edel 34ff.). A similar but

more positive view, specifically citing the Dial quote as intertext, in 1972 saw the

passage as a "veiled reference to Thoreau 's desire ... to activate his own feelings

of benevolence" (Mueller 5). A French critic in 1986 read the enigma as a sibylline

expression for a heightened state of consciousness. The animals' mobile as opposed

to sedentary lifestyles would then allude to the elusiveness and evanescence of

such a mental state (Farcet 78ff.).
28

Most recently, in 2001, a critic tracing the strands of spirituality in

Thoreau's writing linked the Chinese quote to an elegiac sensibility in Walden

(Hodder). Specifically he proposes that a loss motif established in Thoreau's earlier

writings reverberates in both the animal enigma and the later dialogue between the

hermit and poet in "Brute Neighbors." At the latter junction "the images of the

hound or other animals have dropped out," though they are still implied by the

hermit's whistling after his lost "ecstatic meditation." The reverie has "'left no

track,'" as the hermit himself adds, and so we should, following Hodder, properly

read both Thoreau's animal passage and ensuing comment in "Brute Neighbors"

as serving to "call up the loss or imminent loss of some deeply personal 'sentiments

of the heart' or elusive rarefied experiences of meditation" (43-47).

Other literary sources than the Confucian have of course been aired, but

no proposition seems to provide a perfect match, so guaranteeing further efforts.
29

Candidates have been Voltaire's Zadig, containing a moral fable involving a dog,

horse, and parrot (Peairs 863-69); an Irish folk tale, "The Conn-eda,"with a quest

narrative involving the hero's summoning aid from a supernatural dog, horse, or

bird (Stein 1); Thoreau's 1850 translation of "The Transmigration of the Seven

Brahmans," relating the story of seven brothers doomed to reincarnations as hunters,

stags, geese, swans, and wild ducks (Howarth 60ff.); the Isis and Osiris myth as

rendered in Plutarch (Murray 15-32); further an old English ballad, the "Twa

Corbies," incorporating a hound, horse, and bird-though the bird is usually a falcon;

and finally Emerson's poem "Forerunners," citing a group of vaguely similar

creatures (both in Harding, Annotated Walden 327-29). 30 New Critical approaches,

it should be added in conclusion, have had slight impact on the intertextual

discussion, and little to say in a disciplinary context of the animal passage. 31

The Critical Tradition III: Arcane Referentiality

Before turning to later academic readings, three provocative solutions

arguing for occult or trick referentiality deserve separate mention. One claims
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references to constellations (Johnston 10-20). The hound would then be Canis

Major, connoting faithfulness and diligence; the bay horse, Pegasus, standing for

inspiration (note that the adjective "bay"- usually taken to mean "brown"-to this

view should be read as a pun for "sea bay," so hinting the horse's origin); and

lastly the turtle dove as one of the seven doves of the Pleiades, which erred off

course and married a mortal: this in turn would be Ellen Sewall, marrying another

suitor. A corollary later study (Marquis 11-13) proposes the hound to be Sirius-the

Dog Star-notably within the grouping of Canis Major; the bay horse (again)

Pegasus; while the turtle dove would allude to the constellation of Columba, or

Noah's dove. 32 Seeing the hound as sprung from the context of the successful

retriever Sarama of Indian lore, Marquis concludes that we then have "three

mythological searches after 'Reality,' one from the Rig Veda, one from Classical

Greece, and one from the Bible-the three legs of Thoreau's stool."
33

A second argument ventures that the animal names taken together form

an anagram, first and foremost "HENRY D THOREAU" (Burr 22-25). 34 The

remaining letters then congenially group into either "DOUBTS LOVE" or "LOVES
DOUBT," both significant phrases for this interpretation. Thoreau was to have

distrusted love both amorous and amicable. Regarding his supposed love of doubt,

this in turn should be seen as an aesthetic statement, promoting a stylistics meant

to activate the reader with all manner of challenging wordplay, including-following

the premise-anagrams.

A third proposal has it that Thoreau was simply telling white lies to create

an excuse for walking over other people's property during his daily rambles (Delaney

126ff.).
35 Why else, this interpretation asks, should Thoreau go about repeating his

tale to others if he only meant it metaphorically? Also, Thoreau claims a bit earlier

that he would "never paint 'No Admittance' on my gate"-in other words, he would

not prosecute or shoot trespassers like himself. With the odd poetical occupations

he lists for himself in Walden, Delaney's argument continues, Thoreau could not

have hoped to calm his neighbors' suspicions of his cross-lot sauntering. He needed

a good, practical excuse, if only as a veil for his real concerns.

The Critical Tradition IV: Losing Referentiality

Academic interest in the enigma gained new momentum when Stanley

Cavell issued a challenging study of Walden in 1972. Leaving off both biographical

and literary speculation, Cavell curtly declares that he has "no new proposal to

offer" in either regard. "But," he continues, "the very fact that [the animals] are

symbols, and function within a little myth, seems to me to tell us what we need to

know. The writer comes to us from a sense of loss; the myth does not contain more

than symbols because it is no set of desired things he has lost, but a connection

with things, the track of desire itself (51).
36

Here, for the first time since Thoreau's own letter comment of 1857, is an

acknowledgement of the possibility of referential loss. While we do share a language
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at large, its particularities may be strictly personal. And the best we may hope for,

according to Cavell, is that each reader of Walden will reckon his or her own losses

as a prelude to reading further.
37

Cavell 's views had considerable impact. Virtually every later effort to

explicate the passage has taken its cue from his lead.
38 Among interpretations

preferring to add footnotes to Cavell's analysis, several have tried to uncover a

greater degree of specificity in Thoreau's stated loss, thus also glancing behind

Cavell toward more hermeneutically inclined precursors. One such critic aligns

Thoreau's passage to a loss of temporality, an inability to "capture time in the

present" due to "conventional chores and superfluous social dictates" (Tauber 36ff.);

another to the thesis that each of the passage's creatures is self-evidently non-

related to the writer, and that loss to Thoreau hence is "pure affect," properly

disposed of (Meredith, Lost 4ff.); while a third sees it as the writer's frustration at

being separated, physically and linguistically, from the wild that the New World

was supposedly to furnish (Tissot 226ff.).
39

Notably, during the last twenty years openly deconstructive complements

to Cavell's analysis have also appeared. 40 An influential scholar of such bent,

Barbara Johnson, maintains that Thoreau's cited animals should be seen as

catachreses, literally 'figures of abuse,' or "figurative substitutes for a literal term

that does not exist" ('neck of a guitar' and 'mouth of a river' are two commonplace

instances of catachresis). Thus we ought to understand them, Johnson reasons,

"not as obscure symbols, but as symbols standing for the obscure" (World 52ff.). A
critic of similar inclination (Golemba) in turn emphasizes Thoreau's passage as a

double-edged "metaphor of desire," the positive aspect of which for its creator is

"the fact that anonymous others, readers who are technically strangers, should

express an anxiety as intense as the author's to recover losses, to reach toward an

understanding" (Unreading 399ff.). However by the same token it presents "an

agonized miracle" in speaking of an ultimately impossible communion, so also

"involving] anxiety over the loss of an author's control and authority."
4I

Following this gloss, another reader (Adamson) sees the passage as a

parable, in light of Jesus' use of the form in the Gospels. Thoreau's parable too "is

meant for everyone and the one who hears it right, for anyone who understands it."

Thus it describes "the relationship of the right reader to Thoreau's extravagant

text," while also, however, giving "an indication of the stumbling-blocks to come"

in a complex narrative with scriptural ambitions of its own (161 ff
.
) . Holding on to

a similar view, a recent French interpreter (Granger) sees the enigma as a dual

struggle between upholding a narcissistic identity and an urge to communicate,

Thoreau's quest facing problems of formulation at both ends (Narcisse 157, 2 1 6ff
.

;

cf.122-125). 42

A fifth deconstructive critic (Couturier) in turn presents the enigma as a

deliberate Gordian knot, placed at the beginning of Walden 's narrative as a warning

to conservative and complacent readers that the text might well tax them too heavily.

Simultaneously it informs the overly inquisitive reader that it will not yield precise

answers on how to untangle it (293ff.).
43
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An appealing attempt by Martin Bickman to see somewhat beyond

deconstructionist hurdles, while duly admitting their challenge, points out that

Thoreau describes not his cherished creatures themselves but only their tracks and

calls. Similarly his mentioned travellers have at best heard the animals or merely

glimpsed their disappearance. The Walden writer, then, to Bickman finds himself

"in the paradoxical position of calling for [his] lost harmony in language, [while]

language itself is the primary medium for the subject-object split." Language,

commodifying and standardizing as it invariably is, cannot be shrugged off once

taught, and so the challenge that Thoreau "sets for himself in Walden is to 'track'

an experience that is essentially nonlinguistic, or is even antilinguistic, to find a

language resonant and supple enough to transcend its own limitations as ordinary

language, to find a language that can bridge subject and object instead of dividing

them"(96). 44

A reader of Eastern spiritual bent, finally (O' Grady), recognizes in

Thoreau's enigma what Zen Buddhists call "a koan, a fundamental point, first

principle, or truth that is experienced directly." This intuitive dimension "language

is insufficient to give account of," for "language itself is part of the common sense"

(27ff.). Insofar as this latter perspective could be said to harbor a deconstructive

logic, it can yet be seen to have come full turn. Direct referentiality, rather than

being successively undermined, is never really summoned at all.

One may recall here Roland Barthes' famous quote from his book on

Japan, L'Empire des signes {The Empire ofSigns), to the effect that "Western society

drenches everything in meaning, like an authoritarian religion forcing baptism on

entire populations." Thus we habitually employ what Barthes considers suspect

methods of finding signification in order to save our language "from the dishonor

of nonsense or non-meaning . . . desperately striving to fill every nullity that would

have made the emptiness of language apparent" (80). Assigning symbolic or

metaphoric status to difficult passages are two such common strategies.

While Barthes obviously intends to criticize the Western reader and his

or her habitual reception of texts at this junction, I will contrast his perspective to

consider below what a writer of Thoreau's ken may have made of similar insights

into the signification process. It is time, I believe, to take a step back from traditional

interpretation, to inquire instead of how Thoreau's passage seems designed to

influence the reader's perception of Walden's protagonist. Below I will develop

my rationale for such a change of focus.

A Critique of the Critical Tradition

Impressions of the long debate on Thoreau's animal passage will naturally

be divided. If one takes Thoreau's various comments at face value, biographical,

literary, and philosophical approaches all seem to have their merit. Thoreau hints

that his loss is personal, and so the log of biographical information available-

limited though it be-is repeatedly consulted to find a fit. None so far seems fully
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convincing. The source material available, for one, is clearly insufficient. Thoreau's

immediate family appears never to have owned any such animals as he mentions,

yet they could be virtually anything to a playful and idiosyncratic mind: childhood

toys, say, or a recollection from an elementary school writing practice or excursion;

even the proper subject for an oneirocritic.
45 They could also recall something

evocative having flitted by a young Thoreau, such as a newspaper advertisement,

billboard or illustrated flank of a locomotive tender.
46 Absente reo, we will probably

remain ignorant, at least as long as we lack relevant documents to support such

theses. Equally, the literary parallels propounded to date seem inconclusive,

especially in the absence of an obvious Cinderella fit. They tantalize rather than

appease the urge to probe further. Finally, purely deconstructive analyses frequently

run the risk of anachronism and hasten to make Thoreau (implicitly and thus the

more insidiously) conversant with postmodern theory.

Not that Thoreau was above playing language games with his audience -

that much is surely evident to any sensitive reader of his texts-but the questions of

how and why he chose to do so need to be carefully examined in each particular

case.
47 In other words, a historical perspective must reasonably underpin any

postulations as to Thoreau's method and intent. The reception of his animal passage

shows a gradual shift from an interest in purely personal connotations (what it may
have meant to Thoreau) to the reader-critic's (what it means to him or her, and

should do to others). What remains to be discussed is the passage's rhetorical impact

from a disciplinary viewpoint; to see it as part of an argumentative toolbox (in

other words, how it tends to influence its readers, and by what means). As a prelude

to such analysis, I will turn next to the question of the enigma's role in Walden's

"Economy" chapter. What might have prompted its inclusion among the writer's

catalog of alternative vocations?

Toward a New Rhetorical Contextualization: Authority and Ethos

Insofar as a latter-day academic consensus can be discerned concerning

Thoreau's animal passage, its outline would arguably suggest that his intent is one

of near syllogistic transference (from writer to traveller to reader). It conveys a

sense of something lost, thereafter diligently sought. Yet is loss the only concern of

the paragraph? Thoreau's obscure passage comes at the very beginning of Walden

in a chapter that by turns admonishes and coaxes its audience, explicitly including

his fellow townspeople (3-5).
48 Thoreau's mock-comic indictment of fallacious

occupations here culminates with his own list of poetic vocations, implicitly

accessible to any honest seeker while decidedly remote from convention: improving

the nick of time; anticipating the dawn; listening to the wind; inspecting snowstorms

and the town's wild stock. With the text seen hovering between sermon and defense

plea, distance and identification, Thoreau's inscribed ethos (or projected character)

alternately wishes to convey angry aloofness and shared concern, attack and

invitation.
49
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This alternation among aggressiveness, inclusion, and defensiveness

arguably speaks of a fundamental concern with authority, of establishing a right to

speak. 50 Who was Thoreau to lecture his townsmen, or anyone else for that matter?

He was commonly seen as an idling graduate, squandering his opportunities of

school-teaching or formal research, a business career, or the pulpit. He was also

branded a careless woodsburner. In 1 844 he and a fishing companion had kindled

a cooking fire that flared up to torch three hundred acres of local forest.
51 Admittedly,

Thoreau had found surveying work and intermittent lecturing engagements and

also helped out with his family pencil business, but sceptical attitudes toward him

persisted among many of his fellow-villagers.

How was Thoreau, given his wobbly local stature, to convince his

contemporary audience he had anything valuable to say? Well known and not to be

underestimated is his arsenal of rhetorical knowledge. 52 In Walden Thoreau employs

an impressive array of techniques to enhance his arguments.

An assumption among scholars has often been that perspicuity is the goal

of Thoreau's rhetoric, and indeed of rhetoric overall. Generally, this is a valid

assumption. Yet there is a darker conceit to rhetoric that classic and modern theorists

alike have acknowledged, if with considerable caution. In short, to discuss clarity

one must also understand the machinations of obscurity. For the average writer or

speaker, such understanding should serve as a warning and admonishment ever to

keep the coherence of one's thoughts and ideas in mind. This especially as the

audience may rise to criticize or mock one's inconsistencies. For the effective

communicator, however, obscurity can be used to anticipate readers and listeners,

to strike them by surprise and so prompt their curiosity and respect.

Walden 's protagonist flirts with a confession to obliqueness toward the

end of his narrative. "I do not suppose that I have attained to obscurity, but I should

be proud if no more fatal fault were found with my pages," he declares, adding that

"[i]t is a ridiculous demand which England and America make, that you shall speak

so that they can understand you" (324ff.). At the outset, of course, his tone is less

assertive: "You will pardon some obscurities," he entreats, but then follows

immediately with the animal enigma. This is merely a faux failure in the sense that

no agreement exists on how the passage should be read, but a decided success in

that most seem convinced there is a message to be decoded rather than guessed at.

Was Thoreau concerned that we should understand exactly what the hound,

horse, and dove meant to him? Quite certainly not, or he would have spelled it out.

Judging from his writings, Thoreau was wont to guard his privacy and generally

showed himself unwilling to share any details of his most personal griefs and regrets.

Instead, he was in all likelihood intent at this juncture to convey a vivid and

intriguing sense of loss-all the more powerful and universal as he refuses to elaborate

on his lost animals. His replies to verbal and written queries were circumlocutionary

or evasive.

Thoreau was keen in Walden to. establish an ethos of wisdom and vatic

potential, of a mind partly inaccessible but nevertheless imparting real and valuable
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knowledge. We may turn back to his journal for further proof of this stance.

Commenting on the art of writing in his 1851 journal, Thoreau emphasizes the

importance of a "reserve of meaning" and "[sentences which suggest far more

than they say," involving "[n]ot mere repetition but creation" (PJ 4, 8).

Reading Thoreau 's close friend and walking companion William Ellery

Channing's early biography, one may piece together some of the tendencies of

Thoreau's aesthetics in this regard. While notorious for his vagaries and

rhapsodizing, Channing is interesting for the shards he reveals ofThoreau's complex

personality. On the one hand, Channing claims there "are so few obscurities in

Thoreau's writing, that the uneasy malevolence of ephemeral critics has not

discovered enough to cite," while simultaneously "[a] genuine thought or feeling

would find expression for itself, if it had to invent hieroglyphics" (232, 226).
53The

first comment probably harks back to charges against Thoreau and the

Transcendentalists as a group (including Channing himself) having their heads in

the clouds (Albanese 1117-28). But regardless how we judge that matter today,

portions of Thoreau's 'invented hieroglyphics' importantly seem to have been lost

to all audiences, including the writer's close confidants.

If Thoreau recognized any linguistic line to be toed, then, the written

should be sufficiently intelligible to ensure a suggestive statement on the one hand,

while vigilant against cliches and commonplaces on the other. This in turn so as

not to subvert the integrity of valued private (and so potentially representative)

experience, the record of which Thoreau was after all committed to put down in

Walden. Where he felt such choice experience at risk of debasement by translation

into a mode of hackneyed language (like his cherished wild huckleberries losing

their taste going to market), it might congenially be suggested instead by resorting

to obscure expression.

Thoreau's Rhetorical Education

The aim of the author is not to tell the truth-that he cannot do, but to suggest it.
—

Emerson, Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks V: 51, 20 June 1835.

A sympathetic reading of Thoreau's letter of 1857 would have it that he

was honestly trying to convey a private loss with his mentioned animals. Our

language, he says, comes from "a common mint," but how then do we describe

"our pursuits if they are original?" Granted this is an acknowledgement of the

shortcomings of ordinary language (and, following that, memory), but it is still

some distance from a deconstructive declaration. What would sanction Thoreau's

use of catachresis in Walden? Why should we see his creature-triad as "wild rhetoric"

or taunting nonsense? Could it not be understood instead as the writer's attempt to

adjust the lexicon of his received language to a new field of knowledge and

ambition? Or, to acknowledge somewhat of the skepticist stance, even if we should

agree that a deliberate lacuna is at play, still our respective analyses beg a framework

from which Thoreau's choice of figurative language may have sprung.
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Addressing these matters calls for a pointed consideration of Thoreau's

rhetorical education in both its formal and informal aspects, as well as of his

professed aesthetics. While I will by necessity reduce the former here to Harvard

and Emersonian influences, respectively, I am hardly the first to see these mentoring

sources as germinal of Thoreau's writing in Walden. It should be added that the

Bible's role as a repository of quotes and styles for Thoreau has been well

documented, and I will return to it, however cursorily, in closing my discussion. 57

Harvard's vestiges of neoclassicism affected Thoreau largely by negative

example. Emerson's program of simplicity, conciseness and linguistic renewal, by

contrast, beckoned already in the 1830's-and continued to do so during the course

of Thoreau's career. This is not to say that Thoreau's Harvard schooling in rhetoric

was wasted. Encountering theory and practice more or less disagreeable to what

we may see as his later, personally wrought mode of writing, it would nevertheless

have inspired Thoreau to think differently. Indeed, as the Russian scholar Nikita

Pokrovsky puts it in his intellectual biography, "follow[ing] the evolution of

Thoreau's interest for the works of any given philosopher or writer, we mostly see

that he retained, with a striking and apparently spontaneous consistency, an

originality of approach to whatever he might be reading. Almost never did he

follow obediently the logic of the author's reasoning or argumentation, bringing

instead his own order to whatever he read, in accordance with his own theoretical

convictions. That was the cause of his fragmentary or mosaic use of the sources.

However, negation of the influence of previous philosophy on Thoreau would be

just as unacceptable an extreme as exaggeration of that influence" (80).

At the time of Thoreau's enrolment at Harvard in 1833, rhetoric was a

subject in transition. As one historian puts it, contemporary manuals were written

not only for budding professionals but also for private learners, promising "access

and utility . . . that mitigated against the traditional elitism of rhetorical schooling

but preserved the status of rhetorical eloquence as the distinctive skill of the

cultivated citizen."58 Literacy was on the rise, the availability of printed matter

likewise, rendering older emphasis on written composition as merely a scripting

of oratory increasingly untenable.

Thoreau's teacher at Harvard, Edward Tyrell Channing, was a transitional

figure in his own right. Appointed Boylston Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory in

1819, he made clear at an early stage his departure from classical rhetoric as defined

in the university statutes (Anderson and Braden ix-lii). Eventually embracing what

has been minted rhetoric's "belletristic turn," his posthumously issued Lectures

Read to the Seniors in Harvard College (1856) interestingly shift focus, in the

words of one critic, "from orator to writer and from persuasion to communication

generally" (Ferreira-Buckley 472, 469).

One should properly stress Channing's intermediate position, however,

as he continued to teach and extract classical themes from the likes of Aristotle,
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Cicero, and Quintilian, while also introducing his students to later theorists such as

George Campbell and Richard Whately. 59 He thus furthered a traditional base while

consistently attuned to what he saw as modern societal demands on rhetoric,

particularly the stylistics of new speech and writing.60

Noteworthy in this context is how Channing came to approach an

Emersonian view of literary style. "A nation," Channing wrote in 1816, "will have

but feeble claims to excellence and distinction, when it stoops to put on foreign

ornament and manner, and to adopt from other nations, images, allusions, and a

metaphorical language, which are perfectly unmeaning and sickly, out of their

own birth-place" (Lectures ix-lii).
6] Regarding metaphor, Channing saw it not as

superinduced embellishment but as "a perfectly natural and unsought vesture of

our thoughts"-as a trope, in other words, that should come naturally to the writer

as sprung from his or her unique environment. Where Emerson would later stress

the chronological distance between American authors and their often Old World

models (rotten versus fresh diction) Channing emphasized their spatial separation.

Most importantly, however, both theorists strove to elevate a uniquely American

experience as a quality to praise and promote in compatriot writers.

Returning to the ancient and classical rhetorical theorists Thoreau would

have encountered in Channing's classroom, what may these tell us of the broader

expressive and interpretive issues at hand? Specifically, what did they have to say

on the topic of linguistic obscurity as opposed to clarity? Given that the forensic

and logic of rhetoric were stressed by its early proponents, it should not be surprising

that they regularly prove to side with perspicuity. Arguments should be structured

to ring clear and true with the audience, the theorists maintain, in order to gain

maximum persuasive effect. "Words of ambiguous meaning," as Aristotle puts it

in his third-century BC Rhetoric, are by contrast "chiefly useful to enable the sophist

to mislead his hearers" (2240; Bk III, § XI).

Yet despite Aristotle's effort to corral rhetoric into the service of truth, its

alignment even in the domain of logic was apparently somewhat in doubt from the

outset. And if we move to an example from forensics, we see that the rhetorically

schooled lawyer had to ask himself if his primary allegiance should be to truth or

to the defense of his client (for whom the truth may or may not be incriminating).

Here indeed Cicero and Quintilian, both successful lawyers by trade as well as

venerated rhetoricians, notably left their treatises unresolved. Insofar as Thoreau

delved into their texts or merely dabbled in their teachings at Harvard, he would

easily have come upon this ambiguity-if nowhere else then in their discussions of

the orator's efficiency as a political speaker, at yet further remove from the

supposedly rational sciences of logic and applied law. One does not have to be a

cynic to claim that politicians tend to harbor different versions of the truth, as

arguing about relevant veracity is in a sense their vocation-is the glass half-full, or

half empty? is its quantity rather than quality relevant? and whose is it to drink?

If our disciplinary skepticism does not quite approach such a degree,

however, we might still ponder Cicero's requirements in De Oratore, penned during

the first century BC, to render a speech successful regardless of circumstance:
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"one has to prove that one's statements are true; one has to win one's audience's

affection; and one has to move its feelings to the extent which the matter demands"

(359; Bk II, § CXV). But why must one make recourse to feelings and affections,

when truth should reasonably be self-evident when straightforwardly presented?

Cicero may thus be accused, however anachronistically, of confusing goals with

means. He also tends to presuppose, as did the Greeks before him and Quintilian

soon afterwards, that the good orator must by definition be a good man and that the

powerful tool of rhetoric will perennially be put to benign service.

This brief characterization of a complex discipline may seem unduly

derogatory, yet its aim is neither to discredit rhetoric per se nor Thoreau's

commitment to truth as he conceived it. What I wish to highlight, rather, is the

ample opportunity Thoreau would have had to realize the potential of rhetorical

strategy to influence audiences also by means not quite sanctioned by the theorists.

Insofar as he would later see Walden as his defense speech, legitimizing his own
conduct of life, he might well have recalled the issues above as raised by ancients

and classics alike.

Indeed, as Thoreau's chosen field would by his Walden sojourn be

literature, the rhetorical arsenal available to him would in practice be larger than

that of a speaker merely. A writer may take more liberties with his audience than

may an orator, partly because he is not necessarily confined to a single delivery.

Dense figurative, allegorical, and punning language will in oratorical circumstances

suffer losses to all but the most acute recipients while simply frustratring others.

Literature, on the other hand, can afford to be denser, as it can be re-read. Another

relevant aspect here is that the potential audience of a writer is implicitly one of

greater freedom. That is, we cannot as easily avoid hearing as reading. A book may
relatively freely be picked up or put down, whereas a speech may more often have

to be endured than savored. These truisms all suggest that the writer may more

readily establish a different and more demanding contract with his audience than

the orator.

This was an opportunity later seized by Thoreau, yet already Quintilian,

writing his Institutio Oratoria in the first century AD, was keenly aware of stratified

audience response and its implications. Quintilian acknowledged oblique delivery

even as he lamented what it entailed by way of strategic options: "My view is that

any expression is faulty which the hearer has to make a mental effort of his own to

understand." Worst of all, he continued, are "expressions which have a clear verbal

sense but a hidden meaning," yet nevertheless these same utterances "are thought

ingenious, powerful, and audaciously eloquent, and the conviction has now become

widespread that nothing is elegant or refined unless it needs interpreting. Some

audiences also enjoy these things, because they delight in their own cleverness

when they understand them, and rejoice as if they had not so much heard them as

thought of them for themselves" (337ff.; Bk VIII, § II).

Quintilian 's reasoning here falls back upon that of Aristotle, who made it
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his effort to elucidate the effects on audiences of different uses of language. Again,

the common goal of these early rhetors in their treatises was that messages be

conveyed clearly and persuasively to as many as possible, implicitly aiming for

majority support in auditoriums and open assemblies. While this might hint

negatively at low demagogy and mob-swaying, Aristotle was quick to point out

that the crowd must not be underestimated. Overly simple language or trickery

would not do: "people are not much taken either by obvious arguments . . . nor by

those which puzzle when we hear them stated, but only by those which convey

their information to us as soon as we hear them, provided we had not the information

already; or which the mind only just fails to keep up with" (my italics, 2251;

Bk III, § X).

What Aristotle delineates here is at once an intricate balancing-act and an

admission that language may be forceful also when it is not readily understood.

But how is the reader to understand his qualification, "only just"? Aristotle gives

no immediate answer, but he does elaborate in his parallel theory of metaphor and

riddle. His summary remarks are profitably read together: "[MJetaphors must not

be far-fetched, or they will be difficult to grasp, nor obvious, or they will have no

effect"; "[they] must be drawn, as has been said already, from things that are related

to the original thing, and yet not obviously so related-just as in philosophy also an

acute mind will perceive resemblances even in things far apart"; "Metaphors . . .

must be fitting, which means that they must fairly correspond to the thing signified:

failing this, their inappropriateness will be conspicuous"; "Further, in using

metaphors to give names to nameless things, we must draw them not from remote

but from kindred and similar things, so that the kinship is clearly perceived as soon

as the words are said"; and finally: "Good riddles do, in general, provide us with

satisfactory metaphors; for metaphors imply riddles, and therefore a good riddle

can furnish a good metaphor" (2240-2251; Bk III, § XI).

We may garner from the various remarks that relation is central to

Aristotle's thinking on these matters. While established relations will bore us when

conventionally expressed, and implausibe ones meet our rejection, fresh examples

will tend to be welcomed. Such are the psychological effects of figuration. Aristotle

then caps his discussion by linking metaphor to riddle, naming each equally as a

source for the other. He thus gives added account for the pause ("only just failing

to keep up") often inherent in our grappling with novel figurative language.

The poet Jane Hirshfield, extrapolating from Aristotle, has recently argued

the near-erotic pleasure inherent to the linguistic game of riddling. "Not only does

the solving of a riddle depend on the ability to think metaphorically, all metaphor

preserves some of the flavor of a puzzle. A metaphor simultaneously creates and

solves its own riddle, and in that tiny explosion of mind is both expansion and

release" (7). Still another kind of pleasure may accrue in this context, Hirshfield

maintains, albeit of a kind at best disposed to effect the counter-intuitive audience

response noted by Quintilian. This is the riddle or puzzle so skillfully conceived

that the lack (or prolonged delay) of an answer only enhances its power. "Some
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may believe that the creation unseen is wasted, its maker selfish," Hirshfield writes,

yet the thought "that something we cannot see, of unsurpassable skill and

unimaginable form, exists in the back room's locked safe-isn't this, for any artist,

for any person, the one great hope, beautiful as the distant baying of Thoreau's lost

hound?"-"Who would," she adds, "prefer Thoreau's elusive turtle dove caged and

in hand?" (12, 7).

We have perhaps reached a point here which Aristotle would not broach

(nor would a number of Thoreau readers), yet it is fair to say that poets even of

Aristotle's own day seized upon similar subversive insights in their creative work.

The Neoplatonists, to mention one influential group, emphasized the mystic and

occult in their poetry. As O.B. Hardison has shown, they even came to promote

writing which was consciously obscure, and this was to become a signal feature of

Hermetic writing from Hermes Trismegistus through Pico della Mirandola down

to Blake and Baudelaire (the latter who quipped that "there is a certain glory in not

being understood") and Yeats ("I have no language, only images, analogies,

symbols"). Deliberate use of the esoteric by these various writers was commonly

explained in dual fashion. First, the poet's difficult task was by definition to convey

supra-human vision and truth. As ordinary language would not suffice, he or she

must resort to symbols. Second, the resulting symbolically or allegorically driven

text would include veils which only the initiated (at best) could penetrate, thus

concealing the poet's knowledge from the profane who would abuse it (913, 849).

We might well ask at this juncture how the latter-day rhetorical theorists

important to Channing's teaching at Harvard compare with regard to the issue of

linguistic obscurity? Surely, given the rationalistic imperative of nineteenth- century

sciences in general, there would no longer be any recognized place for obscurity

within speech or writing theory? Yet there was such recognition, even to the extent

of a backhanded sanction of obscurity as strategy. George Campbell's The

Philosophy of Rhetoric, originally published in 1776, should be mentioned first,

although it was introduced into the Harvard curriculum only by the 1837-1838

academic year. As Richard Dillman has shown, Campbell's book championed a

rhetoric focused on the psychology of the audience, and developed in theoretical

form what Richard Whately would later apply to case studies of practical

communication (11-26). While generally emphasizing a lucid style, Campbell

evidently recognized that a violation of the laws of perspicuity may sometimes

contribute to the design of the speaker, particularly regarding prophetic narrative,

allegories, parables and enigmas (cf. Mehtonen, Quintilian and Campbell).

Consummate skill was of course vital: "Although it is not always necessary that

every thing advanced by the speaker should convey information to the hearer,"

Campbell wrote, "it is necessary that he should believe himself informed by what

is said, ere he can be convinced or persuaded by it." Thus, Campbell concluded,

"[w]hen ambiguities can artfully be made to elude discovery, and to conduce this

deception, they may be used with success* (277; Bk I, Ch VIII, § I).
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Richard Whately's Elements ofRhetoric, published in 1828, gave generous

citations and practical examples of Campbell's theory and so proved a better text

for undergraduates. Channing introduced it to his classes already in 1832, and it is

therefore relatively certain that Thoreau read it. Whately in turn expressed caution

similar to Campbell's with regard to obscurity: "nothing is more difficult when

attempted of design," he averred, and it must therefore be "artfully blended with

some glimpses of meaning; else /. . ./ the nothingness of what hath been spoken

will be detected" (269; Pt III, Ch I, § IV). Noteworthy beyond the caveat is that

Whately too felt impelled to recognize obscurity as a viable, if volatile, rhetorical

option.

Thoreau and His Audience

By absorbing critically the rhetorical theory presented at Harvard, Thoreau

would have found cautious or indirect justifications for obscure language. Further,

he would have learned that he could choose at times to challenge audiences with

obscure expression to good effect, thus obeying the letter, if not the spirit, of the

rhetorical advice extended to him as a student.

What proof do we have of Thoreau capitalizing on these potential

theoretical gains? The record shows that as he was "committed to expressing his

version of the truth, he often found himself unsympathetic to his audiences' values

and interests" (Dillman 84). Already in 1842 Thoreau had confided to his journal

that "[t]hose authors are successful who do not write down to others, but make

their own taste and judgement their audience," adding "[i]t is enough that I please

myself with my writing-I am then sure of an audience" (PJ 1: 388). By 1854,

while tempered by mixed experiences both as a lecturer and writer, Thoreau still

maintained that adapting to audiences personally drained or even depressed him.

He complained of the demand for "mediocrity" and proclaimed that his audience

should come to him (7 1: 79).

A few years later, in 1 859, Thoreau elaborated on a parable of unloading

goods to illustrate his mature view of the relationship: "there can be no good reading

unless there is good hearing. It takes two at least for this game, as for love, and

they must cooperate. ... It is the duty of the lecturer to team his hogshead of

sweets to the depot, or Lyceum, place the horse, arrange the ropes, and shove; and

it is the duty of the audience to take hold of the ropes and pull with all their might."

Thoreau continues with barbed questions for would-be listeners: "Did you ever

know a full well that did not yield of its refreshing waters to those who put their

hands to the windlass or the well-sweep? Did you ever suck cider through a straw?

Did you ever know the cider to push out of the straw when you were not sucking,-

unless it chanced to be in complete ferment?" Returning at length to his introductory

image, Thoreau summarizes his views: "A lecture is like a barrel half full of some
palatable liquor. You may tap it at various levels,-in the sweet liquor or in the froth

or in the fixed air above. If it is pronounced good it is partly to the credit of the

hearers; if bad, it is partly their fault" (J 12: 9ff.).
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Granted the metaphorical character of Thoreau's digression makes it

difficult to ascertain exactly what his maieutic or rhetorical midwifery would entail

in a practical sense, it still speaks of his fundamental commitment to personal

expression. There is no hint of similarity to the Indian basket-weaver's lament in

the "Economy" chapter of Walden- namely that supply, to be sold and distributed,

must first involve a gauging, and then active promoting, of demand. 'Says I to

myself is then as valid for Thoreau the journal keeper and writer as for the speaker.

In other words, we may infer that when Thoreau was personally satisfied with the

meaning of his utterance, he would not feel compelled to guide the hearer or reader

any further. If it made sense to the writer, it should do so to the alert and sensitive

audience as well.

We may fruitfully return at this point to Thoreau's animal enigma, as it

proves a poignant example of his 'halfway shove' toward the reader. First of all, in

order for it not to be dismissed as the product of an inferior mind or outright

nonsense, it would need-in Aristotelian terms-to balance between generality and

novelty. "I long ago lost three animals," to begin at the former end, would certainly

come across as too vague or guarded, although some readers might perhaps have

had similar experiences of loss, whether of pets or livestock. The utterance so

phrased would be uninteresting to the general audience or involuntarily comic.

This while an overly idiosyncratic rendering, such as "I long ago lost a cat, a moose,

and a marsh hawk"- although it might make sense from a narrowly private vantage-

would receive little or no resonance among Thoreau's contemporary audiences. 62

These animals' respective symbolisms would be difficult to piece together, and

indeed troublesome to match with readers' experiences in any meaningful way.

Their grouping would further seem slightly ridiculous in conjuring a merely

nostalgic view of external nature. It would prompt the impression of an unlikely

children's tale, perhaps, along the lines of later books and films involving a trio of

lost household animals and their arduous journeys to regain the supposed securities

and comforts of domesticity. Yet above all Thoreau's struggle to augment his ethos

at this stage in Walden 's narrative would suffer. For an Occidental, male, nineteenth-

century writer, pining for a lost cat would hardly seem manly; perennially tracking

a lost moose mistaken (or a token of bad marksmanship); and denying a marsh

hawk its native element downright cruel.

Clearly the initial force of Thoreau's enigma derives instead from the

half-recognizable, folkloristically imbued context he places it in. "Long ago"

connotes a dim past akin to that of traditional sagas or fairytales; involving "many

travellers" in turn evokes the archetypal nature of the ensuing quest. Yet the

exposition does not get overly vague or impersonal. Thoreau's narrator continues

to describe in reasonably tangible terms his retrieval project, whether symbolic or

not. That most readers ultimately do find his presentation allegorical in sum is not

surprising in view of the many symbolic investitures given the hound, horse and

dove within Western culture. That the latter endowments may be plural or disparate

to the point of relative obscurity doesn't really matter.
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If only the reader becomes convinced of the essentially symbolic quality

of each of Thoreau's mentioned creatures, he or she will simultaneously accept

them as jointly allegorical-that is, as telling a relevant story about the Walden

narrator's life. And this little story will almost invariably be found honorable. For

on a very basic level the creatures connote a range of laudable qualities. Conversely,

the fact that they are lost also makes for potential honor, in that the narrator describes

his taking responsibility for their status as missing while also involving others in

his search. Who could possibly decline to offer assistance? Who could deny the

righteousness of such a quest? It might of course be debated whether the remainder

of the "many" travellers approached, beyond the "one or two" said to have responded

with their own sightings and hearings, were truly engaged by Thoreau's question,

yet nothing points to the contrary. They would arguably all have answered truthfully,

in other words, if only a select few had relevant information to impart.

The aim of Thoreau's passage is to foster the reader's interest, sympathy,

in some sense even participation, in the narrator's quest-and also, importantly, to

instill a budding respect for his ethos. From Antonio Casado da Rocha's valuable

essay on narrative ethics in the present volume of the Concord Sauntere r, we might

gather that Thoreau manages to forward what some theorists would call an authentic,

as opposed to a trivial or merely random, aspect of his identity with his animal

passage-an identity others may in turn find themselves part of, or inclined to

emulate, with respect to their particular circumstances. 63

Yet to allow momentarily for a more skeptical perspective, what reason

do we have to believe Thoreau's paragraph anything other than a clever ruse?

Should we not after all be able to side with contemporary deconstructionist readings,

whether to declare Thoreau's passage parataxical (unrelated to context),

catachrestical (abusive of context) or of a piece with so-called wild rhetoric (abusive

of audiences' good faith)? Of course, if our obsession is one with meaning in the

narrowest of senses some such choice might be warranted. But as I have struggled

to show, meaning-or better, significance-may be summoned not only by a

disinterested registration of referentiality, but also actively, from participation in

the meaning-making process. This acknowledges the postmodern scepticism of

meaning as a sui generis reciprocal relation between name and sense, enabling

them to call up one another without distortion, while refusing to be paralyzed by it.

The voluminous and variegated reception of Thoreau's passage vividly displays

how a stubbornly elusive original meaning does not necessarily hamper readers

from finding valuable significance in what is written.

We might say that the latter-day skeptic's approach is one of exposing the

fallacy in our hopes (including the writer's hopes, presumably) of our retrieving

the text as an individually controlled laboratory environment. The postmodern

cynic will thus point to the widely recognized indeterminacy of language and claim

that nothing will come of the writer's and reader's quests, respectively, to further

and grasp meaning in this static and astringent sense.
64 The said cynic will scoff at

the costs of interpretation, while ironically overvaluing its effects. For hermeneutical
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gains as sprung from reading are in this light to be seen as mistaken, indeed futile-

or at least they should be, as assigning worth to any particular one or group,

regardless of merit, would undermine the putative freedom of other comers.

Ultimately, given the arbitrary nature of language and agonistic character of most

communication, we should refrain from discussing our various readings at all.

This is a regrettable response, and I trust I am not alone in harboring such

sentiment. While acknowledging linguistic transformation ('loss' to the pessimist)

as the inevitable slag of communicative welding, we could still ask why we must

posit texts negatively as environments impossible to dwell in and share?65 Why
not see them instead, and more plausibly, as analogous to ecosystems? In other

words, we could try to conceive of texts as networks of significant relations,

inaugurated by authorial instances, certainly, but constantly changing as kept alive

and nurtured (or indeed challenged) by various readers and their imaginings and

reasonings in turn?66
If we focus on text in this fashion as living relation rather

than dead artifact, we will recognize that its readers are at length as essential as its

author. The various competences brought by readers to a text may of course enhance

or distort our respective understandings of it, yet arguably the sum of recorded

reception and critical endeavor will make us alert to more of its effects and workings

(its 'life,' as it were) than merely going it alone. A text not read by ourselves or

others, to state an extreme example, could well be pronounced dead.

"Ecosystematic" is arguably a viable characterization of the specific

aesthetic underlying Thoreau's animal passage. Already his narrator is at one remove

from the creatures whose traits he describes ("long ago lost"), and his mentioned

travellers at yet another (he has since "spoken concerning them"). Still Thoreau

manages to engage them actively in his quest; his travellers become "as anxious to

find them as if they had lost them themselves." We may recall here Quintilian's

scornful remarks on his contemporary audiences' taste for mysterious expressions:

they "rejoice as if they had not so much heard them as thought of them for

themselves." Participation, whether physical or imaginative, may be said to ensue

when significance is found in a challenging utterance. Our utterance at hand can in

turn be said to take on ecosystematic status in that it has proved not only to nourish

the narrator and the travellers he later encounters, but also a number of latter-day

readers. Many have, as we have seen, chosen to publish their ruminations on how
it should be understood.

Although Thoreau may on good grounds be presumed to have lodged

some private meaning in his animal passage, its importance to us today lies in its

transferential potential. Indeed we may claim such potential as the stuff of Walden

as a whole, whether we then choose to reject it or not. While he harbors the ambition

of detailing a representative life, the detail is at length the least important to Walden 's

narrator-or better, it is something to be jettisoned by the reader when seriously

considering his or her own options of living authentically. The reader may of course

make merry in this context of the seemingly reluctant caveat attached to Thoreau's

itemized grocery bill audits in the "Economy" chapter, claiming that the parallel
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but unspecified dining out-by all accounts not infrequent- "does not in the least

affect a comparative statement like this." Yet it is harder to dismiss his admonition

a bit further on that "I would not have any one adopt my mode of living on any

account ... I desire that there may be as many different persons in the world as

possible, but I would have each be very careful to find out and pursue his own way,

and not his father's or his mother's or his neighbor's instead" (61,71).

Two Thoreauvian Models

To believe that what is truefor you in your own private heart is truefor all men, -

that is genius.—Emerson, "Self-Reliance."

Having discussed the various guises of Thoreau's rhetorical education in

its curricular aspects and having touched upon his concepts of audience in Walden

and the journals, we should also allow for the crucial influence Ralph Waldo

Emerson wielded on the young Thoreau. In what seems a quirk of history, Emerson

was appointed joint examinar of Richard Whately's Elements of Rhetoric in

Thoreau's sophomore class of 1835 (Cameron, Thoreau's Harvard, Pt I, 15). Yet

Emerson's importance for Thoreau in finding a mode of expression was not as a

spokesman for a European model of rhetoric but as one moving beyond it.

Emerson's transcendental epistemology, which first took hold ofThoreau

during his Harvard years, famously emphasized language as a vital link between

the realms of the material and ideal. While ordinary language would tend to confine

itself to material objects, metaphoric language-by using the signs for limited

material objects in novel, creative ways-could be made to suggest the ideal. And
this was to be a continuing process, one of awakening and revision, as metaphors

would ever be appropriated and debased by narrow commercial or political interests,

or simply deflated by common usage (Berlin 218ff.). Indeed, Emerson argued the

imperative that tropes must be transformations so forcefully that, as one critic has

suggested, he might as well have spoken of metamorphosis as of metaphor (Ellison

206ff.).

Importantly Emerson retained the view that nature rather than culture

was the more valuable resource for poetry to the nineteenth-century American

writer. Material symbols should preferably be gleaned from the natural world, even

as the web of common human experience was becoming increasingly defined by

industrialization. Richard Poirier has attributed Emerson's urgency for innovation

as sprung from a "supposition that even though artificial life [was] also natural, it

was beginning more than ever before to obscure perceptible connections to 'animal

nature,' or to whatever best describes the human power to renew itself (166).

Emerson's turn to the natural in his aesthetics was also linked to

transcendentalist metaphysics, particularly in the commonly held sense that nature

was the arena in and through which a poet could most fully realize his inner self,

soul, or God's divinity outright (Buell, Literary passim). This turning away from

contemporary urban society and congregational modes of establishing meaning
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was of course temporary only, as the poet's duty as accrued by his insights was

ultimately toward his coevals-to engineer for all America, as Emerson would have

it. Yet it is debatable whether his ideal communicative model would require of the

transcendentalist poet the accommodating motion of turning back toward society

and its audiences or whether the burden of the about face was to be on the latter.

Vivian Hopkins has observed that in his "general theory of art and

literature," Emerson placed "little value on communication." Significantly, in the

Dial essay on "Art," Emerson speaks of communication, not in the sense of the

artist speaking to an audience, but rather as '"primary communication with absolute

truth,' that is, receiving its strength from Divine power. The poet will in fact defy

his readers in exact proportion to the strength by which he grasps his thought"

(54). In a more accommodating mood, Emerson could maintain that the use of

new symbols would still have "a certain power of emancipation and exhilaration

for all men," and the symbol-maker then, in the words of Sherman Paul, to Emerson

ideally "became a liberator, renewing man's sense of the ceaseless flow of divinity"

(Emerson's Angle 107).

As proved by one of his most famous journal comments, Thoreau made

much of these Emersonian theorizings and musings. Writing in 1853, Thoreau

contrasted his own poetic relation to nature with one supposed of the scientist:

He is the richest who has most use for nature as

raw materials of tropes & symbols with which to describe

his life. If I am overflowing with life-am rich in experience

for which I lack expression-then nature will be my language

full of poetry-all nature will fable & every natural

phenomenon be a myth-The man of Science who is not

seeking for expression but for a fact to be expressed merely-

studies nature as a dead language— I pray for such inward

experience as will make nature significantf.] (PJ 6: 105).

Placed beside Thoreau's animal passage, this entry yields much in a few lines on

how we might properly approach it. The writer's loyalty is shown as primarily

directed towards his own experience, however rarefied, and his faith that nature

will endow him with appropriate language (poetry, fable, myth) to convey this

experience is one of religious conviction. As the journal entry stands, one senses a

curious oscillation between the faculty of accumulation and the activity of

describing, but wealth in the sense promoted is clearly processual, "seeking for

expression" rather than "for a fact to be expressed."

Yet the onus of finding significance in such inspired writing seems

unrecognized. We may infer that Thoreau trusted significance to transfer to the

receptive reader by his or her own faculty of 'deliberate' reading, if only the message

was a truthful one. This optimistic view of communication can, as Paul has

remarked, be referred back to Emerson, specifically to his view of the poet as
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"enabled by his angle of vision to recreate the living reality in new symbols"

(Emerson's Angle 107).
67 We can of course immediately ask with Lawrence Buell

ifEmerson fully grasped the further implication of such creative and communicative

faith, whereby "the basis of trust is that the inmost must be some sort of universal?

Truth must be generated as personal experience, but personal experience can count

as truth only insofar as it carries transpersonal, exemplary force." Yet this problem,

as Buell goes on to stress, did not result in a shifting or wavering answer in Emerson,

despite its potentially vexing nature: "That there must be such a thing as truth-of

things, of history, ofpersons- apart from what people make of it remained axiomatic

to him" (Emerson 237).

It seems beyond doubt that Thoreau harbored a similar trust in truth as

accessible to reason in the transcendentalist senses of these words. His Walden

project may be construed as a struggle to validate his own personal experiences as

true and thereby representative. The struggle was not made difficult by dearth of

personal conviction, but rather by the rhetorical challenges of creating an at once

truthful and persuasive enough voice to carry conviction to the reader. Any sort of

compromise was evidently out of the question. "Why level downward to our dullest

perception always," Thoreau asks, "and praise that as common sense? The common
sense is the sense of men asleep, which they express by snoring" (Walden 325).

In the widest sense, Thoreau remained true to his perceived best self in

Walden and in so doing ironically showed himself the quintessential Emerson

disciple. He may have recognized the foibles of "artificial life" more acutely than

his mentor and perhaps more consistently have put nature to novel, or even radical,

use in his writing. Yet despite some recorded differences with regard to social

transformations and literary stylistics-one may compare, for example, their

respective attitudes towards burgeoning railroad technology and, regarding style,

Emerson's editorial remarks concerning Thoreau's 1843 Dial essay "A Winter

Walk"- there was clearly overall agreement.

We need only recall for our present purpose Emerson's several responses

to Thoreau's animal enigma in Walden. The first, logged in Emerson's prime,

acknowledging its 'justness' despite apparent elusiveness; the second, contemplating

its inclusion in the Parnassus anthology (although ultimately bypassed); the third,

penned by an old and shaky hand, still intrigued by its possible references. This

threefold reception, regardless its early hints of slight reluctance, eventually emerges

as recognition. Some twenty-odd years after Thoreau's death, and nearly thirty

years after Walden's publication, Emerson still returns to Thoreau's creature trio.

And regardless of how we gauge the result of his last recorded interpretation, it

highlights one indisputable fact. By considering Thoreau's passage afresh, Emerson

honors its rhetorical power.
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ThoreaiTs Parable?

We waitefor light, but behold obscuritie. (Isaiah, 59:9; King James' Bible, 1611)

Whensoeuer by your similitude ye will seeme to teach any moralitie or good lesson

by speeches misticall anddarke, orfarrefette, vnder a sence metaphoricall applying

one naturall thing to another, /.../the Greekes call it Parabola, which terme is also

by custome accepted ofvs /.../. Such parables were all the preachings of Christ in

the Gospell. (Puttenham, English Poesie, iii. xix, 1589)

Those summer days [I] devoted to husbandry. Not that I wanted beans to eat, for I

am by nature a Pythagorean, so far as beans are concerned, whether they mean

porridge or voting, and exchanged them for rice; but, perchance, as some must

work in fields if only for the sake of tropes and expression, to serve a parable-

maker one day. It was on the whole a rare amusement, which, continued too long,

might have become a dissipation. (Thoreau, "The Bean-Field," Walden 1854)

Taking into account what many readers identify as the decidedly spiritual

tenor of Thoreau's hound, bay horse, and turtle-dove paragraph, a proper

contextualization must at length address also its scriptural connotations. This is

hardly an illicit notion even from a strictly disciplinary vantage, for although no

exact parallel seems available, we recognize the passage's structure as akin to that

of the Christian parable and its argumentative rationale. Parables are widespread

in the Bible, and models may be sought in the Old Testament's Book ofProverbs

or the apocryphal Parables ofSolomon just as well as in the New Testament. Yet

rather than attempting to identify the most closely corresponding example-a

fullscale study in its own right, the example of the lost lamb regardless-we will

pause only to note the passage's family resemblance and immediately turn to the

core rhetorical question: what does its parable-like nature effect, if we accept the

resemblance?

Definitions of the parable commonly stress it as an extended metaphor or

simile, frequently forming a brief narrative and usually involving elements that

might naturally occur, by which moral or spiritual relations are typically figured or

set forth. John Drury, expounding on the gospel of St. Luke, has memorably

characterized the parable as an effectual, miniature story reflecting a larger one:

Narrative engages its readers by feeding them a mixture

of the hidden and the open. We are told enough to get us

interested because we understand it. Enough is kept back

from us to keep us interested by the presence of things

which we do not understand, but hope to understand by

reading on or reading again more carefully. It happens

horizontally, along the story line: how will it end? Or, how
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does this bit which I am reading connect with what is

before and after it? It also happens vertically: what is the

deep and mysterious ground or source of these events

which I am reading about? When parables occur in

narratives they, as parts of the story, share these properties.

As stories within the story they take stock of its movement

along the line of time by reflecting, from the moment in

between which they occupy, on the past, which has been

told, and the future, which has yet to be told. They work

vertically too. The space occupied by a parable is a

temporary halt in the narration which is used to explore

the depth and ground of what is past and impending. As

we take time off from the obvious business of living to

read stories which make some sense of it, so a story takes

time off from its obvious business (saying what happens

next) to tell another little story which makes some sense

of the tale at large. Parables clarify - without blowing the

narrator's cover or exhausting the underlying mystery of

his subject matter (427ff.).

Placing these comments beside Thoreau's animal passage, we recall its caesural

nature, giving pause from the immediate narrative business at hand; namely, to

identify the bare necessities of humankind and how these may efficiently be met,

that we may thence advance to the matter of true living. This horizontal interval is

coupled to a vertical one. The reader is served a glimpse of the narrator's own
"depth and ground"; a platform from which he makes sense of his own life, and a

pivot from which he speaks to others, including such recent readers as ourselves.

An important factor in this context is the parable's calling forth a spiritual

or moral verity, as it were by its very structure-for a passage structured as a parable

carries with it an expectancy of truth. Despite its apparent obliqueness or paradoxical

nature, the parable is at root expected to feed into and address common and

recognizable religious or moral questions. How do we define our losses, and how
do they in turn define us? What have I lost, and what have you?

This turning and transfer of a vital question from sender to recipient is

crucial to a parable's function. Feeble abstract appeals will fall on deaf ears, as will

presumptuous frog-marching of the intended audience into set modes of action or

thought. The skillful parable-maker will instead, to make an efficient statement,

speak by turns as a lofty prophet or as a lowly member of the real or implied

congregation. This dialectic is essential to building a bridge of faith. The allowance

of descent may range from the merely corporeal (as with Christ) to the more fallibly

human (as with the chequered pasts related of some lesser prophets), but it is

nevertheless a necessary component in prophetic narrative.
68
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We might recall, for example, St. Paul's famous words in his first letter to

the Corinthians. St. Paul begins by stating that "I have the gift of prophecy, and

understand all mysteries, and all knowledge" (13:2). Then he modulates to the role

of a more ordinary human preacher with the concession that "we know in part, and

we prophesy in part" (13:9). Eventually he sums up the cognitive status of his

faithful congregation, by then notably placing himself as if in their midst rather

than on a pulpit: "For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face:

now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known" (13:12). St.

Paul can here be seen to enact a dialectic similar to the one sketched above, first

rising above his audience to claim unique vision, then stooping down to their level

to assure them he shares the essentials of their plight and hopes.

Thoreau's passage in question, as we have touched upon earlier, introduces

the Walden narrator as a righteous man, only tokenly fallible. He has of course lost

his cherished creatures, whether by fate, chance or negligence, yet he remains

faithfully on their trail as a man of high principle and involves others in his quest,

giving evidence of deep concern. If the animals are understood as vehicles of spritual

ideals, his pursuit to recover them comes across as all the more laudable. That their

nature remains somewhat mysterious is only in keeping with the implied elevation

of the joint and expanding quest at hand.

As Judith Pritchard Saunders has stressed regarding Walden 's narrator

and his prophetic aesthetics, Thoreau was "well aware that one essential aspect of

sacred truth is mystery. [Mystery demands] of the believer the humility to

acknowledge that his human faculties are limited, and the faith to accept statements

which can neither be proved nor disproved by human reason as experientially 'true.'"

The crucial difference, she adds, between Thoreau's literary strategy and "run-of-

the-mill nineteenth-century Christian teachings is that Thoreau challenges us to

resolve the mysteries rather than rest in them. Once having been challenged to

resolve them, we must either act on them or else stand self-convicted." The Walden

narrator thus, Saunders concludes, "urges on us a whole new habit of mind, insisting

that we work at making sense of things instead of accepting them without thought"

(98, 101).

A new objection might be formulated at this stage, however. On what

grounds can we claim to understand Thoreau's passage as a parable of mystic

content, given that his book is one of literature rather than scripture? Or at the very

least, what reason do we have to believe that Thoreau's contemporary audience

received Walden as scripture, rather than as humble spiritual autobiography?

Regarding the latter question, it is safe to say that reverent readers have become

more numerous with time, although Thoreau did have a number of recognized

disciples already in his own day-Daniel Ricketson, H.G.O. Blake, and W.E.

Channing, to name a few. The former question is the more difficult to answer

briefly, tapping as it does into both Thoreau's concept of self and his perceived

authorial mission in Walden. Was the book truly meant to describe a representative

life, or rather to serve as the record of an eccentric solipsist?
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The answer tends toward representativity. Thoreau published Walden, after

all. He also subscribed to a transcendentalist epistemology which immensely

empowered the self: through the ideal faculty of reason mundane consciousness

could at its most inspired tap into the divine. By nurturing one's attentiveness to

the expressions and processes of outward creation, reason could increasingly be

expected to guide one's reflections (especially on fundamentals) toward truth. And
this was a truth seen as common to all if not yet perceived by all. Hence the prophetic

rationale built into the transcendentalist psyche.

To this reforming strain we may add the contemporary influence of the

so-called higher criticism of the Biblical texts, inaugurated by German scholars in

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, upon the transcendentalist

mindset. The essential argument of this criticism was that all texts, including

scripture, inevitably reflect the historical circumstances in which they were created.

Gary Collison has described its impact as follows: "Although the direct and indirect

effects of higher criticism on the Transcendentalists varied considerably, . . . two

main results are clear. First, higher criticism allowed many Transcendentalists to

complete the shift of religious authority from the Bible to the individual

consciousness and to intuition. Second, by blurring or erasing the boundary between

literature and sacred Scripture, higher criticism fed into Romantic notions of

inspiration and genius to give an extraordinary spiritual and cultural status to

authorship and to myth" (8 Iff.).

Granted that these factors taken together form a germane background to

Thoreau 's enthusiasm regarding both established mythology and novel fabulizing,

a question still seems to remain concerning his attitude toward employing homespun
mythology in Walden. For by the historical critique just described, is not myth
devalued as uniquely situated in time, rather than understood as a timeless resource?

In other words, insofar as Thoreau realized that he could not grasp ancient myth in

its entirety due to his own necessary historical distance from its relevant context,

ought he not then to have been wary of the diminishing efficiency of his personally

wrought mythology upon future readers of Walden ?

If we confine our discussion once again to its animal enigma, we will

undoubtedly see that its reception evinces its responsiveness to "multiple intentions

of the eye," to quote Richard Grusin on the effect of Thoreau's mythology upon

his readers (104ff., 173ff., n 28). Yet this does importantly not preclude the

possibility that Thoreau saw a lasting transferential potential in his private myth as

launched by the hound, bay horse and turtle-dove passage. Organized in such a

way as to prompt the reader to ask him or herself questions about the nature of loss

and hope of recovery, Thoreau's parable seems not to have had as its goal meaning
in the strict sense, but significance. The precise historical circumstances surrounding

his animal passage will ultimately be redundant, as readers inevitably appropriate

it according to the focus and scope of their own glasses. Indeed, Grusin claims as

much regarding the writer's general attitude toward myth. Thoreau realized the

'multiple intentions' inherent to reading and understanding myth. What I wish to

stress, however, is that such insight does not necessarily lead to authorial pessimism,

as Grusin implies. On the contrary, one may more plausibly claim that Thoreau's

mythological parable aspires rather to timelessness than to situatedness. Thoreau
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is addressing the eternities and in the process happily jettisons the comparative

messiness of detailed personal history. His proper reader is one who strives to

make sense of loss within the complexity of his or her own life rather than prying

into the author's. Here, if anywhere, lies the key to its redemptive potential for the

individual reader.

Concluding Remarks

It is surely a fitting irony to end the present discussion with an indictment of sorts

against my chosen method. I have attempted to relate Thoreau's hound, bay horse,

and turtle-dove passage to a number of historical contexts relevant to a scholarly

understanding of its workings. In the process I have striven first to give a fair and

balanced view of critics' and general readers' reception of the passage. Despite its

inevitable oversights, I hope that this prelude will provide a miniature reception

history of Walden upon its sesquicentennial. Discussion and speculation regarding

its animal trio has continued throughout the 150 years Walden has been in print,

among both American readers and those from several other countries. This debate,

while sometimes myopic, often gives valuable glimpses into how the book and its

author have been perceived in the aggregate. It also shows how literary scholarship

itself has evolved-for Thoreau's animal passage has indeed become a perennial

fable for critics.

The nexus of the sections on Thoreau's rhetorical education, his reading

of the ancients and classics, and of Emerson and the Biblical texts has been the

concept of obscurity as a deliberate rhetorical option. Tracing the potential granted-

whether reluctantly or readily-to obscurity as a writer's tool from these various

sources, one will better understand Thoreau's gradual reassessment of its power

and propriety. He derides obscurity in an early and derivative college theme essay

of 1835, treating of "the ways in which a man's style may be said to offend against

simplicity," only to embrace it in Walden some twenty years later.
69 Obscurity

helps him boost his prophetic persona in his 1854 opus by conferring crucial

authority to his narrative voice.

In Thoreau's animal paragraph obscurity-cwra-authority involves a three-

stage process. First the passage fosters curiosity (what is lost), then respect (how it

is sought), and finally sympathy (how loss is dealt with). I have, admittedly from a

latter-day vantage, called this process ecosystematic. The communicative model

involved within the text proper, to carry the likeness somewhat further, mirrors

that of a redeemed and responsible human attitude toward physical nature-perhaps

even sadly so, considering what we are allowing ourselves to lose every day. A
relevant reading of Thoreau's passage from a green angle, then, would emphasize

it as an admonishment against further environmental depredation, as brought about

by our common carelessness and negligence. Idealism and practicality, as Thoreau's

famed paragraph has conveyed to so many, would then converge in our taking

account of, and seeking to redress, such Joss.

Naturally this is only one of a myriad viable ways to understand the hound,

bay horse, and turtle-dove enigma. Successful obscuritas does not result from a
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lax rhetorical tactic, rather it skillfuly opens the text to a wide margin of

interpretations. Personal or political points of view are accomodated just as well as

intra-disciplinary queries. Thus Thoreau's obscurity forms the mark of a master

rhetorician. Thoreau's Walden ethos has not suffered from the lack of agreement

on the specifics of his animal passage. Rather it has been repeatedly brought to

life.

Obscurity can be notoriously difficult to ascertain, and it is admittedly

risky to pursue. In any canonical work, its burden transfers almost automatically

from the author-messenger, or by extension from his or her textual message, to the

recipient. In other words, as long as connotations can be presumed to exist and

remain to be extracted (commonly an effect of a literary work's repute), we do

assume a figurative relation rather than nonsense, happily ignoring the inherent

circularity of our logic (Beardsley 143; cf. Mehtonen, Obscurity 160). It thus takes

a truly self-assured reader to denounce as recondite what would seem an honest

metaphorical statement in a valued work.

Few would claim a grasp of all plausible connotations regarding a dense,

multi-layered narrative like Walden. Thoreau's book humorously puns and

contradicts itself while insisting on trustworthiness in its apparent concern with

clarity, transparency and a furthering of verifiable facts (costs, gains, depths,

distances). To this one must add its near plethora of cultural references-in Walden

quotes, allusions and symbols are legion. A conservative estimate puts the number

of annotated editions at about twenty to date (my own count in preparing this

essay). Yet we are bound to see more, each building on earlier efforts while

presenting new findings.

The hound, bay horse, and turtle-dove passage continues to have an impact

upon new generations of readers. By turns they find provocative nonsense or

evocative substance in its phrasing. I will close by citing a recent debate among a

group of undergraduates and their teacher in an English class at Virginia

Commonwealth University. Their exchange was posted as a web-discussion of

Thoreau's animal passage in October 2002 and came to involve two students (Jan

and Dana) and their teacher (Ann). No surnames were given, and first names may
have been aliases, but that matters little here. These young and inquisitive readers

have nothing to be ashamed of.

Jan commences by quoting Thoreau's paragraph in full, then asks: "I would

like to know what [Thoreau's narrator] is talking about. I cannot think what these

things symbolize. Any ideas?" Dana replies: "Well, I'm not sure .... I basically

took it to mean that he, like everyone else, has had losses that he needed to recover

from and his work and life in the woods are an attempt at that. What specifically

those losses are, I wish I knew." Ann then gives her opinion: "I don't know, of

course. They must be private symbols of loss-the hound as companion? the horse

as partner in travel? the dove as spirit? Are these representations of lost youth and

early dreams?" Upon which Jan comments: "Obviously whatever they represent,

other people are looking for the same things. I wonder if Thoreau intended to

confuse his audience." Ann then caps the discussion: "Most likely he wants to

make them think! And see, it worked for you."70
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Notes

'For an example of the latter strategy, see Greene. Arguing that Thoreau

is delineating his larger goal in the immediate context, Greene writes: "Aside from

the much-discussed hound, bay horse and turtle-dove paragraph, the rest of the

passage has to do with certain rites of renewal in which Thoreau has long

participated" (38). Recently Liesemann has also voiced concern that attempts to

elucidate the passage may blur one's focus on more important matters (cf. note 9

below).
2See, for a concise and well-argued formulation of this stance, Dean (ed.),

Wild Fruits: Thoreau's Rediscovered Last Manuscript xiv-xvi; and McGregor

71-74, who, however, posits-somewhat tenuously-that Thoreau showed no real

interest in wilderness preceding his Kathadin climb.
3See Bridgman 197-202. Bridgman's monograph describes Thoreau as a

man plagued by inner furies and fears which pervade most of his writings.
4For detailed notes on the history of the debate as well as judicial literary

analysis, see Hoag 23-46 and Moldenhauer 124-41 (139ff.). The current lines of

scrimmage are in turn clearly drawn out by McGregor 224, n. 37; and Buell,

Environmental Imagination 12ff. and 432, n. 33.
5Wood's discussion of the animal passage is on p. 140ff.

6See<http://w ww. uwm.edu/Dept/JMC/Olson/journal/ 1950s/
521201_sw.htm>, where Olson's journal passage is quoted in full (11/2002).

7See Morrow's "William J. Clinton: The Torch is Passed,"77rae 4 January

1993.
8See Trask's essay as delivered at the first annual Newbury College

Colloquium on 17 September 1998.
9Thus I hope to assuage at least some of Liesemann's criticism in his

recent rhetorical study of Walden, arguing that a focus on the animal enigma will

often lure the critic away from more important aspects of the "Economy" chapter:

"[Man hat] sich bei der Diskussion sehr oft von den scheinbar eindeutigen Aussagen

dieses ersten Kapitels leiten lassen und geglaubt, der Schwierigkeit von Walden

als Text dadurch gerecht zu werden, daB man sich iiber Thoreaus Fabel von den

verloreren 'hound,' 'bay horse,' und 'turtle dove' den Kopf zerbrach. AllzugroBer

Leichtfertigkeit im Umgang mit Thoreaus Prosa stand ein Kraftakt gegeniiber, der

damit verbunden war, dieses Symbol zu 'knacken.' Dieses MiBverhaltnis resultierte

in einer teilweise unzureichenden Wiirdigung der spateren Textpassagen" (34). I

would of course take issue with Liesemann's solution of simply ignoring the passage,

which is equally reductive. Regarding theoretical underpinnings, my method owes

much to Robert D. Hume. Beyond the reception narrative offered at the outset, the

remainder of my study is historical in the sense that it attempts to find possible

frames of relevance to Thoreau at his own time of writing. This seems to me less

reductive than choosing a random (post)modern frame of reference and then simply

'applying' it to Thoreau's text. I am not claiming this popular mode of inquiry

invalid, merely that it risks anachronism and myopism.
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10
In the first draft of Walden of 1 847, the paragraph concerning the animals

begins as follows: "I long ago lost a hound-and a turtle dove and a bay horse-and

am still on their trail. Many's the traveller I have spoken concerning them-describing

what tracks and what calls they answered to" (Shanley 113). By version "C" of

1 849, however, the creatures were moved to their current placings with the rest of

the paragraph intact (Clapper 30, 89). Nevertheless an early compiler of a

widespread Thoreau anthology-including an annotated Walden- claims that parts

of the passage appear in original manuscript also as a footnote to the chapter "Winter

Animals," more specifically to where a hunter is mentioned who had "lost a dog

but found a man" (Crawford 359, n. 57; Thoreau, Walden 227). It turns out, however,

that Crawford's source is Sanborn's notorious edition of Walden from 1909.

According to Harding's later review of Walden editions, Sanborn "attempted to

rearrange the text to suit his own notions and ended up with a badly garbled version

that has been the despair of all serious students since" {Centennial xix). Cf.

Sanborn's own footnote to "Winter Animals," where he oddly claims thatThoreau's

animal paragraph has been "omitted from printed editions" [Sanborn (ed.) Walden

182, n. 2]. Certainly Sanborn himself has excised the passage from the "Economy"

chapter, so whether he is arguing about placement or inclusion per se remains

unclear.

U
I refrain from adopting any special term for the passage: it has alternately

been called a parable, fable, allegory, myth, riddle, puzzle and enigma in the

secondary literature. The former terms connote a ready interpretation that has

hitherto eluded critics as a community. 'Riddle' and 'puzzle' seem more challenging,

but nevertheless hint at a definite solution (cf. Hasan-Rokem and Shulman 3-9,

316-20). 'Enigma' is arguably the most open-ended term of the group, and as such

generally preferred here. Then again it may be argued that Thoreau's passage

combines elements of the mentioned terms in such a way as to defy classification.

This seems the implicit conclusion of the most ambitious canvassing of Walden's

tropes and linguistic strategies to date (Moldenhauer, Rhetoric). Despite its

exhaustive catalogs of wordplay, folklore, and rhetorical devices (including parable,

paradox, and allusion), the hound, bay horse, and turtle-dove passage is not found

to fit readily into any category and is therefore not listed in the study.

12Sanborn cites the alternate retort as noted in a presentation copy of Walden

owned by Thoreau's friend William Ellery Channing: "H. got 1st proof of Walden

March 26, 1854. 'Lost a hound, a bay horse, etc' On being asked by Mr. Edw.

Watson, at Clarke's Island the meaning of this, Henry replied, 'Have not you?'"

See Sanborn, Recollections 391. This latter answer amounts to the same as the

more civil one, but perhaps accords better with the farmer's miffed reply in turn

(as cited by Watson): "That's a pretty way to answer a fellow."

13
Intriguingly, in a 10 February 1856 letter to one Calvin H. Greene- an

enthusiastic reader of Walden from Michigan who had evidently returned to order

A Week from the writer-Thoreau praises Greene's home county of Oakland and

concludes with what might be an allusion to Walden 's turtle-dove: "I like the name
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of your county. May it grow men as sturdy as its trees. Methinks I hear your flute

echo amid the oaks. Is not yours too a good place to study theology? I hope that

you will ere long recover your turtle-dove, and that it will bring you glad tidings

out of that heaven in which it disappeared" {Correspondence 407ff.). Unfortunately,

as Greene's letter to Thoreau is now lost, it is impossible to know if Thoreau is

responding diplomatically to a meaning suggested by Greene himself (so, in effect,

keeping his secret) or making a real explicatory statement -or yet simply referring

to a bird Greene had actually lost. Greene's own interpretation, at any rate, surfaced

a few years later in a letter to Sanborn of 8 June 1862, upon news of Thoreau's

death (it was subsequently donated by Sanborn to Thoreau's sister Sophia).

Lamenting that he did not get a chance to visit Thoreau personally, Greene writes:

"Have not been as fortunate even as he was, as touching his lost pets-Many have

been the travelling Agents . . . that T have spoken concerning' him, but none have

seen or even heard of him, or seemingly . . . and particularly to do so. I [k]now he

has passed 'behind a cloud,' or if you please-& I like it well,
—

'wanders now by

faire streams'" (Harding, Sophia Thoreau s Scrapbook 46). [W. Barksdale Maynard

is currently studying the comments in Greene's personally annotated copy of

Walden; the results may shed further light on how he understood Thoreau's

mentioned animals].
14Adams agrees with Raysor's cited interpretation, seeing in the human

losses an important rationale for Thoreau's Walden Pond sojourn: "to think his

way through his disappointments to a satisfying faith" (269). Raysor's

documentation has since found favor with Whicher (21).
15The textual source is Emerson's revised funeral address as published in

the Atlantic Monthly in 1 862, entitled "Thoreau." This influenced the editor of one

of the several 1910 editions of Walden (the original copyright then expired). He
asserts that "[t]his symbolic passage has never been explained in detail," while in

accordance with Emerson's view that the reference as such is veiled (Alden, ed.,

Walden 27 1 , n. to 1 5, line 11). Later Emerson purportedly toyed with a more specific

solution in a private notebook section entitled "H[enry]T[horeau]" from 1864-65

[cf. Hopkins 243, n. 80]. Emerson is said to have been inspired by a quote from

Thoreau's journal of 12 August 1840: "A good book will not be dropped by its

author but thrown up. It will be so long a promise that he will not overtake it soon.

He will have slipped the leash of a fleet hound"-to which Emerson is said to have

added that "The bay horse might be such command of property as he desired, and

the turtle dove might be the wife of his dream." Thoreau's journal quote is correctly

cited (cf. PJ 1: 170) and it is indeed transcribed by Emerson (cf. JMN 15: 43)-

however not, as stated, in his separate notebook on Thoreau. There Emerson merely

quotes the relevant animal passage from Walden, without further commentary (cf.

ibid. 485). It is possible that Hopkins, reviewing Emerson's various papers at a

relatively early date, mixes what has subsequently been identified as separate

Emersonian sources. I have cross-checked in TN, Volume 3, where there is a separate

section entitled "H.D. Thoreau" in the Notebook OP Gulistan (ibid. 57-64), yet

without any further comment on the animal passage. Thus Hopkins' source remains
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unknown. What is clear, at any rate, is that Emerson remained fascinated by

Thoreau's enigma; viz. he included it in his reading list for his mid- 1870s anthology

Parnassus (cf. JMN, XVI, 227). Ronald A. Bosco, kindly replying in detail to a

recent listserv query regarding Hopkins' elusive source, writes: "I suspect the source

of her quotation was either the now incomplete (and unpublished) Emerson lecture

manuscript "Prolegomena of sketch of Thoreau," which he delivered at the Music

Hall in Boston on 29 June 1862 (in the Houghton Library, bMS Am 1280.207 [6])

or another Emerson journal or notebook printed in JMN or 77V . . . or another

Emerson manuscript that may still be in private hands." Lebeaux, in a psychological

portrait of the writer, has since suggested that Ellen Sewall might be the "turtle-

dove" in Thoreau's Walden passage (139).
16See (in chronological order according to each category) Snyder 27; Ready

np; Cook 66; Corrente 16f.; Granger Paradoxes 62f.; Page (Japp) 168f.; Sanborn,

Henry D. Thoreau 285; Rees (ed.), Walden 340-indeed Rees finds Thoreau's passage

so compelling that he inserts it on Walden 's title page, while deleting the chanticleer

quote properly placed there; Allen (ed.), Walden 371; Cooper (ed.), Walden 210, n.

11; Wood 140f.; Thomas (ed.), Walden 11, n. 1; Rossi (ed.), Walden 11, n. 4; Kifer

website; Burroughs 337; Shepard 244; Canby 294; Tripp, With Pen of Truth 85f.

(cf. note 40 below); and Frederick 98.

17See, apart from the immediately following interpretations, Emerson's

later one as recorded in a private journal (quoted in note 15 above).
18Jones' brief study had earlier been serialized in The Unitarian of January,

February, and March of 1890. In a letter of the latter 1890 date to Jones, H.G.O.

Blake, Thoreau's long-time correspondent and confidant, wrote to express his

sympathy with Jones' interpretation (65f).

19Volkman 6ff; Davidson 524; cf. the latter view with Saltmarsh (note 45

below). Marshall has since seconded Davidson's view in a comparative study of

Walden and Homer's Odyssey. He characterizes both narratives as epic-heroic,

and argues that Thoreau's animal passage betokens a yearning for home similar to

the one of Ulysses (57). While finding no close correlatives to Thoreau's animals

in Homer, Marshall proposes that we might include Ulysses and his author/tradeur

"[a]mong the travelers he has consulted," even though Thoreau's homing instinct

should be understood as essentially a yearning for "man's true (wild) state" rather

than for an Ithaca proper.

20Lucas formerly at <"http://www.lucasbooks.com/Thoreau>" (11/2000).

Site since discontinued.
2I Pinker's cited passage from Thoreau's A Week begins "If a person lost

would conclude that after all he is not lost/.../." Cf. Thoreau's Week 184.

22Cf. Abbott's suggestion to the chivalric code previously rejected by H.R.

Houston (note 25 below).
23Stewart might have strengthened his analysis by taking note of the fact

that the narrator claims to know what calls the animals answered to; this establishes

their communicative potential vis-a-vis the human while remaining more or less
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linked to nature. The weaknesses of Stewart's argument, by contrast, arguably lie

in his eclectic quoting. Granted the horse is praised in "Walking," but Thoreau

remained a foot traveler both in Walden and beyond, shunning riding and even

arguing the greater range and freedom of sauntering over that of the railroad in

"Economy." Equating a symbolic bird of peace with one of war is also problematic.

While Thoreau does at one point in his 1853 journal write of a turtle-dove that it

"sail[s] like a hawk," (cf. note 28 below), hawks and doves do not readily

commingle, whether in flight or in common symbolism.
24The Confucian quote (actually ascribed to his disciple Mencius) is cited

from a transcription of Thoreau's own translation as presented in A Week (see also

Tan 295 and Mueller). Cameron has lately professed agreement with van Doren's

reading: "We have, perhaps, too long assumed the relevance of Wordsworth's 'Ode'

(cf. note 30 below) and the theory of the 'Lapse. ['] The key to the passage, I believe,

is the Confucian concept of 'sentiments' of the 'heart,' which, though lost, must be

sought after. Confucius apparently believed that some of them, at least, through

discipline, might be recovered" {Comment 125). Cameron links Thoreau's implied

sense to a paragraph preceding the 'fowl and hound' one in Pauthier's French

translation volume Confucius et Mencius: "Pour [l'homme], les passions qui lui

ont fait deserter les bons et nobles sentiments de son coeur sont comme la hache et

la serpe pour les arbres de la montagne, qui chacque matin les attaquent. . . . Les

effets d'un retour au bien, produits chaque jour au souffle tranquille et bienfaisant

du matin, font que, sous le rapport de 1' amour de la vertu et de la haine du vice, on

se rapproche un peu de la nature primitive de l'homme (comme les rejetons de la

foret coupee)" (167ff.). Cf. Thoreau's many quotes from Pauthier's volume cited

by Sattelmeyer 248.
25Houston has since pledged allegiance to van Doren's claim that the

passage should properly be read as an "enigmatic private symbol" as evoked by

the underlying Mencius quote (47). However Houston emphasizes "fidelity to. . .

youthful intimations" (50) as Thoreau's driving force, rather than any loss of a

cherished other. In working toward this conclusion, Houston rejects a number of

chivalric honor codes that might else be seen as models: "The trinity of lost

companions need not represent any such triad of specific virtues as poverty, chastity,

and obedience, or faith, hope, and charity (though their romantic associations suggest

the attributes of the Christian knight)" (49). The latter are interesting options, though

perhaps in need of a medievalist to pursue with confidence. Certainly a number of

famous literary knights-one thinks, for example, of Chretien de Troyes' Yvain

with his trusty lion-are accompanied by animals at once heraldic, more widely

symbolic and actual, to enhance and clarify their master's strengths, yearnings and

virtues. Yet if an exact epic match were possible, we would surely have been

informed of it by now.
26As Harding points out in a 1960 review of interpretations, Girdler's

unpublished Master's thesis from 1933 wishes to refute van Doren's claim that

Thoreau was mourning the loss of personal friendships {Literary Symbolism
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61).Girdler
,

s broader purpose is to rescue Thoreau from a perceived status as a

selfish skulker and instead make of him a full-fledged idealist (Girdler 113). This

makes for a rather rambling text, rendering the animal passage "a point of departure"

(112) for discussions psychological, textual, and philosophical. To Girdler's credit,

he does prove Thoreau's concern with loss throughout his writings and makes the

case that he was "interested in stimulating his readers by [his animal] fable, in

creating a background for thought" (34) in Kantian fashion.
27Paul expressed a similar opinion as editor of the Riverside Edition of

Walden and Civil Disobedience in 1957 (cf. note 29 below), and Paul Lauter follows

suit as editor of the New Riverside Edition of the same works some four decades

later (49, n. 19).

28While Farcet's focus on tangible aspects of Thoreau's animals (akin to

Stewart's, cf. note 23 above) is intriguing, his continued discussion of the passage

comes across as somewhat confused. Farcet links it also to another quote from the

Confucian disciple Mencius, as given in the "Higher Laws" chapter of Walden:

"That in which men differ from brute beasts,' says Mencius, 'is a thing very

inconsiderable; the common herd lose it very soon; superior men preserve it very

carefully'" (Walden 219). What Mencius alludes to here is arguably his own cardinal

thesis, namely that humans differ from beasts in their capacity to distinguish between

good and evil. If a difference is then at issue-and I would maintain it is with

Mencius-why would Thoreau employ as symbols of his quest the very creatures

he purportedly wishes to rise above? Farcet might have furthered his analysis of

Thoreau's animals by considering their role in the journals up to Walden's

publication. Yet what joins the animals here is at most the intactness of their wild

instincts. This is made an effective point in a note of a hounds' foxchase and a

domesticated horse's scraping away of snow to find grass in winter [see Thoreau's

PJ 2: 214 (Fall 1845), and PJ 3: 87 (20 June 1850)]. The turtle-dove, in turn, is

described as showing unrest when caged, while in a free state "sailing like a hawk"

[see the Journal 6, 18ff. (15 December 1853), and TV 6: 64 (2 April 1853)]. However

the fact that one must cull these references from vastly differing contexts underscores

the arbitrariness of any conclusions in relation to the brute trio in Walden. One

must also keep in mind that the first version of the animal paragraph, with all

creatures named, was composed already in 1847 (cf. note 10 above).
29Speaking of possible sources of the animal passage, Paul has elsewhere

opined that Confucius "might do better [than] Voltaire or Dante"; {Walden and

Civil Disobedience 11, n. 1); Confucius is the only alternative discussed in Paul's

later work (cf. note 27 above). The animals Dante faces upon approaching the

gates of hell in his Divina Commedia (1307-21) have traditionally been interpreted

as symbols of three deadly sins, namely lust (the leopard); pride (the lion); and

covetousness (the she-wolf) in lieu with the Bible's Jeremiah 5:6 and later Christian

commentators such as Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. If anything, Thoreau's

animals would have to be seen as antithetical to Dante's, as symbols of desired

traits rather than of sins.
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The at once slippery and eclectic nature of animal symbolism compounds

the difficulty of pursuing any further analysis in this vein. More or less secularized

sources such as Aristotle's stringent On Animals, Pliny's eclectic Natural History,

^Elian's anecdotal On Animals, classic fable collections (Babrius, Phaedrus, Aesop),

and the established heraldic tradition are all inconclusive as regards Thoreau's

mentioned animals. The seminal second-century Physiologus also seems to offer

little of value, mixing as it does (along with later bestiaries based on it) ancient

animal lore with scant objective observations and rather heavyhanded moralizing.

Of the medieval encyclopedists, we can only suppose Thoreau read Olaus Magnus,

however without finding relevant material on his chosen animals. (Consulting

various dictionaries of proverbs and folklore relevant to Thoreau's cultural milieu,

I have further found no similarities in content or structure with his mentioned

creatures.)

Special scrutiny should be reserved for the Biblical texts, which have

survived intact throughout and with which Thoreau clearly was conversant. But

unfortunately the many Biblical references to the dog, horse, and turtle-dove are

difficult to reconcile into a coherent common significance: cf. the exhaustive

treatment in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible,Wo\. I, 862; Vol. II, 646-48;

Vol. IV,718ff.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that some scholars have placed their hope

in finding a match in Thoreau's as-yet unpublished "Indian Notebooks." Rourke

was first to hint at this possibility in 1959, however without proposing an exact

source: "[Thoreau's passage] has the partial and fragmentary air which has been

seen elsewhere in native fable and figure, rising as from hidden sources, then pausing

as though the underlying inspiration were incomplete or insecure" (Ch. VI, Section

1). Fleck later claimed that Thoreau began compiling extensive notes on Native

American matters "about 1847"-in other words during the year when he completed

his first draft of Walden, and wherein his animal enigma is included (Indians of

Thoreau 3). Rose has in turn vigorously argued the importance of the "Indian

Notebooks" upon Walden (77-88). Bradley P. Dean, however, currently at work on

a complete edition of the "Indian Notebooks," has given me his informed assessment

that Thoreau began his notations at earliest in 1 848-thus discounting the possibility

that his animal trio could be explained directly by any of his notes there.

30In fairness to Harding, he also states that "one needs a sense ofhumor in

considering . . . critical reactions" and that "there is no unanimity on interpretation

of these symbols," each reader in effect "being free to interpret them as he wishes"

(329). Harding has expressed this view in three articles, first in 1960 (cf. note 26

above), then as appended to a brief catalog of critics' interpretations in his The

Variorum Walden 270-272, n. 44, and again in 1995 as quoted here. One may note

that Landre-Augier (ed., transl. & ann.) adopts Harding's analysis in full in his

French translation of Walden (542, n. 36); van Doren Stern does likewise in his

The Annotated Walden ( 1 57- 1 58, n. 60); as does Wagenknecht-with a few additional

citings-in his life-and-letters biography (178, n. 4). [Nota bene I have omitted here
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the suggestion by Marquis (cf. note 32 below) and Anzai that Wordsworth's ode

'"Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood" (1807) may
underlie Thoreau's choice of animals-simply because of a lack of matching

creatures. Wordsworth's are birds and lambs. Granted his poetic "I" is a melancholy

adult observer of youth's frolic, and in "blessed Creatures" sees "[t]he heavens

laugh." while of himself asking "Whither is fled the visionary gleam?/ Where is it

now. the glory and the dream?" But this does not amount to more than, at best,

vague inspiration as a paean to youth and consolation for senescence in faith (cf.

Wordsworth 587-590). It should also be noted that Marquis cites Canby as a fellow-

interpreter favoring Wordsworth's ode as an intertext, when Canby merely states

that Thoreau with his passage strove to "recover his 'intimations of immortality"'

(295)-i.e., his very own intimations. Anzai, finally, suggests the animals to be

symbolic of the lost heavenly lights and elusive truth which Wordsworth's poem
describes, without further explaining why (200ff.).] In conclusion, literary parallels

offering a two-thirds match, or mentions of the animals within a much wider group-

this characterizes the field thus far-are bound to surface now and again. With such

standard of evidence one could, for example, cite King Lear's final utterance in

Shakespeare's tragedy, upon Lear's finding himself to have lost everything,

including his most loving daughter Cordelia: "Why should a dog, a horse, a rat,

have life,/ And thou no breath at all? Thou' It come no more,/ Never, never, never,

never, never!" [cf. Shakespeare 1020; Act V, Scene III].

31Davidson (cf. note 19 above) in 1954 described Walden as "an artistically

executed unit" (522), and then tried to piece together other references to the creatures

in the book as grading symbols of human potential-animal, intellectual, and

spiritual—yet arguably without much success. That the hound might symbolize

wildness is a moot point, and that the bay horse should allude to a quote from

Swift's Gulliver's Travels, in turn playing on a speculative etymology having the

word "horse" signify "the perfection of nature," seems farfetched (524). Davidson

would ultimately have Thoreau's horse symbolize "the poetic life-of intellectual

creativity," and presumably he is thinking of Pegasus-who, however, was white.

Davidson does conclude with an evocative Walden quote on the wildness of doves,

to the effect that these do not "'cherish their innocence in dovecots,'" but then

relates this to a quote by St. Luke "prescribing the sacrifice of doves in the rite of

purification." If Thoreau had somehow sacrificed 'his' dove to cleanse himself,

why would he still be in search of it? By contrast the most ambitious New Critical

reading of Walden to date, by Charles R. Anderson, simply dismisses the animal

passage as a digression: "the cluster of images begins with a cryptic symbol of

what [Thoreau] is still in quest of: 'a hound, a bay horse, and a turtle-dove,' which

has baffled critics so far in spite of numerous attempts to explicate it. (Thoreau's

own commentary, in a letter, hardly clarifies it.)," (24ff.). Rohman in 1960 spelled

out the difficulty of the New Critical perspective in this case: "Understood in the

context of Thoreau's life, Walden itself was retrospective and prospective. . . .

Consequently, the sense [s] of 'lostness' and 'pursuit' are appropriate to Thoreau's
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personal history. But whether they are 'organic' with the Walden context is a matter

less clear. Certainly the major symbols of affirmation at the end of Walden-ihe

thawing sand, the hawk, the artist of Kouroo and the sun-as-morning-star-have no

relationship to the hound, bay horse and turtledove. The symbols are left unexplained

and unexplored in the [immediate] context and then apparently dropped" (92ff.).

32Marquis links Pegasus to Belerephon's losing his mount in an attempt

to join the gods on Olympus, falling wounded to earth while Pegasus remains to

make a home for himself among the stars. The dove of Noah, in turn, should,

according to Marquis, allude to its third flight from the ark-from which it did not

return. (Whether informed of it or not, Marquis makes no mention of Johnston's

earlier study).
33While discussing religious interpretations, brief mention might be made

of a reader oddly positing the Christian Trinity as ultimate referent (Darius). How
Thoreau's animals would possibly fit as symbols of the Godhead beyond the dove's

dogmatic link to the Holy Spirit, however, is not made clear.

340'Connor has later, whether independently or not, suggested the "doubts

love" reading as correct.

35Guthrie has since issued a corresponding opinion, while apparently

ignorant of Delaney's article. Where the former may coax amusement in finding a

consistent humorous slant to the passage and its immediate context, Guthrie misses

his chronology and thereby his angle. "Before he became widely known as a

surveyor, Thoreau could hardly have hoped to excuse his presence [on other people's

property] by claiming he was engaged upon professional business," Guthrie claims

(142). But as he has just accounted for it, Thoreau embarked on his surveying

career in earnest already in 1850 (133), beginning "to succeed within only one

year's time" (144). Surely if Thoreau was a well-established surveyor by 1854,

why would he let remain an obsolete trespassing excuse- assuming it was originally

such-in his final draft of Walden? Cf. Guthrie 133, 140-144.
36A later interpreter following Cavell up to this point is Andrews, who

proposes the animals' personal connotations for Thoreau: "These are symbolic of

his losses in life, which he is still trying to recover" (27).
37Cavell writes: "Here the writer fully identifies his audience as those

who realize that they have lost the world, i. e., are lost to it. The fate of having a

self-of being human-is one in which the self is always to be found; fated to be

sought, or not; recognized, or not. . . .This is the writer's interpretation of the

injunction to know thyself. His descriptions emphasize that this is a continuous

activity, not something we may think of as an intellectual preoccupation. It is placing

ourselves in the world. That you do not know beforehand what you will find is the

reason the quest is an experiment or an exploration" (op. cit., 53). An offshoot of

this questing mode of reasoning pervades a recent article by the Jungian Craig

Chalquist. Placing Thoreau's animal enigma as motto, Chalquist describes the

psychological rationale behind organized religion as a providing of "socially

sanctioned ways to experience the numinous." However, growing numbers have

lately found "collective symbols or 'containers' of the numinous unsatisfying"
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while challenged by followers of custom who "defensively equate cultivating one's

own vintage of piety with an arrogant digging up of collective beliefs." Thoreau

would in Chalquist's view be a spearhead for the former group. For a humorous

Freudian contrast comparing Thoreau 's sense of loss as evoked by the animal

passage to a nostalgic reminiscence from childhood of the aroma of family-baked

bread, see Badkhan.
38Cf. (in chronological order) Fleck, "Thoreau as Mythmaker": "[t]he

animals simply represent serious and deep losses-whatever they may be only each

man knows for himself (30); Richardson: "[t]he success of this not yet fully

explained fable is perhaps best estimated by ... 'the readiness with which [it] may
be made to express any truth"' (13 Iff.); Peck: "the story ... is less important for its

actual sources than for the sense of loss that it communicates" -loss is "given a

'place'" and the parable so has "the effect of containing loss" (157ff.); Johnson,

Jr.: rather than seek a "finite message" we should "first determine our own losses,

then decide whether to allow Walden to guide us-to experience our loss as but

another version of its parable of lost and found" (91); Milder: "[Thoreau's] cryptic

parable . . . was probably never meant to be solved but to pique curiosity and invite

readers to attach their own associations to its myth of fallenness and wished-for

redemption, so that the quester's search becomes theirs" (60); Fender: "What is

clear is that the three lost items are figurative and that T[horeau] had no intention

of assigning specific equivalents to any of the three symbolic animals" (316; note

to 17); Hartman: "Thoreau's deliberate obscurity in the lost animals parable

effectively invites readers into the creative process, giving them something close

to carte blanche as co-authors of literary meaning" (150ff.). [Note also Hartman's

fine discussion ofhow Thoreau's animals-the horse in particular-form intertextual

resonances in Edward Abbey's work (278-300).]
39Meredith reasons that none of the animals could have any lasting personal

connection to Thoreau: he merely notes the loss of others' hounds in Walden, finds

a rotting horse's carcass in his vicinity, and glimpses the free wildness of the turtle-

dove. Merdith concludes, "Thoreau is pointing out . . . that loss is pure affect, and

has no other relation to reality than its presence in our emotions. He is showing us

how we might distance ourselves from this sense, in order to better manage it." In

an earlier article, Meredith argues for a contextual understanding of the passage,

seeing the "Economy" chapter's essential theme as one of "deconstruction of our

economic concept of 'loss'" (4) with Thoreau pointing out that "[n]othing in our

external circumstances ever requires [a sense of loss in] us" (5). A question seems

to remain, however, in why Thoreau should declare himself still in persistent pursuit

of the creatures he mentions, if losing them was really his point? Cf. Meredith,

Lost and his latest web-commentary {Thoughts) where he posits a "related passage"

toward the conclusion of Thoreau's "Autumnal Tints" essay of 1862, involving

one who in Thoreau's words "shoots at beauty" and the importance of persistance

and anticipation in such endeavor. [Cf. also Landry's reading the passage as

betokening a "freedom of choice" versus "psychic fetters"; this is arguably in line
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with Meredith's general opinion]. Lastly, see Tissot, whose argument hinges on

the assumption that the animals are all domesticated, whereas an American reader

might question at least the status of the turtle-dove. Still Tissot's explication is

interesting, emphasizing as it does the tamed animals' vestiges of wildness that

seem to promise a link between the human subject and nature's otherness: "Tout

lecteur de Walden aura remarque que le recit s'ouvre sur la perte definitive de trois

animaux domestiques: un chien, un cheval bai et une tourterelle. C'est la premiere

(et la plus celebre) de toute une serie de trilogies qui parsement la narration, insistant

sur les impossibles retrouvailles d'une plenitude tronquee, tout en situant la langue

dans un futur fuyant infiniment desirable, mais toujours vecu sur le mode du deuil.

L' animal domestique represente la proximite familiere de l'etrange, et done la

possibility d'interroger et de dechiffrer patiemment notre propre condition. Cette

perte liminaire marque assez que la tentative d'ecrire est gravee des le debut au

poincon de l'echec. Ce faisant, Thoreau, comme tant d'autres ecrivains americains,

fait resonner le drame d'abandon et de l'expulsion hors d'un Eden toujours deja

perdu d'avance, d'un Noveau Monde egare des le jour de sa decouverte. De signe

en signe, il s'agit rien moins que d' accepter le silence d'une ineluctable separation"

(226ff.).

40Two notable exceptions are the opinions of Boudreau and Tripp, who
have both presented professedly loyal readings of Walden in recent years. While

only Tripp explicitly touches on the animal enigma, its rationale would be evident

from both critics' respective analyses. Boudreau, writing of Walden's loon chase

episode, says that it marks "a truth deliberately attenuated from relentless pursuit

of such higher laws as [Thoreau] discerned," and "if [it] is not altogether clear, it

may be because the soundest human truths can only be come upon indirectly, by

fable" (114). Tripp, on a crusade against academic critics, argues that the concept

of obscurity in Thoreau's stylistics is a transient one. The patient and attentive

reader will eventually grasp Walden 's textual "Janus principle [that] reveals the

machinery of transcendental logic, where unlearning certainties outgrows the

demands of small-minded credibility." The "want of accuracy from below" will

thus at length recognize "the presence of subtlety from above" {Two Fish 42).

Thoreau's animals, we are told, should be seen as evidence of the larger "life in

nature, living on in spite of winter" (130). Tripp links them dialectically to the

creatures presented in the "Winter Animals" chapter, and so to a heroic dimension

of Thoreau-he pursues them "even into the winter of his own life" (130). [Cf. also

note 16 above; Tripp's quoted volume is essentially a minor revision of his earlier

study With Pen of Truth cited there.]

41Later Golemba has stressed the passage as launched from Thoreau's

own supposed rhetorical aerie, no longer involving reader acknowledgement to

any greater extent: "an effective rhetoric demands obscurities. A language of desire

that makes [Thoreau's] meaning seem secret and private is 'inseparable from [the]

very nature' of his wild rhetoric" (Wild Rhetoric 188). A reader emphasizing the

positive, communicative aspects initially raised by Golemba, however, is Reeves,
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who rewrites the quest as ultimately successful when Thoreau involves a

congregation in his search-Reeves himself, Emerson, Alcott, and Fuller, to name a

few. When all contribute with their particular sensitivities, the animals at length

show up to join the members' midst. The moral, then, is the importance of teamwork

and joint (spiritual) search.
42While Granger has since characterized Thoreau's animal passage in a

slightly different way (cf. note 16 above), his earlier treatment is the more

comprehensive. Citing the writer's 1857 letter in response to a query about the

animals, Granger here reasons that Thoreau "s'est engage dans la recherche

individuelle, solitaire, de l'absolu, que personne ne peut conduire a sa place"

{Narcisse 157). Yet the challenge of linguistic loss looms large: "Mais ... la lutte

avec le langage donne plutot une impression d'echec a atteindre ce centre inconnu

qui le pousse a ecrire. L'objet perdu de son desir ne se laisse effleurer que

metaphoriquement dans 1' allusion au chien, au cheval bai et a la tourterelle" (216).
43Couturier's analysis springs from the notion that Thoreau's wished-for,

ultimate audience is at once nature (animals, plants) and a transcendental authority-

rather than the human multitude buying his book. No latter-day Alexander will

emerge from our reading ranks. Thus the concept of obscurity becomes manifold:

it pertains at once to the faculties of the reader, the organization of Thoreau's text,

and/or to the writer's own grasp of what he wishes to convey. Couturier's

commentary on the paragraph preceding the animal enigma thus sees a vital

defensiveness at play: "En proclamant enfin qu'il aimerait tout dire, apres avoir

reconnu que son metier impliquait certains secrets, il ne cherche pas seulement a

disqualifier som lecteur qui pourrait etre tente de scruter de trop pres son discours,

mais avoue qu'il est des choses auxquelles lui-meme ne comprend rien. La structure

de la phrase est d'ailleurs tres ambigue: il ne dit pas qu'il afficherait volontiers une

pancarte disant 'Entree Libre' mais il utilise une double negation qui laisse des

doutes quant a sa bonne foi. En fait, il tient a garder son jardin secret et se demande

s'il ne devrait pas plutot utiliser son baton pour chasser les lecteurs trop perspicaces,

ou trop arrogants, qui voudraient le soumettre a la discipline de leurs pointilleuses

analyses" (293ff.).

"Cf. Shwartz, note 54 below.
45A child would of course take the passage literally. In a humorous leisure

column edited by Philip Hale in The Boston Herald and Journal of 3 June 1918,

one Timothy Saltmarsh writes: "I read the above extract to my son, who is in

grammar school, and he said it presented no difficulties to him. It meant just what

it said. Mr. Thoreau had lost a hound, a bay horse and a turtle dove. The proper

thing was to advertise for them in the papers, and offer a reward to the finder."

Saltmarsh senior's own speculation ensues: "Thoreau was not old when he wrote

'Walden' ... yet something had gone out of his life. . . . The hound, bay horse, and

turtle dove are clearly symbols. But symbols of what? And why a bay horse? The

hound may symbolize the freedom of youth, the bay horse its strength and

firelessness [sic], the turtle dove its innocence Now I do not feel fully satisfied
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that my interpretation of Thoreau's symbols is correct." To which editor Hale

comments: "The passage quoted has long fascinated us. We, too, as no doubt many

others, have wondered what it means."
46One may note in this context that the cryptic reference to "(what kind of

winged horse or fiery dragon they will put into the New Mythology I don't know)"

in Walden 's later "Sounds" chapter (1 16) probably has tangible as well as symbolic

significance. Contemporary engines and their tenders often had large, flat side

surfaces upon which portraits of company magnates or mythological figures and

beasts were painted. A fanciful critic with free rein might then associate Thoreau's

animal triad with an acquaintance having departed on a train: the baying of the

hound recalling the (faithful/trusty) engine's honking horn; the trampling of the

(strong/iron) horse its chugging pistons; the dove in turn being the (cherished/

beloved) passenger-Thoreau's own youthful self?-enshrouded in a cloud of steam.

Occasionally later train travellers will themselves recall portions of Thoreau's

reminiscence, though they of course do not recover his sought friend or lost persona.

And then Thoreau, the inveterate walker of Walden, remains stoically back-tracking

along the new Boston-Fitchburg line, hoping for an eventual reunion. Of course

these are absurd extrapolations, yet-and this to drive home a cardinal point regarding

similar attempts-impossible to confirm or deny in view of the lack of fully

explanatory primary or secondary sources. [For further commentary on the

intriguing "New Mythology" passage, see Gustafsson.]
47For the gaming aspect, see Golemba, Wild Rhetoric, and West.
48Railton has argued forcibly that "Walden was built around Thoreau's

sense of himself as beleaguered by his audience, at his need to justify his ways to

men" (57). Kellman, in turn, has characterized Walden's dominant tone as

"combatively apologetic" and "fiercely polemical, as if the narrator is resentfully

conscious of a second-person pronoun who is somewhat resistant and perhaps

even obtuse" (815). What results, Kellman concludes, is "a curious dialectic of

solitude and communion" (818).
49

It is unreasonable to posit ethos as a constant, and some theoretical

comment must be made as to where I situate it here in relation to Thoreau, his time

and place (although the subject is fit for a fullscale study in its own right). The

concept of character in a rhetorical context hinges on a variety of historical factors,

such as understandings of selfhood versus community, of the speaker's integrity as

against audience accommodation, and views of independence vis-a-vis entrapment

(or indeed willing captivity) in larger socio-economic orders. For a lucid overview,

see Baumlin xi-xxxi. Certainly Thoreau wrote in a time of transition and struggle,

saliently involving disputes over romantic ('unique') as opposed to classical

('communal') conceptions of self and a lively debate on the role of the individual

in relation to the American nation-state, its burgeoning market economy and struggle

with slavery. I hardly risk originality in seeing Thoreau as championing ideas of

the individual's necessary integrity and worth as a moral and spiritual agent against

such backdrops-perhaps even risking "imaginative desocialization" in the process,
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as Quentin Anderson has argued (4). Furthermore, as Dillman has shown, Thoreau

was not wont to adapt his discourse, whether orally or in writing, to audience

considerations-neither, by extension, to political or religious ones-when it came

to content. Accommodation was at most a stylistic concern (81-94).
50Cf. Cavell 11, and also Lecercle's formulation of the Foucaultian claim

that "linguistic exchange is a locus for relations of power, that far from occurring

in a cooperative vacuum . . . depends on historical and linguistic conjecture and

often involves agonistic strategy and tactics" (267). The critic most closely

approximating an agonistic context for Thoreau 's animal enigma, however, sees it

as the product of an ascertained superiority rather than wished-for authority. Thoreau

had an absolute faith in the power of his own writing. Thus he habitually showed

"condescension toward beings less private than himself and in the present case

simply "had a secret and defied them to guess it" (Kazin 64ff., 70).
5

' See Harding, Days 5 1 f
.
; 1 59- 16 1 , et passim. For the often hostile attitudes

of Thoreau's fellow villagers toward the writer beyond his immediate family, close

Transcendentalist friends, and a few tolerant neighbors see McGrath 28-39 and

Gross 181-241. Moller has helpfully nuanced the idea of Thoreau as a confirmed

misanthrope and egotist as a result of his ostracization, but her study is weakened

by the fact that she generally chooses only to cite Thoreau's own responses to his

contemporaries while ignoring their reactions to him.
52See e.g. Harding, "Five Ways" 54ff.; Moldenhauer, Rhetoric passim;

and Dillman passim.
53On Channing's annotation of the passage in his personal copy of Walden,

involving one of the well-known anecdotes surrounding it rather than a personal

impression, cf. note 12 above.
54Shwartz, in an essay on the ambiguities of Thoreau's writing (including

the animal passage, cf. Shwartz' 64, n. 4), weighs the charges of unintelligibility

against Thoreau yet ultimately sees him as "doing his best with a language which

is not ordinarily employed to accomodate his experience in this world, his

Weltansicht. It is therefore no wonder that his language [at times] seems alien or

cryptic, attuned to a different frequency; that he does not feel at home with pedestrian

utterances about the world" (66).

55There have been several studies of Thoreau's rhetoric. I am indebted to

Moldenhauer (Rhetoric), Woodlief, Dillman, and Golemba. Moldenhauer

inventories Thoreau's tropes and figures in detail, while also discussing Thoreau's

complex relationship to his audience. In a brief but suggestive essay, Woodlief

argues that Thoreau read his rhetoric manuals at college critically to arrive at largely

antithetical solutions for his own writing. Dillman 's study delves into the rhetorical

theory Thoreau read at Harvard, proposing that the writer devised a "psychological

rhetoric" whereby audience was actively prompted to play a part when encountering

Thoreau's lectures or texts. Golemba in a deconstructive vein challenges the whole

concept of good faith on Thoreau's part' vis-a-vis his readers and listeners. He
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emphasizes Thoreau's frequent wordplay and ostensible inconsistency as

consciously raised barriers against (relatively) straightforward communication.
56There are naturally other, genre-based influences from Thoreau's reading,

such as the puritan journal, seasonal tract and travel essay-but my focus here will

remain on the level of basic rhetorical technique (which is indeed, in many ways,

genre-transcending). For two noteworthy discussions touching on the genres of

Walden, however, see Buell, Literary Transcendentalism and Linck C. Johnson.
57See Burns and Long, respectively.

58See Barbara Johnson's "Nineteenth-Century [American] Rhetoric" in

the Encyclopedia ofRhetoric, ed. Thomas O. Sloane (Oxford & New York: Oxford

UP, 2001), 5 18-527 (518). I am uncertain whether this scholar is the same Barbara

Johnson who writes of Thoreau's animals, hence my detailed note.

59
Aristotle's, Cicero's, and Whately's importance in this context is well-

established by Channing's curriculum and Thoreau's later mention of these scholars

in his writings and/or private ownership of their respective texts. I quote from

Quintilian only secondarily to bring out what are essentially complements to

Aristotle's and Cicero's original insights. Likewise, it must be stated that there is

no evidence ofThoreau's encountering George Campbell's writings directly. Rather,

Channing introduced Campbell's views of rhetoric as an extension of Whately's in

the 1837-38 academic year. However, Channing would naturally have been

conversant with both Quintilian and Campbell by the time he assumed his

professorship at Harvard, and as their views on the issues raised here dovetail with

those of the other theorists mentioned, I have taken the liberty of including some

of their related remarks in my discussion. Cf. Dillman 1 1-26; Seybold passim; and

regarding Thoreau's reading records and private library volumes, Sattelmeyer

passim.
60On Channing's expanding the object of rhetorical study beyond oratory

to include creative writing, see Nan Johnson 70ff. One particular such extension,

made evident by Thoreau's Early Essays and Miscellanies, was Channing's issuing

of themes to his students: writing assignments dealing with moral, philosophical

and rhetorical questions. He collected the written themes at regular intervals and

corrected them according to a manual later assembled by Thoreau's classmate

William Allen (cf. Early Essays 311-15). Channing's corrections involved improper

paragraph placement, imperfections regarding sentence structure, passages

"doubtful in point of taste," obscurity, repetition, misspellings and verbiage, and

use of truisms or trite remarks (31 Iff.). Channing's themes were naturally issued

to enforce his own pedagogical views, but they nevertheless allowed the student to

seek his own expression of what had been taught in the classroom. Regarding our

specific subject, Thoreau has an interesting comment in a theme submitted on 27

November 1 835, on "The ways in which a man's style may be said to offend against

simplicity." Thoreau structures his reply as one opposed to "superfluous ornament"

and "uncommon words"-in other words, as one rejecting the neoclassic, Ciceronian

bind, until then strong in American letters: "Obscurity may properly be called the
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opposite of simplicity. Hence whatever contributes to this, as far fetched metaphors

and images, in fact, all that kind of ornament that forms the characteristic of the

florid style, is not merely superfluous, but absolutely incompatibe with excellence"

(25). This may seem a point difficult to reconcile with the present argument, namely

that Thoreau was later prepared to make use of obscurity as a rhetorical tactic. Yet

already by his quoted theme essay, it becomes clear that Thoreau criticizes obscurity

launched for its own sake, as a token of "study and premeditation in the author"

whereby "the reader's attention is withdrawn from the subject, and is wholly

employed upon the rare, and for that reason, offensive expression" (25). This is

something other than obscurity as an attempt to express elusive truth, whereby the

expression is more of an invitation to the reader to contemplate the supposedly

underlying "subject"-a process arguably borne out by the reception of Thoreau's

animal passage.
6Originally from the essay "On Models in Literature" printed in the North

American Review III (July 1816): 202-209 (208).
62
I am indebted to Timothy W. Clemmer for this argument. As he puts it,

"Why those particular images; dog, horse and dove? What significance had they in

his mental menagerie? Evidently he was not overly-enamoured of dogs. Cats he

much preferred. The horse image seems not to have had any firm basis either. One

of the few other equine references in Walden merely concerns a carcass in Walden

woods which he had to circumvent when the night air was heavy. A moose might

better have served the purpose; an animal endowed with stealth, strength and

wildness. As for the turtledove, wasn't Thoreau more admiring of the etherial flight

of the marsh hawk? Yet how would T long ago lost a cat, a moose and a marsh

hawk' reverberate in the minds of his readers?" (Excerpt from a letter to the author

of 9 May 2003).
63In his discussion, "Live thus deliberately-Authenticity and Narrative

Ethics in Walden, " Casado da Rocha cites among others Alasdair Maclntyre's

variation of the thought-provoking thesis that "man is in his actions and practice,

as well as in his fictions, essentially, a story-telling animal. He is not essentially,

but becomes through his history, a teller of stories that aspire to truth. But the key

question for men is not about their own authorship; I can only answer the question

'What am I to do?' if I can answer the prior question 'Of what story or stories do I

find myself a part?'" Cf. Maclntyre 201.
64

I am admittedly focusing here on what Spretnak has called "destructive

postmodernism," playing as it does amidst the ruins of modernity, rather than its

fledgling opposite, an "ecological or reconstructive postmodernism" attuned

responsibly to issues ethical and ecological (12-22). Recovery would arguably

commence in the present context if and when nihilistic postmodern critics would

reject their notion that because we make sense of the world through language, the

world is ultimately nothing more than a linguistic construct. Such skepticism in

extremis would not respect my writing "the world" with a definite article, arguing
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instead that each of us makes his or her own world as if our physical environments

had no real and irreducible functions in our lives.

65The theoretical underpinnings of ecological dwelling in a textual sense

have famously been discussed by Friedrich Schiller (in terms of naive versus

sentimental poetry) and Martin Heidegger. Jonathan Bate builds valuably on them

in two recent works, Romantic Ecology and The Song of the Earth.
66Kroeber was perhaps first to promote this fashioning, arguing that an

"ecological criticism" must be "holistic," which then "requires that its primary

focus be directed to the individuality of works of art-and of the audiences responding

to them" (1). It is of course important to keep in mind the analogous nature of

biological and textual ecosystems. A pessimistic view of the relationship might

else for example construe the literary critic as parasitic of the life of the text, and

thus at length a destructive force within the system. Likewise, it is vital to distinguish

"ecosystematic" from "ecocentric," the latter a more ambitious critical term as

developed by Buell in The Environmental Imagination and Writing for an

Endangered World.
67Cf. Hopkins, who stresses the spiritual tenor of Emerson's reasoning in

conjunction with his faith in transference. For Emerson, she writes, the symbol

"represents the result of that creative process by which the poet has participated in

the flowing action of nature; if it is well wrought, it will produce the same immediate

effect of spiritual elation which the objects of nature inspire. It is thus the point of

contact between man and the material world" (133).
68For contrasting views, see Hyde vii-xlix and Groff.
69Cf. note 60 above for details on the essay.

70See the discussion (4/2003) posted at <http://www.people.vcu.edu/

~awood/classes/awood/eng571_fall_2002/discussioiVwaldchl/messages>.
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Transcendentalism, Perfectionism, and

Walden

Daniel S. Malachuk

Anyone writing in honor of the sesquicentennial of Walden's publication

must pay tribute not only to the book itself, of course, but also to the criticism of

the last fifty years. For, as much as we sometimes like to think otherwise, it was

not on its own that Walden became the most taught book in university courses on

nineteenth-century American literature.
1 As Lawrence Buell notes in his essay,

"Henry Thoreau Enters the American Canon," Thoreau was the first of our

contemporary "major" nineteenth-century authors to have his reputation made in

the twentieth century rather than his own (25). One of Buell's main points in that

essay is that much of that reputation was actually in place as early as 1900, around

the time that "the first canon" of American literature (the "genteel old order" of

New England authors like Bryant, Lowell, Holmes, and Whittier) began to be

replaced by "the second canon." This second canon included "comparatively

marginal or oppositional figures" like Thoreau, Whitman, and Twain, as well as

redefined versions of the once genteel Hawthorne and Emerson (28). Buell's

specific contribution to this fairly familiar tale is to show how instrumental two

institutions (the literary establishment and the publishing industry) were at

successfully "packag[ing]" Thoreau as a major author (23-24).

Another point emerges in Buell's narrative, however, which suggests that

our Thoreau did not really arrive until later in the twentieth century. While the

"textbook codification" of Thoreau—including his originality relative to Emerson,

his influence as a nature writer, and his spiritual significance—was accomplished

by the turn of the century, there still remained at that time deep uncertainty about

the political valence of his life and work, some promoting a "bourgeois reduction

of Thoreau," like Thomas Wentworth Higginson, others championing a radical

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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Thoreau, like John Macy in his 1913 The Spirit ofAmerican Literature (38). Buell

contends that Macy's reading was the decisive one, as that critic was "the first

American literary historian not only to argue without apology the case forThoreau's

radicalism but also to locate 'the spirit of American literature' in the quarrels of

selected great figures with established American institutions" (43). Thus arose

"the so-called antinomian theory ofAmerican literature—the theory that the major

American writers have been visionary dissenters—that came to dominate American

scholarship between the 1920s and 1960s" (43). In support of this argument, Buell

points to a substantial body of work that has described this "gradual displacement

of the first 'genteel canon' by the idea of an 'oppositional canon'" (45, 5 In).

And, certainly, it remains the oppositional Thoreau that we continue to

know best today. When one considers the major contemporary schools of

interpretation of Thoreau, one is struck by the oppositional nature of all of them:

that is, the way each of them situates Thoreau in some kind of quarrel with

established American institutions or beliefs. Three schools of interpretation seem

particularly fundamental to Thoreau's current reputation. There is first of all Thoreau

the political radical, the Thoreau first established by Macy in 1913 and recovered

for democratic liberal theory by political theorists like Nancy Rosenblum in Another

Liberalism: Romanticism and the Reconstruction ofLiberal Thought (1987) and

George Kateb in The Inner Ocean: Individualism and Democratic Culture (1992).

There is also Thoreau the philosophical radical—for example, the Heideggerarian

Thoreau of Stanley Cavell's The Senses ofWalden (1972), or the Derridean Thoreau

of Walter Benn Michaels' "Walden's False Bottoms" (1977). And, finally, there is

Thoreau the environmental radical, clearly the most important version of the author

to emerge in the last decade (as well as the ultimate concern of not only Buell's

1992 essay but his influential The Environmental Imagination [1995]).
2

There are, of course, other readings ofThoreau in circulation today, but it

seems clear that there are none more important than these three, at least if one

takes fairly recent critical introductions to Thoreau to be representative. In the

1995 Cambridge Companion to Henry David Thoreau (edited by Joel Myerson),

for example, one will find only two essays that do not deal specifically with a

single text, a related group of texts, or his biography: "Thoreau and the Natural

Environment" by Lawrence Buell, and "Thoreau and Reform" by Len Gougeon

(v-vi). While the philosophical Thoreau is notably absent from that collection, he

is not from another, the 1992 Norton Critical Edition of Walden and "Resistance to

Civil Government" (edited by William Rossi). Here, (excluding an essay by Robert

Sattelmeyer on the writing of Walden), one can easily divide the criticism from

1960 forward into the three readings: those on his politics (Drinnon and Wood),

those on his environmentalism (Marx and Buell), and those on his philosophy

(Cavell, Michaels, Johnson, and Peck) (vi).

Absent from the oppositional readings is the Transcendentalist Thoreau,

an absence that is part of a larger "de-transcendentalizing" of all the major

nineteenth-century intellectuals once called without irony "the Transcendentalists"

(especially Thoreau, Margaret Fuller, and Ralph Waldo Emerson). 3 This is an
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absence I mean to protest here. Below, I explain in some detail the continuing

appeal of this three-decade old project of de-transcendentalization, but the project

really ought at this point to be challenged on two counts. First, I believe we have

been wrong to read into the major texts of the Transcendentalists a predecessor

culture to our own de-transcendental (that is, postmodern) one. Second, I believe

we have been wrong to assume that the de-transcendental or postmodern position

is in fact always the oppositional one. On the contrary, I argue here that it is the

very transcendentalism of the Transcendentalists, mainly their moral perfectionism,

that deserves the honorific "oppositional." And, in the case of Walden specifically,

Thoreau's oppositional perfectionism speaks to at least two political relationships

that remain as important in 2004 as they were in 1854: the relationship of the

individual to the state, and the relationship of the human to the environment.

The transcendentalist aspects of the Transcendentalists are of course not

unknown to today's readers. In Thoreau's particular case, for example, we know

that he must have been familiar with Emerson's prediction (either from the original

Phi Beta Kappa oration delivered to Thoreau's class at Harvard in 1837 or the

published essay "The American Scholar") that "[a] nation of men will for the first

time exist, because each believes himself inspired by the Divine Soul which also

inspires all men" (7 1 ). We know that Thoreau himself wrote about his own inspired

effort to initiate such a "nation" at Walden Pond that "[t]he greater part of what my
neighbors call good I believe in my soul to be bad" (10), and that "an irresistible

voice...invites me away from all that" (10-11), and many other such sentences.

However, today we also know—or think we know—that this "irresistible

voice" (or "soul" or "Divine Soul" or any of the other dozens of often capitalized

terms used by Emerson, Thoreau, Fuller, and the other transcendentalists) is now,

in fact, quite resistible. Indeed, we believe such voices are to be resisted, and we
privilege those moments in the texts of the (so-called) Transcendentalists when

they seem to counsel the same. Today, we prefer to think that it was really only

during their more unremarkable moments that the Transcendentalists subscribed

to transcendentalism at all, or what we now more generally identify as the

Enlightenment ideal. This ideal is based upon the theory, as Richard Rorty

summarizes, "that there is a relation between the ahistorical essence of the human
soul and the moral truth that ensures that free and open discussion [or solitary

reflection, in the case of the Transcendentalists and other Romantics] will produce

'one right answer' to moral as well as to scientific questions" ("The Priority,"

258). That theory, Rorty points out, has in the course of the twentieth century

become discredited in nearly every field of Western intellectual endeavor, and the

result has been "to erase the picture of the self common to Greek metaphysics,

Christian theology, and Enlightenment rationalism: the picture of an ahistorical

nature center, the locus of human dignity, surrounded by an adventitious and

inessential periphery" ("The Priority" 258).
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None of what I have stated so far will strike any reader working within

the academy as at all controversial or even very awkward, for the kind of

transformation that Rorty describes has been described by many other academic

intellectuals in many other ways, especially in the last twenty years or so of our

self-identified "postmodern" age. The rejection of the Enlightenment ideal is in

many ways a kind of oath of allegiance for contemporary American academics, at

least in the humanities and social sciences. Trained in just this way of thinking, I

nevertheless have long wondered why there has been so little objection specifically

to the de-transcendentalizing of the Transcendentalists—or so little recognition, at

least, of the awkwardness of this critical operation. For, while there may be two

dozen or so places in the works of Emerson, Thoreau, and Fuller that can be read

to support that de-transcendental thesis, there are literally thousands of places in

their texts that cannot be so read. What, after all, does the postmodern critic do

with sentences like "[a] nation of men will for the first time exist, because each

believes himself inspired by the Divine Soul which also inspires all men" (71)?

There are in fact, I think, two things that such critics do with such sentences,

and with closer examination of these two things the awkwardness of the whole

program starts to manifest itself. One thing to do is to hold that egregiously

transcendentalist sentence against its author while at the same time privileging

other, less transcendental sentences by either that author or another. So the

contemporary Emerson commentator might argue that "The American Scholar"

(1837) is "early" Emerson, rather than "mature" or "late," and it is only that

Emerson—of "Circles" (1841), or "Experience" (1844), or "Fate" (I860)—that

matters in the postmodern present. This commentator might privilege especially

sentences from "Experience" like "We must hold hard to this poverty, however

scandalous, and by more rigorous self-recoveries, after the sallies of action, possess

our axis more firmly" (central to the arguments of Harold Bloom in his 1982 Agon

(176), Stanley Cavell in his 1989 This New Yet Unapproachable America (70), and

Richard Pokier in his 1992 Poetry & Pragmatism (71-72)) or (from the same) "I

take this evanescence and lubricity of all objects, which lets them slip through our

fingers when we clutch hardest, to be the most unhandsome part of our condition"

(the source of the title of Cavell's 1990 Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome:

The Constitution ofEmersonian Perfectionism) or (from the same) "I am ready to

die out of nature and be born again into this new yet unapproachable America I

have found in the West" (the source of the title of Cavell's 1989 book above). The

Thoreau or Fuller commentator, uninterested in salvaging Emerson, might instead

pounce upon just such a sentence as the one from "The American Scholar" in order

to contrast the de-transcendentalist Thoreau or Fuller with the hopelessly

transcendentalist Emerson. What Thoreauvian or Fullerian transcendentalism is

conceded by their advocates is tucked carefully into coming-of-age narratives

(strikingly similar ones, actually), where the-triumph of Margaret or Henry involves

the shuffling off of that old transcendental baggage with which Waldo saddled

them.
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The other thing critics today do with such sentences as the one from "The

American Scholar" is to ignore them. Most of that kind of work is done silently, of

course, by writing exclusively about (in the case of Emerson) "Experience" or

"Circles" orjust the seventh paragraph of "Self-Reliance" (1844). Every now and

then, though, that work is done more explicitly. One such moment can be found in

George Kateb's 1995 Emerson and Self-Reliance. Otherwise one of the most

relentlessly de-transcendentalizing of commentators, Kateb admits in the chapter

"The Question of Religiousness" that "[i]t is a horror to say so but it may be rather

wasteful to study Emerson unless one shares his religiousness." Alluding to the

faith in a transcendental truth Emerson reveals in sentences such as the one about

the "Divine Soul," Kateb states that "[o]ne is right to resist it at the start, but

eventually one finds the thought so persistent that it must be dealt with, even if we
lose Emerson in the process" (65). For "if Emersonian self-reliance is religious,"

worries Kateb (thinking here of that moment in Nature where as a transparent

eyeball Emerson still admits he is also "part...of God"), "then is it actually self-

reliance" (75)? Admitting that "I must not try too hard, yet I cannot help doing so"

(81), Kateb offers three ways to read Emerson from a secular point of view (three

ways to de-transcendentalize Emerson, in other words): tolerate his religiousness

as a minor rather than a fatal flaw; reread religious passages in a secular way; and

quote him out of context (95). Explaining the last, he writes "[w]e can simply

work with the inexhaustible abundance of detachable utterances his writings

contain" (95).
4

My focus for the remainder of this essay will be upon another consistently

awkward moment in the postmodern commentaries on the Transcendentalists,

mainly those commentaries examining the ninth to last paragraph of Walden. Here,

Thoreau relates a parable that portrays exactly the self that Rorty describes as

entirely discredited today: i.e., "an ahistorical nature center, the locus of human

dignity, surrounded by an adventitious and inessential periphery." It is the paragraph

about the "artist in the city of Kouroo," who steps outside of time to achieve

perfection while the world transforms around him. I cite the paragraph in full:

There was an artist in the city of Kouroo who was

disposed to strive after perfection. One day it came into his mind

to make a staff. Having considered that in an imperfect work

time is an ingredient, but into a perfect work time does not enter,

he said to himself, It shall be perfect in all respects, though I

should do nothing else in my life. He proceeded instantly to the

forest for wood, being resolved that it should not be made of

unsuitable material; and as he searched for and rejected stick

after stick, his friends gradually deserted him, for they grew old

in their works and died, but he grew not older by a moment. His

singleness of purpose and resolution, and his elevated piety,
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endowed him, without his knowledge, with perennial youth. As

he made no compromise with Time, Time kept out of his way,

and only sighed at a distance because he could not overcome

him. Before he had found a stock in all respects suitable the city

of Kouroo was a hoary ruin, and he sat on one of its mounds to

peel the stick. Before he had given it the proper shape the dynasty

of the Candahars was at an end, and with the point of the stick he

wrote the name of the last of that race in the sand, and then

resumed his work. By the time he had smoothed and polished

the staff Kalpa was no longer the pole-star; and ere he had put

on the ferule and the head adorned with precious stones, Brahma

had awoke and slumbered many times. But why do I stay to

mention these things? When the finishing stroke was put to his

work, it suddenly expanded before the eyes of the astonished

artist into the fairest of all the creations of Brahma. He had made

a new system in making a staff, a world with full and fair

proportions; in which, though the old cities and dynasties had

passed away, fairer and more glorious ones had taken their places.

And now he saw by the heap of shavings still fresh at his feet,

that, for him and his work, the former lapse of time had been an

illusion, and that no more time had elapsed than is required for a

single scintillation from the brain ofBrahma to fall on and inflame

the tinder of a mortal brain. The material was pure, and his art

was pure; how could the result be other than wonderful?

(326-27)

To paraphrase Rorty again: the ahistorical center of the artist is essential; the

historical periphery is inessential.

Nearly without exception, critics from the mid-twentieth century believed

this passage to be central to the understanding of Walden, and, nearly without

exception, critics from the late twentieth century have not. Arthur Christy, in his

1932 study of "the orient" in Transcendentalism, wrote that "I have long thought

of it as an allegory of Thoreau's own life, of his love for the Beautiful, the True,

and the Good, and of his search for Perfection" (193). Citing the paragraph in full,

Christy responded simply: "Here is Thoreau; here his philosophy, and here a

description of his life" (194). Sherman Paul, in his landmark 1958 study ofThoreau,

chose to close his long analysis of Walden with this paragraph, also citing it in full

and introducing it bluntly as the "crystallization]" of Thoreau's injunction "to

find a foundation to live in the truth" (352).
5

While implicitly recognizing the importance of the passage in continuing

to analyze it, more recent commentators have avoided reading the parable as a

crystallization of Thoreau's philosophy. Rather, they seem mostly interested in

narrowing its significance. In the 1972 The Senses of Walden, Stanley Cavell
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recognized, like Christy and Paul before him, that "to discover how to earn and

spend our most wakeful hours...is the task of Walden as a whole" but then argued

that "it follows that its task, for us who are reading, is epitomized in discovering

what reading in a high sense is" and that for Thoreau "its task is epitomized in

discovering what writing is" (5). For Cavell, the Kouroo paragraph, read as a tale

about life-as-writing, just embodies this task (10).
6 In his 1989 The Economist:

Henry Thoreau and Enterprise, Leonard N. Neufeldt used the paragraph as evidence

of Thoreau' s only partially successful attempt to co-opt the concept of enterprise

from the dominant culture (54-60). And, in his 1995 The Environmental

Imagination, Buell also read the paragraph as a mostly failed parable about labor,

"Thoreau's greatest effort to imagine artistic creativity as immanent—an activity

of body and earth as well as mind....[H]e cannot quite conceptualize it," Buell

continues, for "[h]e resorts to God language, and to the parable of the detached

artist of Kouroo in the 'Conclusion'" (380-81). Buell's turn of phrase
—

"resorts to

God language"—is telling, as it registers how alien Thoreau's transcendentalist

ambition has become to the postmodern intellectual. In the most sophisticated

treatment of the passage to date, attending carefully to its Orientalist aspect, Alan

Hodder nevertheless finally echoes Buell's conclusion. On the one hand claiming

for this passage the kind of significance that the earlier critics did
—

"it represents

Thoreau's personal appropriation and understanding of the Gita's teachings about

the value of disinterested action as a path to self-transformation" (214)—Hodder

on the other hand is ultimately dismissive of it. The passage is one of several that

are for him "[consistent with their [the Transcendentalists'] committed ahistoricism

and perennialist idealism" (219); overall, "Thoreau's confidence in his Orientalist

assertions was grounded in a flamboyant affirmation of the transpersonal self and

a correlative denial of history" (22 1).
7

Part of the awkwardness in the late twentieth-century commentary on the

Transcendentalists, then, must be attributed to the fact that, in order to bring authors

like Emerson and Thoreau across that divide described by Rorty (across to our de-

transcendental culture), commentators must either misread or just overlook

sentences like that about "the Divine Soul" in "The American Scholar" or paragraphs

like that about the artist of Kouroo in Walden, the authors of which clearly believed

to be important. But another part of that awkwardness is, I think, that many critics

worry that to write sympathetically about transcendentalism in Emerson or Thoreau

is to write sympathetically about the host of other qualities that one now associates

with the genteel irrelevance of the authors left behind in the first canon, the

Longfellows and Whittiers: it means, in short, to forsake the oppositional Emerson,

the oppositional Thoreau.

But is that in fact the case? At least one postmodern reader of Thoreau

has wondered aloud whether it is perhaps not the transcendental but the de-

transcendental Thoreau that is politically impotent or worse. In a 1999 article,
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Michael Fischer recognizes "the central problem" of "contemporary theory" (read:

postmodernism) to be (quoting Rorty)
" c

the problem ofhow to overcome authority

without claiming authority"' (95). That is, if one cannot claim to know the truth,

how can one judge anything to be right or wrong? Wondering specifically about

Thoreau's Walden, Fischer interprets the book to include the typically postmodern

"solution" (also found in Rorty) of deliberate experimentation, practicing authority

"under erasure," so to speak, to recall the old Derridean formulation of this tactic.

"I see Thoreau," Fischer writes, "inviting us to try on his universals for size, to see

iftheyfit"(106).

This is, again, a typically postmodern solution, but a moment's reflection

must surely lead the honest reader of Thoreau to doubt that "inviting us to try on

his universals for size" is in fact what this author—the author of the "Economy"

chapter of Walden and "Resistance to Civil Government" and the John Brown

addresses—is really up to. It would be too easy to cite a multitude of righteously

universal pronouncements made throughout all of these texts to contradict Fischer's

assertion, but consider instead the actual sentence from "Economy" upon which

Fischer bases his argument: "How could youths better learn to live than by at once

trying the experiment of living?" That this sentence carries the kind of cavalier

relativist quality one associates with Rorty's postmodern ideal becomes less certain

when one reads the sentence which precedes it: "...I mean that they [the students

at Harvard] should not play life, or study it merely, while the community supports

them at this expensive game, but earnestly live it from beginning to end" (51).

Consider also another sentence from later in "Economy," which also seems

superficially to support Fischer's argument. Here, Thoreau protests that he does

not at all mean that all should follow him to Walden Pond.

I would not have any one adopt my mode of living on any account;

for, beside that before he has fairly learned it I may have found

out another for myself, I desire that there may be as many different

persons in the world as possible; but I would have each one be

very careful to find out and pursue his own way, and not his

father's or his mother's or his neighbor's instead. (71)

Thus far this might be construed to support the relativism of the postmodern position.

Thoreau continues, however:

The youth may build or plant or sail, only let him not be hindered

from doing that which he tells me he would like to do. It is by a

mathematical point only that we are wise, as the sailor or the

fugitive slave keeps the polestar in his eye; but that is sufficient

guidance for all our life. We may not arrive at our port within a

calculable period, but we would preserve the true course. (71)
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The references to "a mathematical point," to "the polestar," and to "the true course"

are awkward not only for readers in pursuit of the de-transcendental Thoreau but

also for the readers (like Rorty or Fischer) hopeful that only existence without a

polestar can truly be called oppositional. For Thoreau is declaring just the reverse:

that true independence comes in pursuing a way that is true to the individual but

that also relies upon a single common reference point in order to ensure that all

such independent youths take the true course.

There is, in short, good reason to doubt that the postmodern position

—

meaning the pragmatic, relativist, subjectivist, etc. position—is in fact Thoreau's.

More, there is good reason to doubt that postmodernism should be the position of

any person claiming to be oppositional. 8 To make both of these points at once, I

will resituate Thoreau's transcendentalism as illustrated in the artist of Kouroo

paragraph and a few others from Walden within two contexts that help to illuminate

that transcendentalism's oppositional quality. The first of these contexts, if the

reader will bear with me for a moment, is contemporary liberal political theory.

In liberal political theory, the debate between communitarians and liberals,

dominant since the 1980s, has given way fairly recently to a new debate about the

nature of moral goods. For the purposes of this essay, the liberal-communitarian

debate can be understood as a reprise of an older twentieth-century debate between

individualists and collectivists: a debate that amounted to arguing which comes

first (politically and metaphysically), the individual or society (Bird 17-18). To

make a long story short here, liberals won this most recent round again. For most

contemporary political philosophers, the individual, and not the collective, remains

the proper starting place for serious thinking about political existence. Nevertheless,

liberal political theory has been fundamentally transformed by the communitarian

challenge, not least in the new liberal understanding of the role of moral goods in

the liberal society. Gone is the liberal belief in a "neutral" state: that is, a state that

on principle never intervenes in individuals' lives on behalf of moral goods. The

communitarians have successfully proven the unavoidable importance of such goods

to political existence, and liberals now debate not whether the state should intervene

on behalf of moral goods but, assuming that it must and will, to what end. 9 One

group, which I will call "virtue liberals," argues that the liberal state can and must

advocate certain goods (what they often call virtues) as instrumental to the

preservation of the state.
10 The other group, perfectionist liberals, argues that the

liberal state can and must advocate moral goods as intrinsic to the moral perfection

of human beings.

While some political theorists still argue that the most important difference

between virtue and perfectionist liberals is that the latter (wittingly or not) sanction

a state that, in the pursuit of perfection, violates individual liberties, more theorists,

even those who oppose perfectionism, do not. In the last decade or so, just as

virtue liberals have carefully developed state policies that cultivate civic virtue

without compromising individual autonomy, perfectionist liberals have developed
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state policies that at once encourage the pursuit of perfection and protect (indeed,

cultivate) the autonomy of individuals." And so, as the debate between virtue and

perfectionist liberals has progressed, the only significant remaining difference seems

to be an epistemological one. Virtue liberals do not believe we can ever objectively

know the good. Rather, they describe the goods they recommend (civic virtues) as

mere means to an end (the preservation of the state), in other words provisional

and instrumental goods that are strictly defined by their use for a certain group of

people during a certain time and in a certain place. Some virtue liberals, such as

William Galston, call these "thin" goods, which merely "define a range of normal,

decent human functioning" and "fall short of defining a full way of life" (177).

More to the point, I think, are those virtue liberals like Rorty, who make explicit

the strictly pragmatic (and subjective) nature of the goods they recommend. For

Rorty (in his 1989 Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity), the virtue liberal (or, to use

his phrase, the "liberal ironist") does believe "cruelty is the worst thing we do" but

only pragmatically: that is, only because believing cruelty to be wrong currently

preserves the kind of state in which everyone may lead autonomous lives. In a

different time or place, this may not be the case; cruelty might even be a virtue

with its own uses, because, for the ironist, no virtues are valid in all places at all

times. As ironists, rather, each of us bravely "faces up to the contingency of his or

her own most central beliefs and desires [and is] sufficiently historicist...to have

abandoned the idea that those central beliefs and desires refer back to something

beyond the reach of time and chance" (xv).

In stark contrast, perfectionist liberals believe that we can know the good

—

that there are, in fact, objective moral goods, goods perceptible by all human minds.

Indeed, this belief is so fundamental to their enterprise that some do not even put

the question up for debate. The perfectionist liberal Joseph Raz, for example, was

quite candid about this in his important 1986 The Morality ofFreedom:

Nowhere in this book will general moral skepticism be discussed.

General moral skepticism claims either that there never is a better

moral reason for one action rather than another, or that one can

never have good grounds for believing that one action is better

supported by moral reason than another. If either of these claims

is true then nothing in this book is of any value, nor is there

room for any discussion of the morality of political action. (160)

By "general moral skepticism," Raz means arguments like Rorty's, which indeed

claim that, if by "good grounds" one means grounds that are "beyond the reach of

time and chance," then there are in fact no good grounds for believing that one

action (say, kindness) is better than another (say, cruelty). Being kind rather than

cruel, for virtue liberals, is ultimately only a conditional virtue, a virtue that we (a

certain group in a certain time and place) seem to need now in order to preserve the

current version of the liberal state.
12
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It is in this context that the transcendental Thoreau can be understood as

oppositional. Consider first another paragraph from Walden, in "Economy," where

perfection is the operative term. In this case, Thoreau is clearly objecting to the

perfectionism of civilization as sacrificing the individual to the collective:

It may be guessed that I reduce almost the whole

advantage of holding this superfluous property as a fund in store

against the future, so far as the individual is concerned, mainly

to the defraying of funeral expenses. But perhaps a man is not

required to bury himself. Nevertheless this points to an important

distinction between the civilized man and the savage; and, no

doubt, they have designs on us for our benefit, in making the life

of a civilized people an institution, in which the life of the

individual is to a great extent absorbed, in order to preserve and

perfect that of the race. But I wish to show at what a sacrifice

this advantage is at present obtained, and to suggest that we may
possibly so live as to secure all the advantage without suffering

any of the disadvantage. What mean ye by saying that the poor

ye have always with you, or that the fathers have eaten sour

grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge? (31-32)

Note, though, that Thoreau is careful to word his disapproval of the perfectionist

state in such a way that he does not throw out the baby with the bathwater. That is,

Thoreau wishes not only to show "what a sacrifice" we make pursuing only

collective perfection but also "to suggest that we may possibly so live as to secure

all the advantage without suffering any of the disadvantage." What is "all the

advantage"? I think he means here the "preservation] and perfection]" of not

"the race" but individuals, for this seems to be the reason he rejects the two proverbs

(from Matthew 26:11 and Ezekiel 18:2) in the final sentence—that they sacrifice

one group (the poor, the children) for another group (the non-poor, the fathers).

'"Ye shall not have occasion any more to use this proverb in Israel,'" Thoreau

immediately adds after the sentences quoted to complete the reference to Ezekiel.

Thoreau would instead, it seems, support a state that sacrifices no groups and assists

all individuals in their pursuit of perfection.

That Thoreau's focus is on autonomous individuals as well as a state that

assists individuals in their pursuit of perfection seems to be confirmed by the artist

of Kouroo paragraph in "Conclusion," which clearly operates as the final statement

on "perfection" in Walden.^ Here, too, while the individual artist chooses to develop

the perfect staff (a synecdoche for his self) independently of the world, his objective

realization of its perfection also entails (albeit somewhat obscurely) the perfection

of his society as well. "He had made a new system in making a staff," Thoreau

writes, "a world with full and fair proportions; in which, though the old cities and
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dynasties had passed away, fairer and more glorious ones had taken their places."

Emerson had a similar idea to Thoreau's that the individual's perfection will take

place simultaneously with and in some kind of relation to everyone else's perfection,

but, in Emerson's case, the state itself expires rather than transforms. This is from

the 1844 essay "Politics":

The antidote to this abuse of formal Government, is, the influence

of private character, the growth of the Individual; the appearance

of the principal to supersede the proxy; the appearance of the

wise man, ofwhom the existing government, is, it must be owned,

but a shabby imitation. That which all things tend to educe,

which freedom, cultivation, intercourse, revolutions, go to form

and deliver, is character; that is the end of nature, to reach unto

this coronation of her king. To educate the wise man, the State

exists; and with the appearance of the wise man, the State expires.

The appearance of character makes the State unnecessary. The

wise man is the State. (567-68)

It seems clear that Emerson does not mean that the appearance of a single wise

man makes the state unnecessary, so he must mean that the simultaneous

achievement of "character" by all of us will render the state unnecessary. Thoreau,

agreeing that the kind of state (one that assists in perfecting us) will become

superfluous with the perfection of all individuals, nevertheless also believed it

important to imagine a new "state" succeeding the old. The artist of Kouroo

paragraph implies this, but the key paragraph here is the last one in the 1849

"Resistance to Civil Government":

There will never be a really free and enlightened State, until the

State comes to recognize the individual as a higher and

independent power, from which all its own power and authority

are derived and treats him accordingly. I please myself with

imagining a State at last which can afford to be just to all men,

and to treat the individual with respect as a neighbor; which even

would not think it inconsistent with its own repose, if a few were

to live aloof from it, not meddling with it, nor embraced by it,

who fulfilled all the duties of neighbors and fellow-men. A State

which bore this kind of fruit, and suffered it to drop off as fast as

it ripened, would prepare the way for a still more perfect and

glorious State, which also I have imagined, but not yet anywhere

seen. (89-90)
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Notwithstanding their difference about the future role of the state and other

differences overlooked here,
14 both Thoreau and Emerson as perfectionists were,

like contemporary perfectionist liberals, dedicated to the perfection of all

individuals, and not to the state in itself. Like contemporary perfectionist liberals,

Thoreau and Emerson opposed the perfection of the state as such, and the perfection

of the few at the expense of the many. And, like contemporary perfectionist liberals,

Thoreau's and Emerson's oppositional politics rest upon the belief in objective or

(in their case, more specifically) transcendental ideals.

As mentioned above, there is a second context in which to consider the

oppositional quality of not necessarily Emerson's but most definitely Thoreau's

transcendental perfectionism, a context the artist of Kouroo paragraph suggests, as

well. For, if Thoreau and Emerson were alike in finding a transcendental guide to

perfection within one's conscience or soul or whatever term is used to designate

that internal polestar in which they had such faith, and if they were also alike in

attempting to describe a complex role for the state in all of this, Thoreau differed

from Emerson in more often finding an equally complex role for nature in all of

this. The artist of Kouroo paragraph is careful in several ways to implicate the

work of the artist within the natural processes of the environment. Resolved to

create the perfect staff, "[h]e proceeded instantly to the forest for wood," as if the

creation of something perfect is conceivable only within the natural environment.

At the same time, it is not only political dynasties that come and go as the artist

completes his staff but the natural environment itself, to the point of "Kalpa [being]

no longer the pole-star," which, given Thoreau's earlier emphasis upon the polestar

in "Economy," indicates how important this idea of nature's fluidity is to him.

Human art and nature are, in other words, both fluid processes, the former inspired

by the latter and ultimately a part of it, as the staff itself "expanded before the eyes

of the astonished artist into the fairest of all the creations of Brahma."

There is a shorter statement of this idea in the "Thursday" chapter of A
Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers:

Art is not tame, and Nature is not wild, in the ordinary

sense. A perfect work of man's art would also be wild or natural

in a good sense. Man tames Nature only that he may at last make

her more free even than he found her, though he may never yet

have succeeded. (316)

The complex suggestion that wild Nature provides the ultimate guide to human
perfection—and that our "tam[ing]" of Nature into art is ultimately in pursuit of

achieving a new and "more free" Nature—is picked up in more straightforward

detail a couple paragraphs later:
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As we have said, Nature is a greater and more perfect art, the art

of God; though, referred to herself, she is genius; and there is a

similarity between her operations and man's art even in the details

and trifles. When the overhanging pine drops into the water, by

the sun and water, and the wind rubbing it against the shore, its

boughs are worn into fantastic shapes, and white and smooth, as

if turned in a lathe. Man's art has wisely imitated those forms

into which all matter is most inclined to run, as foliage and fruit.

A hammock swung in a grove assumes the exact form of a canoe,

broader or narrower, and higher or lower at the ends, as more or

fewer persons are in it, and it rolls in the air with the motion of

the body, like a canoe in the water. Our art leaves its shavings

and its dust about; her art exhibits itself even in the shavings and

the dust which we make. She has perfected herself by an eternity

of practice. The world is well kept; no rubbish accumulates; the

morning air is clear even at this day, and no dust has settled on

the grass. (318-19)

This idea—that the best guide to human perfection is the art of God, or nature,

which has "perfected herself by an eternity of practice"—can be found throughout

Thoreau's oeuvre. 15
It is at the heart of the second to last paragraph of Walden, I

think, in the famous allegory about the bug born of an egg long buried within an

old table of apple-tree wood. "Who knows," Thoreau writes, "what beautiful and

winged life, whose egg has been buried for ages under many concentric layers of

woodenness in the dead dry life of society, deposited at first in the laburnum of the

green and living tree, which has been gradually converted into the semblance of its

well-seasoned tomb...may unexpectedly come forth from amidst society's most

trivial and handselled furniture, to enjoy its perfect summer life at last!" (333).

And, it is the implicit idea, I believe, throughout the late journals and writings,

where (my informal keyword search of the online texts at www.walden.org suggests)

"perfect" and its variants are consistently brought in by Thoreau to nail down the

significance of nature. The evidence of this reliance upon "perfect" in the later

writings is, as I say, overwhelming. Consider as representative just this paragraph

from the essay "Autumnal Tints," written in 1858-59, about the poke flower:

Quite to the ground they were a deep brilliant purple

with a bloom, contrasting with the still clear green leaves. It

appears a rare triumph of Nature to have produced and perfected

such a plant, as if this were enough for a summer. What a perfect

maturity it arrives at! It is the emblem of a successful life

concluded by a death not premature, which is an ornament to

Nature. What if we were to mature as perfectly, root and branch,

glowing in the midst of our decay, like the poke! I confess that it
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excites me to behold them. I cut one for a cane, for I would fain

handle and lean on it. I love to press the berries between my
fingers, and see theirjuice staining my hand Here are berries

enough to paint afresh the western sky, and play the bacchanal

with, if you will. And what flutes its ensanguined stems would

make, to be used in such a dance! It is truly a royal plant. I could

spend the evening of the year musing amid the Poke-stems. And
perchance amid these groves might arise at last a new school of

philosophy or poetry. (143)

It is in this way, in short, that Thoreau's perfectionism insinuates itself into the

heart of his environmentalism, a coordination of his major objectives that suggests

that Buell's ecocritical endorsement of Thoreau's humanism as only a practical

means to biocentrism (The Environmental Imagination 386) does not go far enough.

Buell is convinced that Thoreau's "egocentrism" is at odds with his ' ecocentrism"

(384), but I am arguing that the second significance of Thoreau's perfectionism

—

beyond what it teaches us, like contemporary perfectionist liberalism, about the

relationship between the individual and the state—is the suggestion that, on the

contrary, these two "centrisms" are not at odds at all, but, with proper calibration,

in perfect coordination with one another.

Buell ends his 1992 essay about Thoreau's entrance into the oppositional

canon by noting that one of Thoreau's originally "genteel" qualities, his naturism,

has in the last decade or so become one of his most "oppositional." "From the

vantage point of the 1990s, when world-wide environmental concern has reached

an all-time peak and is still growing, Thoreau's naturism looks more like a mode
of dissent than it would have in 1910 to a radical critic gagging on repeated tributes

to Thoreau the poet-naturalist" (46). I have argued here that virtually the same

could be said of Thoreau's transcendentalism. I am aware of the Rortian case

against transcendentalism, obviously—that countless thousands have died (and

continue to die) at the hands of those who claim exclusive possession of "the Truth,"

perhaps especially those who claim to hear this Truth from an intuition of the

divine soul or some such thing. It is child's play for any thinking person in our

postmodern age to make light of such claims. But, if I may recall Buell's words,

from the vantage point of the early 2000s, when world-wide relativism just as

easily allows states to deny certain individuals the opportunities to flourish and

perfect themselves, Thoreau's transcendentalism looks more like a mode of dissent

than it would have in the previous four decades to a radical critic gagging on repeated

tributes to Thoreau the Sage. Thoreau's transcendentalism provides the authority

—

to return to Rorty and Fischer's quandary—to question authority. It was just this

kind of authority, after all, that Thoreau, and Emerson and the abolitionists claimed

when they challenged the existing authority, as Daniel Webster well recognized in

his 7 March 1850 denunciation of such transcendentalists and perfectionists (and

corresponding defense of the Fugitive Slave Law):
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[TJhere will sometimes be found men with whom every thing is

absolute; absolutely wrong, or absolutely right. They see the

right clearly; they think others ought so to see it, and they are

disposed to establish a broad line of distinction between what is

right and what is wrong. . . . They are apt, too, to think that

nothing is good but what is perfect, and that there are no

compromises or modifications to be made in consideration of

difference of opinion or in deference to other men's judgment.

If their perspicacious vision enables them to detect a spot on the

face of the sun, they think that a good reason why the sun should

be struck down from heaven. They prefer the chance of running

into utter darkness to living in heavenly light, if that heavenly

light be not absolutely without any imperfection. (123)

Ten years later in "The Last Days of John Brown," Thoreau would explain how
things looked from the other side, from that of the perfectionists. Explaining the

commitment among some northerners at least to that martyr for abolition, Thoreau

pointed to the certainty of Brown's "devotion to principle. . . . The North, I mean

the living North, was suddenly all transcendental. It went behind the human law, it

went behind the apparent failure [of Brown's deed], and recognized eternal justice

and glory" (147).

The recoveries of Thoreau the naturist and Thoreau the transcendentalist

are not analogous in that, for those interested in the former, there are not decades

of recent anti-naturist commentary with which to contend. In contrast, there are

decades of de-transcendentalist commentary with which to contend, some of it

undoubtedly the most important commentary written in the last forty years, and all

of it commentary that rests finally upon ways of thinking so ingrained at this point

as to be called habitual.
16 As difficult as such work may prove, to oppose such

habitual thinking is exactly what we must do if we hope to read all of Walden,

including the artist of Kouroo paragraph, with greater understanding than we have

since the publication of this magnificent book one-hundred and fifty years ago.

Notes

!A 1991 MLA survey found 45% of respondents for Walden, 34% for

Scarlet Letter, and 29% for Moby Dick (Buell, The Environmental Imagination 9).

2Careful to show that Thoreau 's interest in nature, though originally read

as genteel, is best read as oppositional, Buell's concluding defense of Thoreau's

"naturism" reveals how important it is for any new reading of Thoreau to establish

its oppositional bona fides {"Henry Thoreau" 46-48). This essay, on behalf of a

reading of Thoreau the transcendentalist, will be no different in this regard.
3This de-transcendentalizing program, an ongoing effort to redefine these

authors as rivals to Nietzsche in significance to contemporary critical theory, is
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particularly well described in the case of Emerson: see Buell, "The Emerson

Industry"; Lopez, "De-Transcendentalizing"; and Lopez, "Emerson and Nietzche."

The contemporary Fuller situation is slightly more complicated, as these

commentators also want to preserve the humanist work of feminists from the 1970s

in the process, but see Fleischmann and Chevigny.
4This is, in fact, a central program in Kateb's work; referring to Thoreau

and Whitman as well as Emerson, he writes in the "Introduction" to The Inner

Ocean that "these writers are given to religiousness, unorthodox as it is, for they

do not appear to take the last step and renounce the will to have supernatural

sponsorship and authentication" but that "[t]hese writers deliver formulations that

can be severed from their religiousness and set up as the consummation of

democratic individuality" (35).

5See also Joseph J. Moldenhauer's 1964 "Paradox in Walden" which also

treats the artist of Kouroo paragraph as a culmination of the book's major themes

(84).

6For closer analysis of Cavell's similarity to Derrida in locating nothing

outside the text, specifically Walden, see Fischer, "Stanley Cavell" 103-124.
7Most other readings of this paragraph have concerned themselves with

locating the paragraph's origins in Thoreau's reading and writing: see Cameron,

Harding 317-18, and Sattelmeyer 68, 242. A notable recent exception is Cafaro,

who briefly considers the paragraph in relation to Thoreau's "virtue ethics" (40).

Allowing for significant differences in emphasis, the Aristotelian "ethics of

aspiration" (33) that Cafaro finds in Thoreau's work is roughly equivalent to what

I describe as Thoreau's "perfectionism" below.
8For another argument like mine, made in the context of Victorian rather

than Transcendentalist studies, see Anger. Martha Nussbaum has persuasively

demonstrated the political limitations of the postmodern position in the first two

chapters of Women and Human Development.
9See Hurka, "Review," on this shift in debate (878).
10Virtue liberalism is discussed sympathetically in Rosenblum 1989 (as

"moral idealism liberalism," 5-6), in Kymlicka/Norman (as "liberal virtue theory,"

297-300), in Berkowitz (as "modern liberalism," 24-32), and in Galston (as "liberal

virtues," 213-37).

"This claim is based on the arguments to be found in the few book-length

treatments of perfectionist liberalism yet available, including: Raz; Hurka,

Perfectionism, especially chapter 11 on "Liberty" (147-60); Sher; and Wall,

especially chapter 1 on "Perfectionism" (7-25).

12Readers coming to perfectionism only through Stanley Cavell's work

on Emerson (and, to a lesser extent, Thoreau) should know that his non-teleological

and subjectivist version of the philosophy is virtually alone among contemporary

perfectionist philosophies. In the schema just developed, Cavell is aligned with

Rorty, in other words, not Raz. Cavell is highly aware of this and explains his

reasoning in detail in the Preface to Conditions Handsome and Unhandsome
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(wii-xxvii). In reference to the de-transcendentalist reading tactics described above,

it is noteworthy, I think, that in his later "perfectionist" work (written fifteen or

more years after Senses ofWalden) Cavell does not consider the Kouroo paragraph

—

or any others in which Thoreau's explicit concern is perfection. Instead, he sticks

to the same dozen or so paragraphs or (more often) sentences favored by the other

major de-transcendentalist commentators.
13While there are multiple paragraphs in Walden that are dedicated at least

in part to the concept of perfection, no other paragraph is so explicitly concerned

with the concept. For earlier references in the book to perfection, see especially

the chapters "Economy," "Ponds," "Brute Neighbors," and "Housewarming," the

last three of which make more typical use of the word (for Thoreau) to verify

nature's exemplary perfection, as briefly discussed (with reference to the later

environmental writings) below.
14Those differences have been reviewed in many other places; see, for

example, Stoehr 44-62.
15In some ways, I am simply returning here to a point made long ago by

F.O. Matthiesen about the same passage fromA Week: "Wherever Thoreau turned

for fresh confirmation of his belief that true beauty reveals necessity, he saw that

'Nature is a greater and more perfect art,' and that there is a similarity between her

operations and man's even in the details and trifles. He held, like Emerson, that

'man's art has wisely imitated those forms into which all matter is most inclined to

run, as foliage and fruit.' But Thoreau studied more examples in detail than Emerson

did With so many principles to be gleaned from the humblest growth, no wonder

he held it 'monstrous when one cares but little about trees but much about Corinthian

columns'" (154).
16Bauerlein argues that "social constructionism" is so widespread and

unquestioned in humanities departments that it is more accurately called a

"professional habit" than an "intellectual thesis" (229).
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"Live Thus Deliberately":

Authenticity and Narrative Ethics in

Walden

Antonio Casado da Rocha

This article briefly examines the presence of a narrative ethics in Thoreau's

greatest public and private literary works, his book Walden and his journal.
1 Thoreau

sought in writing a way to "live deliberately," but the meaning of this expression

remains relatively obscure. In order to better understand both this theme and some

problems of contemporary culture, I will attempt a philosophical defense of

authenticity using arguments from the philosopher Charles Taylor and the sociologist

Arthur Frank.

Both authors argue that being authentic, being faithful to ourselves, is

being faithful to something which was produced in collaboration with a lot of

other people, being faithful to "the infinite extent of our relations," to quote Thoreau

{Walden 171). Authenticity requires an infinite orientation toward what is beyond

oneself, and this also requires a commitment to some higher values, which in turn

are embedded in narratives. After I have explained Taylor's and Frank's ideas, a

few examples ofThoreau's pursuit of authenticity through narrative will be extracted

from Walden.

Although Thoreau always considered himself as a writer, in this essay I

will focus not only on his thoughts about excellent writing, but also on his attempts

to achieve sincerity, or at least recommend it for himself and others, within the

narrative of his life at Walden Pond. Paying attention to the language ofnature and

life experience seems to be consistent with Thoreau's general advice concerning

the practice of literature, and some evidence from his correspondence and other

writings will be provided in order to support this latter claim.

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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On Narrative Ethics

In two earlier pieces in The Concord Saunterer, Philip Cafaro has argued

that Thoreau's works provide a comprehensive and necessary "environmental virtue

ethics." This being an important topic which has not previously received extended

discussion, I would like to supplement his views with a study on the narrative

aspects of such ethics, particularly in Walden. This is an issue that Cafaro does not

address at length, even though he has implicitly mentioned the importance of

narrative when recognizing intrinsic value in the non-human world. Thoreau's

account of how to act on such recognition includes, in effect, the telling ofnature

s

stories to celebrate the wild and to convince others to preserve it (Cafaro, "Thoreau's

Environmental Ethics" 35). But first a few explanations about the general

background of my discussion might be relevant.

Narrative approaches to ethics take a number of different forms, many of

which have been widely discussed in bioethics and environmental ethics (for a

general overview of the narrative approach to bioethics, see Nelson). 2 Because the

issue at stake is often presented by means of a case-story, narrative has always

played a prominent role both in bioethics and in environmentalism, but moral

philosophers in Anglo-American universities began to develop their current interest

in narrative approaches to ethics only during the 1980s. In his book After Virtue,

Alasdair Maclntyre argued that one can only answer the moral question What am
I to do? if one can answer the prior question Of what story or stories do Ifind

myself a part? (Maclntyre 201) Although there are important differences among

scholars regarding not only what kind of moral work stories are supposed to do,

but also regarding what they imply about the nature of morality in general, anyone

adopting a narrative approach to ethics must answer at least the question, What is

done with the story? There are at least three possible answers.

The first one is that we use stories as a vehiclefor our ethics. Narrative is

then seen as education in moral practice, as a subtle evaluative classification that

tells us how our culture discriminates actions (some are good, some are bad, others

are indifferent, and so on). What are learned by means of those stories are not

simply some facts; what are learned are values. 3 Stories thus provide a structure

which gives moral meaning to the particulars of a given experience or situation.

A second answer sees narrative as an adequate methodology in moral

theory and practice. The point here is not only that we actually learn through

stories, but also that using stories is the best way to understand and improve our

ethics. Of course, what we learn through stories cannot be reduced to the sentences

that are given to children as the story's moral. In her writings on philosophy and

literature, Martha Nussbaum has linked the significance of literary texts in moral

education to a procedure that begins with the question, How should a human being

live? According to Nussbaum, a good way to answer this question is by starting an

inquiry which works through the major moral positions looking for what lies deepest

in human life.
4 Literature plays at least two functions in this ethical inquiry. First,
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thanks to narrative "we get a sufficiently rich and inclusive conception of the opening

question and of the dialectical procedure that pursues it—inclusive enough to hold

all that our sense of life urges us to consider" (Nussbaum 26). Second, she argues

that such an inclusive conception of ethics requires forms and structures that we

can find only in select literary works. The very choice to write or read a book such

as Walden expresses certain evaluative commitments "to the ethical significance

of uncontrolled events, to the epistemological value of emotion, to the variety . . .

of the important things." Literary books are not ethically neutral, because built

into their structure is a conception of what matters. By consenting to see the events

in Walden as Thoreau presents them, not only do readers implicitly break with

moral nihilism—with any theory whose outcome is that everything matters the

same, and therefore, that nothing matters at all

—

5 they also learn to see the world

in a whole new way.

A third possible answer to my initial question about narrative ethics has

to do with justification. Its least controversial version asserts that an ethic of

principles must be supplemented by an understanding of the narrative structure of

human action. There are three reasons for this assertion: first, because narrative

elements such as examples or parables are pervasive in all forms of ethical reasoning;

second, because our responses to stories are the ground out of which principles

and theories grow; and third, because narrative is the only medium in which a

concern for virtue can be intelligibly discussed. However, at its most controversial,

this position has come to see narrative not as a supplement or as a substrate for

ethics, but rather as a substitute for the entire enterprise of moral justification.

Postmodern ethics has been thus described as an ethics of voice: in contrast to the

standard brands of Enlightenment ethics that highlight either the content (such as

utilitarianism) or form (Kantianism) of what is said, postmodernist ethics seems to

be primarily concerned with who gets to tell the story. More specifically, the

postmodern imperative is that everyone gets to tell his or her own story (Nelson

80).

Arthur Frank took this position when he set out in his book The Wounded

Storyteller to rescue the first-person narrative of cancer sufferers from the

"colonialism" of modernist scientific medicine over their bodies. This postmodern

preference for the first-person and its "little story" (petit recit) is both

epistemological and ethical. We have a moral reason to prefer the little story to the

unifying general view, such as Frank's portrayal of modern medicine, because the

"post-colonial ill person, living with illness for the long term, wants her own
suffering recognized in its individual particularity." Storytelling, contends Frank,

"is for an other just as much as it is for oneself. In the reciprocity that storytelling

is, the teller offers herself as a guide to the other's self-formation. The other's

receipt of that guidance not only recognizes but values the teller" (Frank, The

Wounded Storyteller 11, 20). But, furthermore, we ought to favor those "little"

narratives because we cannot do any better. For postmodernists, it is a mistake to
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believe that we can transcend the local, anchoring our knowledge on the bedrock

of an objective and universal reality.

I do not wish to go further into a discussion of postmodernism, but only

to use some of its insights in order to better understand Thoreau's narrative ethics.

However, I do not mean to say that Thoreau was in any way a postmodernist.

Although this is a difficult and controversial subject, it seems clear that, being a

transcendentalist,
6 Thoreau did believe precisely that we could transcend the local

and anchor our knowledge on the bedrock of an objective and universal reality. At

least he is quite explicit about this in Walden:

Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet downward

through the mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and

tradition, and delusion, and appearance, that alluvium which

covers the globe, through Paris and London, through New York

and Boston and Concord, through church and state, through

poetry and philosophy and religion, till we come to a hard bottom

and rocks in place, which we can call reality, and say, This is,

and no mistake. (97-8)

Virtue and Narrative

Cafaro's essays on virtue ethics provide a coherent and lively introduction

to Thoreau's ethics, and I will not repeat what he has already said. I also agree with

him in that the phrase enlightened self-interest best defines the scope of a properly

conceived virtue ethics, even if only a minority of writers on virtue ethics supports

this position (see Cafaro, "Virtue Ethics (Not Too) Simplified"). As we will see

later, one of those is Charles Taylor, who claims that modern philosophy is

extraordinarily inarticulate about these issues. In a study quoted by Cafaro, Julia

Annas writes that in our society we have to turn to popular self-help manuals to

find extensive discussions about the best life, self-fulfillment, the proper role of

the emotions, or personal friendships and commitments, topics which in the ancient

world were always treated in a more intellectual way as part of ethics.

Along with self-help books, Annas might have included many poems,

novels and literary classics. Amongst those Walden immediately comes to mind,

shining on its own like a morning star. As Thoreau wrote, "How many a man has

dated a new era in his life from the reading of a book" (107). I would like to

suggest also that some traits ofThoreau's morality fit within the framework provided

by a narrative approach to ethics, and this because he was both a moralist and a

writer. As a moralist, he was convinced that "to affect the quality of the day" by

deliberating and carefully choosing our actions is "the highest of arts" (90). As a

writer, Thoreau was aware that the stories we tell about ourselves, our sagas, are

centra] to our moral understanding and deliberate action. In sum, he was acutely

aware of the problems involved both in trying to write one's own life and trying to

live up to one's writing.
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I will provide just one illustration of how a postmodernist sensitivity

towards narrative and ethics might help us when dealing with environmental

questions: the key image of animals as "brute neighbors" in Walden. To be sure,

the kind of moral duties that good neighborhood implies do appear everywhere in

Thoreau's writing, even in his reform essays such as "Civil Disobedience." 7

In particular, and assuming that animals are "made to carry some portion of our

thoughts," (225) Thoreau reads animal narratives—stories about their lives—as

necessary lessons for human virtue, such as bravery and wisdom (see D. K. Dean,

"Of Muskrats and Men in Walden"). Accordingly, he claims that there are higher

uses for animals than the traditional ones. Thoreau thought the typical naturalist of

his time knew birds and beasts and flowers only surgically, as dead matter, and the

widespread killing or taming of animals for the sake of scientific knowledge

chagrined him. 8

For Thoreau in this regard (as for Nietzsche), what we choose to ignore is

sometimes more valuable than what we seek to know. As I will try to show towards

the end of this essay, the gramdtica parda or "tawny grammar" inherent in his

narratives expresses a "wild and dusky knowledge," a "mother tongue" derived

from the "leopard mother," Thoreau's figure for nature in his essay "Walking."

Stories seem to furnish a means of becoming acquainted with nature and animals

without killing them—or being killed oneself in the attempt. Here I cannot resist

remembering the Walden story about the cat of James Collins, an Irishman who
worked on the Fitchburg Railroad. After Thoreau bought Collins's shanty, "she

took to the woods and became a wild cat, and, as [Thoreau] learned afterward, trod

in a trap set for woodchucks, and so became a dead cat at last" (44).

So virtue ethics claims that some excellences of character work for our

enlightened self-interest and that these virtues can be taught by means of narratives.

Thoreau's stories about animals in Walden are exemplary of this kind of moral

education. Finally, this argument about the usefulness of stories in moral education

could be extended from our relationship with animals to encompass the whole

natural world. As Thoreau wrote in Wild Fruits:

What are the natural features which make a township handsome

and worth going far to dwell in? A river with its waterfalls,

meadows, lakes, hills, cliffs, or individual rocks, a forest and

single ancient trees. Such things are beautiful. They have a high

use which dollars and cents never represent. If the inhabitants of

a town were wise, they would seek to preserve these things,

though at a considerable expense. For such things educate far

more than any hired teachers or preachers, or any at present

recognized system of school education. (236)
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Living Deliberately

I have summarized the main features of a narrative approach to ethics,

and suggested that some might help to understand Thoreau's morality, but I have

provided little evidence that this is an interesting way to interpret Walden. This is

something that I will attempt now by means of a discussion about deliberation. To

begin with an example, in a recent addition to the Thoreau bibliography a reviewer

describes the novelist Jonathan Franzen as a "latter-day Thoreau" concerned with

problems of preserving individuality and complexity within a noisy and distracting

mass culture.
9 The comparison might be a little exaggerated, but in Franzen's

acclaimed novel The Corrections any Thoreauvian can find reminiscences such as

the following: "I may be dead tomorrow," a secondary character says, "but I'm

alive now. And I can live deliberately. I've paid the price, I've done the work, and

I have nothing to be ashamed of (Franzen 321).

Of course, the expression "live deliberately" comes from Walden and is

perhaps most forcefully canonized in popular culture as quoted in the film Dead
Poets Society.

10 In a memorable scene, Professor John Keating (Robin Williams)

gives some young students an anthology of poetry with the following inscription:

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to

front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn

what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I

had not lived. (90)

This oft-quoted sentence has a lot to say both about Thoreau's morality and about

the nature of ethics in general. First, Thoreau tells us that although we cannot live

without choosing—as Sartre used to say, not to choose is already a choice—one

can make a choice for an ethical life, one of deliberation and free choice. This

higher-order choice sets up an ethical inquiry (a process of learning, of moral

education, similar to the one described by Nussbaum) whose engine is mortality,

the anticipation of death. The most important thing in life, the most urgent too,

Thoreau says, is to learn to live deliberately—but he is not a theorist, so he does

not explicitly say what to live deliberately means. He only invites us to "spend one

day as deliberately as Nature, . . . determined to make a day of it" (97). "With a

little more deliberation in the choice of their pursuits," he believes, "all men would

perhaps become essentially students and observers" (99).

Cafaro has identified deliberation as "a key to success" with "thinking

through our options and actively choosing the best ones, rather than falling into the

easiest ones" ("Thoreau's Virtue Ethics in Walden" 25). But deliberation has a

long history in moral philosophy. Most notably, in chapter 3, book III of his

Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle makes clear that deliberation is one of the main

features of ethical action: "We deliberate about things that are in our power and
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can be done." For this philosopher, the ethical domain is the domain of deliberation

and choice, and "ethical action has to do with realizing a possibility over which

one has control and for which one is responsible" (Barden 7). Thus living

deliberately equals living ethically—but this is perhaps too general and vague. For

a writer such as Thoreau, Walden itself could be read as an experiment in living

deliberately. The latter point can perhaps be better understood by comparing it

with the following statement from his journal of 23 August 1 85 1 . It is so important

that I call it Thoreau s version of the categorical imperative:

Resolve to read no book, to take no walk, to undertake no

enterprise, but such as you can endure to give an account of to

yourself. Live thus deliberately for the most part. (PJ 4:10)

Such an imperative yields Thoreau's narrative ethics in a nutshell. For

Thoreau, to write is an individual resolution in which an account of one's life is

made; first to oneself, then to others. This should be done "for the most part" of

our waking life, as nobody can deliberate forever about everything. Living

deliberately twenty-four hours per day, seven days per week, is simply impossible;

at some point everyone must close his or her eyes and sleep, or leap into action no

matter how uncertain or superficial our judgment might be. That is perhaps why
Thoreau points several times in Walden to his own "meanness" as well as to ours,

11

as when he writes that "we inhabitants ofNew England live this mean life that we
do because our vision does not penetrate the surface of things" (96). To live

deliberately is always an infinite aspiration, one that cannot be satisfied by a given

set of precepts. Therefore the ensuing imperative can only be a negative one; it

does not say what to do, but what not to do: namely, "no book," "no walk," and "no

enterprise" without personal narrative. It does not attempt to justify any fixed way

of life; rather, it is an imperative ofauthenticity, as Thoreau is at pains to explain in

Walden:

I would not have any one adopt my mode of living on any account;

for, beside that before he has fairly learned it I may have found

out another for myself, I desire that there may be as many different

persons in the world as possible; but I would have each one be

very careful to find out and pursue his own way, and not his

father's or his mother's or his neighbor's instead. (71)
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The Virtue of Authenticity

According to Cafaro, in Thoreau 's view authenticity and diversity are

key virtues ("Thoreau's Virtue Ethics in Walden" 41). Authenticity might be most

important for Thoreau, but it is not a fashionable concept in today's market of

ideas. For Charles Taylor there are many "knockers" of the contemporary ideal of

authenticity, that is, "people who think that the whole language of self-fulfillment

and finding one's own path is suspect and either nonsense or a vehicle of self-

indulgence." This kind of knocker generally takes one of two approaches. The first

is what Taylor calls "a hard-line, scientific attitude to the world"; it finds talk about

authenticity to be "vague and woolly." The second kind is humanist; it finds

emphasis on authenticity to be "an expression of moral laxity, or at least as reflecting

simply a loss of the more stringent ideals formerly dominant in our culture" (Taylor,

The Malaise ofModernity 74-5). Humanist critics such as Allan Bloom argue that

talk of authenticity is a symptom of our decadent culture, which ultimately leads to

anarchism, and Bloom puts the blame on Thoreau:

The side of Rousseau's thought that arouses nostalgia for nature

came to the United States early on, in the life and writings of

Thoreau. Recently, joined to many other movements, it came to

full flower and found a wide public. Anarchism in one form or

another is an expression of this longing, which arises as soon as

politics and laws are understood to be repressions, perhaps

necessary, but nonetheless repressions of our inclinations rather

than perfections of them or modes of satisfying them. (Bloom

171)

Against such criticism, Taylor's singular contribution is a demonstration that

personal authenticity is not, strictly speaking, personal at all: authenticity is a

dialogical achievement. This is important to keep in mind if we are to take Thoreau

seriously, beyond the simplistic image of an asocial individualist with nothing of

value to say about contemporary society. (A sound criticism of this cliche can be

found in Bob Pepperman Taylor's book on Thoreau and the American polity.)

The core of Taylor's argument goes like this: I can define my identity

only against a background of things that matter. To bracket out history, nature,

society, the demands of solidarity, everything but what I find in myself, would be

to eliminate all candidates for what matters. Only if I exist in a world in which

history, or the demands of nature, or the needs of my fellow human beings, or the

duties of citizenship, or the call of a god, or something else of this order matters

crucially, can I define an identity for myself that is not trivial. Therefore authenticity

is not the enemy of demands that emanate from beyond the self—it supposes such
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demands. On the other hand, the knocker position seems to be that our (postmodern)

personal narratives lack reference to what Taylor calls "things that matter," and so

these stories have become a cul-de-sac of triviality, an abyss into which persons,

politics, and thought itself threaten to fall. Taylor recognizes the kernel of truth in

this response; and thus he takes seriously the criticism of Bloom, probably the

best-selling of any knocker, who finds in claims of authenticity "a rather facile

relativism" in which "everybody has his or her own 'values,' and about these it is

impossible to argue" (Taylor, The Malaise ofModernity 13, 41).

Arthur Frank also has in mind Bloom's suspicion of relativist individualism.

Frank is afraid that our Western culture exerts enormous pressure on people to

settle for identities that are trivial in Taylor's specific sense of lacking the background

of things that matter. But he also rejects the knockers' attempt to specify, even

legislate, what can count as things that matter, because their terms of affirmation

invariably reflect the habits, taste, or cultural capital of whoever is doing the

affirming. Thus talk of "things that matter" can readily become symbolic violence:

it convinces some groups that what matters to them is inferior, and therefore they

become inferior themselves (Frank, "Why study people's stories?" 9).

Thoreau was not unaware of such a problem, and he argued consistently

for the recognition of "inferior" ethnical groups. Bob P. Taylor has found in A
Week one of the first efforts to recover the Indian's "little" story, lost within American

colonial history.
12 As Richard S. Randolph has suggested, Thoreau's continual

questioning of the authenticity of the Anglo-centric narratives endorsed by his

neighbors illustrates his suspicion towards the "symbolic violence" hidden in

objective history (Randolph, "Thoreau's Sympathy with the French" 53). For

instance, in his journal entry for 5 February 1852, Thoreau recognizes the political

importance of symbols for most people, who "do believe in symbols yet & can

understand some." And immediately he declares: "Read the Englishmans history

of the French & Ind. wars—& then read the Frenchmans—and see how each awards

the meed of glory [to himself]" (PJ 4:329).

How to decide then? How to avoid the "facile relativism"? The solution

is not to reject authenticity, as Bloom does—for that would be equivalent to throwing

out the baby with the bath water. The solution to this crucial problem is to return to

narrative, because things come to matter and continue to do so insofar as they

instigate stories that affirm those things in relation to how lives are lived. Thus the

significance of Taylor's argument: first he shows Bloom's blindness towards the

powerful moral ideal at work in the search for authenticity, however debased and

travestied its expression might be (Taylor, The Malaise ofModernity 15); then he

describes the moral ideal of authenticity as "being true to oneself and traces its

genealogy from the early romantics. 13

Being authentic requires that we re-describe traditional views, but it also

requires an orientation to what is beyond oneself: society, nature, and so on. How
well anyone orients his or her life according to these "things that matter" requires
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on-going dialogical recognition from others that one's life expresses values they

share. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition for authenticity: recognition

from others does not automatically mean that one's life is authentic, but authenticity

cannot be achieved without the struggle for that recognition. We cannot let others

decide what matters for us, but the fact that something matters to others cannot be

ignored either. On Taylor's account, only the dialogical pursuit of authenticity will

yield the "moral ideal" that offers

a picture of what a better or higher mode of life would be, where

"better" and "higher" are defined not in terms of what we happen

to desire or need, but offer a standard of what we ought to desire.

(The Malaise ofModernity 15-16; 28-29)

For Taylor, "the nature of a free society is that it will always be the locus of a

struggle between higher and lower forms of freedom" (The Malaise ofModernity

78). The nature of being a free individual also seems to be a perpetual engagement

in this struggle. Thoreau, who might have accepted that "the price of freedom is

eternal vigilance," 14 would probably agree. If Taylor's argument is correct, by

recognizing the ideal of authenticity not only do we avoid the knockers' potential

for symbolic violence; an emphasis on the re-telling of stories and on its constant

re-definition of the "things that matter" might also help us understand Thoreau's

ethical stance in Walden. 15 This will become clearer after examining some of his

ideas on writing.

Writing Sincerely

Thoreau was concerned with good writing from the beginning of his career,

and he always held authenticity to be an important moral ideal. More specifically,

for him authenticity was the writer's main virtue. Thus on 26 January 1841, he

declared that "Good writing as well as good acting will be obedience to conscience.

... By reverently listening to the inner voice," he added, "we may reinstate ourselves

on the pinnacle of humanity" (PJ 1: 233). Thoreau thought that, when we assess

literary works, rhetorical devices should give way to the expression of truth. Thus

he wrote in a letter to Richard Fuller dated 2 April 1843, "What I was learning in

College was chiefly, I think, to express myself, and I see now that as the old orator

prescribed, 1
st

, action; 2nd
, action; 3 rd

, action; my teachers should have prescribed

to me, 1
st

, sincerity; 2nd
, sincerity; 3

rd
, sincerity" (Correspondence 94).

Although the word "authenticity" is not to be found in the text of Walden,

it is clear that Thoreau used the noun "sincerity" and the adjective "sincere" when
trying to capture the essence of authentic self-expression. This can be seen from

the very first pages, when Thoreau requires "of every writer, first or last, a simple

and sincere account of his own life, and not merely what he has heard of other

men's lives; some such account as he would send to his kindred from a distant

land; for if he has lived sincerely, it must have been in a distant land to me" (3-4).

This ironic defense of sincerity continues all through the chapter on "Economy,"

as when he writes
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How vigilant we are! determined not to live by faith if we can

avoid it; all the day long on the alert, at night we unwillingly say

our prayers and commit ourselves to uncertainties. So thoroughly

and sincerely are we compelled to live, reverencing our life, and

denying the possibility of change. (11)

We become inauthentic in relation to ourselves whenever we forget that "we change"

(328).
16 When our conditions are false and insincere, then human beings are also

inauthentic to each other. Thoreau's suggestion in Walden is to forget conventional

wisdom and traditional roles, because "Not till we are lost, in other words, not till

we have lost the world, do we begin to find ourselves, and realize where we are

and the infinite extent of our relations" (171). It is not then surprising that, in

contrast to the lack of sincerity in fashionable clothing and academic philosophy,

Thoreau finds more authenticity in natural sounds, even in the wailing of owls:

They give me a new sense of the variety and capacity of that

nature which is our common dwelling. Oh-o-o-o-o that I never

had been bor-r-r-r-nl sighs one on this side of the pond, and

circles with the restlessness of despair to some new perch on the

gray oaks. Then

—

that I never had been bor-r-r-r-nl echoes

another on the farther side with tremulous sincerity, and

—

bor-

r-r-r-nl comes faintly from far in the Lincoln woods. (124-5)

Turning from nature into society, Thoreau's eulogy of Alex Therien and other

eccentric visitors suggests that authenticity is an elusive virtue, for it is most absent

at its most visible. Thoreau describes Therien as the naturally good man, one for

whom vice and disease hardly exist, almost as a Homeric character. Then he

translates for Therien, and for us, some passages of the Odyssey, remarking that in

Therien's eyes "Homer was a great writer, though what his writing was about he

did not know." Therien does not need to know because his simple, virtuous life is

completely embedded in the Homeric narrative (144-5). He is a character, not a

reader. Therien "was so genuine and unsophisticated that no introduction would

serve to introduce him, . . . was so simply and naturally humble—if he can be

called humble who never aspires—that humility was no distinct quality in him,

nor could he conceive of it" (147). In other words, true authenticity does not show

off. As G. K. Chesterton put it in his book Heretics (1905), "an Englishman cannot

be proud of being simple and direct, and still remain simple and direct. In the

matter of these strange virtues, to know them is to kill them."

In this eulogy to what he calls Beautiful Ignorance—later developed in

"Walking"—Thoreau does not reject knowledge, though: he is "determined to know
beans" (161). But his experiment in Walden is more an ethical one than an

experiment in survival or in agriculture. Thoreau's bean-field experience after his

time in Walden was not to plant "beans and corn with so much industry another

summer, but such seeds, if the seed is not lost, as sincerity, truth, simplicity, faith,
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innocence, and the like, and see if they will not grow in this soil, even with less toil

and manurance" (164). In order to cultivate those virtues, it is necessary "to look

through each other's eyes" and "live in all the ages of the world in an hour"; literature

and narrative make both possible.

Authenticity as Gramatica Parda

However, let us not think that the ethics we learn from narratives are

simply the sentences we can read in a book. Thoreau chose books and letters as his

profession, 17 but in "Walking" he writes, "there are other letters for the child to

learn than those which Cadmus invented [that is, the alphabet]. The Spaniards," he

continues, "have a good term to express this wild and dusky knowledge, Gramatica

parda, tawny grammar" (Thoreau, "Walking," 127). He asserts in Walden that "to

read well, that is, to read true books with a true spirit, is a noble exercise" (100-1),

but he also warns that "while we are confined to books ... we are in danger of

forgetting the language in which all things and events speak without metaphor"

(111). This is the language whose grammar Thoreau called gramatica parda—the

language of nature and life experience, of which we must always be aware. After

all, as we read in Walden,

What is a course of history, or philosophy, or poetry, no matter

how well selected, or the best society, or the most admirable

routine of life, compared with the discipline of looking always

at what is to be seen? Will you be a reader, a student merely, or

a seer? Read your fate, see what is before you, and walk on into

futurity. (Ill)

Gramatica means grammar, and parda means dun-colored or brownish gray, but

the phrase gramatica parda signifies any or all of native wit, horse sense, worldly

wisdom, and instinctive knowledge. Thoreau read Spanish at Harvard, and probably

learnt this mysterious expression there. It was first defined in 1791 as "the natural

knowledge [ciencia natural] held by uneducated people, which they use in their

business so that they never get cheated" (Iribarren 344). It may well be that the

gramatica parda cannot be learned by reading, but nevertheless Thoreau thought

that the possession of some of this "tawny knowledge" was a necessary requirement

to write well—to write, as he put it, "the literature which gives expression to Nature"

by transplanting words to the page "with earth adhering to their roots" (Thoreau,

"Walking," 120).

In the journal entry for 20 December 1851, Thoreau says to himself that

the excellent or virtuous writer must express only what he or she is really struggling

with; otherwise, the author is merely wasting his or her talent and time: "Be faithful

to your genius—write in the strain that interests you most— Consult not the popular

taste" (PJ 4: 211). This commitment to authenticity both in writing and living,
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pervasive in Walden, is not without its advantages from the viewpoint of an

enlightened self-interest:

I had this advantage, at least, in my mode of life, over those who
were obliged to look abroad for amusement, to society and the

theatre, that my life itself was become my amusement and never

ceased to be novel. It was a drama of many scenes and without

an end. If we were always indeed getting our living, and

regulating our lives according to the last and best mode we had

learned, we should never be troubled with ennui. Follow your

genius closely enough, and it will not fail to show you a fresh

prospect every hour. (112)

Conclusion: Reading Walden

In sum, Thoreau's personal quest for authenticity in Walden forced him

to focus only on those "things that matter most" which Taylor identifies as necessary

to a genuine ethics. In this article I have tried to show how a narrative approach

might be helpful to better understand this. In particular, I have argued that the

virtue of authenticity is crucial in order to "live thus deliberately." This requires

sincerity in the practice of literature, and awareness and gramdtica parda when

seeking knowledge in general. The "tawny grammar" calls for authentic—and

therefore dialogical—self-expression and mutual recognition, not only between

human beings, but also between the natural and the social spheres. In this sense,

the ethical core of Walden goes beyond the morality that was prevalent in its time

and place of publication. To illustrate this last point, let us read Thoreau's words in

one of his letters to H. G. O. Blake, dated 27 March 1848:

Do not be too moral. You may cheat yourself out of much life

so. Aim above morality. Be not simply good—be good for

something.—All fables indeed have their morals, but the innocent

enjoy the story. (Correspondence 216)

Walden combines a postmodern appreciation for little stories—an appreciation that

stresses playfulness, contingency, and individual choice in our lives—with lessons

of classical philosophy: the sense that we need moral guidance, that we can choose

wrongly (cf. Cafaro, "Book Review: Thoreau Is Nature"). Behind the fables told in

the book, there is the overall narrative of a person in dialogical pursuit of truth, a

man whose search for authenticity in nature and society provides us with a blueprint

for a life of deliberation and free choice. This narrative begins with the first person

writing
—

"I should not talk so much about myself if there were any body else

whom I knew as well" (3)— follows the stream of time with humility and gramdtica

parda—"I know not the first letter of the alphabet" (98)— and ends its journey
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through the seasons with the morning sun and a realization of the multiple

possibilities one can find in both life and literature:

Some would find fault with the morning-red, if they ever got up
early enough. "They pretend," as I hear, "that the verses of Kabir
have four different senses; illusion, spirit, intellect, and the

exoteric doctrine of the Vedas;" but in this part of the world it is

considered a ground for complaint if a man's writings admit of

more than one interpretation. (325)

Indeed, Thoreau's Walden still admits more than one interpretation, and we are the

luckier for it.

Notes

l
l would like to thank Philip Cafaro, Bradley P. Dean, and Henrik Otterberg

for their helpful comments upon previous versions of this article, which in part

was delivered as a lecture at the English Department of the University of Gothenburg

(Sweden) on 6 February 2003.
2The word bioethics was first used in print by V. R. Potter in 1970 to

describe an interdisciplinary "science of survival" aimed at ensuring the preservation

of the biosphere, but this meaning never became widely established. Instead,

bioethics has become the modern version of medical ethics, but its main questions

remain philosophical, including the status of ethics, the value of life, the meaning

of personhood, the significance of being human, or the relationship between humans

and other natural beings. When asking this latter question, bioethics becomes the

field of enquiry usually known as environmental ethics, thus coming back to Potter's

definition; this is the kind of bioethics that in my view has the most to learn from

Thoreau.
3"The narrative is distinct from the action it purports to describe in that

the details, whether real or invented, are chosen to highlight the meaning; narrative

is a complex image in which the listener or reader discerns value" (Barden 2-3).

4"The participants look not for a view that is true by correspondence to

some extra-human reality, but for the best overall fit between a view and what is

deepest in human lives. They are asked to imagine, at each stage, what they can

least live well without, what lies deepest in their lives', and, again, what seems

more superficial, more dispensable. They seek for coherence and fit in the web of

judgment, feeling, perception, and principle, taken as a whole" (Nussbaum 26, my
italics).

5According to Nussbaum, readers also break, for different reasons, with

ethical theories such as utilitarian consequentialism and Kantian deontology.
6Jane Bennett has offered a postmodernist reading ofThoreau; see Cafaro's

review of her book (2002).
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7At the end of the essay, Thoreau summarizes his final vision of the

enlightened state as that which is able "to treat the individual with respect as a

neighbor."
8"[Thoreau] knew the rare forest birds and all the ways of birds and wild

animals. Naturalists commonly know birds and beasts and flowers as a surgeon

who has dissected the human body, or perhaps sometimes a painter who has made

pictures of them knows men and women. But he knew birds and beasts as one boy

knows another—all their delightful little habits and fashions" (Hoar 70).

9The Thoreau Society Bulletin 242 (Winter 2003): 14. The reviewed book

is How to Be Alone, Franzen's collection of essays.

10Instead of watching the movie, I would suggest reading anything by the

man who inspired it: Samuel F. Pickering, a professor of literature and a fine writer

of essays. See for instance his collection Still Life, a title that has echoes ofThoreau's

journal: "There is a still life in America that is little observed or dreamed of (15

January 1857).
nFor this remark I am grateful to Bradley P. Dean.
12"Even if the economic transactions between the white and the Indian

are 'consensual' and contain no threats or fraud, the result is disastrous. The Indian's

entire social order is undermined through its contact with the white forms of property

ownership and commerce. The end is annhilation and, what is perhaps the worst

consequence of such an annihilation, the loss of memory. When the Indians die,

we do not even remember, or care to remember, where they are buried" (Taylor,

America's Bachelor Uncle 21).
13In "Thoreau's Virtue Ethics in Walden" 39-40, Cafaro links Thoreau

with this tradition by means of the romantic concept of Bildung—self-culture or

self-development—which is central to the transcendentalist movement.
14This is a sentence usually attributed to the American abolitionist Wendell

Phillips, who was consistently praised by Thoreau in a letter to The Liberator

dated 12 March 1845, but the sentence itself might be taken from the works of

John Philpott Curran, an 18th- 19th century lawyer from Cork city, Ireland. I am
grateful for this hypothesis to Garrett Barden.

15According to Randolph, "whereas his Anglo-American neighbors often

had property (or mortgages) to leave to their children, Thoreau's father probably

would not. While this would seem to put him at yet another social disadvantage,

Thoreau reverses the traditional view of this difference, seeing the lack of a land

inheritance as an advantage rather than a loss" ("Thoreau's Sympathy with the

French" 53).

l6That change is indeed possible is one of the main themes of an early

essay: "The disease and disorder in society are wont to be referred to the false

relations in which men live one to another, but strictly speaking there can be no

such thing as a false relation; if the condition of the things related is true. False

relations grow out of false conditions" (Thoreau, "Reform and the Reformers"

183).
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17Thoreau had many jobs, but he was first and foremost a writer. In a

letter to Jared Sparks (17 September 1849), asking permission to take books from

the College library to Concord, he wrote that "because I have chosen lettersfor my
profession . . . books are to some extent my stock and tools" (Correspondence

249, my italics).
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Ripeness: Thoreau's Critique of

Technological Modernity

Ken Hiltner

Although it is now nearly fifty years since Sherman Paul noted that "the

knowledge of the seasons was the most important addition to Thoreau's thought

after 1850" (100), even such an astute reader as William Howarth has concluded

with exasperation that "his purpose was not fully defined; he wanted to learn more

about seasonal progress—the science now called phenology—and to shape more

consciously the rhythms of his daily life" (173). Yet, the play of seasons (especially

as announced by the growth, passing-away, and—most importantly—ripeness of

wild plants) looms large, not only in Thoreau's journals from the early 1 850s onward,

but in Walden and the great works of his maturity. Not only in the late texts which

directly chronicle emerging ripeness by means of wild fruit (such as Wild Fruits,

"Huckleberries," and "Wild Apples") or seeds (The Dispersion of Seeds), but in

other works as well. 1 As Robert Sattelmeyer notes, the late essay "Autumnal Tints"

even "treats the leaf as a fruit and displays the concern for ripeness that dominates

the imagery of Thoreau's late work" (xxvii). Although as early as 1838 Thoreau

had written in his journal that "we contemplate with quiet joy the circle of the

seasons returning without fail eternally" (PJ 1: 25), he seems to have been startled

in the spring of 1 852 by an insight that would preoccupy him for the last decade of

his life: "For the first time I perceive this spring that the year is a circle"

(TV 4: 468).
2 Why had the eternal recurrence of the seasons, especially as announced

by ripeness, become an epiphany and obsession for Thoreau?

Through a reading of Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger, the present

essay argues that Thoreau's obsession with ripeness amounts to an attempt to

destabilize the modern technological world. As we shall see, in response to his

world's preoccupation with converting the earth into constant presence, Thoreau

counters with a conception of wilderness involving absence and presence in flux

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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which has perhaps less to do with place than it does with time. While it is certainly

true that Thoreau saw places on the earth which, as wilderness, should have limited

contact with the human world he also clearly saw that the earth's play of absence

and presence—the eternal recurrence of emergence, wonderfully, unpredictably,

and perhaps best exhibited in the very wild-ness of fruit—was wilderness as well,

one which stood in the face of a world feverishly intent on everywhere making the

earth constantly present. True, cultivated fruit also becomes ripe, but as Thoreau

laboriously and meticulously demonstrated in his late Journal, wild fruit is wild

precisely because, freely dispersed into the earth as seed, it returns to ripen in its

own time—often days or weeks apart from one field, botanical variety, individual

plant, or year to the next. As an icon of presence glimpsed in the moment of its

cyclical (seasonal) emergence from absence—which is also the moment announcing

its withdrawal back into absence—ripening wild fruit stands as a near-perfect

counter to the Western worlding of constant presence. To understand this further,

it will be helpful to first turn to Heidegger and Arendt.

The human condition, responded Arendt to Heidegger, depends wholly

upon our ability to set up enduring worlds upon the earth. If we stop short of that

goal, argued Arendt, we are simply not being human. Following Heidegger, by

"world" Arendt meant something akin to our original Old English weorold: literally

an "age (old) of humanity {weor)T As such, a world is a specific historic-cultural

context set upon the earth; it is not the earth itself. Heidegger had spent a great

deal of his later life considering just how such ages of humanity have always been

striving against the earth, with his preferred icon of the Western "World" being an

ancient Greek temple which defiantly stands as a constant presence against the ebb

and flow of the earth's processes ("Origin of the Work of Art" 41-42). As Arendt

eagerly unfolded the idea, "the man-made world of things becomes a home for

mortal men, whose stability will endure and outlast the ever-changing movement

of their lives" on earth ("Labor, Work, Action" 178). Upon the ever-shifting earth,

a constantly present world is erected through human works, which persist through

"ever-changing movement." True, individual lives come and go, but a human

world endures through abiding works.

More than just enthusiastically accepting Heidegger's notion of "world,"

Arendt went further by boldly declaring that unless a people willfully establish

enduring worlds upon the earth through their works, they are simply not being

human. Indeed, when we labor without creating lasting works, we are to Arendt

merely subhuman animal laborans who not only fail to create works, but worlds,

as "labor's products, the products of man's metabolism with nature, do not stay in

the world long enough to become a part of it" (Human Condition 1 1 8). To Arendt,

any aboriginal people "bound to the reoccurring cycles of nature" (Human

Condition, 98) whose works (implements, housing, unwritten literature, and so

forth) generally do not endure for generations, have failed to live up to their potential

of being human. In contrast to animal laborans, who merely labors, Arendt offers

a more technological human being, "homofaber, fabricator of the world. . .[whose
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ideals]... are permanence, stability, and durability," as "the man-made world of

things, the human artifice erected by homofaber, becomes a home for mortal men"

(Human Condition 126, 173).

In the following passage, in which she is quoting from Locke's Second

Treatise ofCivil Government, Arendt makes clear the differing relations that animal

laborans and homofaber have to the earth:

If nature and the earth generally constitute the conditions of

human life, then the world and the things of the world constitute

the conditions under which this specifically human life can be at

home on earth. Nature seen through the eyes of the animal

laborans is the provider of all "good things," which belong

equally to all her children, who "take [them] out of [her] hands"

and "mix with" them in labor and consumption. The same nature

seen through the eyes of homo faber, the builder of the world,

"furnishes only the almost worthless materials as in themselves,"

whose whole value lies in the work performed upon them.

(Human Condition 134-135, emphasis and parenthetical additions

by Arendt) 3

The passage goes on to show that Arendt sees homofaber as always acting violently

toward the earth, and that "this element of violation and violence is present in all

fabrication, and homo faber, the creator of human artifice, has always been a

destroyer of nature" (Human Condition 139).

Although Arendt herself was engaged in a critique of technological

modernity,4
it was not enthusiastically received by her former teacher Heidegger.

Recall that to Heidegger the quest for constant presence is an obsession principally

for the Western "World." Indeed, achieving constant presence was, argued

Heidegger, the driving force behind Western thinking from at least as early as

Plato. However, the potential of this world-making power of homofaber, whom
Arendt enthusiastically and unabashedly called the "destroyer of nature," weighed

heavily upon Heidegger in his later life. The reason had to do with just how
extensively this desire for constant presence began to be acted upon in modernity.

In his important essay on "The Question Concerning Technology,"

Heidegger considers the example of a modern "hydroelectric plant set into the

current of the Rhine" (16). The description is apt as the power plant is actually set

into the river as a great dam with the intention of making the otherwise sporadically

flowing river constantly present. In another example, Heidegger considers "the

coal that has been hauled out in some mining district. ... It is stockpiled: that is, it is

on call, ready to deliver the sun's warmth that is stored in it" ( 1 5). Again the idea

is that the earth, this time not in the form of a river but as coal, is "stockpiled. . .on

call... ready to deliver... stored." Heidegger argues that because of its desire to

stockpile and store, "modern technology is a challenging, which puts to nature the

unreasonable demand that it supply energy that can be extracted and stored as
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such. But does this not hold true for the old windmill as well? No. Its sails do

indeed turn in the wind; they are left entirely to the wind's blowing. But the windmill

does not unlock energy drawn from the air currents in order to store it" (14).

But why should Heidegger put such emphasis on storage? Why is it an

"unreasonable demand that it [nature] supply energy that can be extracted and

stored as such" (14)? Would the "old windmill" whose "sails. . .turn in the wind"

be so very different if it had some sort of contrivance to store the wind's energy?

To Heidegger, the shift to storage is profoundly significant, representing the

completion of metaphysics itself.

Meta-physics is literally the attempt to get beyond physis (nature). But

realizing that to the Ancient Greeks physis originally, as Heidegger argues, denoted

"self-blossoming emergence (e.g. the blossoming of a rose)" {Introduction to

Metaphysics 14), how exactly does one get beyond emergence? Heidegger's claim

is that the attempt to get beyond physis first occurs with "Socrates and Plato [who]

already think the essences of something [are] what endures" ("Question" 30).

Certainly a rose "endures," but it also emerges and passes away. Yet Socrates and

Plato "think what endures [is] what remains permanently. And they find what

endures permanently in what, as that which remains, tenaciously persists through

all that happens. That which remains they discover, in turn, in the aspect (eidos,

idea), for example, the Idea 'house'" ("Question" 30). Roughly put, since Plato,

the West has been overwhelmingly preoccupied with "presence" as that aspect of

a thing which endures permanently. Such permanently enduring presences would

be God, Justice, Truth, Beauty, and so forth. But according to Heidegger, the

original pre-Socratic physis—as much a "coming-to-pass" as it is a "bringing-

forth"—is really the play ofabsence and presence.

To Heidegger, as his example of the sporadically flowing Rhine turned

into a constantly present reservoir suggests, the Western tradition of seeking

permanent presence reaches its final form with technology. Heidegger argues

(somewhat confusingly with a slew of German terms he has redefined) that

technology, "challenges forth into the frenzied-ness of ordering that blocks every

view into the coming-to-pass of revealing and so radically endangers the relation

to the essence of truth" ("Question" 33). Heidegger scholar Bruce V. Foltz clarifies:

Throughout its history, and from the beginning, it

[Western Metaphysics] has understood being as what is

constantly present in, and most permanently accountable for,

entities as such. That being also includes self-withholding and

that presence itself can only be understood in its interplay with

absence and hidden-ness, are not taken up as such even by the

earliest Greek thinkers Heidegger has shown the continuous

elaboration of such a "metaphysics of presence" in the

progression from idea and substance in Plato and Aristotle
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through objectivity [Kant], absolute spirit [Hegel], and will-to-

power [Nietzsche] in the modern era. But above all, this "history

of being" entails the elaboration of "constant presence" as the

terminus of thinking (noesis) into "constant availability" as the

material of total domination. It is in just this sense that Heidegger

can call technology the completion of metaphysics. (326-27,

emphasis Foltz's)

What had seemed to be merely the desire to "store" the earth's resources is now
seen to be something much more—the last and final symptom of an illness over

two-thousand years old, which has literally reshaped the earth in order to transform

it into a physical manifestation of the ancient dream of constant presence. Also,

insofar as Arendt has both feet in this tradition, her very critique of modernity,

which championed the ability of homofaber to achieve constant presence through

worlding, is thoroughly infected with this very illness.

This is not to say, however, that Heidegger called for a wholesale rejection

of worlding. To the contrary, as mentioned earlier, he believed the relation of

human ages ("worlds") to the earth should always be characterized by strife, human

striving. The difficulty is that the extraordinary success of the West's worlding

enterprise is threatening to put an end to this strife. For thousands of years human

beings had responded to the ebb and flow of rivers, striving to adapt themselves to

times of great absence and presence; yet the worlding of constant presence so

successfully put an end to the strife that dammed rivers like the Rhine have

themselves actually become physical manifestations of constant presence—just

like the ancient Greek temple. Another of Heidegger's examples is coal. Indeed,

insofar as our economy is built upon Heidegger's always available "sun's warmth

that is stored in" fossil fuels ("Question" 15), our modern lives depend upon the

presence of constantly available energy. In short, technological modernity seeks

to put an end to all strife between human worlds and the earth through the attainment

of constant presence. Heidegger, who largely inaugurated modern deconstruction

(even by Derrida's admission) in Being and Time, hinted in his later work that the

earth's play of absence and presence might destabilize the modern technological

world—which brings us to Thoreau.

Because Thoreau shifted his focus from the world to the earth, we must

make a similar shift if we are to understand the importance of his epiphany

concerning constant presence and ripeness. Certainly approaching any text from

the position of the world, the literal "age of humanity," from which it emerged is of

great use—as the enormous success of the project of New Historicism clearly

demonstrates. As a case in point, James R. Guthrie's well-considered treatment of

time in Thoreau in terms of late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century conjectures

(by Charles Lyell and James Hutton, respectively) certainly throws light on that

aspect of Thoreau's project we are now considering (17ff.). However, insofar as
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Thoreau was increasingly directing himself away from the world to the earth, another

type of context emerges, not worldly, but earthy. Thoreau's texts of course did

come into being against the historic and cultural context of his nineteenth-century

world, but in so far as Thoreau's very deconstruction of technological modernity

was prompted by his meticulously attending to the earth's play of absence and

presence, this earthy context—which is largely ahistorical—needs to be

foregrounded through an approach that is essentially eco-ahistorical.

This is, of course, not to suggest that we return to an ahistoricism akin to

New Criticism. On the contrary, there remains a real question as to whether such

criticism is ahistorical at all. Rather, underpinning the New Critical approach seems

to be the notion that there is a single, consolidated human (indeed, humanist) world

which forms the backdrop of all meaningful discourse. New Historicism corrects

this misconception by rightly drawing attention to the fact that there is certainly

more than one "age of humanity" in play at any given time in history, with perhaps

the most striking example being the "New World" and "Old World," whose collision

inaugurated the modern colonial era. Moreover, as practitioners ofNew Historicism

have demonstrated, there are many, many such worlds in play at any given moment

in history. True, some may seem obscure and marginal, but they are nonetheless

there. But Thoreau was allowing himself to be influenced not only by worlds, but

by the earth in a way which, much to his delight, was ahistorical precisely because

it was wild. Indeed, only when left to itself, outside ofhuman history as wilderness,

is the earth fully able to reveal (and conceal) itself in a way which draws attention

to our very preoccupation with the worlding of constant presence. And even when

a human world encroaches into wilderness places, as it did at Walden Pond, the

earth still conspicuously manages its play of absence and presence.

Of course, all literature emerges against the earth as well as in human

worlds. With respect to the "earthy" aspect of context, this is perhaps nowhere

clearer than in Thoreau's late writings themselves, which, having more than just

"regional flavor," are so minutely preoccupied with their earthy context that to

some readers they hardly seem to be literature at all. In this sense, Thoreau's texts

are certainly exceptional for the degree to which this earthy context is foregrounded;

however, this is, in a very general sense, a characteristic ofmuch of what we would

call "nature writing." But Thoreau's project goes further. Almost to the exclusion

of everything else, for the last decade of his life he relentlessly and single-mindedly

focused on certain minute aspects of the earthy context not merely to reveal those

aspects themselves, but to reveal again and again just how that very context is—in

a way altogether unlike human worlds which seek constant presence—itself

endlessly engaging in an altogether unpredictable, though nonetheless cyclical

(seasonal), play of absence and presence.

Although Thoreau's approach turns a similar notion by Arendt on its head,

as the following perceptive reading of- Nietzsche suggests, Arendt also clearly

understood how earth and world draw attention to each other:
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Nature and the cyclical movement into which she forces all living

things know neither birth nor death as we understand them. The

birth and death of human beings are not simply natural

occurrences, but are related to a world into which single

individuals, unique, unchangeable, and unrepeatable appear and

from which they depart. Birth and death presuppose a world

which is not in constant movement, but whose durability and

relative permanence makes appearance and disappearance

possible, which existed before any one individual appeared into

it and will survive his eventual departure. Without a world into

which men are born and from which they die, there would be

nothing but changeless eternal recurrence. ... A philosophy of

life that does not arrive, as did Nietzsche, at the affirmation of

"eternal recurrence" (ewige Wiederkehr) as the highest principle

of being, simply does not know what it is talking about. {Human

Condition 96-97)

Eternal recurrence becomes "the highest principle of being," precisely because

"Being"—that longed-for constant presence of metaphysics and the Western

World—makes "appearance and disappearance possible." In short, only "a world

which is not in constant movement" can reveal "Nature and. . .cyclical movement."

Thoreau, however, holds that "Nature and... cyclical movement" reveal

"a world which is not in constant movement." Indeed, only eternal recurrence can

deconstruct constant presence. Inverting what would become Nietzsche's (and

Arendt's) insight, Thoreau's goal then is not to view the eternal recurrence of the

earth's processes from the vantage point of the human world, but, quite the opposite,

to reveal the constantly present aspect of our world by way of the ever-changing

earth. This is not to say, of course, that Thoreau's particular vantage point in the

world did not (qua Arendt) make viewing the earth in this manner possible. Indeed,

a New-Historicist argument could certainly be supported which held that only from

an increasingly technological nineteenth-century Western World could the earth's

play of absence and presence appear as it did to Thoreau. However, if such an

approach stops there, it stops short of critiquing what Thoreau intended: that very

world.

My endorsement of an eco-ahistorical approach to Thoreau (which, as I

have been arguing, is suggested by his very critique of technological modernity) is

not intended to undermine those approaches, as solidly represented by Lawrence

Buell in his The Environmental Imagination, which place Thoreau in a human

world which sought to find (and, somewhat paradoxically, to found) the ever-

receding bucolic landscapes imagined in pastoral literature in the very definite,

physical location of the untouched (by Western hands) American wilderness. To

the contrary, much of Thoreau's thinking, a case-in-point being his concept of

wilderness as place, certainly came to be in such a world. Indeed, employing

Nietzsche's and Arendt's counterpoint to Thoreau's argument, it could further be
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argued that from the 1 840s onward even Thoreau's understanding ofhow the seasons

are in play initially owes much to this worldly context; however, once led to the

"wilderness" by his world, Thoreau increasingly began to be acted upon by the

earth itself in a way which revealed that very world's greatest preoccupation:

constant presence.

Even the earliest draft of Walden contains the suggestion that bodily

attending to the earth's play of absence and presence had enormous power; indeed,

it could in a very real way disrupt the world. By the time Walden was published in

1 854, this notion was already being universalized; in the decade before his death it

increasingly became his way of life. To follow Thoreau here, it is first important

to note just what he means by "season."

Season means many things to Thoreau. Although acknowledging our

traditional breakdown of seasons, not surprisingly he held that "the phenomena of

our year are one thing, those of the almanac another" (J 12: 390). Indeed, he is

surprised in 1854 when "our first spring morning" coincidentally arrives "according

to the almanac. It is remarkable that the spring of the almanac and of nature should

correspond so closely" (J 6: 145). But more than just realizing that the earth's

seasons do not generally correspond to the almanac, Thoreau finds that the traditional

breakdown of seasons begins to blur: "Is not January alone pure

winter—? December belongs to the fall—is a wintry November—February to the

spring—it is a snowy March" (7 6: 112). "The fall, in fact, begins with the heats of

July" (7 6: 421). This led him to break down the year into more than just four

constituent parts, with individual months often assuming the status of a season:

"Now a new season begins, the pure November season of the russet earth and

withered leaf and bare twigs and hoary withered goldenrods" (711: 306). But as

Thoreau attended to the earth's play of absence and presence, he also saw seasons

as announced—and defined—by that very play itself: "You may say that now,

when most trees have fully expanded leaves and the black ash fairly shows green,

the leafy season has fairly commenced" (/ 13: 329). Even an individual natural

occurrence becomes a season: "This is the season of frogs" (PJ 4: 73).

As a tree's leaves becoming "ripe" take on the status of a season for

Thoreau, it is perhaps not surprising that the notion of season collapses into single

moments, points in time that have no permanence at all: "Each season is but an

infinitesimal point. It no sooner comes than it goes. It has no duration" (J 9: 406).

This insight leads Thoreau to an epiphany concerning how each season should be

attended to. If we look at the entire above passage, it is clear that we human beings

have an important relation to each of these seasons:

Each season is but an infinitesimal point. It no sooner comes

than it goes. It has no duration...Our thoughts and sentiments

answer to the revolutions of the seasons, as two cogwheels fit

into each other. We are conversant with only one point of contact
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at a time, from which we receive a prompting and impulse and

instantly pass to a new season or point of contact. (J 9: 406-07)

It is this "prompting and impulse" from each seasonal moment that comes to dictate

Thoreau's life. Here the notion is unfolded in language borrowed from Ecclesiastes:

There is a season for everything, and we do not notice a given

phenomenon except at that season, if, indeed, it can be called

the same phenomenon at any other season. There is a time to

watch the ripples on Ripple Lake, to look for arrowheads, to

study the rocks and lichens, a time to walk on sandy deserts; and

the observer of nature must improve these seasons as the farmer

his. (J 12: 159)

With seasons now understood as points of emergence, Thoreau's task is first to

understand what the ripeness signals; then to literally be there—at that place, at

that time—to attend to the moment. As his journals chronicle, the last decade of

his life found Thoreau obsessed with darting about the fields and woods surrounding

Concord so that he might be there, at that time ("not the absolute time but the true

time of the season" [PJ 4: 5]) when the seasonal moment "to watch [events like]

the ripples on Ripple Lake" was occurring. If he missed it, the moment would be

gone—a thought which weighed heavily upon him as he realized that "no mortal is

alert enough to be present at the first dawn of spring" or other such moments

(7 9:295).

In Walden, being acted upon by the seasonal moments is often spoken of

as bringing about an inward change in the individual. After explaining that he had

to stop work in order to stand and watch the emerging earth around him, the speaker

explains that

I grew in those seasons like corn in the night, and they were far

better than any work of the hands would have been. They were

not time subtracted from my life, but so much over and above

my usual allowance. I realized what the Orientals mean by

contemplation and the forsaking of works. For the most part I

minded not how the hours went. The day advanced as if to light

some work of mind; it was morning, and lo, now it is evening,

and nothing memorable is accomplished. (Walden 111-12)

As the thought continues in the 1 846-47 draft of this section, "Yet my nature is

almost content with this. What are these pines & birds about? What is the pond

adoing? I must know a little more and be forever ready" (Shanley

152-53). This notion of being "forever ready" was strengthened and moved forward

in the published version, as no method nor discipline can supercede the necessity
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of being forever on the alert. What is the course of history, or philosophy, or

poetry, no matter how well selected, or the best society, compared to the discipline

of looking always at what is to be seen? Will you be a reader, a student merely, or

a seer? {Walden 111)

Following immediately after the chapter on "Reading," Thoreau offers this new

posture of "being forever on the alert" to the earth's play of absence and presence

as an alternate form of human growth. Indeed, instead of attending to the world

—

"the course of history, or philosophy, or poetry"—Thoreau prescribes attendance

to the earth.

But Thoreau's project involved more than just an inward revelation about

the world. It is important to underscore not only his epiphany, but his actions.

Because, as Heidegger argued, the Western World has not only had an obsession

with constant presence, but in "the second half of the eighteenth century" (by

Heidegger's reckoning—see "Question" 22) actually began to enact this desire

technologically, it meant the emerging earth was not only being ignored, but literally

eradicated as seasonal moments of flood and drought have given way to the constant

presence of the reservoir. Thoreau, however, enacting a countermove to the drive

for constant presence, was obsessed with literally being there at moments of

wilderness as absence and presence, flood and drought.

As Heidegger made clear, technological modernity, by its very nature,

would also have human beings become constantly available, as it is not only the

earth that is now stockpiled as a constant presence, but human beings as well:

"Everywhere everything [the Rhine, coal, the wind, we human beings—everything]

is ordered to stand by, to be immediately at hand, indeed to stand there so that it

immediately might be on call for a further ordering." Heidegger calls this stockpiling

"'standing reserve' [Bestand]. The word expresses here something more, and

something more essential, than mere 'stock' [Vorrat]. The name 'standing reserve'

assumes the rank of an inclusive rubric" ("Question" 17). In short, it is as though

in our attempt to "reap the whirlwind" of technology (which is gathering together

everything everywhere to stand in reserve as constant presence) we got a little too

close, and in Heidegger's words, we ourselves were "sucked up as standing reserve"

("Science and Reflection" 173) to become what we all too casually refer to today

as an ever-available stock of "human resources." Michel Foucault's famous

Heidegger-inspired historical analysis of how in modernity human beings have

been transformed into just so many "docile bodies" standing in a "permanent grid"

awaiting deployment is also rooted in this insight (138, 145).
5

Approached in this way, it is clear that, from at least as early as Walden,

Thoreau was embarking on a project designed to disrupt a world that was intent on

making everything constantly available. By not being there—on call as a constantly

present human resource available for use by the world—and by instead defiantly

attending to the earth's play of absence and ripeness, Thoreau, as the following
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passage from the published version of Walden reveals, felt that he himself was

being acted upon by the earth in a way that drew him away from his world:

There were times when I could not afford to sacrifice the bloom

of the present moment to any work, whether of the head or the

hands. I love a broad margin to my life. Sometime, in the summer

morning, having taken my accustomed bath, I sat in my doorway

from sunrise till noon, rapt in a revery, amidst the pines and

hickories and sumachs, in undisturbed solitude and stillness,

while the birds sang around or flitted noiseless through the house,

until by the sun falling in at my west window, or the noise of

some traveler's wagon on the distant highway, I was reminded

of the lapse of time. (Walden 111)

What is striking about this passage is that it reverses a revelation from the 1 846-47

draft of the same section. While this earlier version already contained the notion

that everything has its season, the preeminent season is that of work:

Sometimes in a spring morning when the season of work

had not yet arrived or later in the summer when it was already

past, having performed my accustomed ablutions, I sat at my
sunny door way from the earliest day, wrapt in a reverie, amid

the pines and hickories and sumachs. (Shanley 152)

In this early draft, only after the "season of work" has been attended to, or has "not

yet arrived," does Thoreau allow himself to be directed toward the earth. But in

the final version, he reverses this position; now there "were times when I could not

afford to sacrifice the bloom of the present moment to any work, whether of the

head or the hands." Although in the earlier work Thoreau had already held that at

these times "it was quite impossible to have performed anything, and wise persons

would not propose that any deed should be substituted therefor" (Shanley 152), he

nonetheless ultimately subordinates these moments to the "season of work."

This is an important point which not only looms large throughout the

published version of Walden but is in some sense the argument on which the entire

project pivots. When Thoreau declares that "wise persons would not propose that

any deed should be substituted" for attending to the earth's emergence, he is wryly

addressing this to those individuals who, as he succinctly explains near the end of

the same paragraph of the published version, thought that this "was shear

idleness. ..my fellow-townsmen" (112). From the opening sentences of Walden

onward, Thoreau is repeatedly making an apology and defense to these "townsmen

concerning my mode of life, which some would call impertinent, though they did

not appear at all to me impertinent, but, considering the circumstances, very natural

and pertinent" (3). While much has been made of the nearly ubiquitous
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"countercultural" aspect of Walden, when we realize that Thoreau is broadly

countering the defining characteristic of Western culture, the impulse towards

constant presence, the project takes on new meaning.

Although he is somewhat tentative in the early draft of Walden, even

going so far as to elevate the "season of work" above "the bloom of the present

moment" ( 1 52), from the opening lines of the published version of Walden onward

Thoreau boldly addresses himself to what he knows will be the knee-jerk response

to the project: that his concerns have ceased to be, on a variety of registers, worldly.

It is really no wonder; from the start his project draws into question worlding

itself. In some sense both presaging and reversing the import of Arendt's general

labor/work distinction, Thoreau begins Walden by unabashedly making a case for

animal laborans. By not only repeatedly looking to the way animals relate to the

earth without setting up worlds in his opening "Economy" chapter, but surprisingly

offering this up as an alternate human way of life, Thoreau questions the worlding

enterprise. However, this is merely half of a two-pronged attack as he equally, and

famously, directly takes his world to task for having become bloated, overly

complex, and hence in need of sweeping simplification. In short, "better if they

['my townsmen'] had been born in the open pasture and suckled by a wolf, that

they might have seen with clearer eyes what field they were called to labor in"

{Walden 4-5). Taken as a whole, the prescription here is to diminish the worlding

activities separating us from the earth. This is not to say that Thoreau would

eliminate worlding itself. Such a position would, of course, be rather indefensible

for a writer intent on shaping his world through the creation of a lasting work.

Rather, by championing animal laborans, for example, he offers a counterbalance

to rampant worlding.

As Thoreau clearly anticipated from the opening lines of Walden onward,

the counterbalancing of worlding (by wildly privileging the earth) would be taken

as an affront by many precisely because it was intended to disrupt that very world.

However, the response to Thoreau's attack on the world through his willful

withdrawal—his passive resistance through not being there, constantly available,

at a time and place that served the world—is, especially as it has remerged through

New Historicism, understandable. To consider this response, it will be helpful to

turn to Thoreau's favorite exemplar of inconstant presence: the ripe huckleberry.

Especially in the late work, the ripe huckleberry, as an emblem of the

earth presenting itself after a time of absence, becomes for Thoreau an icon

essentially countering Heidegger's constantly present Greek temple. By the time

of the unfinished (but posthumously published) Wild Fruits, the black huckleberry

so preoccupies Thoreau that it not only becomes the paradigmatic fruit of his

opening, but so overshadows every other study in the text that grains, cultivated

cherries, and raspberries each occupy a section less than five percent of the size of

that devoted to the huckleberry. Even as' early as the opening of "The Ponds"

chapter of Walden, Thoreau makes clear that "it is a vulgar error to suppose that

you have tasted huckleberries who never plucked them. A huckleberry never reaches
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Boston.... As long as Eternal Justice reigns, not one innocent huckleberry can be

transported thither from the country's hills" (173). Thoreau's obsession with

enjoying huckleberries only in their moment of ripeness (and not after transporting

them) stems from the fact that, unlike other less-known fruits, "in their season"

huckleberries are "an important part of the regular food... of New Englanders"

(Wild Fruits 43). Yet his fellow townspeople were increasingly neglecting the

wild huckleberry in favor of not only cultivated alternatives, but worse, as he

explains in the opening of Wild Fruits, imported tropical fruits (3-5). This

abandoning of the huckleberry in favor of constantly available (even in off-season)

imported fruits thus becomes yet another example of the earth's play of absence

and presence being neglected and worlded over through the unabashed engineering

of unwavering presence. Indeed, an ever-ready, year-round supply of imported

fruit is another icon of constant presence. In response, Thoreau would recall us to

the huckleberry.

The challenge for Thoreau is to be there, at that moment, to receive the

gift of the huckleberry emerging into ripeness; only then can he accept from the

earth the gift of the moment, the present of the present. Indeed, only by being

there at that moment of the huckleberry's ripeness will the "present"—as not only

both the "gift" and the "moment," but the very "gift of the moment"—appear as a

gift at all. (This is not mere wordplay; rather, in so far as the word "present"

carries these various meanings, both in the original Latin and English, it has always

underscored the inherent temporal nature of gift giving.) Although there might be

somewhere else he is supposed to be, "standing in reserve" (i.e., Heidegger) or

constantly present as a "docile body" in a "permanent grid" (Foucault), the ripe

huckleberry nonetheless calls to Thoreau, demands his attention, and in a very real

sense snaps him out of Foucault's grid as he literally must leave the world and

human works behind in order to attend to the ripe huckleberry. In this sense, the

humble huckleberry, more than a near-perfect icon of presence emerging from

absence, possesses a power capable of disrupting for a time our modern
technological world—especially if such "presents" were to receive attendance from

a broad swath of Thoreau's readers. Indeed, in answering the huckleberry's call,

and freely accepting from the earth the present of the present, Thoreau not only

rejects the world's compulsive quest for constant presence, but in a sense, boldly

leaps from world to earth. If he could convince others to make a similar jump, not

only might the huckleberry in its moment of ripeness reveal to them their world's

obsession with constant presence, but, at least for a time, actually interrupt that

very world.

At the end of his "Resistance to Civil Government," Thoreau notes, to the

great surprise of many, that his first act after that famous night in jail was to "join

a huckleberry party, who were impatient to put themselves under my conduct"

(Reform Papers 84). In light of our present discussion, joining, leading, and

encouraging that huckleberry party can itself be seen as an unexpected act of

resistance to the world. And it was not an isolated instance. Aside from the Walden

Pond experiment itself, Thoreau repeatedly, in a way which seemed irresponsible
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to more than just his fellow townspeople, turned from his world to the earth.

Although shifting registers, practitioners ofNew Historicism also often emphasize

Thoreaif s "irresponsibility" on this count, as the following passage from Lawrence

Buell makes clear:

What is disturbing about these incidents is the insouciance with

which the persona [from "Resistance to Civil Government,"

Walden, and elsewhere] turns away from social confrontation

for the sake of immersion in a simplified green world. This was

one of the points about Thoreau which most irritated the Brahmin

establishment and bothered even his mentor Emerson. The now
infamous passage in Emerson's funeral address, chiding Thoreau

for being content to "be captain of a huckleberry-party" "when

he might have been engineering for America," might have been

prompted by that passage from "Resistance to Civil

Government." In the 1960's parlor game (still common) of

praising Thoreau at Emerson's expense, this passage is one of

the texts cited against the guru. Yet one can understand why
Emerson should have been moved to say it. (38)

6

From a position privileging the worldly aspect of the human context

—

whether it be that of the "townsmen" referenced in Walden, "the Brahmin

establishment," Emerson, or in some sense even Buell—Thoreau will seem remiss;

absent from his worldly responsibilities as he rushes off to receive the present of

the ripe huckleberry. From the perspective of New Historicism, Thoreau might

thus seem part, perhaps even harbinger, of a generation which made a fetish of an

overly idealized wilderness, both as a response to the technological juggernaut

bearing down upon them, and as in keeping with a centuries-old pastoral tradition.

From the position of Thoreau's historic-cultural context, his "world," this criticism

is certainly merited and helpful. But, as I have been suggesting, though his world

may indeed have led him to the earth, the earth not only revealed (as only the earth

could) that world's own fetish for constant presence, but provided a means of

disrupting it.

Notes

'With respect to his mature preoccupation with seeds as "ripeness,"

Thoreau saw it as so akin to his work with fruits that, as William Howarth notes,

throughout the 1 850s he shifted some fruits to the category of seeds. See Howarth's

The Book of Concord, 177.

2Quoted from the Princeton edition of The Journal of Henry David

Thoreau. All references to Thoreau's early Journal are to this recent Princeton UP
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text (hereafter PJ) and will be parenthetically cited by volume and page number.

All additional Journal references are to the inclusive 1906 edition edited by Bradford

Torrey and Francis H. Allen (hereafter simply 7), which will be similarly cited.

3Arendt is here quoting from Locke's Second Treatise ofCivil Government,

sec 28 and 43.
4Arendt actually champions homofaber in the fight against de-humanizing

technology. Arendt saw technological modernity as reducing human beings {homo

faber) to the nonhuman status of animal laborans because, with respect to time,

we are no longer primarily directing ourselves toward the fabrication of enduring,

world-making works, but rather to making objects which often last only moments

after their fabrication. A precious handmade chalice handed down from one

generation to the next has the ability to form a world around it, but a paper cup has

no such power—nor do most short-lived artifacts of our modern consumer world.
5What Foucault referred to as a "permanent grid" of natural and human

resources, Heidegger had previously, in a far more general way, called "Gestell

[enframing—literally a "framework"]... the name for modern technology"

( "Question " 20). In the same way that human beings were ordered ("ordered" as

both "arranged" and "commanded") in their individual '"cells', 'places', and

'ranks'" of Foucault's "grid" (148), through Heidegger's "enframing" (Gestell),

natural and human resources are "ordered to stand by," commanded and arranged

as "standing reserve" in this "framework [GestellY ("Question" 17). To Heidegger,

this "enframing" ofhuman and natural resources as constant presence now occupies

all aspects of our lives.

6Buell is here quoting from Emerson's essay "Thoreau" in The Complete

Works ofRalph Waldo Emerson, 10:480.
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Drawn by W. H. Furness during Thoreau's visit to Philadelphia in 1854
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"The life excited":

Faces of Thoreau in Walden

Steven Hartman

My work is writing, and I do not hesitate, though I know that no subject is too

trivialfor me, tried by ordinary standards; for, ye fools, the theme is nothing, the

life is everything. All that interests the reader is the depth and intensity of the life

excited. —Thoreau, Journal, 18 October 1856 (J 9: 121)'

At the end of Walden the Thoreau persona speculates on his reasons for

choosing to leave the woods at the end of the Walden experiment: "I left the woods

for as good a reason as I went there. Perhaps it seemed to me that I had several

more lives to live, and could not spare any more time for that one" (W 323). It

seems unlikely somehow that the writer who penned these lines could have imagined

at the time just how many lives he would live, and continues to live, not as a

universally understood historical or literary figure, but as an enormously variable

icon in the culture that has both inherited and shaped him. From a life less than

ordinary yet by no means dramatic we have inherited a figure in Thoreau who is

variously heroic (and sometimes villainous), an archetype of the environmental

hermit, the conscientious objector, the alienated misanthrope, the nature-mystic

and the political subversive, among many other roles—this metaconstruct is more

hydra-headed, in fact, than it is Janus-faced. This essay focuses not so much on

any one (or few) of these particular faces as on the range of ways through which

Thoreau makes his own mutability a pronounced feature in Walden, the book which

has served more than any other of his principal works to influence Thoreau's

evolving public image.

A brief taxonomy of Thoreau's faces in Walden may suggest the scope

and complexity of the author's literary representations of himself. Already in the

very first paragraph of the work Thoreau represents himself in a variety of capacities.
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He appears to us as a member of society and also as someone outside its pale: "At

present I am a sojourner in civilized life again" (W3, emphases added) (the italicized

adverbials can only imply that he was not a sojourner in civilized life during his

two years at Walden Pond). He assumes the form of a narrating character who is

rooted in factual history but who nevertheless exhibits some fictional traits:

'i... earned my living by the labor of my hands only" (W 3) (a perfunctory

knowledge of the historical Thoreau's life during this period is enough to throw

this claim into doubt). Moreover, this narrator is not only the figure undertaking

the experiment in self-sufficiency in the narrative about to unfold but a distinct

editorial speaker looking back at his former self after this event: "When I wrote the

following pages, or rather the bulk of them, I lived alone, in the woods, a mile

from any neighbor, in a house which I had built myself, on the shore of Walden

Pond, in Concord, Massachusetts" (W3). This last sentence sets up another duality

in Thoreau's textual persona: namely, he is both the biographical subject portrayed

in Walden and the implied author behind this portrait.
2 This is in fact the very first

line in the text of Walden. Its temporal frames of reference are striking, for they

situate Thoreau simultaneously at the time of the Walden experiment, at the time

of the book's composition (both during and after the experiment if we are to take

the speaker at his word) and, finally, at a moment which postdates virtually all of

the Walden text except the present utterance. In other words, the editorial comment

in the book's first sentence creates the impression that Walden's opening line of

narrative may also have been one of the last lines its author composed.

It hardly seems necessary to belabor the point. Thoreau's complex self-

representation in the opening passage of Walden seems too savvy to be the haphazard

product of chance. For the subtle ways in which it manipulates characterization,

perspective, voice modulation and psychic distance, it may not be a unique specimen

in our literature, but it is a particularly fine one. The opening paragraph itself

includes only sixty-nine words in three sentences, but its brevity and apparent

straightforwardness mask a playfulness at work in Thoreau's rhetoric. In effect,

the author destabilizes readers' most basic preconceptions about who is speaking,

from which vantage point and in what form, only to turn this instability to his own
advantage. Thoreau does this by sneaking a variety of identities (or categories of

identity) into a single hypostatic figure—his textual self. Or it might be just as

correct to say that he superimposes multiple layers of identity over his narrating

persona.

An unusual imaginative space opens up in Walden where many varied

and even contrary faces find room to exist in a single indispensable figure. That

many readers (both sympathetic and resisting) manage to take this persona seriously

as a unified, credible consciousness, even when they may have great difficulty

reconciling some of his self-negating attitudes or views, seems a good measure of

Thoreau's success in pulling off his textual con, a phrase not intended to be

disparaging in any way, but suggesting nevertheless the necessity of a certain

guileless cooperation on the part of Thoreau's readers.
3
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The author is an essential component of Thoreau's textual persona in

Walden. This is explicit in the text itself. In the opening pages of the book, Thoreau

continually reminds his audience (whom he identifies, ideally, as poor students)

that they are in fact reading a book and that he is its architect. Even this authorial

component of Thoreau's textual persona has several distinct faces, including (at

various points) the lecturer, the preacher, the critic, the philosopher, the historian,

and the poet-dramatist. In the pages that follow Walden' s opening paragraphs

Thoreau extends and expands upon the guises under which he initially appears to

include a whole gallery of distinct types.

A look at the ways in which Thoreau characterizes or accounts for himself

at an explicit level in Walden may provide a useful starting point for an examination

of more subtle forms of self-representation in the work. 4 We can begin by looking

solely at the classes of occupation to which Thoreau admits he belongs. In

"Economy" Thoreau describes how he supplemented his income during his stay at

Walden Pond by working as a surveyor, a carpenter and a day-laborer, noting that

he has "as many trades as fingers" (W58).

This turns out to be something of an understatement. If we are to take the

narrator at his word elsewhere in the work, he either is or has been a student (52),

a plowman (55), a teacher (69), a (retail) tradesman (69), a gardener (83 etpassim),

a builder (85 etpassim), a homesteader (157), a hunter (210 et passim), a fisherman

(211 et passim) and a lecturer (271), among other things.

To this list we can easily add another catalogue of explicit self-

classifications based not on Thoreau's various occupations but on his

preoccupations, habits, customs, proclivities, self-judgments or simply his situation.

Like those of the first group, the categories of identity in this grouping tend to be

signaled by Thoreau in the form of virtual equations, as in "I am by nature a

Pythagorean" (162) or in a manner not far removed from such formulations. He
informs us that he is a friend of flora and fauna (42 et passim), a traveler (53), a

squatter (49 et passim), a (failed) philanthropist (73), the worst man he has ever

known (78), a worshipper of the sunrise (88), a citizen of the world ( 1 1 9), a heathen

(266), a hermit (270) and, my favorite, a human insect (332). The numerous faces

that coalesce in this expanding figure of Thoreau are further augmented by the

many descriptors he applies to himself, not as transient characterizations relevant

to specific situations or circumstances, but as relatively stable or constant traits. In

turn he informs us that he is callous (29), (full of) shortcomings (49), inconsistent

(49), hypocritical (49), guilty of some excesses (59), abstemious (6 1 ), serene ( 1 29),

more favored by the gods than other men (131), frugal (142), repulsed by the

eating of flesh (which is unclean) (214), coarse and indifferent (217), unconcerned

about the obscenity of his words (as opposed apparently to his deeds) (22 1 ), impure

(221), stiff-necked (241), and extra- vagant (324).

This catalogue of curious epithets is drawn entirely from Thoreau's explicit

self-equations and characterizations. If we were to open this list up to include

additional qualities that are not explicit but strongly implied or otherwise manifest

in the Thoreau narrator's various postures, it would include a whole other range of
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descriptors, such as earthy, wild, curious, observant, opinionated, intolerant,

sympathetic, hopeful, scornful, impudent and restless.

Many of Thoreau's self-characterizations are mildly ironic, but beneath

their wry gloss most of them are still largely credible at face value in the context of

Walden s narrative. None of the preceding lists is comprehensive, nor do they

need to be. There is no need, in fact, for us to read especially deeply into any of

these specific categories of identity. Their significance lies not in their individuation,

such as it is, but in their subtle insinuation of Thoreau's slippery, mutable identity

as a theme in its own right. Walden bears this preoccupation out more profoundly

in other ways, some of which are bound to affect how we regard and make sense of

Thoreau. The following sustained passage from very early in the Walden text

playfully foregrounds the narrator's protean or composite identity:

For a long time I was reporter to a journal, of no very wide

circulation, whose editor has never yet seen fit to print the bulk

of my contributions ....

For many years I was self-appointed inspector of snow

storms and rain storms, and did my duty faithfully; surveyor, if

not of highways, then of forest paths and all across-lot routes,

keeping them open. . .

.

I have looked after the wild stock of the town, which

give a faithful herdsman a good deal of trouble by leaping fences;

and I have had an eye to the unfrequented nooks and corners of

the farm.... I have watered the red huckleberry, the sand cherry

and the nettle tree, the red pine and the black ash, the white

grape and the yellow violet, which might have withered else in

dry seasons. (VK18)

In this lightly satiric passage Thoreau's taxonomy of identities—as husbandman,

shepherd, surveyor, steward of public byways, rustic haunts and spaces wild, self-

appointed meteorologist, journalist and editor5—may seem little more than a

digression. Yet because the passage focuses almost exclusively on the narrator's

many self-styled roles it foreshadows Walden's preoccupation with this very theme.

At this point in the work Thoreau's narrator has only just begun to establish himself

as a textual entity, so the mutability of his identity is not likely to strike the reader

as an especially salient feature of Walden. Yet as the work progresses the theme

becomes more and more prominent as the narrator's roles expand in range and

number. In turn the reader is obliged to define and redefine Thoreau throughout

the work.

The faces of Thoreau which emerge in Walden are not limited to the roles

his persona assumes in the work at the level of explicit self-identification—we
also find these roles evinced in the narrator's sentiments, stances, gestures, attitudes

or manner. The Thoreau that we have inherited, being in large measure an extension

of the Walden persona, is much more than the sum total of what the narrator claims
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to be. In fact, many of his other faces—the uncompromising individualist, the

esthete, the lover of purity, the spiritualist, the close observer and eulogist of nature

—

are established in the work through largely indirect means, though this makes them

no less palpable.

A number of these faces are merely extensions of various speaker personae6

in the lecture materials around which he fashioned his narrative. Others are equally

stylized extensions of traditional literary genres and forms: for instance, the Socratic

dialogue of "Brute Neighbors," which introduces two faces—the hermit and the

poet; the rant of "The Ponds," which unleashes a Jeremiah; or the work's many

elements of pastoral, which give us a shepherd inhabiting a liminal borderland

between civilization and the wild. Substituting one bucolic setting for another,

Thoreau transforms his shepherd self into a husbandman and turns the conventional

flock into a beanfield: "Mine was, as it were, the connecting link between wild and

cultivated fields; as some states are civilized, and others half-civilized, and others

savage or barbarous, so my field was, though not in a bad sense, a half-cultivated

field" (W 158).

Not without reason does Leo Marx see this pastoral element as the

controlling model of the work as a whole (Marx 243-45), though he does so virtually

to the exclusion of other equally important literary modes that coalesce in Walden, 1

which is actually something of a generic Swiss army knife. One of the faces which

emerges unexpectedly in Thoreau's narrative is that of the modified epic hero. The

very same chapter that gives us the most obvious adaptation of the pastoral mode

("The Bean Field") is also rife with mock-heroic elements. Obviously these are

included for light comic relief, but that does not disqualify them as important

indicators of the heroic framework Thoreau constructs piece by piece throughout

the work. Perhaps more important are the many references Thoreau makes

throughout Walden to heroic literature, especially in its third chapter, "Reading,"

which Stanley Cavell interprets as something of a user's manual positioned early

in the book so that readers will understand how the author expects them to read it

(Cavell 3-35). There are, of course, other important indicators, such as Thoreau's

symbolic act of withdrawing to Walden Pond, of declaring independence, on July

4th—a gesture meant to recall the defining moment in American history. As an

individual reenactment of this event, Thoreau's own declaration of independence

sets him up as a typological representative of the American people. Thus Thoreau

invites us to view his actions in sweeping symbolic terms, as epic expressions of

the culture's (latent) potential for virtuous accomplishment.

In Walden Thoreau seeks to define the American ethos, both as it is and as

it could be. An amalgam of the poet, the hero, and the cultural historian, his narrator

speaks out as a dissenting member of the polis to an essentially flawed civilization,

while also presuming to speakfor that civilization in a variety of capacities. In the

guise of the cultural historian he tries, like Emerson, to expose the runaway

materialism and spiritual blight of his own age. Yet in the role of the poet-dramatist

he also seeks to extol the virtues latent in this same crass civilization, to uncover
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the potential for enlightenment its members possess should they learn to recognize

and observe the all-important differences between ends and means. "If I seem to

boast more than is becoming," Thoreau admits in the first chapter of Walden, "my
excuse is that I brag for humanity rather than for myself; and my shortcomings and

inconsistencies do not affect the truth of my statement" (W 49). This last aim is

epic in design and scope, but to accomplish it Thoreau needs a dramatic embodiment

of those latent virtues, an enlightened hero whose idealized words and actions can

capture archetypically the moral essence of a people.

Only days after taking up full-time residence at Walden Pond Thoreau

had contemplated America's need for such a native hero in his journal:

I am glad to remember tonight as I sit by my door that I too am
at least a remote descendant of that heroic race of men of whom
there is tradition. I too sit here on the shore of my Ithaca, a

fellow-wanderer and survivor of Ulysses. How Symbolical,

significant of I know not what the pitch pine stands here before

my door unlike any glyph I have seen sculptured or painted yet

—

One of Nature's later designs. Yet perfect as her Grecian art.

There it is, a done tree. Who can mend it? And now where is the

generation of heroes whose lives are to pass amid these our

northern pines? Whose exploits shall appear to posterity pictured

amid these strong and shaggy forms? (PJ 2: 156-57)

We are not likely to encounter questions more obviously rhetorical than this last

one. The answer is already evident in the comparisons Thoreau courts with Ulysses,

in his advertised pedigree as a "descendent of that heroic race of men of whom
there is tradition" (156). On the very first page of Walden the author persona asks

those readers who are not particularly interested in him personally to pardon his

self-absorption. He highlights his dual role as both the architect of the book and

the true subject of its discussion. "In most books, the I, or first person, is omitted;

in this it will be retained; that, in respect to egotism, is the main difference. We
commonly do not remember that it is, after all, always the first person that is

speaking. I should not talk so much about myself if there were any body else

whom I knew as well" (W3).

As discourse subject Thoreau is also a thematic and figurative vehicle, a

quirky self-styled "Everyman" or Bunyanesque "Pilgrim" constructed for an age

in which allegory is no longer a viable form, its conventions functionally

obsolescent. Indeed, Thoreau's earnest allegorical designs would be fairly ludicrous

if they were not concealed within a largely realistic narrative filtered through the

perspective of his own manifestly flawed literary persona. This figure inspires

admiration, nervousness, consternation, antipathy, ridicule and even pity. Reviews

of Walden when the book first appeared were quite favorable on the whole, but

many of these positive assessments also had a sort of nervous chuckle about them,
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a quality of barely suppressed bewilderment. Walden s author, wrote one reviewer,

is "absolutely haunted by the singular desire of placing himself before the reader's

eyes in the most unfavorable light possible" (Scharnhorst 33). While many
contemporary reviewers enjoyed and were willing to recommend Walden, they did

not know entirely what to make of its unusual tenor. The intervening years have

not neutralized the book's (especially its narrator's) capacity to generate conflicting

reactions in its readers, some of them wantonly starry-eyed, others resistant, even

vitriolic. Certainly this extraordinary spread of responses, as Lawrence Buell

describes it (Buell 314), owes much to our express desire to explain the figure's

unorthodox qualities in conventional terms. But it owes just as much to the sleight

of hand by which Thoreau tricks us into thinking in conventional terms to begin

with. Thoreau constructs the gallery of faces for his textual self not by over-

identifying formalistically with any specific literary antecedents, but by raiding as

many of them as he profitably can and suffusing what he manages to come away

with in his own text, his own textual persona, which is a hybrid of conventional

character types. If Walden is indeed a literary Swiss army knife, then each of its

generic components, while indispensable to the integrity of the whole, cannot on

its own define that whole. This is no less true of its mutable narrator.

"The struggle in me," Thoreau wrote in the Journal during his first spring

at Walden Pond, "is between a love of contemplation and a love of action—the life

of a philosopher & of a hero. The poetic & philosophic have my constant vote

—

the practic hinders & unfits me for the former" (PJ 2: 240). In a number of contexts

Thoreau seems to assume that the poetic and the heroic represent different, possibly

even antipodal, ways of engaging the world.

The assumption is not strange, nor is his express desire to reconcile these

aspirations in himself. At a purely textual level this desire becomes realized in his

narrative persona, an amalgam of both forms of engagement. Through his many

metaphors of dawn, his ubiquitous imagery of rebirth, Thoreau casts himself time

and again in the role of an ideal poet-hero.

The preeminence of the auroral hour is emphasized in the Journal and in

Walden; in both works Thoreau applies auroral metaphors to himself

frequently. Dawn is when Thoreau bathes, undergoing a ritual of rebirth, and the

day is at its best because his life is beginning anew, continually anew, with endless

possibility ahead for knowing more, being more, seeing more and doing more.

Whether in the form of spring, dawn, awakening or rebirth, the auroral hour is the

ideal state or season toward which Thoreau is constantly inclined: "I have been as

sincere a worshipper of Aurora as the Greeks. I got up early and bathed in the

pond; that was a religious exercise, and one of the best things which I did. . ..Morning

brings back the heroic ages" (W 88).

This ideal state, moreover, is explicitly identified with an ongoing process

of self-reform. "Morning is when I am awake and there is a dawn in me. Moral

reform is the effort to throw off sleep" (W 90). In Walden Thoreau tends to address

his culture's (latent) potential for improvement through self-reform in the form of
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positive exhortations and parables. A number of these, like the previous example,

make use of auroral imagery. His culture's shortcomings, on the other hand, are

exposed through the narrator's frequently caustic criticism of his close-minded

neighbors, whose domestic lives are often associated with morbidity and death.

These are the rhetorical counterweights of Thoreau's discussions

throughout Walden and, to some degree, "Resistance to Civil Government." The

rhetoric of advocacy implies its opposite: the rhetoric of denunciation. Thoreau's

use of inclusive pronouns (we, us and our) often signals the former technique.

"Any prospect of awakening or coming to life to a dead man makes indifferent all

times and places. The place where that may occur is always the same, and

indescribably pleasant to all our senses" (W 134, emphasis added). In contrast,

denunciations are most often signaled by a particular use of the third-person through

which Thoreau effectively distances himself and us as readers from a corresponding

gallery of deficient types: the farmer, the merchant and the villager, to name but a

few. Each of these types is subsumed under one of his favorite dismissive labels,

the ever-handy "mass of men"8 (\¥8 etpassim; RP 66 etpassim). If the parables in

which these straw figures appear do not make their deficiency of virtue abundantly

clear, then Thoreau is not above throwing in the odd heavy descriptor, such as

"unclean and stupid" (W 195) or "clumsy" (W6), to drive the point home.

At the level of heroic dramatization, Walden's author-narrator effectively

denies a complicity in the wayward tendencies of his neighbors through his symbolic

withdrawal from their sphere of influence and affairs, an act which is not only the

premise but one of the culminating effects of Walden's narrative. Though to all

appearances it is thrust upon him, Thoreau's occupation of very much the same

space in "Resistance to Civil Government" occurs when he is placed in jail. "I saw

that, if there was a wall of stone between me and my townsmen, there was a still

more difficult one to climb or break through, before they could get to be as free as

I was. I did not for a moment feel confined, and the walls seemed a great waste of

stone and mortar. I felt as if I alone of all my townsmen had paid my tax" (RP 80).

Of course, the appearance of his forced imprisonment is just that—the incarceration

is precipitated by his own calculated refusal to meet his civic obligations as defined

by the community. His imprisonment, then, is as much a voluntary act of withdrawal

as his relocation to Walden Pond. In both cases he chooses to break his compact

with society on his own terms. His adopted position of exteriority is not

compromised by the literal interiority of the prison cell in "Resistance." As

Thoreau's descriptions make clear in the essay, the usual senses of "freedom" (69

et passim) and "imprisonment" (77) do not apply. These terms should be read in

an inverted sense, as should each of the conceptual oppositions (such as exteriority/

interiority) based on the dichotomy of liberty and captivity. His townsmen/jailers,

remarks the Thoreau narrator, "thought that my chief desire was to stand the other

side of that stone wall. I could not but smile to see how industriously they locked

the door on my meditations, which followed them out again without let or hindrance,

and they were really all that was dangerous" (80).
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By taking up residence in this exterior space (whether in his jail cell or at

Walden Pond), Thoreau lays claim to a moral high ground where he can stand and

dress down the ubiquitous mass of (straw) men without being implicated in their

follies, whether they merely "labor under a mistake" (W 5), "lead lives of quiet

desperation" (W8), "discontentedly]... and idly complain" (W 16) or "serve the

state. . .not as men mainly, but as machines" (RP 66). Another way of putting this is

to say that (with a few notable exceptions) Thoreau represents the antipode of

almost all that he condemns in his objectified neighbors. Following this logic, one

of the most important effects of his frequent denunciations is an implied construction

of his own virtue.

Thoreau 's literary persona in Walden is an unstable textual entity insofar

as his evident characteristics undergo a constant realignment throughout the work.

It would probably be much more accurate to refer to this persona in the plural. The

Thoreaus of Walden and "Resistance" are certainly not the same personae, though

they have much in common with one another—the two works are, after all, cross-

referential—and each has furnished the metaconstruct that shares the author's name

with some of its most salient faces. The operative word is faces, for each of these

personae is in fact a plurality of characters, and without question Walden' s narrator

shelters the broadest and most diverse constituency of Thoreau identities.

"Walden, presented as memoir," writes Joyce Carol Oates, "is a work of

artful self-invention." Thoreau's "subtle and ambiguous... appropriation of the

journal genre" in his masterwork is "an artfully composed and semi-fictionalized

portrait of 'Henry David Thoreau' as a hero free of all personal history and identity"

(Oates 32). It is an intriguing proposition, to think of Thoreau's reinvention of

himself as an effect of generic innovation. Yet there is more to Thoreau's "artful

self-invention" than his savvy manipulation of established literary forms and their

conventions, and it would probably be unwise to think of Walden' s protean narrator

as somehow just a by-product of Thoreau's attempt to reinvent himself on the

printed page. Either possibility may help to account for any number of interesting

decisions Thoreau made in the process of composing Walden, as well as many

features that readers continue to find interesting in the work for entirely different

reasons. But the very conceptual framework from which Thoreau draws his

meaningful sense of purpose as an artist may help to explain these choices and

features equally well, not least his protean self-representation in Walden.

In the early pages of Walden Thoreau meditates on the stars as "the apexes

of what wonderful triangles! What distant and different beings in the various

mansions of the universe are contemplating the same one at the same moment!....

Could a greater miracle take place than for us to look through each other's eyes for

an instant? We should live in all the ages of the world in an hour; ay, in all the

worlds of the ages. History, Poetry, Mythology!— I know of no reading of another's

experience so startling and informing as this would be" (W 10).
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This idealized view of the human potential for self-realization informs

Walden at a number of levels. It is not uncommon for such a view to find expression

in Thoreau's writings in combination with tropes emphasizing the timelessness of

poetry (or art)—a fairly conventional notion if timelessness is taken to mean

permanence. Yet as the preceding passage implies, Thoreau's timeless poetry is

something else. A correlative of mythology and history, it is timeless because it

exists somehow out of time.

Not that Thoreau is entirely clear about how this works. "That time which

we really improve, or which is improvable," he states matter-of-factly in Walden's

third chapter, "is neither past, present, nor future" (W99). We could well ask just

where (or when) that improvable time is to be found. But we will not get a ready

answer in this particular passage. Like so many ofThoreau's enigmatic utterances,

the statement is offered at face value, with no explanation or elaboration in context,

and his narrative moves on without looking back.

Thoreau often speaks of poetry, history and mythology as timeless in a

sense equally unconventional, not to mention more than ordinarily abstract. He
aligns them with one another as virtually inexhaustible banks of epistemological

wealth insofar as they store, accrue and make available to the culture the most

essential human knowledge. They represent, in other words, the ultimate

repositories of our evolving knowledge, as well as the most significant means by

which this knowledge is transmitted from one generation to the next. In Thoreau's

scheme, poetry, history and mythology tend to transcend the ephemeral media

with which they are typically associated. "The true poem is not that which the

public read," Thoreau writes in A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers.

"There is always a poem not printed on paper, coincident with the production of

this, stereotyped in the poet's life. It is what he has become through his work. Not

how is the idea expressed in stone, or on canvas or paper, is the question, but how
far it has obtained form and expression in the life of the artist. His true work will

not stand in any prince's gallery" (A Week 343).

Of course, Thoreau is speaking here about something much more involved

than mere lines arranged, however successfully, on a page. The artist's "life" and

"work" are inseparably bound up in his conception of poetry, and this may be

essential to our understanding of Thoreau's literary projects in toto; it certainly

sheds some interesting light on the variety of creative biography advanced in a

work like Walden.

The questions that most disturb, puzzle and confound us, Thoreau

(over)states in Walden, "have in their turn occurred to all the wise men; not one has

been omitted; and each has answered them, according to his ability, by his words

and his life" (W 108). As thus conceived, poetry comprises both the "words" and

the "life" of the artist. Though it may well find expression in verse, true poetry

{A Week 343) is by no means limited to that medium. Similar notions attach to the

rubrics of mythology and history as Thoreau uses them, for the three are clearly
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interrelated in his system of operative abstractions and metaphors. Yet the exact

nature of their correlation is somewhat trickier to pin down. Is it one of equivalency,

complementarity, symbiosis? Or of hierarchy, dependency, causality? Depending

on where we look in Thoreau's writings, we are apt to find more than one possibility

confirmed.

In one journal entry Thoreau speaks of poetry as "exaggerated history"

(PJ 2: 204). Elsewhere mythology is defined as "ancient history or biography,"

the "oldest history still memorable" (PJ 2: 381). Together these definitions seem

to suggest a specific implicational order in which one epistemological bank implies

the existence of the next in a chain (mythology — history — poetry). In other

contexts, however, Thoreau seems to invert or otherwise shake up this order, and

we needn't look further than this last journal entry to find an example: "Mythology

... is the fruit which history at last bears— The fable so far from being false

contains only the essential parts of the history" (381). In a lengthy aside in A Week

on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers Thoreau claims that the hidden significance

of fables—identified as "the ethics running parallel to...poetry and history"—is far

less remarkable than the readiness with which fables "may be made to express a

variety of truths . . . still older and more universal . . . than any whose flesh and

blood they are for the time made to wear" (A Week 61). As if anticipating his

readers' doubts, or possibly their confusion, Thoreau then asks: "But what signifies

it?" A fitting question, to which he offers the following hyperbolic answer:

In the mythus a superhuman intelligence uses the unconscious

thoughts and dreams of men as its hieroglyphics to address men

unborn. In the history of the human mind, these glowing and

ruddy fables precede the noonday thoughts of men, as Aurora

the sun's rays. The matutine intellect of the poet, keeping in

advance of the glare of philosophy, always dwells in this auroral

atmosphere (61).

Thoreau's preoccupation with history, mythology and poetry is not in itself unusually

significant. These subjects are, after all, standard fare in Western literature. Far

more significant are Thoreau's repeated attempts to explicate the dynamics among

or between these banks of knowledge in the process of working out his own role as

a poet. As we have begun to see, his various articulations of this problem disclose,

in the aggregate, anything but an airtight logic. If mythology is the oldest history

still memorable, and poetry is exaggerated history, what then are we to make of

Thoreau's claim that the poet's intellect precedes philosophy and the "noonday

thoughts of men" (61), dwelling instead in the same "auroral atmosphere" (61)

from which myth flowers? Perhaps Thoreau's meditations on this subject are so

apparently circular because he is attempting to articulate what is in some measure

inexpressible in perfectly rational terms, a notion that he entertains himself in the

"Conclusion" of Walden:
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I desire to speak somewhere without bounds; like a man in a

waking moment, to men in their waking moments; for I am
convinced that I cannot exaggerate enough even to lay the

foundation of a true expression....The volatile truth of our words

should continually betray the inadequacy of the residual

statement. Their truth is instantly translated; its literal monument

alone remains. The words that express our faith and piety are

not definite (W 324-25).

Enigmatic words. The words of a writer grasping after the unattainable in a poetic

idiom sonorous but far from definite indeed, except that in this case it seems to

illustrate what Thoreau emphasizes at the start—his "desire to speak... without

bounds."

Thoreau 's poetic exaggeration is rooted in his often idiosyncratic use of

otherwise semantically stable terms and concepts. Thoreau often bends language

to serve a variety of purposes, some of them highly unusual and many of them

problematic. It is worth remarking the presence of certain prominent metaphors

and abstractions in the preceding passage: the auroral "waking moment" as incipient

artistic or philosophical awareness, the "literal monument" as an imperfect measure

of artistic production, and "truth" as an ideal constant against which art's ephemeral

forms are found wanting (truth, of course, is yet another staple item in Thoreau's

poetic and rhetorical vocabularies, an umbrella value for the wisdom that history,

poetry and mythology presumably convey). Many of these very elements appear

with remarkable frequency in Thoreau's writings, especially Walden and the Journal,

becoming virtual leitmotifs.

Statuary imagery ("the literal monument") is often employed

emblematically when Thoreau seeks to distinguish between an essential or timeless

art and its concrete correspondent in the world of here and now—other emblems

representing a variation on the same concept include the canvas, the painting (or

picture) and, of course, the book. Yet Thoreau is never entirely consistent even in

his use of fine-arts tropes. In the following passage from the opening chapter of

Walden the artistic literal monument in the form of a painting or a bust stands

emblematically not for art's material shadow but for its higher or undistilled essence:

We have adopted Christianity merely as an improved method of

agri-culture. We have built for this world a family mansion, and

for the next a family tomb. The best works of art are the

expression of man's struggle to free himself from this condition,

but the effect of our art is merely to make this low state

comfortable and that higher state to be forgotten. There is actually

no place in this village for a work offine art, if any had come

down to us, to stand, for our lives, our houses and streets, furnish
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no proper pedestal for it. There is not a nail to hang a picture on,

nor a shelf to receive the bust of a hero or a saint (W, 37-38).

In more than one sense we can look at a work like Walden as Thoreau's most fully

actualized attempt to "furnish [a] proper pedestal" for "the bust of [such] a hero or

a saint." This heroic, sainted figure, molded as a potential archetype, is a stylized

projection of himself. Thoreau fashions this idealized literary self from the raw

materials of his own life. Yet as he conceives of it, and frequently speaks of it, life

is only partly what the biographical record is capable of revealing or confirming

about a historic figure; it is at least as much a product of the imagination. In

Thoreau's expanded sense of these concepts, imagination—no less than life—is

readily identifiable with "a superhuman intelligence" (A Week, 61) comprising

both writers and their audiences and involving the imaginative acts in which each

engages collaboratively

—

creative writing and creative reading, in other words, in

senses extending even beyond what Emerson had envisioned in "The American

Scholar" (94).

As we find this conception applied in his own case, Thoreau's life becomes

fully realized only in or through his writings. This requires the active participation

of readers who must negotiate, in Lawrence Buell's words, "the actual or supposed

events" of Thoreau's significant history as well as the attendant "myths of authorial

stance and voice" (Buell 3 12) to which they give rise. In its most wide-open sense

Thoreau's life becomes inseparable from the traditions of reader response by which

his works are interpreted and through which authorial myths are shaped, reinforced,

validated and reshaped. When these myths become well enough established they

in turn exert a renewed influence on subsequent readings of his works, and the

process continues full-circle.

There is, of course, an inevitable and perturbing circularity to the logic of

this idea, especially insofar as both the myths and the interpretations are doubtlessly

based to some degree on preconceptions about Thoreau's life at the same time that

they are credited with helping to shape this life. Yet Thoreau himself helps to

sanction this interpretive paradox in numerous ways. For instance, in one journal

entry containing an extended meditation on the Persian poet Saadi,9 Thoreau

underscores the "insignificant" difference between the "personal" (or individual)

life of a poet and the more enduring "historical" life of that figure as "embowelled"

by posterity:

Sadi entertained once identically the same thought that I do

—

and thereafter I can find no essential difference between Sadi

and myself. He is not Persian—he is not ancient—he is not

strange to me. By the identity of his thought with mine he still

survives. It makes no odds what atoms serve us. Sadi possessed

no greater privacy or individuality than is thrown open to me.

He had no more interior & essential & sacred self than can come
naked into my thought this moment. Truth and a true man is
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something essentially public not private. If Sadi were to come

back to claim apersonal identity with the historical Sadi he would

find there were too many of us—he could not get a skin that

would contain us all....By living the life of a man is made

common property. By sympathy with Sadi I have embowelled

him. In his thoughts I have a sample of him a slice from his

core. . .but I could not have got this without being equally entitled

to it with himself. The difference between any man and that

posterity amid whom he is famous is too insignificant to sanction

that he should be set up again in any world as distinct from them

(PJ 5: 289-90).

Written while Walden was still undergoing significant revisions, Thoreau's

meditation on Saadi plays upon some interesting oppositions: the notion of

individual selfhood and intellectual property versus that of a collectively animated

self which is "common property"; the notion of experiential selfhood versus that

of textually constructed selfhood; and finally the notion of literary meaning as

stable as opposed to fluid. This last dichotomy pits a reductive conception of

meaning as immutable—fossilized as it were at a specific historical moment when

the writer composes his or her work or authorizes it for publication—against a

very different sense that can only be seen as supertemporal and non-finite. The

product of a dynamic relation among authors, texts and their readers, literary

meaning in this last sense continually evolves, building upon preexisting

constellations of meaning that have become, in effect, inseparable from the text. In

this last particular Thoreau would seem to be anticipating the reception-theory

school of reader-response criticism by well more than a century.

The entity that emerges in Thoreau's description of the "historical Sadi"

is "embowelled" vis-a-vis the active, mediating influence of imaginative readers,

and this of course suggests any number of ready parallels with our own
posthumously animated Thoreau. This connection is scarcely less than explicit in

Thoreau's own discussion, for his ostensible meditation on Saadi turns out to be a

defacto meditation on himself, as the next extended paragraph in the entry makes

clear:

I only know myself as a human entity—the scene, so to speak,

of thoughts & affections—and am sensible of a certain doubleness

by which I can stand as remote from myself as from another.

However intense my experience—I am conscious of the presence

& criticism of a part of me which as it were is not a part of me

—

but spectator sharing no experience, but taking note of it—and

that is no more I than it is you.— When the play—it may be the

tragedy—is over, the spectator goes his way. It was a kind of

fiction—a work of the imagination—so far as he was concerned.
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A man may be affected by a theatrical exhibition; On the other

hand he may not be affected by an actual event which appears to

concern him never so much (PJ 5: 290).

Just as he finds "no essential difference between Sadi and [him] self ' (289) Thoreau

acknowledges that his own readers have an equal stake in his "identity" (289). In

fact, the metaphors equating his "experience" (290) with dramatic and fictional

forms readily suggest a notion of public spectacle wholly consistent with the

imaginative life showcased in a work like Walden. The "theatrical exhibition"

(290) functions as an elaborate metaphor for Thoreau 's literary production,

performance and reception. The most peculiar and revealing feature of Thoreau's

rhetoric in this entry is his functional attempt to confuse or admix the three ordinarily

distinct categories of identity upon which his theatrical conceit depends. These

identities are those of the author (or playwright), the audience (or spectator) and

the actor (or character). Through some rather complex associative wordplay each

of these roles is projected on his readers and assumed by Thoreau himself. Thoreau's

role as author is implicit, just as the existence of "the play—it may be the tragedy"

(290)—implies a playwright. He speaks of himself synecdochically as both the

actor and the stage
—

"the scene... of thoughts and affections" (290)—yet he also

acknowledges that he is the spectator observing this scene. Far from being merely

a representation of Thoreau's detached critical faculty, his "spectator" (290), or

second self, is an entity capable of standing entirely aloof from the figure on that

stage, "sharing no experience, but taking note of it" (290).

This is precisely the point at which Thoreau brings his own audience into

the mix. His second self, he says, "is no more I than it is you" (290). By directly

addressing his posthumous readers in the form of the second-person you, Thoreau

implicates them in the metaconstruct of his own identity,
10 which involves not one

but each of the roles—author, spectator and dramatic persona—indispensable to

his theatrical conceit. In all of its playful ingenuity, this conceit merely reinforces

the thesis of Thoreau's earlier meditation on Saadi: "The difference between any

man and that posterity amid whom he is famous is too insignificant to sanction that

he should be set up again in any world as distinct from them" (290). Likewise,

Thoreau's description of his own complex doubleness elicits a self that is bounded

neither by time nor by space, defying the natural limitations of any life as

conventionally conceived.

"Here I am 34 years old," Thoreau admits in the Journal three years before

Walden's publication, "and yet my life is almost wholly unexpanded. How much

is in the germ! There is such an interval between my ideal and the actual in many
instances that I may say I am unborn....Life is not long enough for one success.

Within another 34 years that miracle can hardly take place." (PJ 3:313) A similar

doubt over what he can reasonably expect to accomplish in the allotted years of his

lifetime is evident in another journal entry from eight months earlier:
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I have no more distinctness and pointedness in my yearnings

than an expanding bud—which does indeed point to flower &
fruit to summer & autumn—but is aware of the warm sun &
spring influence only. I feel ripe for something yet do nothing

—

cant discover what that thing is. I feel fertile merely. It is seed

time with me— I have lain fallow long enough. (PJ 3: 143-44)

Despite the note of impatience discernable in both of these passages, language in

each of the entries strongly suggests Thoreau's belief that a reckoning will inevitably

occur ("How much is in the germ!"; "I feel ripe for something"). The key to this

reckoning, as Thoreau imagines it, can be found in his greatly expanded conception

of his own life.

To a certain extent Thoreau's expanded conception of his life can be seen

as a reflection of the very broad semantic range "life" exhibits as a lexical item in

his operative poetic vocabulary. In Thoreau's writings terms like life, self and

even work often categorically express ways or modes of being. They are not exactly

interchangeable as linguistic signs, yet they are to some degree inseparably bound

up in one another, for each approximates a superordinate value that is expressible

only through the imperfect aid of metaphor in an ideal context, "somewhere without

bounds" (W 324). These terms approximate this value less on their own than in

combination with one another and in this respect they have much in common with

history, poetry and mythology as we find Thoreau invoking these abstractions. In

one of Thoreau's most far-reaching senses life or a life might be defined as a

personified configuration of attitudes, values, beliefs and accomplishments (whether

real or reputed) which endures and even thrives so long as others identify with it,

legitimate it, enshrine it, and actively use it. Of course, nowhere in Thoreau's

writings will we find life defined in exactly these terms, but in the aggregate his

many idiosyncratic applications of the term point strongly to such a comprehensive

definition.

Such a sense of the term is compatible with an observation Thoreau made

in his journal during his first year in residence at Walden Pond, wherein he notes

that he has at least one advantage over his neighbors who must look to theaters and

society for amusement: "my life itself is my amusement and never ceases to be

novel—the commencement of an experiment—or a drama which will never end"

(PJ 2: 243). In approaching Thoreau's writings we cannot get around scrutinizing

some of his favored metaphors, images and tropes—the lexicon of what we might

call his poetic idiolect. Evident patterns in his modes of metaphoric expression

reveal a great deal about his habits of thought, just as incongruences in these

patterns may help to reveal limitations or even innovations in his thinking. "It is

the faculty of the poet to see present things as if, in this sense, also past and future,

as if distant or universally significant. We do not know poets, heroes, and saints for

our contemporaries, but we locate them in some far-off vale, and, the greater and

better, the further off we [are] accustomed to consider them" (713: 17).
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The grand abstractions of mythology, poetry and history find embodiment

in Thoreau's idealized figures of the hero, the poet and the saint. In turn he

continually superimposes these figures on his own literary persona. Their timeless

universality, a defining feature, is self-applied time and again, as is their quality of

virtue. If the poet speaksfor civilization, then the hero acts archetypically on behalf

of it: "All poets and heroes," Thoreau asserts in Walden s second chapter, "are the

children of Aurora, and emit their music at sunrise" (W 89). Thoreau's virtual

identification of poets and heroes represents an admixture of the deviser and the

device that is omnipresent in Walden in the form of the narrator himself, the poet-

creator and hero-persona of the work. If Walden draws heavily on the resources of

poetry, mythology and history, then it also represents Thoreau's most coherent and

self-contained literary effort to feed back into these timeless banks of knowledge.

By projecting so many faces onto his textual persona Thoreau attempts to be Homer,

Achilles and Herodotus all in one, while also setting himself up as something of a

philosophical "counter-friction to stop the machine" (RP 74) of prevalent systems

of thought (Paley's doctrine of political expediency, for instance, or Adam Smith's

materialistic economic philosophy) whose implications he clearly views as harmful.

These, of course, are a great many robes for any one figure to wear

simultaneously, yet Thoreau attempts to don some or all of them at once throughout

his writings. Nowhere do so many faces coalesce as completely or successfully in

a single figure than in Walden' s narrator. "In any weather, at any hour of the day or

night, I have been anxious to improve the nick of time, and notch it on my stick

too; to stand on the meeting of two eternities, the past and future, which is precisely

the present moment" (W 17). This eternal present is the setting for Thoreau's

"drama which will never end" (PJ 2: 243), the myth enacted and reenacted in

perpetuity—or as long as new generations of readers willingly partake in it. Emerson

may not have been far from the truth when he wrote of the "sleepless insight" by

which Thoreau perceived the material world as a means and a symbol ("Thoreau,"

433). Thoreau's extraction of "a larger meaning than common use permits"

(W 100) from the transient material world extends in the end to include his own
life. Becoming "the life excited" (J 9: 121), " it is a life animated (embowelled,

Thoreau might say) only in and through his writings. In fact, with Walden firmly at

their center, Thoreau's literary projects constitute the essence of his life
12

as we
have inherited it. In their totality these works attempt to construct a story not just

of Thoreau's life but of the entire human race—a story that is progressive yet out

of time, because like all myths it is always happening. "No truth was ever expressed

but with this sort of emphasis—so that for the time there was no other truth We
give importance to this hour over all other hours" (PJ 2: 204).
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Notes

'The Princeton edition of Thoreau's Journal (PJ) is cited in this article,

with the exception of materials dated after 3 September 1854, which are drawn

from the 1906 edition of the Journal (J).

2We should not necessarily equate this implied author with the editorial

voice of the "sojourner in civilized life" after the two years at Walden Pond, nor

even with the circumstantial Thoreau implied on the title page's attribution of

authorship. While this last authorial Thoreau is certainly implicated in the literary

artifact of Walden, his very existence does not depend upon its existence. The

same cannot be said of the conventional authorial figure evoked within the literary

construct of Walden, who is but one of many coexisting identities subsumed within

Thoreau's protean narrator.

3By populating Walden with so many different representations of himself,

Thoreau reinforces a more comprehensive strategy for literary meaning formation.

The resulting meaning is tied to a totalizing vision of Thoreau and of his works

constructed through the dissolution of expected boundaries: an erasure of absolute

lines between fact and fiction, between author and character, between texts based

on life and a life made out of texts. Such focuses exceed the scope of the present

discussion considerably, but they are addressed in greater detail in Hartman (see

especially 61-65, 82-103 & 140-173).
4The sorts of explicit references I mean usually take unambiguous forms

at the most superficial level of expression, though this does not rule out ironic or

metaphoric utterance. In a few cases the characterizations are scarcely less than

explicit, as in Thoreau's description of himself as a gardener/husbandman: "I have

always cultivated a garden" (W 83.). The statement may not equate "Thoreau"

with "gardener" as a subject complement, but readers are hardly apt to interpret it

otherwise.
5The "journal, of no very wide circulation" may well be an oblique

reference to The Dial under Margaret Fuller's editorship, but it may just as likely

be an ironic allusion to Thoreau's own Journal. The Dial had already been defunct

for a decade by the time Walden went to print, and this fact is not exactly consistent

with Thoreau's use of the present perfect and the adverbial "yet" ("whose editor

has never yet seen fit to print the bulk of my contributions"—emphasis added).

The ambiguity concerning the journal and its editorship is almost certainly ironic.

More noteworthy in the present discussion is Thoreau's projection of himself in

the first person and third person simultaneously. As both the dutiful reporter and

the reluctant editor he assumes two distinct semantic and grammatical roles that

cannot logically refer to the same entity in this particular phrase, except through

the aid of irony. The maneuver reveals something of Thoreau's tendency to regard

himself at a certain remove, not as a coherent single identity but as a metaconstruct

containing numerous identities.
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6A single persona should not be assumed for these materials.

7While based in part on Marx's treatment of Walden in The Machine in

the Garden, this observation rests at least equally on his assertive defense of Walden

as a defining work of American pastoral in his 1999 dispute with Lawrence Buell

in the New York Review of Books. (See Marx, "Struggle" and "Full Thoreau" as

well as Buell and Marx, "Exchange.") No recent public exchange on Thoreau

more clearly demonstrates Walden
9

s undiminished potential to inspire not only

conflicting readings, but serious ideological struggles (to use Marx's own term)

where much more is at stake than a loss of face for the contending critics.

8As a rhetorical foil Thoreau's objectified mass ofmen appears in Walden

and "Resistance to Civil Government" not less than twenty times in either this

exact phrasing or in nearly identical form (as "masses ofmen" or "most men"): see

W6, 8, 16, 17, 35, 46, 91, 104 (twice), 106, 150, 165, 210, 213 and 215; seeflP 66,

68, 70, 8 1 and 86. Far too numerous to cite individually, the most common variation

on this foil is undoubtedly the word "men," appearing either on its own (as in "But

lo! men have become the tools of their tools," W 37) or as a constituent of a

compound (as in "townsmen," W5 et passim). Predictably, this word also appears

in many contexts where no deficiency of character is hinted at and where

consequently it signals no such foil. The great majority of the twenty variations on

mass ofmen just cited, on the other hand, clearly signal negative examples.
9Muslih-ud-Din (Saadi), thirteenth-century author of The Gulistan, or Rose

Garden—Thoreau spells his name "Sadi."
10For clarification of this term (metaconstruct of his own identity), see

note 5. Identifying the "you" of this passage not simply with Thoreau's readers but

with his posthumous readers may seem anything but self-evident, but textual markers

elsewhere strongly suggest a more specific audience than the general postulated

reader of rhetorical convention when Thoreau directly addresses readers by using

the second-person pronoun. For a fuller discussion of this feature in Thoreau's

rhetoric, see Hartman (152-59).

"This life is unquestionably a literary construct; it is "All that interests

the reader" (/ 9: 121).

l2
In this last instance, life has a semantic range that extends far beyond

even the metaphorical sense in "the life excited"; Thoreau's life in this superordinate

sense of the term is inseparable not just from the figure projected in his writings

but from the writings themselves.
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Pencil drawing by May Alcott of Thoreau 's cabin at Walden Pond
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Walden as Feminist Manifesto

Laura Dassow Walls

Women who are drawn to Thoreau have what critical fashion calls a

"problematic" relationship to his texts, since they are so notoriously "masculine"

in nature. The article that follows, originally published in the premier issue of

ISLE (Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and the Environment) in 1993, came

directly out of my own experience wrestling with this problem. As the article

mentions, Ifell in love with Thoreau 's writings in high school. They had a profound

influence on my life: as I struggled with adolescent identity and the decisions of

early adulthood, Thoreau 's words remained my touchstone. I tried to do only what

seemed to come from my innermost nature and to take the creative path, the one

that led outward to learning, even if it meant defying social expectations about the

"right" career and "appropriate" feminine identity.

Eventually, that struggle came to a head when I decided to quit a good

corporate job and return to graduate school. I chose then to make Thoreau more

than an accompaniment to my life; I wanted to study his writings, open them up

and examine their attractions. But I quickly discovered that my choice was once

again out ofstep. In the environment I had entered (Indiana University in the late

1980s), my choice to concentrate on not just any old dead white male but one so

very hypermasculine as Thoreau raised eyebrows. This article was written to defend

my choice. Looking back on it now, a decade later, I can still hear the passion,

even anger, that I sublimated into carefully turned phrases. I have since heard

from other women in Thoreau studies. We often ask each other, Why are there so

few ofus ? I'm not sure ofthe answer to that question, but I am still sure that it 's not

because Thoreau is inherently alienating to women. Back in the 1970s, Thoreau

helped me to distance myselffrom modern mass media images of women and to

arm myself against gender limitations so hoary that Margaret Fuller would have

given them a nod of recognition. Today our children are growing up in a still more

heavily mediated world in which the outdoors is stillfor boys, and girls still get to

look pretty and keep house. I hope that during this sesquicentennial year at least a
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few teenage girls come across Walden and learn how to weigh the pressures against

them-and given whatever weighs them down, how to give it a good toss out the

window.

Of all the canonical nineteenth-century American texts, the case could be

made for Walden as the most paradigmatically masculine. Thoreau opens it by

trumpeting his achievements in those manly pioneer activities: escaping from

civilization, clearing the woods, building his house with his own two hands, plowing

and planting the ground. He neither needs nor desires a frontier wife, but declares

his male self-sufficiency. This book will be, he proclaims, by and about the "first

person," his own self and thus, through narrative craft, the fashioning of selfhood

within the freedom of nature and against the constraining world of "civilized life"

(3).

These dichotomies invoke the familiar Emersonian distinction between

the "ME" and the "NOT ME," according to which the self is defined as everything

that is not "Nature," not "NOT ME." In Emerson, of course, that other which is

Nature is "she," all that he reclaims as his "beautiful mother," which his teachings

will enable us to commodify, spiritualize, and finally to transcend {Nature 8, 38).

In Thoreau, too, Nature is gendered feminine against an omnipresent male narrator

and his universe of "mankind." The assumptions seem firmly in place: the

masculine, active self against that feminine and acted-upon other, Nature.

The presence of such gender-specific language, combined with Walden's

opening insistence on self-sufficiency, have suggested to some that a woman reading

Thoreau should find herself radically excluded. That is, she must read the self-

fashioning of Walden either against her own self, by identifying with the male

narrator, or against the literary establishment which has declared the universality,

even the scriptural status, of Thoreau's text (See Fetterley; see also Goldman 129).

This particular line of analysis has a logical coherence that appeals to me, even as

I am troubled by its relentless consistency. For while I respect their sensitivity to

the pain Thoreau is said to inflict on female students, I am nevertheless pained

myself by the violence such an interpretation does to my own experience. As a

naive sixteen-year-old, I found in Walden, back in 1971, permission not to be

dominated by the dictates of fashion or of domesticity, and a guide who suggested

to me how I might fashion my self in my own manner. In other words, I had no

trouble locating myself in Thoreau's text; hence I am reluctant now to disallow a

reading that was then enormously "empowering."

There are at least three ways in which Walden and Thoreau's writing more

generally encourage the kind of feminist reading I unwittingly gave it so many

years ago. First, the beginning of Walden elaborately strips away the artifacts of

social existence in order to show their very artifactuality. As he strips away things,

the social structures they bolster fall away too. By refusing to own or be owned by

things, the narrator eliminates not only the bulk of men's foolish labor but the very
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structures that govern "women's work." "Housekeeping" becomes, not the women's

chore, but a necessary and beautiful aspect of the economy of living: "Before we
can adorn our houses with beautiful objects the walls must be stripped, and our

lives must be stripped, and beautiful housekeeping and beautiful living be laid for

a foundation . . .
." So to the well-intentioned lady who offered him a doormat:

upon seeing that it would take room in the house and time to shake out, Thoreau

declines; "It is best to avoid the beginnings of evil" (38, 67).

This may be just a humorous anecdote, yet Thoreau is exact on the ways

in which the master creates the slave. For example, society may seem to gain in

establishing the hierarchy by which a man breaks and boards an animal to do

work; but "are we certain that what is one man's gain is not another's loss, and that

the stable-boy has equal cause with his master to be satisfied?" (56). Men are, he

suggests to the woman reader, too much in the habit of creating work for women to

do, and work of the wrong kind. Our houses are "cluttered and defiled" with our

furniture,

and a good housewife would sweep out the greater part into the

dust hole, and not leave her morning's work undone. Morning

work! By the blushes of Aurora and the music of Memnon,
what should be man's morning work in this world? I had three

pieces of limestone on my desk, but I was terrified to find that

they required to be dusted daily, when the furniture of my mind

was all undusted still, and I threw them out the window in disgust.

(36)

An alert housekeeper might notice, in this passage, the solution Thoreau does not

offer: to keep the limestone and hire or marry the woman who will dust it for him.

Does tossing out the limestone free women, or free men from women?
The answer seems to depend on whether one assumes housekeeping as woman's

main identity. In a recent testimonial to her own reading of Walden, Alice de

Montigny recounts how as an abandoned working mother caring for two young

children she first identified with the cast-offs: "The trusted one had unquestionably

thrown his daughters and me out the window as if we were three dusty pieces of

limestone. I cried myself to sleep." But awakening hours later, she returned to the

passage with a very different interpretation: "For the first time in my life I was

affording myself a major personal choice: I could surrender to ennui, burying myself

forever in domestic busy-work, or I could secure a little free time to toss those

limestones and face the vulnerability of new frontiers in friendship"—including

her new "friendship" with Henry David Thoreau (5).

Thus while his conventional reiteration of masculine pronouns may make
us wince today, Thoreau's underlying philosophy turns the basis for gender

conventions into rubble. The house that follows the minimal dictates of nature

will have nothing to gather dust, eliminating "domestic busy-work." Later in Walden
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Thoreau dreams of his ideal house, a single "cavernous" hall in which everything

is within view and to hand, a shelter "containing all the essentials of a house, and

nothing for house-keeping" (243). In such a house, the binary division between

social and natural has given way altogether, and men and women will be equally

free.

Free to do what? To learn, for one thing: to be students together, in a form

of village-based cooperative education. "It is time that we had uncommon schools,

that we did not leave off our education when we begin to be men and women. It is

time that villages were universities ..." (108-9). Men alone, of course, were

allowed into higher education, but Thoreau 's reform reimagines both the hierarchical

structure of university education, and the gender exclusion that cemented the

hierarchy. His own students were both girls and boys, and he was most at ease

with those of his Walden visitors, "Girls and boys and young women" who "seemed

glad to be in the woods. They looked in the pond and at the flowers, and improved

their time." In this they were quite unlike the men of business, ministers, "doctors,

lawyers, uneasy housekeepers," young men and the old, infirm and timid "of

whatever age or sex" who thought only of dangers (153). His catalogue of uneasy

male visitors indicates how delinquent he was. Neither doctor, lawyer, minister

nor man of business himself, he behaved more like the child or young woman.

Second, then, the breakdown of social artifacts proposed in Walden, such

that Thoreau assumes the dual role of house builder and housekeeper, creates a

gender fluidity that is born out both in his own social position and in his Journal.

Against the social constraints on actual men and women (including those which

demanded that he, as the son, leave home to make his fortune while his sisters

were allowed to stay—a prospect which reduced him to tears [Harding 45]), Thoreau

sought in his Journal to define feminine and masculine principles in nature:

I cannot imagine a woman no older than I. The feminine

is the mother of the masculine.

.... The oracular nature of woman still in some sense

broods over the masculine. Man's wisdom compared with

womans [sic] fertile & dewy instinct (affection) is like the

lightning which issues from the bosom of the cloud—except that

at last man becomes woman & woman man[.] (PJ 3: 44)

The gender blending of the last statement, in which boundaries dissolve and each

becomes the other, typifies Thoreau 's language for that ultimate feminine other,

Nature. While the cold and inquiring scientist is clearly "he," the poet's intense

"warm" sympathy with nature slides into identification with "her," until the poet's

own gender is ambivalent. Thoreau's stance, finally, is to flow between both male

and female ideals:
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I love Nature partly because she is not man, but a retreat from

him. None of his institutions control or pervade her .... He is

constraint, she is freedom to me. He makes me wish for another

world. She makes me content with this. None of the joys she

supplies is subject to his rules and definitions. What he touches

he taints. (7 4:445)

In this symphony of "he" and "she," Thoreau is either and both, finding his own

existence in the very play of their relationship across his grudging acceptance of

constraint and his desire for freedom. As he concludes, "There are two worlds, the

post-office and nature. I know them both" (/ 4: 446).

Against these meditations is his irritation, even fury, at the failures of

actual women, who instead of exemplifying the female principle of freedom seemed

to be the enforcers of privilege, conventionality, and stultifying, even mindless,

conformity. He rages absurdly at the woman who would "elicit the miracle of a

seat where none is" solely on the basis of her gender, at the ladies who weave

"toilet cushions against the last day," at the "tailoress" who, slave to Fashion (also

a "she"), tells him "gravely" that "They do not make them so now," at "Ms. S
—

"

whose lecture aroused Thoreau's interest but who turned out to be "a woman in the

too common sense after all," demanding courtesy instead of sense and argument:

"The championess of woman's rights still asks you to be a ladies man"
(PJ 1: 246-47; Walden 25; J 3: 168). Women as they matured became the fussy

arbiters of diet, fashion, proper behavior, clean sheets, the perilous household ritual

of dinner. Thoreau's disappointment made his reaction doubly bitter, bordering on

misogyny. Women's actual behavior seemed a perversion, whether they dominated

him into submission or, by acting submissive and "feminine," maneuvered him

into the male role of dominance. Both patterns evoked in him the anger of a

frustrated social idealist who, crossed by gender conventions, suddenly found his

own fluent gender identity rigidified into a source of conflict.

Third, in Thoreau's gender construction the female is prior and gives rise

to, is "mother to," the male. More generally, the feminine is the condition for the

existence of the masculine, even as Nature— "the wild"—becomes the ground

and condition for culture. In Walden, Thoreau takes up the differences between

woods and village, body and spirit, nature and culture, and by putting them into

play shows how each term finally inhabits or becomes the other. Yet the fundamental

and enabling presence is a natural, unconstructed other that grounds and makes

possible the construction of a civil self within a society, even as it also promises

the dissolution of that self in the decreation of chaos. This presence is ultimately

"the feminine," a term which is both natural, Nature herself, and cultural, the basic

differentiation of society into gendered halves. So the feminine becomes the

condition of possibility for culture, as it rests on nature, and culture's virtues

—

courage, justice, freedom—as they too are finally feminine (PJ 1 : 206).
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The absence of "the feminine" from Walden is an illusion of surface. It is

massively present as the "scandalous" term that slides across and disrupts the

division between nature and culture on which Walden is founded, the very division

Thoreau is attempting to challenge. While he is deconstructing his own society

down to its very seams, he retains this one massive contradiction. Yet what engages

me here is less the satisfactions of poststructuralist theory than the fact that Thoreau

himself provides both the original insight and the terminology with which I can

express it. For I suspect that Thoreau understood the rupture at the heart of Walden,

since he went on to write about it in the essay "Walking, or the Wild." Already in

the "Spring" chapter of Walden, the "Chaos" of winter generated the emergent

"Cosmos" of spring, and almost immediately, Cosmos generated Chaos, the

exuberant destruction of "myriads" in a violent rain of "flesh and blood" (313,

318). In "Walking," the two are portrayed as the two interacting and imbricated

paired powers of nature, the fertile muck of decay, creation and decreation, each

generated out of the other. In naming the generative, self-organizing chaos of

Nature "the wild," Thoreau allows for a conception of Nature not as Emerson's

beautiful and vulnerable matron, but as the harridan who growled at him on Ktaadn:

"Why seek me where I have not called you and then complain that I am not your

genial mother" (PJ 2: 340). In "Walking" she is personified as "this vast, savage,

howling mother of ours, Nature, lying all around, with such beauty, and such

affection for her children, as the leopard . . .
." (Natural History Essays 125).

In this image of Nature as leopard mother, Thoreau figures generation

and predation in one, our genial mother with talons. The sinister edge even to his

celebration of nature as the principle of "freedom" is suggested in the continuation

of the passage quoted above:

[Nature] is a place beyond the jurisdiction of human

governments. Pile up your books, the records of sadness, your

saws and your laws. Nature is glad outside, and her merry worms

within will ere long topple them down. There is a prairie beyond

your laws. Nature is a prairie for outlaws. (74: 446)

Lawful man and outlaw nature: this feminine principle which grounds and undoes

our world is finally redemptive. Indeed, it offers the promise of redemption to our

otherwise dry, sterile, and inbred civilizations: "in Wildness is the preservation of

the World" (Natural History Essays 112). By dissociating himself from a

determinative "law" or logos as the cohering center, Thoreau devised an alternative,

decentered, and relational world constructed on the ethic of interaction rather than

dominance, knowledge not through control but through "sympathy" and the

intimacy of sensual contact, action not alone but through the cooperation of the

community's individual members. In Thoreau's writing the social gender hierarchy,

the dominance of female by male, has in a sense exploded from within. The latent

contradiction exposed by twentieth-century feminist argument generated in Thoreau
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an alternative ideal of social organization and even, in the years after Walden, an

experimental approach to a ftcw-objective science that bears comparison with

feminist science advocated today by Evelyn Fox Keller and Sandra Harding.

These, in summary, are my conclusions, which I want to think are available

to anyone who reads beyond the culture-bound rhetoric of gender limitation. In

them, and in Thoreau, I at least have found and continue to find tremendous

liberating potential, and I suspect I am not the first woman to find in Walden sl

feminist manifesto. And, if I may continue the politics of the personal in my own
career as a teacher and critic, I sincerely hope not to be the last.
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The Everlastingly Great Look

of the Sky: Thoreau and

E.B. White at Walden Pond

Robert Root

Then to Walden pond, that beautifully embower'd sheet of water, and spent over

an hour there. On the spot in the woods where Thoreau had his solitary house is

now quite a cairn of stones, to mark the place; I too carried one and deposited

on the heap.

—Walt Whitman, Specimen Days (280)

Walden 2002

Miss Nims, take a letter to E. B. White. Dear Andy: I thought of you the

other day as I was approaching Concord on Route 2A. That is, I was on Route 2A,

approaching Concord in July 2002 and thought of you when you were on Route 62

approaching Concord in June 1939, which you describe at the start of the epistolary

essay you wrote about your visit there. You published the essay first in your monthly

column for Harper 's, "One Man's Meat," then reprinted it under the title "Walden"

when you collected your best columns in One Man 's Meat. That essay is one of my
favorites in the book, and the book is one of my favorites of all time, a book I've

reread about as often as I've reread Walden by Henry Thoreau. That's one of the

reasons I like the essay, of course, because we both share an enthusiasm for Walden,

which you described as "a document of increasing pertinence" and the "best written

and the cockiest . . . tale of individual simplicity" (65). Like you, I think Walden is

a very wise and humorous book, and many of Thoreau's sentences have stuck in

my memory—and surfaced in my syntax—as much as they have in yours or (to be

honest) as much as yours have in mine.

THE CONCORD SAUNTERER, N.S. Volume 12/13, 2004/2005
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I may as well admit that, as you had, I was journeying to Concord with

the deliberate intention of visiting Thoreau's wood, but also that I had already

spent a week in Maine at, as you once put it, "places where [your] spoor may still

be found" {Letters 153). Not only did I visit Great Pond, the lake of "Once More to

the Lake," but I took a day to drive to and from Brooklin, where you lived in a

colonial farmhouse and where you and your wife and your son are buried. You

claimed "never to have knelt at the grave of a philosopher nor placed wreaths on

moldy poets" ("Walden" 65), but you placed a stone on the cairn by Thoreau's

cabin, as I intended to do. I would have placed a stone on your grave as well, but I

knew you'd disapprove and I didn't want to set a bad example for others. Walden

Pond was the only pilgrimage you felt obliged to make; I have a few more idols

than you, but after Walden and Maine, I only need to visit Montaigne's tower to

complete my pilgrimages.

As you pointed out about your own motives, my purpose in going to

Walden Pond, like Henry's, was not to live cheaply or to live dearly there, but to

transact some private business with the fewest obstacles. Like you, I expected to

write about my visit, but I also expected to write about your visit as well, though

that hadn't always been my intention. I'd originally thought only of comparing

your description of Great Pond with Henry's description ofWalden Pond and that's

what I'd set out to accomplish, until I remembered your Walden essay while I was

wandering in Brooklin and photocopied it out of a volume you'd signed and given

to the Friend Memorial Library.

I suspected it was the right thing to do when I ran into Mary Lush in the

cemetery. As she had since girlhood many years before, she returned to Brooklin

each year to visit family and friends, some now in the cemetery. We met because

she wanted to show me the grave ofSmoky Joe, Gentleman Cat, owner unidentified,

but she'd seen me by the White family plot and told me that, years before, she'd

met you once when you'd come to her cousin's for some fresh crabmeat and stayed

to chat with some of the family. It turned out she was a docent at the museum in

Concord, where I was heading next, and I promised to talk to her about Thoreau

then. A funny bit of synchronicity there, running into one author's docent at the

grave of another author she'd also known. So I could hardly help thinking of E. B.

White as I drove into Concord intending to think about Thoreau.

I arrived in Concord around mid-morning, and at the Concord Museum I

did speak to Mary Lush, if only for a few minutes. Two exhibits in the museum
especially attracted me. One was Emerson's study, transferred from his nearby

house for preservation; it is generally underlit and gray but filled with books and

an atmosphere of intellectual activity. The other was the Thoreau gallery, which

displayed the writing desk, chair, and cot he had used in his cabin at the pond. It

reminded me of Jill Krementz's well-known photograph of you at your writing

table, Andy, the one you captioned for your wife: "This is a writer trying to look

like a writer when he knows full well he is being photographed" (Elledge 282).

You wrote in a boathouse, not a cabin. You said once, in "A Slight Sound at

Evening," written for the Walden centennial, "Thoreau might find it instructive
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that this memorial essay is being written in a house that, through no intent on my
part, is the same size and shape as his own domicile on the pond—about ten by

fifteen, tight, plainly finished, and at a little distance from my Concord." You added,

"Here in the boathouse I am a wilder and, it would appear, a healthier man, by a

safe margin. I have a chair, a bench, a table, and I can walk into the water if I tire of

the land" (237). Your house too fronted a cove. (I had to look that quote up—what

I remembered at the moment of standing before the cabin display was the black

and white image of your boat house, as Spartan and as spare and as serviceable as

Thoreau's cabin.) The association of the two dwellings made me feel more
comfortable in Concord.

In the heat of the afternoon I walked out to Sleepy Hollow Cemetery to

visit Authors' Ridge, where Thoreau and Emerson are buried. The tourist traffic

around the graves was lively—most people simply drove to the base of the ridge

rather than trudge through the village and the cemetery to reach it—but in moments

when I felt driven away from Henry's grave, I jotted in my daybook and reflected

on others who had been there. Walt Whitman, visiting Concord in September 1881,

was taken to Nathaniel Hawthorne's and Thoreau's graves—Thoreau's, he said,

"had a brown headstone, moderately elaborate, with inscriptions" (280)—and later

spent an hour at Walden Pond, where he placed a stone on the cairn commemorating

Thoreau; eight months later he returned to stand by the grave of Emerson, who had

died in April 1882. John Muir, who had known Emerson but not Thoreau, made
the trip in 1893 and left flowers on the graves of both Thoreau and Emerson. On
my visit, too, I saw flowers, both fresh and wilted, as well as stones on Henry's

grave.

I finished my first day in Concord much as you had, Andy. I had dinner at

the inn and strolled around town. It was early August and the evening was hot and

muggy and the town was bustling with tourists and summer visitors. Traffic was

heavy and parking sparse and people seemed to sag from the heat and the long

hours of walking through historic houses and battlegrounds and shops. I spent a

quiet hour in a good bookshop, buying an edition of Hawthorne's essay on the Old

Manse to read in bed that night and a book about the Concord landscape in Thoreau's

time to help me understand the same landscape in mine.

Walden 1939

Throughout his writing life E. B. White often made reference to Thoreau

and was once described by James Thurber as carrying a pocket-sized copy of Walden

with him wherever he went. "A Slight Sound at Evening," originally published as

"Walden 1954" in the Yale Review and subsequently as an introduction to an edition

of Walden, is one of White's few sustained articles of literary criticism. The essay

"Walden," from One Man's Meat, is more typical of him. It begins: "Miss Nims,

take a letter to Henry Thoreau. Dear Henry: I thought of you the other day ..."

(65) and largely maintains the epistolary tone throughout as the author recounts

his experiences in Concord. Much of his focus is on lightly comparing Thoreau's

time with his own.
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For instance, White claims that what made him think of Thoreau was the

way a woman mowing a lawn seemed to be struggling to keep up with her power

mower. He observes, "Concord hasn't changed much, Henry; the farm implements

and the animals still have the upper hand" (65). Later, describing "the stupefaction

a day's motor journey induces," he writes, "It was a delicious evening, Henry,

where the whole body is one sense and imbibes delight through every pore, if I

may coin a phrase. Fields were richly brown where the harrow, drawn by the stripped

Ford, had lately sunk its teeth; pastures were green; and overhead the sky had that

same everlasting great look that you will find on page 144 of the Oxford pocket

edition" (66). (It's page 161 of the standard Princeton edition.) Often echoing or

adapting Thoreau 's language White explores changes in the town and the society

over the course of nearly a century, generally finding an enduring pertinence to

Thoreau's observations. Boys building a hut in a vacant lot suggest to him that

"[t]hey too were escaping from town, to live naturally, in a rich blend of savagery

and philosophy" (67). He compares the sound of the Fitchburg train that Thoreau

described hearing with the sound of cars on Concord streets: "Automobiles, skirting

a village green, are like flies that have gained the inner ear—they buzz, cease,

pause, start, shift, stop, halt, brake, and the whole effect is a nervous polytone

curiously disturbing" (67). He explains his reference to the radio show Amos and

Andy with one Thoreauvian phrase ("it is a drama of many scenes and without an

end" [68]) and the modern need to number highways with another ("Men have an

indistinct notion that if they keep up this activity long enough all will at length ride

somewhere, in next to no time" [68]).

When White walks out to Walden Pond on the morning of his second day

in Concord, he suggests that the Golden Pheasant lunchroom, near the pond, should

sell "rice, Indian meal, and molasses—just for old time's sake" (68) along with the

Sealtest ice cream and frankfurters it advertises. He designates the inhabitants of

Walden Breezes, a trailer park, as Thoreau's "philosophical descendants [dwelling]

in their trailers, each trailer the size of your hut. . . . Trailer people leave the city, as

you did, to discover solitude and in any weather, at any hour day or night, to improve

the nick of time; but they soon collect in villages and get bogged deeper in the mud
than ever" (68). Throughout the essay White balances his tone between irony and

elegy, an awareness of how comically banal contemporary life seems compared to

Thoreau's transcendental idealism and at the same time an acceptance of his own

complicity in that banality. At the pond he is torn between surprised reverence and

wry disappointment, the contrast most apparent in his feeling "strangely excited

suddenly to be snooping around your premises, tiptoeing along watchfully, as though

not to tread by mistake upon the intervening century." He walks toward the site of

the cabin and experiences both a sense of connection with the past and an abrupt

connection with the present: "I heard your frog, a full, clear troonk, guiding me,

still hoarse and solemn, bridging the years . . . But he soon quit, and I came on a

couple of young boys throwing stones at him" (69).
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To this point in the essay the sense of place White has given us has chiefly

been suburban or small-town filtered through the prism of Thoreauvian reference.

Without those echoes from Walden, the reader would not connect the town White

visits with the community Thoreau wrote about. The most descriptive passage in

this essay, the one that most solidly grounds us in the landscape, comes when

White arrives at the site of Thoreau's cabin:

Your front yard is marked by a bronze tablet set in a

stone. Four small granite posts, a few feet away, show where the

house was. On top of the tablet was a pair of faded blue bathing

trunks with a white stripe. Back of it is a pile of stones, a sort of

cairn, left by your visitors as a tribute I suppose. It is a rather

ugly little heap of stones, Henry. In fact the hillside itself seems

faded, browbeaten; a few tall skinny pines, bare of lower limbs,

a smattering of young maples in suitable green, some birches

and oaks, and a number of trees felled by the last big wind. It

was from the bole of one of these fallen pines, torn up by the

roots, that I extracted the stone that I added to the cairn—

a

sentimental act in which I was interrupted by a small terrier from

a nearby picnic group, who confronted me and wanted to know

about the stone.

I sat down for a while on one of the posts of your house

to listen to the bluebottles and the dragonflies. The invaded glade

sprawled shabby and mean at my feet, but the flies were tuned

to the old vibration. There were the remains of a fire in your

ruins, but I doubt that it was yours; also two beer bottles trodden

into the soil and become part of earth. A young oak had taken

root in your house, and two or three ferns, unrolling like the

ticklers at a banquet. The only other furnishings were a DuBarry

pattern sheet, a page torn from a picture magazine, and some

crusts in wax paper. (69)

The emphasis in the description falls on the changes that have taken place in the

glade and the way the litter of the present intrudes upon the tranquility of the past.

The essay is not so much an homage to Walden (as "A Slight Sound at

Evening" may be considered, with its efforts to explain the enduring pertinence of

the book) as a wry and somewhat self-deprecating commentary on the ways the

world surrounding Walden Pond has, inevitably perhaps, failed to measure up to

the standard Thoreau set. White includes himself in this mild indictment. In the

conclusion of the essay he reports on his expenses in a manner similar to the itemized

list Thoreau provided in the "Economy" chapter and points out that his expenses

for a day are almost what Thoreau spent for eight months. The items include a

baseball bat and fielder's glove for his son, "the kind of impediment with which
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you were never on even terms. . . . You never had to cope with a shortstop" (70).

White often used an ending that turned back on the author, making light

of his ego or his shortcomings, and here the admission highlights White's distance

as a husband, father, and average citizen from Thoreau's self-conscious and earnest

idealism. At the same time, it may suggest Thoreau's shortcomings, as someone

who was able to be an idealist because he was unencumbered by the kind of

commitments the rest of society lives with every day. In "A Slight Sound at

Evening," written fifteen years after "Walden," White acknowledged the unspecified

conflict of his earlier essay when he observed, "A little band of dedicated

Thoreauvians would be a sorry sight indeed: fellows who hate compromise and

have compromised, fellows who love wildness and have lived tamely, and at their

side, censuring them and chiding them, the ghostly figure of this upright man ... I

should hate to be called a Thoreauvian, yet I wince every time I walk into the barn

I'm pushing before me, seventy-five feet by forty, and the author of Walden has

served as my conscience through the long stretches of my trivial days" (241).

Walden 2002

It's early yet on Walden Pond. Two boats with tiny motors and a canoe

traverse the waters in the distance. Along the shady beach a few earnest swimmers

have been working through the water, some with goggles, one with a rubber suit to

guard against chill. The pond is popular with distance swimmers. Other people,

less streamlined, sit idly in the shade on their own beach chairs and on an

unpopulated section of beach two children fish under their grandmother's

supervision. Not far off I hear the drone of a plane circling the area and the hum
and whoosh of traffic on Route 126, the road I drove to get here. New arrivals,

draped in towels, beach bags, and folding canvas chairs, come strolling down the

path from the parking lots—the pond has a 1000-person capacity limit, and by

8:30 we are only up to thirty or so. I too am tempted by the water, gleaming blue at

the center of the pond, glassy green closer to shore, all riffled lightly by a pleasant

cool breeze, but I decide to wait until the oppressive heat of yesterday returns.

Somewhat self-consciously I saunter off through the woods to the site of

Thoreau's cabin, some distance from the main beach area. To the west of Walden

Pond I hear the sound of the railroad, as Thoreau heard it on the Fitchburg Line. It

trails off in the distance, and sounds of nature—the squawk of a blue jay, the whistle

of a chickadee, the cackles and warbles of other birds I can't identify, cicadas just

starting up nearby, a symphony or at least a chamber ensemble of instruments with

occasional percussion from squirrels and chipmunks—take its place, train call now

diminuendo by distance. Traffic thrum and muted jet roar sometimes interrupt, but

otherwise this is the sound of Walden Pond as Thoreau heard it.
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It's been over twenty years since I was last at the site of the cabin. The

cairn of stones has ballooned into almost talus proportions; the stone markers for

the dimensions of the house and the woodshed are still simple, even austere. The

"overgrown slope" where Thoreau and friends constructed the cabin is plentifully

reforested, and the new trails around the woods include a scenic path through young

white pines that Henry would have never seen. Bathers float in Thoreau Cove, and

hikers cross Wyman Meadow to get to the cove from the road. The woods are

criss-crossed with trails that are both deliberate and inadvertent, but as I quietly sit

here only one elderly swimmer passes on a nearby trail, bound for a spot on the

shore farthest from the beach. Walden Pond's shoreline is really all beach now.

For two years, two months, and two days, Henry Thoreau lived deliberately

here, on Emerson's woodlot by Walden Pond, before he decided he had "several

more lives to live" and moved back into town, to continue writing Walden and

keep his journal and be a saunterer in Concord. I think it good that the site is here

and reverenced and that the crusade against condominiums and development has

succeeded. But I notice that I am the only pilgrim to the site this morning and the

rest of the pilgrims make their journey to the pond and the sun, like the young

woman who just went down another path carrying a beach chair and a backpack,

never glancing up the trail to the cabin site.

From where she and, earlier, the old man passed, you can see the sign in

front of the cairn on which is engraved these words:

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately,

to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not

learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover

that I had not lived at all.

This is a different purpose than those have who swim and sun and fish and lolligag

along the shore today. It would be difficult to distinguish Walden Pond from the

shores on any other summer lake except that the motorboats do not sound and the

jetskis are not allowed.

As I sit journaling on a tree stump off to one side of the site, two more

site-seers amble down the trail, she in brown pants and red tanktop, he in shorts,

flowered shirt, and cap. He is carrying a videotape camcorder and leads her back

up the trail a ways in order to stage a scene in which he walks down and points at

the center of the cabin. Now he records the explanatory billboard in front of the

site and shoots a close-up of the engraving on one of the posts, oblivious to a fire

siren in the distance creating his soundtrack. He circles the site, choosing his shots

and letting the camera run long enough that they will be able to read the signs

when they play the tape at home. His companion points out the quote in front of

the cabin; he reads it slowly, records it deliberately, thoroughly, then pans the setting.

They fuss to put away the camcorder and she takes out a cheap disposable "funpack"

camera.
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She takes pictures of him standing by the quote sign and squatting by the

cairn, then comes around for a still of the site sign—I scribble still, try to seem

absorbed in my work while he directs her shot of him hunkering by the sign with

the cabin posts behind him. Then they walk away, taking with them considerable

evidence of his presence at the site. I wonder what it means to him to have been

here.

It is also fair to ask what it means to me to have been here, who come as

both pilgrim and acolyte (of sorts) as well as tourist and scholar. I am drawn here

by Thoreau's sense of place and the power with which he conveyed it 150 years

ago, but I can't kid myself that this is the same physical place or that it meant to

others in his own time what it meant to him, what it means to us when we read his

book, what it means to us at a distance. I gaze up at the towering oaks, maples,

white pines, trees Thoreau would have never seen, and set off to complete my
circuit of the pond.

By now it's nearly noon, and the heat and humidity have risen with the

sun. I find bathers all along the shore, and the public beach area is thronging with

people. The paths I follow above the shore are enclosed with rusted metal poles

and black plastic-coated wire fencing to keep the public from harming the

shoreline—part of a restoration scheme that weathers the path thoroughly. At

frequent breaks in the fencing a few stone steps lead to the shoreline, mitigating

the effects of access, and the inland side of the path is lined with boulders holding

back erosion. On the south shore I go down to the beach and trudge along the

water's edge, follow it back around to the beach house and the road.

Near the parking lot across the road from the pond I drift by the replica of

Thoreau's cabin that workmen are still completing. It smells of fresh sawdust. It's

built to specifications gleaned from Thoreau's records and from the archaeological

evidence—the hut itself is utterly gone but the site was excavated to uncover its

foundations—and furnished with replicas of the three chairs, cot, writing desk,

and cast iron stove on display at the Concord Museum. A statue of Thoreau in an

odd, awkward posture stands in front of it. A steady stream of swimmers shuffles

past from the crowded parking lot, only a handful stopping to read the large sign in

front of it or to step inside. The cabin may serve as a reminder ofThoreau's presence

at the pond, but it also serves to emphasize how little the place resembles the pond

he knew.

Walden 1845-1847

Walden is permeated by Thoreau's sense of place. His two years in the

cabin, 1845-1847, were not the limit of his experience at the pond, which he had

known since childhood and would continue to visit in the years he spent writing

the book, finally published in 1854, right through to his death in 1862. The Thoreau

gallery of the Concord Museum has posted on the wall this observation from his

journal (1 January 1858):
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I have lately been surveying the Walden woods so extensively

and minutely that now I see it mapped on my mind's eye,—as,

indeed, on paper,—as so many men's wood-lots, and am aware

that when I walk there I am at a given moment passing from

such a one's wood-lot to another's. I fear this particular dry

knowledge may affect my imagination and fancy, that it will not

be easy to see so much wildness and native vigor there as

formerly.

He'd left his cabin more than ten years before, and he worried about his perspective

on the woods changing, but he also knew that it had been a woodlot when he built

his cabin in the first place. He was, after all, building on Emerson's woodlot, like

any woodlot a fuel resource for stove and fireplace. This was second-growth forest

in a populous countryside, and in Thoreau's time New England was as developed

an agrarian society as it would ever be. Only after the Civil War, when
industrialization and westward immigration invited abandonment of farm

communities, did the hayfields and croplands revert to woodland again. In Thoreau's

time it was a considerably open countryside.

Thoreau's description of Walden Pond begins when he locates his cabin

in the second chapter of Walden, "Where I Lived and What I Lived For": "I was

seated by the shore of a small pond, about a mile and a half south of the village of

Concord and somewhat higher than it, in the midst of an extensive wood between

that town and Lincoln, and about two miles south of that our only field known to

fame, Concord Battle Ground; but I was so low in the woods that the opposite

shore, half a mile off, like the rest, covered with wood, was my most distant horizon"

(86). He soon provides a view of the pond from a different perspective: "From a

hill top near by, where the wood had been recently cut off, there was a pleasing

vista southward across the pond, through a wide indentation in the hills which

form the shore there" which gave him a view "between and over the near green

hills to some distant and higher ones in the horizon, tinged with blue." Beyond

them he could see, on tiptoe, "a glimpse of some of the peaks of the still bluer and

more distant mountain ranges in the north-west . . . and also of some portion of the

village" (86-87). But this really only gives the larger setting and the sense of his

boundaries.

In later chapters Thoreau is more specific about place. The "Solitude"

chapter opens with a vivid account of an evening walk:

This is a delicious evening, when the whole body is

one sense, and imbibes delight through every pore. I go and come

with a strange liberty in Nature, a part of herself. As I walk along

the stony shore of the pond in my shirt sleeves, though it is cool

as well as cloudy and windy, and I see nothing special to attract

me, all the elements are unusually congenial to me. The bullfrogs

trump to usher in the night, and the note of the whippoorwill is
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borne on the rippling wind from over the water. Sympathy with

the fluttering alder and poplar leaves almost takes away my
breath; yet, like the lake, my serenity is rippled but not ruffled.

These small waves raised by the evening wind are as remote

from storm as the smooth reflecting surface. Though it is now
dark, the wind still blows and roars in the wood, the waves still

dash, and some creatures lull the rest with their notes. The repose

is never complete. (129)

This passage, which opens with one of E. B. White's favorite phrases from the

book, establishes a sense of place which is more a sensation of place than a concrete

locating of it, and this is undoubtedly what White responds to in the paragraph, the

feeling that is excited in someone by moving through this particular terrain.

But the chapter that most develops the evocation of specific place is "The

Ponds," in which Thoreau figuratively immerses himself in Walden Pond,

particularly its waters, and develops a detailed description.

It is a clear and deep green well, half a mile long and a mile and

three quarters in circumference, and contains about sixty-one

and a half acres; a perennial spring in the midst of pine and oak

woods, without any visible inlet or outlet except by the clouds

and evaporation. The surrounding hills rise abruptly from the

water to the height of forty to eighty feet, though on the south-

east and east they attain to about one hundred and one hundred

and fifty feet respectively, within a quarter and a third of a mile.

They are exclusively woodland. (175-76)

This is the surveyor in Thoreau speaking, the persona who will later emerge in the

chapter "The Ponds in Winter" to include a map of the pond complete with locations

for depth soundings, and measurements of area, circumference, and length.

It is really in the description of the water that a reader most readily

recognizes Thoreau's depth of familiarity with the place as well as his thoroughness

of observation:

Walden is blue at one time and green at another, even from the

same point of view. Lying between the earth and the heavens, it

partakes of the color of both. Viewed from a hill-top it reflects

the color of the sky, but near at hand it is of a yellowish tint next

the shore where you can see the sand, then a light green, which

gradually deepens to a uniform dark green in the body of the

pond. In some lights, viewed even from a hill-top, it is of a vivid

green next the shore. Some have referred this to the reflection of

the verdure; but it is equally green there against the railroad sand-
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bank, and in the spring, before the leaves are expanded, and it

may be simply the result of the prevailing blue mixed with the

yellow of the sand. Such is the color of its iris. (176)

This is by no means a casual account of the color of the water, but rather a thoughtful

examination of it by one who has repeatedly observed the water and contemplated

it at length. That thoughtful thoroughness extends to the description of the shore

and the distinction Thoreau makes between the impressions a casual onlooker and

a close observer have of the pond bottom, shore line, and plant life.

The shore is composed of a belt of smooth rounded

white stones like paving stones, excepting one or two short sand

beaches, and is so steep that in many places a single leap will

carry you into water over your head; and were it not for its

remarkable transparency, that would be the last to be seen of its

bottom till it rose on the opposite shore. Some think it is

bottomless. It is nowhere muddy, and a casual observer would

say that there were no weeds at all in it; and of noticeable plants,

except in the little meadows recently overflowed, which do not

properly belong to it, a closer scrutiny does not detect a flag nor

a bulrush, nor even a lily, yellow or white, but only a few small

heart-leaves and potamogetons, and perhaps a water-target or

two; all which however a bather might not perceive; and these

plants are clean and bright like the element they grow in. The

stones extend a rod or two into the water, and then the bottom is

pure sand, except in the deepest parts, where there is usually a

little sediment, probably from the decay of the leaves which have

been wafted on to it so many successive falls, and a bright green

weed is brought up on anchors even in midwinter. (178-79)

And it extends to a number of details that the casual visitor might easily overlook

or observe without particular notice or curiosity. In talking about the paths around

the pond, including no doubt some of the paths on which I too have trodden, he not

only notes their presence but also reflects on their origins:

I have been surprised to detect encircling the pond, even where

a thick wood has just been cut down on the shore, a narrow shelf-

like path in the steep hill-side, alternately rising and falling,

approaching and receding from the water's edge, as old probably

as the race of man here, worn by the feet of aboriginal hunters,

and still from time to time unwittingly trodden by the present

occupants of the land. This is particularly distinct to one standing
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on the middle of the pond in winter, just after a light snow has

fallen, appearing as a clear undulating white line, unobscured

by weeds and twigs a quarter of a mile off in many places where

in summer it is hardly distinguishable close at hand. The snow

reprints it, as it were, in clear white type alto-relievo. (179-80)

The comparison at the close of the passage is particularly good at making the

image come alive for a reader, but it is important to notice that only someone who
has been constantly or repeatedly in a certain locale would begin to distinguish

features such as this—certainly the hordes of summer visitors would be unaware

and the number of people who have observed this feature from the middle of the

pond in winter, even given the frequent harvesting of ice in Thoreau's time and the

continued popularity of ice-fishing in ours, must be relatively small.

Thoreau brings to his description of the pond not only his skills as a

naturalist and a surveyor but also the advantage of long association with place.

Essentially writers of place are either transients or inhabitants. While perception

and reflection and background knowledge may vary from writer to writer regardless

of their orientation, the advantage always seems—to me, at least, who usually

writes as a transient—to lie with the inhabitant. I don't know if memoirs of a year

in one place are always more effective than memoirs of a passage through a specific

landscape—I like to read (and would like to write) both kinds—but in writing a

nonfiction of place the inhabitant seems to have a world of resources to draw on.

Think, for example, of Thoreau's reflection on the changes in water level

in Walden Pond over a period of years:

This rise and fall ofWalden at long intervals serves this

use at least; the water standing at this great height for a year or

more, though it makes it difficult to walk round it, kills the shrubs

and trees which have sprung up about its edge since the last rise,

pitch pines, birches, alders, aspens, and others, and, falling again,

leaves an unobstructed shore; for, unlike many ponds and all

waters which are subject to a daily tide, its shore is cleanest when

the water is lowest. On the side of the pond next my house, a

row of pitch pines fifteen feet high has been killed and tipped

over as if by a lever, and thus a stop put to their encroachments;

and their size indicates how many years have elapsed since the

last rise to this height. By this fluctuation the pond asserts its

title to a shore, and thus the shore is shorn, and the trees cannot

hold it by right of possession. (181)
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It may well be that a good naturalist, a well-educated ecologist, would make similar

observations. Certainly the scientist's training is designed to prepare him or her to

make sense of unfamiliar territory, to recognize families of unfamiliar plants or

stages in the succession of trees in unfamiliar forests or origins of geological

formations in unfamiliar terrain. But that allows chiefly for classification and

categorizing, the generalizing of observation. In Walden Thoreau is at pains to

make sense of his native ground because he dwells in it. Dwelling in it is not only

his motive but also his means for making sense of it.

Since the theme of Walden is life in the woods at Walden Pond, Thoreau

has his entire book to develop the impression of place that permeates it, a somewhat

more expansive territory to roam through than White had in a monthly column

—

it was supposed to take up only four pages in the magazine—or than an essayist

generally has. Granted, Walden is not only about physical place or about natural

history in a specific locale, but nonetheless a sense of place suffuses the entire

book—on a certain level, I suppose, the book could be said to be about developing

an intensive sensitivity to place—perhaps because a sense of place suffuses the

writer.

We sometimes speak about the author's perspective on place in terms of

outsider and insider perspectives. The outsider's story is often about discovery, a

narrative of entering into landscape and locale and learning either how the sojourner

passes through it or how others dwell in it or how to become a dweller in it. The

insider's story is often about observation, a narrative of close examination of

landscape and locale expressing what time and repetition of experience teach the

dweller about place. The insider is an inhabitant, a denizen, a dweller; the outsider

is a transient, a traveler, an interloper, in the sense of one loping or simply passing

through unfamiliar terrain. The inhabitant's advantage is to be able to let

understanding accumulate, to have unasked questions answered almost by osmosis

rather than confrontation or direct investigation, to have rehearsed the explanation

of experience by thinking or talking about it over time, so that the words that

emerge in the writing about place come from a deeper, broader pool of familiarity.

The interloper's advantage is to be able to see things afresh, to ask questions that

the inhabitant doesn't think to ask because the answers are so familiar as to become

transparent, to draw instinctively on experiences of other places in order to

understand the one under observation. There are advantages to both intimacy and

perspective.

In writing about Walden, Thoreau has the inhabitant's advantage of

intimacy, but he also liked to strike out into less familiar territory, as in essays like

"A Walk to Wachusett" and books like Cape Cod and The Maine Woods, to consider

what an interloper might discover. E. B. White was certainly familiar with the idea

of taking advantage of unfamiliar terrain to get an essay; his visit to Walden is one

of several essays in One Man 's Meat where he goes off somewhere unfamiliar and

writes about his encounters there. For example, the column that he wrote the month

before the one on Walden was about the 1939 New York World's Fair and the

column that appeared two months after the Walden essay was on a camp meeting

where Dr. Francis Townsend, a popular lecturer, was speaking. But over the course
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of the entire One Man 's Meat collection White establishes himself as a dweller on

a salt water farm and the book offers a fragmentary approach to the sense of place

Thoreau achieved in Walden—it was, after all, written as a series of magazine

columns rather than a continuous, serial book. Many of the portions of White's

collection have an inhabitant's viewpoint, particularly the pieces on farm work

and community involvement, and over time they make assumptions about the

reader's familiarity with setting that an interloper wouldn't make—the transient

would feel a need to explain more, and that impulse foregrounds the outsider

sensibility. In an essay like "Once More to the Lake" White, ever conscious of his

monthly deadline, may have recognized the potential of Great Pond as a subject

for an essay like "Walden" or "The World ofTomorrow," but because of his repeated

periods of residency at Bear Springs Camp and the relatively unchanging character

of the place, he was able to write about it with an inhabitant's knowledge. What
"Once More to the Lake" and Walden share as nonfiction of place is the writer's

deep intimacy with locale over time.

Both writers are conscious of time. As Thoreau memorably observed,

"Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it; but while I drink I see the

sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is. Its thin current slides away, but eternity

remains" (98). Time is also a theme that White returns to, again and again, most

memorably in the Great Pond essay and in a later essay called "The Ring of Time"

in which a bareback rider rehearses her routine riding around a circus ring and

sustains the illusion that time runs around in a circle. Inevitably, during White's

visit to Concord, he is conscious of the passage of time, and even as he seems to

strain to find timelessness in the technologically advanced society of 1939, he

seems aware of the diminished vibrance of the pond and of Thoreau's worldview.

It is Thoreau, however, who provides the window into the past that gives him the

chance to glean some perspective on time; without Walden, White's visit to Concord

would be on a par with his visit to the equally unfamiliar World's Fair.

Similarly, without White's essays on Great Pond and Walden Pond and

without Thoreau's book, both locations would be terra incognita to me. The curiosity

for me is how familiar Great Pond was and how unfamiliar Walden Pond seemed,

even from the last time I visited it in 1981. At Great Pond the changes over the

sixty-odd years since White wrote his essay seem trivial, not unlike the changes he

himself records between his childhood and his son's childhood; time has been

moving almost imperceptibly, but the camp, still rustic, with largely the same sorts

of recreation, and the lake, still dotted with farms and cottages but not yet

overdeveloped, in essence have hardly changed at all. I felt as if I might only have

missed White and his son by a matter of hours. At Walden Pond, particularly in the

middle of a summer heat wave, the recreation activity, though less raucous perhaps

than on Great Pond, overwhelmed the potential serenity of the woodland setting;

no matter how much time I spent at the cabin site or on the footpaths, I was never

far enough away from vacationing swimmers to get a feeling of isolation. The

setting seemed completely remote from Thoreau's experience, in spite of the

commemorative signs and posts and cairn of stones.
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Thoreau himself dealt with the issue of change at Walden Pond. He
claimed, "When I first paddled a boat on Walden, it was completely surrounded by

thick and lofty pine and oak woods, and in some of its coves grape vines had run

over the trees next the water and formed bowers under which a boat could pass.

The hills which form its shores are so steep, and the woods on them were then so

high, that, as you looked down from the west end, it had the appearance of an

amphitheatre for some kind of sylvan spectacle." He complains, "Now the trunks

of trees on the bottom, and the old log canoe, and the dark surrounding woods, are

gone, and the villagers, who scarcely know where it lies, instead of going to the

pond to bathe or drink, are thinking to bring its water, which should be as sacred as

the Ganges at least, to the village in a pipe, to wash their dishes with!—to earn

their Walden by the turning of a cock or drawing of a plug!" (191-92). Yet he still

finds that Walden "wears best, and best preserves its purity":

Though the woodchoppers have laid bare first this shore and

then that, and the Irish have built their sties by it, and the railroad

has infringed on its border, and the ice-men have skimmed it

once, it is itself unchanged, the same water which my youthful

eyes fell on; all the change is in me It struck me again tonight,

as if I had not seen it almost daily for more than twenty years,—
Why, here is Walden, the same woodland lake that I discovered

so many years ago; where a forest was cut down last winter

another is springing up by its shore as lustily as ever; the same

thought is welling up to its surface that was then; it is the same

liquid joy and happiness to itself and its Maker, ay, and it may be

tome. (192-93)

Thoreau is endeavoring to sort out what is timebound and what is timeless, what is

mutable and what is immutable, at Walden Pond, in a way that prefigures White's

reflections on the same themes at Great Pond. There White's final recognition of

the inevitability of change—of death—is mitigated by the sameness of the essence

of the place itself ("It was all the same"). The change, as it is for Thoreau, is in

him, not in the place, or, more importantly, in the power the place has to evoke a

connectedness to something more timeless and enduring than mere human existence.

At bottom, then, the essence of a nonfiction of place is its ability to capture

that connectedness and convey it to another person, the reader who gets to be

virtual inhabitant or interloper through the pages of the text. Thoreau can convey

that sense about Walden and White can convey that sense about Great Pond, but

since my connection to either place is only through these writers (as White's is to

Walden), my understanding can only be measured in terms ofhow much I recognize

or fail to recognize of the earlier author's sense of place during my own time there.

My vision is filtered through the optics of the prisms they provide for me. How
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much of what I see of Great Pond or of Walden Pond is an accurate vision of the

place itself rather than of the place as another writer has seen it? What would I

make of Walden if the memorial to Thoreau's cabin weren't there? If I could see

Walden without the intervening scrim of Thoreau's account, how much would my
sense of place align with his? Even then, I doubt whethermy bystander's perspective

on Walden would be sufficient to convey the sense of place that Thoreau's dweller

perspective has made so enduring.

Walden 2002

This was one of the great days; though the sky had from my clearing only that

everlastingly great look that it wears daily, and I saw no difference in it. —Henry

Thoreau, Walden (161)

I knew I would go once more to the pond before I left, and the clouds I

noticed outside the restaurant decided me to go that evening. I had eaten at a good

Mediterranean restaurant in the Concord Depot, with an eastern view of the parking

lot and the Amtrak trains passing through and disembarking passengers and the

people waiting for the passengers on the trains and a walker crossing the train

tracks talking on a cell phone. I had made my last bookshop purchase, was enjoying

my final meal in Concord, and had draped a sense of leavetaking around me like

the heavy cloak of humidity that had dogged the day.

So when I stepped up to the car, keys in hand, and saw the western sky, I

did a double take. It was past six-thirty and the sun was lowering itself in the sky,

but a distinctive blue-gray cloud roughly the shape ofAustralia had gotten between

the sun and the earth and another had slid between that cloud and the sun and a

golden outline clung to the borders of the clouds and radiated outward into blue

sky. I thought what this must look like over the pond and reflected in its waters and

hastily drove out there. It was around 7:00 when I set off along the pond path,

dipping onto the shoreline for a short stretch, but mostly staying just above it.

I reached the site of the hut and stepped up to the cairn to deposit a stone

I'd picked up on the beach, to add to the stones ofWhitman and White and countless

others. A couple and their teenaged son approached as I positioned the stone. I

wanted to have a little more time alone at the site, so I retreated to my familiar

stump to wait them out. The father, standing on the far side of the pillars from the

cairn, pitched a pebble on the pile with a smirk; the boy walked his little stone over

and dropped it, a compromise between pilgrim values and his father's. As they

went off, another couple intent on the beach emerged from the woods and passed

through the clearing without seeming to notice it.

Left alone at the site I had the sense that I was taking leave of Thoreau,

and then it struck me that when I had spoken to the dead in Maine, it was at E. B.

White's grave in Brooklin, not at the camp on Great Pond. Thoreau rests in Sleepy

Hollow Cemetery and there's the place for leavetaking, but it seemed to me that, in

spite of the bathing paradise beyond the trees, Henry's spirit is still in the woods
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(or at least that's where I imagined it). It seemed paradoxical that, in Thoreau's

case, a writer's sense of place could have vanished from a locale without his spirit

accompanying it or that, in White's case, a writer's sense of place could have

endured while his spirit had departed. In literature a writer's sense of place and a

writer's presence in the text may be inextricably linked, but when we visit those

locations in life, either the sense of place or the writer's presence—or both—may
be impossible to locate.

I set off again to complete my final circuit of the pond, sauntering above

the shoreline until I reached Long Cove, then tramping on the beach like everyone

else. The water was silvery blue against the darkening trees, and die-hard bathers

showed mostly just their heads, dark lumps in the gleaming pond, not so much
swimming as treading water or, more often, placidly sitting on the shallow bottom

along the shore. As soon as I was a little way down the south shore, away from the

western border of trees, I could see the clouds again, now changed, darker but still

with gleaming edges and openings of bright light and the sky where there was no

sun or cloud a deepening even blue. It was a sky with that great everlasting look

that Thoreau and White refer to, the kind of sky the Hudson River School painters

were so adept at capturing. Darkness was falling and the reservation was closing

but on my way back to my car I kept looking over my shoulder all around the

shoreline to catch sight through the trees of that everlasting sky.
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N. C. Wyeth, Walden Pond Revisited (ca. 1933)

Oil on canvas

Collection of the Brandywine River Museum.
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Meaning in N. C. Wyeth's

Walden Pond Revisited

Mark Sullivan

In the early 1930s the famed book illustrator N. C. Wyeth (1882-1945)

painted a striking portrait of Henry David Thoreau at Walden Pond. 1 Shortly

afterward, he called this oil his "highest form of expression," i. e., the best work of

his blossoming second career as an independent fine artist ("Walden Pond Revisited

Deserves Close Study").

Wyeth was still pleased with this painting a decade later. In 1942, shortly

before his untimely death in an automobile accident, he painted the same scene in

tempera. 2 The purpose of this essay is to explore why Wyeth may have considered

Walden Pond Revisited to be his finest work. A careful study of this little-known

pair of paintings tells us a great deal about Wyeth himself, about how Thoreau was

being viewed in the 1930s, and about America's self-image during the Great

Depression.

Neither version of Walden Pond Revisited has received much attention or

respect from art historians or the public at large until the last few years. The oil

version won a modest prize when it was first shown at the Chester County Art

Association in West Chester, Pennsylvania, in 1933, but it was soon forgotten

(Podmaniczky 43). The tempera version of 1942 seems to have gotten no press.

And many writers from the 1930s up till the mid-1990s have been lukewarm at

best about Wyeth's independent "fine-art" projects of this period. According to

Wyeth biographer David Michaelis, for example, nostalgia blinded N. C. "to what

was real, bound him to a single idealized image, turned him cold. Nostalgic

sentiment gives the human figure in works like Portrait ofMy Mother ( 1 929) and

Walden Pond Revisited (circa 1933) a forced, wooden quality. In these self-

conscious attempts to make works of art-Wyeth considered Walden Pond Revisited

his 'highest form of expression'-there is a curious lack of feeling" (Michaelis

301).
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N. C. Wyeth, W«/^« Pond Revisited (1942)

Tempera, possibly mixed with other media, on hardboard

Collection of the Brandywine River Museum.

Bequest of Carolyn Wyeth, 1996
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Scholars and critics are only now starting to see something worthy of

note in N. C. Wyeth's efforts to be recognized as what he would call a "fine artist."

(He made a big distinction, as did many purists at the time, between commercial

illustration and art done for aesthetic purposes or as personal expression.) Victoria

Manning wrote in 2000, for instance, that

Howard Pyle [N. C.'s teacher] believed in the nobility of the

calling to be an illustrator. But N. C. Wyeth continuously strove

to create art beyond the confines of an assignment. He was

enormously successful in his lifetime as a master illustrator but

yearned for recognition in the world of 'fine art,' where he

perceived that art achieved its highest ideals of truth and beauty.

He frequently tried to separate himself from the time pressures

of illustration in order to concentrate on his personal painting,

but he continued accepting assignments, even up to his tragic

accident in 1945. As time went by, Wyeth did more and more

easel paintings, and he worked diligently at achieving his ideal.

But although these paintings are beautiful, they are only now
beginning to receive the same recognition as his illustrations.

(Dell 115)

And the authors of an exhibition catalogue from the year 2000, entitled N. C. Wyeth:

Precious Time, maintain that "the private paintings of N. C. Wyeth are far more

than the casual diversions of a brilliant illustrator. They are the most powerful and

sincere expressions of his values and beliefs" (Ransom 15).

The first time after 1942 that either version of Walden Pond Revisited

was publicly exhibited was in 1995, when Christine Podmaniczky put together a

show for the Brandywine River Museum called "N. C. Wyeth: Experiment and

Invention, 1925-1935." Her enthusiasm for N. C. Wyeth's "private paintings" is

behind much of the current interest in Wyeth as a fine artist, and her discussion of

Walden Pond Revisited (both versions) was the starting point for my musings about

the work that N. C. called his "highest form of expression."

How, I wondered when I first saw and read about Walden Pond Revisited,

could its painter see it as his "highest form of expression," while the public and art

critics either panned it or virtually ignored it (with one or two local exceptions)?

And what made his better-known commercial illustrations so popular throughout

the twentieth century, while works done more for personal reasons, paintings like

Walden Pond Revisited, have gone largely unnoticed until just the last few years?

There are a number of possible reasons for such a "disconnect," for such

a divergence of opinion between the viewers of Wyeth's "fine art" paintings and

their creator. Of course, some of these reasons would have nothing to do with the

pictures themselves. For instance, once he had become famous as a commercial

illustrator who was known for his vivid realism, the public may have felt confused



N. C. Wyeth, My Mother (1929)

Oil on canvas

Collection of the Brandywine River Museum.
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(even betrayed) when he started exhibiting "fine art" that was less realistic and

more abstract than they were accustomed to seeing. And, as Podmaniczky tells us

in the same 1995 exhibition catalogue, Wyeth did not always help his own cause

within the fine art community: "...with his frank opinions Wyeth had isolated

himself from many contemporary artists; he freely admitted that he did not have

much hope for American art in general" (10-12). He frequently expressed more

interest (especially in the 1920s and '30s) in the work of modern Russian and

Scandinavian artists than in the work of his fellow Americans. This was largely

due to the influence of his friend the writer and critic Christian Brinton. So he may
have appeared to be unpatriotic to some at a time when the United States was

fairly isolationist and decidedly anti-Soviet.

Then there is the question of why the human figures are often so stiff in

Wyeth's "private paintings" of the 1920s and '30s. David Michaelis is not entirely

off the mark when he says that the figure of Thoreau in Walden Pond Revisited has

a "forced, wooden quality" and "a curious lack of feeling." Michaelis attributes

this stiffness to "nostalgic sentiment" on the part ofWyeth, but it might also be that

N. C. just did not know, as yet, quite how to translate the "single idealized image"

of his commercial works (see his commercial images, for instance, of Abraham

Lincoln, Benjamin Franklin, or George Washington) into an idealized figure that

could blend more subtly with the background in his "fine art," yet still pack some

symbolic punch. In addition, N. C. was exploring all sorts of "fine art" styles at

this time, from Russian rayonism to the pearly realistic tempera works of his son-

in-law Peter Hurd; and his work of this period reflects an attempt to absorb these

many, sometimes conflicting, influences.

Wyeth may have been trying to add some intensity and drama to his portrait

ofThoreau, by giving it a so-called "wooden quality." We know that he consciously

did just such a thing in the 1929 portrait of his mother with the express intention of

giving the image more intensity: "The skewed perspective of the room and the

compressed space heighten the emotional impact of the painting 'The painting

I made of mama in the kitchen has become astonishingly vivid-more so than I

thought when I did it,' Wyeth wrote to his father" (quoted in Podmaniczky 32).

But allow me to return to my original question. Why did Wyeth see the

Walden Pond Revisited as his "highest form of expression," even though it is possible

that he may have felt there was room for improvement in the way that the figure of

Thoreau harmonized with the background (and even though the public may not

have responded much to the painting)?

The answer lies, I believe, in what Wyeth saw as the real purpose of his

"fine" art: self-expression. By this, I do not mean "self-expression" in the sense

that someone like Jackson Pollock or Willem De Kooning would have meant those

words. For them, "self-expression" meant an attempt to express on canvas the

totality of one's psyche at a given moment. Wyeth, though (in my opinion), was

looking for a combination of subject matter and style (or mixture of styles) that

could best help him to express his deepest-held beliefs. As early as 1907, N. C.

wrote: "I want to be a PAINTER. I respect illustration, but ... I want to be able to
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paint a picture and that is as far from the realms of illustration as black is from

white. Illustration is built upon superficial technique I want to paint a picture

with nothing but a soul, with nothing other than a spiritual meaning and I'll do it"

(quoted in Ransom 23). And in 1935 he wrote: "The vitality of every important

work of art lies in its autobiographical content" (quoted in Stoner 18). I think that

this portrait of Thoreau, who was Wyeth's favorite author and spiritual guide, was

meant by Wyeth as a catalogue of his own beliefs about life and nature, not just as

a celebration of one of the country's best-known writers. In the sense that the

portrait helped Wyeth to express a number of his own strongest beliefs (regardless

of whether the public picked up on this or not), it must have given Wyeth tremendous

satisfaction. In that sense, I would propose, Wyeth saw the Walden Pond Revisited

as his "highest form of expression."

I would like to have been present when Wyeth gathered his whole family

together in the studio, as he often did, to explain the first version of the painting in

detail to them. But the one or two survivors of that detailed explanation were

fairly young at the time and have no detailed recollections of the occasion. 3 So we
are left to reconstruct, as best we can, what the painter was telling us about himself

through this portrait of Thoreau.

As Podmaniczky tells us in N. C Wyeth, 1925-1935: Experiment and

Invention, N. C. was a long-time admirer of Thoreau's works and philosophy by

1932. He had made at least two pilgrimages to Walden Pond, one in 1909 and

another in 1913, and he owned a set of the 1906 collected edition of Thoreau's

writings. He wrote frequently to family and friends over the years of the inspiration

that he drew from Thoreau's books. For Wyeth, Thoreau's words contained

"preeminently, moral wisdom, the foundation source of the arts in general, especially

the art of life." He even gave a paper on Thoreau in January 1920 before a meeting

of the Lantern Club, a Wilmington, Delaware, society of writers and artists

(42-43).

Wyeth by 1932 had also been deeply involved for close to two decades in

a publishing project relating to Thoreau. Only in 1936, after a succession of

obstacles had been surmounted, did Men of Concord, a selection of passages from

Thoreau's journal with illustrations by Wyeth, appear under the imprint of the

Boston publisher Houghton Mifflin. At the same time that he was painting the first

version of Walden Pond Revisited, Leslie Perrin Wilson recounts in detail in a

recent issue of The Concord Saunterer, Wyeth was trying to place before the

public a book that would cast Thoreau as a human being of great warmth and

wisdom. This was a period when Thoreau was being seen by many as a rather

crotchety hermit whose only contributions had been as a minor naturalist. Wyeth

was determined to change that perception of his favorite author. He wrote to Roger

Scaife of Houghton Mifflin as early as 1918 that he wanted to make Thoreau seem

much more human and to showcase "the appeal of the poet, the dramatist, the

stoic, the mystic-the magnificent romance of the man" (quoted in Wilson 66).

And his illustrations for Men of Concord (see Thoreau and Miss Mary Emerson,

for an example) present Thoreau as very sociable, as very much a part of the

community of Concord.
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Podmaniczky speculates (I think quite reasonably) that N. C.'s 1933

painting of Walden Pond Revisited may also represent "a personal rededication to

Thoreau's principles" (43). She explains that Wyeth had, in the late 1920s and

early 1930s, developed a somewhat lavish lifestyle and allowed himself to stray a

bit from Thoreau's advice to live simply and close to nature. Then she says:

"Perhaps the difference between this life and Thoreau's principles created an inner

tension with which Wyeth struggled. An earlier assessment of the redemptive

qualities found in Thoreau's writing may have guided him as he worked on this

tribute: 'There are real tonics [in Thoreau's works] to brace a man when he is

weary, to cleanse his vision until he sees the heights again-and there are blister and

plasters in great variety and of warranted strength to make a man repent the lowness

of his aims and vulgarity of his satisfactions'" (43).

In his biography of Wyeth, Michaelis details just how lavish the family's

lifestyle had become by 1932. The Wyeths were prosperous at a time when most

Americans were feeling the harsh realities of the Great Depression. Wyeth had

built a tennis court behind his studio, and then a croquet court. The family had

bought a 1929 four-door Cadillac to add to their old Buick, and a maid and butler

had been hired. N. C. had also added two new wings to his house and a huge

skylight to his studio (321-22).

But by the mid- 1930s, Wyeth was much more in a mood to simplify his

life, to concentrate on essentials. He wrote to his sister Henriette at about this

time: "The human family . . . continues to pile up one miserable failure after

another, carrying one rapidly on toward a state of disillusionment. My present

personal feeling amounts to this: that no accomplishment, however fine and noble,

is especially necessary, and is not worth the sacrificed happiness and discomfort of

others" (Wyeth 764-65).

I am certain, like Ms. Podmaniczky, that Wyeth was attempting to re-

dedicate himself to Thoreau's principles by the time he embarked on the first version

of Walden Pond Revisited. (How successful that re-dedication was in transforming

Wyeth 's life is, of course, open to question; his liefestyle never changed significantly

in his later years.) Wyeth turned fifty in 1932, and he was no doubt reflecting, as

most of us do when we reach that milestone, on the direction which his life had

taken, as well as on how he wanted to spend the remainder of his life. His five

children were growing up, getting married, and moving away (and, in some cases,

starting to question the decisions their father had made in life). And the realities of

the Great Depression were undoubtedly starting to have an effect on him, although

he was more financially secure at the time than most of his neighbors.

I think that, in painting Walden Pond Revisited, Wyeth was responding to

the crisis of the Great Depression. He was trying to inspire himself and his fellow

Americans to be more self-reliant, to be less materialistic, to look for strength

within rather than to wait for help from social programs that couldn't guarantee

any quick fix to the country's economic woes. Wyeth was a very patriotic American,

as can be seen from the dozens of patriotic posters, calendars, and murals that he

produced throughout his career. See, for instance, Lewis and Clark (1939), Captain
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John Paul Jones (1940), and Daniel Boone (1940), all of which are in the Wyeth

collection at Iowa State University.4 I'm convinced that Wyeth saw it as his mission

while doing the Walden Pond Revisited to rally his fellow Americans to the

Thoreauvian message of the contentment that could be derived from a life lived

simply and in touch with nature.

Many scholars and writers of the 1930s were reminding the public of

Thoreau's message of a simpler life. Thoreau was being hailed widely as a new
kind of economist (although this would have surprised the sage of Walden Pond

greatly!). Vernon Parrington, for instance, in his Main Currents in American

Thought, wrote that "the single business of Henry Thoreau, during forty-odd years

of eager activity, was to discover an economy calculated to provide a satisfying

life. His one concern, that gave to his ramblings in Concord fields a value as of

high adventure, was to explore the true meaning of wealth. . . . Walden is the

handbook of an economy that endeavors to refute Adam Smith and transform the

round of daily life into something nobler than a mean gospel of plus and minus"

(II, 400). And naturalist Joseph Wood Krutch (1893-1970) wrote in an article of

1933 entitled "Walden Revisited" (is this just a coincidence?): "When Thoreau

retired to Walden in 1845 he was nearly a century ahead of his time. It is true that

the Concord he left seems a village to us and true that we can hardly conceive of a

society more simple than the one he chose to flee from, but Thoreau, with a prophet's

vision, was really running away from something which was yet to be. Refusing a

rug with which a kind neighbor had offered to cover the bareness of his floor, he

remarked that it was best to avoid the beginnings of evil, and it was upon that

principle that he renounced our industrial society before the society itself had

become firmly established" (506).

My main point here is that Wyeth would have been far from alone in

1932 in urging Americans to adopt the views of Thoreau. What makes him stand

out is that he was using a painted image rather than words to send out his message;

and the fact that he was trying to send such a message in the form of a "fine art"

painting when people were used to thinking of Wyeth as a commercial artist,

accounts, I think, for why many people missed what Wyeth was trying to say in

Walden Pond Revisited.

In all of the details, in all of the individual pictorial elements of Walden

Pond Revisited, Wyeth is trying to convey his own deepest beliefs, which are all

wrapped up in Thoreau's message of the simple life. Wyeth is not just paying

tribute to a writer who had died seventy years earlier; he is telling himself, and

anyone else who cares to look at the painting closely, to, as Thoreau put it: "Simplify,

simplify."

As Podmaniczky tells us, Walden Pond Revisited "contains many
references to Thoreau's life, including the hut on the shore of Walden Pond, the

bean field, the surrounding woods scarred by the Fitchburg Railroad, and the blue

birds 'who hold the sky on their backs'" (43). All of these details of the picture, as

well as the glimpse of the town of Concord that we get here, and the westward

view that we get toward Mount Wachusett, are symbols, clues to Wyeth's views on
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life and to his vision of Thoreau as someone who had a message of hope for all

Americans of the 1930s. These symbols were very helpful to Wyeth in his attempts

to express his own beliefs about life, to create art that was "self-expression." In

Men of Concord, Wyeth was asking the world to look at Thoreau in a different

manner than it had previously done; here, Wyeth is engaging in a project that is

very autobiographical, more in keeping with his view that "fine art" gets its "vitality"

from its "autobiographical content."

Thoreau's bean-field, for instance, gets "top billing," or at least very

prominent placement in this painting. (It takes up a big part of the right foreground,

next to the figure of Thoreau.) I don't believe that Wyeth emphasizes the bean-

field simply because it was mentioned so often in Walden, or because he was trying

to be geographically accurate about the Walden Pond area. Until recently (see

Dean in this issue) there was not any agreement about where Thoreau's bean-field

was actually located (see both Dean and Torner for summaries of the debate ), and

as we shall see, Wyeth takes many liberties with the geography of the Concord

area in this painting. I think that the bean-field is given such prominence because

Wyeth wants us (and himself) to meditate on the reasons that Thoreau raised beans

while living beside Walden Pond. One reason was that the beans "attached me
[i. e., Thoreau] to the earth, and so I got strength like Antaeus " (96). Wyeth spoke

frequently ofhow the countryside around Chadd's Ford nourished and strengthened

him and of how out-of-sorts he felt when he was not in close touch with nature and

with the changing of the seasons.

A second reason that Thoreau raised beans was to prove a point about

small-scale economies. In Walden, he described in great detail how a small-scale,

not-very-work-intensive venture such as his bean-growing experiment could yield

enough of a profit to live on comfortably without destroying nature, overworking

oneself, or losing one's dignity. The following passage from the "Bean-Field"

section of Walden no doubt resonated greatly with N. C. Wyeth, who had to deal

every day with the conflicted feeling that he was selling himself out to large,

commercial concerns: "Ancient poetry and mythology suggest, at least, that

husbandry was once a sacred art; but it is pursued with irreverent haste and

heedlessness by us, our object being to have large farms and large crops merely.

We have no festival ... by which the farmer expresses a sense of the sacredness of

his calling, or is reminded of its sacred origin. It is the premium and the feast

which tempt him. He sacrifices not to Ceres and the Terrestrial Jove, but to the

infernal Plutus rather. By avarice and selfishness, and a groveling habit, from

which none of us is free, of regarding the soil as property, or the means of acquiring

property chiefly, the landscape is deformed, husbandry is degraded with us, and

the farmer leads the meanest of lives" (102).

Thoreau's cabin is clearly visible (almost silhouetted) at the back of the

bean-field in Walden Pond Revisited. One might say that Wyeth put the cabin

there as a clue to the identity of the figure rising out of the landscape (in case the

viewer was not entirely certain); but one could also look at the cabin as a powerful

symbol of the simple life that Thoreau (and Wyeth, though he never really lived it)
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advocated. As one recent writer has said: "Though long ago dismantled, Thoreau's

cabin lingers in the American consciousness as an image of perfection. In our

restless search for meaning we return repeatedly to that vision of a man with nothing

but an ax walking into the woods and fashioning all that he needs to live honestly

and fully, a simple cabin beside a still pond" (Schnur). In showcasing Thoreau's

cabin the way that he does, one wonders if Wyeth wasn't trying to tell himself to

stay away from his own excesses of the late '20s, extravagances such as the building

of two huge new additions to his house (and the construction of the tennis and

croquet courts).

In Walden Pond Revisited, Wyeth also gives a big role to the two bluebirds

circling near the top of the painting. We know that for Thoreau bluebirds were

very significant. On 10 March 1853, for example, he wrote in his journal: "What

was that sound that came on the softened air? It was the warble of the first bluebird

from that scraggy apple orchard yonder. When this is heard, then spring has arrived."

And on 2 March 1859, he wrote: "Princes and magistrates are often styled serene,

but what is their turbid serenity to that ethereal serenity which the bluebird

embodies? His Most Serene Birdship!" Thoreau even went so far as to declare (in

a journal entry of 3 April 1852) that "the bluebird carries the sky on his back"

(Thoreau on Birds 449-52).

Wyeth too looked forward each year to the return of birds' voices in early

spring. For him, the annual rebirth of nature was a sign of great hope. He passed

on his fascination with bird calls and the migratory habits of birds to his son Andrew,

who to this day feels hope when he sees a robin or a bluebird in early spring. By
showcasing the bluebirds in his painting, Wyeth seems to be saying to the viewers

of the Great Depression, that there is hope for the future, as long as Americans

(including himself) heed the advice of Thoreau and live a simpler life.

In Walden Pond Revisited, a bright, seemingly divine, light falls on the

town of Concord. More specifically, it falls upon the steeple of the First Parish

Unitarian Church, of which Thoreau was a member before resigning in protest

against their annual fees. We know that this is the First Unitarian Church, by its

distinctive classical portico and its unusual, multi-leveled cupola. Wyeth may have

placed this well-known piece of architecture in such a prominent location to let the

viewer know that we are looking at the Concord area; but he may also have wanted

to express the idea that the Unitarian Church was an institution from which Thoreau

was somewhat removed, spiritually if not physically. He had resigned from the

First Parish Church, to be sure, but its influence in the community was something

with which Thoreau had to reckon for the rest of his life.

Wyeth too had been raised in the Unitarian faith back in his home town of

Needham, Massachusetts, in the 1890s. And like Thoreau, Wyeth moved away

from organized religion as he grew older, preferring to commune with nature when

in need of spiritual sustenance.

It is interesting that Wyeth decided to include the town of Concord in his

painting. He did not have to, in a geographical sense, since we are getting a view

roughly westward from Walden Pond toward Mount Wachusett, and the town of
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Concord lies to the north and northwest of Walden Pond (far outside the right edge

of the picture frame). I believe that he wanted to depict the tension that he felt

whenever he was in a town or a city, the same sort of tension that Thoreau reveals

in a section of Walden entitled "The Village." The following passage from "The

Village" reveals the tension that Thoreau often felt when he was at close quarters

with other people (though he tries to be humorous here): "I observed that the

vitals of the village were the grocery, the bar-room, the post-office, and the bank;

and, as a necessary part of the machinery they kept a bell, a big gun, and a fire-

engine, at convenient places; and the houses were so arranged as to make the most

of mankind, in lanes and fronting one another, so that every traveler had to run the

gauntlet, and every man, woman, and child might get a lick at him" (104).

Note that Wyeth's rendering of the town of Concord in Walden Pond

Revisited conveys a sense of tension and claustrophobia. The buildings are

somewhat askew and almost piled one on top of the other. Wyeth was often quite

blunt in his condemnations of the city, as when he said, upon moving out of

Wilmington, Delaware, in 1908: "God damn this scum of humanity that sloughs

around you like sewage in a cesspool. I hate them, simply loathe them. . . . They

won't let you be pure minded, they won't even let you commune with nature with

their vile minds" (quoted in Michaelis 171).

Then there is the Fitchburg Railroad, running quite visibly through the

middle ground of both versions of Walden Pond Revisited. Thoreau's description

of that railroad in chapter four of Walden is famous, because he uses the railroad as

a metaphor of technological progress and questions (for one of the first times in

American literature) whether modern technology really represents progress for

humanity. Here is a typical passage from the chapter entitled "Sounds": "The

whistle of the locomotive penetrates my woods summer and winter, sounding like

the scream of a hawk sailing over some farmer's yard, informing me that many
restless city merchants are arriving within the circle of the town, or adventurous

country traders from the other side All the Indian huckleberry hills are stripped,

all the cranberry meadows are raked into the city. Up comes the cotton, down goes

the woven cloth; up comes the silk, down goes the woolen; up come the books, but

down goes the wit that writes them" (74-75).

N. C. Wyeth was very aware of railroads. Two major railroads passed

through Chadd's Ford, the trains breaking the silence frequently and posing danger

to anyone at the local crossings. The Octoraro Branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad

ran right near Wyeth's home and studio, and he could "hear the distant reverberations

of the trains' whistles far up the valley" (quoted in Michaelis 21 1 ). He often warned

friends and family to be careful when they were crossing the tracks on their way to

and from Chadd's Ford. Like Thoreau, Wyeth felt that the railroads were an intrusion

upon his idyllic country life, and he too questioned whether they really represented

"progress."

I have already mentioned that Wyeth is giving us a westward view in his

two versions of Walden Pond Revisited. I believe that he was doing so very

purposefully. Thoreau saw the western horizon as being very symbolic. In the
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year of his death ( 1 862), he wrote: "The West is but another name for the Wild. .

.

in Wildness is the preservation of the World"; and on another occasion he wrote:

"Eastward I go only by force; but westward I go free. ... It is hard for me to believe

that I shall find fair landscapes or sufficient wildness and freedom behind the eastern

horizon" (quoted in Bakratcheva).

In Walking with Thoreau: A Literary Guide to the Mountains of New
England, William Howarth expands on what westward views meant to Thoreau:

"Mountains to the west were his far boundaries, presiding over his river valley like

a highland crown. . . . Mountains enlarged the world of Concord, reminded him of

distance and eternity" (3). Howarth tells us that "since boyhood, they [Thoreau

and his brother John] had also looked west to Wachusett, imagining a vast continent

on the other side. Wachusett lay on a path of discovery and exploration, the arc of

progress that marched from Greece to America" (17). "Wachusett," Howarth adds,

"also revealed the larger Appalachian structure, a northeast-to-southwest chain

that directed the course of rivers, climate, animal and human migration. To Thoreau,

the historical implications were clear: this natural barrier held back the early

colonists; by passing over it, later settlers were charting the course of national

destiny. East lay the past and its errors; west was the future, a hope for redemption"

(35).

Wyeth held similar views about the west symbolizing "the future" or a

"hope for redemption." He associated the American west with new ventures and

fresh opportunities. When he went to New Mexico in 1904 on a trip underwritten

by Scribner's Magazine, for instance, he wrote to his mother: "Things look bright

and favorable now, and if I don't succeed it's my fault and no one else's" (quoted in

Michaelis 117). A few days later, he wrote to Carol Bockius (his future wife) from

Denver: "At last the long dreamed of 'great west' and I tell you it is great" (quoted

in Michaelis 118). And one of Wyeth's greatest heroes in the 1910s was Theodore

Roosevelt, a tireless promoter of the idea that one must look westward rather than

eastward. According to David Michaelis, Wyeth went through a phase where he

credited every advance in his painting to the former president's

'broad, virile, progressive spirit.' He claimed to be keeping an

open mind about the artistic innovations ofFauvism and Cubism,

but with Roosevelt at his side he did not have to accept the avant-

garde [i. e., the European]. After spending one April evening in

a 'nest' of Postimpressionists, as well as Marcel Duchamp, 'the

nude-descending-the-staircase-man, and all the other nuts,' Wyeth

found the new artists patronizing and vain. It was the hour he

spent trading stories with Roosevelt that made him feel connected

to something real. (228)

Let's look one more time at Walden Pond Revisited (the earlier version,

that is), at the central figure of the composition. Wyeth does not do anything
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original with the face of Thoreau. In fact, Wyeth borrowed the features from the

most widely-reproduced photograph of Thoreau, the Maxham daguerreotype of

the 1850s. But Wyeth makes the figure of Thoreau almost a part of the landscape

in a very striking manner. I believe that Wyeth did this for symbolic reasons, not

just to create a dramatic effect (as he often did in his commercial work by making

larger-than-life figures fill the sky-see, for instance, The Giant of 1923, a mural at

the Westtown School in Westtown, Pennsylvania; or We y

re On Our Way, a war

poster from 1944). Wyeth seems to be saying that Thoreau is synonymous with

the landscape that he has spent a lifetime studying and writing about. Wyeth may
have been using this image to remind himself to stay closely attuned to nature,

especially to the countryside of his beloved Brandywine Valley; or to encourage

all Americans to stay in touch with nature (which would help them to weather the

hardships of the Depression).

But Wyeth seems to want to say something more, by having Thoreau

(and the viewers of this painting) look out over the Concord region from an elevated

position. Thoreau had always associated mountain-climbing, and the expansive

views one can get from mountain peaks, with hope and an increased understanding

of life itself. As one recent author has put it, "Thoreau transformed the conventions

of travel, making the search for a beautiful landscape a spiritual journey.... He
wished to be 'elevated for an instant upon [Mount] Pisgah,' for then the world

became 'living and divine.' 'Mountains thus seen are worthy of worship.' They

'elevated and etherealized' him. This was the real purpose of transcendental travel,

to quest for 'your own higher latitudes.'"
5

Wyeth, I would propose, is telling himself and his fellow Americans here,

by elevating the figure of Thoreau, to seek their own "higher latitudes," and to find

hope in a simple life lived in harmony with nature. Wyeth, much like Thoreau,

always felt "elevated," or more clear-minded, after climbing the hills in his Chadd's

Ford neighborhood. He built his home and studio on the crest of Rocky Hill, one

of the highest points in the area; and he often looked out over the valley to clear his

mind when a painting was not going well or when something was not going well in

his family life. He also developed the habit of climbing to the top of Sugar Loaf,

a nearby hill, when a major decision had to made and he needed to clear his mind.

David Michaelis tells us that Wyeth made one of the biggest decisions of

his life on the top of Sugar Loaf in 1918. Undecided about whether to go to France

during World War I on a lucrative but dangerous assignment from the American

Red Cross, Wyeth "walked out to Sugar Loaf on a cool evening. He climbed to the

top of the hill and sat down, wrapping himself in a blanket as night came on. . . .

He stayed out on Sugar Loaf all night. When the sky lightened, he walked, bleary-

eyed, back across the valley. Mist hung in the meadows. As he approached Rocky

Hill, the solid shape of the red-brick Homestead appeared under the green trees. . .

.

This was the morning that he surrendered himself. The sacrifices of fatherhood-

the chance to put his children before himself-would from now on fulfill him in

ways that apprenticeship and friendship and marriage had not. As he climbed the
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hill and saw the house he had built, the apple orchard he had planted, and the

studio looming over all, the 'decision came.' Within thirty minutes he had replied

to the Red Cross" (261-65).

Thoreau is famous for his belief that one could discover one's own "higher

latitudes" without going far from home and by observing the cycles of nature in

one's own back yard. Wyeth felt the same way and once wrote soon after moving

to Chadd's Ford: "I'm totally satisfied that this is the little corner of the world

wherein I shall work out my destiny" (quoted in Michaelis 195). I am convinced

that in his two versions of Walden Pond Revisited, Wyeth is telling the viewer

about the beliefs that he inherited from Thoreau, and encouraging his fellow

Americans of the Depression era to share those beliefs and to find inner strength

during a period of national turmoil.

Notes

lr

This painting, along with many other works by N. C. and his descen-

dants, is now owned by the Brandywine River Museum in Chadd's Ford, Pennsyl-

vania. It is mentioned in Allen and Allen (305) and discussed (as well as illus-

trated) in Podmaniczky (42-46).
2For more on this painting, see Allen and Allen (298 and 308), and

Podmaniczky (42-46).

Correspondence with Ms. Christine Podmaniczky, Associate Curator of

the N. C. Wyeth Collections at the Brandywine River Museum, 9 May 2002.
4See also the many examples depicted in Allen and Allen or in Kate F.

Jennings, N. C. Wyeth (New York: Crescent Books, 1992).
5Huber 2. For more on Thoreau's association of mountain climbing with

finding one's own "higher latitudes," see David M. Robinson, "The Written World:

Place and History in Thoreau's 'A Walk to Wachusett,' " in Richard J. Schneider,

ed., Thoreau 's Sense ofPlace: Essays in American Environmental History (Iowa

City: U of Iowa P, 2000), pp. 83-92. The front cover of Schneider's book, by the

way, features a reproduction of the 1942 version of Walden Pond Revisited that

has done much to create a broader awareness of Wyeth's Thoreau "portraits."
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Wilderness and Spirit, A Mountain

Called Katahdin:

An Interview with Maine Filmmaker

Huey

Ronald Wesley Hoag

The latest and, in many ways, most epic production of Portland, Maine,

independent filmmaker Huey (born James Coleman), Wilderness and Spirit, A
Mountain Called Katahdin, premiered to enthusiastic audiences at two Maine

locations in November 2002. The film, which has since garnered acclaim in and

beyond the Pine Tree State, is a visually grand, thematically complex monument to

Maine s "Highest Land, " the crownjewel ofenormous Baxter State Park—a mile-

high mountain of historic, ecological, ethnological, artistic, philosophical, and

religious significance to many, and a regional icon of the universal sublime to

Henry Thoreau. Thoreau's "Ktaadn," an J848 account of his J846 expedition

turned pilgrimage to the mountain (on a "vacation" from Walden Pond), ends

with hisfamously provocative, Katahdin-inspired exclamation, "Contact! Contact!

Who are we? where are we?" Huey presented and discussed his film at The

Thoreau Society Annual Gathering in Concord this July (2004). The following

lightly edited interview was conducted—by email and telephone, a year after the

fdm s debut—by one who loves Katahdin, although it blew out his knee, and admires

Huey 's film, although his own "talking head" bit part in it is unlikely to launch a

silver screen career. [Bracketed material has been added by the interviewer]
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Sunrise from Baxter Peak with Pamola Peak in the background
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Q. Why did you choose Katahdin as the subject for your film?

A. Because I had a passion for Katahdin. I saw it as a unique place that had deep

meaning to those who came to it, whether to climb the mountain or simply to

observe it. I wanted to explore why this particular mountain has had a strong

influence on those who know it. I was also intrigued by its long history and its

importance in defining views about nature and wilderness as experienced by the

Penobscot people, Henry David Thoreau, Frederic Church, Marsden Hartley,

Governor Percival Baxter, and many people today.

Q. What is your personal experience with Mt. Katahdin? Will it continue now
that the film is done?

A. I first saw Katahdin in the early 1980s. Judy, my wife, and I enjoyed camping,

and when we first went to Baxter State Park we knew we wanted to go back. After

that, every year we went as a family, Judy and I, our two young daughters, and

Judy's sister, her husband, and their two daughters. We were going for as much as

two weeks every summer until fairly recently. Spending two weeks in the woods

was a wonderful experience. These summer trips became defining moments in

our family and in raising our children. For several years in the 80s and 90s, in

order to sign up for the campsites our group wanted, we waited in line overnight in

Millinocket, outside in January. That was cold! But come summer it was worth it.

We still go every summer, but it's harder to get us all together because the children

are now grown up and have their own schedules. Yes, we plan to keep making our

annual visits to BSP. I'm at a point now, though, that I don't feel compelled to

climb Katahdin. I certainly do when given a chance. I climbed up Hamlin Ridge

Trail this summer. But I enjoy just being in the Park, seeing Katahdin, climbing

other mountains and hiking other trails and enjoying the quiet reverence I feel

there.

Q. How did you get into filmmaking and learn the art and craft of it?

A. While at Colby College in the late 1960s, I met Abbott Meader, who was a

painter and professor in the art department and an independent filmmaker. Abbott

was my film teacher at Colby; I did an independent study in filmmaking with him.

We've been friends and colleagues ever since then. I ended up majoring in

Philosophy and Religion, which I found to be good background for becoming a

filmmaker. When I graduated from Colby I knew that I needed to go off into the

real world. I've been studying at the "School of Hard Knocks" ever since, learning

the craft of film and video from friends and colleagues and on my own. I learned

a lot from what in the 1960s was called the Underground Film Movement. Most

notably Stan Brakhage, Rudy Burkhardt, and Maya Deren. I watched all the great

filmmakers from Melies, Eisenstein, Dreyer, Welles, Kurosawa, Truffaut, Fellini,

Ford, Capra, Hitchcock, Tati, and Flaherty, to contemporaries like Scorsese,
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Svankmajer, Bergman, Robert Young, and many others. But I find as much
inspiration from theater, literature, music, and painting as from films.

Q. How has making this film affected your "take" on Katahdin? Do you see it the

same way as before or differently?

A. It probably didn't change my basic opinion too much. It did reveal to me, more

strongly, how passionate people are about Katahdin. Barry Dana, chief of the

Penobscot Nation, said after he first saw the film that he was glad to learn about

the variety of people who hold Katahdin as a sacred place. I felt that too. And I did

discover new things about the history that I didn't know.

Q. When and how did you select "wilderness and spirit" as your theme?

A. The idea of wilderness and spirit crept up on me. From the beginning I was

going to concentrate on wilderness because Katahdin is in a wilderness area.

Personally, I felt there was a spiritual connection to Katahdin and wilderness, but

I didn't want to impose this on the film as a major theme when I started in 1997.

Then I read Roderick Nash's book, the environmental classic Wilderness and the

American Mind. Nash talks about wilderness as the physical raw material of

American civilization but also discusses its impact on our ideas, its symbolism

that he says changes over time. This impressed me, and I knew I had to try to get

Nash in the film. We did film him, at Chimney Pond in 1999. The changing

concept of wilderness involves the spiritual aspect of wilderness. This confirmed

my intuition, and it was reinforced by many interviews for the film. As I talked

with people—Baxter State Park staff, Penobscots, hikers and campers in the Park,

everyone—almost all of them mentioned feelings of spirituality and solace in the

presence of Katahdin. This idea kept surfacing without any direct question being

asked. I'd been trying to come up with a title using wilderness, and now I decided

I had to work in spirituality too. One day, on my walk, it just came to me to be

direct and call the film Wilderness and Spirit, A Mountain Called Katahdin.

Q. How did you encounter Henry Thoreau's "Ktaadn"?

A. I first came to love Thoreau, to begin to understand what he was onto, in

reading some of his poems I found in an anthology in college. I read Walden about

the same time, but it didn't make as big an impression on me, probably because it

was assigned and not something I discovered on my own. I first read The Maine

Woods casually in the early 80s, then again on one of my trips to BSP in the late

80s. During the five years of filming, I read the "Ktaadn" essay carefully at least

twice more, studying it and taking notes. I've also read from his journals and

come to appreciate his greatness and importance. In fact, I feel an affinity for

many of the Transcendentalists. In the 1960s, while I was still in college, I worked
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at the Margaret Fuller settlement house near Central Square in Cambridge,

Massachusetts. I learned about her writings and work. So Thoreau and others

have been on my reading list for most of my life.

Q. How does Thoreau's response to his mountain experience comport with your

own ideas and experience?

A. When I read "Ktaadn" for the film, looking for quotes to use, I felt sometimes

like I was sitting around a campfire listening to Thoreau talk. I knew the geography

of what he was describing and was aware of the volatile weather conditions. Of
course, in 1846 the area was much more wilderness than it is today, and I marveled

at Thoreau's stamina and his woods knowledge that enabled him to make the journey

to Katahdin 157 years ago. When I was on the tableland of Katahdin, I tried to

determine the route Thoreau took up the mountain and what it must have been like

to reach that spot and be the only one there and take in that wondrous view. In the

summer today there can sometimes be as many as 200 people at Baxter Peak,

Katahdin's summit. Twice I came close to experiences similar to what Thoreau

encountered on Katahdin. The very first time I climbed it, Judy and I went up

Abol Trail. When we reached the tableland it was totally socked in, "a cloud

factory" just as Thoreau said. We were going to forgo Baxter Peak, about a mile

away from where we were, and turn back down the mountain. Instead we met an

AT [Appalachian Trail] "Thru Hiker" walking towards us through the mists, and

he said to follow him, "It will clear." Sure enough he was right, and when we got

to Baxter Peak the cloud lifted and we had magnificent views. The other experience

I had similar to Thoreau was being on the summit at dawn and being the only

people at Baxter Peak and on the tableland. Abbott and Nancy Meader and I had

climbed up Katahdin from Chimney Pond starting about 1 :00 a.m. The three of us

went up the Saddle Trail, which was challenging in the dark with only headlamps

to light our way. We arrived at Baxter Peak at 4:00 a.m., just in time to film the

sunrise. This is seen in the ending montage in the film, starting with Earl Shaffer's

poem on Katahdin. It was awe inspiring, to say the least, as we bundled up against

the howling wind and I held the tripod steady while Abbott filmed a time lapse

sequence of the sun rising. We were up there for two hours before heading back

down.

Q. Can you review for me the filmmaking process, soup to nuts? By that I mean

how did you plan and execute this project? I'm thinking of everything from scripting

to screening—the works.

A. Wow, that's a whole book! Okay, first, in making a film there is a lot of time

spent in the office planning and organizing how to pull all of this off. Another

major, time-consuming part is raising funds. Since I'm an independent filmmaker,

I need to find my own funding. Wilderness and Spirit had a final budget of

$220,000, the biggest budget to date for me. In 1998 I raised about $20,000,
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which got the film started. After the first year of filming, I realized that this was

going to be a big production and I would need a lot more money. So fundraising

continued throughout the five years of filming.

In making a film there's an interplay between focus and flexibility. The

filmmaker needs to have a passion for his subject and then learn as much about

that subject as possible, but just that knowledge is not enough. I think that crucial

to filmmaking is your focus on the subject, knowing what is important to you and

what is not. What I planned to do was to film Katahdin in all the seasons, to trace

its history, to follow key people, and—once it became apparent—to keep weaving

in the theme of spirituality and wilderness. It's helpful to have a working script or

treatment, but a documentary is ultimately scripted—put together—in the edit room.

In the initial script, the film was to follow four Trails to tell the story of Katahdin.

Trail 1 was the Penobscots. Trail 2, the Early Explorers and Writers and Artists of

Katahdin. Trail 3, Governor Percival Baxter, who gave the Park to the people of

Maine. Trail 4, the Future of Katahdin. All those Trails are in the film, but I

eventually chose to weave them together rather than lay them out separately in a

linear fashion. They're all entwined in the way we perceive the mountain today;

that is, as a combination of the past, present, and the future. I felt the form of the

film should reflect the subject and chose to have these elements come and go

throughout the film.

I can't get locked into plans and expectations. If I'm not open to new

developments, I may miss the "truth." I can write down in a script, "Interview

Buzz Caverly on the pressures he faces as director of Baxter State Park and keeping

it a wilderness area." But I can really only write the question, ask it, and then

listen and see. His answer depends on how the interview goes, and his answer

may change slightly depending on which day I interview him. In fact, key people

like Buzz Caverly were interviewed three or four times each over a period of four

years in order to cover all the questions and get things right technically as well.

I also have to be sensitive to unanticipated events that might turn out to

be key scenes in the film. For example, because Katahdin is the northern terminus

of the Appalachian Trail that starts down in Georgia, in the script I wrote "Interview

an elder AT Thru Hiker." Well, in 1998 I read an AP wire story in the Portland

paper about Earl Shaffer, the first AT Thru Hiker, who completed the Appalachian

Trail in 1948. Here he was making his 50th anniversary hike at the age of 79. Earl

was literally walking into my film. I contacted John Shaffer, Earl's brother, who
was handling press contacts. John and I hit it off and he liked my film, and I ended

up being the only media allowed to film Earl's historic 50th anniversary climb up

Katahdin. So what was one line in the script became a major sequence in the film.

Earl in some ways also turned out to be the contemporary version of Thoreau, a

man of the woods and a poet. His poem "Katahdin" ends the film. I can give

many other examples, but that is probably the most notable.
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One thing I knew from the beginning was that the story of Katahdin could

not be told unless I included the Penobscot point of view. In 1990 I was asked to

do an artist-in-residency at Indian Island School, Penobscot Nation [at Old Town].

I was to help the children make animated films based on their traditional stories. I

knew that if they adapted their tribal stories for film, were true to their culture, and

used Penobscot music, these films would do well. And I was right. The films have

shown on Maine PBS and across the U.S. It was at Indian Island School that I met

all the Penobscots seen in my film: John Bear Mitchell, Arnie Neptune, Ann Wood,

and Chief Barry Dana. At the time Barry Dana was a teacher at the school. One

day, sitting in the teachers' lunchroom, Barry asked me if I would document the

Katahdin 100 Run. This is an annual event where the Penobscots run, walk, or

bike the 100 miles from Indian Island to the base of Katahdin. I knew it was an

honor to be asked to document this culturally important event. I also knew I could

now go ahead and make my film on Katahdin. The Run is a major part of it,

followed throughout the entire film.

The actual filming involves people, equipment, and logistics. For

interviews we usually used a crew of four—camera, sound, production assistant,

and director/interviewer. I was director and interviewer on those shoots, and Richard

Searls ran the Aaton 16mm camera. The mountain footage was filmed by Abbott

Meader and myself on Bolex cameras. These are 16mm hand-wound cameras

with high quality fixed focal-length lenses. They're relatively lightweight and not

dependent on batteries, which enabled us to go into remote areas of BSP and to

climb Katahdin without bringing along a whole film setup. We also did a lot of

ambient sound field recordings, made by several recordists, on a combination of

reel-to-reel analog Nagra and digital recordings on a DAT audio recorder. The

natural sounds are collected on location—animal sounds, birdcalls, night noises,

etc. Then in the edit room I pick and choose from this palette, adding the sounds as

ambiance. It's scoring with sounds instead of music, which we also used.

In between filming trips I would log the footage and transcribe interviews.

This involved highlighting quotable quotes and putting them in an editing script.

The last filming trip was in October 2001 . I then started editing five days a week

until February 2002; then worked six days a week from February to May; and then

edited seven days a week from June to August. During the same time period, Tom
Myron was composing the film's music. The Penobscot music had already been

recorded and released as a CD in 2000. In late August I went to New York City

and did the sound mix. Essentially the film was done, but I didn't have a final

product yet. The next two months were spent working with the film lab on titling

and getting the color just right and making the video transfer. Then I set up the two

premiere screenings in Waterville and Portland, Maine. At the same time I was

getting the video and DVD ready for distribution. The premiere was held on

November 17 and 18, 2002, and it was a great success. We sold out all three

shows and had to turn away many people at the door.
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Q. What were the highlights and the lowlights of the process? You can take that

question wherever you care to go.

A. The most satisfying aspect of the filmmaking was the many fine people I met

—

people like Earl Shaffer, Donn Fendler, Muriel Woodworth, and many others. Earl

I've already talked about. Donn is an interesting story. In July 1939, at 12 years

old, he was lost in the Katahdin wilderness for eight nights, with hundreds of

people frantically searching for him. He followed a stream to a camp on the ninth

day, when hope for his survival was running out. It was a big national story that he

later told in Lost on a Mountain in Maine. Every fourth grader in the state reads

that book and Donn still visits Maine schools. Muriel Woodworth is the owner of

the former studio of Frederic Church, the great nineteenth-century landscape painter.

She is a real woman of the Maine Woods and the audience's favorite person in the

film. At the end of the credits she gets the last word in the film. I also enjoyed

growing closer to some great people I already knew like Chief Barry Dana, Buzz

Caverly, the director of Baxter State Park, and Jean Hoekwater, the BSP naturalist.

The lowest points were definitely the funding woes. In production terms

there weren't what I'd call any real low points. But there were many obstacles that

had to be overcome. The greatest obstacle in filming was the weather. For example,

our first winter trip into Chimney Pond was rained out! This was in early March

1999. My living room was filled with gear and food all packed and ready to go,

and the Park was closed for two days. We did get in several days later, but the

people I had planned to film doing winter activities were already heading out of

Chimney Pond. But then, some good luck—we found ourselves on the same

schedule with Bob Baribeau and the Mahoosuc Mountain Rescue Team. Bob is

one of the best ice climbers in New England and is the climber you see in the film.

I had never met Bob when I called and told him about the film, but he agreed to let

us film him. So it turned out the weather delay was probably the best thing that

could happen to us. Overall, Pamola was favorable to the film in letting us see the

mountain in all types of weather.

Q. You'd better explain Pamola for readers.

A. Pamola is the Native American spirit associated with Katahdin. Thoreau spelled

it "Pomola" but "Pamola" is standard now, and one of Katahdin 's highest peaks is

called Pamola. Some Penobscots use "Bumole," which is the closest phonetic

spelling to their language. In the film Arnie Neptune says the equivalent of

"Bumole" in telling the story about his ancestor John Neptune spending the night

in a cave and keeping Bumole out.

Q. Any funny or odd stories about the filming?
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A. Richard Searls and I were filming a Marsden Hartley painting in an apartment

in New York City. The light was reflecting off it, so Mrs. Schrag, the owner, told

us just to move it to suit ourselves. She didn't seem too concerned, but we were

pretty nervous because it was this hugely valuable painting, like a million dollars

or more. Shifting it around desks and chairs and tables, trying not to trip or drop

it—that wasn't funny then but it's kind of comical now.

Q. How long did it take you to do the entire project and was there ever a time you

feared not being able to pull it off?

A. It took five years, from 1997 through 2002, although I began seriously thinking

about it in the early 90s. Yes, there were some days I didn't know how I would go

on, but perseverance furthers and I made it. In the beginning I was fairly successful

getting grants from Maine granting organizations. But once I had approached all

the organizations in Maine that would fund films, I didn't know where to turn.

After thinking about it a lot, I took Governor Baxter's message to heart. He said

he gave Katahdin and Baxter State Park to the people of Maine. So I changed my
fundraising strategy to seek out the people of Katahdin, people who had a strong

interest in the mountain. We held several successful fundraising parties.

Q. Will the film eventually reward you financially?

A. Well, I'm now out of debt and making money from sales, but how can I ever be

paid monetarily for five years work? I don't worry about that, though. I just look

at how this film can let me continue making more films.

Q. Your production is 100 minutes long. How much film did you shoot in all?

A. I've estimated about 14 hours of film footage and about 20 hours of sound

recordings.

Q. What were the most difficult scenes to cut and why did you cut them?

A. By "cut" I assume you mean edit out of the film. In editing there are certain

assumptions and decisions you need to make before you begin, but after that you

know the editing is going well when the film starts editing itself. Let me see if I

can explain that. No matter how much you plan out a film, the real test is when

you watch it to see whether the shots work well when put together. You make a

cut, an edit, because it just makes sense to go from one particular shot to another.

Abbott Meader always said you know you're being creative when one plus one

equals three. This is especially true in film editing. Sergei Eisenstein writes in

Film Form that the shot is a cell of the montage and the montage says more than all
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the shots can say on their own. In other words, the sum is greater than its separate

parts. To me this is similar to Buckminster Fuller's concept of synergy. I could

easily make a film entitled "Huey's favorite shots that never made it into a film."

But the reason for cutting them is simple; they just didn't work in the film they

were shot for. As I'm filming, I really don't think about whether this or that scene

will definitely be in the film or not. I wait until the editing room and see how it all

works together. For example, we didn't put anything in Wilderness and Spirit

about Roy Dudley, one of the legendary rangers from the early days of BSP. Dudley

was known for his fantastic stories about Pamola. I spent a great deal of time in

researching Dudley and even found filmed footage of him from the 1930s. We
also filmed his tombstone in sight of Katahdin. But in the end, I found that Arnie

Neptune's story on John Neptune and Pamola, or "Bumole," rang especially true,

and so Roy Dudley, good as he was, was edited out of the film.

Q. Now that those decisions have been made and the film is what it is, what do

you like best about it and what do you like least? Hindsight being 20/20, is there

anything you wish you could do over again?

A. I like the serendipity aspects best, the people and events that just came along or

happened in a certain way, but better than you could plan. What I would do over

is probably be more thorough on some things, but then I could spend my life making

this film. You have to learn when to stop and say this is it; it's ready to be released

and take on its own life.

Q. You're an "independent" filmmaker but that doesn't mean you're on your own,

right?

A. I've had a lot of help and support. Abbott Meader was essential in making and

completing the film. Abbott was in charge of filming the lyrical footage of the

mountain. He also was indispensable in the editing room as consultant and cohort.

Of course, throughout my career as a filmmaker my family has been supportive.

Judy works full time; otherwise we could not have survived financially. My family

also helped with many different aspects of the production and most importantly

with moral support. They encouraged me and let me go on making films even

though some sacrifices had to be made by the whole family. Pat Cushman is a

friend from college whom I hadn't seen in 20 years. We renewed our friendship

while making Wilderness and Spirit, and he was instrumental in helping me raise

funds. There were many others, including Judy's sister and brother and their family

members.

Buzz Caverly of Baxter State Park was very helpful. Judy, our daughters,

and I had volunteered at BSP for several years, cleaning camps and helping around

the campgrounds, and we have always respected the Park rules. I think partly

because of that history Buzz was willing to help as much as he could with

accommodations and in other ways. BSP rangers ferried the film crew and all our
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gear into Chimney Pond in the winter on snow sleds for some of the more spectacular

mountain footage in the film. The first and only time I was on a snowmobile was in

BSP. Currently I'm doing a hiker safety video for Baxter State Park on a volunteer

basis. I think of it as payback for all the help they gave me with the film

For the Thoreau material, Tom Harris [former Thoreau Society executive

director] was supportive and helpful. It was through Tom that I met you, when we
all climbed Katahdin with Thoreau Society members [and others] in June 1997, to

recognize the 150th anniversary of Thoreau 's 1846 climb. As the on-screen scholar

for Thoreau, you were instrumental in making that section of the film work and

you gave generously of your time. Your reading of the "Contact! " text was perfect

for the film, and your interpretations strike me as just right. You also speak to both

those who know Thoreau and those who are hearing his thoughts on Katahdin and

wilderness for the first time. Brad Dean was most helpful and supportive throughout

the whole production, answering my many questions and getting me in contact

with scholars. He added my name to the Thoreau listserve, which let me listen in

on the discussion among so many erudite Thoreau scholars. Joe Moldenhauer

read over the first script for the film, and I used the notes and annotations in his

Princeton edition of The Maine Woods. The Princeton edition [The Writings of

Henry David Thoreau] also gave the necessary permissions for on-screen readings.

JeffCramer [Thoreau Institute librarian] helped me research materials in the Thoreau

Society's collection. The Berg Collection at New York Public Library let me film

Thoreau's original field notebooks from his Katahdin trip and other materials.

Rodney Phillips, the Berg director, graciously allowed me to do this. Diana Burnham

and the staff at Berg knew what materials I needed to film and patiently helped

with the filming. It was a little challenging, figuring out exactly which page in the

notebook had the entry for 7 September 1 846, the day Thoreau climbed Katahdin.

When we finally found the entry there was a pressed flower on that page. More

serendipity. It was like a personal message from Thoreau that said "Here's the

page." In the film the viewer can see the pressed flower in a long shot of the

notebook. Robert Richardson and J. Parker Huber were also consulted in the

early days of the production and offered me much needed guidance in the research.

I'm deeply grateful to everyone who contributed to the making of this

film in any way—in the fundraising, the research, the filming both on screen and

behind the camera, and in all the other parts of a long, involved process. I'm truly

grateful to everyone, and it's a long list.

Q. Where has the film been shown and what are your plans for future screenings

and distribution?

A. I've had 30 in-person screenings, most of them selling out to audiences of 100

to 200 depending on the venue. It's been shown at conventions of the Appalachian

Mountain Club, the Maine Chapter of the Nature Conservancy, and the Appalachian

Long Distance Hikers Association, where it played to 400 people in a packed room
at Dartmouth College. It will be screened several times on 8 July 2004, during the
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Thoreau Society Annual Gathering, and I'm working on more screenings for the

year ahead. I made an edited version for Maine PBS that was televised in August

as part of their pledge drive. It was their highest grossing show, bringing in nearly

$30,000 for public television. I've been so busy with sales in New England that I

really haven't pushed it on the national level yet, but I'll do that soon. Right now
the film is being sold on the internet at my website [www.filmsbyhuey.com] and at

about thirty stores in New England including The Shop at Walden Pond and L.L.

Bean in Freeport [Maine], where I've also screened it and signed copies for

purchasers. (Bean also lent about $ 10,000 worth of clothes and gear for backpacking

and winter filming.) In September 2003 the soundtrack CD was released. It

features a new symphony, "Katahdin (Greatest Mountain)," by the film's composer,

Tom Myron. The Portland Symphony Orchestra heard Tom's music for the film

and commissioned him to write the symphony. The PSO performed it in September,

and it drew a standing ovation from an audience of 1500 people. The CD also has

Tom's music for the film, three traditional Penobscot songs, and selected readings

and stories from the film, including Ron Hoag's reading of Thoreau's "Contact!"

passage.

Q. What has the critical response to the film been?

A. Reviews from short to long have been published in Bangor Daily News, Northern

Sky News, Wolf Moon Press, AMC Outdoors (the Appalachian Mountain Club

magazine), and in local newspapers where the film has been shown. All the reviews

and articles have been favorable. It's hard to get a film reviewed, especially a

documentary set in Maine. Some of my favorite responses have come unsolicited

over the internet. I've put several on my website. It's thrilling to receive an email

from someone I don't know who purchased or saw the film and wants to tell me
how moved they were by it. At the in-person screenings many people have come

up to share their connections to Katahdin. It's like being at a Katahdin revival

meeting; it really is. In fact, while I was writing these answers today, I received a

phone call from an elderly gentlemen who wanted to tell me how much the film

meant to him, and he gave me his personal story about Katahdin.

Q. What about film festivals?

A. Yes, it's been shown as part of the Environmental Film Festival at the National

Museum ofAmerican History in Washington, DC, and also at the Brattleboro Film

Festival in Vermont. But it has also been turned down by festivals, perhaps

sometimes because it's perceived as being too regional. My previous films have

done well at film festivals in the U.S. but not well in selling videos to the public.

This time the opposite is true. The film I made before Wilderness and Spirit was

Honest Vision, A Portrait of Todd Webb [1996] about the photographer whose

great work, in the late 40s and early 50s, was on New York City and Paris and the
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American West. This film did quite well at festivals in this country and was

purchased by European television, but it did not sell many videos. Wilderness and

Spirit, on the other hand, is lagging with film festivals but still selling well a year

after its release.

Q. And you have other films?

A. Over the past 25 years I've made many films, but since the 1980s I've

concentrated on longer documentaries.

Q. Is this a good time to be an independent filmmaker? Ken Burns 's work seems

to have brought a lot of popular attention to alternative films.

A. I met Ken Burns in the early 1990s before he released the Civil War series, and

I recently met Ric Burns, his brother, when both our films were shown at the

National Museum of American History in the Environmental Film Festival. Yes,

the Burns brothers have been influential in getting historical subjects on PBS, seen

by many Americans, and they certainly are good filmmakers. Today, if you are

young, I see a lot of possibilities working in shorter movies for the internet and in

digital video. For us veterans, I see it getting harder and harder to make the films

you want to make. We will need to come up with different strategies for funding.

I don't know if I will ever be able to make a living at just my independent films.

But it's always been hard for artists to make a living doing their own work. Thoreau

knew all about that.

Q. How about being a filmmaker in Maine, what are the pluses and minuses of

that?

A. Well, I have a good support base here and people know me, but there aren't

very many of us up here so it's just harder to make a living. I wouldn't live

anywhere else. I love the State of Maine.

Q. Any new projects in the works or on your wish list?

A. I'm in production with two other filmmakers on a film about Tony Montanaro,

a master mime, theater artist, and teacher who died in December 2002. I made

films with Tony in the 70s and 80s. There is a remarkable amount of archival

footage because his career was well documented from the 1950s, when he was on

"Captain Kangaroo," on up to the year he died. And he has hundreds of former

students devoted to him and performing on "Sesame Street," in theater, and hosting

national television shows. We're hoping to release the film in the spring of 2005.

And I'd like to make another film on the Maine Woods, something on the changing

culture of the place. This is on the drawing board, not yet fully defined. I would

use Thoreau's Maine Woods as a subtheme or backbone of the film because his



The Film Crew at Togue Pond
Left to right: Richard Searls, camera; Ron Hoag, Thoreau scholar;

Huey, director; Bruce Williams, sound.

Photo courtesy ofHuey

Huey on Pamola Peak

Photo courtesy ofHuey
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concerns of 150 years ago are still relevant today. It would be wonderful, also, to

make a film on Thoreau himself. I think I could do a good job. I already have a

good working knowledge of his life and work, and I've made many contacts. I'd

want to flesh out who Thoreau was as a person as well as exploring his writings.

Anybody with an interest in this Thoreau project or with ideas for funding it can

email to help get things rolling [huey@filmsbyhuey.com].

Q. Do you teach filmmaking to others?

A. For years it was the bread and butter for the family. I enjoy working with

youth. In the 80s and into the 90s I was as much as 150 days a year in the schools

and also doing summer workshops for teachers. I still do artist-in-residencies in K
through 1 2 animation and video, and teacher training in video and computer editing.

My aim is to have students make movies about where they live and their cultural

heritage. Many ofmy students' movies, especially the animations, have been shown

throughout the U.S. and on TV. I have also done a lot of work with ESL [English

as Second Language] students and for 10 years was an artist-in-residence in

animation at Indian Island School. I've taught in prisons, juvenile correctional

centers, and mental health centers. Many of my students have gone on to

professional filmmaking. I'm also founder and director of the Maine Student Film

and Video Festival, now in its twenty-seventh year.

Q. One last question. When and how did you become "Huey"? It's more than just

a screen name, right? Your friends and family call you Huey too.

A. Ah, a long story. It started at Colby College and it sort of stuck. Pat Cushman,

who knew me from way back when, auctioned off the private retelling of how I got

the name Huey at one of our fundraisers. I guess I shouldn't reveal any more

because, who knows, we may need to do that again. Everybody calls me Huey.





Notes on Contributors

Albena Bakratcheva is Associate Professor of American Studies at the New
Bulgarian University of Sofia, Bulgaria, and the Chair of the American and British

Studies Program. Her book-in-progress is on American Transcendentalism. Albena

Bakratcheva's international experience includes: Fellowship of the J.F.K. Institute

for North American Studies, Freie Universitaet Berlin, Germany, 1992; Fulbright

Grant, SUNY, 1993-1994; USIA Fellowship, Louisville, Kentucky, 1999.

J. Walter Brain has written articles on Thoreau Country and on nature at large

published in local newspapers and newsletters, book anthologies, and in the Thoreau

Society Bulletin. He has had a long career as a professional landscape architect

and planner, formerly with studio/offices at Concord, Massachusetts, and has taught

seminars, studios, and lecture courses on regional landscape planning, urban design,

and architectural history at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and at the

Boston Architectural Center. He has led a number of Architectural Study Tours to

Europe for the Boston Architectural Center. A resident of Lincoln, Massachusetts,

he has been a member of the Thoreau Society since 1973 and serves currently on

the Board of Directors.

SueEllen Campbell is a professor of English at Colorado State University, where

she teaches Thoreau when she can. She has written two books in the Thoreauvian

tradition, Bringing the Mountain Home (1996) and Even Mountains Vanish:

Searching for Solace in an Age ofExtinction (2003).

Antonio Casado da Rocha, PhD, teaches moral and political philosophy at the

University of the Basque Country in San Sebastian (Spain). After some translations

and several articles on civil disobedience, he has just published a Thoreau biography

in Spanish.

Aimin Cheng is a professor at Nanjing Normal University, China. He has studied

Thoreau on a fellowship to Harvard University. He is the author of several books

and more than thirty scholarly articles, and he has translated Joseph Heller's Catch-

22 and D. H. Lawrence's The Trespasser.

Randall Conrad is an independent scholar based in Lexington, Massachusetts,

and the director of the nonprofit Thoreau Project at www.calliope.org/thoreau/. He
has contributed essays and reviews to the Thoreau Society Bulletin and other

journals.
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Lucinda Damon-Bach is an Assistant Professor in the English Department at

Salem State College in Massachusetts, where she teaches American literature and

directs the Secondary Education Minor Program for teacher licensure in English.

In 2003 she published Catharine Maria Sedgwick: Critical Perspectives, the first

volume of critical essays devoted to this pioneering author, with Victoria Clements

(Northeastern UP).

Bradley P. Dean is editor of the Thoreau Society Bulletin, and Thoreau's Wild

Fruits (W. W. Norton, 2000) and The Dispersion of Seeds, the latter in Faith in a

Seed (Shearwater Books/Island Press, 1993). He is currently editing fourteen of

Thoreau's late manuscript notebooks, which he will publish in The Notebooks of

Henry D. Thoreau.

Michel Granger is Professor ofAmerican Literature at Universite Lumiere— Lyon

2 (France). He is the author of Henry D. Thoreau: Narcisse a Walden (Lyon: Presses

Universitaires de Lyon, 1991), and of Henry David Thoreau: Paradoxes

d'excentrique (Paris: Belin, 1999). He has edited collections of essays on Thoreau

and translations of some ofThoreau's essays: Cahier del'Heme: Henry D. Thoreau

(Paris: L'Herne, 1994), and Henry D. Thoreau, Desobeir (Paris: 10/18, 1997). He

is a former president of the French Association of American Studies and former

editor of Revue Frangaise d'Etudes Antericaines.

Steven Hartman teaches at the University of Gavle, Sweden. He recently completed

his dissertation, "Faces of Thoreau in American Literature" (SUNY Albany, 2003).

He now lives with his family in Sweden, where he writes, teaches and conducts

research on Thoreau and his literary progeny in the 20th century. Hartman's fiction

and translations of Swedish literature have appeared in numerous journals, including

Witness, Grand Street and the Georgia Review.

Ken Hiltner is a PhD candidate at Harvard University who has published widely

on the ecological implications of Renaissance literature, including a book from

Cambridge University Press entitled Milton and Ecology, as well as essays in Milton

Studies, Milton Quarterly, English Language Notes, and elsewhere. He also has

recent articles on Emily Dickinson, the contemporary novelist Peter Schneider,

and others.

Ronald Wesley Hoag has published about, lectured about, and now spoken on

screen about Thoreau's "contact" with Katahdin. His own first contact with this

spiritual wilderness mountain topped off a lengthy canoeing and hiking excursion

with Parker Huber and Dana Brigham, still one of the best experiences of his life.
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Shoko Itoh is professor in American Literature and Culture at the Graduate School

of Hiroshima University. She published Road to Arnheim (1986) and Revival of

Thoreau: Nature Writing and the Nineteenth Century American Society (1998).

She edited two critical works: Ecocriticism: Green Literary Criticism (1998) and

Toward a New Ecocritical Vision (2003) and others. She is also the Japanese

translator of Faith in a Seed and Wild Fruits.

Katsumi Kamioka is a professor of American literature at Kochi University in

Japan. His publications include A Study ofWalden: In Search of the Whole Man,

Life in the Woods: Plain Living and High Thinking and American National Parks:

Conservation Movement and Park Policy.

Patrick Labriola is an American citizen working as a free-lance interpreter,

translator, writer, and teacher in Bonn, Germany. In 1996 he completed a doctoral

dissertation in Comparative Literature at the University of Bonn on American and

German Romanticism. He has published several articles on language and literature

and has co-authored the English-German reference works Dictionary ofAmerican

Politics, Dictionary ofMajor American Sports, and Dictionary of Golf

G. Madhusoodanan is a well known ecological literary critic and thinker writing

in English and Malayalam. He has won many literary awards including the Literary

Akademi Award and is a member of the Association for the Study of Literature

and Environment (ASLE). He lives in Pune, India.

Daniel S. Malachuk is associate professor of humanities at Daniel Webster College

in Nashua, New Hampshire. His articles on nineteenth-century literature and

philosophy have appeared in journals including Journal ofAmerican Studies, The

New England Quarterly, Studies in Romanticism, Romanticism on the Net, and

Walt Whitman Quarterly. His book, Perfection and the Victorian State, is under

contract with Palgrave MacMillan.

W. Barksdale Maynard teaches art and architectural history at the University of

Delaware and Johns Hopkins University. He is the author of Architecture in the

United States, 1800-1850 (Yale, 2002) and Walden Pond: A History (Oxford, 2004).

He lives in Newark, Delaware.

Bill McKibben is the author of The End of Nature and eight other books on

environmental topics. A former staff writer for the New Yorker, his work appears

regularly in Harpers, the Atlantic, the New York Review ofBooks, and many other

national publications. He is a scholar in residence at Middlebury College.
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John Hanson Mitchell is an author and editor. Two of his most recent books are

Walking to Walden: A Pilgrimage in Search of Place and The Wildest Place on

Earth: Italian Gardens and the Invention of Wilderness.

Joel Myerson is Carolina Distinguished Professor of American Literature,

Emeritus, at the University of South Carolina. He has published widely on the

Transcendentalists and is currently preparing an edition of Emerson's Selected

Lectures and editing Emerson Centenary Essays, both with Ronald A. Bosco.

Andy Nagashima, M.B.A., is a translator and research assistant for a major book

publishing project on the subject of the Japanese news media. He is a member of

the Thoreau Society, the Thoreau Society of Japan, the Walt Whitman Studies

Association, and the Walt Whitman Society of Japan. Recent published papers

include "Walden: History ofJapanese Translations (1909-2000)" in Studies in Henry

David Thoreau 30 (May 2004) and "Henry David Thoreau: The Bibliography of

Japanese Translations (1909-2004)" inDawn in Me: Essays on the 150thAnniversary

of Walden (Tokyo: Kinseido, 2004).

Henrik Otterberg (previously Gustafsson) is a doctoral student at the University

of Gothenburg in Sweden. He has written essays on Thoreau's rhetoric and aesthetics

in The Concord Saunterer of 1997 and 1999, as well as shorter articles and reviews

in TSB from 1998 and on. He has also published essays on Thoreau in various

European anthologies.

Mary E. Pitts is a freelance writer/speaker whose work has appeared in such

publications as The Concord Saunterer (original series), Poetry Criticism 30, and

Grit. She has lectured on historical and biographical subjects to various historical

societies in Massachusetts. She has been a member of The Thoreau Society since

1980 and a life member since 1983.

Nikita Pokrovsky is Professor and Head, Department of General Sociology, State

University—Higher School of Economics (a 10-year old and progressive social

science university in Moscow, second largest in Russia after Moscow State). He
has also been a Fulbright Professor of Social Theory at Indiana University (2003).

He got interested in Thoreau in the early 1970s. In 1978 he received from Walter

Harding a life membership in the Thoreau Society. He has published two biographies

of Thoreau and two representative collections of Thoreau's essays—a recent one

(2002) under the title Higher Laws. He also published a 500-page intellectual

biography of Emerson (1995).
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Robert Root, author of Recovering Ruth: A Biographer's Tale and E. B. White:

The Emergence ofan Essayist and co-editor of The Fourth Genre: Contemporary

Writers of/on Creative Nonfiction, is currently writing and researching the nonfiction

of place.

Robert Sattelmeyer is Regents Professor of English at Georgia State University.

He has edited Thoreau's Journals for the Princeton University Press edition of

Thoreau's Writings and is the author of Thoreau's Reading (1988) as well as of

articles on Thoreau, Emerson, Melville, and Mark Twain.

Mark Sullivan grew up not far from Walden Pond. He received his Ph. D. in art

history from Bryn Mawr College, and teaches at Villanova University. He has

written books and articles on the Hudson River School of artists, but recently he

has returned to his boyhood interest in Thoreau. He is presently writing a book on

the many portraits of Thoreau painted since 1853.

Barry Tharaud is the editor and publisher of Nineteenth-Century Prose. He has

taught Thoreau at colleges and universities on four continents and is currently

Senior Fulbright Professor at Universite Abdelmalek Essaadi in Tetouan, Morocco.

Jay Vogelsong, with his wife Janice Brooks, wrote The Conscious Exploration of

Dreaming, a book about the implications of their lucid dream experiments, which

challenges many of the assumptions of popular dream theories. Otherwise, Jay is a

Thoreau Society member who leads an ordinary life.

Laura Dassow Walls teaches American Literature at Lafayette College in Easton,

PA, and she is the author of Emerson 's Life in Science: The Culture ofTruth (Cornell

2003) and Seeing New Worlds: Henry David Thoreau and 19th-century Natural

Science (Wisconsin 1995), as well as numerous articles. In Fall of 2004 she will be

joining the English Department at the University of South Carolina as the Bennett

Chair of American Literature.

Joseph C. Wheeler was born and brought up on the Virginia Road farm in Concord

where Thoreau was born. His mother was Concord historian and Thoreau Society

founding member Ruth R. Wheeler. After a forty-year career in international

economic development he retired to Concord, where he serves on the Boards of

both the Thoreau Society and the Thoreau Farm Trust.

Edward O. Wilson is Pellegrino University Research Professor, Emeritus at

Harvard University, as well as Honorary Curator of Entomology. His interests cover

broadly those of Thoreau and similar naturalists, and among his awards in science

and literature he most prizes is the Thoreau Society Medal.
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WALTER R. HARDING

1917-1996

Preeminent Thoreau scholar

Founder of the Thoreau Society

Beloved teacher, mentor and friend

"Wherever there is knowledge, wherever there is virtue,

wherever there is beauty, he willfind a home.
"

Beech Hill Foundation, Inc.

Boston, Massachusetts

You are invited to join

The
Ralph Waldo
EMERSON

Society

Membership brings you:

• Emerson Society Papers, our semi-annual newsletter, with articles, reviews, annual

Emerson bibliography and news of events

• Discounts on books and subscriptions

• Annual meeting and panels at the American Literature Association Conference

• A program each July in Concord, Massachusetts

• Access to the Emerson Society Listserv

• Opportunities to obtain Society shirts

• Satisfaction of helping promote Emerson scholarship and appreciation of a major

American writer throughout the world.

Join members in 10 countries. Annual dues (calendar-year) are only $10 (U.S.). Please send

check, payable to "The Emerson Society," to Robert Habich, Emerson Society Secretary/Treasurer,

Department of English, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306-0460. Tel. 765-285-8580.
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ISLE is a journal that explores the relation between human
beings and the natural world. We welcome submissions of

articles from literary scholars, environmental historians,

specialists in the visual and performing arts, environmen-

tal philosophers, geographers, economists, ecologists, and

scholars in other fields relevant to "literature and environ-

ment." We are also interested in receiving poetry, fiction,

and literary nonfiction pertinent to the journal's thematic

focus.

For submission guidelines and subscription information,

as well as a complete listing of past issues, please visit our

website.

Interdisciplinary Studies in

Literature and Environment
English Department/098, University of Nevada, Reno NV 89557

775-784-8015 x242 www.unr.edu/artsci/engl/isle/



20% discount for Thoreau Society members

H ESQ: AJournal of the Ameri-

can Renaissance is devoted to

the study of nineteenth-

century American literature,

focusing on midcentury ro-

manticism but also extending

throughout the period to

encompass its origins and

effects.

Articles include innovative

critical essays, source and

influence studies, and bio-

graphical studies, as well as

more general discussions of

literary theory, literary histo-

ry, and the history of ideas. A
special feature is the publica-

tion of essays reviewing

groups of related figures and

topics in the field, thereby

providing a forum for viewing

recent scholarship in broad

perspectives.

ESQ publishes the work of

up-and-coming young scholars,

as well as such established fi-

gures as Lawrence Buell, Caro-

lyn Karcher, Wai Chee Dimock,

Leland Person, and Robert

Sattelmeyer.

ESQ is published quarterly by the Department of English at Washington State

University. Address inquiries concerning subscriptions and ads to the ESQ Sub-

scriptions Manager, Department of English, Washington State University, PO Box

645020, Pullman, Washington 99164-5020, tanya_gonzales@wsu.edu. Subscrip-

tion rates for Thoreau Society members are $17.60 for one year and $32.00 for

two years. Subscribers outside the U.S., including Canada, should add $8.00 U.S.

currency per year to cover postage and handling.

Address manuscript submissions to the Editors, ESQ Department ofEnglish, Wash-

ington State University, PO Box 645020, Pullman, Washington 99164-5020,

argerj@mail.wsu.edu. Accepted contributions should conform to The Chicago

Manual of Style.



Studies

Dark Romanticism:

History, Theory, Interpretation

Poe Studies/Dark Romanticism provides a forum for interpretive,

cumulative dialogue about Poe's life and writings; about the cul-

tural and material contexts that conditioned the production and re-

ception of his work; and about his interrelationships with other

writers, especially those who worked in traditions ofdark romanti-

cism. Features include review essays, periodic special issues deal-

ing with such topics as "New Directions in Poe Studies" and "Poe

and Gender," and a biennial "International Poe Bibliography."

The journal invites submission of original articles and notes, and

welcomes work grounded in a wide range of theoretical and criti-

cal perspectives. Address submissions and inquiries to the Editors,

Poe Studies/Dark Romanticism, Department of English, Washing-

ton State University, Pullman, WA 99164-5020; send email to

argerj@mail.wsu.edu. Contributions should conform to The Chi-

cago Manual ofStyle.

Poe Studies is published annually by the Department of English and Col-

lege of Liberal Arts at Washington State University. Address inquiries con-

cerning subscriptions and advertising to the Journals Subscription Manager,

Department of English, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington

99164-5020; Tanya_Gonzales@wsu.edu. Subscription rates in U.S. cur-

rency are as follows: for individuals, $ 1 5 .00/one year and $27.00/two years;

for institutions, 22.50/one year and $40.00/two years. Subscribers outside

the U.S. should add $5.00 for postage and handling. Back issues are avail-

able at $18.00 per annual issue and $9.00 per semiannual issue (prior to

2002).
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The "Official" Thoreau
Princeton's "Writings of Henry D. Thoreau" are the definitive editions,

approved by The Committee on Scholarly Editions of the Modern

Language Association of America. We are pleased to announce that

the titles below will be available in newly-packaged, low-priced paper-

back format in spring 2004. Each volume will feature a brand new

introduction by a well-known writer.

7 50th Anniversary Edition

Walden
With an introduction byJohn Updike

Paper $1 1 .00 ISBN 0-691 -0961 2-0

The Higher Law
Thoreau on Civil Disobedience and Reform

With an introduction by Howard Zinn

Paper $9.95 ISBN 0-691 -1 1 876-0

Cape Cod
With an introduction by Robert Pinsky

Paper $9.95 ISBN 0-691-1 1 842-6

Maine Woods
With an introduction by Paul Theroux

Paper $9. 95 ISBN 0-69 1-11 877-9

A Week on the Concord

and Merrimack Rivers

With an introduction by John McPhee

Paper $9.95 ISBN 0-691-1 1878-7

PRINCETON
University Press

800-777-4726

WWW.PUP.PRINCETON.EDU



"Looked at Mr. Davis's museum. ..I love to see

anything that implies a simpler mode of life

and greater nearness to the earth."

H.D. Thoreau, Journal, September 15, 1860

Follow in Thoreau's footsteps and visit

"Mr. Davis's museum"...

THE CONCORD MUSEUM
Where Concord's History Begins

Thoreau's Desk, Chair and Bedstead from Walden Pond

His Surveying Equipment,

Walking Stick, Flute,

Spyglass & Snowshoes

Thoreau Pencils

Thoreau Family Possessions

Ralph Waldo Emerson's Study

Why Concord? galleries

Exploring Concord film

Full-scale Walden House Model

£S CONCORD
MUSEUM

Cambridge Turnpike Concord, MA www.concordmuseum.or^

For information on membership, education programs or

group tours call (978) 369-9763



Wilderness and Spirit

A Mountain Called Katahdin

A Film by Huey
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"I commend this moving film to anyone who
loves Maine or nature, and especially to those

who love both."

Senator George J. Mitchell

Being Shown as Part of Thoreau Annual
Gathering, July 8, 2004, Concord, MA

Videos, DVDs, & Soundtrack CDs available at

www.filmsbyhuey.com
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"I have sometimes imagined a library, />. a collection of the works of

j£ of true poets, philosophers, naturalists, etc., deposited not in a brick and marble

edifice in a crowded and dusty city. . . but rather far away
in the depths of the primitive forest. .

."

— Henry David Thoreau, 3 February 1852

• THE •

THOREAU INSnTUTl

The Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods
features the world's foremost collection of Thoreau-related materials,

a spacious reading room, and a variety of educational programs

and resources. Additional collections include:

The Papers of Scott and Helen Nearing, social reformers

and pioneers of homesteading and sustainable living,

and The Collections of Paul Brooks, environmental writer and editor.

Visitors are welcome by appointment to explore all that the

Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods has to offer.

For more information, please contact:

Jeffrey S. Cramer, Curator of Collections

781-259-4730 or Jeff.Cramer@walden.org

The Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods
44 Baker Farm, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773

www.walden.or^institute

The Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods

is ownedandmanaged by the Walden Woods Project

WE %t,Oi / W Hi 1 1 \ M 4M1M& PAPhHS • THE f'4L'i BROOKS COLLECTION



Become a member of the oldest and largest organization

devoted to an American author

The

inoreau-
Society^

Founded in 1941

Publications

Members receive the annual Concord Saunterer

and the quarterly Thoreau Society Bulletin. The

Society also publishes original Thoreau-related

books and reprints of selected hard-to-find titles

about Thoreau.

Activities

Join other members from around the world each July

for our Annual Gathering held in Concord. The

Thoreau Society also offers excursions to locations

associated with Thoreau; seminars and lecture series;

programs hosted by its members in their home

communities, and more. The Society serves as' the

official Friends of Walden Pond organization,

supporting interpretive programs and conservation

projects at Walden . Activities are listed on our

website :www .thoreausociety.org

Membership Form

Name

Address

Send to: The Thoreau Society

55 Old Bedford Road

Concord, MA 01742

Thoreau Institute

This state-of-the-art research center,

established in collaboration with the Walden

Woods Project, houses the Thoreau Society

Collections-the most comprehensive

Thoreau collection in the world.

For an appointment, call (781) 259-4730;

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Shop at Walden Pond

915 Walden Street, Concord, MA 01742

or visit our on-line shop at www.shopatwaldenpond.org.

To receive a 10% member discount on purchases, visit,

call, fax or e-mail the Shop at (978)287-5477 phone;

(978)287-5620 fax; mailto:info@shopatwaldenpond.org

thoreausociety.org

Membership Levels:

Individual

Student

Family

$35

$15

$50
We ask members outside the U.S. to add $15

($5 Canada/Mexico) for postage.

Method of Payment:

Check Credit Card MC Visa AmEx Disc

Card# Exp.

membership@ thoreausociety.org
Signature

cs



Maxham Daguerreotype of Thoreau in 1856

THE THOREAU SOCIETY, founded in 1941, is an international nonprofit organization

of students and admirers of Henry D. Thoreau, The purposes of the Society are (1) to honor

Henry David Thoreau, (2) to foster education about and stimulate interest in his life, works,

philosophy, and place in his world and ours, (3) to coordinate research on his life and writings,

and (4) to act as a repository for Thoreauviana and articles of memorabilia relevant to

Thoreau and his times. The board of directors has recommended for member approval the

additional mission of advocating for the preservation of Thoreau Country, thus stipulating a

role the Society has played since its founding. The Society is headquartered at the Minute

Man National Historical Park at 55 Old Bedford Road, Concord, MA 0.1742. The Society's

collections are housed at the Thoreau Institute at Walden Woods, 44 Baker Farm, Lincoln,

MA 01773. The Society also operates The Shop at Walden Pond, a visitor's center with a

bookstore and gift shop at the Walden Pond State Reservation in Concord. The Society

convenes in Concord each July and sponsors educational programs and other activities

throughout the year including a lecture series and excursions into Thoreau Country.

Membership in the Society is open to the public and includes, in addition to a ten percent

discount at The Shop at Walden Pond, subscriptions to the annual CONCORD SAUNTERER
and the quarterly THOREAU SOCIETY BULLETIN. See the membership application on

the inside back cover.

Loreair~
Society^-

Founded in 1941

W This journal is printed on acid-free, recycled paper with nonstate funds.


